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PREFACE,

The present volume may, it is hoped, supply a want which

has long been felt
; that, viz., of a full, yet compendious and

authentic biograpliy of James Watt. In a recent work,*

prepared by the author from the MSS. of the great engineer

preserved by his son, as well as from others, of no less value,

in the possession of Mr, Boulton, there were comprised, (1.)

a Biographical Memoir of Mr. Watt
; (2.) a Selection from

his Correspondence ; and (3.) the Specifications of all of his

Patents. The favour with which that work was received by

the press and the public is gratefully acknowledged. The

long series, however, of large copper-plate engravings of ma-

chinery by which it was illustrated,—(thirty-four in number,

delineating no fewer than sixty-eight separate figures),

—

necessarily raised its cost above the means of many who

might otherwise have desired to possess it
; while the minute

descriptions contained in the specifications of patents, and

their relative drawings, are of course more desirable for the

use of {he scientific engineer and the mechanical philosopher,

than of the general reader.

The author has now, therefore, ventured to remodel, and

to reproduce in a form at once more comprehensive, more

convenient, and less costly, the Biographical Memoir above

referred to. A few unimportant pages have been omitted

;

‘The Origin and Progress of the Mechanical Inventions of James
* Watt.’ 3 vols. 8vo, and 4to. London : John Murray, 1854.
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many of the most interesting jiassages from the correspondence

of the great engineer have been incorporated; and other

large additions, from various sources, have been made,—

a

considerable portion of the new matter relating to Mr. Watt’s

family and private history; while the principle has been

adhered to, of allowing his inventions and discoveries to be

explained, as far as possible, in his own plain, clear, and

forcible language.

Of the immense results of those inventions, and their pre-

sent and future value to the world, it is already difficult to

form any adequate conception. But some faint idea of their

magnitude may be gathered from such facts as these :—that

less than a single century ago, only a few clumsy and im-

perfect ^‘fire-engines,” of the old atmospheric sort, were

employed in pumping water out of some widely-scattered

coal-pits and mines; that they did their task laboriously,

expensively, and badly; that steam was not then applied

directly, nor, as then used, was it capable of being applied

with advantage, either to Manufactures, to processes in the

Useful Arts, to Navigation, to Land Transport, to War, or to

Agriculture ;—and that now, the united steam power of Great

Britain alone, employed in all of those different ways, (every

engine having been constructed since the improvements of

Watt were first made known), is estimated as equivalent to

the manual labour ofupwards offour hundred millions of men^

or more than double the number of males supposed to inhabit

the globe.* How startling are such statistics ;—^how elo-

quently is the panegyric of the inventor thus expressed by

the stupendous works of his genius

!

As a kinsman of the illustrious engineer,—as long the in-

timate friend and now one of the executors of liis son,

—

and as the son-in-law of the late Mr. Boulton, the author has

‘Quarterly Review,* vol. civ, p. 411. 1858.
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enjoyed the peculiar privilege of unrestrained access to the

stores of original documents, as well a* of anecdotes, by

which this volume has been enriched. This circumstance

may be a sufficient guarantee of the genuineness and interest-

ing nature of the materials from which he has had to select

;

and the care bestowed in moulding them to their present

form will be well repaid, if it secures a complete and accurate

history of the life of one whom the common consent of man-

kind has now placed at the head of all inventors, in all ages

and nations.”

Tho checkered career of so great a man,—now dark with

shadows, now bright with lights,—may well teach the stern

truth,

—

“ That life is not as idle ore,

“ But iron dug from central gloom,
** And heated hot with burning fears,

“ And dipp’d in baths of hissing tears,

“ And batter’d with the shocks of doom

“ To shape and use —
yet it is full of hope and encouragement to those who read

its lesson aright. For it sets forth tho dignity of that intel-

lectual pre-eminence, which crowns perseverance in honour-

able toil ;—the lustre of that nobility of soul, which finds its

highest scope even amid humble pursuits ;—^the majesty of

that wisdom, which intently, tranquilly, and reverently

searches out the mysterious works and ways of Creation.

“ Fame is no plant that grows on mortal soil,

“ Nor in the glistering foil

“ Set off to the world, nor in broad rumour lies ;

“ But lives and spreads aloft by those pure eyes

“ And perfect witness of all-judging Jove

;

** As He pronounces lastly on each deed,

“ Of so much fame in Heaven expect thy meed.” t

* Tennyson, ‘ In Memoriam,’ § cxvi,

t Milton, ‘ Lycidas,’ 1. 78-84.
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.
CHAPTEE 1

INTKODUCTION— INVENTORS AND THEIR HISTORT— LIKflAOE OP JAMES
WiTT— HIS GREAT-OBANDPATHER— HIS GBANDPATHEB THOMAS WATT
— BtrBGH OP CRAWFORDSDYKB— BURGH OP GREENOCK — UPB AND
PURSUITS OP THOMAS WATT— HIS MARRIAGE— AND DEATH.

The fame of James Watt, great as it unquestionably became

in the course of his long and honoured life, has increased

since his death in a degree that may, perhaps, be termed

unprecedented, being co-ordinate with nothing less than the

unlimited development of his own manifold inventions. In

the case of illustrious heroes and statesmen, poets, orators, or

artists, who have attained the height of their glory in their

own time, it often happens that when the excitement of

contemporary interest, the influence of power, or the partiality

of fnendship is removed, the judgment which posterity pro-

nounces on their achievements is not unalloyed by other

considerations. Such, however, has not been the case with

the inventor of the modem steam-engine :

—

“ Grescit occulto velut arbor asvo

“ Faraa Marcelli,”

—

and the renown of so great a promoter of the arts of civiliza-

tion and the blessings of peace, elastic and expansive as that

mighty agent which he first taught men truly to regulate and

use, appears, with a steady progression, to have become as

universally difftised as the all-pervading power of Steah.

The respect which in all ages and countries has ever been

paid to inventors seems, indeed, to rest on something more

profound than mere gratitude for the benefits which they have
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been the means of conferring on mankind ;
and to imply, if it

does not express, a consciousness that by the grand and

original conceptions of their minds they approach somewhat

more nearly than their fellows to the qualities and pre-

eminence of a higher order of being. “ The dignity,” says

]jord Bacdn, “ of this end of endowment of man’s life with

" new commodity appeareth by the estimation that antiquity

" made of such as guided thereunto
;
for whereas founders of

“ states, lawgivers, extirpators of tyrants, fathers of the people,

“ were honoured but with jthe titles of demigods, inventors

" were ever consecrated among the gods themselves.” * Of
all the inventions which the ingenuity of man has devfeed,

that of the modem steam-engine is, whether we regard its

own mechanism and mode of performing its operations, or the

operations themselves, perhaps the most wonderful, and cer-

tainly the most useful. “ We must confess,” says Belidor,

« that this is the most marvellous of alb machines, and that

“ there are none of which the mechanism has so much analogy
“ to that of animals. Heat is the principle of its motion ; in
"

its different pipes there takes place a circulation like that of

“ the blood in the veins, having valves which open and shut
“ themselves at right times ; it feeds itself, performs its

“ evacuations at regular intervals, and draws fern its own
“ work all that is needful for its subsi8tence.”t So, Words-

worth and Coleridge, when on a tour in Scotland, “ passed,”

says Dr. Wordsworth, “ a steam-engine, and Wordsworth made
seine observation to the effect that it was scarcely possible

** to divest oneself of the impression, on seeing it, that it had
“ life and volitiom ‘ Yes,’ replied Coleridge, ‘ it is a giant

“ with one idea.’ Thus, the multiplication of diversified

forms and effects which the living energies of machinery

mysteriously call forth firom shapeless, inert, and appa-

rently inadequate materials,—the diminution of labour,

—

the abridgment of time,—^the annihilation of distance, which

* Fragments of Valerius Terminus, f Belidor, Archit. Hydranl., vol. ii.

on the Interpretation of Nature
; pp. «S24, 825, ed. 1789.

Works of Bacon, by Basil Montagu, } Life of Wordsworth, vol. ii. pp.
1825, vol. i. p. m. 447, 448, ed. 1851.
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the skilful employment of steam enables ns to attain, seem

little less than emanations from the a^nl attribute of

creatiTe power ; and strikingly exemplify that Dmne omni*

potence and wisdom which inspired the genius to conceive

and bestowed the ability to produce them. It is recorded of

Mrs. Siddons that when in the Louvre, in 1814, she beheld the

statue of the Apollo Belvidere, she exclaimed, “ What a great

“ idea it gives us of God, to think that He has made a human
“ being capable of fashioning so divine a form !

” So when

we behold the steam-engine, in all its varied forms and appli-

cations, producing its manifold works with what ^ms to

be almost human intelligence, and even superhuman power,

it is perhaps not too much to say that we may feel our con-

ceptions of the Etebnal Wisdom enlarged by the reflection

that He formed that mind which was capable of devising

mechanism at once so simple and so sublime.

In proportion to the estimate which men have formed of
' the importance of the inventor’s work is generally the desire

they feel to learn the history of its origin and progress ; and

of the development of the mind of its contriver. It will be

seen from the following pages, that the life of the creator

of the modem steam-engine was one, as has been justly

remarked, of patriardial simplicity, “ devoted to labour, to

“ study, to meditation and that in a humble condition, and

a career of virtuous industry and patient thought, " projects

“ were elaborated, which were destined to raise the British

“ nation to an unheard-of height of power.”

The first of the paternal ancestors of James Watt, of whom
any notices have been preserved, is his great-grandfEither

;

the minute details of whose personal history, however, have

^ared nearly the s^me oblivion in which even his Christian

name -is sunk. It is only known, from the traditions of his

family, that he lived in Aberdeenshire in the earlier half of

the seventeenth century, and followed the buiiiness of a
farmer, whether of his own land or not we can only con-

jecture ; that his peaceful pursuits did not exempt 1^, in

“ the troubles” of that period, from a rude summons to arms,

and an early death in battle ; that he perished in one of the

B 2
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wars of Montrose, fighting, in all likelihood, for the cause of

the Covenant; that his property was confiscated; and that

his orphan son, Thomas, educated by the care of some distant

relations, thus received that blesting promised to the father*

less, to compensate their loss.

Where those relations lived who thus benevolently rescued

from destitution the poor orphan, does not appear. Pe was

bcarsy aiooording to one acwunt, k 1689, according to another

in;d64!i^ and was at all events soon removed from Aberdeen*

siiire^a eounfy which at that time suffered more than pei>

ha^ uiy^jOther part oi Scotland from the scourge of dvil war,

and whi^, according to the lammitable account given by

Spalding in his ‘ Memorialls of the Trubles in Scotland and
< in England, A.i>. 1624-a.i). 1645,’ was left “ almost man-
** less, moneyless, horseless, and aimless, so pitifully was the

« same borne down and subdued.”

Thomas Watt settled, early in life, in the little burgh of

barony of Crawfordsdyke, or Oartsdyke, situated in the

barony of Cartsburn, in the dose vicinity of the town of

Greenock in Benfrewshire. He was a “teacher of naviga-

“ tion ;” or, as he is styled on his tomb-stone, “ Professor of

“ the Mathematicks ;” a vocation for the exercise of which

it appears that neither Cartsdyke nor Greenock could, pre-

vious to that time, have afforded any very wide scope.

Greenock was erected into a burgh of barony by a charter of

Charles L, granted 5th June, 1635, and ratified by an Act

of the Parliament of Scotland in 1641 ; and, according to

the best information extant on the subject, the erection of

Craj^ordsdyke into a similar burgh took place in 1669. But
neither place became very populous or busy for many years

afterwards; and even so late as April 1700, in an enquiry

for settling the amount of taxation to be made in respect of

their trade, it was given in evidence that the whole shipping

ofthe two bnighs together consisted but of one ship belonging

wholly to Greenock
;
three ships having part-owners in Glas-

gow ; and two barks and a traveller-l^at, said to belong to

Greenock. In this estimate there can be no doubt that the

open or half-decked boats employed in the herring or other
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fisheries were not included
; for even then those resources of

the Western Frith were opening up an extensive and valuable

business, and might indeed be looked upon as the nursery of

those excellent seamen who were soon to be employed in

making longer voyages, as well as of that enterprise and
capital which the merchants of Glasgow, Port-GlaiE^ftw, and

Greenock, were to embark in the great system of Oommi^iee

whidi they have sinoe created. But stQl, the enwoeeMii^ion

above-mentioned presents a miarvdloiU oontiast witii^
jmesent state of the Frith of Clyde, ’whe^ afiCia*

of <mly a eentuty and a half, we see its watnin c^eted with

the Sails of thousands of merchant vessels, and its air darkened

with the smoke of almost innumerable steam-boats!

That learned antiquary, William Hamilton of Wishaw, in

his volume of 'Descriptions of the Sheriffdoms of Lanark
' and Benfrew, compiled about h.dcc.x.,’ which was pinted

at Glasgow in 1831, for the Maitland Club, gives the follow-

ing description of the two sister burghs as they appeared in

his time :

—

“ About two miles down from Newark, upon the river of

“ Clyde, is the house, town, and parish of Greenock. This

“ parish is of no old erection. But the Lairds of Greenock
“ having^ven incouragement to build, leave and inhabite

“ there, wat the town so increased as the Laird was incou-

“ raged to build ane church there
;
and got Beverall lands

“ disjoyned from neighbouring parishes, which makes up this

“ parish of Greenock. And the town of Greenock is now
“ erected in ane burgh of barronie ; hath ane good harbour

“ for vessels, and is become a place of considerable trade,

" and is like more and more to increase, as specially if the

“ herring fishing continue in the river of Clyde : for as that

" fishing necessarly follows the sweaming of the herring, so

“ when they sweam in Clyde or in the lochs adjoyning to it,

“ as frequently they doe towards the end of the year, it occa-

“ sions a confluence of many thousands of people to these

" pairts, which yearly continowes a considerable space.

“ The last Laird of Greenock, Sir John Schaw, did won-

" derfuly augment his fortune, so as he left one of the best
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“ gentlemen’s estate to his sone in all that country. . . .

There is very expensive works lately built about the house,

gardens and parks of Greenock, which exceadingly beautify

‘‘ the place ; and he hath singularly repaired and beautifyed

" the church. •

Near to the town of Greenock is the town of Carsedyke,

‘‘ lyand upon the river of Clyde, a litle to the east of

“ Greenock. It is erected in a burgh of barrony, and hath a

“ very convenient harbour for vessels. It belongs to the

La^ of Carseburn, Crawford, who is brother sone to the

“ Laird of Jordanhill, who hath a convenient house and
‘‘ dweUing ther, att Carseburn.—The town is mostly subfewed

“ to merchands, seamen, or loadingmen, who have built very

“ good houses in it
;
and is a very thriving litle place.”

The population of Crawfordsdyke and of Greenock must,

at the time of Thomas Watt’s settlement there, have been

small ;
for we learn that nearly a century later it amounted

to no more than four thousand one hundred souls in the

whole parish. We may reasonably wonder at any teacher of

mathematics whose practice was limited to so narrow a field,

being able to derive even a sufficient subsistence from his

erudite labours. Yet not only did he maintain himself and

his family, in respectability and comfort, on the limited

earnings of such humble but 'honourable toil, hik he also

accumulated funds suflScient to enable him to purchase the

house in Crawfordsdyke in which he lived, with a garden

attached, and afterwards a house in Greenock; neither of

them, however, being the house which afterwards became
famous as the birth-place of his eminent grandson. ^^The
‘‘ house ” (in which Thomas Watt lived), says Mr. William-

son, “ was situated on the east side of the bottom of the

street known by the name of The Stanners^* (so called

from the standard or weighing-machine which stood next
door to Mr. Watt’s house), ** and had a slanting front to

what was then, and still is, the chief street or thoroughfare
leading firom Greenock towards Port-Glasgow. To the

‘‘ house and garden here mentioned he acquired right by
“ charter fiom the superior on 6th March, 1691. . . . The
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“ house was, about 35 years ago, pulled down and rebuilt.

“ Besides this property in Crawfordsdyke, Thomas Watt, as
“ before stated, was proprietor of another house in the town
“ of Grreenock, which was situated at the * open shore,’ and
“ occupied part of the site of the large fabric fronting the
“ short lane leading to what is now Shaw Street, from the
“ new graving dock.”*

He seems to hav() been highly esteemed among his worthy

brother-citizens of the burgh
; over which he was made chief

magistrate, or “Baillie of the Barony;” he also became an

Elder of the Parish and Presbytery, as well as Treasurer and

Clerk to the Kirk-Session, ecclesiastical dignities which must
be supposed to bear witness to the integrity of his life

;
and

proofs remain of the nature of his dealings with, men and

things in each of those capacities, which demonstrate the

rigidity of the rule he maintained over the minds and morals

of the little community. Repairing the church,—^widening

the bridge,—trying by mathematical standards the weights

and measures used in the burgh,—are associated, in the

records of the court in which he presided, with his infliction

of penalties for assault and battery of the lieges, his threat-

ening with “ the pain of fourtie shillings Scots, totie» quoties,"

“ several of the young ones who does upon that night called

“ Hallowin night abuse several yards in drawing of kail,” t

—

* Memorials of* tho Lineage, “ loween is pulling each a stock or
‘ Early Life, Education, and Do- “ jjlant of kail. They must go out,
‘ velopment of the Genius of James “ hand in hand, with eyes shut, and
‘ Watt, by George Williamson, late “ pull the first they meet with : its

‘ Perpetual President of tho Watt “ being big or little, straight or
‘ Club of Greenock. Printed for the “ crooked, is prophetic of the size and
‘Watt Club, 1856,’ p. 58—a work “ shape of the grand object ofall their

which, not protending to offer a com- “ spells,—the husband or wife. Ifany
plete biography of the great man ” yird, or earth, stick to the root, that

whom it commemorates, was modestly “ is t(^her, or fortune ; emd the taste

set forth as simply a contribution of of the custock, that is, the heart of
accredited facts such as form the “ the stem, is indicative of the natural

basis and material of authentic his- “ temper and disposition. Lastly, the
tory. As such it must be viewed as “ stems, or, to give them their or-

of considerable value, and will be “ dinary appellation, the runts, are

often referred to in those pages
;

“ placed somewhere above the head
while the liberal and enthusiastic “ of the door ; and the Christian

zeal which prompted its commence- “ names of the people whom chance
ment and ensured its completion is to “ brings into the house are, according

be commended as worthy of all imi- to the priority of placing the runti^

tation.
“ the names in questiooJ’-^Eons&T

t “The first ceremony of Hal- Eurnb.
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his statating and ordaining that ** in all time comeing, if any

** persons keip hens, and they doe prejudice to any neighbour,

that the owner sail mak up the damnage attour lyable in

fourtie ahilling toties qwties. This act extends to all sorts

of taim foules —^and many other instances of discipline,

equally minute, equally solemn, and doubtless, equally salu-

tary. ‘‘Sitting in and haunting taverns, on Friday and

“ Saturday nights,” was, under the reign of his exemplary

censorship, to be “ abstained from after nine of the clock,

“ at which time the bell of the kirk is allowed to be

“ rung, to give advertisement to all to repair to their own
“ house, except in case of necessity —offending skippers

were made “ to acknowledge their guilt ” in “ loosing their

“ ships and taking them to seaward on the Sabbath Day,”

and were then held to be cheaply let off by being “ censured

“ with a sessional rebuke, and admonished to carry more
“ tenderly on the Lord’s Day for the future.”

But the greatest eruption of the volcano of vice which then

threatened to overwhelm Carsdyke with its torrent of moral

lava, probably occurred when “the Minister informed the

“ Session that mountebanks having come to the place, had
“ erected a stage for a stage-play to be acted thereon,

“ and proposed” — (i, e, the Minister,—^not the mounte-

banks!)—“they should fall on some effectual method for

“ suppressing the same.” And “ the Session, considering the
“ thing to be unlawful, and inductive of much sin and loose-

“ ness, appointed some of their number, to wit, James Craw-
“ ford, John Clark, and Thomas Watt, to go to the
“ Doctor ”—(not the Minister, but the quack-mountebank),
“ in name of the Session, and discharge him to use rope-
“ dancing, and men simulating . themselves fools, or women
“ exposing themselves to public [gaze] by dancing on the
“ stage, or any indecent behaviour, allowing him only to ex-

“ pose his drugs or medicines to public sale.” It is not

always necessary for men to “ simulate themselves ” fools in

order to show themselves to be so
;
but, without intending

any reflection on the venerable kirk-session, it may be ques-

tioned how far their exception of the “ drugs or medicines
”
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from the general anathema could have been beneficial to the

bodies of the worthy burghers, any more than the antics of

the merry-andrews and their fair but too frolicsome compa-

nions were likely to promote the welfare of their souls. The

desire to partake of the one, however, would doubtless be less

general tW the longing to witness the other
;
and could not

readily be suspected of any tendency towards dangerous over-

indulgence.

The name of Thomas Watt’s wife was Margaret Sherrer;

bf her he had six children, of whom Margaret, Catherine,

Imd Thomas, all died in infancy, and Doritie,—so the name is

spelt,--at the age of eighteen. Thomas Watt died on the

27th of February, 1734, “aged about 95 years,” and his

widow on the 2ist of March, 1735, “ aged 84 years,” as

stated in the Kegister of burials of the Old or West parish of

Greenock; or 92 and 79 years respectively, as engraved on

the tomb-stone of Thomas Watt and his family, in the church-

yard of the same parish. Of the two accounts, the former is

the more trustworthy, at least one error having certainly

been committed by the workman employed in cleaning and

deepening the inscription on the tomb-stone, in 1808
;
for he

unwittingly altered the date of Mrs. (Thomas) Watt’s death

from 1735 to 1755, which, besides making her thirty-four

years older than her husband, is known to be erroneous fiY)m

the short interval that occurs in the Register between the

record of his death, in 1734, and that of her own.
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CHAPTEE II.

JOHN AND JAMES WATT* OF GREENOCK— SCENERY OP THE FRITH OF CLYDE

— RAPID PROGRESS IN THE NAVIGATION OF THAT RIVER— LIFE AND
PURSUITS OF JAMES WATT OF GREENOCK, FATHER OP THE GREAT

ENGINEER— AGNES MDIRHEID, HIB WIFE— MUIRHBAD8 OF LACHOP—
FLODDEN FIELD — CHARACTER AND DEATH OF AGNES MUIRHEID 4it

WATT— HER BROTHER, JOHN MDIRHEID.

Two sons of Thomas Watt, John and James, grew up to man's

estate, surviving their parents ; And both of them appear to

have been diligently trained by their father in his own pur-

suits
;
in which John, the elder of the two, was for some time

able to be of service in assisting his kind instructor. In

1712, John Watt, being then tw'enty-five years of age, was

appointed clerk to the barony of Cartsbum, and burgh and

barony of Crawfordsdyke, of which his father was for many
years the baillie. But he sgon quitted Greenock for Glas-

gow, to seek a wider field for the exercise of his profession

;

and there, as a surveyor, he obtained considerable practice

;

dying unmarried, at the age of fifty, in 1737. He left behind

him a Survey of the course and Frith of the river Clyde,

from above Eutherglen and Dalbeth on the East, to Loch
‘Kyan, Portincross, and the coast of Ireland on the South,

and the islands of Islay, Colonsay, and part of MuU on the

West. This Survey was made in 1734 ; it was engraved in

1759, and published in 1759-60, by the united cares of his

brother James, |ind of his two nephews, John and James ; of

whom the one perished at sea two years afterwards, on a
voyage to America in one of his father’s ships, at the age of

twenty-four, and the other was the great engineer.
“ llie Survey,” writes the latter in 1794, ** as far as the

“ Point of Toward, was done by my uncle before I was
“ born

; the remainder was added by my father and my
‘‘ brother, but is not over accurate.” Several alterations
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were made on the map, by the engineer’s own hand,

before it was engraved; particularly on that portion of

it, comprehending the islands of Mull, Islay, &c., which

occupies a separate division of the map, and is entitled

“ Entry to the Kiver and Firth of Clyde and adjacent

“ islands, according -to the best authorities.” As copies of

the original engraving are now very rarely met with, (we

know of only three), we may add, for the information of

those curious in such matters, that the name of the engraver

was Thomas Phinn, Edinburgh
; that the size of the copper-

plate was 29 X 21 inches
; and that the impression struck off

in 1759 consisted of 460 copies. The expense of engraving

and printing was 20?., and the impressions were, about a

century ago, sold at 2«. Qd. each. For the possession of an

excellent copy, rendered additionally interesting by some

MS. additions of dates and names in the hand-writing of the

great engineer, we are indebted to the kindness of the late

William Davie, Esq., LL.D., the much-respected principal

Town-clerk of the city of Glasgow. And the Watt Club of

Greenock have done honour to themselves, and good service

to the public, by printing an excellent lithographic fac-simile

of the Survey, reduced to somewhat less than two-thirds of

the size of the original
;
on which, also in most truthfiil fac-

simile, are given the MS. notes already spoken of.

It is extremely interesting to trace on the map-chart so

prepared, the course of the Clyde throughout that important

part in which alone it can be called a navigable river;

a term which then could be applied to it only with the

very greatest restrictions. For we there see that ite channel

at that time was almost entirely filled with sand-banks and

wide-spread beds of accumulated alluvial gravel and mud

;

that at Dnmbuck, half-way between Greenock and Glasgow,

where now great Indiamen and magnificent steamers of all

but Leviathan size can pass in safety with their frei^ts,

there actually was at low water a ford, the soundings on

which were at the greatest height of high-water not more

than nine feet ;
that at Glasgow there was but one bridge,

where now there are five ;
and that the streets of that city.
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now between five and six hundred, were then not more than

a tenth of that number, as another century earlier they had

been called but four. But perhaps the spots which on the

whole chart most deserve notice, are the microscopic har-

bour of tl^reenock, and the still more modest “jetty” of

Carsdyk,” with the few and humble • habitations attached

to those two new-born burghs respectively; out of which

there was to come one whose mighty destiny it was to be

to raise his country to an eminence of power and wealth

unexampled among nations, and to work a change on the

whole face of the habitable globe, of which, as yet, we perhaps

see only the vast beginnings, and of which no human foresight

can pretend to predict the inconceivable results.

But at the date to which our narrative had brought us

these things were not yet ; and we must return to the little

burghs, reposing in all their early simplicity and pious peace-

fulness, ‘‘fast by” the fair frith of the river Clyde, and

sheltering under their friendly roofs one generation after an-

other of the creditable and mathematical family of Watt.

James, the younger son of Thomas Watt, was bom on the

28th of January, 1699, and^is said, after having served an

apprenticeship to a builder and shipwright in Crawfordsdyke,

to have settled in Greenock about the time of his marriage

in 1728 or 1729, when, consequently, he must have been on

the verge of thirty years of age. If not so deeply versed in

the theories of abstract science as either his father or his

brother,—or, we need scarcely add, as his illustrious son,—^he

seems to have been not less energetic in the practice of those

useful occupations to which he devoted his life. They were,

in his case, a somewhat multifarious compound of commerce,
and of the more ordinary handicraft arts required for the pur-

poses of commercial and seafaring men ; he was a shipwright

;

a ship-chandler, supplying vessels with nautical apparatus,

stores and instruments; a builder; and a merchant. For
upwards of twenty years he was a member of the Town
Council of Greenock, and, during great part of that time, its

Treasurer
; a magistrate

;
and always a Jealous and enlight-

ened promoter of the improvements of the town of which he
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was an inhabitant. Above aU, it is recorded by one who
knew him well, that he was an intelligent, upright, and bene-

volent man
;
and, although he probably never expected that

the good he did, should be thus made to “ live after him,”

but rather that it should be “ interred with his bones,” yet in

his case, as in many others of equally unpretending virtue, it

has thus happened that

' the actions of the just

• “ Smell sweet, and blossom in the dust.”

The lady whom James Watt of Greenock married was

Agnes Muirheid, or Muirhead, (for the name was indifferently

spelt in either way), “ a fine-looking woman, with pleasing,

“ graceful manners, a cultivated mind, an excellent under-

“ standing, and an equal, cheerful temper.” She was de-

scended from a branch of a family of some note in the early

history of Scotland, “ settled in the shire of Clidesdale time
“ immemorial, and certainly before the reign of David the

“ First of Scotland, anno 1122, and were a distinct people by
“ themselves, who'"never acknowledged any superior, but

“ were Liberi tenentes Regis et Coronae, and have always

“ been great soldiers and warriors.” The ancient family of

the Muirheads of Lachop, who wfere chiefs of their clan, gave

to the see of Glasgow, in 1454, (before its erection into an

archbishopric), its pious and learned Bishop Dr. Andrew

Muirhead, who in 1468 was sent as ambassador to Copen-

hagen, to settle the marriage of Margaret “ the Maid of

“ Norway” to King James III. ;
and, in 1494, the same family

supplied the realm of Scotland with a Lord Clerk Begis^,

Judge, and Secretary of State, in the person of Dr. Bioh&vd

Muirhead, Dean of Glasgow. But the most glorious, though

disastrous fate of the Muirheads, clan and chieftein alike,

befell them on the fatal day of Flodden field,
—“ in campo

“ belli de Northumberland, sub vexillo Domini Regis,”

—

where they occupied the post of honour and of danger,as the

body-guard of the King. There, when, as the old song has it,

“ The English, for cake, by guile wan the day,” they sealed

their loyal devotion to their monarch with their blood; and

Sir Walter Scott, in his ‘Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border,’
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has preserved the record of their fatal feat of arms in the old

ballad of '"The Laird op Muirhead.”

“ Before the King in order stride

“ The stout Laird of Muirhead,

“ Wi* that same twa-hand inuckle sword

“ That Bertram fell’d stark dead.*

“ lie sware he wadna lose his right

“ To fight in ilka field,

“ Nor budge him free his liege’s sight

“ Till his last gasp should yield.

“ Twa hunderd mair, of his ain name,
“ Frae Torwood and the Clyde,

“ Sware they wad never gang to liame,

“ But a* die by his side.

• ** And wondrous weill they kept their troth :

“ This sturdy royal band
“ Rush’d down the brae wi’ sic a pith

** That nane could them withstand.

“ Mony a bludey blaw they delt,

“ The like was never seen

;

“ And hadna that braw leader fall’n,

“ They ne’er had slain the King.”

* •MinstrelsyoftheScottishBorder/
vol. i. p. 283, ed. 1803. “The tra-
** dition ffoes, and as I had it from a
“ learned and curious antiouary, who
was also a gentleman of great re>

“ putation and integrity—I mean my
** most worthy Mend William Ha-
** milton of Wishaw—fhat 'the Laird
“ of Muirhead of that ilk—de Muir-
“ head, as 1 have often found them
** designed in the time ofKing Robert
** II.—got the lands of Lachop and
'* others for assaulting and killing a
“ great robber that infested all that
“ partofthe country byviolent ravages
** and depredations, which he carried
“to ‘a very insufferable degree; so
“ that at length the government were
“ obliged to take notice of him, and
“ by a public act notifled * that who-
**

* soever should apj^rehend, kill liim,
“ ‘ or bijng him to justice, should be
“ * rewarad with such andsuch lands.*
“ His name, the tradition tells us, was
“ Bartram de Shotts ; he was a terror
“ to every body that resided near him,
or who had occasion to pass east or

“ west through those paiw where he

“ lurked and had his haunts. The
“ Laird of Muirhead at the time was
“ a bold, daring, intrepid man ; ho did
“ not surprise him m his lurking-
“ places, out with a few in his com-
“ pany, to wliose courage and valour
“ ho could well trust, came up, and in
“ the daytime attacked him in that
“ valley on the east side of the Kirk
“ of Shotts, when, after a pretty smart
“ encounter, the Goliath &irtram was
“ slain on the place. The Laird of
“ Muirhead cut the head off this
* robber, which ho carried straight to

** the King, who immediately, m the
“ terms of the proclamation, ordered
“ him a charter and infeftment of
“ those lands that were then, or soon
“ after, called Lachop, and gave him,
** as an additional honour to his arms,
Mhe three acorns in the seed, on the
*^nd dexter ; for crest, two hands
“ supporting a sword in ^e, proper

;

“ and the motto, AuxrLXO Dki, which
“ is borne by the family to this day.**

—

Account of the Family of the Muir-
heads in Nisbet*B * Heraldry,* vol. ii.

Appendix, p. 258.
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Agnes Muirheid lived in happy wedlock with Janies Watt
of Greenock for a quarter of a century, and died in 1755,

aged 52. Her portrait, which is still in existence, well exe-

cuted in oil colours, seems to justify the encomiums passed by

those who knew her,* on the great comeliness of her coun-

tenance
; and on the quiet good sense and serene composure

of her mind. In Mr. Williamson’s volume her likeness is thus

drawn, and all that we have ever heard concerning her con-

firms the truth of tho portraiture :—“A gentlewoman of good
“ understanding and superior endowments, whose excellent

“ management in household affairs would seem to have con-

“ tributed much to the order of her establishment, as well as

“ the every-day happiness of a cheerful home. She is de-

“ scribed as having been a person above common in many
“ respects, of a fine womanly presence, ladylike in appearance,

“ affecting—according to our traditions—^in domestic arrange-

“ ments, what it would seem was considered, for the time,

“ rather a superior style of living. . . . Our venerable

“ informant described James Watt’s mother—in her eloquent

“ and expressive Doric—as ‘ a hraw, hraw woman,—none now to

“ ‘ he seen like her' ” If it be true that from the mother chiefly

are derived the natural temper, disposition, and abilities of the

child, we cannot err in giving all the information we possess

as to those which characterised the mother of James Watt.

It is said that her death was preceded by a singular dream,

in which “ she- heard a voice requiring her to prepare for

“ appearing within three days before the judgment-seat of

“ Christ and that within three days thereafter she sud-

denly died.*

John Muirheid, the brother of Mrs. Watt, and James Watt
her husband, were united in many mercantile adventures,

though without entering into any formal articles of part-

nership. There was indeed no occasion for the consbaint

of such fetters, where the parties were both secure of each

other’s disinterested honour, and sufSciently connected by the

ties of affinity and mutual affection
; and ^though Mr. Watt,

* Memorials of Watt, p. 154,
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in the latter part of his life, experienced heavy commercial

losses, which swept away a great portion of the respectable

fortune which his assiduous industry had realised, we believe

those to have arisen from enterprises with which no member
of his brother-in-law’s family was in anywise associated. Mr.
John Muirheid died in 1769, leaving to his son Kobert the

beautiftd estate of Croy Leckie, in the parish of Killearn,

and county of Stirling. *
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CHAPTEE III.

CHILDREN OP JAMES WATT OF GREENOCK, AND AGNES MUIRHBID— BIRTH
OP JAMES WATT— JOHN WATT, HIS YOUNGER BROTHER— JAMES WATt’s
CHILDHOOD — HIS HOME, EDUCATION, AND FEEBLE HEALTH — MBS.

Campbell’s memoranda op his early years— his powers of imagi-

nation— HIS FIRST OBSERVATION OF THE CONDENSATION OP STEAM—
VARIETY OF HIS YOUTHFUL STUDIES AND PURSUITS.

To Mr. Watt of Greenock and Agnes his wife, there were

bom five children
;
of whom the three eldest,—two sons and

a daughter,—died in infancy or early childhood. The fourth

was James, the subject of this biogtaphy, who was bom on

the 19th day of January, 1736 ;
and the fifth was John, who

was bom in 1739, and died at sea, as has already been men-
tioned, in 1762. Premature as was his fate, he was yet able,

as we have seen, to assist his father and elder brother in

completing the survey of the Clyde which had been left

unfinished by his uncle of the same name ; and as that survey

was engraved and published in 1759-60, his aid in that family

undertaking must have been given before he was twenty-one.

He had bofin destined to follow his father’s business, and the

fatal voyage to America, on which he was sent while still so

young, was probably considered as likely to prove highly

advantageous, by increasing his experience of nautical affairs,

and enlarging the horizon of his observation, before he should

again settle down, either in the family home, or in some

other sphere. How far he might have been able to keep

pace with his gifted brother in the career on which he was

so soon to enter, is a problem that must remain for ever

unsolved ; but it is curious *to observe how decidedly a turn

for scientific pursuits seems, in some measure at least, to

have been common to every male of that family, so as to

have become almost the birthright of both of the grandsons

of Thomas Watt, the old mathematician.” And it may be

c
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added, that the same inclination continned to “ run in their

** veins,” till the line of direct male descent itself became

extinct, by the death, without issue, of botli of the sons of

the illustrious improver of the steam-engine.

The childhood of James Watt presents us with the spec-

tacle, only too frequent in the histories of men of genius, of

great delicacy of constitution, and consequent inability to

bear an equal part in either the toils or the sports common to

other boys of his own age. But tlie same excellent authority

on which we know that in his early years he was physically

sickly and feeble, has also told us that :—“ When he was
“ six years of age, a gentleman calling on Mr. Watt observed

“ the child bending over a marble hearth, with a piece of

“ coloured chalk in his hand. ‘ Mr. Watt,’ said he, ‘ you
“ ‘ ought to send that boy to a public sdliool, and not
“ ‘ fdlow him to trifle away his time at home.’ ‘ Look
“ ‘how my child is occupied, before you condemn him,’

“ replied the father. The gentleman then observed, that the

“ child had dra^vn mathematical lines and circles on the

“ marble hearth, and was then marking in letters and figures

“ the result of some calculation he was carrying on
; he put

“ various questions to the boy, and was astonished and gra-

“ tified with the mixture of intelligence, quickness, and sim-

“ plicity, displayed in his answers. ‘ Forgive me, Mr.
“ ‘ Watt ;—^this boy’s education has not been negtbcted :—‘he
“ ‘ is no common child.’

”

“ His parents were indulgent, yet judicious in their kind-

“ ness ; and their child was docile, grateflil, and affectionate.

“ From an early age, he was remarkable for manly spirit, a
“ retentive memory, and strict adherence to truth ; he might
“ be vrilM or wayward, but never was insincere. His fardts

“ were ever acknowledged with candour, and, when any
quarrels occmred with his young inends, his father said,

“ ‘ Let James speak
; from him I always hear truth.’

”

“ He received from his mother his first lessons in reading

;

“ his father tarrght him writing and arithmetic. Owing to
“ variable health, his attendance on public classes at Green-
oek was irregular

; his parents were proud of his talents.
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“ and encouraged him to prosecute his studies at home. His
“ father gave him a set of small carpenter’s tools, and one of
“ James’s favourite amusements was to take his little toys to

“ pieces, reconstruct them, and invent new playthings.”

Every one must admire the enlightened affection which

could, amid all the happy little works and ways of home,

allow to the intelligent boy a latitude such as, in those days

of rigid paternal, discipline, was perhaps unusual, but not

misplaced
;
which could with watchful kindness supply every

reasonable wii^ and want, suggest every cheerful and thought*

ful occupation, and yet refrain from urging, in hours of ill-

ness or languor, the opening mind to more sustained exer-

tions, thus avoiding all risk of overstraining its energies, and

of weakening its powers.

Of the boyish years of the future mighty engineer, various

incidents have been recorded,—some of them slight and

trivial enough, such as are those of the little respect in

which his school companions are said to have held his

abstracted and contemplative nature, his silent sufferings

as an invalid, and his consequent disinclination,— and,

indeed, inability,—to mix in boisterous play and unmean-

ing idleness; well as of the slowness with which most

of them awoke to the conviction that “ Jamie Watt ” was
“ no vulgar boy,” and was likely to prove no illiterate one.

The report, however, of “a certain mental dulness” said

to have been “ exhibited by him during the earlier period

“ of his school days,” rests only on the opinion, conceived

at that early age by one or two of those very comrades,

—

“ burly youngsters,” as ' they have been appropriately

termed ;—and naturally leads us to remark that it appears

to be rather inconsistent with that other record which

we have just been transcribing. In a conflict of such

authorities, we could not for a moment hesitate as to

which ought to command our belief ; nor could we adopt

as matter of fact the opinion alleged to have been held

on this subject by some venerable survivors of the number

of Watt’s school companions, without confessing how great

must have been the mental brilliancy, at the same age,

o 2
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of l^iose early cynics who could feel such pity for the com-

’parative intellectual weakness of James Watt!

But another explanation presents itself, which enables us

to reconcile any apparent discrepancy between the two state-

ments. We trust that we do no injustice, nor show any undue

disrespect to the memory of the worthy personages more

immediately referred to, ifwe venture to suggest that between

their views, their habits of thought, and subjects of reflection,

and those of James Watt even in bis boyhood, there may
have been, and there probably was, so wide a^iflerence, as

to make him no very congenial companion for them, nor

them very competent judges of him. The day-star might

all the while be dawning, and even, shining more and more

unto the perfect and glorious day ; and yet its light might

be slowly discerned by eyes habitually bent towards the

earth.

' Fortunately it happens that other anecdotes, of quite a

different sort, have also been preserved, relating to the same

early period, which are of great value in every way, and far

too curious to be here omitted. Their tendency is uniform,

and in one direction; while the authenticity of the MS.
notice from which they are taken is unimpeachable, and its

exactness has been effectually guaranteed. The document

in question is entitled * Memoranda of the early years of

‘ Mr. Watt, by his cousin, Mrs. Marion Campbell (born

< Muirheid, daughter of his mother’s brother), who was his

* companion in early youth, and friend through life
;
dictated

* to and written down by her daughter Miss Jane Campbell
* in 1798.’ In thanking Miss Campbell in 1834 for a tran-

script of that paper, the late Mr. Watt of Aston Hall, (son

of the great engineer), assured her tfiat he attributed the

greatest value to a record which he justly described as con-

taining information at once so full and so specific ; and re-

marked that Jt was so accordant with all he had himself

known of his revered father’s character in later years, that

he entertained not a doubt of its perfect accuracy.

That his powers of imagination and composition,” says

Mrs, Campbell, “were early displayed, appears from the
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“ following incident. He was not fourteen when his mother
“ brought him to Glasgow to visit a friend ; his brother John
“ accompanied them : on Mrs. Watt’s return to Glasgow some
' weeks after, her friend said, ‘ You must take your son James
“ ‘ home

;
I cannot stand the state of excitement he keeps me

“ ‘ in
;
I am worn out with want of sleep

;
every evening before

“ ‘ ten o’clock, our usual hour of retiring to rest, he contrives
“

‘ to engage me in conversation, then begins some striking
“

‘ tale, and, whether humorous or pathetic, the interest is so
“

‘ overpowering, that all the family listen to him with
“ ‘ breathless attention

;
hour after hour strikes unheeded ; in

*•
‘ vain his brother .Tohn scolds and pulls him by the arm,

“
‘ Come to bed, James

;
you are inventing story after story

“
‘ to keep us with you till after midnight, because you love

“
‘ company, and your severe fits of toothache prevent your

“
‘ sleeping at an earlier homr.’

“ Sitting one evening with his aunt Mrs. Muirheid at the

“ tea-table, she said :
‘ James Watt, I never saw such an idle

“ ‘ boy : take a book or employ yourself usefully
;
for the last

“ ‘ hour you have not spoken one word, but taken off the lid

“
‘ of that kettle and put it on again, holding now a cup

“ ‘ and now a silver spoon over the steam, watching how it

“ ‘ rises from the spout, and catching and connecting the
“ ‘ drops of hot water it falls into. Are you not ashamed of
“ ‘ spending your time in this way ?

’ ”

“ In the year 1750,” said M. Arago, in addressing the

assembled members of the Institute of France, “ each one of

“ us, in the same situation as Mrs. Muirheid, would perhaps

“ have used the same language. But the world has made a

“ stride, and our knowledge has grown greater ; and so, when
“ I shall immediately explain to you that the principal dis-

“ covery of our fellow-member was a particular mode of con-

“ verting steam into water,” [the condensation of steam in a

separate vessel from the boiler], “ Mrs. Muirhei(j^’s reproof will

“ present itself to our minds under a totally different aspect

:

“ the little James before the tea-kettle becomes the mighty

“ engineer preluding to the discoveries which were to immor-

“ talise him
;
and it will, by every one, undoubtedly be
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‘‘ deemed worthy of remark, that the words condensation

OF STEAM should naturally have come to find a place in the

history of Watt’s early childhood.”

Mrs. Campbeirs narrative continues ;— It appears that

when thus blamed for idleness, his active. mind was em-

ployed in investigating the properties of steam : he was

then fifteen, and once in conversation he informed me that

** before he was that age he had read twice, with great atten-

‘‘ tion, S’Gravesande's Elements of Natural Philosophy ;
" adding that it was the first book upon that subject put into

his hands, and that he still thought it one* of the best.

When health permitted, his young ardent mind was con-

stantly occupied, not with one but with many pursuits.

“ Every new acquisition in science, languages, or general

“ literature, secerned made without an effort. While under
“ his father’s roof, he went on with various chemical experi-

" ments, repeating them again and again until satisfied of

their accuracy from his own observations. He had made
for himself a small electrical machine, and sometimes

‘‘ startled his young friends by giving them sudden shocks

« from it.”

We pause here to remark that in point of novelty, and,

indeed, also of the mental capacity required to apprehend its

true nature and construction, an electrical machine was in

those days a very different thing from one made or used at

the present time. For young Watt’s performance must have

been about the years 1750-53 ; and, as many of our readers

are aware, the Leyden phial was not invented till the years

1745.46.t

His early years were passed in Greenock ; from the age
" of fourteen he was often in Glasgow with his uncle Mr.
** Muirheid, and read and studied much on chemistry and

* 'PhyiBioet Ekpenta MAthematioa
* eiqperimoQtis ooufimiata, aiTQ Intro-
*dncUo ad Philoaophiam Newtoni-
* anam. Anotore Gulialmo Jacobo’t
' GTaTesande, A.L.M. Jnr. Dtr. et
‘ PhiL Dootore. Societ. Lend.
* Socio : Astron. et in .Acad.
»Lugd. Bat. Protesaore ordinario.

* Lngdimi Batammii, ic.doo.xx.* a
vole. 4to. This work was ttanslated
into EnkUA in tho same year, and
afterwaras went mai^ edi-

tions in tiiat langoage.

f See Prleitii^*s SRstory of Eleo-
trioify,p.g0,^l7atf.
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“ anatomy. He took a deep interest in this latter subject,
“ and in all connected with the medical art, and vm once
“ observed carrying off a child’s head that had died of some
“ uncommon complaint.” Mr. Watt continued through life

much attached to the medical art, and had deeply studied his

own constitution. He treated his own complaints, and those

of his family and friends, tecundtim artem ; and told his son,

that had he been able to bear the sight of the sufferings of

patients, he would have been a surgeon.
“ Under Mr, Muirheid’s roof he met with good society, and

“ formed friendships with several intelligent and well-educated

“ young men
; they had frequent evening meetings to give or

“ receive information. These gentlemen acknowledged and
“ appreciated Mr. Watt’s superior abilities

;
his manners were

“ so kind and unassuming that no jealous feelings were ever

“ excited ; his warm affections and stem integrity commanded
“ their esteem and regard

;
yet they sometimes feared while

“ they loved him, as he had no patience for folly, and could

“ be sarcastic.

“ The agony he suffered from continued and violent head-'^

“ aches often affected his nervous system, and left him for

“ days—even weeks—languid, depressed, and fenciful ; at

those times there was a roughness and asperity in his

“ manner that softened with returning health. He often

“ passed the summer months in Mr. Muirheid’s family, on

“ the banks of Lpch Lomond, near the spot where Buchanan

“ the historian was bom, and the celebrated Napier of Mer>

“ chistoun passed many years of his life. Mr. Watt was piuv

tial to the country, and, when health permitted, entered

“ with his young companions into its active sports and amuse*

ments. Indefatigable in his habits of research and ob86rTa^

“ tion, every excursion he took extended his knowledge ; not

« contented with adding to his botanical and mineral treasures,

« he entered the cottages of the poor to study their charactera,

and listen for hours to their local traditions, popular ballads,

“ and wild superstitions.

He enjoyed society in a small select circle ; his talents

“ for conversation were always remarkable
; he seldmn rose
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“ etnAj, but accomplished more in a few hours’ study than

<< ordhiary minds do in many days. He never was in a hurry,

f* mid Itlways had leisuro tp give to his friends, to poetry,

“ romance, and the publications of the day : he read indis-

criniinately almost every new book he could procure. On
^ a .friend entreating him to be more select in his choice,

he replied, ‘ I have never yet read a book, or conversed
* with a companion, without gaining information, instruc-

**
‘ Hod, or amusement.’ He was alternately very active,

or, apparently, very indolent
;
and was subject to occa-

« aonal fits of absence. He had a quick perception of the

beauties of nature, and delighted in exploring the wild

glens of his native land, and tracing to
‘ their source

“ the mountain torrents. Though modest and unpre-
" tending, yet, like other great men, he was conscious of his
“ own high talents and superior attainments, and proudly
“ looked forward to their raising him to future and
“ honour.”

Sudi, with the ^ception of a short concluding portion rela-

tive to Mr. Watt’s married life, which will hereafter be intro-

duce^ iu its proper place, is the whole of Mrs. Campbell’s
succinct, yet comprehensive narrative. We hope that “ the
j»verence of kindred” does not unduly influence. our judg-

when we venture to mquess a bdief that it will always
eofsi^ an honourable place among the annals of the ohfldp

and youth of great men. It is not often, indeed, that
ble a dmtch has been drawn of the early obaiwfftfy of

so hig^ dirianguished, by ai^ aitistvlMm^
oppo^nnities «f dose ehemvationof her

i^ mid at tire same time^ let us ad<h witii so happ^ a
command of her penci We fed well assured that the por-
trait she has given us of James Watt in his youth, distinct as
are its features, and fresh and lively as are its tints, is neither
painted in too glowing colours, nor in any way too highly
varnished; and that by all wfio attentively consider it, it

will be admitted to bear on its countenance the stamp of a
self-evident fidelity.
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CHAPTEB IV.

80H00I%AND SCHOOLMASTERS OF JAMBS WATT— ANECDOTES OP BOFISH^

HABITS AND PASTIMES — PORTRAITS OP NAPIER AND NEWTON— HIS

CALL TO BE A MECHANICAL PHILOSOPHER HIS VISIT TO GLASGOW —
ACQUAINTANCE WITH PROFESSORS OF THE UNIVERSITY — JOURNEY TO

LONDON— PBAOTIOE OF MATHEMATICAL-INSTRUMENT-MAKING—RETURN
TO SCOTLAND.

Dubing the period to which Mrs. Campbell’s memoranda

chiefly apply, his father’s house in Greenock was the head-

quarters of young Watt, from which he frequently made suclf

excurrions as she has described, to the homes of other kind

relations and friends, either during his vacations, or when

health rendered change of air and relaxation advisable. The

commercial school of a Mr. Macadam he attended, though, as

it is said, not very punctually, nor perhaps over diligently ; a

more than respectable proficiency in Latin, and some know-

ledge of the elements of Greeki he 'attained under the tuition

of a learned and virtuous person of the name of Bobert 'Arrol,

master of the grammar-school of Greenock ;
matbe^aatics he

studied with far greater zest, and with proportionate suocessi

under <«ie John Marrf whose designaticm is pveu, tn the

attestation of some deeds of that date, as matbeiiM^^

^^Greenook.'* Whether our John Maix wasan^d^e^i]^^

ViiitfiyiiATi Af that well««knowft ** excellent mathematic^'

^

geometrician^’ df the same name, s^ant to King J^^
First hnd Charles Firsts” mentioned by Lilly in his account

of the meeting between John Napier of Merchistoun and Mr.

Briggs of Oxfoit, we know not ; although the similarity of

name and pursuit seems to gi^e some slight h priori reason

for supposing that he may have been so.

During the course of early education which he was thus

receiving, the boy is said to have been often known to stand

angling from a jetty which ran out into the sea, at the book
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of his father’s house on the shore at Greenock
;
and which

thus offered a tempting opportunity for exercise of the gentle,

silent, and solitary art. Such pastime, so invitingly presented

to his hours of leisure, he must have been either more or less

than a boy altogether to have slighted
;
and we should have

. been very willing to credit, upon any tolerably circumstantial

authority, the further.statement that the.same recreation was

“ often resorted to by him even in aftei>days, when dbnfine-

“ ment or over-application to study had rendered a slight

“ and temporary relaxation necessary to his constitution,” &c.*

There would have been something cheerful and agreeable in

associating the name of James Watt with those of Dean

Nowell, Sir Henry Wotton, and Izaak Walton, Sir Humphry
Davy, Dr. Wollaston, Sir Francis Chantrey, and other eminent

•worthies who have perseveringly followed " the most fitting

“ pastime for quiet men and lovers of peace.” But we have

no other ground than the general statement above cited, for

being able to do so ; and there is only too much reason to

think that, during by far the greater part of his long and

lalxndons life. Hr. Watt had neither the leisure, nor often the

opportunity, nor latterly perhaps the inclination, to amuse

himself with that peaceful recreation, to many minds so full

of delight, so calmly contemplative, and healthfully active.

However that may have been, there were pursuits wl^h
young Watt preferred even to the sports usually most popular

witii youths of his years. The ill health which at first seemed

likely to form an obstacle to his rapid advancement in learn-

ing, seems to hare had in his case, as in that of many others,

only the effect of forming habits of persevering study, and of

a disregard of temptations to the indolent loss or frivolous

waste of time and thought. " I even think it an advantage
" to me, and am truly thankful for it,” says Dr. Priestley,

« that my health received the che<^ that Jl did when 1 was
« young ; since a muscular habit from high health, and strong

“ spirits, are no^ I tiuni^ in general accompanied nith that
" sensibility of mind which is both frvourable to piety and to

* Mamoiiali: of Watt, p. 186.
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” speculatiTe pnrsaits.” • And to the successftil cares of

James Watt’s homely tuition may in great part be traced not

only his habitual industry, and practice of many other humble

virtue^ but also that neatness in drawing, handwriting, and

other manual occupations, together with skill in the compnta*

tion of numbers, which he was wont to reckon among his

favourite accomplishments; as well as that strong love of

order which presided over every arrangement, and bestowed

on his conversation and thoughts, in an extraordinary degree,

all the excellences of a lucid method. Of the advantages of

such tastes and habits in ordinary life, all men must be in

some degree sensible
;
and it is needless to dilate on their

infinite value in a career such as that which he was destined

to pursue.

In witnessing his father’s mode of conducting his business,

and assisting him in several of its details, he appears to

have acquired both good habits of commercial and manufac-

turing diligence, and many useful rudiments of practical

mechanics. ' The carpenter’s benches and tools which that

business kept in full occupation, were fraught with instruction

to a mind that was already decidedly bending itself towards

the^udy of the mechanical arts
;
and the frequent comple-

tion or restoration of the rigging, fittings, and furniture of a

ship,—^the sails and ropes, the blocks and tackle, the pumps
and capstans, the rudder and compasses,—^involved the appli-

cation of many ingenious resources of a rude sort of natural

philosophy, which he was not slow to apprehend and treasure

up. He soon learned to construct, with his own handi^ several

of the articles required in the way of his father’s trade, thus

gaining a ready familiarity in working with the different

kinds of metal, wood, and other materials, and a serviceable

knowledge of their comparative qualities. He had a tmm.11

forge set up fbr his own use; was fond of repairing and.

tnalring all sorts of instruments ; and did not disdain to farm

out of a large silver coin, and present to a friend, as a trophy

« Meauto of Dr. Piietaey. by WmieU; p. 108, «id. 1808.
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of his early skill as a metal-smith, the Regium Donum ol a

silver punch-ladle.

His father made and erected, for the use of the Virginia

tobacco ships,” the first Crane ever seen or employed at

Greenock ;
and of that, as of many other useful or curious

machines,—(among their number was a barrel organ)y—small

working models were neatly prepared by the young artificer.

Even in his extreme old age there were not wanting occa-

sional recollections of the minor, but secret, mysteries of such

handicraft, in which he had been initiated wlien working,

in liis shirt-sleeves,” in the carpenter’s shop :—as when, in

his eightieth year, he instructed a certain great bookseller to

have his boxes for books planed on the ineide ; or wrote to Sir

Henry Raeburn (2nd March, 1816), “ I beg to advise your

“ packer always to rub his \|pod-8crew8 on some candle-

‘‘ grease before he screws them in : it will tend much to his

own ease as well as to that of him who unscrews them.”

A familiarity with the use and principles of construction of

the telescopes, quadrants, and other optical instruments of

which his father kept a stock for the supply of ships, was also

early acquired by the boy, who always manifested a strong

inclination to observe the problems of the physical world

around him, and to reflect on their causes. ‘‘ The prosecution

of his favourite geometry,” says Mr. Williamson, in intro-

ducing another of those interesting local anecdotes which give

its peculiar value to his work, now occupied habitually his

thoughts and time
;
and it is not surprising that astronomy

should have become with him a fascinating study. In the

“ repositories of his father were to be found abundance of

optical instruments of various kinds, calculated to render
“ his observations of the heavenly bodies both accurate and
enlarged. Of these the young astronomer sedulously availed

“ himself. . . . To the south of the town, and on the
“ rising ground behind the church, at no great distance from
“ his father’s house, was a clump of trees of considerable
“ extent, composed of stately elms and venerable beeches,
“ part of what were, in former days, the retired and beautiful

“ pleasure-grounds of the Old Mansion-house of Greenock.
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“ The planting referred to was, it is much to be jregretted,

“ more than forty years ago, cut down, to make room for ques-
“ tionable improvements

; but, before that tima^ occupying a
“ height which was on a level with the present Well Park,

—

“ its grey and moss-grown gateways are still standing,—it

“ formed a back-groTind of great beauty to the elevation of

“ the town when viewed from the sea. Here the young
“ recluse found a genial retreat. To this spot he was wont
“ to retire at niglit as well as by day

; and, like another Fer-

“ guson, the astronomical herd-boy of Scotland, was known
“ to spend hours lying upon his back, to watch through the

“ trees the wondrous movements of the stars.” *

A circumstance which, whether we regard it as merely a

curious coincidence, or as having perhaps in some degree

exercised a prophetic direction over the future destiny of

young Watt, must be considered as certainly remarkable, is,

that among the few articles of household decoration of which

the humble mansion of Thomas Watt and his sons could

boast, were portraits of John Napier, the celebrated inventor

of logarithms, and of Sir Isaac Newton:—of Napier, “the

“ person to whom,” according to Hume, “ the title of Great
“ Man is more justly due than to any other whom his country

“ ever produced and of Newton, “ whose glory it was to

“ have led the way in sublime discovery, and to have im-

“ pressed whatever he touched, with the stamp of profound

“ and original genius.” t Thegp paintings, (being, with the

exception of some family portraits, which have also been

preserved, the only piqtorial contents of the house), are not

of any very extraordinary pretensions on the score of art

;

the Newton, in particular, appearing to be a rather indifferent

copy of not the best original. But the portrait of Napier is,

irrespective of the history of Watt, of high interest, having

every appearance of being either an original likenesi^ or at

the least a contemporary copy of a good original, painted

with ca^and fidelity. It is “ without tlie cowl therein

* Memorials of Watt, pp. 137 and Natural and Obemical Philosophy,

13g. p. 58, ed. 1838.

t Sir John Leslie, Treatise on
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differing from five out of the six portraits described by Mx’.

Mark Napier, in the preface to the Memoirs of his great

ancestor. And it appears to be the vera effigiea of the sage,

in those latest years of liis life when snows of age hod fallen

on his head, and furrows of ancient thought had been ploughed

deep upon his brow ; when not only had his great work, the

* Mirifini Canonis Logarithmorum Descriptio,’ been for some

years made public, but even his * Bhabdologia,’^ the last of

all his works which appeared in his lifetime, was either pub-

lished, at, at least, completed in its author’s mind ;
for his left

hand is represented as resting on a set of those figured im-

plements of calculation, commonly known in his own country

as “ Neper’s Bones.” This, indeed, seems to fix the time at

which the likeness was made, at a very late hour in the

evening of his life; for the date on the^ title-page of the

printed volume containing the ‘ Bhabdologia,’ the ‘Promp-
‘ tuary of Multiplication,’ and the ‘ Local Arithmetic,’ in

which the use of the “Bones” is explained, is 1617, and on

the 4th of April in that year he died.

Mr. Napier mentions that at MiUiken Hause, in Renfrew-

shire, so late as the close of the last century. Colonel Mil-

liken. Napier, the lineal male representative of Robert, a
younger son, and also the literary executor of the author of

the Logarithms, was in possession of many private papers of

the &mily
;
which, “ along with a •portrait of the great Napier,

« and a Bible with his autograph, were deposited for safety
“ in a room of the house. During the owner’s absence the
“ house was burned to the ground,- and the precious relics

“ perished.” * Mr. Napier also mentions that he is unable
to trace the history of the other portrait “ without the cowl,”

which is, he says, “a very original-looking half-length,” ac-

quired by the late Lord Napier. Possibly one or other of
the two “ without the cowl ” may have been a copy, or re-

pliea, of tile pxnrtrait said to have perished in the fire at Mil-

• Introductioa to Napier's Trea- Clubs, Edinburgh, 1889,'^. iy. See
Use, 'Do Arte Log»ti(^’ printed, alsoHr.NwiersPrefacetohis'Mi-
imder Mr. Mark Napier's able editor* ‘moirs of John Napier, of Merchis*
ship, for the Bannat^e and Ifaiiland • ton,’ 1884, p. v.
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liken ; that belonging to Thomas Watt, at all events, inhabited

the same county nearly a century before the date of that

disaster. But howevM: that may be, the fact of James Watt
having been nurtured thus at the feet of those two venerable

masters, of his having early and long thus gazed upon the

light of their countenances, and imbibed his first acquaintance

with their works and fame, as it were, under the sanction of

their very presence and eye, is too interesting not to deserve

commemoration in the annals of his early days
;
difiScult as it

often must be for even the most inquiring minds “to re-

“ ascend in memory to that which may have given the first

“ impulse to their entire course of life.” *

In precincts hallowed by such Lares and Penates, and not

devoid of the “ imagines majorum,”—^for portraits of Thomas
Watt and Margaret Sherrer, as well as of James Watt, sen.,

of Greenock, and of Agnes Muirheid, then hung on .their

walls, and are now associated in a family series with those

of their more illustrious descendant,—^the boy grew to the age

of nearly eighteen, a contemplative, yet far from inactive

youth. But his ideas were destined to be expanded, and his

hopes to be checked, amid increasing reverses of his father’s

fortunes. So far, indeed, did those reverses at last extend,

that it became necessary that both of Mr. Watt’s sons, at as

early an age as possible, should be trained to rely for their

future comfort or distinction, and indeed for their very sub-

sistence, on their own independent and unaided exertions.

Of John, the elder of the two lads, we have already spoken,

and told how a shipwreck in the Atlantic Ocean removed him

from “ the waves of this troublesome world.”

From the aptitude which James displayed for all kinds of

ingenious handiwork, and in accordance with his own delibe-

rate and earnest choice, it was decided that he should proceed

to qualify himself for following the trade of a mathematical-

ihstrument-maker ;—^a career, in which, besides the prospect of

turning ^ good account his habits of industry, his accuracy of

eye, and neatness of hand, he doubtless foresaw opportunities,

* Humboldt's Cosmos, translated by Mrs. Sabine, vol. U. p. 92, ed. 1849.
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such as no other calling within his reach was likely to alford,

of gratifying his thirst for the knowled^ of physical science.

On the peculiar range of employment to which the main

force of his mind was to be directed, he seems, as he grew up,

always to have looked with a more tb4n affectionate predilec-

tion. ^ The colly indeed,—that fixed purpose of soul, dechiring

Itself in action, and leading a man to walk with firmness in

a predestined and beloved path,—^whieh made Watt a me-

chanical philosopher, seems to have been as decided as that

which took Burns from the sheepfolds and j^msed him to be

a fervid bard, or transferred Wilkie from the austerities of

a Presbyterian manse to become a glowing and triumphant

painter. It was such as calls into life every energy, strengthens

into devotion every desire, and creates at once the glory and

the happiness of all who, like him,

—

Fixing hoi>e and aim
“ On the humanities of peaceful fame,

“ Enter betimes with more than martial fire

“ The generous course : aspire, and still aspire

;

“ Upheld by warnings heeded not too late,

“ Stifle the contradictions of their fate,

“ And to one purpose cleave, their Being’s gofllike mate I

” *

With these views he came to Glasgow in June 1754, being

then eighteen years of a§;e, and remained under the roof and

care of his maternal relations, the Muirheids, till the month
of May in the following year. There is still extant a docu-

ment which bears amusing testimony to the almost primitive

simplicity with which his migration from the paternal home
was performed. It is entitled, in the clerkly hand of their

youthful possessor, “A list of James Watt’s clothes taken to

“Glai^w;” and, after certain “silk stockings” “ruffled

“shirts,” and “cut velvet” waistcoats, there follow in it

“ one working ditto,” “ one leather apion,” “ a pair bibels,”

about a score of the most needful tools of carpentry, and a
quadrant Of all the latter items (with the exception of the
“ pair bibels,” which were, it seems, somehow or other imac-

• Wordsworth’s Stanzas to Liberty. Poetical Works, vol. v. p. 102, td.
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countably left behind !) it will soon be seen that he made dex-

terous and successful use.

During his stay at that time in Glasgow, young Watt en-

joyed the advantage of being introduced to the notice and

acquaintance of several of the most learned Professors in the

University, through the instrumentality of his mother’s kins-

man, Jtr. George Muirhead, who had then just exchanged

the Professorship of Oriental languages for that of Latin, and

was associated with his colleague Professor Moor in scholar-

like labours which have honourably perpetuated his name.*

Professors James IVIoor and George Muirhead were the joint

editors of the magnificent Homer, in four volumes folio, which

' was printed at the University press by the brothers Eobert

and Andrew Foulis, in 1756 and 1758; and of which Dr.

Harwood says that it is one of the most splendid editions of

Homer ever delivered to the world, and I am informed that

its accuracy is equal to its magnificence. Since the pub-

lication of the first edition of this work,” he adds, I had

occasion carefully to read through this edition, and I only

discovered two trivial errors.” (View of the various editions

of the Greek and Eoman Classics, with remarks, by Edward
Harwood, D.D. 3rd edition. London, 1782.) ‘‘As the eye

“ is the organ of fancy,” says Gibbon, “ I read Homer with
“ most pleasure in the Glasgow folio. Tlirough that fine

“ medium the poet’s sense appears more beautiful and trans-

“ parent. Bishop Lowth has said that he could discover only

“ one error in that accurate edition—the omission of an iota

“ subscribed to a dative.” In the Life of Winckelmann it is

stated that he never travelled without Homer
;
“ his com-

“ panion at every instant of his life ;” and that the edition

which he had with him on his last journey (in the course of

which he died), “ era quella di Foulis, stampata molto ele-

“ gantemente a Glasgow nel 1756-58.” In 1804 a copy of

Profosflor George Muirliead’s own brief record of his learned kinsman’s

copy of his great work, on large paper, life, may refer to the article on
uncut, ** a fair and everlasting menu- “ The Muirhead Prizes ’* in * Deeds
“ ment” ofhis diligent scholarship, is ‘instituting Prizes in the University

now by inheritance in the possession ‘ of Glasgow ;
’ 4to, Glasgow, 1850,

of the author ; who, for a further pp. 201-206.

D
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this bibliographical treasure, on large paper, illustrated with

Flaxman’s plates to the Iliad, and some drawings, by Miss
WUkes, to the Odyssey, sold for 391. 18».

Watt, however, was not so fortunate as to become the

pupil of any Professor in the ancient University, which the

talents of men such as Adam Smith and Eobert Simson
then so greatly adorned ; and the youthful student Iflas him-

self recorded that he never attended any course of lectures

delivered within the walls, or by the teachers, of the College.

But he at once gained the favourable notice of Dr. Dick,

who was joint Professor of Natural Philosophy with his father

firom 1751 to 1757, to whose society the subjects of his pur-

suits formed an immediate attraction, and of whose abilities,

as well as of the kind interest he manifested in his suc-

cess, Mr. Watt always Bix>ke in terms of the most grateful

praise. Dr. Dick having observed the qualifications of his

young friend, and being consulted as to his ontset in life,

strongly recommended his proceeding to London, to acquire

better instruction in the art which he designed to practise,

than could at that time be gained in Glasgow, or, indeed, any-

where in Scotland ; at the same time furnishing him with a

personal introduction which proved very serviceable in ob-

taining for him the advantage of such tuition.

It being then arranged that young Watt should follow this

counsel, on the 7th of June, 1755, he set out for the great

metropolis, in charge of his connection Mr. John Marr,* who,

we believe, afterwards became tlie captain of an Bast India-

man, but soon after their arrival in London accepted the

office of naval instructor on board the Hampton Court, a

seventy gun ship, then lying at anchor in the Thames.

They travelled, as was common a century ago, on horse-

back, riding the same horses throughout the journey, which

they performed in twelve days, including two of partial or

entire rest. “ There was, in the days of which I write,”

says Sir Walter Scott, “ an old-foshioned custom on the

“ English road, which I suspect is now obsolete, or prac-

* Mr. Mur’s wtfe wm a conatn-german of Mr. Wati
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tised only by the vulgar. Journeys of length being made
on horseback, and, of course, by brief stages, it was usual

always to make a halt on the Sunday in some town where

the traveller might attend Divine service, and his horse
‘‘ have the benefit of the day of rest, the institution of which
“ is as humane to our brute labourers as profitable to our-

" selves.'*
* Their route was by Coldstream, Newcastle,

Durham, York, Doncaster, Newark, and Biggleswade; and

the j>rincipal note made by the young traveller in the new
scenes through which ho now passed, is a laconic one :

—

‘‘ I like the country very [well], but think the people are

very eiharpy It must be added, in explanation of this

concise and canny” conclusion, that nearly one-third of the

time occupied on the road was spent in riding through York-

shire ; in fact, the letter which contains it t was written at

York !

On their arrival in London no time was lost in endeavouring

to find a fitting instructor in the mathematical-instrument

line,—a task which at first appeared likely to prove one of

unexpected difficulty ;
for the number of masters skilled in

that scientific trade was then small, and it was the custom

of London ” not to dispense with the regular apprenticeship

of seven years on indenture. “ I have not yet got a master

;

“ we have tried several
;
they all make some objection or

other,” writes tlie poor lad. I find that if any of them
‘‘ agree with me at all, it will not be for less than a year

; and

even at that time [they] will be expecting some money.” J

Having been nurtured in the observance of rigid frugality,

and being most dutifully anxious to avoid all encroachment

on his father's means, which seem to have diminished in an

inverse ratio to his own necessities, his narrow finances were

now a cause of uncomfortable apprehension
; and altogether

his early impressions of life in London were very far from

being either joyous or encouraging.

But by degrees a little light began to^dawn above the dim

* Sir W. Scott, Rob Roy, chap, iv., 12 June, 1755.

Abbotsford edition, vol. iii. p. 59. t Mr. Watt to his father, London,

t Mr. Watt to hie father, York, 1 July, 1755.

D 2
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horizon. Yesterday,” writes Mr. Marr to Mr. Watt, sen.,

at Greenock,* “ your son began to divert himself in cutting

letters and figures, &c., in the shop of Mr. Neale, watch-
** maker, from whom I had the small patent globes. Mr.
** Neale is the frankest tradesman of any of the fraternity I
** have seen. ... In the meantime I shall endeavour to

** see him employed at Mr. Neale’s, who inclines to have
“ some of his work to show.” His specimens having been

approved of, we find him, by the first week of July, through

the exertions of Mr. Short, (a valuable friend whom Dr. Dick’s

recommendation liad procured him), at work on the brass part

of Hadley’s quadrants, witli Mr. John Morgan, mathematical-

instrument-maker in Finch Lane, Comhill,—“ a man,” soon

afterwards writes his youtliful disciple, of as good a cha-

“ racter, botli for accuracy in his business and good morals,

“ as any in his way in London. Though lie works chiefly in

‘‘ the brass way, yet he can teach me most branches of the

business, such as rules, scales, quadrants, &c.” t ‘‘ Within

“ the bills of mortality,” adds Marr, “ he could not have

found a man better recommended for good nature and in-

" genuity than ]\Iorgan,” J And, “ If it had not been for

‘‘ Mr. Short,” writes the lad, ‘‘ I could not have got a man in

London that would have undertaken to teach me, as I now
“ find there are not above five or six that could have taught

me all I wanted.” §

An agreement was soon concluded, with the approbation of

Mr. Watt, sen., for his son receiving a year’s instruction from

Mr. Morgan, for which he was in return to pay twenty

guineas, and give his labour for that period in the business.

After this his progress was rapid and steady. By the 5th of

August, he had made a brass parallel ruler 18 inches long,

and a brass scale of the same length, and was about to finish

some of Hadley’s quadrants
; by the 23rd of that month, he

had done a Hadley’s quadrant better than his master’s ap-

* Mr. Marr to Mr. Watt, senior,

London, 24 June, 1755.

t Mr. Watt to his father, London,
July 21st, 1755.

t Mr. Marr to Mr. Watt, senior,

London, Auj(. 6th, 1755.

§ Mr. Watt to his father, London,
Sept. 2nd, 1755.
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prentice, who had been two years with him.” Very few
‘‘ here,” he says, know any more than how to make a rule,

others a pair of dividers, and such like, which they serve a

seven years’ apprenticeship to.” In October he had begun

to make rules, whicli it was then a most difficult matter to

get good, ‘‘ there being only one man who could make them
perfectly well, and he having lately taken to other work.”

In November he was busy with azimuth compasses; by

December, 1755, he “could work tolerably well;” and ex-

pected that by April he Mwld understand so much of his

business as to be able to work for himself, or to be an

assistant to his father. When April arrived he was to make
a brass sector, a theodolite, and some other instruments of

the better sort
;
“ and then,” he writes, “ I think I shall be

“ able to get my bread anywhere, as I am now able to work
“ as well as most journeymen, though I am not so quick

“ as many.” * And when his year’s toil was completed,

and the “leafy month of June” had again come round,

he announced, with some reasonable pride, that he

could now make “ a brass sector with a French joint, which

“ is reckoned as nice a piece of framing work as is in the

“ trade.” t

But all this early expertness was not acquired for nothing

;

it cost him a constant and hard struggle to reach that step on

the upward ladder ;
and his labours were rendered the more

severe by the state of his health, from which he had of late

greatly suffered. He had not only, as was his wont, led a

life of the most regular and unremitting industry, and spared

no exertion by which he might diminish to his father the cost

of this part of his education, but his endeavours to attain that

end were accompanied by a rigid self-denial on which, how-

ever in itself exemplary and laudable, it is almost painful to

reflect. Lodging, it is believed, under the roof of his master,

but not receiving from him any of his board, the cost of his

food was in all but eight shillings a-week ; lower than that,

• Mr. Watt to his father, London, t Mr. Watt to his father, London,

April 20tli, 1756. June 19th, 1756.
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he writes, he could not reduce it, “ withmt pinching his belly**

Even of that pittance a great portion was earned by himself

;

for he found Aat he was able to ‘‘ win ” some money on his

own account by rising still earlier than he had to go to his

master’s work. The bread so bought must have tasted sweet

indeed to his lips ;
but at night he was thankful enough to

get to bed “ with liis body wearied, and his hand shaking,

“ from ten hours’ hard work

“

we work,” he says, “ to nine

o’clock every night, except Saturdays.” In his letters to

his home, while describing the frugality of his way of life,

and regretting the charge his living must be to his father, on

whom he fervently prays that the blessing of God may rest,

he repeatedly adds that he is striving all he can to improve

himself, that he may be the sooner able to assist him, and to

ensure his own maintenance.

With such motives to exertion, and such sentiments and

habits, it will readily be conceived that he considered his

year in London as admitting of no holiday indulgence. So

earnestly was he bent on self-improvement in the way of his

business, and so entirely were his whole time and strength

engaged in the constant exertion which that required, that

only on two occasions,—^the arrival of the King from abroad,

and a proclamation of war against France,—does the uni-

formity of his- industry appear to have been diversified, even

by the sight of such pageants as every metropolis from time

to time affords to the eyes of the poorest of its inliabitants.

Indeed, so far was he from allowing any occupation of his

time in even receiving or giving the news of the day, that

the only allusion which bis letters of that period contain

relative to such subjects is the emphatic ^nd summary con-

clusion, that as for news, there is no beliemng anything that

^^is said ;**—a maxim which, in other days than his, may
still perhaps be deemed not altogether devoid of salutary

truth

!

An unexpected danger at that time hung over his destiny,

which might have cut short, at least
, for a season, his projects

of further improvement in natural science, and postponed
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iim die his return to Glasgow College, with all its interesting

consequences. This sword of Damocles was the chance of

being impressed as a seaman for the navy. He writes, in

the spring of 1756, that he avoids “ a very hot press just now
“ by seldom going out” And on a later day he adds, “ they
“ now press anybody they can get, landsmen as well as sea-

“ men, except it be in the liberties of the City, where they
“ are obliged to carry them before my Lord Mayor first

;

“ and unless one be either a 'prentice or a creditable trades-

“ man, there is scarce any getting off again. And if I was
" carried before my Lord Mayor, I dmst not avow that I

“ wrought in the City, it being against their laws for any
“ unfreeman to work, even as a journeyman, within the

“ Liberties.” *

At the close of his engagement with Mr. Morgan, when he
“ had no doubt ho could have got encouragement from either

“ his master or some other,”—after long contending with

the badness of his health,—he found himself compelled by

“ violent rheumatism,” “ a gnawing pain in his back,” and

“ weariness all over his body,” to seek the benefit wliich he

expected to defive from his native air, and the ride home-

wards. So, in the end ofAugust, 1756, he took leave ofLondon

and of Mr. Morgan, (who, dying in 1758, was not destined to

witness the future success of his pupil), and to revive his

drooping health and spirits, he returned to his own country

and friends ;—first, however, making a small investment of

about twenty guineas in half a hundred additional tools, with

“ absolute necessary” materials for “a great many more that

“ he knew he must make himself,” together with a copy of

‘ Bion’s Construction and Use of Mathematical Instru-

‘ ments,’— a copious and useful treatise on the different

branches of his intended trade. This was the first edition of

the translation of M. Bion’s work, by Edward Stone, an ex-

cellent, though self-taught, mathematician, a native of Scot-

land ;
it was a great enlargement of the original, and two

* Mr. Watt to his father, London, March Slat, 1756.
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editions of it were subsequently published in folio, bearing

the dates of 1758 and 1759, together with a supplement,

from which we learn that the first impression had been soon

sold off, and a second long called for by the booksellers and

the public. The original treatise in French was a small one

in quarto, published at Paris in 1752, and its price was only

a few francs.
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CHAPTER V.

UB. watt’s employment by the COLffEOE OP GLASHOW— HIS ESTABLISH-
MENT WITHIN ITS WALLS AS MATHEMATICAL-INSTRUMENT-MAKER TO
THE UNIVERSITY— PROGRESS IN HIS BUSINESS— SHOP-KEEPING— HIS

CONSTRUCTION OF ORGANS AND OTHER MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS— INSTRU-
MENTS OF HIS MANUFACTURE STILL IN EXISTENCE —CHANGE OF ABODE—
HIS MARRIAGE— MACHINE FOR DRAWING IN PERSPECTIVE.

An occasion soon presented itself for the advantageous em-

ployment of that little stock in trade which we have just

described, as well as of the newly-acquired skill of its owner.

On the 25th of October, 1756, he writes from Glasgow to

his father :
—“ I would have come down [to Greenock] to-

‘‘ day, but that there are some instruments that are come

from Jamaica that Dr. Dick desired that I would help to

unpack, which are expected to-day.” The instruments

here spoken of formed a valuable collection, which had been

completed at great cost by the best makers in London, for

their late proprietor Mr. Alexander Macfarlane, a merchant,

long resident in Jamaica, and a cadet of the ancient feudal

house of Macfarlane of that Ilk
;
who seems, amid his mer-

cantile pursuits, not to have forgotten the motto of his

family

—

A%tra castra^ Numen lumen —‘‘ TJie stars my
‘‘ campj the Lord my light —and who, dying in 1755, be-

queathed the contents of his observatory to the University in

which he had received his education. The great astronomer

Oltmanns, the companion of Humboldt, in mentioning,

among some observations from which various latitudes and

longitudes in the West Indies were accurately determined,

those which Mr. Macfarlane had made, at Port Eoyal, near

Kingston, Jamaica, (Phil Trans, for 1723, p. 235, and for

1750, p. 523), has said:—‘‘Macfarlane was provided with

“ excellent English instruments, and very skilful in the
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** theory and practice of astronomy.”* An account of certain

curious lunar observations of another sort, made by the Clan

Macfarlane in earlier times, but of which the learned and

worthy merchant of Port Royal was of course guiltless, is given

in Sir Walter Scott’s note on Mae^JFarlane^s buat^ or lantern^

in * Waverley,’ chapter xxxviii., where he says, The clan of

Mac-Farlane, occupying the fastnesses of the western side

“ of Loch Lomond, were gfeat depredators on the Low
" Country ;

and, as their excursions were made usually by

night, the moon was proverbially called their lantern. Their

celebrated pibroch of Hoggil nam bo, wliich is the name of

their gathering-tune, intimates similar practices,” &c.t

The minute of a University meeting on the 26th of October,

bears that “ Several of the instruments from Jamaica having

“ suffered by the sea-air, especially those made of iron, Mr.

Watt, who is well skilled in what relates to the cleaning

“ and preserving of them, being accidentally in town, Mr,
** Moor and Dr. Dick are appointed to desire him to stay
** some time in town to clean them, and put them in the best

order for preserving them from being spoiled.” On the 2nd of

December the same records bear that “ a precept was signed

" to pay James Watt five pounds sterling for cleaning and

refitting the instruments lately come from Jamaica —this

being, jp. all probability, the first money he had earned on

his own account since the termination of his brief appren-

ticeship.

His next object was to endeavour to establish liimself in

the way of his trade in the city of Glasgow
; but here he was

met by obstacles of the same sort as those which in London
had first well-nigh excluded him from the brief instruction

which he sought, and then might have consigned him, with-

out hope of rescue, to the embraces of the pressgang. Neither
being the son of a burgess, nor having, as yet, married the
daughter of one, nor having served a regular apprenticeship

to a crirft, he was visited, by tradesmen of more arrogant and

* Eecueil d’Obseryatians AatrcH ii., p. 589, od. 1810.
< nominneB, Voyage de Humboldt ct f Abbotsford edition, vol. i. p. 213,
^Bonpland,’ Quatritoe Partio, tome
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far more unfounded pretensions than the modest youth whom
they persecuted, with a sort of temporal excommunication

;

and was forbidden to set up even a humble workshop, himself

its solitary tenant, within the limits of the burgh. He now
signally found the advantage of that academical support which

the University uniformly extended to him. By midsummer,

1757, he had received permission to occupy an apartment and

open a shop within the precincts of the College, and to use

the designation of Mathematical-instrument-maker to the

“ University and, though it does not appear that any con-

temporaneous record has been preserved in the archives of

the University of the date of the workshop having been

assigned to him, on the 27th of November, 1759, directions

were given for having the room above Mr. Watt’s workshop
”

repaired.* In the autumn of 1757, the foundation-stone of an

astronomical observatory, to receive the collection of instru-

ments which he had repaired and set up, and to be called the

Macfarlane Observatory, was laid, he being then twenty-one

years of age. At the same time, however, he had the sorrow

and misfortune to lose his able and true friend. Dr. Dick

;

and the result, in a pecuniary point of view, of this first year

of his business, was very far from being a hopeful one.

On the 15tli September, 1758, (the year in which his old

master, Morgan, died), he thus writes from Glasgow to his

father :
—“ As I have now had a year’s trial here, I am able

to form a judgment of what may be made of this business,

and find that unless it be the Hadley’s instruments, there is

‘‘ little to be got by it, as at most other jobs I am obliged to

do the most of them myself ;
and as it is impossible for one

person to be export at everything, they very often cost me
‘‘ more time than they should do. However, if there could

be a ready sale procured for Hadley’s quadrants, I could do

‘‘ very well, as I and one lad can finish three in a week easily

;

and selling them at 28a. 6d., which is vastly below what

they were ever sold at before, I have 40a. clear on the *

• Soe 'Deeds instituting Bur- ‘University of Glasgow/ 1850: 4to„
* saries, Scholarships, and other p. 216.

‘ Foundations in the College and
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“ three. So it will be absolutely necessary that I take a trip

“ to Liverpool to look for customers, and hope that upon the

“ profits of what I shall be able to sell there, I can go to

“ London in the spring, when I make no doubt of selling

“ more than I can get made; all* which I want your advice

“ on. And if that does not succeed, I must fall into some

“ other way of business, as tliis will not do in its present

“ situation.” The sale, however, of the profitable Hadley’s

instruments appears to have increased at home so much, as

to have rendered the proposed speculative trading voyage to

Liverpool unnecessary.

From the advertisement already referred to, dated October

22, 1759, of the engraved map of the river Clyde, as “to

“ be sold by James Watt, at his shop in the College of

“ Glasgow,” as well as from tlie entry in the College records

of the repairs to be done in “the room al)ove ISIr. Watt’s

“ workshop,” we know that, up to that time at least, he con-

tinued to use the shelter of the academic walls for the pur-

poses of liis trade. By the 7th of October in that year, ho

appears to have entered into a sort of i)artnership with a Mr.

John Craig, to carry on and extend the business in which he

was engaged, continuing to occupy his rooms and workshop in

the College till 1763,

A Journal of the partnership concern, kept from October,

1759, till April, 1765, commences with the following entry ;

—

“ An Inventory of Tools, Goods, &c., belonging to us, James
“ Watt and John Craig, each one-half. Taken Oct. 7th, 1759,
“ at Glasgow ;” and then enumerates a vanety of mechanical

tools, from a turning-lathe to a flatting-mill; with philo-

sophical instruments, chiefly mathematical and optical, from
the familiar “ Hadley’s quadrants ” to microscopes and sea-

compasses
; the whole to the value of . . £91 19 3^

Which, with “ cash on hand,” . . 108 0 8^

Made the little stock in trade amount to £200 0 0

A small but steadily increasing traffic brought the “ ready-
“ money sales,” towards the end of the period over which
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the Journal extends, up to about 501. per month, or 600Z.

per annum
; a large portion of which, however, must have

gone to pay for materials and the wages of workmen. James
Watt is- throughout credited with a salary of 351. per annum 5

Craig appearing to have taken no share in the manufacturing

part of the business, but only, (as is shown by a memorandum
in the Journal), to liave been book-keeper to the concern, and

to have advanced the greater portion of the requisite funds.

' One journeyman throughout the year, and three or four

others, from time to time, as occasion required, were all that

Mr. Watt at first found it necessary to employ
;
but before

the end of 1764 their number»had increased to sixteen “of
“ all arms.” Among their names we find those of three

Gardners,—Alexander, David, and John,—of whom one at

least was long afterwards known in Glasgow as a well-

instructed and reputable philosophical-instrument-maker.

From the*accounts of the business coming to a close in 1765,

and Mr. Watt having said in a letter to Mr. Boulton in 1768,

“ about tliree years ago, a gentleman who was concerned with

“ me died,” we conclude that the termination of the partner-

ship is thus explained.

In the retired course of life which, from choice as well as

necessity, he appears to have followed, manual labour and

mental study were blended in pretty equal proportions
;
but

idleness or mere amusement had certainly no share. He
ardently seized every opportunity of extending his acquaint-

ance with the various branches of physical philosophy, and of

investigating the principles of its phenomena, as if prophetic-

ally conscious that to his untaught but earnest apprehension

might*be revealed those secrets which hitherto had been

hidden even from the wise and learned
; endeavouring,—to

use an expression of his own,—“ to find out the weak side of

“ Nature, and to vanquish her,”—“ for Nature,” he again says,

“ has a weak side, if we can only find it out !” Beyond the

* necessity for some daily labour in order to earn his daily

bread, and his hope,—often, as will be seen, very uncertain,—

of future independence, he had little else than the pleasure

he found in philosophical pursuits to stimulate or reward his
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zeal : the toils of his business were severe, and the profitable

retnms but small; while of those whose society was open to

him, there were few indeed who possessed either an equality

of learning or a community of tastes with himself. ‘ But in

his endeavours to subjugate, by the resources of practical art,

those natural difSculties which presented themselves to his

liand.or eye, nothing seemed to deter his zeal or baffle his

penetration
;
a very curious proof of which was afforded by

his frequent construction, about the period at which we have

now arrived, of musical instruments of perfect compass and

tone, although he had himself, by nature, an absolute defi-

ciency of all musical ear.
‘

Professor Bobison, in a document from which we shall

hereafter have to make large quotations, gives a remarkable

instance of this;—“A mason-lodge in Glasgow wanted an
•“ oi^an. The office-bearers were acquaintances of^Mr. Watt.
" We imagined that Mr. Watt could do anything

;
and,

“ though we all knew that he did not know one musical

note from another, he was asked if he could build this organ.

“ He had repaired one, and it had amused him. He said,

“ ‘ Yes ;
’ but he began by building a very small one for his

“ intimate friend Dr. Black, which is now in my possession.

“ In doing this, a thousand things occurred to him which
“ no organ-builder ever dreamed of,—^nice indicators of the

“ strength of the blast, regulators of it, &c. &c. He began to

“ the great one. He then began to study the philosophical

“ theory of music. Fortunately for me, no book was at hand
« bnt the most refined of all, and the only one that can be
“ said to contain any theory at all,—Smith’s Harmonics.
** Before Mr. Watt had half finished this organ, he* and I

" were completely masters of that most refined and beautiful

“ theory of the beats of imperfect consonances. He found
" that by these beats it would be possible for him, totally

** ignorant of music, to tune this organ according to any
system of temperament

; and he did so, to the delight and
« astonishment of our best performers. In prosecution of

« this, he invented a real monochord of continued tone
;
and,

« in playing with this, he made^an observation which, had it
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“ then been known, would have terminated a dispute between

“ the first mathematicians in Europe,—Euler and D’Alem-
“ belt ;

which completely establishes the theory of Daniel

“ Bemouilli, who differed firom both of those gentlemen, about

the mechanism of the vibration of musical chords ; and as

« completely explains the harmonic notes which accompany
** all 'full musical notes, overturning the theories of Bameau
“ and Tartini”

The date of the construction of those organs is pretty

exactly fixed by two letters from his friend Alexander Cum*
ming, F.RS., a very ingenious adept in similar pursuits, then

resident in London, whose name is well known by his merito*

rious publications on subjects of mechanical interest; such

as, the elements of clock and watch-work, the influence of

gravitation as a mechanical power, and the effects of cylin-

drical instead of conical carriage-wheels. Writing to Mr.

Watt on the 27th December, 1761, Mr. Gumming approves

of his scheme for an organ, supplies him with a note of the

prices of organ-pipes, and inquires “How gets on fiddle-

“ making?” And on the 8th September, 1762, he expresses

himself as “ glad of his success in organ-building,” and de-

scribes the magnificent instrument of the same kind which

he had himself constructed for Lord Bute, at a cost of 2000/.

Mr. Gumming adds this further notice of his own proceedings

in the way of ingenious musical mechanism :—“ I have pro-

“ posed an improvement on the musical-glasses, (that are

“ played by moving the wet fingers along the brim), by
“ making them play with keys

; Wt, as I have as great a
“ demand in the way of my business as I can well answer,
“ have put off the thoughts of that and some other experi-
“ ments till I have more leisure.” The organs here spoken
of, were not the only produce of Mr. Watt’s musical manu-
facture ;

and guitars, -flutes, and violins are still in existence,

preserved with care by their respective possessors, as curious

instances of so extraordinary a parentage; which, indeed,

when we consider the co-existence of a physical deficiency

in a point apparently essential, must be viewed as little short

of a miracle in the works of untutored handicraft.
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This singular result was brought about in a way very cha>

racteristio of the age of which we are speakmg : for, a century

later, the same opportunity would not have occurred, nor

would the same inventiveness have been thereby stimu-

lated. The youth, who could not only safely handle and

rightly use, but could even restore or construct the complex

and mysterious instruments which puzzled the students and

attracted the professors of Glasgow College, was naturally

looked upon as an oracle. He was visited and consulted on

many occasions ;

—

“ And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew,
“ That one small head could carry all he knew.”

And so it came to pass, in days when neat-handed and skil-

ful workmen in any of the nicer handicrafts were rarely to

, be met with in provincial towns,—when barbers were often

surgeons, and blacksmiths, on occasion, could be dentists,

—

that the maker of the instruments of “ Divine Philosophy,”

was solicited to become a mender of instruments of music.

Succeeding beyond expectation in his first attempts in that

novel line, it is wonderful how many dumb flutes and gouty

harps, dislocated violins and • fractured guitars, nervous viol-

di-gambas, hysterical mandolins, and thorough-basses suffering

from hoarseness, came thenceforward to be cUred by him of

their complaints, and restored to health and harmony.

It might have been supposed that they could scarcely have

gone to a worse doctor ; as mere neatness ot band, devoid of

all ear for musical notes, could not reasonably have been

expected to suffice for the successful treatment of such

patients. Yet, from the rapid increase in the extent of that

peculiar department of his business, it seems certain that the

.cures he wrought were very complete and satisfactory
; and,

as " P. P., derk of this parish,^’ did unto shoes, so did the

young philosopher, with as little derogation from the dignity

of his higher calling, unto the instruments of music :—" fiddles

" also did he make, and, if entreated, mend ; with good

approbation.”

Of one of the organs constructed by Mr. Watl^ the late
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CONSJSUOTS AN ORGAN.

Mr. Archibald Maolellan, who, for thirty years prior to his

decease in 1854, was a prominent member of the Town
Council of Glasgow, and a zealous patron of the fine arts,

became the possessor. In his last illness, Mr. Maolellan dic-

tated the following Autcnette,'which is not without interest

;

although the assertion with which it sets out, of Mr. Watt’s

fondness for music, needs, as^iire^have seen, very great qualifi-

cation, and might better have been limited to the predilec-

tion, which he no doubt did possess, for constructing musical

instruments.

“ Mugdock Castle, 14 Sept. 1854.

“ It is well known that the great James Watt was fond of

“ music, and while in Glasgow constructed more than one
“ organ. One of these was a small instrument, about three.

‘‘ feet square, in the form of a small table, but having exter-

“ nally no appearance of a musical instrument. At this table,

where his friends and he were sitting, the movement being

‘‘ concealed, Mr. Watt astonished them by the production- of

the music. This little table, about forty years ago, fell into

“ the hands of the late Steven, the music-seller, in Wilson

Street, who had an organ front with gilt pipes and sides

“ placed on the top of the table, and gave it the shape it

“ now bears. I bought it from Steven, and put an additional

“ reed stop into it. It remains so at present. Such is the

history of this interesting little instrument, and I think I ^

need scarcely recommend it to my trustees as a fancy and a

work of the great James Watt deserving of their notice and

“ preservation. The instrument, when in proper tune, is of

considerable power and very pleasing harmony, and, in mj
keeping, has been orthodox in its application, from Martyrs*

to ^ Old Hundred.’

Abohd. M^Leli^.”

In 1763, Watt quitted his college rooms for a small abode

in the city; a change made,*probably, in contemplation of

his marriage to his cousin. Miss Miller, which took place in

July of the following year. The site of his new dwdling, dr

at least of the workshop in which his- earliest experimeiits on

E
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tiM^gteaoMogine were madi^ and wMeb in ill wis

:„^pedBr the aoiae xooi, is iteied bjr Btdieit JBa^.ie have

‘|yi^ in or dose 1»! «jOI

a^^^ i&r. Wa^ ii^ ' tiwaa4iiKH^
ff *obafi^[atthi}^ of
^

' ptojecte into the eonrt; I 'think a oantier oeea|||iBB it at

" ‘present’ I think this was in the year 1813 or . 1814.

My brother and I went next nunniing, cmd saw the hoiue

;

V a large door had been made in the end of it to make it

" into a'cart-house, and a carrier was loading his cart in it

“ at "the time. I think it stood where Millar’s Place is,

"just in front of what was the inn door, as it was but a few
“ yards from the north-east comer of the market in a north-

" east direction.” In 1770 it appears that he went through the
“ disagreeable operation ” of removing his “ household frumi-

" tore and utensils to another house ;
” but during the whole

jpf his residence in Glasgow, he practised housekeeping, from
' necessity as well as choice, on a very humble scale. After

bus marriage, however, his dwelling was enlightened by a
chamiing presence, which “ made a sunshine in that shady

“ place.” “ I have not entered,” says Miss Campbell, “ into

“ any of the interesting details my mother gave me of Mr.

" Watt’s early and constant attachment to his cousin Miss
“ Miller ; but she ever considered it as having added to his

“ enjoyment of life, and as having had the most beneficial

“ infl^nCe on his character. Even his powerful mind sank

occasionally into misanthropic gloom, from the pressure of

“ long-continued nervous head-aches, and repeated disappoint-

“ meitt& in his hopes of success in life. Mrs. Watt, finm her

“ sweetness of temper, and lively, cheerfril disposition, had

“ power to win.him from every wayward fancy ; to rouse and
“ animate him to active exertion. She drew out all his gentle

.
“ virtues, his native benevolence, and warm affections.”

In 1765, Mr. Watt contrived an ingenious machine for

drawing in paspective, of which he has left the following

description, together with drawings which si'e here engraved

on wood (see pages 52, 53) ; and the instrament - m^y
be considered a sort of connecting link between his mathe-
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mAtieal<^trament!M^ wi * Bis^ pe^v

^^ThB p9i«^)eetm ixmMsmwm idtireBited idbiMit 176^ oa the

following ooeaakm. My friend, Dr. James Lind, brought

from India a madhiHe, invented by some English gentleman

there,^ believe, a Mr. Hurst,—which consisted of a board,
“ fixed on three legs perpendicularly, upon which, close to

the bottom and near the ends, were fixed two small friction-

wheels, upon which a horizontal ruler rested, and could be
‘‘ moved endways horizontally, and this ruler was about twice

the length of the board. On the middle of this ruler was
“ fixed a perpendicular ruler, reaching a little above the

“ upper edge of the board, and in this ruler there was a

groove similar to that of the slip of a sliding rule, which
“ was also, like that, furnished with a sKder which could
“ freely move up and down in it, and the upper end of which,

being pointed, served for an index. In the bottom of the

groove in the perpendicular ruler there was a slit cut quite

through the ruler, nearly fi’om one end to the other. In
“ the lower end of the slider was fixed a pencil, the point of

“ which reached quite through the ruler to the paper to be

drawn upon, which was stretched upon the board. An arm
“ projecting forward was fixed to one of the upper corners of

the board, (I do not remember how), and upon its end nearest

“ the draughtsman it carried a sight or eye-piece, consisting

of a small piece of metal with a small hole in it, and this

‘‘ eye-piece was elevated about half the width of the board
“ above its upper edge. The rulers, sliders, &c., were, I

think, made of brass, consequently heavy
; but moved easily

on the pulleys, or friction-wheels.

<< Tn^iifling the machine, the board being placed at right

“ angles to a line supposed to be drawn from the middle of

“ the object which was to be delineated, and the sight adjusted

so as to give a proper scale, the socket of the pencil was

taken in the hand, the eye appUed to the sight, and the

E 2
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" index or acute top of the slider was made to travel over the

“ lines of the object to be delineated, which it was enabled to

" do by a composition of the horizontal motion of the lower

“ ruler on the wheels, and of the perpendicular motion of the

“ slider in the upright ruler: the pencil then described the

« lines upon the paper. This instrument very readily described

** perpendicular or horizo^ lines, as these accorded best

Its'iiatttt^ ttdth^ ‘ Bntin .dagcmal or d^ed Hnes
^ ? was difficult to make the indeacibllowthem ex^ofly, and

**^ Whole motions were heavy and embaixassing to the
" hand. Moreover, the instrument was heavy and too bulky.-

" I wished tomake a machine more piortaUe, and eoAest
“ id its use ; and, at the su^estion of my Mend, Mr. John
“ Bobison, I turned my thoughts to the double paralM ruler,

“ an instrument then very little known, and not at all used
“ that I know of After some meditation, I contrived the
“ means of applying it to this purpose, and of malring the
“ machine extrem^y light and portable.

“ The machine consisted of a box about an inch and a bulf

“ deep on the outside, thirteen inches long, and five inches
“ wide, and hinged so that when opened it formed a fiat

“ board (AB) of thirteen inches long and ten inches wide, on
“ wbicb the paper was stretched. It was kept open by means
“ of three legs (CCC), which were fastened to the back part
“ of it, and served to support it at a proper- height. From
“ the right hand upper comer of this box or board, a jointed

“•arm (DB) projected forward, to carry the eye-piece or sight

“ (F), which could, by means of the joints, be adjusted higher
“ or lower, nearer to, or further from the board, as might be
“ required. To the .lower edge of the board were attached
“ two thin slips of wood (GKJ), ten inches long and ten inches
“ apart, and to the lower ends of these slips was attached the
“ lower side of a double parallel ruler (HJK), every member
" of which was ten inches long between centres, so that, when
“ fully open, it formed two squares joined by one side of each,
“ and in other states formed lozenges, or rhombuses of differaat
“ degrees of obliquity. This double parallelogram was formed
“ partly of thin slips of wood, and partly of brass mu(^
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“ hammer-hardened, and all very light. To the middle (K)
“ of the upper side of the higher parallelogram, was fixed, at

“ right angles upwards, another slip of wood (L), about eleven
“ inches long, and ending in a brass point which served for

“ an index, which, by the construction, could be moved equally

“ easily in every direction, and with very little fiioticni ; wd
“ at the same tini^i^ tlM {iositm^

“ parallel to.eaidii d^ber*
** was fixed in'the tilte. perpfibMltdttar slip

^'d.papOT wing ttrettdied upon the board, and tiief^htf'*

« being moved to a proper distance from the board, (gen»ally

about eighteen inches), the hand being applied to the pencil
“
socket, (for the pencil was not pressed upon by the hand),

“ the upper point of the index was led along the lines of the

“ objects intended to be delineated and, when perpendioidar
“ lines occurred, the index pointing to the upper end of them,

“ the finger of the left hand being applied to the board

“ touching the perpendicular slip, and the pencil drawn down-
“ ward^ the line would be straight. In the same way, the

« horizontal slip served as a guide for horizontal lines ; all

“ others were drawn by the eye guiding the index, and, if the

“ paper was smooth, could be drawn very correctly.

“ The whole of the double parallelogram and its attached

“ slips, (which latter were contrived to be easily separated

“ from the board), were made capable of being readily folded

“ up, so as to occupy only a small space in the box formed

“ by the board, when folded up. The sight-piece also folded

“ up, and readily found its place in the box, which also con-

“ tained screws for fixing on the legs of the instrument
; and

“ the box, when shut, could be put into a great-coat pocket.

" The three legs were made of tinned iron, tapering, and' one
“ a little smaller than another, so that they went into one

“ another, and formed a walking-stick about four and aJialf
“ feet long.

" I made many of these instruments about the time men- '

« tioned,—^perhaps from fifty to eighty. Piey went to various

“parts of the world: among other places several 'went to
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London, where George Adams, senr., copied and made them
“ for sale, putting his pwn name on them ; and, as I Jiave

“ been toldy ip a book -which he published, describing various

instruments, he took the credit of the invention to himself,-

or expressed himself so as to leave that supposable : but I

have not seen the book as far as I can remember, but have
‘‘ seen the instruments with his name on them.”

The work here alluded to is doubtless ‘A Treatise de-

^ scribing and explaining the Construction and Use of new
^ Celestial and Terrestrial Globes, &c. By George Adamsi
^ Mathematical Instrument maker to his Majesty. London,
‘ 1766 ;* prefixed to which, and bound up with it, is ‘ A
* Catalogue of Mathematical, Philosophical, and Optical In-

‘ struments made and sold by George Adams, Mathematical
‘ Instrument maker to the King, at his shop, the sign of

‘ Tycho Brahe’s Head, in Fleet Street, London, where Gen-
‘ tlemen and Ladies may be supplied with smcA Instrumente
* 08 are either invented or improved by himeelf^ and constructed

^ according to the most perfect theory.’ And among the

optical instruments is placed

—

** A new instrament for takinjfpeirspeotive views .. £6 6 '0.*^

iii.'oonjaeol^n 1]^. Watt Jbaiing seen

|||^i;iUne]it8 'witL Adaa^;>tfti^ on them, $Dd
thoee of hil ^Sdrtainly

CW f^infonnatiop he'reoeitM on the'subjeot Althnogh,

jierlui!ii^' the instance, it wap^to. be by no means the Urt
in which he was to snffisr by ^^application of the non
" twMf ”prin<nple. Bat itVaa asi^]^thhimnot tomid^any
pi^l^ .ip^|amatK>n of-e^en ‘Mb' bes^established i%ht% onMl

io <m'sp;by a strong jgraapave ; an<l thetf it lyas onljttjn

.

Ibe. most.modest, cantioo^ and OBobtruBiye pumner.
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CHAPTER VI.

mb. watt’s introduction to db. black, and to pbofbssob bobison—
DB, black’s history OP THBIB FRIENDSHIP, AND OF MB. WATT'S
IMPROVEMENTS ON THE STEAM-ENGINE— 1)B. BOBISON’s HISTORY OP HIS

ACQUAINTANCE WITH MB. WATT — ACCOUNT OF HIS CRARAOTEB,
ABILITIES, DISPOSITIONS, HABITS, AND PURSUITS — EXPERIMENTS ON
MODEL OF Newcomen’s engine— invention of separate condenser,

AND FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON THE STEAM-ENGINE.

It was at this time that the youug artificer’s earnest devotion

to philosophical pursuits, as well as his amiable and virtuous

dispositions, gained him the approving notice and enduring

Mendship of Dr. Black; who, in 1756, was appointed Pro-

fessor of Anatomy, and, in 1757, Professor of the Practice of

Medicine, in Glasgow College. It was also in the commence-

ment of the winter of 1758-;9 that he made the acquaintance

of another able and ardent student, imbued with predilections

rindlar to his own, Mr. Jqlm Bobisj^
.
afterwards, by^Dr.

Blacky affbudied*t6

I^eolui^ pn. Chemistry id iiS

whp cnd^^uentiy - beb^pte.'eaa^^ Profesimr o^Natu^
Philosc^hy in that of EdinbuigK Both oftlroire' learioli^per-

sons, owing to the aooidmttal o&eumfdance o:^'th^ testimony

havh^. been called
,
&r pn occasion of in^ngcments Mr.

-Watt’s patents, at a period nearly forty years subsejitient ito

their first meetii% at GlaegoV, have left inter^tmgjniEUtatives

ofthe rise and’ progress of ’their ifitercmutse^ ‘ritlh< ^..W«tt,

and of the origin Cf his first -and greats invention ;^whi^; as^

they dp hoikiur alike to their authors and their^subjedt; we do

not hesitate to place before our readers; -Thaittiy Dr. Black,

which is by mnch the shorter of tl)p two, had never bpen

noticed by any of the previous biographers of Watt, nor,

indeed, did its existence appear to have been known to tbem

;

while from Dr. Robison’s longer, but highly curious ani^ im-
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portant narrative, only a very brief extract was published by

M. Arago.

HiOory of Mr, Watt’s Improvement of the Steam-Engine.

By Joseph Black, M.D.*

“ I became acquainted with Mr. James Watt in the year

“ 1757 mr 1758, at which time I was PMfessor of Medicine

of Chemistry in the University of Glasgpw.

Watt came ae^:in a

of mathematical instruments; hqt bei% stfi^sSted

" hy some of the ocnrpoiations, who oonaidieiM^ Mm as mi
“ intruder on their privil^;es, the University {notected him
" by giving Mm a shop within their precincts, and by con>

" ferring on Mm the titie of Mathematical Instrument Maker
- “ to. the University.

I soon had occasion to employ Mm to make some things

** wM<^:I needed for my experiments, and found him to be a

" youngman possessing mostuncommon talmits for mechanical
" knowledge aqd practice, with an originality, readiness, and
" copiousness of invention, which often snrpri^ and delighted

"me in our frequent conversations together. I also bad
" many opportunities to know that he was as remarkable for

" the goodness of bis heart, and the candour and simplicity

“ ofbis mind, as for the acuteness of bis genius and under*

" standing. I therefore contracted with him an intimate

^ MendsMp, which has continued and increased ever since

" that lime. I mention these drcumstances only to show
" how it happened that I was thoroughly acquainted with the

" prc^i^ of his inventions, and wi& the different objects

" that engaged his attention, while I remained at Glasgow,

" and, in a gr^t measure, ever since.

• “ A few years after he was settled at Glasgow he was
" employed by the Professor ofNatural FMlosophy to examine
" and rectify a small workable model of a 8team*engine,wMch
" mu out of order. This turned a part of his thoughts and

* The erisinal document ie in the Dr. B. hoe written, “ Ur. Watt's law*
'

hand-writing of Dr.-Black. On the "suit, 1796-97.”
- eavelope in which it is mclosed,
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“ fertile invention to the nature and improvement of steam-
“ engines, to the perfection of their machinery, and to the
“ different means by which their great consumption of fuel

“ might be diminished. He soon acquired such a reputation

“ for his knowledge on this subject, that he was employed to

“ plan and erect several engines in different places, wMe at

“ the same time he was frequently making new experiments

to lessen tibe waste of heat from the external soifriee of tim
** bc^er, aXMi from that <ff && •

after- ha had^ been 1^' au^di^ed a oonldeftftlii,

" time, he poremvad that by ftr ^ gieatsM iimste of heat

" proceededfrom the waste of sterna in fllUng the cylinder

“ with steam. In filling the cylinder with steam, for every
“ stroke of the common engine a great part of the steam is

“ chilled and condensed by the coldness of the cylinder, before

“ this last is heated enough to qualify it for being filled with
“ elastic vapour or perfect steam ;

he perceived, therefore,

“ that by preventing this waste of steam, an incomparably
“ greater sa-dng of heat and -fuel would be attained than by

any other contrivance. It was thus, in the b^;inning of

“ the year 1765, that the fortunate thought occurred to him
“ of condensing the steam by cold in a separate vessel or

“ apparatus, between which and the cylinder a communi-
“ cation was to be opened for that purpose every time the

“ steam was to be condensed ; whUe the cylinder itself might
“ be preserved perpetually hot, no cold water or air being

“ ever admitted into its cavity.

This capital improvement flacked on his mind at once,

‘fcand filled Um with rapture ; and he immediately made a
“ hasty trial of it, which satisfied him of its value, employing

" for this purpose a large brass syringe which he borrowed

“ from a friend.”

Such is the first part of the concise, but emphatic and

comprehensive account given by Dr. Black; the remainder

of which we reserve tiU somewhat later in our narrative. In

the meantime, we proceed to give the greater portion of that

of Dr. Bobison, which, entering more into deti^ seems mcwe

entirely to place ^is, as it were, in the very presence, and*
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reveal to us the whole course of thought and inquiry, of his

inventive companion and friend. According to Mr. Watt s

own statement, to Robison belongs the honour of having

been the first who drew his attention to the subject of steam-

engines ;—^in 1759 even suggesting their application to ‘‘ the

“ moving of wheel-carriages,’* and to other purposes.

Narrative of Mr, Watt's Invention of the Improved Engine.

By Professob Robison.^

"My acquain^ce with Mr. Watt began in 1758.+ I

"was then a student in the Unitem^ of rad

scienoe which I now ptof^ to tei^h^

T%^Umv€W^^ then hniid^ ra asteo-

" nomi^ observatoi^. ^Mr. Watt came to settle in Glasgow
" a mathematical and philosophical instrument-maker,
" and%as employed to repair and set up a very noble. collec-
" tion of instruments bequeathed to the University by Mr.
" Maofarlane of Jamaica a gentleman well known to the
" scientific world. Mr. Watt had apartments and a work-
" shop within the College. I had, from my earliest youth, a
" great relish for the natural sciences, and particularly for

" mathematical and mechanical philosophy. I was eager to
" be acquainted with the practice of astronomical ol^rva-
" tion, and my wishes were much encouraged by the cele-

" brated Dr. Simson, Professor of Geometry, Dr. Dick, Pro-

" fessor of Natural Philosophy, and Dr. Moor, Professor of
" Greek ^gentlemen eminent for their 'mathematical abili-

" ties. Those ^nUemen brought me with them into Mf.

"Watts shop; and when he saw me thus patronised, or

^ The original is in the hand*
writing of Professor B., and is in-

dorsed **YenRis Homblower and
“Maberl^nse.”
t Mr. Watt, in his * BecoUections

* of his friend Dr. J. Bohison,* written
in April, 1S05, says, **dtir acquaint-
••ance began in 1756 or 57, when I
** was employed by the Dniyersity of

*4* Glasgow to repair and put in order

** some astronomical instmmenti, be-
.** queatbed to the University Mr.
**MacfaTlane of Jamaica.*’ One of
these earlier dates is no doubt the
correct one, as Dr. Bobison asso-

ciates Dr. Dick’s name with his first

acquaintance with Mr. Watt, and Dr.
Dick’s death, as mentioned above,
took place in 1757.
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“ introduced, bis natural complaisance made him readily
“ indulge my curiosity.”

Elsewhere,—in a letter to Mr. Watt, in 1799, on the death

of Dr. Black,—liobison says, "My first acquaintance with
“ Dr. Black began in your rooms, when you were rubbii^ up
“ M'Farlane’s instruments. Dr. Black used to come in, and,

“ standing with his back to us, amuse himself with Bird’s

“ quadrant, whistling softly to himself, in a manner that

“ thrilled me to the heart. . . In the end of 1758,
“ when I went to sea, and had a &your to ask of the pro-

“ feasors, Dr. Black qic^e very hanSttoQt^j. of

"I leai^^ at my letura;^

" aoqaaihtanoe:. till, tlien, or^ rather 1764 ; t

" marked attention to me, (as he told me dot long ago), w4a
" owing to my saying distinctly, and giving reasons,&r it,

" that Dr. Dick, my professor, had infiiutely more know-
" ledge than his successor, who* wap much ' more popular.

" Indeed^ Dr. Black has often said to me, that Dick

"was one of the most sensible and manly fellows he ever

" knew.”

" After first feasting my eyes with the view of fine instm-

" ments, and prying into everything, I conversed,” continues

Professor Bobison, " with Mr. Watt I saw a workman, and
" expected no more ; but was surprised to find a philosopher,

" as young as myself, and always ready to instruct me. 1

“ had the vanity to think myself a pretty good proficient in

" my favourite study, and was rather mortified at finding

" Mr. Watt so much my superior. But his own high relish

"^or those things made him pleased with the chat of any

" person who had the same tastes with himself, or his innate

“ complaisance made him indulge my curiosity, and even

“ eQCOurage my endeavours to form a more intimate

" acquaintance with him. I lounged much about him, and,

“ I doubt not, was frequently teasing him. Thus our

“ acquaintance began.

" It was interrupted in 1759. ' I left the College for the

" navy, where I was a midshipman four yemrs, and was

“ present in some of the most remarkable actions of that
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war.^ My health suffered so much by a seafaring life, that I

** was obliged to give it up, much against my inclination, and
** return to my academical habits. I was happy to find Mr.

‘‘ Watt settled in Glasgow, as fond of science as ever. Our

acquaintance was renewed
;
I believe, with mutual satisfac-

tion, for I had now acquired some knowledge. I had lived

in the closest intimacy with the late AdmirAl Sir Charles

Knowles, and had been a good deal employed in marine
" surveya I had been employed by the Admiralty to make
the observations for the trial of Mr. Harrison’s famous time-

piece
;
in shdr|, my habits had been such, that I reckoned

** myself xnore on a pai^ with Mr. Watt, and hoped for a
closer aoqii4mti^<^i;^> I^or^was^^ I ^ found

bim fotbd !^*;^QtinuAlfy striking into

. " I liras, always' obliged to be a fol-

-"Jower. '

I-

“Our acquaintance at' this, tiibe becamO rety

“and 1 believe neither of us engaged, fiur in any train of
“ thought without the other sh^ng in it. I had lutd the

advantage of a more regular education: this frequently

'ibi^Ued me to direct or confirm Mr. Watt’s speculations,
“ andpat into a sjstematic form the raodon} suggestions of

f^Msmgm^rndmmtire mad Tbkiudd J^odly

'oommeroe knit m mm tog$&&, and eaefa (^tis knew the

tlh^ole.ditfflit of the other's reeding and knowledge. 1 was
lg^^, foaigaku in this attachment All the yotmg lads of oyr

“YA&e^^VaceVlmtwece way iieinarkahle% scdenMc pre>

“ ^Hection were acqaaintances of Mr. Watt ; and his parlour

* Among the BumW, the stom-
ing of Quebeo was perhapa Uie moat
conspicQDtia, On the eve of that

yicwty, tbe^tnnnlph of which wm'ao
much oy the death of the
«B^nt Wolfe, it happened that Mr.
Sbohiaon wa[E(/on duty in. the boat in

which ihat general went to Tint some
potta ; and he haa recorded that, as

they rowed along, *^110 repmjted
aloud i\eailY the whole of Gray^a
Elegy, and declared that ** he would
** prefer being the author of that
**poem to the. glory of hating the
••French to-morrow.” See •Biogra-.
• phical Account of theTate l^rofeaaor

•Chiton,' by Playfair.
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“ was a rendezvous for all of this description. Whenever any
“ puzzle came in the way of any of us, we went to Mr.
“ Watt. He needed only to be prompted ; everything
“ became to him the beginning of a new and serious study

;

“ and we knew that he would not quit it till he had- either

“ discovered its insignificance, or had made wmething of it.

“ No matter in what line,—languages, antiquityj' natural his-

“ tory,—nay, poetry, criticism, and work% of taste f as to

“ anything in the line of engineering, whethec'ifivil dr -mili-

“ taty, he was at hsginie, imd a.ready ihrtructor.': Hardly, any

,

Niurreysvas

“la^ trere uncU*talc^^T^^^^

" Ibu^

“ dha^. jo^ OQitnd^blq, jiliis

“ they werc^ sodh^aa-he.db^ynet -the -smaH^ .^cpeiienne in. -

« When.to this rsuperioHl^'^ kimwled^ln^eh'-tl^iy mah
“ confesa^ in his. o'si^^liljie, is addefir tbe^woltis sin^limty wd
“ candour of 11&. T^tfs character, fit^ nQ wpjfder that the

“ attachment df his acquaintances was strong. I have 'seen

» something ofthe woHd, imd am obliged to say that I never

“ sa^r such another instairoe' of general and cordial attach-

" ment to a person whom all acknowledged to be their supe-

“ rior. But this superiority, was concealed under the most
“ anwble candour,' and liberal allowmice of merit tP every

. Mr. Watt was the first to ascribe to the ingenuity of

.

lathings which were very often nothing but his own

P^ 'folbwed out and embodied by another. I am
ntitied -to say this, and have often experience i^^l^

Ky own case. - *
" Butthe drqumstance which made Mr. Watt's acquaint-

** ance so valuable to me, was the trait of character I have
» already mentioned. Everything became to him a subject

of npw and serious study,—everything became science in his

“ hands ; and I took every opportunity of offering my feeble

aid, by prosecuting systematically, and with the help- of

‘ mathematical discussion, thoughts which he was contented
‘ with .hanng. suggested or directed. 1 thus Shared the
‘ fhiitS of.l^^tention ; and with gratitude 1 here acknow*
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“ le<tge lay obligations to bim for that strong relish which I

thus acquired for rational mechanics, and which 1 have
** cultivated, with,g^at assi^ttit^fl^^pleasure all my life. I
‘‘ shared lUr. Wntt argodd d^l -of that subsidiary

<f huQwledg^ which he ac<|ui|ed hs .hot’many, stepping-stones

¥ in •hjs wajr fo "some favourite objects.
* learned the

,( German language in order |o:- peruse Xeupold’s ^Theatrum
‘ Machinarum so did ,1, to , know what he -was about.

^^^-Shnilar reasons made us, both learn Italian; and so of

;/* .otl^ things. .And 1‘cAnnot here pass over -another circum-

stance which endeared'M?. Watt to us all : he was without

*‘’the smallest wish to appropriate knowledge to himself;

« and one of his greatest delights was to set others on the

same road to knowledge with himself. No man could be
“ more distant &om the jealous concealment of a tradesman

;

“ and I am convinced that nothing but the magnitude of the

proq)ect winch his improvement of the steam-engine held

out to him ^d his family, could have made Mr. Watt refuse

“ himself the pleasure of communicating immediately all his

u discoveries to his acquaintances. Nay, he could not conceal

“ it; for,, besides thq frankly imparting . it' to Dr. Black, to

inyself, and two or three more intimate Mends, he disclosed

‘‘ so muck of what he had been doing, that had it been in
“ London or Birmingham, I am confident that two or three

patents would have been, expedited, for bits of his method,

by bustling tradesmen, before he > [would have] thought
« himselLentitled to solicit such a thing.

^ \ * * * ; ,*

“'I d6ubt not but all this will be looked upon by some'ttS'

“ fgLfsse panegyric. The ignorant are insensible to the-plea-

suires of science, and have no notion of the attachments

which this may produce ; and the low-bred minds whose

'"^‘whqle thoughts are full pf concealment, rivalship, and
“ mpney-making, can hardly .conceive -a mind that is not

“ actuated hy.'’8ifixdar prppensitiear ^ut I- have a better

“ opinion oftbpse* on r^ose feding$i and judgment ^e issue
•* 5

.' '

'. ** ^—: '
'

,

'

* Tfie sp^ial'aiw, Ja the cauee “Soulton aad Watt ventM* Horabloweir
^•andMaherlr."
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of this cause is to depend. I wish to show these gentlemen
** what were my opportunities of seeing the steps by which
‘‘ Mr. Watt arrived, at his final discovery; and. I am not
‘‘ afraid that they will misinterpret the satisfaction I feel in

having this opportunity of expressing my sentiments of
** attachment to Mr. Watt. There is perhaps but one other

person now alive * who wad a witness to every step of the

invention, and I regret exceedingly that his extreme illness

makes it impossible for my friend to avail himself of his

‘‘ testimony. The thoughts of doing him an essential service

have supported me in my journey hither, under very con-

siderable suffering; and when I find that not only the

fortune but the fair name of a most worthy man is con-

“ cerned, I think that nothing less than life could have
“ excused me from the sound duty of every good citizen

—

the support of eminent talents and worth against the vile

aspersions of low-bred and ignorant pretenders.

I think it was in the summer of 1764, or perhaps in the

“ spring of that year,t that the Professor of Natural Philo-

‘‘ sophy in the University desired Mr. Watt to repair a pretty

model of Newcomen’s steam-engine. This model was at

“ first a fine plaything to Mr. Watt and to myself, now a
“ constant visitor at the M^orkshop

;
but, like everything

which came into his hands, it soon became an object of
‘‘ most serious study. This model being an exact copy ef A

real engine, the motion of the piston behoved to be the

same, and the strokes to be much more frequent. In con-

sequence of this, the boiler was unable to supply more than

a few strokes. The boiler was made to boil more violently

;

but this, instead of continuing the motion by a more plen- -

tiful supply of steam, stopped the machine altogether
; and

‘^*we attiibuted this to the statical resistance to the entry of

the injection, which came from a height not much ex-

ceeding a foot. The injection-cistern was placed higher,

‘‘ but without effect. It was long before the true cause was

Dr. Black.

t Hr. Watt hat informed ii« that it wiu in the .winter of ITGM.

F
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“ thoaght of, and in the meantime many observations were

“ made on the performance.

“ Mr. Watt had learned from Dr. Black somewhat of his

“ late discovery of the latent heat of fluids and of steams.

“ The Doctor had established his doctrine by means of in-

“ controvertible experiments in the case of congelation and

V Mqnefaction ;
but had not yet deVised any very simple and

‘ pf^HiW experiments Ibr showing the much greatcv quantity

of heat which is contained in steam in a latent state. But
** the great variety of curious and abstruse phenomena which
“ were explicable by this branch of the ^eoiy made it a
“ subject of much conversation among the young gentlemen

“ at college. Iflr. Watt was one of the most zealous partisans

“ of this tiieory,* and this little job of the model came oppor*

“ tunely in his way, and immediately took his whole atten-

“ tion. He made many curious experiments
;
and Dr. Black

“ publicly acknowledges, in his lectures, his obligations to Mr.
“ Watt for the chief experiments by which he illustrates and
“ supports his theory. I had not yet studied chemistry, and
“ Mr. Watt was my first instructor. My mind was fired with

"the inexhaustible fund of instruction and entertainment
" which I now saw before me ; and I was more assiduous in

“ my attendance on Mr. Watt’s occupations than ever, and
studied the little model as much as he did. He very early

“ saw that an enormous quantity of steam was wasted. The
“ great heat acquired in an instant by the cylinder, by the

admission of a few grains of water in the form of steam, was
“ an incontestable proof of the great quantity of fire contained
" in it ;

and as this could com? only from the coals, Mr. Watt
“ saw at once that the chief improvements that the fttigino

“ was susceptible of must consist in contrivances for iimranaing

" the production, and for diminishing its waste. He greatly
" improved the boiler by increasing the surface to which the

• Note in the handwriting of Mr,
Wait .

—“ Dr. Bobison is mistaken in
** this. 1 had not attended to Dr.
** Black’s experiment or theory on
latent heat^ until I was led to it in

“ the course of experiments upou the
“ engines, when the fact proved a
** stumbling-block which the Doctor
“ assisted me to get over.—J. W,”
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“ fire was applied ; he made flues through the middle of the
“ water ; he placed the fire in the middle of the water

; and
“ made his boiler of wood, as a worse conductor of heat than
“ the brickwork which surrounds common furnaces. He
“ cased the cylinder, and all the conducting>pipe^ in mate-

rials which conducted heaty&j slowly
; he even made them

“ of wood. After much acquaintance with his moidelfi^ (for

“ he had now made others), he found timt ^ere,waa iMbUi a
“ {ffodigious and unavmdaUe waste of steam and fuel, ariemg
« from the necessity cooling the cylinder very tOw at every

“ effective stroke ; mid he was able to show t)^ more than
“ three>fourths of the whole steam was thus condensed and

wasted during the ascent of the piston. (Subsequent expe<^

“ riments, made with better apparatus, showed him that the

“ waste was much greater than this.) I had seen aU these

“ contrivances, and many of the experiments, and had some*

“ times contributed my mite to lessen the expensive waste

;

but this great cause of loss seemed to be unavoidable.

“At the breaking*up of the College, (I think in 1766), I

“ went to the country. About a fortnight after this, I came
“ to town, and went to have a chat with Mr. Watt, and to

“ communicate to him some observations I had made on
“ Desaguliers’ and Belidor’s account of the steam-engine.

“ I came into Mr. Watt’s parlour without ceremony, and
“ found him sitting before the filre, having lying on his knee
“ a little tin cistern, which he was looking at. I entered

“ into conversation on what we had been speaking of at last

“ meeting,—something about steam. All the while, Mr. Watt
“ kept looking at the fire, and laid down the cistern at the
“ foot of his chair. At last he looked at me, and said briskly,
“ ‘ You need not/a«4 yourself any more about that^ man

; I
“ ‘ have now made an engine that shall not waste a particle
“ ‘ of steam. It shall all be boiling hot ;—aye, and hot water
“ ‘ injected if I please.’ So saying, Mr. Watt looked with

“ complacency at the little thing at his feet, and, seeing that

I observed him, he shoved it away under a table with his
“

foot. I put a question to him about the nature of his con-

“ trivance. He answered me rather drily. I did not press

v 2
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ftfendofroine; and

aikab^«
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io f9 to (he ooantiT in

ffllf (0 tba same

ijppw ‘Mir. Alexander

of Mr. Watt’i^ walk-
^ liifg'iiri& siMfdiier gentitaiaii, (Hr. Craig, architect). Hr.
^ lEmmm immediately aceoeted me with, * Well, have you seen

Jamie Watt?*—^‘Tea*—‘He *11 be in high spirits now
“‘with his engine, isn’t he?* ‘Yes,’ said I> ‘very fine

“ ‘ spirits.’ ‘ Gad,’ sap Mr. Brown, ‘ the condenser ’s the
“ * thing : keep it but cold enough, and you may have a
“ ‘ perfect vacuum, whatever be the heat of the cylinder.’

“ l^e instant he said this, the whole flashed on my mind at

“ once. I did all I could to encourage the conversation, but

“ was much embarrassed. I durst not appear ignorant of the

apparatus, lest Mr. Brown should find that he had commu-
“ nicated more than he ought to have done. I could only

** learn that there was a vessel called a condenser, which com-
** municated with the cylinder, and that this condenser was
“ immersed in cold water, and had a pump to clear it of the

water which was formed in it. 1 also learned that the great

“ difiiculty was to make the piston tight ; and that leather

“ and felt had been tried, and were found quite unable to

“ stend the heat. I saw that the whole would be perfectly

dry, and that Mr. Watt had used steam instead of air to

“ press up his piston, which I thought, by Mr. Brown’s de-

“ scription, was inverted. We parted, and I went home, a

very silent companion to the gentleman who had given mo
a seat. Next day, impatient to see the effects of the sepa-

** rate condensation, I sent to Paisley and got some tin things
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“ made there, in completion of the notion that I had formed.
“ I tried it as an air-pump, by making my steam-vessel com-
“ municate with a tea-kettle, a condenser, and a glass receiver.

“ In less than two minutes I rarefied the air in a pretty large

“ receiver more tlian twenty times. I could go no farther in

“ this process, because my pump for taking out the air from
“ my condenser was too large, and not tight enough

;
but I

“ saw that when applied to the mere purpose of taking out

" the air generated from the water, the vacuum might, be

.

“ made almost complete. I saw, too, (in oonseqaence of

" conversatmn the preceding day with Mr. Watt about the
" eduction-pipe in Beighton’s engine), that a long suck-pipe,

“ or syphon, would take off all the water. In short, I had no
" doubt that Mr. Watt had really made a perfect steam-engine.

• « « * «

" I think it was the middle of winter before I saw Mr. Watt.
“ When we met, he most frankly told me all his contrivance

;

“ and I took care to receive it all as perfectly new to me,

that I might not commit Mr. Brown. I remember well,
** that when he complained of the great power expended in

“ working pumps sufiSciently large to exhaust a condenser

“ even of moderate size, (because they must do it at one
" stroke against the whole pressure of the atmosphere), I

mentioned the observation that I had formerly made to

“ him on the eduction-pipe of Beighton’s engine, and the

“ contrivance which I would deduce from it for clearing the

“ condenser of water. Mr. Watt said, ‘ O man, do you ima-
“

‘ gine me so dull as not to have thought on that long ago ?

“ ‘ But I could give you many reasons why it will not answer
“ ‘ so well as a pump. I wish I could a^ quickly get quit of
** ‘ the air as of the water, without a pump. I don’t despair
« ‘ even of this.’ He now informed me of many curious pro-
“ perties of steam relative to its heat and elasticity, explained

“ his methods of condensation, and mentioned some remark-

“ able facts relative to this subject, which pass to this day
“ before the eyes of everybody, without being noticed or

« understood by hundreds who call themselves engineers and

“ builders of steam-engines.
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“ After this time my meetings with Mr. Watt were less

“ frequent. He was much from home, working with his

“ engine ;
and I was now ob%ed to derote my whole atten-

“ tion to another subject Dr. Black, my preceptor in che*

« mistry, was now remored to Edinburgh ; and, by his very
** unmerited recommendation, the Unirersity of Glasgow

“ placed me in the chemical chair which he had just quitted.

“ Frightened by my own good fortune, I was obliged to strain

" every nerve to do some credit to so partial a recommenda-
“ tion ; and I was obliged to relinquish all other occupations

“ of my thoughts. But I had now learned all the principles

“ of Mr. Watt’s invention, though I had never seen either his

“ engine or any model or drawing of it. I knew of his em-

“ ploying steam in place of the atmosphere to press forward

“ his piston, although it was long ere I knew the way in

“ which he introduced it. I thought he simply admitted it

“ from the surrounding case by the open mouth of the cylin-

“ der ; and it was not till I was in St. Petersburgh that I

“ learned that he also introduced it, (without a steam-case),

“ by a pipe. This, however, was a natural part of the leading

“ thought ;
and, indeed, was practised by him in his very first

“ experiment.

“ In this experiment, (which was made with a common
“ anatomist’s great injection-syringe for a cylinder), the

“ piston-rod passed through a collar of leathers in the cover

“ of the cylinder, and the steam was admitted through an-

“ other aperture in the same cover
;
and it escaped into the

“ condenser by a similar aperture in a cover on the other end
“ of the cylinder. Long after this, I found that the little

“ apparatus which I saw on his knee, and which he shoved
“ under the table with his foot, was the condenser in this first

“ experiment. I discovered that I had not comprehended the

“ whole contrivance so completely as I imagined. But though
“ I was ashamed of my ignorance, my vanity would not let

“ me acknowledge it ; and 1 took circuitous ways of learning

“ more exactly the precise state of the engine. 1 was living

“ in Edinburgh during the summer of 1767, near Dr. Black,

“ in order to prepare myself for my arduous task
; and in my
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" conyersations with Dr. Black I frequently introducei^ Watt’s
“ steam-engine. I one day asked him why Mr. Watt never
“ thought of impelling the piston by steam much stronger

“ than common steam, mentioning the way in which I would
“ introduce and manage it. He then corrected me in some
“ parts ofmy proposed construction, and described Mr. Watt’s
“ with accurtMjy

;
and bade me reflect on the enormous size

“ and strength which must be given to the boiler, and the ex-

“ pense of fuel in supplying steam so dense and so hot. All

“ this I had thought on already, and only wanted to learn

“ what he had just now told me
;
and now I am fiiUy entitled

“ to say, that in the summer of 1767 the whole contrivance

“ was perfect in Mr. Watt’s mind, although he had neither

“ executed the double stroke, nor tliat most beautiful con-

“ trivance of cutting off the steam before the piston reaches

“ the bottom of the cylinder ; a contrivance which in a
moment fits the engine, however great and powerful, to any

“ the most trifling task, and makes it more manageable than
“ any other engine whatever that is not immediately actuated

“ by the hand of man. Indeed, any person who deserves the

“ name of engineer must see, and, if he speak from the con-

“ viction of his conscience, must acknowledge, that the whole

“ contrivance was perfect in Mr. Watt’s mind in his very first

“ trial.

“ During the two following winters, notwithstanding Mr.

“ Watt’s frequent absence from Glasgow, and my constant

“ occupation with my chemical lectures, I had many oppor-

“ tunities of conversing with him, and learned all his difli-

“ culties and embarrassments. He struggled long to condense

“ with sufficient rapidity without injection, and exhibited*

“ many beautiful specimens of ingenuity and fertility of re-

“ source. Many pretty schemes occurred to him for a rota-

“ tory engine. Some of these I am sorry to 'find that he has

“ neglected. I am confident of their complete success ; and
“ though I agree with him in thinking that his engine with a
“ doable stroke is superior to them all, I should have been

“ glad that they bad been executed, because they would have

“ given a most brilliant specimen of his wwdarful ingenuity
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“ and 9f his knowledge; for, -ii^eed, the management of

" Atoain to peM^tihn ttthe enq>lo7ment Of an acco|nplished

** l&nal intiiii^ m All who knew 1^ know
^ that it is his greatest pleasure to ^mmonicate ids know-
** ledge to those who haye»a rel^ ^ it. I have reason to

“ think that, he .never, &om any kind of-jealousy, concealed
“ anything from me. From -the day ^t he—I may almost

« say tffe—began to play with the College model, I knew
" almost every step of his- thoughts. He was confined to his

“ business'; I was more at large, and going about the College.

I ransacked the libraries for ev^y book that he wanted

;

“ and every quotation that he met with made him impatient

“ till he got at the original. I saw every book that he got by
“ any other channel besides the public libraries. So I may
“ safely say that 1 knew the whole extent of his reading.

“ Our abode was too far out of the circle of business for allow-

“ ing ua to be informed of the numberless projects that are

“ every day bom and buried in this busy country. I can say,

“ with great confidence, that nothing ever occurred to Mr.
“ Watt, either by reading or -information, of his leading prin-

“ ciple, of a steam-vessel perpetually and universally hot.

“ All the other contrivances, of separate condenser,—air and
“ water-pumps,—amalgam, or rosins, or fats for keeping the

“ piston air-tight,—are but so many emanations from this

“ first thought ; and I wiU venture to say they all came into

" his mind in succession, and nearly in the order I have stated,

“ after he said to himself, ‘ Let me make an engine, working
“ ‘ by a piston, in which the cylinder shall be continually hot
“ ‘ and perfectly dry.’ I will venture to say that in no book
“ previous to that date is there any account or proposal of
“ such a thing, if we except some attempts to put the steam-
“ vessel of Worcester’s or Savery’s engine in this predicament,
“ by means of a travelling mass of oil or air, which was to be
“ interposed between the steam and the water that was to be
“ raised. Of these, Mr. Watt and I had some very imperfect
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account; but they never iuterested him, beetiiuee the veiy

" nature of the opoathm made it k^oatSAe

»1 intik; eay, further, that ihe thought vaa idu^' Mr.
" Watt’i ' For this 1 hare every authority that can be iriahed

" for. I am certain that when I went out of town in (May, I

" think,) 1765, he had not thought of the method ofkeeping

« the cylinderlfot ; and I am as certain that a fortnight kter
" he had completed it, and confirmed it by experiment Pr.

“ Black, the first philosophical chemist of his time, and the

« most scrupulous man upon etuih with respect to clauns of

" originality, gave this to Mr. Watt in the most unqualified

“ terms, the first time I saw him after I had learned it from

“ Mr. Brown, and long before I saw Mr. Watt and got it more

« distinctly from himself.” • • •
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OBAPTEB Vli.

£& WATr^i OFm IRTBmOlIB DX80H1BBD IlfHISSPfeOIFXOA-

y flOK xxr mvmu oh B09I8QK--FimTflXR AKBC])OT]fiS

-wms IHTIBNTIOH OF TH* 8SPABATB OOHPBNgSB BJ8 KABBATIVH
WnmJKD "a FLAIH 8T0BT.**

Tkb aQOomtt gtreii by Mr. Watt himself^ in his Notes on

Professor Boliison*s Dsasertation on Steam-ei:^m68>* is as

fidlows:

—

^My attention was first directed^ in the year 1759^ to the

subject of steam-engines, by the late Dr. Robison, then a

“ student in the University of Glasgow, and nearly of my own

age. He at that time threw out an idea of applying the

“ power of the steam-engine to the moving of wheel-carriages,

** and to other purposes
; but the scheme was not matured,

and was soon abandoned on his going abroad.

‘‘ About the year 1761, or 1762, 1 tried some experiments

“ on the force of steam in a Papin’s digester, and formed a

‘‘ species of steam-engine by fixing upon it a syringe, one-third

“ of an inch diameter, with a solid piston, and furnished also

‘‘ with a cock to admit the steam from the digester, or shut

it off at pleasure, as well as to open a communication from

“ the inside of the syringe to the open air, by which the steam

" contained in the syringe might escape. When the commu-
“ nication between the digester and syringe was opened, the

“ steam entered the syringe, and by its action upon the piston

‘‘ raised a considerable weight (15 lbs.) .with which it was

loaded. When this was raised as high as was thought

proper, the communication with the digester was shut, and
‘‘ that with the atmosphere opened ;

the steam then made its

‘‘ escape, and the weight descended. The operations were

repeated, and, though in this experiment the cock was

* Kobison's Mechanical Works, edited by Sir David Brewster.
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** tuned by baud, it was emy taaee how it ecwld be done by
** the machine its^ tmd tb'^nidce itwb^ ^oifect tegu*

** engine upon ite pnhei0e, iina being eensiUe itwenld be
** liable to some of the bbjedaons against Savery’a engine>

" viz., the danger of bursting the boiler, mid the d^culty of

" making the joints tight, and also that a great part the

" power of the steam would be lost, because no vacuum was
" formed to assist the descent of the piston. I, however,
“ described this engine in the foilrth article of the spedfica'

“ tion 'of my patent of 1769 ; and again in the specification

“ of another patent in the year 1784, together with a'inode

“ of applying it to the moving of wheel-carriages.

“ The attention necessary to the avocations of business pre-

« vented me from then prosecuting the subject further ; but

“ in the winter of 1763-4, having occasion to repair a model
" of Newcomen’s engine belonging to the Natural Philosophy

“ class of the University of Glasgow, my mind was again

“ directed to it. At that period my knowledge was derived

“ principally from Desaguliers, and partly from Belidor. I

“ set about repairing it as a mere mechanician
;
and when

“ that was done, and it was set to work, I was surprised to

“ find that its boiler could not supply it with steam, though
" apparently quite large enough, (the cylinder of the model
“ being two inches in diameter, and six inches stroke, and
“ the boiler about nine inches diameter). By blowing the

" fire it was made to take a few strokes, but required an
“ enormous quantity of injection water, though it was very

" lightly loaded by the column of water in the pump. It

“ soon occurred that this was caused by the little cylinder

" exposing a greater surface to condense the steam, than
“ the cylinders of larger engines did in proportion to their

“ respective contents. It was found that by shortening the

“ column of water in the pump, the boiler could supply the

" cylinder with steam, and that the engine would work regu-

“ larly with a moderate quantity of injection. It now
“ appeared that the cylinder of the model, being of brass,

“ would conduct heat much better than the cast-iron cylinders
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“ of larger engines, (generally covered on the inside with a

« stony crust), and that considerable advantage could be

“ gained by making the cylinders of some substance that

“ would receive and give out heat slowly. Of these, wood
“ seemed to be the most likely, provided it should prove

“ sufficiently durable. A small engine was, therefore, con*

“ structed, with a cylinder six inches diameter, and twelve

“ inches stroke, made of wood, soaked in linseed oil, and

“ baked to dryness. With this engine many experiments

“ were made ; but it was soon found that the wooden cylinder

“ was not likely to prove durable, and that the steam con-

“ denied in filling it still exceeded the proportion of that

“ required for large engines, according to the statements of

“ Desaguliers. It was also found that all attempts to produce
“ a better exhaustion by throwing in more injection, caused a

“ disproportionate waste of steam. On reflection, the cause

“ of this seemed to be the boiling of water in vacuo at low
" heats, a discovery lately made by Dr. Cullen and some
“ other philosophers, (below 100°, as I was then informed)

;

and consequently, at greater heats, the water in the cylinder
“ would produce a steam which would, in part, resist the

“ pressure of the atmosphere.

“By experiments which I then tried upon the heats at

“ which water boils under several pressures greater than that

“ of the atmosphere, it appeared that whisn the heats pro*

“ ceeded in an arithmetical, the elasticities proceeded in some

“ geometrical ratio
;
and, by laying down a curve from my

“ data, I ascertained the particular one near enough for my
“ purpose. It also appeared, that any approach to a vacuum
“ could only be obtained by throwing in large quantities of

“ injection, which would cool the cylinder so much as to

“ require quantities of steam to heat it again, out of propor*

“ tion to the power gained by the more perfect vacuum
;
and

“ that the old engineers had acted wisely in contenting them-
“ selves with loading the engine with only six or seven pounds
“ on each square inch of the area of the piston. It being
“ evident that there was a great error in Dr. Desaguliers’
“ calculations of Mr. Beighton’s experimento on the bulk of
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" steam, a Florence flask, capable of containing about a ponnd
“ of water, had about one ounce of distilled water pot into

‘Mt ; a glass tube was fitted into its mouth, and the joining

“ made tight by" lapping that part of the tube with pack-

“ thread, covered with glazier’s putty. When the flask was

set upright, the tube reached down near to the surface of
“ the water, and in that position the whole was placed in a
“ tin reflecting oven before a fire, until the water was wholly

“ evaporated, which happened in about an hour, and might
“ have been done sooner had I not wished the heat not much
to exceed that of boiling water. As the air in the flask

“ was heavier than the steam, the latter ascended to the top,

“ and expelled the air through the tube. When the water
“ was all evaporated, the oven and flask were removed flrom

" the fire, and a blast of cold air was directed against one
“ side of the flask, to collect the condensed steam in one

“ place. When aU was cold, the tube was removed
;
the flask

“ and its contents were weighed with care ;
and the flask

“ being made hot, it was dried by blowing into it by bellows,

“ and when weighed again, was found to have lost rather

“ more than four grains, estimated at 4^ grains. When the

“ flask was filled with water, it was found to contain about

“ 17J ounces avoirdupois of that fluid, wliich gave about 1800
“ for the expansion of water converted into steam of the heat
“ of boiling water.

“This experiment was repeated with nearly the same
“ result

; and in order to ascertain whether the flask had
“ been wholly filled with steam, a similar quantity of water

“ was for the third time evaporated ; and, while the flask was
“ still cold, it was placed inverted, with its mouth (contracted

“ by the tube) immersed in a vessel of water, which it sucked
“ in as it cooled, until in the temperature of the atmosphere
“ it was filled to within half an ounce measure of water. In
“ the contrivance of this experiment I was assisted by Dr.

“ Black. In Dr. Eobison’s edition of Dr. Black’s Lectures,

“ vol. i., p. 147, the latter hints at some experiments upon
“ this subject, as made by him

;

but I have no knowledge of

any except those which I made myself
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<< In r^petitioDB of this experiment at a later date^ I sim-

plified the apparatus by omitting the tube and laying the

** flask upon its side in the oven, partly closing its mouth by
** a cork, having a notch on one side, and otherwise pro-

ceeding as has been mentioned.

‘*I do not consider these experiments as extremely accu-

rate, the only scaje-beam of a proper size which I had then

at my command not being very sensible, and the bulk of

‘‘ the steam being liable to be influenced by the heat to which

it is exposed, which, in the way described, is not easily

regulated or ascertained ; but, from my experience in actual

practice, I esteem the expansion to be rather more than I

have computed.

“A boiler was constructed which showed, by inspection,
** the quantity of water evaporated in any given time, and
thereby ascertained the quantity of steam used in every

stroke by the engine, which I found to be several times the
" full of the cylinder. Astonished at the quantity of water
" required for the injection, and the great heat it had acquired

flrom the small quantity of water in the form of steam which
“ had been used in filling the cylinder, and thinking I had
made some mistake, the following experiment was tried :

—

“ A glass tube was bent at right angles ; one end was inserted

horizontally into the spout of a tea-kettle, and the other

part was immersed perpendicularly in weU-water contained

in a cylindric glass vessel, and steam was made to pass

through it until it ceased to be condensed, and the water in
‘‘ the glass vessel was become nearly boiling hot. The water

in the.glass vessel was then found to have gained an addi-

tion of about one-sixth part from the condensed steam.

Consequently, water converted into steam can heat about

six times its own weight of well-water to 212®, or till it can
‘‘ condense no more steam. Being struck with this remark-
" able fact, and not understanding the reason of it, I men-
tioned it to my friend Dr. Black, who then explained to me

** his doctrine of latent heat, which he had taught for some
time before this period (summer 1764) ;

but having myself
been occupied with the pursuits of business, if I had heard
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“ of it, 1 liad not attended to it, when 1 thns stumbled upon
“ one of the material facts by which that beautiful theory is

“ supported. •
.

On reflecting further, I perceived, that in order to make
“ the best use of steam, it was necessary—first, that the

“ cylinder should be m&intained always as hot as the steam

which entered it ;
and, secondly, that when the steam was

“ condensed, the water of which it was composed, and the

“ injection itself, should be cooled down to 100°, or lower,

“ where that was possible. The means of accomplishing these

“ points did not immediately present themselves ; but early

“ in 1765 it occurred to me, that if a communication were
“ opened between a cylinder containing steam, and another

“ vessel which was exhausted of air and other fiuids, the

steam, as an elastic fluid, would immediately rush into the

“ empty vessel, and continue so to do until it had established

“ an equilibrium
; and if that vessel were kept very cool by

“ an injection, or otherwise, more steam would continue to

« enter until the whole was condensed. But both the vessels

“ being exhausted, or nearly so, how were the injection-water,

“ the «ur which would enter with it, and the condensed steam,

“ to be got out? This I proposed, in my own mind, to per-

“ form in two ways. One was, by adapting to the second

“ vessel a pipe, reaching downwards more than 34 feet, by
“ which the water would descend, (a column of that length

“ overbalancing the atmosphere), and by extracting the air

“ by means of a pump.
“ The second method was by employing a pump, or pumps,

“ to extract both the air and the water, which would be
“ apphcable in all places, and essential in those cases where
“ there was no well or pit.

“ This latter method was the one I then preferred, and is

« the only one I afterwards continued to use.

“ In Newcomen’s engine, the piston is kept tight by water,

» which could not be applicable in this new method ; as, if

** any of it entered into a partially-exhausted and hot cylin-

“ der, it would boil, and prevent the production of a vacuum,
** and would also cool the cylinder by its evaporaticm during

*
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the descent of the piston. I proposed to remedy this defect

** by employing wax, tallow, or other grease, to lubricate and
« keep the piston tight. It next occurred to me, that the

“ month of the cylinder being open, the air which entered to

“ act on the piston would cool the cylinder, and condense

« some steam on again filling it. I therefore proposed to put

“ an air-tight cover upon the cylinder, with a hole and stufiing-

" box for the piston-rod to slide through, and to admit steam

“ above the piston to act upon it, instead of the atmosphere.

“ The piston-rod sliding through a stuffing-box was new in

“ steam-engines ; it was not necessary in Newcomen's engine,
“ as the mouth of the cylinder was open, and the piston-rod

“ was square and very clumsy. The fitting the piston-rod

“ to the piston by a cone was an after-improvement of mine,

“ (about 1774). There still remained another source of the

“ destruction of steam, the cooling of the cylinder by the

** external air, which would produce an internal condensation

“ whenever steam entered it, and which would be repeated

“ every stroke
;
this I proposed to remedy by an external

" cylinder, containing steam, surrounded by another of wood,

“ or of some other substance which would conduct heat

" slowly.

“ When once the idea of the separate condensation was
“ started, all these improvements followed as corollaries in

“ quick succession, so that in the course of one or two days
“ the invention was thus far complete in my mind, and I

“ immediately set about an experiment to verify it practically.

“ I took a large brass syringe. If inches diameter and 10
“ inches long, made a cover and bottom to it of tin-plate,

“ with a pipe to convey steam to both ends of the cylinder

from the boiler ; another pipe to convey steam from the
“ upper end to the condenser (for, to save apparatus, I in-

“ verted the cylinder)
; I drilled a hole longitudinally through

" the axis of the stem of the piston, and fixed a- vcdve at its

“ lower end, to permit the water, which was produced by the

" condensed steam on first filling the cylinder, to issue. The
“ condenser used upon this occaision consisted of two pipes of
" thin tin-plate, ten or twelve inches long, and about one-sixth
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“ inch diameter, standing peip^^colar^ anil epnnniiuicating
“ at top with a short horizpntal pipe- ci hog# ^Qheter, haTing
“ an aperture on its upper side, which was shut by a Tfdvo
“ opening upwards. These pipes Jrere joined at bottom to
“ another perpendicular pipe of idiout an inch diameter;
» Tihich served ifor the air and wate]vpump;.aad both t^e
“ condensing p4>es and the air-pump were plaoed in a small-
•• cistern filled mth cold water. This oozmtructicm of.the o)p-‘

“ denser was employed from knowing that heat' penetrated

thin plates of metal very quickly, and considerlhg that 4f

“ no injection was thrown into an ezhaqsted .vsfiel, therS
“ would be only the water of which the steam had been comp
“ posed, and the air which entered with the steam, or through
“ the leaks, to extract. .

' ’

“ The steam-pipe ^as adjusted to a smaU boiler. ' ^^hdW
“ steam, was produced, it was admitted into the cylinder, and'

“ soon issued through the perforation of the rod, and at the

« valve of the condenser. When it was judged that the' air

was expelled, ^e steam-cock was shut, and the air-pump

“ piston-rod was drawn up, .which leaving the small pipes of

“ the condenser in a state of vacuum, the steam entered thepa

“ and was condensed. The piston of the cylinder immediately
“ rose, and lifted a weight of about 18 lbs., which was hung
“ to the lower end of tiie. pistop-rbd. The exhaustiqu-cock

'‘‘was shut, the steam was readmitted into the cyUndm', and

“.the operation was repeated; the quantity of steam con-

“ sumed, and the weights it could raise, were observed ; and,

“ excepting the non-application ofthosteamrcase apd-, external'-

“ covering, the invention was complete, in so. fu^asfregarded
*

“ the savings of steam and fuel, . A large m6<|el, ;with an .

“ outer cylinder and wooden caise, was, imm^^tely. cpn^*

“ structBid, and the experiments mt^p i*'setyed to verify.

“ the expectations 1 had.formed, aiid to place .Ihe advantage

“ of the inyention beyond the rea(di.of dpubt. ‘ It;Was found

“ convenient afterwaras h> fihange^ tljp pipe-candepser for an

“ empty vessel, generally .of a cylindrical form, into which.^
“ injection played, andj in consequence of there ;bSjng ..:^re

“ water and a^r to extract, to enlar^ the.airpum|>;
;

’

" o
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: -0^^-^luii^'-yna mad^ b^iis^ in order to pracnre a
^f;^rahce adffioieidly exteis^Te to condense the steam of a

^^ Itrie engine, the pipe-eonden^ vronld ‘require to be rery

'‘^' oluniinoui^ and because the bad water with which engines

" aie .fr^uaitly supplied would crust over ^e thin plates,

"and preteht their conveying the heat sojBSciently quick.

“ l!ke oylinders were also placed with their mouths upwards,

.
,^i«nd fiimished with a working-besm, and other apparatus,

" as was usual in the ancient engines ;^the inversion of the

.
" oylindm,' or rather of the piston-rod, in the model, being

“ only ah<e:^edient to try more easily the new invention,

“ and being^subject to many objections in large engines.

“ In 1768 I ‘applied for letters patent for my ‘ Methods of
“ * Lessening the Consumption of Steam, and, cons^uently,
“ * o£ Fuel, in Fire-Engines,’ which passed the seals in

“ January, 1769 ;
and my Specification was enrolled in

“ Chancery in April following.”

Mr. John Hart/ an ingenious tradesman of Glasgow, who

was ‘a native of Borrowstoness, and, together with his brother

Bobert, already mentioned, was distinguished by a predilec-

tion for the practical arts connected with science, has related

that Mr. Watt firequently conversed with him on subjects of

mechanical interest ; and that being asked by him, in 1817,

whether he recollected how the first idea of his great dis-

covery came into his mind, he replied, “ 0 yes, perfectly.

‘J'One Sunday afternoon I had gone to take a walk in the

“ Green of Glasgow,* and when about half way between the

H Herd’s House and Am’s Well, my thoughts having been
“ naturally turned to the experiments 1 had been engaged in

“ for saving heat in the cylinder, at that part of the road the

“ idea occurred to me, that, as steam was an elastic vapour, it

« would expand, and rush into a previously exhausted space

;

“ and th^, if I were to produce a vacuum in a separate >68861,

“ and open a' communication between the steam in the

* « The large open meadow which ** for the inhabitante/*—Sir W. Scott,
** llei .on the northern bank of the Bob Bqy:, chap. nxi. Abbotaford e^-
<*Ol7de, and seryes at once as a tion, yol. iii. p. 165.
** bleaching-fleld and pleasure-walk
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" cylinder and tlie ezhaiu^ Teasel, sndi would be ihe oon-
" iequence.” •

Without dwelling on the'par^ular aoenes’ of tiiese minute

reoolleotiona, which,‘boweyer, may in future interest the local

topographer and Antiquary, we db not fear being accused of

undue repetition if we bty before the reader a more careM
history, also given by Mr. Watt, of the origin and early pro-

gress of his inventions, in so far as they were specified in

relation to his first patent. This interesting document was

prepared by him in 1796, as a general answer to the objec-

tions which his opponents, in the litigation already referred

to, raised to the specification. Expressed in language both

precise and clear, it was originally intended for the inform-

ation of counsel, and, through them, of the Court ;
and was

by its unassuming author, with characteristic simplicity,

entitled^

A Plain Storv.

** W. found that a well-made brass model of Kewcomen’s
" engine consumed quantities of steam and fuel out of all

“ reasonable or direct proportion with larger engines. He
“ consulted Desaguliers’ ‘ Natural Philosophy,’ and Belidor’s
« ‘ Architecture Hydraulique,’ the only books from which he
" could hope for information. He found that both of them
“ reasoned learnedly, but by no means satisfactorily ; and
“ that Desaguliers had committed a very gross arithmetical

“ error in calculating the bulk of steam from the water

evaporated in a common steam-engine ; which being recti-

“ fied, it appeared next that his data, or assumed fisots, were
“ fsdse. By a simple experiment, W. found what was the r^
" bulk of water converted into steam

; and from his friend
“ Dr. Black he learned what was the heat absorbed and ren-
“ dered latent' by the conversion of water ii|t6 steam, which

From a MS. notice commnni- literary society he> in 1882; presianted

oated by the late Dr. John Smith, of the ** Durgh Iteeords of ^e Oit^f
Glasgow, long the respected Seore- ** Gdasgow. M.p.LXXit-rX.Djoaxi.*'
tary to the l£dtland Olub ; to which ;

G 2
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Ezpeiimenig luid been made l(nig bi^Soire W Br.

Mr. Jobn Bobuno, and" others^ in pnblm idasses,

" wMoh proved tiiat water, when placed in .an e^diaasted

'^ reodver, boiled, and was converted into dteam at the heat

“ of 70® or 80® of Fahrenheit’s thermometer, while it was
“ well known that under the pressure of the atmosphere it

“ requirod 212° of heat to make it boE, and emit steam
“ capable of displacing the air. It was evident, that, under

"4atenn0dmte pressures^ intermediate degrees of heat would
“ be required to make it boE, and that in the steam-engine

“ more or less cold water must be thrown in according to the

« degree of exhaustion which might be required; or, in' other

“ words, according to the number of pounds per inch the

“ engine was loaded to.

“ l!7ewcomen’s and Savory’s engines existed
;
the latter

“ were in general laid aside, on several 6iccounts, but the

“ principal one seems to have been that the cold water, the

“ raising of which formed the effect of the engine, entered

“ the steam-vessel itself, which in general was not a cylinder,

“but was of an oval or egg form; and, by cooling it,

“ destroyed a great quantity of steam when it came next to

“ be fiEed, which Desaguliers expressly notices. This engine,

“ however, had an injection of cold water, to commence the

“ condensation of steam, and Savery seems to have been the

“inventor of that valuable article;* but he also seems in

? some cases to have condensed the steam by pouring cold

“ water on the outside of his copper steam-vessel.

“In Newcomen’s eUgine the steam-vessel was a cylinder,

“ or so meant to be. A piston was suspended, moveable in

“ that cylinder ;
this piston hung by chains to the arch of a

“strong double-ended lever 'like a scale-beam, .to the other

“ epd of which the rods which wrought the pumps were sus-

“ pended in thh like manner. The steam was &dmitted from

“ a covered boEer, throu^ a pipe,' into the cylinder below

“ the piston ; the air was blown out by the steam at a pipe
41' — -

^

....

Ascribed, honreyer^ by DeiMguliexs^ Tol. iL p. SidB, to Newcomen and
Cawley.
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;

'* the steam was thus condensed or rendered less Elastic, the

"other end- or mouth of the C3dinder being open;*the

" pressure of the atmosphere, not being resisted by an equally

" elastic fluid withm, or under the piston, weighed upon the

" latter and caused, it to descend, which, by means of the

" lever, drew up the pump-rods and raised the water. The
“ injection-cock or valve was then shut, the steam-regulator

“ or valve was opened, steam was readmitted, the equilibrium

" of pressure upon the upper and under sides of the piston

“ was restored, and the superior weight of the pump-rods, by
" means of the great lever or working beam, drew the piston

" to the top of the cylinder, and the operation recommenced.

“ When the piston was at the bottom of the cylinder, the air

" which entered with the steam and with the injection water

“ was blown out at the snift, and the hot water left in the

^ cylinder was expelled through another pipe, called the

“ which proceeded, from the bottom of the

" cylinder, several feet downwards, and its lower end stood in

“ a cistern of water, and was furnished with a valve to pre-

" vent regress.

" The steam-valve and the injection-cock were opened and

" diut by certain mechanism called working gear, which was

“ put in motion by means of. pegs in a piece of wood which

" was himg to and moved with the working beam, and was

“ called the plug-tree.

“ In order to supply the engine with cold water, it wrought

«

" a pump called a jack-head pump, which was shut at ^p by
" an iron cover, and its pump-rod wrought throng^ % ccfllar

» of oakum, which permitted the rod to slide up and down,

" while it precluded -the exit of the water, which was raised

" to a greater hei^t'through a side branch turned upwards.

“ Thus the latent heat of steam was di^vered and pub-

" lished by Br. Black ; the boiling of water in vaeuoi at low

" degroes of heat, was discovered and published by Ifr. dol-

" len, Mr. Bobison, and several others,
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inM ioTon^ by^ ]tfiirq[ttu of Woreestar) Svriiry,

* an4 Newcomen.
tv meane 6t confining steam, and the miaking Talves,

and regulaiom, wei*e known to all of them. Pumps
finr drawing both air and water out of vessels or reservoirs

** Were well known to everybody, ikji auvpomp, with a

" piston*rod morning throfugh a eol^r, was invented and pub-
*• lished by Mr. Smeaton ; and tbe same method, even before

" him. Was commonly used in the jack-head pumps of common
" steam-engines, and in other machine

;
(this relates to the

" piston-rod of the cylinder ; for, in reqwct to the air-pump,

“ it is not necessary, thoxigh convenient, that it be shut at

“ top).

“A cylinder, and moveable piston were used in New-
« Gomen’s engine ; so were the working beam and workmg
“ gear, or machinery for opening and shutting the valves §md
“ cocks.

“ The steam was condensed by a spout of cold water in

'tk^avery’s and in Newcomen’s engines; and, as it is said in

“ DesaguUers, cold water was poured on the outside of the

“ steam-vessels for the same purpose. Everybody knew that

“ cold bodies of all kinds condensed steam when they came
" in contact with it There were pipes in aU those engines

which admitted the steam from the boiler, and cocks or

^ valves which shut it out from that vessel ; and in New-
“ comen’s engine there was a pipe which conveyed away the

" hot water, and a valve which prevented its regresa

“ The diameters of those pipes, which admitted the steam
“ and let out the injection-water, had been ascertained suffi-

mently near. The dze and form of boilers; which answered
« sufficiently well, had also been ascertained.

“ Of all those things, Watt must say, ‘Nm ea notira voco.’

" The things that are his remain to be told.

“ He found, by the application of the kndwledge which has
« been mentioned, that cause of the great consumption of
** fuel wtu^ that the cylinder being cooled by the injection-
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whMaTer a^jain |S)ed «iSi.8taam;
" that the Ta(»iii|a^ <x>iildjiot appzoach ip petfhction anthont
^ the fJteam wa8;;oiCH^ 1^# IQOP ;.W that; oooH^
" would ioctoape pyil completed of in a'lomMd or

" greater ration beoaose the penetration of the heat or cold

" into the cylinder would be as the squares of the differences

“ of the heats between that vessel and the steam. How was
" this to be avoided^

" He tried to make the cylinders of wood or other materials

" which conduct heat slowly, but he could not prevent the
" steam from coming into contact with the comparatively
"• cold water which remained in the bottom of the cylinderj

" and which must be expelled by the steam
; besides, his

" wooden cylinders did not seem likely to be of long duration.

" In such-like experiments he spent much time, and more
“ money than was suitable to his circiqnstances, yet he made
" advances towards a benefirial discovery. But the matter

" having got firm hold of his mind, and his circiunstances

" obliging him to make exertions to regain what he had spent,

" he turned the matter over in every shape, and laid it down
" as an axiom,

—

that to make a perfect eteam-engine, it woe
" neeemary that the cylinder should be always as hot as the

" steam which entered U, and that the steam should be cooled

“ down below lOO*’ in order to exert its fuU powers. The gain

“ by such construction would be double :—^first, no steam

“ would be condensed on entering the cylinder ; and secondly,

" the power exerted would be greater as the steam was more
“ cooled. The postulata, however, seemed to him incom-

" patible, and he continued to grope in the dark, misled by
" mftny an igim fatuus, till he considered that steam being
“ an elastic fluid, it must follow the law of its kind ; and
" that if there were two vessels, A and B, of equal or other

<< dimensions, the one. A, filled with steam, wd the other, B,

" exhausted, if a communication were open&d between those

" vessels, the steam would rush from the full one into the

« empty one, and they would both rem^ half exhausted, (if

" the vessels were equal in size), or be filled with steam of
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iheD, .i^ Ute BecoDd ves^ B, an

: wator; were; made, or cold water applied to

^^ 'Ootaide in:.sti£^ent quantity, tlie portim of steam which
^' it bontafued wOold be condensed or reduced to water ;

and

<b7 |he same law -of nature that had operated befme, more

steam would issue from A into B until frie whole was con-

^'^daiised, and nealrly a perfect vacuum established in both

^^vessels ; .yet. as the cold water had not entered or touched
ff A, that vessel would still retain its heat.

'' This idea once started, the rest immediately occurred.

« The vessel A being supposed to bei the 'cylinder, B would

." be the vessel called now the condenser; the water, air, Ac.,

" accumulated in B, he immediately saw coidd be discharged
* “ or . drawn out by means, of a pump, or the w^ter might be

" let run out by a pipe more than 34 feet long going down-
. . « wards, and the air might in that case be expelled at a valve

'•"•by fining B with water, provided the descending eduction-

" pipe were shut meanwhile. On the whole, however,^ he

preferr^ the pump. - Another difficulty appeared, which
" was the ma£ng the piston tight. That could not be done
" with water, as in Newcomen’s engines ; for that might get

" in and evaporate, and produce steam. He therefore thought

“ of wax, oil, and similar substances, as substitutes, knowing
" that they would not evaporate in the heat of boiling water

;

" and, for greater security, he proposed to employ the steam
“ itself as the acting power on the piston.

" The diameters of the pipes necessary to convey the steam
" into and out of the cylinder, he regulated from those in use.

" The size of the condenser he assumed at random, as he did

; ''that of the air pump, which it was evident must be larger

“ than was necessary to contain the water and probable quan-
" tily of air. AU this passed in his mind in ^e course, of a
" few liours ; and in a few days he had a model at work, with

" an inverted cy^der, which answered his expectations, and

"was, as &x. aS he remembers, equal in its properties of

" saving; steam and fuel to any he has made since, though
" in point of much infmior. Yery simple cocks
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\rero employed as JK^oiiitors or steam^T^vef^ sod
pump and condenser were of tin-plate; cjdiiallfflr, liow-

“ ever, was good, and of Iwass, [about] 2 incbM dmimetmr aixd

a foot long
; the Cooks were

“ wrought by the engme.-

“ Jf Mr. W. is.'thpu^t Trprthy.of credit in this matter, and

;

“ the facts are ^consequently allowed, where was the mighfy
“ difficulty of putting, the invention in execution ih)m. stiU
“ fewer data than he has set forth in his spedficatioh ? He
“ is not so presumptuous as to think that there were not^ and
“ are not, numbers '(^ mechanics in this nation, who, firom the
“ same or even fewer hints, would have completed a better

“ engine than he did. Mr. Bramah has proved* that ho-

could, and W. is*inclmed to believe him. But W. does not.

“ pretend that any body, could have done it without ihmMng\
“ upon it, nor without much previous knowledge and some;

“ experience of similar things. . .. i,

"Had W. been content with the mechanism of steam-

" engines as they then stood, his machine might soon have
" been brought before the public ; but his mind ran upon

"ypaking engines cheap as weU as good, and he had a great

vhankering after inverted cylinders and other modifications

p of his invention, which his want of experience in the prac-

" tice of mechanics in great, fiattered him would prove more
" commodious than his matured experience has shown them
“ to be. He tried, therefore, too many fruitless experiments

" on such variations. He wanted experience in the constmc-

" tion of large machines ;
that he endeavoured to acquire

;

" but experimental knowledge is of slow growth, and with all

“ hia ingenuity, so much boasted to his pregudiee, he was con-

" cerned in making some Very indifferent common engines..

" Other avocations, to himmecessary, obliged him to tom his

" attention from the subject till he obtained the patent, so

" that at that time he had made no advances in the imptove-

" ment of the mechanism. He therefore thpught it proper
=

^

* t*. 6. GWen it in eyid«Qoe.
.
*
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^Knigliiee as they eJEuted. IS'at^ pprpoae.&ara ’PSa |.otibibg

,else necessary thaa to alrat ap tlw sAt, to a^pfy a legdatCMr

or tSIto to the opeDing of the ednotSoa^pe within flie

^Oflind^r, an air-pump to the outer end of ^t pi^ and to

^ mjeet into the upper end otthe eduction-pipe. at the

*‘flame time^ the cylinder was defended from the cold of
" the afrnosphere, the engine would thus be complete, if the

"weight of the atmosphere were to be employed as the
" actiag power; for all the regulators could be et^y opened
" and dint by the then existing contrivances, and the air-

" pump rod could be suspended from the working beam.

**11^ however, the engine was wanted to receive all the
« advantages of the invention, the cylinder was to be placed

“ in a case containing steam, with access for that fluid to the
" upper side of the piston, so that it nyght act upon it as the

" atmosphere acted in common engines, or in the case just

" stated. And in this latter manner were the engines made
** which he constructed in the beginning of the business

; that

“ is to say, the cylinders were fixed in a case containing
*< steam, with which fluid they were wholly surrounded

;
and,

" their mouths being open within the case, the steam had

always access to the upper side of the piston, and was
“ admitted to the part below the piston only when the piston

" was rising. The opening from the cylinder into the educ-

« tion-pipe was shut by a valve while the piston was rising

" but when it was required to descend, the valve was opened.

" Those valves were of the sliding kind used in Newcomen’s
<< engines. The injection was made into the eduction-pipe

;

" and the ahvpumps, which drew out the water as well as the

" air, were fixed to the bottom of the eduction-pipe, which
" had a valve to prevent regress as usuaL There was some-

« times one pump, and sometimes there were two or three, as

“ circumstances or the fency of the moment directed. The
» working beams and working gear were made in the usual



dnas, appUcatum of W.Vpii&oipleB as set foHii

«inlusq)edfiofl4i<^ ^

,
*

"It was foimd that the eztemal (^Imder, qF' 'St^Hn-Ksase,

" was veiy expeodve. !Fhe method of coming ihe nifHnder
" Usdf with a lid or cover, (which had been used in some ci
" the yodels), and conveying the-eteam to the lower end of

« the cylinder by a pipe, was adop^ and a less expensive
" method of applying the envelope of steam was used. Other
“ kinds of regulatots were invented, and the whole mechanism'
“ of the engine was gradually improved, and these improve-
" meuts have been progressive for the last twenty-one years.

" Some of them W. has secured by other patents, but many
" of the most essentud he has left free, and by means of them
“ Newcomen’s engines have been improved to his loss.

“ It will now, it is ^oped, appear to the candid that W. has

" not wilfully concealed his invention by a false specification,

“ but has set forth the natmre of the same, and the means of

" performing it. He has told what he had invented ; and it

“ could not have been expected that he shoidd have described

" mechanism already known to all practitioners, or not then

" invented.

“ W.’s invention is merely a contrivance to prevent cooling

" the cylinder, and to make the vacuum more perfect by con-

" denting the eteam in a veseel distinct from the blinder itse^

;

" this is the nature of the invention. The means of keeping

“ the cylinder warm,—the substitution of the powers of steam

" for those of the atmosphere,—of grease, &c., in place of

" water to keep the piston tight,— and the drawing out the

" air, &C., by means of pumps, are merely aids in performing

» the prmcipal object. This ought to. be kept in view in

" judging of the specification ; also that W. supposed it to be

" addressed to meehanies and philosoihers, and not to the

“ ignorant”
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ASD VaoinsdOB i^fhofs xaxmr or hb. waiv's umn-
iioasm to nB.<BOBBtrflB—BBtnu; oftionrALirr or m. wAtv’B is-

irotieir—ooNKBinm itt. bobboqk:--whoxb’b An-rciir actibo

BY tHB OOpBNSAnOK Or STBAII— STTBSBQOBBr TO MB. wJItt’S IN-

TWnOM or THB 8EPABAJB COBDBBraB-.-BOMFBBT OAIBBBOBOOOH.

With rogard to the model of Newcomen’s engine helongmg

to the College of Glasgow, and which has attained so great a

celebrity by tiie results winch it was instrumental in pro*

dticdn^ we find two entries in the records of that University

;

the first is as follows :— University meeting, 25th June,

" 1760. Mr. Anderson is allowed to lay out a sum, not »-

ceeding two pounds sterling, to reqpver the 6team*engine

“ from Ifc. Sisson,* instrumentrmaker at Xondon.”*

Mr. John Anderson in 1757 succeeded Dr. Dick as Pro-

fessor of Natural Philosophy in the College
; he filled that

chaii for the long period of thirty-nine years, and was the

fodnder of the Andersonian Institution in Glat^w, which he

designed "f<» Lectures in Natural Hiilosophy, and in every
’** branch of knowledge and which was endowed by him with

Ttduable philosophical appmntus, a museum, and library.

We have alreai^ seen from the account given by Dr. Bobi-

son, that Mr. Afrderson, although ** much morA popular ” than

hk predecessor, was considered to have **
infinitely less kno^s-

“ le^e

a

circumstance which may perhaps account for the

nearly total oblivion of his name in any of the records con-

nected vdth the life of Watt, But it appears that he was a

* OftUfddlMartifloartheleaibed ''rondit mobile, filssoa sdutint A

Pdiunbre writ# “ Sisaon **oet ^gatd llioimenr tt la

“le de ^erekd^ dreenMiob, **MnMee de rAneletene.”—Dp-
“ oa anfre pour I'Obaemtoiie par- lambie, * ]^Btolre to rAstronomib
*' taoaliei da Boi d'Angleterre, e< le *aa 'dizhaitfteie $bcle,’ p. 287,
*<qaatt de oercle )ue Lemonoiei 1827. ^



Ban to repcdrTtlie' l^e ao^koli^. Iqgg^
'

oeitauily girea’llr* Anderson^

Irat an accidental one, to luv^j^.-IMs luuue tlie

** natural philosopbiy” of the stedb-^ginSW of Giaegow^

College. ' ,*' *•'' '’'
=

The model, (as will presently ^peafji never having worked
"

well, the reason of it being sent to London had probably been

a vain endeavour to have its faulty construction amendeii

Whether Mr. Watt had seen it, during his stay ther^ in tlte -

workshop of Sisson, or how far he may have advised it being'

brought baek to Glasgow, as a subject f(» fhrther considera-

tion and study, we know not. But the next entry concerning

it, in the same records, appears to be this:—“University

“ meeting, doth June, 1766. An aceotmt was given in by
“ Mr. James Watt for repairing and altering the steam-

“ engine, with copper pipes and dsteiuB, amounting to 51. 11s.

“ The said macMne being the property of .the College, and

“ having been in such a situation that it did not answer tire

“ end for which it was made, the Frindpal is appointed to

grant a precept for payment of the said account^ which is

“ to be stated upon the hmd for buying instruments to the

“ College.” * .

'

This, it will be tomembered, was after the idea of the-sepa^

rate condenser had “occurred,” which was “early md766;”

and by the repairs and alterations of ;the “copper pipes asid

“ dstems ” of the machine, its fault of not animrmff the. end

for which it wOe mods,—(one grievous enehgh, no doub^ Imt

* For flieae exttaoti from tike tTni- o^ occupied bVa Hntobeson, an

tertity Becorde we ere .ipdebto)!, to. Adots Snutii, «ud’ a alao

Undnew of a learned friends the ' Deeda inatitating BorameA^ so.,

Bev. Dr. William Fleming; whose ‘in the' OoUegO ;aiid Univeid^ of

ah pndae it is, that .he ‘ Qlaagow,' p. 2l£, 1800. .^

y and eloquently lllla the Chair
•

-
...
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a{^6rtuDing to many other machines, both animate and

inanimate, in common \nth it),—had in all probability been

effectually corrected. That interesting little model, as altered

by the hand of Watt, and preserved in all safety and honour

within the precincts of its ancient birth-place, had been appro-

priately placed beside the noble statue of the Engineer, in the

Hunt^an Museum ;—a sacred relic worthy of such a shrine,

and there visited by many a worshipping pilgrim. Such had

been, of late year^ the ^citous arrangement But on re-

visiting the College of Gla^w in January, 1854, "one mom
" we miss’d ” the model from its apposite home. On inquiry,

we found that it had been placed among the apparatus

attached to the Natural Philosophy Lecfrne-room, where, k
waa aUeged^ it had dwelt nearly a century aga M ^

OoQagCt^ lmclK)ip^^

in to the

iaao^ponBy $ anil ahat mi^ imw W^Uidy
^jbunek for maidnhd,” n^y. not pamn^ently imiaiaoned

w^re it can be opmi>to the inspection oi comparatiTe^ only

aibw. •
.

' *
> , ,

None of the different accounts which thus remain to ns of

the date of this^ Mr. Watt’s greatest inventum, fix the predse

day on 'which, to use Dr. Black’s ha{q>y expression, "this

" capital improvement fhuhed on his mind at once, andi,fiUed

" it with rapture.” According to Bobison’s recollectkm,

thirty-one years aftmvrards, it was somewhere about 1765.

Dr. Elac^ writing after the same interval of time, states it as

bariag bem “in Ihe beginning of tbo year 1765.” Mr. Watt

himself in Ids notes on Bohison, says " early in 1765 and

the nearest approximaticm that we can make, ftam other

doeamentaty evidence, to any more precise date, is, that it

must have^n previous to ftie 29tli of April in that year, as

on that day Mr. Watt writes to his friend Dr. Lind, "1 have
" now almost a certainty of the facturum of the 6re-engine^

" having determined the following particulars : the quantity

" ci steam-produced; the ultimatum of the lever mgvne; the

,
" quantity of steam destroyed by the cold of its cylinder; the

" quantity destrcyed in mine : and if there is not some devil
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in the hedge, mine ought to raise water to 44 feet with the
‘‘ same quantity of steam that theirs does to 82, (supposing

my cylinder as thick as theirs), which I think I can demon-
strate. I can now make a cylinder of 2 feet diameter and
3 feet high only a 40th of an inch thick, and strong enough
to resist the atmosphere ; sed taee. In short, I can think of

nothing else but this machine. I hope to have the decisive

trial before I see you. Write me to-morrow what you are
“ about, and if any part of what you have to tell me concerns

the fire-engine.”

" His mind,” says Dr. Black, " became now very much
‘‘ employed in contriving the machinery by which this im-

provement might be reduced to practice ; ,
and he Mxin

planned it to such a degree, that i he thoi^ht he was ready

to riPNRke ;ez|ie]^^ on a seal^ Bufrhefe ha was
stpppednhy the want ef fo&ds ai^ he fonndit necesaar^vte

^ assodate hhnselih with ncmiS person wfaor^iMx money and
^ spirit, for snoh an undertaking, and 4o paHidpate wi& Idm
** fhe advantages which mightbe derived from this inventioiL

He addreoied himself to the late Dr. Boebuck, whose
^ for enteiprise and improvement in arts was very well

known, and the Doctor accordingly receivedVith seal the
^ opportunity offered to him. A small engine was soon built

in one of the offices of Eonneil House, near Borrowstoness,

where various trials were made, and some difficulties sur-

mounted, so as to give satisfaction.

must add that I was as
.
much upon a footing of inti-

mate ^endship with Dr. Boebuck as with Mr. Watt. The
Doctor, too, had no small degree of mechanical knowledge

** and ingenuity ;
and was well qualified to perceive and

value the talents of Mr. Watt. He had also much experi-

ence of the use of common steam-engines, which he em-

ployed in working his colliery. He was withal ardent and

^ sanguine in the pursuit of his imdertakings, and was there-

fore a fortunate associate for Mr. Watt. Mr. Watt was a

f* valetudinarian, more or less, ever since I knew him ^ and
« his mind was liable to be too much depressed by little cross

accidents, or by the necessity of a greater expmiuse than he
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“ had foreseen
;
whereas the Doctor was undaunted on such

'“ occasions, and roused Mr. Watt to disregard expense, and

“ to double his exertions, until the difficulty was overcome.

“ But Mr. Watt was the sole inventor of the capital improve-

“ ment and contrivance above mentioned. I remember very

f* well that it cost me several reasonings and conversations to

“ inform the Doctor hilly of the nature of steam, of the great

“ quantity of heat, and, consequently, of fuel, necessaiy to

“ produce it, and of the importance, therefore, of preventing

“ the waste of it”

“ I was very unfortunate,*’ says Bobison, “in two visits I

.
“made to 61|u^w duiiug that summear; being

" Irop oiie» ftt O^rcdb^^

;to. town I! fo^d -lir. wfMi
'

]tone,.and t^ he was de^y engaged witLhiu
. ’f* ei^ine. Hhr^lbnalach life.made it imprudent io -engage

“ in gi^t expenses, and he was obliged%>. look out fir an
“ associate. Mgst fortunately there was in the neighbqiuhood

“such a.. person as he wished,—^Dr. Boebuck, a gentleman of

:<f«/veiy‘ uncoi^on knowledge in all the branches of civil

“ engine^g, fomiHarly acquainted with the steam-engine,

of which he employed several on his collieries, and deeply
“ interested in* t^ improvement He was also well accns-

“tomed to great enterpriser^ of an undaunted spirit not
**seated by difSculties, nor a ni^ard of expense. Such a

“man was indispensably necessary to one of Mr. Watt’s

“ ehataetor ;—m^est timid, easily frightened by rubs and
“ mk^vings, and too apt to despond. 1 do not know who
“ pointed him out to Mr. Watt He was well acquainted

“ with'Mr. Watt’s talents, and admired them. I believe the

“ connection was very soon formed. Dr. Black ,and aU Mr.
“ Watt’s friends were happy at seeing so fair a commence-
“ ment At this time I had not the pleasure of being known .

“ to Dr. Boebuck.” * • * “I believe that Dr. Bladk was
“ the chief means of forming the connection between Mr.

“Watt and Dr. Boebuck; wd I recollect-most distinctly

“ his saying to me, that Watt would have some difficulty in
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** managing Dr. Roebuck, who at that time had not become
a complete convert to the doctrine of latent heat. Accord-
ingly, it was so ; and Mr. Watt was obliged to yield for

some time to the Doctor*s confidence in his own great
experience. The Doctor thought to produce the condensa-

“ tion, with sufficient rapidity and accuracy, by a very exten-
“ sive surface

; and Mr. Watt knew that it also required
‘‘ a great quantity of water, or other matter, to receive the
emerging heat. I know that these differences of' opinion
retarded the completion of the engine.

But Dr. Roebuck had too much judgment not to see the
‘‘ conclusiveness of the experiments by which the doctrine of
Ikfent heat* is establish64,^and net to yield to their force

;

and everything went qn atl^t'to^their mutual i^tisf^tiom

:

Dr. Roebuck knew Mr. Watt’s talents, and niost liberally
** praised them. His timidity, his disj^osij^cm'^to despond

.

when under unforeseen difficulties, and his paihful anxiety
" and diffidence in himself, were frequently the subjects of ^

friendly merrilnent at the Doctor’s fireside
;
and I have

often heard him say, that without his help, and even hif ,

instruction, on many points of the construction, Mr. Watt
could never have gone on. I have even heiS*d him men-

" tion some important, but subordinate, parta of the engine
" which were of his contrivance. But I never heard him
" lay the smallest claim to the leading thought of a hot and *

" dry cylinder for the piston to work in, and, therefore, a
" separate condenser. I never knew him call it

* my engine,’
" nor ‘our engine,’ but uniformly ‘ Watt’s engine,’ when he
" had occasion to speak of it as distinct from the old or
" Newcom&H^B engine. I remernber Mrs. Roebuck saying one
" evening, ‘Jamie is a queer lad, and without the Doctor his
‘‘ ‘invention would have been lost r but lOr. Roebuck won’t
‘‘ ‘ let it perish.’ I mention all these trifling things because
‘‘ I have often heard gentlemen living in the neighbourhood
‘‘ of Borrowstoness speak of this new project as Dr. Roe-
" buck’s, in which he was assisted by one Watt, from Olas-

" gow. One gentleman in particular, Mr. Graham of Airth,
‘‘ insisted with me that Dr. Roebuck was the inventon But

H
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" one day Mr. Graham came home from Falkirk, where he
" had seen Dr. Boebuck, and engaged him in conversation
“ on the subject. He told me that he now saw plainly that

" Mr. Watt was the sole author, and said that he would be

“ at some pains to undeceive some gentlemen of the neigh-

“ bourhood, who were of the opposite opinion. This was

“ very natural Dr. Boebuck was a gentleman of uncom-
" mon knowledge in everything of this kind, and considered

" aa the ofirst judge in all that country of all such matters

;

« whereas Mr. Watt was an enthe stranger.

• • m * • •

“ I remember also, that in 1774, or 1775,* after my return

“ from Bussia, I had some conversation with Dr. Boebuck.

The Doctor spoke with some dissatisfaction of Boulton and
“ Watt. They were now, he said, amassing fortunes from a

“ project which his misfortunes had obliged him to cede to

“ them. They seemed to have forgotten that he had suffered

“ all the anxieties attending the infant project
;
he had run

“ all the risk,—and the risk had been very great, both from
" Ae novelty of the thing, and from Mr. .Watt’s delicate

“ health, an^ his timidity under difiSculties ;—^that without

“ his continual encouragement and support it never would
“ have succeede 1. He had ceded his right on very moderate
“ terms, and he had expected some remembrance of this.

In this disposition to repine at an opportunity which he
“ had lost of benefiting himself, it would h^ve been most
** natural for Dr. Boebuck to put a high value on any part

“ that he had had in the discovery ; and I listened with some
“ anxiety to hear if he advanced any claim of this kind, for I
“ knew that any such thing from Dr. Boebuck would be
“ received with much deference. But I have the most dis-

" tinct recollection that he made no claim whatever of this

" sort; but» on the conttary, spoke in the highest terms of

* This date probably was given hy Boulton. It was several years before
Dr. R. in mistake for a later one, as the numufactnre of the improved
Mr. Watt's Act of Parliament was steam-«ntones, which <mly corn-

obtained in May, 177S ; after which, menoed m 177S, became in the least
though in the same year, it was that degree remnnerativQ..
he entered into partnership with Mr.
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^^Mr. Watt’s ingenuity and inexhaustible resource of in-

“ vention.^

The duties of my profession call my attention to a great

" variety of very ‘ interesting objects. Of all these, my
favourite object is practical mechanics. « I have, therefore,

" hunted everywhere for information, and my opportunities

“ have been considerable. Understanding most of the lan-

guages of Europe, I have looked into almost every book

which treats of such things
;
and, in particular, I have

searched for every project in mechahics, description of

“ machines, and schemes of public works. I can recollect

‘‘ but one trace of anything like a separate condenser of

“ steam. This is in a volume of the ‘ Commentarii de
^ Bebus in Medicind et ScientiA Naturali gestis

I

cannot

now recollect the volume, and only remember that it is a

late one
;

(indeed this whole work is of a date posterior to

“ 1769). In this volume there is a short account given of an

air-pump by M. Wdcke, of Upsal or Stockholm, precisely

* -We understand these remarks
of Dr. Robison to have had reference
to some stories told by a person of
the name of Joseph Hately, who,
having come into the employment of
Dr. Roebuck some time after Mr.
Watt had begun to make his experi-

mental essajs at Kinneil, but having
failed to give his employer satisfac-

tion, quitted it, or was discharged,
after a service of about eighteen
months. Ho seems to have after-

wards (16 Nov. 1790) taken out a
'

patent for a ** Pneumatic fire-engine

out would not have been noticed
here had it not been for a very ab-
surd fable of which he was the
author ; which was to the effect that

the improved engine had been in-

vented not ^ Mr. Watt, but by Dr.
Roebuck. This story he circidated

on the eve of Boulton end Watt’s
litigation with the infringers of their

patent rights; the design of it ob-

viously being, by an alle^tion of

prior invention, to ** avoid ” Mr.
Watt’s patent. Before venturing to

promulgate such a creed he had
waited,— no doubt wisely, as he
thought,-— till the Doctor’s death,

which happened in 1794 : and thus
he hoped to escape an effectual con-
tradiction. Such folly and audacity,
however, were at once exposed, as
they deserve always to be ; and wo
have now before us a letter from Dr.
R.’s son, Mr. John Roebuck, (to Mr.
Watt, 22nd Nov. 1796), in which he
says, “ I never heard my father in
** the smallest degree claim any merit
** or pretend to have any share in
“ inventing or even in improving
“ upon your engine. On the con-
“ trary, he always represented the
“ whole invention to be yours.” Also,
one from a gentleman who had been
clerk to Dr. B. at the time in ques-
tion, and continued in strict friend-

ship with him from that period to the
time of his death; who expresses
his astonishment that Mr. Hately
“should pretend to attribute an in-
“ vention to Dr. Roebuck, which on
“every occasion, during a twenty-
“ seven years’ intimate acquaintance
“ with the Doctor, he had avowed to
“ me, and to others in my hearing, to
“ be wholly yours.” (Mr. James War-
rock to Mr. Watt, 26th Nov. 1796.)

H 2
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such as I made when I heard of Mr. Watt’s contrivance.

“ It is mentioned as a thing which the Eeviewers had forgot-

“ ten in its proper time, and they say, 'dudum fabrieavit’ I

“ mentioned this about a year ago to Dr. Black, when we
“ were speaking of some curious observations of M. Wilcke
** on the cloud which appears in the receiver of an air-pump

“ when damp air is suddenly rarefied. The Doctor told me,

" that when he was yet in Glasgow, he had a pupil of the

“ name of Williams, or Williamson, from the Mine College in

" Sweden
;

that this person was intimately acquainted in

“ Dr. Koebuck’s family, and, he believed, also with Mr.

“ Watt ; that he was in this country almost three years, and
“ fully understood all his theory ;

and he had no doubt that

“ Dr. Wilcke owed to him all that he had published on that

“ subject. He thought it equally probable that this project

“ of an air-pump had transpired in some of our conversations,

“ it being a thing on tvhich we put no value.” * *

The following is evidently the notice intended to be re-

ferred to by Dr. Bobison, which we here translate from the

Latin, in which language it is printed in the Transactions of

the Boyal Academy of Sciences of Sweden ;

—

« • » « *

“ 3. John Charles Wilke, Lecturer on Experimental Phi-

“ losophy, proposes a new kind of air-pump. He makes use

“ of the well-known property which the steam of boiling

“ water pdssesses, of so expanding itself, as to drive out the

“ air frvm any space which it fills. Instead, therefore, of

“ that cylinder, in which, in common pumps, the sucker
“ moves, he takes a metallic vessel, into which, by means of
** a tube, the steam of water, boiling over a fire, can ascend

;

•• by another aperture, the air contained in the vessel (which
** he calls a receiver) retires before the steam. The receiver

" is joined to a globe, on which a glass bell may be placed,

« as in common pumps
;
and those three apertures of the

« receiver, by which the steam enters, the air escapes, and
“ the globe is connected with i(^ may be closed by valves or
" cocks. The last of them, up to this pointy is kept shut.
** When the steam, ascending into the receiver, has suffi-
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" ciently expelled the air, the cock by which the air had

escaped is dosed, and the receiver is surrounded with cold

“ water. The steam, thus condensed, returns, in the form of

“ drops, to the vessel whence it came
;
and the cock which,

“ when open, had permitted it to rise, being now dosed, a
“ vacunm, to a great extent, is formed in the receiver. Then
“ the cock by which it is joined to the globe, being opened,

“ air will msh into it from the bell. This kind of exhaustion

“ may be repeated, till there remains under the bell [no

“ more than] a one hundred and thirtieth portion of the air,

“ in the machine with which Mr. Wilke made his experiment,

“ and which was by no means so perfect as it might be made
“ by greater care. Even common air-pumps, as improved by
“ Nollet, rarefy air about 300 times

;
(Wilke takes no notice

** of John Smeaton’s pump, mentioned in the Philosophical

“ Transactions, vol. xlvii. Art. 69, by which air is said to be
“ rarefied 500 or even 1000 times)

;
so that this one, a little

« better made, will easily equal their performance ; but its

*' principle is, that it will exhaust the air suddenly, not, as
<< the common ones do, by degrees

;
(Nollet and others

“ showed how a large receiver could be first emptied of air,

and applied to the bell, so as to let the air from the
“ latter suddenly rush into it). ‘ But,’ it is added, ‘ as it

« ‘needs fire and water, its use is attended with some incon-
“ ‘ veniences.’

” *

Dr. Bobison is not quite accurate in saying that the whole

of the ‘ Commentarii ’ are of a date posterior to 1769. The

work was published in a series of thirty-seven volumes, com-

mencing in 1752, and ending in 1806 ; with three volumes

of ‘ Supplementa,’ 1763-96, and three of Indices, 1770-1793.

But it is certain that the passage quoted above is of a date

several years subsequent to Mr. Watt’s invention of the sepa-

rate condenser; and the circumstances through which it

Jiappened that Mr. Wilcke was even so early in possession of

* * Kongl. Vetenskaps Academiens mestre primum), printed in the * Ootn-
* Handlingar for Aor 1769,* vol. zxx. ^ mentam de Kebns in Sbiehtid.

Sco. i.6., Acta Acadcmiod Beg. Sc. * Natali et Medicinft gestis/ vO'
Suecicw, anni 1769, vol. xxx. (Tri- luminig xviii. pan I. Lipsin, 1772*
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the idea of an air-punEkp, such aa that described, are, no

doubt, very well explained, by Dr. Bobison.

Although our readera may probably be ef opinion that it

does not require such notice, we may here adve^ to a story

told an a recent Life of Gainsborough the a^tut,"* Concerning

his brother Humphry. This genius was the teothw, not only

of the celebrated painter, but also of a certain “ scheming
“ Jack,” noted for the mechanical delusions.by which he was

induenced, including the usual one of dying in ihe air on arti*

fcial wings ; which he attempted to practise somewhat after

the manner of the mechanist in Basi^la^ and with a similar

result
; but with the top ofa summer-house for his promontory,

and a ditch for his lake, “ out of which he was drawn amidst
“ shouts of laughter, half-dead with inght and vexation.”

Humphry was largely endowed with the family fancy for

“ scheming,” and the inventiveness of his mind was extolled

by Mr. Edgeworth. He is said by Mr. Fulcher (p. 13) to

have “settled as a dissenting minister at Henley-upon-
“ Thames although it appears from a letter at p. 103 of

the same volume, that his business was that “ of collecting

“ the tolls upon the river.” In this arrangement it is satis-

factory to learn that the Rev. gentleman’s “ mechanical con-

“ trivances were the employments of his leisure hours, and

.
“ were never suffered to interfere with his sacred duties.”

This being premised, “We may mention,” says Mr. Ful-

cher, “ that his experiments upon the steam-engine were far

“ in advance of his time. Indeed, it was stated by bis family

“ and friends, that Watt owed to him one of his great and
“ fundamental improvements, that of condensing the steam
“ in a separate vessel. Certain it is, that Mr. Gainsborough
“ had constructed a working-model of a steam-engine, to

“ which his discoveries were applied, and that a stranger,

“ evidently well acquainted with mechanics, and supposed to

be connected with Watt as an engineer, was on a visit at

“ Henley, and called upon him, to whom he unsuspectingly

* Life of Thomas Gainsborough, Fulcher. Edited by his Son. Lou-
E.A.) by the. late George Williams don. 1856.
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“ showed his model and explained its noTelties. His rela-
“
tires have assured the. Author that such was the fact, and

<< that the circumstance of having thus lost the credit of his

" discovery, made a deep and melancholy impression upon
•• his mind. • Tho truth of this statement revives also strong
“ corroboration from the remarks of Thicknesse, who says,

—

“ ‘ Mr. Gainsborough (the painter) ‘ gave me, after the death
“ ‘ of his clwgyman brother, the model of his steam-engine

:

“ * that engine alone would have furnished a fortune to all

" ‘the Gainsboroughs and their descendants, had not that
“ ‘ unsuspicious, good-hearted man, let a cunning, designing
“ ‘ ai^st see it, and who surreptitiously carried it off in his
“ ‘ mind's eye.’ Watt obtained his first patent for perform-

“ ing condensation in a separate vessel from the cylinder, in

" 1769 ;
it was renewed in 1775. Humphry Gainsborough

“ died in 1776.”*

Such is the tale told by Mr. Fulcher, in the hope, we sup-

pose, of persuading his readers that Mr. Humphry Gains-

borough had anticipated James Watt in one of his grandest

inventions for the improvement of the steam-engine;

—

nay,

that James Watt, not only the greatest mechanical inventor

that ever lived, but “ the most scrupulous of men where the

“ inventions of others were concerned,” had actually palmed

off upon the world as his own—had obtained a patent, and a

further extension of that patent by Act of Parliament, for

an invention previously made, and known to him to have

been made, by the dissenting minister and toll-collector of

Henley-upon-Thames ! Yet, when we look for the evidence

on which such a charge is made, what do we find? The

nature of the “ experiments upon the steam-engine ” alleged

to have been made, or of the "discoveries” stated to have

been applied to the working model, is not in a single instancy

specified;—of the “family, friends, and relations,” spoken of

as ujdiolding the credit of the tale, not one individual is

named;—of the mysterious “stranger” himself, “evidently

“ weU acquainted with medianics,” stat nomms umbra ;—and

* Ftdoher, pp. 18, 19.
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his very “ connection with Watt as an engineer ” was, it

seems, only ** supposed” to exist!

'As for the Thic^esse, whose remarks are introduced as a

" sixong corroboration ” of the whole, he “ published,” says

Mr.- Fulcher, “ a brief memoir, written in one day, of which

“ we need not say more here,” he continues, “ than that it

deservedly enjoyed a fame of equal duration.” (Pref. p. iii.)

Of the same person’s autobiography, Mr. Fulcher adds that

iherein “ his spites, his bickerings, his disappointments, the

ill-natured things he did, the mistakes he made, the worth

“ he insulted, are recorded with a minuteness which his most
“ malignant enemy might hhve envied.” (p. 42.) Mr. Thick-

nesse was therefore a very proper herald to select for that

engine which “ alone would have furnished a fortune for all

“ the Gainsboroughs and their descendants,”—a fitting Daniel

come to judgment on the “ cunning, designing artist,” whom
the “ unsuspicious, good-hearted man ” allowed to see it, and
“ surreptitiously to carry it off in his mind’s eye.”

But, fortunately, Mr. Fulcher’s story is not original with

him ; nor is a test of its truth now to be applied to it for the

first time.

Jabez Homblower, who, after having been long employed

as a stoker in Messrs. Boulton and Watt’s manufactory at

Soho, was, in the end of the last century, convicted of gross

piracy of Mr. Watt’s invention, employed a portion of the

leisure which fell to his lot in the King’s Bench Prison in

writing a first edition of the same fable, which was published

in Gregory’s Mechanics. Mr. Homblower, however, with less

caution than Mr. Fulcher, did not altogether evade the men-
tion of any name or detail to authenticate his tale; but

appealed, in proof of it, to a conversation said to have been
teld with Mr. Samuel More, the very respectable Secretary

to the Society of Arts.

Now, in the trial of the cause, Boulton and Watt v. Bull, in

the Common Pleas, 22nd June, 1793, Mr. More was, it hap-

pens, examined as. a witness. He was asked, “You must
“ have seen and known a vast number of machines of various

“ kinds ;—^Did you ever meet with the application of those
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“ principles Mr. Watt has applied to the fire engine before you
“ knew Mr. Watt’s engine ? ” And upon oath he answered,

My situation in life leads me to see a vast many mechanical
“ contrivances, and my inclination leads me to look into

“ them. 1 take it to be the most useful engine that has ever

“ been brought forward by the mind of man ;
I have con-

“ sidered it attentively ; Ido declare I never saw the prinoiplee

“ laid doum in Mr. Watt'

9

epecijiccdion either applied to the

“ engine previous to his taking it up, nor ever read of any such

“ thing whatever."

If it be true,—^although of this we have no proof beyond

Homblower’s assertion,—^that Mr, More had inspected Mr,

Humphry Gainsborough’s “ workingrmodel ” to which his

precious “ discoveries ” were “ applied,” this only makes his

evidence in favour of the entire novelty as well as originality

of Mr. Watt’s steam-engine the more conclusive. Mr. Hum-
phry Gainsborough’s opinion of the value of his own machine,

as compared with that of Watt, appears, no doubt, to have

been tolerably good ;
for “ Suppose,” writes Mr. Boulton to

Mr, Watt in 1775, “ another ingenious man starts up with

“ another new discovery that should prove to be seven times

“ better than the common engine, whilst ours is only three

“ times, what then becomes of all the fabric we have raised,

“ and of the visionary profits? And let me tell you that

“ there is great probability of it, for there is a very ingenious

“ man at Henley-upon-Thames, who asserts that he hath

“ made such a discovery.” The person here alluded to,

—

who would have been very ingenious indeed if the ratio of

seven to three in favour of his steam-engine against that of

Watt had only proved to bo true!—was no doubt Gains-

borough as in a subsequent letter, believed to have been

written in 1776, Mr. Boulton talks of “ Tubal-Gains, or Watts,

“ or Dr. Fausts, or Gainsboroughs, arising'with serpents like

“ Moses’, that devour all others.”

Humphry Gainsborough’s serpent, however, did not actu-

ally devour the others ;
which would rather have baffled its

powers of digestion. He himself, (Gainsborough, not the ser-

pent I), is stated to have died in 1776, under a “deep and
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" melancholy impressioQ on his mind ” of having failed
;
but

very possibly retadning that conceit of the superiority of his

own " discoveries ” which seems to some extent to be habitual

with projectors, but especially with unsuccessful ones. Those

who, like Newton or Watt, do really make great scientific

discoveries which truly and widely enlighten and benefit man-

kind, and deservedly command the admiration of the world,

are usu^y less san^ine, and always, we venture to believe,

more modest. Stuart, in his History of the Steam-Engine,

calls Hombloweris story, quoted above, an “extraordinary

“ mid disingenuous statement and the friends of Mr.

Fulcher, whose publication is a posthumous one, must regret

that, after the interval of more than half a century, he should

have been deluded into giving renewed currency to anything

so groundless, and, we will venture to add, so absurd.
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CHAPTER IX.

HI8TOET OP THE STEAM-ENGINE BEFORE THE TIME OP WATT— JWLIPILBS
— ANTHEMIUS— GERBEllT— PORTA— BIVAULT— SOLOMON DB OAU8—
MARQUIS OF WORCESTER — HIS ‘CENTURY OP INVENTIONS’— QUESTION

WHETHER HE EXECUTED HIS APPARATUS— HIS ACT OF PARLIAMENT
— BBAUPORT MSS.— BOLLOCK’S ‘PANEGYRIC’ — TRAVELS OP ' COSMO DE
MEDICIS.

As we are now arrived at that important epoch of Mr. Watt’s

life when he made the first, the greatest, and the most prolific

of aU his mighty inventions connected with the steam-engine,

it is necessary that we should give some explanation of the

state in which he found that machine, as then employed in

imperfectly draining some coUieries and mines in Great

Britain, although not otherwise made available in either this

or any other country. Without a brief historical sketch such

as this renders necessary, many of our readers would find it

difficult either to follow the steps by which Mr. Watt ascended

in his successive inventions, to understand their importance,

or to appreciate their beauty ; and we venture to believe that

it is possible to communicate all that is on the present occa-

sion needful to be known on this part of our subject, without

perplexing our narrative by details either very numerous, or

at all obscure.

The earliest instance of a machine in which steam was de-

liberately used to generate motion, is, it seems to be generally

admitted, the .®olipile,—Ai)oli-pila, or ball of .M}lus,—such

as is delineated and described by Hero of Alexandria, in his

Pneumatica, or Spiritalia,* about 120 B.c. This seolipile was

a hollow ball of metal, moveable on external axes working in

sockets, and fitted with one or more tubes issuing from it

horizontally, closed at their ends, but with an opening in

* A curious treatise, which, alone in the Mathcmatioi Yetetes, Or. et

with his other works, is to be founa Lat.,’Par. 1693, fol.
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their sides. This ball being partially filled with water, and

placed over a fire, the re-action of the steam, rushing with

violence from those openings, caused it to revolve with more

or less rapidity according to the force of steam employed.

The machine has been constructed of several forms, and has

often served purposes of ingenious amusement. In point of

practical utility, it is recommended by Branca, in liis work

entitled ‘Le Machine,’ published at Home in 1629, to be

used to produce a rotatory motion, by acting on the pinions

of a wheel. It has also been employed instead of bellows,

directing a strong current of steam on the fire, in place of a

blast of air. Sir Hugh Plat, at p. 23 of his ‘Jewel House of

‘Art and Nature,’ (printed at London in 1653), gives a par-

ticular description of one which he calls A round ball of

“ copper or Latten, that will blow the fire very strongly,

“ onely by the attenuation of water into air
;
which device

“ may also serve to perfume with and he annexes a wood-

cut of it.

But the most singular details as to an instrument of this

sort with which we have met, are given in the following pas-

sage, taken from Plot’s Staffordshire :—“ Yet there are many
“ old customs in use within memory, of whose originals I

" could find no tolerable account, that possibly might com-
“ mence as high as these times

; such as the service due from
“ the Lord of Essington in this county [Stafford] to the Lord
“ of Hilton, about a mile distant, viz. that the Lord of the
“ manor of Essington shall bring a goose every New-year’s-
“ day, and drive it round the fire in the hall at Hilton, at

“ least three times, (which he* is bound to doe as mean lord),

“ whil’st Jack of Hilton is blowing the fire. Now, Jack of
“ Hilton is a little hollow image of brass of about 12 inches
“ high, kneeling upon his left knee, and holding his right

hand upon his head, * * having a little hole in the place
“ of the mouth, about the bigness of a great pin’s head, and
“ another in the back about f of an inch diameter, at which
“ last hole it is fill’d with water, it holding about 4 pints
“ and which, when set to a strong fire, evaporates after

the same manner as in an aeolipile, and vents it self at the
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“ smaller hole at the month in a constant blast, blowing the

“ fire so strongly that it is very audible, and makes a sensible

“ impression in that part of the fire where the blast lights, as

“ I found by experience. May the 26th, 1680.”*

A story is told by Agathias, in his history of Justinian, of

a trick played by Anthemius, the famous architect of the

church—now the mosque—of St. Sophia at Constantinople,

which, amidst all the vagueness and probably ignorance of

the historian, seems to indicate some knowledge, on the part

of its contriver, of the forcible effects of steam. Anthemius

and Zeno the rhetorician occupied contiguous houses
;
and in

a dispute about their walls or windows, the learning of the

mathematician was defeated by the eloquence of the orator.

In order to reven^ himself, Anthemius betook himself to the

practice of such arts as his knowledge of science could

suggest
;
and among other devices, more ingenious than hurt-

ful, by which he sought to disturb the quiet of his neighbour,

was one thus recorded by Gibbon :—“ In a lower room,

“ Anthemius arranged several vessels or cauldrons of water,

“ each of them covered by the wide bottom of a leathern tube,

“ which rose to a narrow top, and was artificially conveyed
“ among the joists and rafters of the adjacent building. A
“ fire was kindled beneath the cauldron

; the steam of the

“ boiling water ascended through the tubes
; the house was

“ shaken by the efforts of imprisoned air, and its trembling

“ inhabitants might wonder that the city was unconscious of

“ the earthquake which they had felt !” t

William of Malmesbmy describes as being preserved in the

Cathedral of Bheims, among other proofs of the mechanical

skill of Gerbert, (afterwards Pope Sylvester II., who died A.D.

1003), a hydraulic organ, blown “ by the violence of boiling

“ water.” J

* Nat. Hist, of Staffordshire, by f Decline and Fall of the Boman
Bobert Plot, LL.D.,,p. 433, edit. Ox- Empire, ch. xl.

ford, 1686. At plate xxxiii. of that t Willielm. Halmesbur. de gestis

work there is an engraved likeness of Begum Anglorum, Lib. ii. ; inter

Jack, to which we refer those of our Ber. Anglic. Script, ed. Lond. 1596,
readers who are curious in such mat- fol. 86, verso,

ters.
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Baptista Porta, a Neapolitan gentleman who devoted his

life to researches in diemistry and natural philosophy, in

whidi he displayed remarkable ingenuity, and distinguished

himself by inventing the magic lantern, has left us an ac-

count, in a work published in 1601,* of some curious experi-

ments on the power of steam, on its condensation, and on its

relative bulk as compared with water. In one of them, a

vacuum is distinctly formed by condensation, and water is

forced op into it by the pressure of the atmosphere; and

although tiiis appears, both from his description and irom the

rude wood-cut which accompanies it, to have been performed

on the scale not of miy large engine for raising water, but

only of a small philosophical apparatus, stiU the novel prin-

ciple is there clearly pointed out, and mad^ available to any

of his readers. In another experiment, a retort has its neck

inserted in a cistern Which is nearly filled with water ; the

water in the retort is then made to boil, and the steam, press-

ing on the water in the cistern, forces it up through a tube

fixed in its lid.

David Rivault, Seigneur de Flurance, near Laval, in France,

in a treatise on the Elements of Artillery, which he published

in 1605, and of which a second edition, containing an addi-

tional fourth book, appeared in 1608,t describes the power of

steam in bursting a strong bomb-shell, partly filled with

water, then tightly plugged, and set on a fire. But here,

with a power of very great destructiveness, there is evidently

a total want of any means of moderating, or almost of esti-

mating, that dangerous force. On behalf of M. Rivault, ac-

cordingly, our neighbours on fhe other side of the Channel,

—

who cannot in general be accused of understating the rights

which they may suppose their country to possess to any sh^are

in the ^progressive invention of the steam-engine,—^prefer no

* Pn^umaticonim libri tres: cum
duobus cmrilineoram elementorum
(printed at Naples), 4to. It was
translated into Italian, and published,
also at Naples, with the title * 1 tre

‘libri de’Spiritali,* 1606, 4to.

t The title of his book is ‘LesEle-

* mens de rArtillerie, concemans tant
‘la premiere inuention et theorie,
* que la practiqife du Canon. Par lo
‘ Sieur de Flurance Bivaylt. A Paris,
‘ chez Adrian . Beys, rue Sainct
‘Jacques, ioignant la Rosse Blanche.
‘ M.DC.V,*
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claim. This they reserve for two others of their countrymen,

Solomon De Caus and Denys Papin, who also flourished in

the seventeenth century, the one in its beginning, and the

other at its dose; of each of whom, and their respective

inventions or discoveries, we shall treat in due chronological

order.

The contrivance described and figured by Solomon De Caus

is as follows:—Take a strong hollow copper globe, with a

cock near the top to admit water, and through the middle of

the top a pipe fixed, with its lower end reaching nearly to

the bottom of the globe, without quite touching it ; fill the

globe with water through the cock, close it firmly, (the pipe,

however, remaining open), and put it on the fire
; then the

heat, acting npon’the globe, will make all the water ascend

through the pipe.

The merit of such a toy, which is little more than a repe-

tition of the apparatus already described by Porta, it might

be rather difficult to estimate. We are very willing that it

should have all the benefit of the rhetorical talent of the most

able of its panegyrists, the late M. Arago, who says :—“ The
“ apparatus of Solomon De Caus, that metal shell in which

“ a moving power almost indefinitely great is generated by
« means of a faggot and a match, will always make a noble
“ figure in the annals of the steam-engine.” Still we cannot

but remember that for all purposes of practical utility it has

proved to be valueless ; and that if, instead of “in the annals

“ of the steam-engine,” M. Arago had said, “ in annals pre-

“ vious to those of the steam-engine,” he would more exactly

have described the period to which a contrivance at once so

simple, so harmless, and—we must be pardoned for adding

—

so useless, properly belongs.

The name next in the series of early “ students of steam,”

is that of Edward, second Marquis of Worcester; in whose
‘ Century of Inventions,’ first published in 1663, occfir the

following curious articles :

—

“ 68. An admirable and most forcible way to drive up
“ water by fire, not by drawing or sucking it upwards, fdr

“ that must be, as the philosopher calleth it> Jntra tiphaeram
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which is hot at such a distance. But this way

**hatii no bounder, if the vessels be strong enough; for I

* have taken a piece of a whcde cannon, whereof the end was
^ burst, and filled it three quarters full of water. Stopping

*> and acnimg up the broken end, as also the touchhole, and

u myMng a constant fire under it, within 24 hours it burst

** and n^e a great crack. So that having a way to make

my vessels, so that they are strengthened by the force

** within them, and the one to fill after the other, I have seen

« the water run like a constant fonntaine-stream forty foot

" big*
; one vessel of water rarified by fire driveth up forty

“ of cold water. And a man that tends the work is but to

“ turn two cocks, that one vessel of water being consumed,

“ another begins to force and re-fill with cold water, and so

« successively, the fire being tended and kept constant, which

“ the person may likewise abundantly perform in

“ the interim between the necessity of turning the said cocks.”

« 98. An engine so contrived, that working the primum

“ forward or backward, upward or downward, circularly

“ or oomei^wise, to and fro, streight, upright or downright,

“yet the pretended operation continueth, and advanceth

“ none of the motions above-mentioned, hindering, much less

« stopping the other; but unanimously and with harmony

“ agreeing, they all augment and contribute strength unto

« the intended work and operation : and therefore I call this

« a vngint, and do intend that a model thereof

« be buried with me.
, j j

« 99 How to make <jpe pound weight to raise an hundred

« as hiA as one pound faUeth, and yet the hundred pound

o doth what nothing less than one hundred pound

« can effect. ,

« 100. TJp<m so potent a help as these two last-mentioned

« inven^ms, a waterwork b by many years' experience md

« labour 80 adrontageously by me contrived, that a child s

"force bringoth up an hundred foot high an incredible

" quantity of water, even two foot diameter, so Mturally,

" that the work wiH not be heard even into the next room

;

^ and with so great ease and geometrical symmetry, that
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though it work day and night from one end of Hie year to

the other, it will not require forty shillings reparation to

the whole engine, nor liinder ones day-work. And I may
‘‘ boldly call it t?ie most stupmdiou^ work in the whole world

:

not onely with little charge to drein all sorts of mines, and

furnish cities with water, though never so high seated, as
‘‘ well to keep them sweet, running through several streets,

‘‘ and so performing the work of scavingers, as well as fur-

nishing the inhabitants with sufficient water for their private
‘‘ occasions, but likewise supplying rivers with sufficient to

‘‘ maintaine and make them portable from towne to towne, and
‘‘ for the bettering of lands all the way it runs ; with many
“ more advantageous, and yet greater effects of profit, ad-

miration, and consequence. So that deservedly I deem this

“ invention to crown my labours, to reward my expences,

“ and make my thoughts acquiesce in way of further

“ inventions.”

In these extracts are contained the principal reasons for

posterity supposing the Marquis to have been acquainted with

the power of steam, and able to apply it to some useful pur-^

pose. It is true that in the same extraordinary work, if we

are to believe its noble author, many great inventions of more

modern days, as well as some which still lie hid in the future,

were anticipated. Within the compass of a few very small

duodecimo pages, the Marquis enumerates ‘‘A way how to

make a Boat work itself against Wind and Tide, yea, both

without the help of man or beast —‘‘ How to make a

“ Pistol to discharge a dozen times^ with one loading, and

-without so much as once new Priming requisite How
to make a man to fly ;

which I have tried with a little Boy
of ten years old in a barn, from one end to the other, on

an Hay-mow

A

Watch to go constantly, and yet needs

no other winding from the first setting on the Cord or

Chain, imless it be broken

“

An Engine whereby one

man may take out of the water a Ship of 500 Tun, so that

^ it may be calked, trimmed and repaired without need of

* the usual way of stocks, and as easily let down again

—

^ An Instrument whereby an ignorant person may take any-

I
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in Fmpeotivtt, u josUy, and more than the skilfuUest
**JPlIiMar oaa do h& eye &c. Stc. &o.

of tbeae* and of the ninety other articles of which the

*CksBtarj* is made up^ wanted only ono condition to be

noin|ilied with their author, to satisfy the world that they

«sce not the mere idle dreams of a mechanical visionary, or

the impudent boasts of a peendo^entific braggart. But

timt eimdilion is eertainly an important one; viz. that he

shonld have ezeonted all, or at least some of the more im-

portant of the Tsrioas machines whicli he thus describes.

on this point, in the case of the Marquis, there is un-

fcetanately considerahle room for doubt ; althongb the little

* Centnry,* crowing like a game-cock to the last, closes with

an aw*ff*"* of his “ meaning to leave to Posterity a Book,

“ wherein under each of these Heads the means to put in

“ eMentioa viable trial all and every of these Inventions,

" with the diape and form of all things belonging to them,

** shall be printed by Brass-phites.” This was published in

1663, the Mmquis lived for four yearn afterwards ;
but,

u the promised w«k never appeared, it is perhaps not very

to suppose, as some authors have done, that he either

was or never seriously intended, to make such a

ftirther publication.

n is but just towards his memory to mention some

^dreumstances, wUch, at least in so far as &e « water^m-

- engine ” is concerned, seem to afford grounds for

mpp^lhS whatever might be the true imture the

which it acte^ or of the effects which it was able to

J^JducS^ such an engine was actuaUy constructed and was

“(S Z^3rd of April, 1663,-the same year in which, m

•Inadv stated, appeared the ‘ Century of Invention^ —a Bill

jJ^Tteau^t into Parliament “to enable Edward Marquess

r^WdStor to receive the benefit and profit of a wate>

Aiunne bv him invented; one tenth part

nine]^; and this BUI was pas^ mto an Act on the 12th
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of May following, not, as Lord Orford erroneously supposed,

on the simple affirmation by the Marquis of his having made
such a discovery, but after repeated meetings of committees

on the subject, at which several amendments were made on
the Bill.

Mr. Partington is not quite accurate when he says, in the

Preface to his edition of the ^Century of Inventions,^ pub-

lished in 1825, On the 3rd of April, 1663, a Bill was brought

in for granting to him [^. e. the Marquis] and his successors

the whole of the profits that might arise from the use of an
“ engine, described in the last article in the ‘ Century.’ ” The
following history of the date of the introduction of the Bill,

and of its progress through Parliament, which we have taken

from the Journals of the respective Houses, will, wa believe,

be found a more correct one.

The Marquis of Worcester’s Engine Bill was brought into

the House of Lords, and there read a first time, on the 16th

of March, 1663.

Bill read a second time 19 March, and referred to a Com-
mittee of twenty-two Peers.

The Committee reported certain alterations • on the Bill,

which were read twice, and the Bill was re-committed,

28 March.

Further report from the Committee, of a proviso to be

added
:
proviso read twice and agreed to, and Bill ordered to

be engrossed, with the proviso, 30 March.

Bill read a third time, and passed, 31 March.

Sent to the House of Commons, 2 April.

Bead a first time in the House of Commons, 3 April.

Bead a second time, and referred to a Committee of fifty-

one members, 4 April.

Committee reported several amendments, which were agreed

to, and •further proviso recommended, 13 April.

Bill with amendments and proviso agreed to, 5 May
;
and

Lord Herbert directed to carry the same up to the Lords.

Bill with amendments brought up to the House of Lords,

7 May.

The Lords acquaint the Commons that they agree to the

I 2
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amendments and alterations in the Bill
;
message received by

the Commons, 12 May.

The Koyal Assent given by Commission to the Act,

3 June, 1663.

It will thus be seen that the Act in question was not passed

without formal, and apparently careful deliberation ; though

we still are uninformed as to how far evidence may have

been called for, before either of the Committees, as to the

reality and the specific particulars of the invention affirmed

to have been made. Besides the passing of the Act, and the

publication of the ‘ Century,’ the principal circumstances that

seem to show that the Marquis did more than merely

imagine the construction of such an engine, are the fol>

lowing :

—

(1.) It is expressly provided in the Act, “that a model

“ thereof [t. e. of the engine] be delivered by the said Mar-

“ quess or his assigns, to the Lord Treasurer or Commis-
“ sioners for the Treasury for the time being, at or before the

“ nine-and-twentieth day of September, one thousand six hun-

“ dred sixty-three, and be by him or them put into the

“ Exchequer and kept there.” Unfortunately, we are not in

a condition to prove that this model ever was so deposited.

The Act was passed prior to the publication of the ‘ Century,’

for in the Dedication prefixed to the latter, “ To the Bight
“ Honourable the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and to the

“ Enights, Citizens, and Burgesses of the Honoiirable House
“ of Commons, now assembled in Parliament,” the Marquis

speaks of “ the Act of the Water-commanding Engine (which

“ so chearfully you have past).” Yet in the whole course of

the work he does not say either that the model had been

deposited as directed, or that the engine was in course of

construction on a great scale ; although he does speak very

confidently of the great feats he intended to perform, wi&
the help of one “ Caspar Ealtoff’s hand,” an “ imparallelled

“ workman both for trust and skill, who hath been these five-

“ and-thirty years as in a school under me imployed, and still

“ at my disposal, in a place by my great expences made fit

for publick service —expenses which he afterwards esti-
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mates at 10,0002. His expectations of realising a fortune by
his engine were evidently exuberant

; and, with a heroic boli

ness not unworthy of the rest of his character and proceed-

ings, he professes his design of first paying his debts, next of

settling a competency to himself to live according to his birth

and quality, and lastly, of dedicating the rest to the service

of his king and country
; who, however, fared little the better

for that “ bright reversion
!”

(2.) In a letter to the Marchioness of Worcester from her

confessor, dated 1670, which was three years after the death

of her lord, the writer remonstrates with her ladyship for

allowing her thoughts to be too much set “ on the title of

“ Flantagenet, and of disposing yourself for that greate dig-

“ nity by getting of greate sums of money from the King to

“ pay your deceased lord’s debts, and enriching your selfe by
“ the great machine and the hke.” All of which ideas the

priest, Walter Travers, declares to be motives employed by

the devil, “to make his suggestions the more prevalent:”

very piously advising the Marchioness, “ insteede of temporal!,

“ to seeke after eternall riches and honors,” but very un-

gallantly adding, “ which your age doth assure you are not

“ far off.”

Along with this letter may be taken another still more

curious document, preserved, like it, by the Beaufort family,

and published in 1825 in Mr. Partington’s edition of the
‘ Century of Inventions ;’ it is entitled, “ The Lord Marquesse

“ of Worcester’s ejaculatory and extemporary thanksgiving

“ Prayer, when first with his corporal eyes he did see finished

“ a perfect trial of his Water-commanding JEhyine, delightful

“ tmd us^ul to whomsoever hath in recommendation eitJter hnow-

“ ledge, profit, or pleasure and begins as follows :—“ Oh

!

“ infinitely omnipotent God ! whose mercies are fathomlesse,

“ and whose knowledge is immense and inexhaustible
; next

“ to my creation and redemption I render thee most humble
“ thanks from thfe very bottom of my heart and bowels, for

“ thy vouchsafing me (the meanest in understanding) an
“ insight in soe great a secret of nature, beneficent to all

“ mankind, as this my water-commanding engine. Suffer me
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‘‘ not to be puffed upp, O Lord, by the knowing of it, and

many more rare and unheard off, yea unparallelled inven-

** tions, tryals, and experiments,*’ &c.

Supposing this prayer to have been really composed or

offered up by the Marquis, it seems at least conclusive as to

his own genuine belief in the wonders he asserted liimself to

have achieved
;
as he cannot for a moment be supposed to

have been so abandoned, as, in so very deliberate and solemn

a manner, to have called on his Maker to witness a lie.

(3.) In one or two copies of the first edition of the

^ Century,’ there occurs, as a sort of Appendix, a description

of “ a stupendious Water-commanding Engine, boundless for

** height or quantity, requiring no external or even additional

help or force, to be set or continued in motion, but what
“ intrinsically is afforded from its own operation, nor yet the
‘‘ twentieth part thereof,” &c. &c. It is introduced by a

preface, and concludes with a Latin elogium and English

panegyric, ‘‘composed, through duty and gratitude, by an
“ ancient servant of his Lordship, (James Eollock), who hath,

for 40 years, been an eye-witness of his great ingenuity,

“ indefatigable pains, and vast expenses in perfecting^ for
“ pvblic service, not only this most stupendious Water-com-
“manding Engine, but likewise several other rare, useful,

“ and never formerly heard of mathematical conclusions, of
^ which he hath owned a Century, and thereunto I refer you

;

“ though this alone were enough to eternalise his name to all

“ ages and future times,” &c. &c. The panegyric is headed,
“ A Panegyrick to the Eight Honorable Edward Lord Mar-
“

« uess of Worcester, upon his stupendious and never suffi-

“ ciently-commended Water-work,” and is as follows :—

I know mean subjects need a skilful pen

To stretch their worth on Tenter-hooks, but when
A Theme falls out so pregnant, who can chuse

But strain his vulgar Wit to prove a Muse ?

*

“ Ck)me, fainting Pilgrim, lay here down thy pack ;

** And, while thou rests thy wearied limbs, look back
“ Upon this Pageant, the Embleme of his mind
“ Whose Art and Skill bath this our Age refined.
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“ Here little David curbs the Gyant’s brood,
“ Small drops of Rain contend with Nodh^s flood

;

“ One weighs a thousand coming down apace,
** Weighs but himself when he hath run his race.

“ The Heavens admire, the Centre stands amazed,
“ To see such Streams by so small Forces raised.

—

“ Great is the Work, but greater is the Fame
“ Of that great Peer, who did invent the same.

“ What Force or Strength can do, is in his reach

;

“ His long Experience, Costs and Charges teach

:

“ What Greeks nor Homans ere could do, this day
“ Our noble Britain liere hath found the way.

“ If Ages past had bred you, we had seen

“ Your Glorie’s current run a bigger stream
;

“ But Art and Envy meeting face to face,

“ Like France and Spain, dispute who shall take place.

** None but Ignoble Minds love to detract •

** From th’ honour due to such a noble act

;

“ On then, that After-ages may relate
** Your Service done to Country, King, and State.

And though that envious Spirits spit their gall,

“ Your Noble Deeds are so well known to all,

“ As if their malice should take from your Praise,

“ Your own deserts will crown your head with Bayes.”

The Latin elogiimvis much to the same purpose, and

precedes the panegyric. It must be confessed that the ro-

mantic address of Mr. Rollock bears a somewhat close resem-

blance to the mythical style of the Marquis
;
the man having

been evidently infected by what cruel critics diight term

the vapouring of the master. But, on the other hand, the

expressions in the third stanza are wonderfully descriptive

of the powerful action of steam in raising water, as well as

of its condensation when its work is done.

(4.) In the translation of the Travels in England of Cosmo

de Medicis, Grand Duke of Tuscany, published in 1821, it is

stated that ‘‘ on the 28th May, 1699, his Highness saw at

Vauxhall an hydraulic machine, invented by my Lord

Somerset, Marquess of Worcester. It raises water more
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“ than forty geometrical feet, by the power of one man only

;

" and in a reiy short space of time will draw up four vessels

" of water, through a tube or channel not more than a span
“ in width.”

The two accounts of the performances of the engine, the

one by the Marquis, and the other by the Duke, or his

Secretary, (the celebrated Magalotti), who wrote the Journal,

are, in the ^essential point of numerical appreciation of the

power, almost verbatim the same
;
and it is not improbable

that, to ensure greater accuracy, the one might be copied

from the other. This, however, we have been led to imagine

solely from their extraordinary similarity, and from our not

having met with a description of the engine in any other con-

temporary work.

hard is it to discover, from such accounts, the true state

of the cgse, that on the question of Lord Worcester’s execu-

tion of any steam-dngine, there has always prevailed great

diversity of opinion. Nay, we even find one author, of very

considerable ingenuity, and of extensive though not always

accurate research, in one of his works thinking it clear, for

various reasons which'he assigns, that this hydraulic machine

must have been some species of steam-engine; and, pro-

bably, the identical “most stupendious Water-commanding
“ Engine

*

while in another work, published not long

before, he had said that the “ ‘ Centwry of Inventions ’ is

“ called by Walpole, mth much truth, an amazing piece of

“ folly,” and had unmercifully ridiculed “ the overwhelming

“ quackery of the Marquis of Worcester, and the absurd

“ extravagdhce of his pretensions.” f
We must not omit the tradition which attributes the origin

of the steam-ideas of the Marquis to the period of his impri-

sonment in the Tower of London. His captivity there, which

was of several years’ duratioxi, began in 1665, when he was

arrested while on a mission from Charles IL, who was then

* Historicid and Bescriptive Anec- t Descriptive History df the Steam*
dotes of Steam-en^nes, by Bobert endne, by Robert St^rt. London,
l^tuart. London, 1829, vol. 1. 1821.
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residing at the Court of France, and had sent him over to

England to procure money and secret intelligence
; articles

of both of which the exiled monarch was at that time very

destitute. It is said that the Marquis, in those deep soli-

" tudes and awful cells,” one day observed the lid of the pot in

which his dinner was cooking suddenly rise, forced up by the

vapour of the water which the JSre had heated ; or, in other

words, by steam. ** Then it occurred to him that the same

force which had lifted the lid might become, in certain cir-

" cumstances, a useful and convenient moving power and

hence—so runs the story—^arose the ‘ Century of Inventions,*

with its steam-engine all ready-made and acting at least in

the mind of its contriver!
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CHAPTER X.

COMPARATIVE CLAIMS OF SOLOMOM DR CAUS AHD THE MARODIS OF

WORCESTER — NATIONAL CONTROVERSY — LETTER FROM MARION DE

L'ORME published by miss COSTELLO— exposure OF A FRAUDULENT

IMPOSTURE— PHILOSOPHICAL DISCOVERIES OF THE SEVENTEENTH CEN*

TURT— GALILEO— TORRICELLI— PASCAL— OTTO DB GUERICKE.

The comparative claims of Solomon De Cans and of the

Marquis of Worcester have been a favourite subject of dis-

cussion with many writers in both France and England, the

countrymen of the one and of the other respectively. We
say their countrymen ; for, although De Caus published his

book ‘Les Raisons des Forces Mouvantes* at Frankfort, and

was for some time in the service of Henry, Prince of Wales,

at Richmond, and afterwards of the Elector Palatine at

Heidelberg, who married the Princess Elizabeth of England,

he yet writes in French, calls himself, in the Dedication of

the first part of that work to Louis XIII., a cubject of that

monarch, and is also styled his subject in the Privilege

granted to his publication. But his principal works were

published, either in London, (‘ La Perspective avec la Raison
‘ des Ombres et Miroirs, 1612 ’), or “ beyond the Rhine,”

(‘ Les Raisons des Forces Mouvantes, 1613, en la boutique
‘ de Jan Norton, Inhraire Anglois*)’, and it is sufficiently

singular that the distinguished patronage which he frequently

and gratefully acknowledges was conferred on him by the

Royal Family of this country ; which, in all that relates to

mechanical science, seems then, as now, to have assei-ted a
proud pre-eminence.

In the national competition as to those two ingenious pro-

jectors, De Caus had clearly the priority in point of time, by
a whole half-century. But then he is not even alleged ever

to have applied his hollow ball and tube, or,—to dignify

them by a name which they could hardly claim,—his boiler
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and steam-pipe, to any purpose of utility ; and in all proba-

bility he hever either executed them on a great scale, or

attempted to regulate the force which on a small scale he

may have been able so to exert. The engine devised by
Lord Worcester, on the other hand, if we are to believe the

concurrent testimony of his own description and prayer,—of

the correspondence between his widow and her confessor,

—

of the panegyric of his servant Rollock, and of the account

given by Duke Cosmo de Medicis and his Secretary Maga-

lotti,—would appear to have been at last executed on a scale

large enough to produce very considerable hydraulic effects

;

and, although we must probably ever remain ignorant of the

precise manner in which it acted, still there is no doubt that

the language used by all parties in regard to it could best be

explained, by supposing that steam, in some one or more of

its manifold ways of operation, was its moving power.

Considering the uselessness of the contrivance of De Cans,

and the doubtfulness existing as to4ihat of the Marquis, it is,

indeed, only surprising that “the invention of the steam-

“ engine ” should have been attributed to either of them,

with such confidence as both French and English writers

have alternately shown. So long, however, as the little

national rivalry was characterised by a due regard to con-

troversial fairness, there was nothing either unpleasing in its

aspect, or likely to prove hurtful in its consequences. But

in all such controversies, whether scientific or literary, where

either national or personal glory is concerned, the first requi-

site is that they be conducted with a strict regard to truth

and justice; that no false weapons be used, no foul blows

dealt, nor unfair advantage taken ; and that,—as a natural

corollary from such propositions,—where these rules have

been infringed, defeat and ignominy deserve to be the result.

These remarks may appear severe; but we shall leave our

readers to judge, after having perused the following state-

ment, whether they are uncalled for.

In a work entitled ‘A Summer amongst the Bocages and

‘ the Vines,’ published in 1840, by Miss Louisa Stuart

Costello, a lady favourably known to the world by several
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of her 'writings, appears the following letter, wliich she states,

without hinting a suspicion of the truth of the stfetement, to

have been written by Marion de I’Onne, in 1641, to M. de

Cinq Mars. Mademoiselle de I’Orme, we need scarcely inform

our readers, was a lady whose name only too frequently

occurs in the scandalous annals of the Court of Louis XIII.

;

and Cinq Mars was the hapless d’Effiat, at one time the

youthful favourite of that monarch, but also too well known

by the recklessness of his life, and the tragic fate which early

befell him. There is, we believe, little doubt that between

d'EiSat and Marion de I’Orme there were certain passages

of love, of which many curious anecdotes have been pre-

served
;
and so far there appeared to be some foundation on

which the superstructure of the following letter might fairly

rest.

« My DEAR EpFIAT, -Puris, Fob. 1041.

“ While you are forgetting me at Narbonne, and

“ giving yourself up to the pleasures of the Couil; and the

“ delight of thwarting M. le Cardinal de Richelieu, I, accord-

" ing to your express desire, am doing the honours of Paris

“ to your English lord, the Marquis of Worcester
; and I

“ carry him about, or, rather, he carries me, from curiosity

“ to curiosity, choosing always the most grave and serious,

" speaking very little, listening with extreme attention, and
“ fixing on those whom he interrogates two large blue eyes,

" which seem to pierce to the very centre of their thoughts.

“ He is remarkable for never being satisfied with any ex-

" planations which are given him
; and he never sees tin'ngg

“ in the light in which they are shown him
:
you may judge

« of this by a visit we made together to Bicetre, where he
“ imagined he had discovered a genius in a madman.

" If this madman had not been actually raving, I verily
« believe your Marquis would have entreated his liberty, and
“ have carried him oflf to London, in order to hear his extra-
“ vagances, from morning till night, at his ease. We were
“ crossing the court of the mad-house, and I, more dead than
“ alive with fright, kept close to my companion’s side, when
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“ a frightful face appeared behind some immense bars, and a
“ hoarse voice exclaimed, ‘ I am not mad ! I am not mad

!

“ ‘ I have made a discovery which would enrich the country
“ ‘ that adopted it.’ ‘ What has he discovered ? ’ I asked of

“ our guide. ‘ Oh,’ he answered, shrugging his shoulders,
“

‘ something trifling enough
;
you would never guess it ; it

“
‘ is the use of the steam of boiling water.’ I began to

“ laugh. ‘ This man,’ continued the keeper, ‘ is named Salo-
“ * mon de Cans

;
he came from Normandy, four years ago,

“
‘ to present to the King a statement of the wonderful effects

“
‘ that might be produced from his invention. To listen to

“ ‘ him, you would imagine that with steam you could navi-
“

‘ gate ships, move carriages, in fact, there is no end to the
“ ‘ miracles which, he insists upon it, could be performed.
“ ‘ The Cardinal sent the madman away without listening to
“ ‘ him. Salomon de Cans, far from being discouraged, fol-

“ ‘ lowed the Cardinal wherever he went, with the most

“‘determined perseverance; who, tired of finding him^or
“

‘ ever in his path, and annoyed to death with his folly,

“ ‘ ordered him to be shut up in Bie^tre, where he has now
“ ‘ been for three years and a half, and where, as you hear,

“ ‘ he calls out to every visitor that he is not mad, but that

“ ‘ he has made a valuable discovery. He has even written
“

‘ a book on the subject, which I have here.’ *

“ Lord Worcester, who had listened to this account with

“ much interest, after reflecting a time, asked for the book,

“ of which, after having read several pages, he said, ‘ This

“ ‘ Tnn.n is not mad. In my country, instead of shutting him
“ ‘ up, he would have been rewarded. Take me to him, for

“ ‘ I should like to ask him some questions.’ He was ac-

“ cordingly conducted to his cell, but after a time he came

‘v‘ back sad and thoughtful. ‘ He is, indeed, mad now,’ said

“ he ;
‘ misfortune and captivity have alienated his reason

;

“ ‘ but it is you who have to answer for his madness : when
“

‘ you cast him into that cell, you confined the greatest

“
‘ genius of the age.’ After this we went away, and, since

* Here Miss Gostollo, in a note, adds the title of He Cans' book»
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“ time, he has done nothing but talk of Salomon

“ de Cans.

“ Adieu, my dear friend and faithful Henry. Make haste

" and come back, and pray do not be so happy where you are

« as not to keep a little love for me.

“ Marion Delorme.”

To us, we confess, it always appeared that this letter

smacked very strongly of having been concocted in the nine-

teenth century; and we now beg to inform those of our

readers who might at first have been disposed to tliink dif-

ferently, that it is, throughout, an attempt at an impudent and

fraudulent imposture. So far from “ your English lord, the

“ Marquis of Worcester,” ha^ng then been in Paris, dangling

at the apron-string of “ that sweet saint,” Mademoiselle de

I’Orme, and choosing to appear everywhere in public with so

virtuous a young lady, “ listening with extreme attention,”

“ firing on those whom he interrogates two large blue eyes,”

reading the book of De Cans, of which the keejier of the

madhouse so naturally had a copy in readiness for accidental

visitors, &c. &c. &c., there was not, and there never had been,

at the date of the letter in question, either in France or in

England, any such person as a Marquis of Worcester at all,

nor was there any such title as that Marquisate in existence

!

Further, the first peer who bore that title was not the Marquis
of Worcester of steam-engine fame ; and the latter did not

become either Earl or Marquis of Worcester for years after

the date of the alleged interview with De Cans, from which
“ he returned” so “ sad and thoughtful !

”

Henry, fifth Earl of Worcester, was not created a Marquis
till 1642, when his son Edward, the author of the ‘ Century
*of Inventions,’ was known as Lord Herbert Edward, Lord
Herbert, was created Earl of Glamorgan in 1646 ; and on the
death of his father, the first Marquis, who died at the vene-

rable age of eighty-five years, he succeeded to the Earl-

dom and Marquisate of Worcester. The second Marquis
died, we may add, (although that date is not material

to our present purpose), on the 3rd of April, 1667, and is
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interred in the cemetery of the Beaufort family in Bagland
church.

We are far from accusing Miss Costello of having been a

willing accomplice in the literary fraud which we have thus

had the satisfaction of exposing as it deserves. That lady

will no doubt now regret having been an involuntary instru-

ment in giving currency to the forged document which ap-

pears to have been palmed off upon her: for she thereby

stamped it with an apparent mark of truth, which, without

such authority, it might never have received
;
but which, for

the long space of seventeen years, has enabled it to impose

upon various writers in this country, of more or less note,

as well as, inferentially, on some at least of their readers.

It is only surprising that a lady accustomed, in a consider-

able degree, to historical research, and herself well skilled

in all the more honourable part of the craft of authorship,

should have suffered herself to be so grossly deceived ; but

the lesson will not be lost if it teaches her or others for the

future to receive with more caution those fragments of in-

formation which, whether on this or on the other side of the

Channel, may be too readily offered to their notice. We also

think that, after what we have stated. Miss Costello is bound, in

self-justification, to make a public statement of the way in

which she obtained the fabricated letter, and the grounds on

which she relied in believing it to be genuine.

The well-known motto of the Edinburgh Review has been

from its commencement, more than half a century ago,

“Judex damnatur cum nocens absolvitur;” and in general

the writers in it have not been accused either of undue excess

of lenity, or of any deficiency of critical acumen. Yet one

of their number,* deluded by the Costello fable, talks of

“ Solomon de Cans, who, as his countrymen say, communi-
“ cated thp discovery of the steam-engine to the Marquis of

“ Worcester.” Hans Christian Andersen, the well-^own

author of many lively Danish tales, has shared in a like ere*

• Edinburgh Review, No. 171, for Januafy, 1847, Review of Lurine'e work
* lies Ruee de Farie.'
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and nys that “ Sdlomon de Caus, the discoverer of
•* aleam, was a remarkable man, far before the age he lived
** and therefore c<mfined in a madhouse * the authority
tot De Cans' hinacy and imprisonment being just the same
lis far dieMarquis of Worcester having been in Paris, in com-
.ftaj unth Maritm de TOrme, in February, 1641. The apo-

ocyplud kgmid also figures conqdcuously, (without any refer-

snoe bmi^ made to the work of Miss Costello), ip no fewer

ttmn three soccessive editions ofthe * Life of George Stephen-
* acm, •Bailway Engmem*, by Samuel Smiles

“

Solomon
** de Cans^” says Mr. Smiles, " who was shut up for his

" supposed madness in the Bic^tre at Paris, seems to have
** been the first Uf conceive the idea of employing steam for

« moving carriages on land as well as ships at sea. Marion
** de VOrme, in a letter to the Marquis de Cinq-Mars, dated

“ Paris, February, 1641,” &c. ; and then follows the greater

portion of Miss de I’Orme’s precious billet-doux. “ It ap-

“ pears,” adds Mr. Smiles, “ that the Marquis of Worcester

“was greatly struck by the appearance of De Caus, and

“ afterwards studied his book, portions of which he em-

“ bodied in his ‘ Century of Inventiona’ ” This must be all

very entertaining to the wicked wag who palmed off on Miss

Co^llo the hoax which has met with such easy victims
; but

we hope that henceforth the letter in question may no longer

be looked upon with so much greater respect than it deserves,

as a source of historic truth.

The few years before and after the middle of the seven-

teenth century form a most brilliant era in the history of dis-

coveries in natural philosophy; and, quite independent of

the hydraulic machine invented by the Marquis of Worcester,

some great advances were made at that time, by philosophers

whose names have not usually been associated with the

steam-engine, towards the right explanation of principles on

which its action was at first to depend, as well as towards

the construction of the apparatus.

* ‘To Be or Not to Be.' Tn^latcd from the Danish by Nn, Bushby.
1857, p. 187.

^
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Galileo, in 1640-41, surmised the true nature of a vacuum,

and of the pressure of the atmosphere. His pupil Torricelli,

pursuing the subject after the death of Galileo, invented the

barometer, and proved the theory in 1643. Pascal, hearing of

it, as he says, at Eoiien, published, in 1647, his ‘Nouvelles
‘ Experiences touchant le Vuide,* confirming the deductions of

the Italian philosophers; and he caused to be made, in 1648,

the memorable experiment of the Puy de Dome, thereby esta-

blishing the variation in the pressure of the atmosphere at

different heiglits, which Descartes had before conjectured :

—

“ Co qui nous ravit tous,” says M. Perier, who, at Pascal’s

request, made the experiment,—in speaking of the pheno-

menon observed in it,— d’admiration et d’fftonnement.” He
further developed the theory, in 1653, by many experiments,

which were not published until 1663, a year subsequent to

his death, in his ‘ Traitez de PEquilibre des Liqueurs et de
^ la Pesanteur de la Masse de TAir.’

Otto de Guericke had in the meantime applied himself to

the same subject, and invented an air-pump, the effects of

which he exhibited to the assembled German Princes at the

Diet of Ratisbon in 1654. An account of this was published

by Gaspar Schottus, first in his book ‘ De Arte Mechanic^
‘ Hydraulicopneumatica/ in 1657, to which it forms an ap-

j^endix
;
and afterwards, with several additions, as Guericke

has informed us, in his ‘ Technica Curiosa,’ Norimb. 1664,

4to. Robert I3oyle passed some time at Florence in 1642, in

which year Galileo died at a neighbouring village ; he pub-

lished, in 1660, ‘New Experiments upon the Spring of Air,’

and described therein an air-pump he had invented two or

three years before, and which had been improved by Hooke.

The experiments of the Accademia del Cimento, wliich are

very full upon this subject, were published at Florence in

1666. Gtto Guericke ^d not himself publisli until a later

period
;
for although he states in the preface to his work en-

titled ‘Experimenta Nova Magdeburgica de Vacuo Spatie/

that it was completed on the 14th of March, 1663, yet he

adds, that, partly in consequence of illness, and partly from

other occupations, a delay of seven years occurred in placing

K
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it before the world. It was at last published at Amsterdam

in 1672
;
and its appearance then seems to have been in part

owing to the exertions of certain illustrious inends of its

author. Looking at chapters 27 and 28 of book il., and at

the iconismi numbered xiv. and xv., where Guericke de-

scribes and delineates a cylinder with a packed piston and

rod, and states his mode of forming a vacuum, by extracting

the air under the piston by means of his air-pump, and thus

producing a power for raising weights by the pressure of the

atmosphere, we observe a great similarity to the apparatus in

which Papin, several years later, when residing at Marburg,

formed his vacuum by the condensation of steam. Indeed we

think it quite evfftent that the Marburg Professor not only

borrowed the form of the apparatus, but took the novel idea

of using the pressure of the atmosphere as a power, from the

far-famed burgomaster of Magdeburg. Germany thus claims

a share in the invention of The Gbeat Machine, as it is

called, by just anticipation, in the letter to the Marchioness

of Worcester from her confessor.

The notion of the existence of such a thing as a vacuum,

—

which the old doctrine had taught that “Nature abhorred,”

—

and the right explanation of its true nature
;
the construction

and use of the air-pump
;
the cylinder with its piston-rod, and

piston packed so as to be air-tight although moveable in the

cylinder, and with its upper surface exposed, so that the air

should act on it as a power, when the close cylinder beneath

was exhausted; are all so many distinct steps towards the

formation of the atmospheric steam-engine of last century

:

which, under the hand of Watt, cast off altogether its de-

pendence on the atmosphere, and for the first time became

in every sense a true steam-en^ne; deriving its vacuum
from the condensation of steam on one side of the piston,

and its power from the impulse of steam on the other, and

vice versd, according as the stroke made is downwards, and

upwards, in uninterrupted succession.
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CHAPTER XL

DENTS PAPIN — HIS MEMOIR OP 1690 — ATTEMPT TO FORM A VACUUM
BY GUNPOWDER— HI8 SUBSEQUENT ADOPTION OP SAVBBY’S PRINCIPLE

— HIS DIGESTER— MISTAKES OF ENGLISH AND OF FRENCH WRITERS
IN REGARD TO HIS INVENTIONS — TRANSLATION OP HIS PAPER OP

1690.

We come now to the Memoir in which Denys, or Dionysius

Papin, in the year 1690, availing himself c!f the apparatus of

Guericke, and of the true ideas as to a vacuum and the

pressure of the atmosphere, of which we have just been

speaking, set forth another important fact which he had

observed. This was, that if a close cylinder were filled

with steam, and the steam were then allowed to condense,

a vacuum would be formed within the cylinder
; and that,

consequently, a moveable piston, fitted to the interior of the

cylinder, would then fall, under the pressure of the atmo-

sphere
;

just as it did in Otto Guericke’s experiment, where

the vacuum had been formed by the air-pump.

Papin mentions, in the outset of his Memoir, that he*had
applied steam to that purpose, in consequence of the failure

of a previous attempt he had made to obtain a vacuum by

the explosion of gunpowder, in the same cylinder, beneath

the piston
;
the explosion always leaving the vacuum imper-

fect, on account, as he supposed, of a portion of the air

which remained, or, as we should now say, of the gases which

were the products of the coifibustion. But he proposed to

carry out his ingenious idea of forming the vacuum by con-

densation, by the clumsy, tedious, and unprofitable exp^ient

of removing the fire from beneath the cylinder, previous to

each stroke or descent of the piston
; a method which even

the greatest of his admirers among his own countrymen

admits was scarcely tolerable even in an experiment in-

tended to verify the accuracy of a principle and which
K 2
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involved so great an expense of time, fuel, and labour, as to

make it confessedly of no use in practice.

To practice, accordingly, Papin seems never to have

attempted to apply it, notwithstanding the suggestions to

that effect contained in his Memoir
; and we also find that

on the appearance of a better invention for condensing the

steam, eight years afterwards, Papin abandoned his own

scheme, and betook himself to the construction of an engine,

(which, however, turned out not to be a good one), in which

he made use of the new plan. As for the applications of a

moving-power which he enumerates, and which, if original,

would have been ingenious enough, he may have found

them, and many *more, ready stated to his liand in a book

published in London in 1651, entitled, ‘ Invention of Engines

‘ of Motion lately brought to perfection
;
whereby may be

‘ despatched any work now done in England, or elsewhere,

^ (especially works that require strength and swiftness),

^ either by wind, water, cattel, or men, and that with better

‘ accommodation and more profit than by any thing hitherto

^ known and used.’ This is in the form of a letter to Hart-

lib, author of a celebrated Discourse on Flanders Husbandry,

and many other agricultural works. The unknown author of

the ^ Engines of Motion ’ says, I have already erected one

little engine, or great model, at Lambeth.” See Stuart’s

^ Anecdotes of Steam-Engines,’ pp. 77-79, where it is suggested

that the author may have been the Marquis of Worcester.

The best methods of applying the power to those various

mechanical processes, which both Papin and his great advo-

cate M. Arago have treated as difficulties of a very secondary

kind, have in reality proved far otherwise
;
they have exer-

cised the ingenuity of the most eminent engineers for

upwards of a century and a half
;
and without their solution

no mechanical power, however great, could be deemed of

very much use to the world. The perfection in all kinds of

mechanism of which our country now can boast, has not

been attained without incessant and most praiseworthy

exertion; and it is melancholy to consider how many per-

sons, respectable alike for their talents and character, have
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sunk under the difficulty of contriving those practical appli-

cations which M. Arago, himself always most honourably

distinguished in theoretical research, considered as having

been made with so much facility. For, alas I “persons
“ whose whole life has been devoted to speculative labours,

“ are not aware how great is the distance between a scheme,

“ apparently the best concerted, and its realisation.”

There is no doubt that Papin, who was at one time Secre-

tary to the Royal Society of London, was long best known in

England by his Digester, described by him in the work men-

tioned below;* which was published in this country, while

most of his other writings, all of them now more or less

scarce, were either published abroad, or preserved in the

form of memoirs in the Transactions of learned societies.

They are therefore inaccessible to most readers, and cannot

be continuously examined by any one without very consider-

able difficulty. The Memoir of 1690, now so much referred

to, long lay entombed in the bulky series of the ‘Acta Erudi-

‘ torum Lipsise,’ and in a small work, a collection of nine of

Papin’s short treatises, which, although pfdnted in two forms,

viz. in Latin at Marburg, and in French at Cassel, both in

1695, is of such singular rarity, that it is even doubtful

whether a single copy of it can now be affirmed to be in

existence.

It is from these circumstances alone, we firmly believe,

and not from any undue national partiality, that the real

claims of Papin to some of his ingenious ideas have been so

long overlooked ;
and, from the same cause, we now quite as

commonly meet with over-estimates of the degree of credit

which really attaches to his experiments, imavailing in prac-

tice as many of them may have proved to be.

Not only some English writers, (as has sometimes been

*A new Digester or Engine for
* softening bones, containing the de-

*scription of its make and use in

‘these particulars:— viz. Cookery.
‘ Voyages at sea, Confectionary, Mak-
‘ing of Drinks, Chymistry, and Dy-
‘ ing. With an account of the Price
* a good big Engino will cost, and of

‘ the Profit it will afford.. By Denys
‘Papin, M.D., Fellow of the Boyal
‘ Society. London, printed for Henry
‘Bonwicko at the Bed Lyon in St.
‘Paul’s Churchyard. 1681.* It was
printed bv an order of the Council of
the Royal Society, of 8th December.
1680, (Signed) Ch"- Wren.
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eaanwoAj sappoeed), bat some of the priacipal French

oaihots a]^, hove betrayed an entire want of acquaintance,

with Papin’s Memoir of 1690, and with the ideas suggested

in it ;
and have grounded their estimate of his merit as an

inventor either on his well-known ‘Digester,’ or on the

inferior sort of steam-engine which he described in 1707, or

on both of those machines, but on nothing else of a more

recondite or remarkable nature. Thus Belidor, in his great

and valuable work published in 1739, says, “Pour direun

“ mot de I’origine des Machines mdes par Taction du feu. Ton

“ SQaura q^’e je n’ai trouve personne qui prit la chose de plus

“ loin que M. Papin, Docteur en M^ecine, Professeur en

“ Mathematique k Marbourg, et Membre de la Soci4t6 Royale

“ de Londres, dans la Pr4face d’un petit ouvrage, qui a pour

“ titre :
‘ Nbuvelle mmih-e d’ilever Vem par la force du feu,’

“ imprime & Cassel en 1707,” * &c. M. De Prony, in 1790,

after referring to the same work of Papin, says :
“ Nous ne

“ parlerons pas de la.machine de Papin, qui est plus impaiv

“ faite que celle de Savery
;
la grande cel6brit4 de ses expe-

“ riences sur la vapeur est principalement fondee sur Tnsage

“ qu’il en a fait pour dissoudre les os au moyen de son

“ d^esteur, tree connu sous le nom de marmite de Papin,” f

&C. &c. And Bossut, in 1796, has followed a similar course

;

speaking first of the “marmite de Papin,” as described in his

work of 1682, and then of the publication which appeared,, at

Cassel, in 1707.J While in England, on the other hand,

Stuart and Farey, in 1824 and 1827, (not to name other

writers), have both done ample justice to all the contrivances

of M. Papin that could be cited in connection with the history

of the steame-ngine.

A Dr. Ducoux, a physician at Blois, who some years ago

published a pamphlet on the life and works of Papin,§ dwells

on the contents of the latter with what we cannot but term

* Belidor, ‘Architecture Hjdrau- ‘ mique,’ tome ii. p. 475, 1796.
‘liqne,’ tome ii. pp. 308-310. §

‘ Eloge Historique de Denis
t De Prooy, * Architecture Hy- ‘ Papin de Blois,’ &o., par le Dr.

‘ drauliqne,’ tome i. p. 566. Ducoux. Blois, 1838.

t Bo^t, ‘ Praite' d’Hydro<lyna-
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prodigious exaggerations; as, for example, when discussing

the subject of steam-boats, he hesitates not to call Papin
their “ inventor,” And to describe the Englidi and American
nations as a couple of thieves, who have robbed his country

of her glory, and then quarrelled about the spoil !
*

Of the ingenuity of Papin’s idea of forming a vacuum by
the condensation of steam, as well as of the real worthless-

ness in practice of his contrivance for producing it, we have

repeatedly, in former works, expressed our opinion;—^an

opinion in which we believe every well-informed and impaiv

tial mechanician of either country, without exception, will

now entirely concur. But it could hardly have been sup-

posed that a French physician would have ventured to

utter siich gross invectives against other nations, while he

was himself in complete ignorance of the most ordinary

works of his own countrymen on subjects such as those of

which he professes to treat, and had evidently never seen the

volumes,—nay, for all tliat we know to the contrary, had

never heard of the names,—of Belidor, of De Prony, or of

Bossut.

But perhaps those authors may congratulate themselves on

the escape they have made, in not having been cited by the

learned Doctor
;

for of those who have in that respect not

been so fortunate, we observe that some have been treated

with little ceremony. In his pages Bench stands for Wren ;

HvM for Hulls
;
Bdwart for Edward ;

Thurhd and Cromwel

for Thurloe and Cromwell. The consonant which he has

very unnecessarily abstracted from “ Fitzgeral” he thrice

also, unkindly, denies io“ M. Tregold." Mr. Bobert Stuart,

the nominal author of a ‘ History of the Steam Engine,’ 1824,

as well as of the amusing ‘Anecdotes of Steam Engines/

1829, would, we imagine, be puzzled to recognise himseif

under the title of Sir Bobert Stuart

;

still more so under that

of Sir Stuart. And of the orthography of the name of

* “ Les Anglais et lours ancions “ ageur, le laisseraient U Tdcart pour
‘ colons se disputaient ainsi nos “ se partager son butin."— I&ta. p.

‘ pouilles, comme ferait deux Iwrons 61 ,

‘qui, aprfes avoir d^troussd un voy-
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“ dacfmr Hooch , we cannot say less, than that it is a fair

specimen of the accuracy which has superintended the pre-

paration of the booek thus set forth by “docteur Dimoch."

Dr, Djacoux speaks of the English nation as “ nos antago-

“ nistes d’outre-mer an expression which, as he appeeffs to

have been a navy and army surgeon, we fear must be held to

indicate some rather uncomfortable associations still lurking

in his mind. We shall not, however, on this occasion pre-

tend to rival him in his national animosities
;

nor to depre'^

ciate, on account of his trivial indiscretions, the real greatness

of his countrymen in science, in arts, and in arms. We
rather hail with cordiality the alliance which now unites the

two powerful nations whom Nature has made such near

neighbours, and who ought to be mutual friends ; and we
turn with great satisfaction to the work of another French

author, which gained a prize proposed by the Imperial

Academy of St. Petersburg, and in which it is said (speaking

of the same idea of Papin), “ II paroit qu’un de ceux a qui

“ Ton en doit la premiere idee est Papin, Medecin, Fran9ois,
“ Professeur de Physique Exp^rimentale k Marbourg, et.

" Membre de la Socidte Eoyale de Londres : car outre que

“ par la fameuse experience de sa marmite, il a fait connoltre

“ la force de la vapeur, il propose, dans un petit ouvrt^e

“ imprime en 1695, la construction d’une nouvelle pompe
“ dont les pistons seront mis en - mouvement par la vapeur
“ de I’eau bouillante but it is added, with equal justice

and modesty, “ C’^toit d^ja beaucoup que de proposer cette

“ idee ; mais il falloit la r^aliser et la mettre en pratique

“ d’une. manibre simple et commode. Anglois sont let

“ jn-emkrt qui y toient parvenus ”
• 4

Begarding one of the works of Papin,—^viz. his** Eecueil del
* diverses pieces touchaht quelques Nouvelles Machines,’ to

the excessive', rarity of which we have already alluded,

—

Ducoux, writing in 1838, tells the following stoiy :—“ Le
« seul exemplaire que possedait la Bibliotheque Eoyale de

* * Th^rie des Machines mftes * Lieutehant au Corps Imperial et

?
ir la force de la Vapenr de TEau. ‘ Royal du Genie/ 1784 ; pp. 8-10.
ar M. do. Maillaid, Capitaine-
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« -Paris, a ^te tout rfee#imeBt somtrait par un leeteur, que le

“ biblioth^caire a cru pouvoir me d^igner comme Aant

“ AnplaU: Ce riche cabinet le tenait, je crois, de M. Mo-
“ lard, membre de I’Acaddmie des Sciences, qui, en 1830,

“ dans tent Paris, en 6tait le seul possesseur,” &c. &c. We
can readily pardon our countrymen if they are led, by the

mode in which this tale is told, (but which we are far from

wishing “ pouvoir designer comme etant vratment Fran^ctU ”),

fb entertain very considerable doubts as to its accuracy.

Possibly the volume in question, like so many more of which

the “ perte ” was long so vehemently,—and, as the event

showed, so unjustly,—laid upon the “ biblioth^caire” of that

great library himself, may ere now have reappeared on its

^
shelves, and be discovered never to have quitted them.* If,

however, this hope should unfortunately be disappointed, it

is plain that if the “ biblioth4caire ” was in possession of

evidence suflScient to warrant his making such a statement,

it was his unquestionable duty #0 have prosecuted the

“ soustraiteur ” as a thief. If otherwise, every “leeteur

“ Anglaie ” may thoroughly disregard, as unworthy of further

notice, a charge of such a kind, thus vaguely uttered, with-

j)ut any of those specific particulars which would have been .

requisite in order to establish it, and therefore,—as we
think,—to justify its author in making it; and which is,

besides, not free from the taint of a suspicion that it may
have been dictated by illiberal national aversion.

In his ‘Notice Scientifique sur les Machines 4. Vapeur,’ in

the ‘Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes’ for 1830, M.
Arago repeatedly cites and gives extracts from the ‘Ke-
* cueil but he has not mentioned whether- the copy with

which he was familiar was that stated by Ducoux to have
belonged to M. Molard, or whether Paris could then boast

of a duplicate. M, Hachette, however, in his ‘ Histoire des
‘ Machines k Vapeur, depuis leur origine jusqu’k nos jours,’

published in March of the same year in which M. Arago

* See the ‘ Affaire Libri one set the two succeeding years alone^foms
of the various pamphlets, &c., pub- no fewer than twelve thick octavo
lished in regard to 'i^ich, in 1849 and volumes.

”
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wrote, Bays, “ On no connoit A* Paijp qu’un seul esemplaire

“ de cet ouvrage, qui appartient k M. Molard, membre do

“ I’Academie des Sciences (p. 55, note). This circumstance,

especially when coupled with Duco\ix’s story of the subse-

quent fate of that copy, is certainly a curious verification of

the remark which we observe in the ‘Acta Eruditorum,’

“ At cum opuecula ejusmodi facile deperdi, rariusque de novo

“ imprimi soleant ;
”

and adds force to our repeated request

for a complete edition of all Papin’s works, prepared by some
competent person.

As, however, it appears doubtful whether we can hope ever

to see even a single copy of either of the two editions of tho

‘ Kecueil,’—of the Erench one, i. e., of Cassel, or of the Latin

one of Marburg, both of 1695,—^it is satisfactory to know that

contemporary accounts of the contents of that work are pre-

served in the ‘Acta Eruditorum’ for 1695, pp. 376-382, and

in the ‘ Philosophical Transactions ’ for 1697, p. 483. It thence

appears that the ‘BecudH,’ or ‘Fasciculus,’ was made up of

the following separate papers or memoirs :

—

1. On the Hessian Pump.

2. On several ways of saving fuel, “ chiefiy by a con-

“ trivance to burn the smoak, by causing a draught of air to

“ come or be forced down the tunnel of the chimney to the
“ fireplace.”

3. On “ several inventions to draw water out of mines by
“ means of some river not far distant from them, and this is

‘‘ performed by the pressure of the air to cylindrical vessels,

“ being alternately evacuated.”

4. The paper of 1690, here translated
; (see pp. 140-146,

infra.) “ The fourth Letter shows a method of draining

“ mines where you have not the conveniency of a near river

“ to play the aforesaid engine,’’ [that, viz., for drawing the

water out of mines by means of a neighbouring river, and

the pressure of the air on cylindrical vessels alternately

evacuated] ;
“ where, having touched upon the inconveniency

“ of making a vacuum in the cylinder for this purpose with

“ gunpowder, he proposes the alternately turning a smajl

“ surface of water into vapour, by fire applied to the bottom
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“ of the cylinder that contains it, which vaponr forces up the

“ plug in the cylinder to a considerable height, and which,

" (as the vapour condenses, as the water cools when taken
“ from the fire), descends again by the air’s pressure, and is

“ applied to raise the water out of the mine.”

5. Dispute between Mr. Dominique Gulielmini and Mr.

Papin concerning running waters.

6. Abridgment of a dispute between himself and the same

person concerning the true estimate ofpowers or moving forces.

7. On instruments proper to preserve flame under water.

8. A description of the diving-bell, or “navis urinatoria,”

of Prince Charles, Landgrave of Hesse. (This article is men-
tioned only in the ‘ Acta Eruditonim,’ and omitted in the

‘ Philosophical Transactions from which it may perhaps be

concluded that it is contained in the ‘ Fasciculus ’ published

at Marburg, but not in the ‘ Recueil ’ published at Cassel, of

which the former is analysed in the ‘ Acta,’ and the latter in

the ‘ Phil. Trans.’)

And, lastly, “ The whole treatise concludes [with] an
“ harangue, wliich the author made when he was admitted

“ professor of mathematics at Marburgh.”

From this analysis it appears tolerably certain, that the

work about which so much has been said contained in reality

nothing on the subject of steam or a steam-engine, excepting

the memoir of 1690, first published in the ’ Acta Eruditorum
’

for that year, and now translated in these pages ; and that

even the loss of every copy of the ‘Recueil,’ or ‘Fasciculus,’

would therefore not have the efiect either of invalidating any

claims which M. Papin has to be considered an inventor on

those subjects, or of diminishing the force of the evidence by
which they are supported. He undoubtedly appears to have

been a person who displayed very considerable ingenuity on

those matters of physical inquiry to which his attention was

directed ;
and if, in the history of the steam-engine, justice

was for a time measured out to his name and works with

rather a sparing hand, we must confess that in later times that

deficiency has been of least compensated, by the strenuous,

and indeed somewhat exuberant, exertions of his countrymen

!
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In the meantime, both as an act of justice to the memory

of the ci-devant Secretary to the Eoyal Society, and for the

convenient reference of our readers, we venture to reprint at

full length a translation of the paper published by Papin in

the ‘ Acta Eruditorum Lipsise ^ for 1690, in which we have

endeavoured to convey very literally the sense of the original

;

together with a fac-simile engraving on wood of the figure,

with letters of reference, by which the paper in the Leipzig

Transactions is accompanied. On this paper, Papin’s claims

to be considered one of the early inventors of the steam-engine,

so eagerly urged by his countrymen, principally depend
; and

it is, at all events, an interesting record of very considerable

ingenuity on his part. Thus all may have it in their power

to judge for themselves how far it does or does not justify

the somewhat extravagant conclusions which have sometimes

been deduced from it.

As some little further contribution towards the project wo
have commended to the attention of some learned native of

the country which claims Papin as a son, we also annex a list

of his various works, in so far as known to us.^ Without

professing to guarantee its absolute completeness, we can at

least venture to aver that it is much more perfect than the

meagre one furnished by Ducoux
; which indeed is deficient

in by far the greater number of the items, and erroneous as

to some of the rest.

A New Method of obtaining very great Moving

‘‘Powers at Small Cost. By Denys PAPiN.t

“ In the machine for a new use of gunpowder, which is

“ described in the ‘ Acta Eruditorum ’ for the month of Sep-

“ tember, 1688, the first desideratum was, that the gunpowder
“ fired :in the bottom of the tube A A should fill the whole
“ cavity with flame, so that the* air might be entirely expelled

“ from it, and the tube remain a perfect vacuum beneath the

* See Appendix. in the original Latin, in the * Origin

t Translated from the * Acta Eru- * and Progress of the Mechanical
* ditonim Lipsisa * for 1690, pp. ‘ Inventions of James Watt,’ 1854,
410-414. The paper is also reprinted vol. iii. pp. 139-154.
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piston B B. But there it was mentioned, that the desired

effect could not be sufficiently attained
;
but that, notwith-

“ standing all the precautions there specified, there always

remained in the tube about a fifth part of the air usually

contained in it. Whence a twofold inconvenience arises

:

‘‘ viz. 1st, that in this way we lose half of the desired effect,

so that scarcely can 150 lbs. weight be raised to the height

of one foot, when otherwise 300 lbs. ought to have been

raised, if the tube A A had been perfectly emptied
;
and

2ndly, that as the piston gradualljf descends, the force

which makes it descend is itself diminished, as was also

observed in the passage already referred to. Thus we
“ have to provide, by some contrivance, that, as the moving
force decreases, the resistance may in like manner de-

crease, so that it may be overcome by the aforesaid moving

force until the end
:
just as in watches the unequal force

“ of the main-spring, which moves the whole machine, is

so regulated by art, that through the whole of its ninning

down it overcomes the resistance of the wheels with equal

“ ease. But it would be far more convenient if the moving

force were to remain always the same, from the beginning

to the end. Some attempts have, therefore, already been

made to ascertain how a perfect vacuum could be obtained

“ by the help of gunpowder
;
for in this way, were there no

“ air to offer resistance beneath the piston, the whole column

of the atmosphere pressing upon the said piston would press

‘‘ it with an equable force down to the bottom. But hitherto

“ such attempts have been in vain
;
and always, after the

“ fiame of the gunpowder is extinguished, about a fifth part

“ of the air remains in the tube A A.

‘‘ By another way, therefore, I endeavoured to attain the

same end
;
and, since it is a property of water that a small

‘‘ quantity of it, converted into steam by the force of heat,

“ has an elastic force like that of the air, but, when cold

supervenes, is again resolved into water, so that no trace

of the said elastic force remains ;
I felt confident that

machines might be constructed, wherein water, by means

of no very intense heat, and at small cost, might produce
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I
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“ that perfect vacuum which had failed to be obtained by
“ aid of gunpowder. But of the various constructions which
“ can be contrived for this purpose, the following seemed to

“ me to be the most suitable.

“ A A is a tube of uniform diameter throughout, close shut
“ at the bottom

;
B B is a piston fitted to the tube ;

DD a

“ handle fixed to the piston ; £ E an iron rod moveable
" round an axis in F ; G a spring, pressing the cross rod E E,
“ so that the said rod must be forced into the groove H as

“ soon as the piston with the handle has arrived at such a
“ height as that the said groove H appears above the lid 1 1

;

“ L is a little hole in the piston, through which the air can
“ escape from the bottom of the tube A A, when first the

“ piston is forced into it. The use of this instrument is as

“ follows :—A small quantity of water is poured into the tube
“ A A, to the depth of 3 or 4 lines

; then the piston is in-

“ serted, and forced down to the bottom, till a portion of the

“ water previously poured in comes through the hole L ; then
“ the said hole is closed by the rod M M. Next 'the lid 1 1,

“ pierced with the apertures requisite for that purpose, is put
" on, and a moderate fire being applied, the tube A A soon

“ grows warm, (being made of thin metal), and the water
“ within it, being turned into steam, exerts a pressure so

“ powerful as to overcome the weight of the atmosphere and
“ force up the piston B B, till the groove H of the handle
“ DD appears above the lid 1 1, and the rod E E is forced,

“ with some noise, into the said groove by the spring G.
“ Then forthwith the fire is to be removed, and the steam in

“ the thin metal tube is soon resolved into water, and leaves

“ the tube entirely void of air. Next, the rod E E being
“ turned round so far as to come out of the groove H, and
“ allow the handle DD to descend, the piston BB is forth-

" with pressed down by the whole weight of the atmosphere,
“ and causes the intended movement

; which is of an energy

“ great in proportion to the size of the tube. Nor is it to be
“ doubted that the whole weight of the atmosphere exerts its

“ force in tubes so constructed
;

for I have established by
« experiment, that a piston, raised to the top of the tube by
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“ the force of heat, shortly afterwards descends again to the

‘‘ bottom, and so on alternately for a number of times, so

^ that no suspicion can arise of air pressing beneath. Now
my tube, the diameter of which does not exceed 2^ inches,

yet raises sixty lbs. aloft with the same velocity as the

piston is forced down into the tube, and the tube itself

scarcely weighs five ounces.

I therefore have little doubt but that tubes may be manu-

factured, the weight of each of wliich would scarcely amount

to 40 lbs., and yet which could raise, at each operation,

two thousand lbs. to a height of four feet. Moreover, I

ascertained that one minute’s time is sufficient for a mode-
‘‘ rate fire to drive the piston in my tube up to the top

;
but,

as the fire ought to be proportionate^ to the size of the

tubes, large tubes could be heated almost as soon as small

“ ones : whence it is clear what vast moving powers may be

obtained by help of this most simple contrivance, and at

how small a cost. For it is known that the column of air

pressing on a tube whose diameter is a foot, counterbalances

nearly two thousand lbs. ; but if the diameter be two feet,

the weight would be nearly eight thousand lbs.
;
and that,

in other dimensions, the pressure increases in like manner

in the triplicate ratio of the diameters. Hence it follows,

that the fire in a grate whose diameter scarcely exceeds

two feet, might suffice to raise 8000 lbs. each minute to

a height of 4 feet, if tubes were provided of such a height

;

for a fire might be made in a grate of thin iron, to be

easily moved from one tube to another, and so the same

fire might continually be preparing that most efficacious

vacuum in one tube or another.

If any one now will consider the magnitude of the forces

" to be obtained in this way, and the trifling expense at

‘‘ which a sufficient quantity of fuel can be procured, he will

certainly admit that this my method is far preferable to the

use of gunpowder above spoken of, especially as in this way

a perfect vacuum is obtained, and so the inconveniences

above recounted are avoided,

‘‘ In what manner that power can be applied to draw water
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“ or ore from mines, to discharge iron bullets to a great dis-
“
tance, to propel ships against the wind, and to a multitude

" of other similar purposes, it would be too long here to

detail
; but each indiTidual, according to the particular

“ occasion, must select the construction of machihery appro-

“ priate to his purpose. Here, however, I will in passing
“ remark, how greatly such a power is to he preferred to

“ common rowers for moving vessels in the sea j for, 1st, tbe
“ weight of the common rowers loads the vessel, and ‘retards

“ its progress ; 2ndly, they require much room, and so are a
“ great hindrance in the ship

; 3dly, it is not always possible

“ to find the requisite number of men ; 4thly and lastly, the
“ rowers, whether they are toiling on the deep, or restmg
“ in harbour, must always be supplied with needful food,

“ whereby the expenses are greatly increased. But my tubes

“ would, as has been already observed, have a very small

“ weight to retard the ship
;
would also take up little room

;

« might also be readily prepared in sufficient numbers, if

“ once a manufactory were built and fitted up for that pur-

“ pose ; and, lastly, no fuel would be consumed for the said

" tubes, excepting at the time of the operation
; while in

“ harbour they would require no expenditure.

“ But since commdh oars could not easily be moved by
** such tubes, paddle-wheels would have to be employed, such

“ as I remember having seen in a machine constructed at

“ London by command of the Most Serene Eupert Prince

“ Palatine, which was put in motion by horses, by aid of oars

“ of that sort, and which left a long way behind it the Koyal

“ barge manned by sixteen rowers. So, no doubt, oars fixed

“ into an axis could be most conveniently driven round by
“ my tubes, by having the rods of the pistons fitted with

“ teeth, which would force round small wheels, toothed in

“ like manner, fastened to the axis of the paddles. It would
“ only be requisite that three or four tubes should be applif^

“ to the same axis, by wliich means its motion could be con-

“ tinued without interruptipn ;
for, while any one piston might

<< be touching the bottom of its tube, so that it could drive the

“ axis round n6 farther, before being again propelled by the
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“ force of tlie steam to the top of the tube, the bolt of another

“ piston could immediately be removed, the force of which in

“ its descent would continue the motion of tlie axis
;
and so,

**
again, yet another piston could be lowered, and exert its

force on the same axis, while the pistons first pressed down

“ were again being raised to the top by the force of heat,

and so were gaining new force to move the said axis, in the

» manner above described. But one grate, containing a

"moderate fire, would be sufficient to raise all of those

" pistons in succession.

" Perhaps, however, some one may object, that the teeth of

" the piston-rods, fitting into the teeth of the wheels, must in

" their ascent and descent communicate opposite movements

" to my axis
;
and that so the ascending pistons would hinder

" the movement of the descending ones, and the descending

" pistons would hinder that of the ascending ones. But this

" objection is a very trifling one
;

for machine-makers are

" weU acquainted with a method whereby toothed wheels are

" so fixed to an axis, that when moved round in one direction

" they cany the axis round with them, but when going round

" in the other direction they communicate nomovement to the

" same axis, but allow it to be very freely turned round with

" an opposite movement The principal difficulty, therefore,

" consists in finding the manufactory for easily making very

" large tubes, as I have more folly stated in the Acta Em-
" ditorum for September, 1688. And for preparing that, this

" new machine ought to supply no small additional induce-

"ment; inasmuch as it very clearly shows that such very

"large tubes can be most advantageously employed for
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CHAPTER XII.

TH0J1A8 SAVEBT— ‘THE IKNEH’s FBIEHD ’— DESCRIPTION OF HIS 8TEAM-
ENOINB— USES TO WHICH IT COULD BE APPLIED— PAPIN’s INFEBIOB
IMITATION OF IT — ESTIMATE BY HOBSE-POWEB— BIB SAMUEL MORE-
LAND — NEWCOMEN AND CAWLEY— TBEIB GREAT IMPROVEMENTS—
DESAGULIEB8— AMONTONS AND DALESME— BMEATON.

In the contrivance which lias thus made the name of Papin,

to say the least, quite as famous as it deserves, the vessel in

which ^e steam was tediously generated, and then allowed

slowly to condense, was at once boiler and cylinder
; and, so

long as it continued to fulfil alternately the functions of both

of those vessels, it was necessarily unfit to do any really

effective work. In order to the accomplishment of that de-

sideratum, it was essential that the steam should, on the one

hand, be steadily, continuously, and abundantly produced,

and, on the other, that it should from time to time be con-

densed with at least tolerable rapidity. The honour of

making this great step in advance,—the first that in fact led

to the attainment of any really useful results from the em-
ployment' of steam as a motive power of machinery, and

which, therefore, it seems impossible too highly to com-

mend,—belongs entirely to an Englishman, Captain Thomas

Savory. Of his life and private history but little appears

to be known ;
and an enquiry made several years ago of a

• gentleman of the same name at Bristol, (who acknowledged

relationship), did not produce any information or papers.

But of his, steam-engine Savory has luckily left us a very

particular description, in a work entitled * The Miner’s

‘ Friend, or an Engine to raise Water by ;^)ire described,

* and the Manner of fixing it in Mines, with an Account of

' the several other uses it is applicable unto
;
and an Answer

‘ to the objections made against it. By Tho. Savery, Qont.

* Pigri e$t iiigeum eontentum em Ms quae ab tdiis inventa sunt.

li 2
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* Seneeo. Loudon, printed by S. Crouch* at the comer of

‘Pope’a-bead Alley in Comhill. 1702.’ The edition from

'which we copy this title is of that date; hut Mr. Robert

Stuart, at p. 34 of his ‘ History of the Steam-engine,’ pub-

lished in 1824, says, quoting from Robison, “ The fact is,

“ Savery obtained his patent in 1698, after a hearing of

“ objections
;

* * but, besides this, he had erected several

“ of his engines hefore he obtained his patent “ and,” con-

tinues Mr. Stnart, “ published an account of his engine in
“ 1696, under the title of Miner's Friend, and a Diedogue

“ by way of answer to the objections which had been made
“ against it, in 1699 ; both were printed in one volume in
“ 1702.” We have not seen the publication of 1696 ; but we
observe that in that of 1702, he says he worked a small model
before some members of the Royal Society, on the 14th of

June, 1699; and also, that, previous to the Royal Assent

being obtained to the Patent and Act of Parliament, (i. e. in

1698), he had performed an experiment with a small model of

the engine before the King at Hampton Court, to his

Majesty’s “ seeming satisfaction of the power and use of it.”

And he adds, that it is “ now fully compleated, and put in

“ practice in lus dominions, with that repeated success and
“ applause that it is not to be doubted but that it will be of
“ universal benefit and use to all his Majesty’s subjects.”

What is most important is, that the letter-press of ‘ The
‘ Miner’s Friend ’ is accompanied by a very clear and sufii-

ciently well-executed engraving, including two figures, each
of about twelve inches in height, of which the first represents

The Engine for raising Water by Fire,” and the second
represents the same engine “ working in a mine.” In the •

former, the various parts are all delineated on such a scale,

that, with the aid of the particular description accompanying
it, it is impossible to mistake either their proportion or their

mode of action ; and of both figures it may with perfect con-

fidence be asserted, that they are the first representations to

be met with in the publications of any country, of a reed

ttmm-engine doing tuefid work.

Bavery’s engine, as so described and delineated, acted by
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two distinct principles ; raising water, in the first place, by
the pressure ofthe atmosphere forcing it into a vacuum formed

by the condematim of steam

;

and, in the second, by the ex-

pansive power of steam. The steam from the detached boiler

was let into a vessel called a receiver, and, having driven out

the air, was condensed by the affusion of cold water, and a

partial vacuum formed. A communication being then opened

with a suction pipe, twenty-four feet in height, the lower end

of which was placed in a cistern or reservoir of water, that

water was forced upwards, by the pressure of the atmosphere,

into the receiver. When this was nearly filled, the commu-
nication with the suction-pipe was shut off, the steam was re-

admitted into the receiver, and by its expansive power forced

the water contained in it up an ascending, or, as he called it,

a force-pipe. This second operation is similar to one of those

experimentally tried by Porta, and indicated by Solomon

de Caus
;
and not only indicated, but perhaps practised, by

the Marquis of Worcester. The prior operation,—that of

raising the water into a vacuum formed by the condensation

of steam,—we believe to have been origmail with Savery. For,

although both Porta and Papin had described the principle,

they applied it in a different manner
;
and there is no proof,

or even surmise, of its having been known to Savery when h%
invented his engine in 1696, or perhaps sooner. Indeed,

• Papin, with praiseworthy candour, as quoted by Belidor,

(‘ Arch. Hyd.,’ tome il p. 309), ^vrites, “ What I say here is not

“ to give room for believing, that Mr. Savery, who has since

“ published this invention at London, is not actually the in-

“ venter. I do not doubt that the same thought may have
“ occurred to him, as well m to others, without having learnt

“ it elsewhere.” When we consider the whole of the con-

trivances invented by Savery, as described by himself in

‘ The Miner’s Friend,’ we cannot but accord him the praise

of very great ingenuity, independent of the merit of having

made the first working steam-engine, (if he was not pre-

ceded in that by the Marquis ofWorcester)
;
but at all events;,

of having been the first who introduced it into use. His

drawing and description in ‘ The Miner’s Friend,’ apply to an
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engine With two receiTers ; but it was soon altered, in prac-

tice, to one receiver, as we have described it.

'

Switzer, in his ‘System of Hydrostatics and Hydraulics,’

published in 1729, says, p. 325, “ Among the several engines

“ which have been contrived for the raising of water for the

“ supply of houses and gardens, none has been more justly

" surprising than that for the raising of water by fire, the par-

“ ticular contrivance and sole invention of a gentleman with

“ whom I had the hoiiour long since to be well acquainted

;

“ I mean the ingenious Captain Savery, some time since de-

“ ceased, but then a most noted engineer, and one of the

“ Commissioners of the sick and wounded.

“ It was a considerable time before this curious person, who
“ has been so great an honour to his country, could, (as he
“ himself tells us), bring this his design to perfection, on
“ account of the awkwardness of the workmen who were ne-

“ cessarily to be employed in the afiair
; but at last he con-

" quered aU difficulties, and procured a recommendation of it

“ from the Eoyal Society, in Trans. No. 252, and soon after,

“ a patent from the Crown, for the sole making tliis engine.

“ And I have heard him say myself, that the very first time

" he played it, was in a potter’s house at Lambeth, where,

though it was a small engine, it forced its way through the

« roof.”

We think it right to add that the language used by Savery.

in his ‘Miner’s Friend,’ in treating of the advantages, whe-

ther ascertained or prospective, of his invention, presents a

great contrast, in point of plainness, simplicity, and modesty,

to the more liigh-fiown and extravagant phrases in which the

Marquis of Worcester so unhesitatingly magnifies the won-

derful performance of his “ semi-omnipotent ” engine. Savery

was evidently a practical man, possessed of great common
sense as well as ingenuity

;
and although it woiftl probably

be wrong to deny to Lord Worcester the possession of a good

deal of the second of those qualities, it may well be doubted

how for he is entitled to claim any very considerable share

of the first

Savery, in the second chapter of his ‘Miner’s Friend,’
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entitled “Of the uses that this Engine may be applied unto,”

enumerates—1. The working of mills, by raising water, after-

wards to be employed in a steady stream in turning water-

wheels; 2. The supplying palaces, or noblemen’s and gen-

tlemen’s houses, with cistemfuUs of water, for domestic use

throughout the house, for fountains, or in case of fire ; 8. The
serving cities and towns with water ; 4. The draining of fens

and marshes
; 5. “ I believe,” he says, “it may be made very

“ useful to ships
;
but I dare not meddle with that matter,

“ and leave it to the judgment of those who are the best

“ judges of maritain affairs 6. The draining of mines and

coal-pits : all of which purposes may, he considers, be answered

at far less cost by using his engine than by employing horse-

power. And with regard to the last, he suggests that in very

deep mines there might be a succession of steam-engines

placed at various depths in galleries leading from the shafts.

We have already incidentally referred to Papin having, on

the appearance of Savory’s invention, abandoned his own idea

of 1690, and proceeded to make a steam-engine on other

principles, with several variations from that of Savery in the

construction of the parts. Belidor, quoting from the work of

Papin in 1707, says that “ from the year 1698,” (the date, it

will be observed, at which Savery is said to have obtained his

patent, and two years subsequent to the first publication of

the description of his engine in the first edition of ‘The
‘ Miner’s Friend,’ in 1696), “ he had made a number of ei-

“ periments by desire of the Landgrave Charles of Hesse

“ Cassel, to raise water by fire, which he had communicated
“ to divers persons, and among others to Leibnitz, who
“ answered that he also had entertained the same idea.

“ This work having been interrupted,” continues Papin,

“ would perhaps have been forgotten, had not Leibnitz, in a
“ letter o^^th January, 1705, done me the honour to ask my
“ opinion of the machine of Mr. Thomas Savery, of which he
“ sent me the print made in London. -Although its construo-

“ tion was a little different from ours, and 1 had not the

“ description sent me, 1 saw at once that the English machine

“ and t^t of Cassel were founded upon the same prhunple,.
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“ as I showed to the Landgrave ; which caused his Highness
“ to resume the design of pushing on this invention, which,

“ without doubt, is a very useful one, as will be seen here-

“ after. I can then testify, that it has cost much time, labour,

“ and expense, to bring it to its present state of perfection.

“ It would be tedious to particularise all the unforeseen diffi-

** culties met with, and all the trials wliich have turned out
" contrary to expectation ; and, therefore, I shall limit myself

" to making known how far what we now have is preferable
“ to what we had done at first, and to what Mr. Savery has

« since don^ that the public may not be under any mistake

^ in the ohoioe of these different machines^ and. may profit

** withosft tiooUe^ .1^ w^ has proved so esqpennTe; and

t tiioy may see that then bhligBlion to, hu
^ Bjjdumss is not solely fw having formed the first plan, hut
" having overcome the diflicultieB of the first execntmn,

" and brought matters to their present state of pm;fecti<m.”

Belidor, after this long quotation, goes on to observe

—

M. Papin then ^ves the description of the machine he had
" executed, and forgets nothing to give it value. But, what-

“ ev&r he may say, it is very far from being equoMy ingemous
** and complete with that of Mr, Savery, which possesses the

" advantage of having within itself all the movements it

" requires, without any one touching it ; whereas the other
“ cannot act without the help of several men, one of whom at

“ least is required to give his work uninterruptedly, with con-

" trivances which render this machine as imperfect as that of
“ Mr. Savery is complete." It does not, in fact, appear that

the engine improved by Papin, after he was made acquainted

with Savory’s engine, was ever brought into practical use.

It deserves also to be mentioned that Savery, with the

same attention to practical utility by which all of his me*
chanical proceedings seem to have been charact^k^
the first to introduce the idea of horse or horse’s power, as

the measure of the force of an engine; a term which has

since become so familiar as expressing a standard at once

convenient in its use, and intelligible to every one. Sir

Samuel Moreland had said, in 1683, in speaking of steam
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when "well governed according to the rules of statics, and
" by science reduced to measure, weight, and balance,** that

" then it boars its burden peaceably, (like good horses), and
“ thus would be extremely useful to the human race,** &c.

But that phrase can there be regarded only as a simile used

in quite a general sense ; while Savery goes on to show that

an engine is capable of doing the work not only of as many
horses as could at any one time produce an equal effect^ but

of as many as would have to be kept in order to produce the

same effect constantly. " So that ah engine,** says he^ ’* which
" will raise as much water as two horses, wrakoi' togetiut^M
" one time in snoh a wotiE,.caado^

" be' o<mst8ntiy kept 'tea-w tis^ve'

^ then 1 say, sndi aa es^jihie wfll do tim or
" ten or^twelre horses.** * It u true that BKktsni

of the saW standard has been limftedth tlis knrar lif Ifito

two modes of comparison; but H may be tloiAle# wlihflhiir

the other, empk^ed by SaTmy,iB not hi trath the SMVi esni^
one ; as an engine can work day and nig^t vithoid mgaWiy
rest^ while e^t hours, or (methifd of tiiiat pedod^awkem^
considered to be sufficient for a hone to wodc at one

'

Notwithstandii^ the impoitaaoe whudi we now xeasoiialify'
attach to the engine thus distinctly put forward Iqr It
met with but little acceptance from the minen to wlaim he
addressed his description and his arguments in fovonr of its
use. At^ says that there was but one exception to their
general disr^;a]^ of the benefits it promised to them ; as
during the term of his patent he does not appear to have
made use of any safety-valve, there was evidently considerable
danger, with the imperfect workmanship of those da^ in
using the highly heated steam which he is said to have ven-
tured to employ.

“ I ha# known Captain Savery,** says Desagnliers, “ at
“ York Buildings, make steam eight or ten times stronger
" than common air;«and then its heat was so great, that it

" would melt common soft solder; and its strength was so

‘Miner’s Friend,’ p. 2f>, 1702.
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“ great as to blow open several of the joints of his machine

:

" so that he was forced to be at the pains and charge to have

" all his joints soldered with spelter or hard solder.

« These discouragements,” adds Desaguliers, “ stopped the

“ progress and improvement of this engine, till Mr. New-
" comen, an ironmonger, and John Cawley, a glazier living

" at Dartmouth, brought it to the present form in which it is

“ now used, and has been near these thirty years.” • (The

first edition of Desaguliers’ first volume was published in

1734 ; the first edition of the second volume, from the third

edition of which the above passage is taken, was published

in 1744.)

Switzer, in his ‘System of Hydrostatics,’ already quoted,

after giving a detailed account of Savery’s Engine, says, (p.

335),—“ To finish this long account of the surprising Engine
“ for the raising Water by Fire, I produce this last improve-

“ ment of it by Mr. Thomas Newcomen, which makes it un-

“ doubtedly the beautifullest and most useful Engine that

“ any age or country ever yet produced.” Then, after

describing Newcomen’s Engine, he says, p. 341,—“ Wliat I

“ have to add in this place is, that as the best and most use*

“ fui improvements which have been discovered either in Art
“ or Nature, have, in process of time, been liable to improve-

“ ment ; so this of the Fire-Engine has been subject to the

“ same. For this ingenious gentleman, to whom we owe this

“ late invention, has, with a great deal of modesty, but as

« much judgment, given the finishing stroke to it. It is,

“ indeed, generally said to be an improvement to Mr.
“ Savery’s Engine

; but, as I am well informed that Mr.
“ Newcomen was as early in his invention as Mr. Savery was
“ in his, only the latter, being nearer the Court, had obtained

“ his Patent before the other knew it, on which account Mr.
“ Newcomen was glad to come in as a partner to it.”

Newcomen and Cawley became associated with Savery in

the Patient obtained in 1705. The engine ha^ however,

always borne the name of Newcomen.

‘ A C!oarsc of Experimental Fhilogophy,’ toI. ii., p. 4CG, cd. 1763.
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The improvements introduced into it were very consider-

able, compared with the scheme of Papin, or the engine of

Savery. In those first made, one cylinder was placed within

another, and the interstice was filled with cold water, which

efiected the condensation with less trouble than the affusion

of water, to which Savery had recourse; as he says, “the
“ water, falling, causes by its coolness the steam, which had
“ such great force just before, to [lose] its elastick power, to

“ condence, and become a vacuum, or empty space.” * The
piston was tightened by packing with leather or rope, and by
a stratum of water upon it. A separate boiler was used, as

had been done by Savery, for the generation of the steam,

and the consumption of water in it was supplied by a pipe

from the top of the piston. A snifting-valve was applied for

blowing out the air, and an eduction-pipe for getting rid of

the water arising from condensation, with improved mechan-

ism of cocks and valves. But the great invention for render-

ing the power applicable to practical purposes, consisted in a

working lever, or great beam moving on a centre, one end

being connected with the piston-rod, by means of an arch

and chains, and the other with the pump to be worked by it,

having a counterpoise for the piston. The subsequent intro-

duction of the cold water into the inside of the cylinder, and

the working of the cocks or valves from the great beam,

were important points
;
and, by the last, the steam-engine

was rendered a self-acting machine. The details underwent

much improvement in the hands of Beighton, and, finally,

of the great engineer Sraeaton. See the particulars in

Farey, (‘ Treatise on the Steam-Engine,’ pp. 138-204)- The

historical and mechanical information there given, and con-

tinued down to p. 308, will be found very deserving of an

attentive perusal.

It results from the facts we have adduced, that of the.

above machine, the first idea of the cylinder, packed piston

and rod, and the use of the pressure of the atmosphere as a

power, belong to Otto Guericke
;
the forming a vacuum by

* ‘ The Miner’s Friend/ p. 19.
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the condensation of steam in the cylinder to Papin, who pro-

bably was acquainted with the similar experimental process

of Porta, conducted, however, with a cistern, instead of the

more convenient cylinder ;
the separate boiler, and perhaps

parts of the mechanism of the valves, &c., to Savery. But,

whether the ironmonger and the glazier of Dartmouth were

acquainted with what Otto and Papin had described in lan-

guages probably to them unknown, can only now be guessed

at That they Imew something of wliat Savery had carried

into practice six years before is likeljr, although Switzer

appears to consider that they invented the whole. In the

history of arts and sciences there have been many cases of

apparent coincidence of inventions, of wliicli, the theory of

fluxions, bringing into opposition the great names of Newton
and Leibnitz, forms the most illustrious instance.

“The way of leathering the piston,” says Desaguliers,

“ was found by accident about 1713 ; having then screwed a
“ large broad piece of leather to the piston, which turned up
“ the sides of the cylinder two or three inches ; in working,

“ it wore through, and cut that piece from tlie other
;
which,

“ falling flat on the piston, wrought with its edge to the

“ cylinder, and, having been in a long time, was worn very
“ narrow

;
which being taken out, they had the happy dis-

“ covery whereby they found, that a bridle-rein, ‘or even a
“ soft thick piece of rope or match going round, would make
“ the piston air and water-tight” *

Probably, also, the further packing of the piston by the

ingenious method of a stratum of water resting on its

plate, was discovered by accident. Its use led directly to a
further invention of great importance, and even some ele-

gance :
—“ One thing is very remarkable

; as they at first were
“ working, they were surprised to see the engine go several
“ strokes, and very quick together, when after a search they
found a hole in the piston, which let the cold water in to

“ condense the steam in the inside of the cylinder, whereas
“ before they had always done it on the outside.” t And

* Brsaguliers, vol ii. p. 533. f Ibid.
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Iionco followed the substitution of the rm-head, to inject a
shower of cold water through the interior of the cylinder

before each descent of the piston, instead of the application

of cold from without; in the first engine in which the in-

jection was introduced into the cylinder, the water appears

to have spurted straight up from the end of the injection-

pipe. To obtain regularity of the injection, “ they used to

“ work with a buoy in the cylinder inclosed in a pipe, which
“ buoy rose when the steam was strong, and opened the in-

“ jection, and made a stroke ; thereby they were capable of
“ only giving six, eight, or ten strokes in a minute, till a boy,

“ Humphry Potter, who attended the engine, added (what he
“ called acoggan) a catch that the beam always opened, and
“ then it would go fifteen or sixteen strokes in a minute.

“ But this being perplexed with catches and strings, Mr.
“ Henry Beighton, in an engine he had built at Newcastle-

“ on-Tyne in 1718, took them all away, the beam itself

“ simply supplying all much better.” •

Thus, then, by many successive stages had at last been

formed a maclune in which steam,—to use the figure of

speech imputed to Sir Samuel Moreland,—had been reduced

to weight, measure, and balance ;
but which could scarcely yet

be said with truth to conduct itself very peaceably, or " like

“ the best horses,” under the various burthens it was intended

to bear. For, although it certainly contrived to do a good

deal of work, yet it did it in a fashion which was provokingly

clumsy, imperfect, and irregular ;
it would not always move

when ordered to do so, nor stop when its progress became

dangerous ;
in the hands of those unaccustomed to attend, to

clean, to water, and to exercise it, it would astonish the

beholders by snorting wildly, rearing badly, and kicking

viciously ;
it would break even its harness of chains, not-

withstanding the “bridles” and “martingales” by which it

was curbed; or again, when urged to go at a gallop and

exhibit its best racing pace, it would sometimes take a fancy

to spite its jockey, move even more sluggishly, work more

Desaguliers, as above.
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“It k now btroQght to very great perfection,” writes Dr.

I)eeagiili6ts, who would fain have had toe credit of improving

it beyond tdl the devices imagined by Lord Worcester,

Savery, Newcomen, Cawley, and any others who mig^t have

had a hand in toe Great Machine ;
“ I shall toow,” qnoto he,

“toat Captaia Savory’s method is not unusefol in many
“ cases, especially when it is changed into toe very simple

‘“engine that 1 have reduced it to, which I shall also de-

“ scribe.” Yet this very perfect afid simple engine was apt

to have all toe faults we have enumerated above : its original

cost, also, was not small, and its appetite for hiel was vora-

cious. This last might indeed be called its favourite weak-

ness ; for each time that the piston was raised, the cylinder

had to be filled with steam, and was therefore heated to an

equal degree ;
while, each time that the steam was condensed

in order that the piston might fall, and a stroke be made, the

cylinder was cooled down in proportion, and fresh heat, or in

other word£^ more fuel, was wasted in recovering the steam-

heat proper for the next rise of the piston. This considera-

tion, although of comparatively small consequence in col-

lieries, “ where the power of the fire is made from the refuse

“ of toe coals, which would not otherwise be sold,” was prac-

tically sufficient to exclude the use of the engine from any

application to manufacturing purposes, in localities remote

from a cheap supply of coal. Such being the state of the

Fire Engine at toe middle of the last century, it is not sur-

prising that although many persons had become observant of

its performances, few were much enamoured of them
; that

its real utility was neither very great nor widely extended

;

that its economy was in most cases questionable ; and that

numbers of mines and even some collieries were left nn-

drained of the floods which had inundated titem, because

the proprietors would not risk the doubtful remedy involved

in toe purchase of one of those machines.

The names of Amontons and Dalesme, which have some-

times been included in toe history of toe steam-engine at toe
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0|^ioc& of lotteeljr^ viwe ihat

bardy maiticm. Tire "FitO'Wlieer’ of the fiotmer, date

l69d, -whidi *aa eMxnato dtecription, whb ^gnmiigl» is

given in the 'Mdmmies de I’Acad^o des Sciences’ that

year, and also in Irenpold’s 'Theatram M^hinanim,* 1724,

(Tab. 53, fig. 2), coadsts of a complicated apparatns, de-

pending for its action more on the expandon of heated air

than on steam. And of M. Dalesme’s project) which bears

the date of 1706, the only record that remains appears to be

the following, contained in the ‘Hisi de I’Acad^noie des Sd-
‘ ences ’ for that year, and quoted by Prony, (‘Arch. Hyd.,’ ii.

p. 90.) “M. Dalesme laid before the Sodety some ideas

“ which it was thought might prove useful, and be deserving
“ of the outlay requisite for experiments on a large scale.

“ His notion is, that the force of the steam which rises from
“ boiling water might be employed as a moving power : he
“ has shown by a machine in which that force alone 'made

“ water spout to a great height, how powerful it is.” M.

Prony suggests that M. Dalesme’s model might still be found

to exist in the collection of machines belonging to the Aca-

demy; but it never seems to have made its appearance

again. The effect described might evidently have been pro-

duced by something not more deserving the name of a

machine than the hollow ball and tube of De Caua
The improvements of Smeaton on Newcomen’s, or the

atmospheric engine, (as it was called from the pressure of

the atmosphere on the piston being the moving power in the

downward stroke)^ are the last to which we are here called

on to allude before entering on the consideration of those of

'Watt. In getting engines erected, Smeaton was so much
baffled and annoyed by the irregularity and insufflciency of

their work, arising often from the bad proportions of their

parts, that he constructed a small experimental Anginft, not

above four horses’ power, from which he deduced a valuable

table of the proportions of the parts and of their relative

performance ; the experiments are said to have been made
about the year 1765, although Smeaton did not proceed

to build large engines in accordance with tiie results ob-
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tained, till nine years afterwards; soon after which he de>

signed several, some of them of more than a hundred

horse power, and in which it was admitted that there was a

considerable saving of fuel,—equal in some cases to one-third

of the previous consumption. But those were not in exist-

ence at the period of Watt’s life to which we must now
attend ; and even the table we have spoken of was not pub-

lished by its author, but was found after his death among his

papers^ now in the possession of the Boyal Society.
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CHAPTER XIIL

DR. ROEBUCK— HIS HIStORT— OARROH IRON-WORKS— BORROWSTONESS—
INTRODUCTION TO WATT— PROGRESS OF THE NEW STEAM-ENGINE—
TESTUDO BOILER— DIFFICULTIES WITH CYLINDER AND PISTON— PLATE-

CONDENSER— CIRCULAR STEAM-ENGINE OB STEAM-WHEEL— DB. ROE-

BUCK’S EMBARRASSMENTS— MR. WATT’s LAND-SURVEYING AND CIVIL-

ENGINEERING— HIS VISIT TO SOHO— INTRODUCTION TO DR. SMALL—
RENEWED EXPERIMENTS — PROPOSALS OF PARTNERSHIP WITH MR,

BOULTON— PATENT OF 1769.

From the narratives of both Dr. Black and Dr. Bobison, it

is apparent that, next to the inventor himself, the person at

first most ^Jeeply interested in the mechanical and commerciar
success of the invention, the origin of which has now been so

fully detailed, was Efr. Eoebuck ;
an ingenious and enterprising

man, whose ultimate want of success in life ill rewarded his

fondness for practical science, and his energetic exercise of

very considerable talents and industry. It seems indeed a

singular fatality, that even his early connection with the

greatest invention of his age, full of future profit as it pro-

mised to be, and narrowly as we now see that it failed to

realise that hope to him, was not only of no ultimate service

to his own fortunes, but had nearly cut short the progress of

the invention itself; which was long submerged, and well-

nigh altogether lost, in the financial wreck in which his

affairs became involved.

For the best account of the life and pursuits of the gentle-

man who was thus destined to become the temporary though

unsuccessful associate of Mr. Watt in his important scheme,

the public are indebted to the pen of the late Professor

Jardine, of Glasgow College, a person whose memory is

deservedly held in yeneration by all who in their academical

career enjoyed the advantage of his sagacious, instructive,

and friendly counsels. From a biographical notice which he

M
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commooicated to the Boyal Society of Edinburgh, and which

is published in their Transactions,’*’ we find that Dr. Roebuck,

who was bom at Sheffield in 1718, and received some of his

early education under the care of Doddridge and in compa*

nionship with Akenside, studied medicine at the University of

Edinburgh, and formed there an intimate acquaintance with

Hume, Robertson, and others of their eminent contemporariea

'Graduating at Leyden, on his return to England he settled as

a practising physician at Birmingham, where he rapidly rose

into extensive*and lucrative employment, and was at the

same time enabled to gratify his inquiring habit of mind by

numerous scientific researches, in which he engaged with

ardour. The study of chemistry, one of his favourite pursuits,

he now prosecuted practically, with great ingenuity and per-

severance ; inventing improved and economical processes for

refining and working gold and silver, as well as for manufac-

*turing many other substances commonly used in ,the arts

;

and, in conjunction with Mr. Samuel Garbett, establishing a

large laboratory, where his various processes were profitably

carried out on a very extensive scale. Sulphuric add, which

had previously been made, at great expense, in glass retorts,

they succeeded, after many experiments, in preparing, by
means of leaden vessels, at less than a fourth of its former

cost ; and on their establishing a manu&ctory of it at Preston

Pans, in East Lothian, the consumption of the article increased

enormously, and the profits of their undertaking became pro-

portionally large.

Emboldened by this success. Dr. Roebuck proceeded to

carry out a work of far greater extent and importance, which

both in a private and in a national point of view has more
than equalled the sanguine expectations then formed of its

probable utility. Among the numerous subjects to which he

had turned his attention, was the smelting of iron-ore ; a

process whidi, as then commonly conducted was capable, he
had satisfied himself, of very great improvement. Having,

with lus partner Mr. Garbett, now realised^some fortune by

* Tram. B. S. E., iy. p. 65, 1796.
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the profits on his other processei^ and being easily enabled,

by the confidence reposed in- his skill and judgment, to obtain

the loan of the-fiirther capital that was necessary, he resolved

to establidi in Scotland a manufisuitoty of iron on a great

scale. To him was left not only the direction of all that

concerned the buildings, machinery, and processes of the

manufacture, but, in the first place, the selection of a proper

site for the intended works
;
and on the banks of the river

Carron, in Stirlingshire, he found united every natural

facility for his purpose. In that situation, with great water-

power, were combined the advantages of ready transport by
sea, and supplies, in the immediate neighbourhood, of excel-

lent iron-ore, limestone, and coal,—minerals which, after the

lapse of a century, have in that district shown no signs of

exhaustion.

The Oarron iron-works, in their original state, were com-

pleted by the end of 1759, and the first furnace was blown on

the 1st of January, 1760. Dr. Boebuck then lived at the

house of Kinneil, near Borrowstoness, a “very ancient and
« very stately” mansion,* about three miles from Linlithgow,

the rural beauties of which were, half-a-century later, thus

'^described by the poet Campbell, while there on a visit to his

/ Venerable friend Dugald. Stewart :—“ Stewart’s residence is

“ an old chateau of the Dukes of Hamilton, agreeably situated

“ near the sea, opposite the classic Sen-Ledi, and surrounded

f by fine groves that resound with the songs of birds, the

* ^wing of rooks, and the sweeter cooing of wood-pigeons.

whoie scene, with the society and conversation of my
“ friends, «inIrH deep into my mind.”t.

In planning the Carron machinery, Dr. Boebuck availed

himself of the great talents of Mr. Smeaton, who has been

justly termed the father of civil-engineering in Great Britain,

and who, having in 1750 begun business in London as a philo-

sophical-instrument-maker, was already fast rising to eminence

in both of those professions. He had not, however, been pre-

* Sir David Wilkie ; see hia * Life ' t Beattie’s Life of Thomas Camp-
by AUan Cunningham, Yol. i., p. 461. bell, vol, ii. p. 286,

m2
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viously brought into notice in Scotland ;
and the introduction

of his skill into that country, in which he afterwards directed

many important engineering operations, is one of the numerous

proofs that Dr. Boebuck gave of possessing an observant and

penetrating judgment. Among Mr. Smeaton’s Beports, which

were published by the Society of Civil Engineers,* and form

an interesting memorial of his labours, are included several

that were addressed to the Oarron Company, concerning the

supply and regulation of the water-power, the construction of

blowing-machines on improved principles, of mills for boring

the great guns known in the British Navy as carronadeg,f and

other kindred matters.

The works established under such advantageous circum-

stances, and directed by such able advice, did not fail to

prosper ; and they proved a lucrative investment of the means

of their principal projector, as well as of his associated Mends.

Well had it been for all of them had his attention continued

to be engrossed by the profitable manufacture which he had

thus so energetically created ; but, as the various processes

were gradually reduced to little more than mere routine, his

ardent mind sought fresh scope for exertion, and he embarked

in an adventure, which, although at first it had a semblance

of further utility and profit, ended in involving his Mends in

In three volumes, quarto, 1812

;

which were followed in 1814, by a
fourth volume of his Miscellaneous
Papers, comprising all of his com-
munications to the Boyal Society,

printed in the Philosophical Transac-
tions.

t “In the early part of 1779,” says

Mr. James, in his well-known and
admirable ‘Naval Historjr,* “ apiece of
“ carnage-ordnance, the invention, by
“all accounts, of the late scientific
“ General Bobert Melville, was cast,
“ for the first time, at the iron-works
“ of the Oarron Company, situated on
“the banks of the river Oarron, in
** Scotland. Although shorter than
“ the navy 4-pounder, and lighter, by
a trifie, than the navy 12-pounder,

“ this ^n equalled in its cylinder the
“8-inch Jiowitzer. Its destructive

“effects, when tried against timber,
“induced its ingenious inventor to
“give it the name of masher** The
new gun soon got the name of car-

ronade, and those ofthe larger calibres

were found to be so formidable from
the force and weight of their shot,

(from 32 to 68-pounders), that within
a very few years of the date of their

invention they were introduced into

almost every ship in the British navy

;

while a carronaae of smaller calibre,

(24 down to 12-pounder8), was in 1795
ordered to be supplied to the launch
of every ship of the size of an 18-gun
brig or above it, to aid in the service

of cutting out vessels from the enemy's
harbours.—See ‘The Naval History
‘of Great Britain,’ by William James,
vol. i. pp. 47 and 436, ed. 1826.
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grievous embarrassment, and himself in irretrievable pecu-

niary ruin. One of the great principles of the improved

method of manufacturing iron, as practised at Carron, was

the use of pitcoal instead of charcoal
;
which, although it had

certainly been contemplated and even occasionally attempted

in practice in England almost a century and a half earlier,*

it remained for Dr. Boebuck successfully to reduce to a

general and useful system. An abundant and cheap supply

of coal being thus an essential requisite for the continued

prosperity of the iron-works. Dr. Eoebuck was desirous of

securing it by becoming the lessee of the extensive coal-

mines belonging to the Duke of Hamilton, at Borrowstoness,

where the coal workings were combined with salt-pits. The
natural obstacles, however, which presented themselves,

(arising chiefly from the great and unexpected depth of the

workings), were so formidable as at first greatly to hinder,

and ultimately to render hopeless, the success of all his

endeavours.

It was after he had engaged in that perilous adventure,

but before its fatal issue was ascertained, that Dr. Eoebuck

was brought into connection with Mr. Watt; their mutual

introduction having been, doubtless, owing to Dr. Black, with

whom Professor Jardine relates Eoebuck to have lived till

his death in close habits of intimacy, “ often acknowledging,

“ with much frankness, the advantages which he derived in

“ his various pursuits, from a free and unreserved communi-
“ cation with that eminent chemist.” f From the inventive

genius of his new acquaintance. Dr. Eoebuck was able to

discern that great profit might accrue to the extensive esta-

blishments under his own care ; his judgment, therefore, no

less than his inclination, led him warmly to enter into schemes'

* See the Account of the ** Letters
** Patent of Privilege ” granted suo-

oessively to Simon Sturtevant in 1612,

John Bovenson in 1613, — XSlomble-

ton. Doctor Jordan of Bath, and sun-

dry others, in *Dud Dudley’s Met-
* tallum Martis or Iron m^e with
* Pit-coale, Sea-coale, &o., and with
‘ the same Fuell to Melt and Fine

* Imperfect Mettals, and Refine Peiv
* feet Mettals. London. Printed by-
* T. M. for the Aulhour, 1666 ;* a
curious littie book, of which, the
original edition having become ex-
tremely rare, an exact and careful
reprint was published in 1851.

t Biographical Notice, Trans. R,
S. B., vol. iv.
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fo!r rendering effectual in practice the principles which Watt

(xnnmunicat^ to him ; and, an unreserved confidence having

been established between them, in the correspondence which

ensued are to be found the earliestcontemporaTy’ records of

the progress of the great discovery, which, as we have seen,

had “ flashed upon the mind” of Mr. Watt in the summer

of 1765.

“ I have tried my new engine with good success,” writes

Mr. Watt to Dr. Boebuok, 23 Aug. 1765) “for though I

“ have not been able to get it perfectly air-tight from its bad

“ materials, yet, immediately on turning the exhausting cock,

“ the piston, when not loaded, ascended as quick as the blow

“ of a hammer, and as quick when loaded with 18 lbs. (being

“ 7 lbs. on the inch) as it would have done if it had had an
“ injection as usual. The moment the steam-cockwas opened,

“ the piston descended with rapidity, snifting all the while,

“ though the steam was very weak. On the faith of this I

“ have set aboilt a larger and more perfect model, having

“ now little doubt of its performing to satisfaction.” To
Dr. Lind,*—“I have tried my small model of my perfect

“ engine, which hitherto answers expectation, and gives

“ great, I may say greatest, hopes of success (for certainty

“ qould not be called hope), in greater model now far ad-

“ vanced
;
in short, 1 expect almost totally to prevent waste

“ of steam, and consequently bring the machine to its uUi-

“ matum.”

On the 9th of September he informed Dr. Boebuck of

various experiments and facto, from which he concludes,

“ That, in proportion as the sensible heat of steam increases,

“ its latent diminishes, so, in the steam-engine, working with

“ pressures above 15 lbs. most be more advantageous tban

“ j^low it ; for not only the latent heat is diminished, but
“ the steam is considerably expanded by the sensible heat,

“ which is easily added.”

On receipt of this letter. Dr. Bdebtfck expressed his satis-

faction at finding that Mr. Watt was so nearly ready to make

• 4 Sept. 1765.
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his trial, and advised him to press it forward with all speed,

whether he chose to pursue it as a philosopher or as a
man of businefss. Aftw sending to the Doctor a calculation

of an experiment on one of the old engines at Borrowstoness,

which, with a boiler 202 feet in area, a cylinder 82 inches

in diameter, and of 5^ feet stroke, and 1454 cubic feet of

steam produced per minute, made only 11^ strokes per

minute, using at each stroke 1454 cubic feet of steam,

Mr. Watt wrote on the 11th of October :—“ I have made
“ a trial of my machine. It has not entirely answered my
“ expectations, though it has no fault but what I think I
" can cure. The principal one, and I believe the only one,

" was the untightness of the piston, which I think I have
“ found a remedy for. However, I am certain its consump-
" tion of steam will be extremely small, and the condensation

“ quick enough
;
and it may possibly be some days before I

“ can come to you, as I must remedy everything before I

« send it away.” And again to Dr. Lind on the 12th of

October,—“ I have been making trial of my machine, but
“ have not got the piston steam-tight yet ; but hope I shall

“ accomplish it. My error was applying the Q piston to

“ it, it being more proper for purposes where the piston is

‘‘ drawn against the pressure than for engines where it flies

“ from it. I now conceive this to be the best for

“ it, as the cloth has a great latitude to adapt

“ itself to a bad cylinder, and, if the steam goes

“ past one of the rings of cloth, the other will take

“ it up. I am at present quite barren on every

“ other article, my whole thoughts being bent on this ma-
“ chine ; so I can write you nothing else.”

On the 16th of October, to Dr. Boebuck :—“ On repeated

" trials of my machine I have Imd better success ; it readily

" works with 10^ lbs. on the inch, and sometimes I made it

“ lift 14 lbs. I still propose improvements on my piston,

" with which I am confident it wiU succeed to my utmost

« expectations. This is my present piston. At a are two
“ collars of varnished doth ;

b is the old part of the piston,

“ which was made for Bdidor’s piston, and now remains
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1 pnqpow ad^Qg^ anotiher odlar at e, and another
*' Boinewhiere on (, \nth which additions I hope
“

it will be perfectly tight, as you will easily

“ see that the addition of a collar increases

« the tightness vastiy. As to the steam cod-

“ sumed, it is very little ;
my little boiler fills

“ the cylinder in less than half a second after

“ it has been exhausted. This is the way in

“ which I tried it : a being the cylinder, b a lever fastened

“ down by one end at c ; d is a weight, which, by being

“ moved backwards and forwards, determines the pressure.

“ Now, in these circumstances, the weight being in a situa-

“ tion where the engine cannot lift it, and vacuum pro-

“ duced in a, it is plain, on opening the steam-cock, the

“ steam will work into a, and fill it
; to do which, as 1 said,

‘‘ it took less than half a second, which is known by its

" opening the snifting valve so soon as it is m equUibrio
“ with the air. So soon as the proposed alterations are

“ made I shall forward it to you.” And, on 18th October:
“ Perfect or imperfect, 1 will send you the machine next
“ week. I find nothing makes it work so well as a strong

“ expanded steam.” This was an “ Inverted engine, with a
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“ new piston, the first not answering. The cylinder of this

engine was five or six in<^hes diameter, with a two-feet

“ etroke
; the inher cylinder was made of copper, not bored

“ but hammered, and not very ^e. It was enclosed m a
« wooden steam-case, and placed inverted

;
the piston work-

“ ing through a hole in the bottom of the steam-case. This

" was the second of my new engines.”

At the same time he describes the performance of a
“ Testudo ” or tortoise-shaped boiler,

“ the grate formed of hollow tubes,

“ filled with water,” which evapo-

rated 25 lbs. of water with about 4

lbs. of coals in about 44 minutes

from the time of boiling
;
sometimes

sooner, but with greater consumption of coals, those used

having been very bad
;
and he speaks of his having another

contrivance that would be, both less bulky, and more easy of

execution.

On 10th November he sends detailed drawings and descrip-

tion for a covered cylinder and a piston, to be cast at the

Carron works ;
whole inside length 7 feet, diameter 24 inches,

to be made as truly round and equally wide as possible:

which cylinder, however, although afterwards sent to Soho,

was never used
;
having been very ill bored, “ though the

“ best Carron could make at that time.”

Before the end of the same year, he had discovered, as he

thought, that he could make the piston “ extremely air-tight,

“ and at the same time have little friction,” by means of

English pasteboard, made of old ropes instead of paper, and

oiled ;
and had also altered the plan of the condenser “ from

“ small pipes to thin interstices between plates : 16 double

“ plates of a foot square, and half an inch asunder, will

" answer the purpose of 900 pipes of an eighth diameter.
“ This has another advantage, viz. simplicity and greater ease

“ in making. I have also thought on something new about

“ the pump of the condenser, and also for the pump in the

“ pit Thinking on these things is a kind of relief amidst my
“ vexations.”
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. yllm ** plst&Kxadeaflffl’ ” also came to Soho, and many expe-

riments were tried with it; “ bnt it came unsoldered, and the
** dram condenser was substitnted.”

In March and April, 1766, the piston-rod and the new

cylinder “for the large machine ” were got ready, at Canon;

and in the early part of that .year occur the first intimations

in Mr. Watt’s correspondence of " a circular steam-engine ” or

steam-wheel, the idea of which had occuned to him, and

which for a long time continued to divide his attention with

the condensing engine. It was an alluring project, because,

if successful, it would at once have provided a rotative motion

for mill-work, a problem then unsolved by steam ; but it took

“ a great deal more work ” than its inventor had imagined

;

in May, 1766, it was “ not yet quite finished, but near it,”

and so it remained for years, fresh difficulties arising in its

execution as the old ones were overcome, till the patience of

most men would have entirely given way.

At this stage of advancement it was,—when the great

invention had been visibly and tangibly exemplified in a

working model, and while its projector awaited, with eager

hope, the performance, on a larger scale, of an engine, most of

the parts of which were already constructed,—^that the cloud

of pecuniary difficulty which overhimg the house of KinneU
increased so as grievously to darken all further prospects;

discouraging, although not as yet entirely closing, that series

of experimental trials which had hitherto been assiduously

prosecuted. In September, 1766, Mr. Watt wrote to a friend

:

“ I think I have laid up a stock of experience that uM tom
“pay me for the trouble it has <mt mef' yet it was between

eight and nine years before that invaluable experience was
made available so as either to benefit the public, or to repay

the inveidor ; and a mocffi longer period elapsed before it was
possible for that repayment to be reckoned in the form of

profit To Mr. Watt the embarrassments which at so critical

a period, and without any fault or even imprudence on his

own part intervened so as to prevent tiie fulfilment of his

design!^ were necessarily the source of great disappointment

and vexation. But to Dr. Boebuck they were still more dis.
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aatroos, and never ceased to be matter of the most poignant

regret
; for, could he have fully antidpated the future deve-

lopment of the invention which now lay before him, he would
have seen in it far more than the restoration of all his most

prosperous fortimes of past times. And if it be painful in

any instance to trace the downward course of an unsuccessful

projector, whose want of success has been attendant on
abilities and exertions which, under other pircumstances,

might have ensured a happier fate, most of all must we com-

miserate the hardship of his destiny when we see, as in this

case, that he was tantalised by having the means of recovery

within his very grasp, and yet having let them fall from his

hand, rendered powerless by the paralysis of poverty.

In the meantime, for some years longer, Boebuck was con-

tending with his adverse fortune, and Watt incubating on

such ideas, and, at intervals, practising such experiments, as

occurred to him. Both seem,—^though, as was natural, in

different degrees,—to have continued to entertain tolerably

sanguine hopes of the ultimate success of the new “ fire-

“ engine but neither of them could make any very decided

step in advance, from the want, principally, of those easy

circumstances, which, whether of time or of money, were now
too commonly denied to both.

The necessities of an increasing family led Mr. Watt, in

some measure, to forsake the occupation of a mathematical-

instrument-maker, (from which, although the extent of his

business had become considerable, the returns were not laige),

for that of a land-surveyor and civil engineer,—a profession

the higher departments of which were then little studied oi:

practised in Scotland. Even in England the labours oi

Brindley and Smeaton had but recently announced ,the com-

mencement of a new era in that branch of applied science,

while to the north of the Tweed they were only just beginning

to be known and appreciated as they deserved. The building

of the Eddystone Light-house, perhaps the greatest and most

memorable of Smeaton’s works, was completed in 1759 : and

we find that in 1760 he was employed by the magistrates

and town-council of Dumfries to report on the best means
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ifil^?^^iiieiB6Hing and im|»OYmg the navigation of Ae river

** In justice to Father Smeaton,” vrrote Mr. Watt,t

after the lapse of half a century had raised up the gigantic

works and established the fame of a Bennie and a Telford,

“vre should observe that he lived before Bennie, and
“ before there was one-tenth of the artists there are now.

/S^ttm eiofue ;—^his example and precepts made us all

« engineers.”

.

In 1767 Mr. Watt was employed, in conjunction with Mr.

Bobert Mackell, to make a surrey for a small canhl intended

to unite the rivers Forth and Clyde, by a line known as the

Loch Lomond passage
;
which, leaving the Forth some miles

above Stirling, was proposed to pass by Bollat into the water

of Endrick, and thence by Loch Lomond and the water of

Leven, to Dumbarton on the Clyde. But, as it appeared

from Mr. Smeaton’s estimates and comparison of that line

with another which was called the Carron passage, that the

former would cost somewhat more, was more circuitous by

nearly forty miles, and would have been attended with an

additional loss of time in passing between thirty and forty

locks, as well as by further expenses in keeping them in

repair, the latter was preferred, and an Act 'obtained for

the construction of that useful navigation. Mr. Watt having

attended Parliament on the part of the subscribers to the

Lomond scheme, appears from some of his letters to Mrs.

Watt not to have been much enamoured of that public

life of which he thus obtained a glimpse
; when “ close

“ confined attending this confounded Committee of Parlia-

‘‘ ment,” he says, “ I think I shall not long to have any-

“ thing to do with the House of Commons again :—I never

" saw so -many wrong-headed people on all sides gathered

“ together. As Mac says, I believe the Beevil has possession

“ of them 1

" X

On his journey from London on that occasion, he appears,

to have made the acquaintance of Dr. Darwin, who writes to

* See his Reports, vol. i. p. 1. t To Mrs. Watt, London, 5 April,

f.To Sir Joseph Banks, 18 Aug., 1767.

1812.
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hioa from Lio^dd, in Angogt, 1767 Now, my dear new
" friend, I first hope you are well and less hypo<^ndiiacal,

" and that Mrs. Watt and your child are weU. The plan

" of your steam improvements I have religiously kept secret,

" but begin myself to see some difficulties in your execution

" which did not strike me when you were here. I have got

another and another new hobby-horse since I saw you.

“ I wish the Lord would send you to pass a week with me,

“ and Mra Watt along with you ;—a week, a month, a

“ year! You promised to send me an-instnurfent to draw
“ landscapes with. If you ever move your place of resi-

“ dence for any long time from Glasgow, pray acquaint

" me. Adieu. Your friend, E. Darwin.” At the same

time he first beheld a scene which was soon to become to

him one of the most vital interest; for then it was that

he first saw Mr. Boulton’s great manufactory at Soho near

Birmingham
;
to which he was introduced by Dr. William

Small, who, along with Mr. Fothergill, a partner of Mr.

Boulton, showed him the works. Mr. Boulton not being at

home, those future friends and associates did not at that

time meet ;
but to Mr. Watt’s eye, well fitted to appreciate

the union of science and art everywhere conspicuous in

the various processes which he there witnessed, the manu-

factory appeared, and with truth, to be a perfect marvel of

human ingenuity. " It was the first,” says Arago, " which

“ had been formed on such a large scale in England, and is

“ still remarked for the elegance of its architecture. There,

“ Boulton manufactured all sorts of admirable works in steel,

“ plated goods, silver, and or-moulu
;
nay, even astronomical

“ clocks, and paintings on glass. During the last twenty

“ years of his l^e, Boulton devoted his attention to improve-

“ ments in the coining of money. By uniting some processes,

“ originating in France, with new kinds of presses and an

“ ingenious application of the steam-engine, he was. enabled

“ to attain at once an excessive rapidity of execution, and
“ great perfection in the articles produced. It was Boulton

" who re-coined, for the English Government, the whole'copper

“ specie of the United Kingdom. The economy and excel-
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%lmo9 widh which this gicat work was accomplished, len*

** xterad counterfeits nearly impossible. The executions,” [for

^ crime of &lse coining], " which in London and Binning*

“ ham were every year till then unhappily of frequent occur*

** rence, idtogether ceased. It was on occasion of this that

" Dr. Darwin exclaimed, in the notes to his * Botanic Garden,’
“ ‘ If a civic crown was given in Borne for preserving the
" * life of one citizen, Mr. Boulton should be covered with
**

‘ garlands of oak I
’ ”

Mr. Boultbn also, at a later date, planned and directed the

arrangement of the machinery for the British mint on Tower*

hill, and executed that for the coining department He did

the same for the great national mints of Petersburg and

Ciopenhi^n; as his son afterwards did for the still more

extensive and splendid establishments of the East India Com*
pany, the Calcutta and Bombay mints. Mr. Boulton struck

several fine medals at his mint at Soho, commemorative of

persons and events in the late war with France; and, in

particular, a beautiful one of Lord Nelson, on the occasion

of the victory of Trafalgar, 21st October, 1805 ;
the reverse

representing the British fleet bearing down into action in

two lines, with the motto, “ England expects eveby han
“ WILL DO HIS DUTY.” In a truly patriotic spirit, and with

the consent and approbation of Government, he presented one

to each officer, sailor, and marine engaged in that memorable

action.

Mr. Watt’s inspection of the Soho manufactory, and the

knowledge he acquired, through Dr. Small’s friendly ofiices,

of the talent, enterprise, and success with which that great

concern was conducted, seem to have led him greatly to

desire that his steam-engine could meet with so happy a fate

as to be sheltered and cared for like the other machines

which he there saw successfully at work. From the first

letter that remains from Dr. Small to Mr. Watt, (of 7 January,

1768), it is evident that some conversation had passed b^
tween them on the subject, and that Dr. 8., while only

informed of the ingenious discoveries recounted to him by
Mr. Watt^ and as yet ignorant of the precise nature of the
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connection between him end Boebuck, had formed a great

esteem for his new acquaintance, had pressed him to settle at

Birmingham, and 'had engaged, (which in any case he said

they would most certainly do), that Mr. Boulton and he

should both assist him in every possible way. " I have no

kind of doubt of your success,” says Dr. S., " nor of your
‘‘ acquiring fortune, if you proceed upon a proper plan as to

*

“ the manner of doing business, which if you do you wiU be

" sole possessor of the affair, even after your patent has

" expired. * * Whether it would be possible to manage
“ the wheel and reciprocating engines by separate partner-

" ships, without their interfering, I am not certain
;

if it is,

Boulton and I would engage with ym in either, provided

you will live here. I am, in haste, dear Watt, your affec-

“ tionate humble servant, W. Small.”

They were evidently in greater doubt as to the expe-

diency of forming any intimate business connection with

Eoebuck, some rumours of the dangerous extent of whose

enterprises had probably reached Birmingham
;
although of

him also, it is proper to add. Dr. Small writes, at the same

date, ‘‘his integrity and generosity, everybody agrees, are

“ great.”

In the earlier part of 1768, Mr, Watt, “ olose-working,”

as he terms it, actively renewed his experimental alterations

and trials of both the wheel or circulating engine, and the

reciprocating or condensing one. Putty and other lutings,

intended to keep the complicated valves of the former tight,

•in reality hindered them from shutting, by being meta-

morphosed into “ the 'form of little balls and contributed

to make the completion of that machine,—^what it always

remained,—a sort of labour of Sisyphus. But in the latter,

great progress was made ; for, although “ the mercury ” (with

which the piston was packed), “ by an unforeseen accident

" found its way into the cylinder, and played the devil with

“ the solder,” yet the piston was made to act by steam above

it, as well as by the vacuum below it ; the cyl^der was set

wholly in a steam-case ;
the piston was extremely tig^t, and

“ might easily be made tighter still; made of pasteboard,
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" baked 'mth linseed oil, and put. on like the leather of a

“ pump-box.” He further proposed

making two exhausting barrels in-

stead of one, and giving them each

half of its stroke, thereby pro-

ducing a more perfect vacuum

;

“ making the engine go of itself,

“ that the strokes may be counted, and the water measured
" that is boiled away. These things are in hand, and will

“ soon be done.” This was on the 29th of April, and by the

10th of May he had got the two new exhausting cylinders

cast, bored, and partly turned, as well as new condensers

made, and expected to have them going again by the end of

the week.

“The two cylinders stand side for side; the pipe sat bottom
“ communicate with two condensers, which, by the pipe <?,

“ communicate with the large cylinder. There is a valve at e

“ that prevents the air and water in the condenser from going
“ into the big cylinder at the return of the piston of the

“ exhauster, but obliges them to go out at the top of the con-

“ denser through the pipe e, having a valve at bottom to

“ prevent their return. This pipe e has another use, viz., to
,

“ measure accurately the quantity of water condensed [at]

“ each stroke, by observing what space it occupies in this tube.

“ I take this to be the best way of determining that article,

“ if we can make the pistons of the exhausters tight, so that

“ none may be introduced that way. As soon as I have got

“ it completed I will write you, that I may either come to •

“ you and give you account of the success, or you come here

“ and seei the machine go. I am uneasy till 1 know the

“ exact quantity of steam consumed ; though iromji^everal

“ circumstances I think it will answer hopes. At &y rate

“ the vacuum is good and sudden ; the consumption un-
“ doubtedly the least possible.”

After one or two trials which gave .good promise, but left

“ several motions to adjust stili,” on the 24th of May he was

at last able to send the following satisfactory report to Dr.

Boebuck :

—
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" I received yours, and would have answered it sooner if I
“ could have given you the satisfectioh I now can. I this

“ day had anothw trial of the engine with the double con^
“ denser : the vacuum w^ as before, 14 lbs. on the inch, and
" more readily formed, though this new apparatiis is not per-
“ fectly air-tight. From some circiunstances it was impossible
“ to measure the water condensed in the way I proposed, but
“ I found the engine could easily make twenty smokes per
“ minute and snift properly, when the steam was middling
“ strong. I filled the bofier to a certain mark, allowed it to

“ come a-boil, and boil one hour, in which time it wasted 300
“ cubic inches : I repeated this experiment with the same
“ result nearly. Now 300, divided by 60, gives 5 inches in a
“ minute, or ^ inch each stroke. Now, the cylinder is 7^ inch

“ diameter, squared is 56 ;
deduct J to give square inches

:

“ 42 multiplied by 12, the stroke, 504 cubic inches—about
“ 3J-part of a cubic foot

; but this used only the J of an inch

“ of steam. As we could not use all the steam, great part

" went off at the loading-valve, and some was needlessly
“ expended ffom another cause, which I shall explain at

" meeting, Therefore I speak within bounds when I say that

“ every cubic foot of the contents of the cylinder will require

“ only one cubic inch of water to be evaporated. I am even
“ of opinion that, in a large engine, with a strong boiler and
“ a hot steam, the half of that quantity will be sufficient.

" I intend to have the pleasure of seeing you at Kinneil on

“ Saturday or Friday. I sincerely wish you joy of this suc-

“ cessful result, and hope it will make you some return for

“ the obligations I ever will remain under to you.”

This result, of which he was too good a mechanician not

fully to comprehend the vast importance and great promise

in every way, seems quite to have decided Mr. Watt on at all

events immediately securing his invention by patent. From
.

a friendly letter full of what was at least meant to be good

advice,—a valuable commodity, of which, however, the supply

too often exceeds the demand,—^written by Professor Jai^e
to Mr. Watt in 1768, (probably early in the summer), and

dated ^m Einneil, it is pretty apparent that the inventor

N
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liad by that time become very doubtful of Dr. Koebuck’s

ability, under his evident embarrassments, to carry out the in-

vention with the requisite vigour and resources. But, on the

other hand, *‘the more,** says Mr. Jardine, “Dr. Boebuck is

“ convinced of the practicability of the scheme, the keener he
“ is of carrying it [injto practice yourselves for your mutual
“ advantage ;** and, while strongly urging him to keep up his

spirits and hopes, and recommending him to devote some

months to putting up a new engine at Bo’ness, with every aid

that the Doctor could furnish, he adds, witli characteristic dis-

cernment;—" You are surely very near to something that will

“ be much to your advantage : the happiness, or at least the

“ interest, of your family,—your own ease and amusement,

—

“ that life of ingenious indolence which you have often figured

“ out to yourself, are all within prospect ;—not to men-
“ tion the honour of a discovery of so much importance, a

" circumstance which few would think so moderately of as

" yourself.”

Mr. Watt being perfectly satisfied in his own mind of the

value of his invention, went to London in August 1768 to

make arrangements for taking out a patent for it; only

delaying the completion of that step till he should be able, if

possible, to secure the aid of a fit associate in the execution

of engines for sale, with an equitable adjustment of the chance

of profit, or the risk of loss. Mr. Boston had intended to

have met him in town, but being detained at home, invited

Mr. Watt to visit him at Soho,—at THotel de TAmiti^
“ SUP Handsworth Heath,” as he called his own hospitable

house,—where he stayed for a fortnight, to the great joy of

Dt Small, Dr. Darwin, and Mr. Keir, who were asked to

meet him. Keir, whom Mr. Watt calls a mighty chemist,

" and a very agreeable man,” was possessed of considerable

literary as well as scientific attainments, and is still known
as having been the author of a translation of Macquer’s
^ Chemistry,’ and of an interesting paper on the crystallisa-

tion of glass ; of another paper in the Philosophical Trans-

actions on the congelation of the vitriolic acid ; of a treatise

on the different kinds of permanently elastic fluids or gases,
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in 1777 and 1779 ; of a fragment of a Dictionary of

Chemistry in 1789-90 ; as well as of an Account of the

Life and Writings of the eccentric Philanthropist, Thomas
Day, in 1791.

On fully conversing with his guest as to the nature, por-
tion, and prospects of his inventibn, Mr. Boulton expressed a

desire to be “concerned in the fire-engine;” but Mr. Watt,
with that regard which throughout life he invariably diowed
not only to the rights and interests but also to the feeliAgs

of others, deferred entering into any agreement to that effect

until he should first have seen Dr. Boebuck again on the

subject, and obtained his full concurrence. This he did on

returning to Scotland in October, and the result was thus

communicated by him to Mr. Boulton, dated the 20th of that

month ;—“ When you were so kind as to express a desire to

“ be concerned in my fire-engine, I was sorry I could not

“immediately make you an offer. The case is this:—^By

“ several unsuccessful projects and expensive experiments I
“ had involved myself in a considerable debt before I had
“ brought the theory of the fire-engine to its present state.

“ About three years ago, a gentleman who was concerned
“ with me died. . As I had at that time conceived a very
“ clear idea of my present improvements, £ind had even made
“ some trial of them, though not so satisfactory as has been
“ done since. Dr. Boebuck agreed to take my debts upon
“ him, and to lay out whatever more money was necessary

“ either for experiments or securing the invention
;
for which

“ cause I made over to him two-thirds of the property of the

“ invention. The debts and expenses are now about 1200L
“ I have been since that time employed in constructing

“ several working fire-engines on the common principle^ as

“ well as in trying experiments to verify the theory. As the

“ Doctor, firom his engagements at Bo’ness, and other businesf^

“ cannot pay much attention to the executive part of thi%

“ the greatest part of it must devolve on me, who am, from

<< my natural inactivity and want of health and resolutitm,

“ incapable of it. It gave me great joy when you seemed to

“ thiok so favourably of our scheme, as to wish to engage in

N 2
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“ it; I therefore made it my bnsmes^ as soon as I got home,

** to wait on the Doctor and propose you as one I wished he

“ would make an offer to, which he ^eed to with a

“ deal of pleasure, and will write you in a few days, that if

“ agreeable you niay be a third part concerned, on paying

“ the half of the cost and whatever you may think the risk

“ he has run deserves, which last he leaves to yourself. If
“ you should not choose to engage on these terms, we wiU
“ make you an offer when the whole is more perfect, which I

“ hope it will soon be.” * • * “If this reciprocating

“ engine should not [answer], it must be [from] some mecha-
“ nical difiSculty, which, I think, we may certainly get the

“ better of. If Dr. Small should choose to be concerned

“ with you in this, I have reason to think it would be agree-

“ able to Dr. Boebuck, and would be highly so to me. If

“ you should not choose to engage with this affair in its

“ present state, or at any rate, you will let this letter remain
“ a secret except to Dr. Small.”

It was in the meantime determined, while awaiting Mr.

Boulton’s reply, that the patent should be taken out, so as at

all events to secure the property in the new engine to its

inventor, and those who might be associated with him in its

manufacture. On the 5th of January, 1769, accordingly, the

memorable patent for “ A new method op lessening the
“ CONSUMPTION OP STEAM AND PUEL IN PIKE-ENGINES ” was
obtained; and the relative specification in due course, that

is, within four months afterwards, enrolled. Dr. Koebuck had
agreed, in consideration of receiving an assignation of two-

thirds of the property of the invention, to defray the debt (of

nearly 1000?.) incurred by Mr. Watt in making the previous

experiments, and also the expense of the patent, nud of any
further experiments; while Mr. Watt was “to attend and
“ conduct the experiments.” In reality it turned out that

Mr. Watt had to meet all the expenses, with the exception of

the debt of 1000?., which Boebuck took, as agreed, upon him-

self ;
and although the funds thus required were not of any

very large amount, they still were such as Mr. Watt might
have had extreme difficulty in providing out of his amnll
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profits in the regular way of his business. We have ascer-

tained that, at least to nearly the whole extent required for

obtaining the patent, they were advanced by Dr. Bl^k; who
in this, as well as in many other ways, had both the ability

and the inclination to promote the success of the labours of

his yoimg Mend.

We need scarcely add that the sum thus provided was

gratefully repaid, with interest, by Mr. Watt, when days of

greater affluence had dawned upon him. But we feel plea-

sure in making known this instance, which we believe is not

a solitary one, in which Dr. Black showed himself ready to

aid a deserving neighbour less opulent than himself ; as it has

been alleged,—^probably not altogether without reason,—that

the learned Doctor was somewhat penuriously attached to

the saving of money. The considerable fortune which he

bequeathed to his relations, (upwards of 20,000?.), certainly

bore witness to his prudence as a financier no less than to his

success as a physician ; but on this subject we cannot do

better than quote from one of his letters to Mr. Watt^ written

in the last year of his life,* in which he says,—" You should

“ study now to enjoy relaxation from business, and the amuse-

“ ments which are the most suited to your taste ; but above

“ all, relaxation and ease, and gentle exercise, and change of

" air. You need not be anxious now about your fortune. It

“ is already abundant, and it will increase constantly, even

“ while you are sleeping. It is, however, one of the follies of

“ old age to be too intent on the accumulation of riches ; and

“ I feel in myself a degree of that inclination. Those of us

“ especially who have made a little fortune by our own
« industry, set a high value on riches on account of the labour

« which they have cost us
;
and when time has put an end to

“ other enjoyments, one of our greatest pleasures is to increase

“ the hoard. We do not consider that it is (dready sufficient

“for every reasonable purpose. We have acquired a taste

“ and a habit which we indulge. If you can be amused with

“ the works of Horace, you will find in them many pleasant

* Dr. Black to Mr. Watt, Edinbargh, 1 Yob, 1799.
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allosions to this folly, and ingenious expositions of the

" absurdity of it” We can hardly imagine either a more

pleasant allusion to the foible in question, or a more sound

expoation of the absurdity of it, than those thus delivered by

the amiable and philosophic Doctor
;
whose discourse sounds

psurtly as a warning against the sin, and partly as a rather

complac.ent confession of its commission.
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CHAPTER XIV. •

SPECIFICATION OP THE PATENT OF 1769—^INTEBBOPTED NEaOTIATIONS—
CONTINUED EXPERIMENTS—EXPANSIVE POWER OF STEAM— SUCCE88F0I.

TRIAL OF ENGINE AT KINNEIL— PIPE-CONDENSER— FURTHER NEGO-

TIATIONS WITH SOHO— CONTINGENT AGREEMENT WITH DR. ROEBUCK—
POSITION AND CIRCUMSTANCES OP MB. WATT.

Watt, while continuing his experiments at Glasgow, and his

preparations for further trials of the engine “in the glen

“ behind Kinneil,” where “ the burn afforded plenty of cold

“ water ” for condensation, and there was greater “ freedom

“ from speculation than about Bo’ness,” now busied himself

in making a draft of the Specification, which had to be given

in and enrolled within four calendar months of the date of

the Letters Patent. In the preparation of this document,

which afterwards became one of great interest in thft history

of the steam-engine, not only from the nature of its contents,

but also from the long and fiercely-contested litigation of

which it was the turning point, he received the benefit of the

advice of his friends Dr. Small and Mr. Boulton
; and the

event showed that their enlai^ed views of the principles on

which it ought to be framed, were sound and judicious.

“ Mr. Boulton and I,” writes Dr. Small to Mr. Watt,*

“ have considered your paper, and think you should neither

“ give drawings nor descriptions of any particular machinery,

“ (if such omissions would be allowed at the office), but
“ specify in the clearest manner you can that you have dis-

“ covered some principles, and thought of new applications of

“ others, by means of both which, joined together, you intend

“ to construct steam-engines of much greater powers, and
“ applicable to a much greater number of useful puipases,

“ than any which hitherto have been constructed ; that to

* 6 Feb. 1769.
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“ effect each particiilar purpose, you design to employ par-

“ ticular machinery, every species of wliich may be r^ged in

“ [one of] two classes : one class for producing rMprocal
‘‘ motions, and another for producing motions round axes.

“ As your principles, we think they should be enunciated,

“ (to use a hard word), as generally as possible, to secure you

as effectually against pii*acy as the nature of your invention

will allow. You might declare in some such manner as the

“ following :

—

‘‘ First, you intend that the vessels in which powers of

“ steam will be employed to wwk such engines as you may
“ construct, shall be heated, before the working of the engines

shall begin, at least as hot as the steam to be conveyed into

“ the vessels, and that this heat of the vessels shall be ren-

“ dered equable, whilst the engines worlc, by suffering them

to be entered or touched in that time by no substance

colder than the steam they are designed to receive, by

covering them with materials which allow bodies so covered

to cool very slowly, and by proper applications of heated

bodies ^vhen tliey may be wanted. The vessels mentioned

“ in this paragra})h you call steam^vessels.

“ Secondly, in the engines which you may erect to be

worked, either wholly or partially, by condensation of steam,

‘‘ you intend that the steam sliall be condensed in vessels

distinct from the steam-viisscls, though occasionally com-

municating with them. These vessels you call condensers
;

“ and, whilst the engine may be working, you intend to keep

the condensers constantly at least as cold as the air then in

‘‘ the neighboiu’liood of the engines, by applications of water,

“ and other means of cooling heated bodies.

“ Thirdly, whatever air or other uncondensiblo elastic

vapour may impede the operations of the engines, you

intend shall be drawn out by machines in the manner of

pumps, to be worked by the engines themselves.

‘‘Fourthly, you intend that on different occasions the

“ necessary steam shall be produced from different substances,

solid or fluid, or partly solid and partly fluid, as may be

“most convenient; and also that the vessels in which the
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steam shall be produced, (which you call boilers), shall be
“ of different forms on these different occasions.

“Fifthly, ill many cases you design to employ steam in

“ producing reciprocal motions in a manner like to that
“ in which portions of the atmosphere are now employed in

“ ordinary reciprocating engines, to wit, by pressing at proper
“ times upon pistons of proper structures.

“ Sixtlily, to produce by means of steam motions round
“ axes, you intend sometimes to emjdoy recii)rocatory joined

“ to other macliines, but more frequently steam-vessels of

“ forms fitted to different purposes. These steam-vessels will

“ be mounted on axes, and will contain weights, either solid

“ or fluid, or partly solid and partly fluid
;
which weights, or

“ tlie centres of their gravity, being constantly, whilst the

“ engines work, pressed by steam beyond planes perpen-

“ (liciilar to the horizon, and in which planes the axes will

“ lie, will cause motions of the steam-vessels.

“ Seventhly, in these last-mentioned engines, in which
“ steam-vessels must move round axes, on some occasions

“ you intend to use the condensers described above
;

but

“ on others, to discharge the steam from the steam-vessels,

“ through proper outlets, into the atmosphere.

“ liastly, to render j)istons and other parts of the machinery

“ air and steam-tight, instead of water you design to employ

“ paper and j^asteboard prepared with oils, oils themselves, or

“ fat of animals, quicksilver, or melted metals.”

Dr. Small adds, in a j)art of his letter written two days

later, “I am certain that, from such a specification as I

“ have written, any skilful mechanic may make your engines,

although it wants correction
;
and you are certainly not

“ obliged to teach every blockhead in the nation to construct

masterly engines.” The form of specification thus pru-

dently recommended, differed but slightly from that ultimately

adopted, which was signed and sealed on the 25th of April,

and enrolled on the 29th of that month.

This letter was accompanied by one from Mr. Boulton,* in

* 7 February, 1700.
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which lie says tliat Dr. Eoebuck liad ofTored him a share

‘‘ of his property in the engine, as far as respects the counties

of Warwick, Stafford, and Derby,’" and then goes on: “I
“ am obliged to you and him for tliinking of me as a partner

“ in any degree
;
but the plan proposed to mo is so very

different from that which I had conceived at the time I

“ talked with you upon that subject, that I cannot think it a

proper one for me to meddle witli, as I do not intend turn-

ing engineer. I was excited by two motives to offer you

my assistance—which were, love of you, and love of a

money-getting, ingenious project. I presumed that your

‘‘ engine would rcquii*e money, very accurate workmanship,

“ and extensive correspondence, to make it turn out to the

best advantage
;
and that the best means of keeping uj)

‘‘ the reputation, and doing the invention justice, would bo

to keep the executive part out of the hands of the multi-

“ tude of cmj)irical engineers, who, from ignorance, want of

experience, and want of necessary convenience, would Ixi

‘‘ very liable to produce bad and inaccurate workmanship

;

" all which deficiencies would affect the reputation of tlie

invention. To remedy which, and to jiroduee the most

profit, my idea was to settle a manufactory near to my
‘‘ own, by tlie side of our canal, where I would erect all tlie

“ conveniences necessary for the completion of engines, and

from which manufactory we would serve all the world with

engines of all sizes. By these means and your assistance

we could engage and instruct some excellent workmen, who

(with more excellent tools than would be worth any man’s

while to procure for one single engine) could execute the
‘‘ invention 20 per cent, cheaper than it would be otherwise

“ executed, and wdth as great a difference of accuracy as

there is between the blacksmith and the mathematical-
‘‘ instrument-maker. It would not be worth my while to

make for three counties only
;
but I find it very well worth

my while to make for all the world.

“ What led me to drop the hint I did to you was the pos-

“ sessing an idea that you wanted a midwife to ease you of

“ your burthen, and to introduce your brat into the world,
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which I should not have thought of if I had known of your

‘‘ pre-engagement
;
but as I am determined never to embark

“ ill any trade that I liave not the inspection of myself, and

as my engagements here will not permit me to attend any

“ business in Scotland, and as the Doctor’s engagements in

“ Scotland will not, 1 presume, permit his attendance here,

“ and as I am almost saturated with undertakings, I think I

must conclude to . No, you shall draw the conclusion :

“ yet, nevertheless, let my conclusions bo what they will,

‘‘ nothing will alter my inclinations for being concerned with

‘‘ you, or for rendering you all the service in my powder
;
and

although there seem to be some obstructions to our partner-

shij) in the engine trade, yet I live in hopes that you or I

“ may liit upon some scheme or other tliat may associate ns

in tin's [)art of the world, which Avould render it still more
“ agre(^abl(^ to mo than it is, by the acquisition of such a

neighbour.”

Although the disapjiointing intelligence of the failure, so

for, of the negotiation with Mr. Boulton, reached Mr. Watt
just aft(T he had wTitton to Dr. Roebuck that from fresh trials

of tlic engine, its doing twice as wdl as the common [one]

is, I think, absolutely certain, from what ]\Ir. Jardine saw%

and there is little i-oason to fear hut w^hat it wdll do all we
“ expected,” he did not ullow^ it to interfere wdth the continu-

ance of his ex{)(‘riineiital improvements. On the 22nd of

February ho thus descril)(‘s a further alteration of tho con-

denser, with which he w^as much pleased :— In the piston of

“ tho condenser there are valves a.s in a common pump
;

it

‘‘ is 2 inches diameter, stroke

“ G inches; contains 18 cubic

“ inches w^ater. The pipe h

‘‘ of the condenser is sur-

rounded with an outer

pipe
;
cold water runs be-

tween. The pipe h and

“ box c contain above 9

“ cubic inches water
;
at c is

“ a sliding valve which is opened, and kept open for a little
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“ space when the piston a. is at the lowest. The mouth of

‘‘ the pump being above water, the piston, when it was at

“ top, threw out almost all the water contained above it

;

“ when it is at the bottom, the water in the cistern runs in at

‘‘ the valve c and fills the pump up to the level of the water

“ in the cistern, and by that means puts out the water heated

in the last stroke ;
when the piston is raised the valve is

sliut, and the steam, or what of it is not condensed, pushes
‘‘ the water before it into the pump, and endeavours to follow

it into the pump, but is condensed with a crack. It is

not possible, if the water be cold, that any of it can survive

this operation
;
and the machine is simple and works easy.

“ I propose working the condenser by a waterwheel.” On
the 14th of Slarch he says :

—‘‘ I this day made trial of the

“ power of the engine, and found tliat, after it was clear of

‘‘ air, it readily lifted 620 lbs., and, I believe, would have
“ lifted more, but had none at hand. The whole pressure

“ on the piston is about 740 lbs.
;

this was with a steam not

able to support ab#ve one, or at most two inches of mer-
“ cury —and, two days after, Since I Avroto you I added

80 lbs. to the load of the engine, making in all 704 lbs.

‘‘ not, which it lifted easily. However, the additional weight
“ being a large mortar and inconvenient, I took it off and

wrought it a few strokes with the 624 lbs., which it raises

“ on half a revolution of the handhi of the condenser, or the

“ stroke of our pump. This seems to depend wholly on the

coolness and quantity of water that passes through the cou-

‘‘ denser, which I haA^e an easy method of increasing. I find

‘‘ this cylinder, being of cast-iron, and near one-eighth inch

‘‘ wider at one end than it is at the other, is not so steam-
‘‘ tight Avithout oil as the block-tin one I had last was

;
I

‘‘ therefore make use of the oil-pump and train-oil, which

answers perfectly Avell, keeping a constant circulation. The
“ best and cheapest cylinders will be of block-tin

;
they Avill

“ be defended from external injuries by the Avooden case, and

have nothing to fear from the inside.”

Not only Avas the “tolerably tight piston” here spoken of

rather difficult to execute, but the condenser also Avas con-
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staiitly undergoing further variations. Its pumps were made

“ frictionless,” but then, they “ afforded a lodgment for air;

that plan “ was therefore rejected, and block-tin cylinders

“ put ill its place. liese cylinders, lie says, are li

“diameter; the piston moves up and down inch; tho

“ piston-stalks are suspended on a beam on edges ;
tho

“ beam is made to vibrate by means of two spiral wheels that

“ press down first one end and then the other. This spiral

“ puts them down veiy quick in the first part of its motion,
“ but during tho last fourth of its revolution it only moves
“ them inch, tliat being the only time that anything be-

“ side friction opposes its motion, as it is then putting out its

“ water and raising the whole power of the air on the other

“ piston. During this part of tlie revolution, the valve at

“ bottom is opened by a trigger, having little to oppose it, as

“ that lobe of the condenser is then a plenum
;

then the
“ water surrounding the condenser being higher by six inches

“ than the top of the pumps, rushes up througli the con-
“ denser and pump, and cools it. On trial, the condensation
“ is more rapid than ever, the force necessary to move the
“ condenser much lcs.s than you could well imagine, and the
“ ease of execution quadruple what it ever was of any former
“ condenser, for instance. Tliis one is made of wood and
“ block-tin.”
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Then comes a very early intimation of a most important

principle, afterwards ap])lied, with tlie best effect, in tli(‘

manufacture of the improved engine, and included by Jlr.

Watt in his patent of 1782; viz. tlie use of the expansive

force of steam as it rushes into a vacuum. Of this, it appears

from one of his letters to Mr. Boulton, written in 1781, that

he had thought in 1707 ; but he here most clearly sets it

forth, as especially applicable to the wheel or circulating

engines, which continued to divide liis attention with recipro-

cating or condensing ones :
—“ I mentioned to you a method

“ of still doubling the effect of the steam, and that tolerably

easy, by using the power of steam rushing into a vacuum,
“ at present lost. This would do a little more than double tlio

effect, but it Avould too much enlarge the vessels to use it all

;

‘‘ it is peculiarly applicable to wheel-engines, and may suj>ply

“ the want of a condenser where force of steam is ordy used ;

for, open one of the steam-valves, and admit steam until

one-fourth of the distance between it and the lu^xt valve is

‘‘ filled with steam
;
shut the valve, the steam will continue

“ to expand, and to press round the wheel with a diminishing

“ power ending in one-fourth of its first exertion. The sum
of this series you will find greater than one-half, though

“ only one-fourth steam was used. The power will, indeed,

be unequal, but this can be remedied by a fly, or several

other ways.”

Gradually the completion of the engine “ in great ” at

Kinneil approached: by 5th July, 1709, almost every part

of it was ready for putting together
;
the boiler was set, the

great beam hung; the condenser finislied ‘‘much to his

“ liking,” with two pumps of tin, 9 inches in diameter, and

the rest of it haixhined lead, fastened to a strong frame of

wood. The ii’on cylinder, (enclosed in another of wood), the

piston-rod, and piston, ‘‘ the best Carron could produce,” were

yet “ not over good,” the cylinder being in one part oval,

either from an inaccuracy of the mould in which it had been

cast, of the action of the tool by wliich it had been bored, or

from some injury received in setting it up
;
and the adjusting

and fitting together of all the parts occupied a long time.
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^ct at last, parly in Septeinbc^r, it was set to work; and,
altliougli the iirsL trial did not appear to be decisive cither

way, chiody owing to the inequality of the cylinder and
conseqiKMit untiglitncss of the instqn, letting both tlie steam
that drove it and the oil that “ packed ” it escape, yet Mr.
Watt felt that he was still allowed “ to flatter himself with
“ hopes,”—too often now his only indulgence. The boiler

with a small fire,” he says, " easily supplied more steam
than we could destroy, although there were many outlets

‘‘ for it, which we took no care to stop, being employed

otherwise. Tlie boiler-top and wooden cylinder were very

tight, as were all our vacuum joints and valves
; the plates

“ that let out steam were at the man-hole door and at the
“ screws that fastened the steam-box to the wooden cylinder,

“ which, had- otlicr things been right, we should soon have
‘‘ corrected. The only conclusion I can draw from this trial,

“ is, that supposing we cannot employ oil to keep the piston

“ tight, and that w^e cannot make it better than we had it, it

would work easily with 8 lbs. on the iiich, and would not
“ consume above half the steam used bv a common euirine.

“ Even this I w’ill not jiositively affirm, although I tliink

“ tliere is reason to believe it.” To correct the elliptical

error of the cylindiu*, he proposed hammering it from the out-

side on a truly cylindrical block of wood within, and making
future cylinders of coj)per, for the convenience of such adjust-

ments, instead of relying on the bad casting and boring of iron

in those days
;
while soon afterwards he thus describes a lunv

sort of condenser, which ho called the pi])e*condenser :—^‘The
“ new' condenser consists of tw o sets of pii)es, eight in each set,

thus*—0000 0000 * 4 diameter .

‘‘ and 18 inch(?s long, 10 inches of which w ill be evacuated

“ [at] each stroke of the pump
; they are to be ^ an inch dis-

tant from one another in all directions
; each set is to bo

“ surrounded at ^ an inch distant in a box of wood, through

which cold water can be made to run at i^leasure. They
are joined at top by a thin cast-iron box, through whicli

they communicate wdth the steam. It is made sloping at
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the ends, that as little useless water as possible may be in

‘‘circulation. They are joined at bottom by 'another cast-

“ iron box, through which they coininunicate with the pumps,

wliich are of copper, 5 indies diameter
;
two diapliragms of

“ wood prevent their communicating with one another, the

“ box being continued only for strength. It was indeed ori-

“ ginally made with an intention to have no communication
“ at top, but the steam to enter at a, by wliicdi means the

“ valves needed only be water-tight, whorc^as they must bo
“ air-tight above ; but on condensation the steam, whenever
“ it entered, (which would be as soon as any part of the pipes

“ was empty), ^vould rise, or attempt to rise, through the

“ water in the pipes, and would lieat it
;
but tlie

2
)iston of

“ the pump still ascending, that water would descend into the

“ box below, and pail; might get into the pump, and be there

converted into steam
;
not being exposed to much conden-

“ sation at best, if it got no further than the box it Avould re-

“ main warm until tlie cold of the pij)cs made a vacuum,

when it would boil and go to them to be condensed, and it

is much to be feared that this heating and cooling might

“ prolong the time of condensation. I have sometimes

thought that something of this kind hapi^ened in tlie other

condenser, and concurred with other devils to plague me

;

and indeed I was so out of humour with myself and it, I did

“ not try all experiments I might have done to clear that up.

“ I make use of the same beam and crank I had before, only

“ I place these pumps at the extremities of the beam, where
‘‘ they have about four inches stroke. The way the crank is
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applied I think simple, yet answers as well as a crank can

Aft(T the experiment at Ivinneil had afresh inspired hijn

with at least partial confidence, whicli, however, he always is

careful to express with great modesty, Mr. Watt pressed

Dr. Roebuck, who was tlieii about to set out on a journey into

England, to try to conclude some bargain with Mr. Boulton
;

whieh,^’ he says, “ even though it should appear a little

hard for us, I would wish you to accept, from the following

‘‘ considerations :—1st. From Mr. Boulton’s own character as

‘‘ an ingenious, honest, and rich man. You know him much
“ better than I do, but the worst I have ever heard of him
“ amounted to his being a projector. 2ndly. From the diffi-

“ culty and expense there would be of procuring accurate

and honest workmen, and providing them in proper utensils,

“ and getting a proper overseer or overseers. If, to avoid

“ this inconvenience, you were to contract for the work to be

done by a master-workman, you must give up a great share

of the profit. 3rdly. The success of the engine is yet far

“ from being verified. If Mr. Boulton takes his chance of

“ success from the account I shall write Dr. Small, and pays

you any adequate share of the money laid out, it lessens

your risk, and in a greater proportion than I think it will

lessen your profits. 4thly. The assistance of Mr. Boulton’s
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and Dr, Snuiirs ingpuuity (if the ono-afr,^ iu it) m
improviuj^ and j)orft'(‘tin^ tlio inac‘him.' may bo very con-

*• siderable, and may enable ns to get the bettm* of diflienlties

“ that might otherwise damn it. Lastly. Consider my uncer-

tain health, my irresolute and inactive disposition, my in-

ability to bargain and struggle for my own with mankind
;

all which disqualify me for any great undertaking. On
** our side, eoAsider the first outlay and interest ; the patent

;

‘‘ the present engine, about 200Z. (tliough there would not be
“ much loss in making it into a common engine)

;
two years

“ of iny time, and tlio expense of models.”

While thus, on the one part, it had ('ome to be a question

with tlie inventor, whether tliore would be “ much loss
”

in converting the machine which was to n^volutionise tlie

w’hole face of the habitable globe, into a common engine,”

on the other, both ^Ir, Boulton and Dr, Small had iu the

meantime engaged most of their money in otlier affairs :

—

I am really sorry,” quietly wites Mr. to the latter,

“ on my own account, that your engagements hinder you from

“ entering into our scheme
;
for that ought to be the result of

“ your deliberation. I'hough there are few things I have

“ wished more for than being connected with you, on many
“ accounts, yet I should be very loth to purchase that plea-

“ sure at expense of your quiet, which might be the case

“ if you involved yourself in more business than you could

easily manage, or, what is worse, find money for. Besides,

‘‘ this is not a trade, but a project. No man should risk

“ more money on a project than he can afford to lose. I

“ must, however, beg the favour of writing to you as though

“ you were concerned.” *

And Dr. Small, not outdone in either generosity or true

friendliness, at once replies:!—‘‘Nothing will give me more

“ pleasure than to contribute in any degree to your pros-

“ perity, whether I can become an associate with you or not.

“ Although T hate debts, yet on this occasion I have ventured

“ to propose borrowing money from the only 2)ersons to whom

October 21, 17G9. t 5 November, 17G9.
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I would bo obliged in that manner. Should it suit them to
“ aocoinmodato me, I will accept Dr. K.’s offer immediately,

as will our friend Boulton.”

And again
;
— I had your letter ^hree days ago, and

“ have held several conversations with our friend Dr. Eoe-
“ buck about the scheme. He goes to London to-morrow, to
‘‘ stay one week, and in that time Boulton and I shall deter-
‘‘ mine whether we can accept the offer helHas been so

“ obliging as to make us. Unluckily we have both just

engaged in another scheme, which will very speedily require

all the ready money we can at present spare, and I have a

vast aversion to borrowing, although I would sooner borrow

on this occasion than on any other I know, both because

“ the engine must succeed, and because it is your affair. * *

Your detail about the engine I have considered very care-

fully, and am in no degree discourage^d. * * Boulton
“ and I will do anything we can do to have you here, and to

“ forward your success. Dr. B.’s proposal is perfectly agree-

“ able to us
;
only as to me it is unfortunately made after the

‘‘ engagement of very near all my money. You shall hear

“ from us again in less than a fortnight. In the mean time

“ favour me with a few lines. All your friends here think of

“ you with the highest esteem.” *

The following was Dr. Roebuck’s very moderate, and,

indeed, liberal offer, referred to by Dr. Small; dated Bir-

mingliam, Nov. 28, 1769, and addressed ‘‘To Dr. Small and

“ Mr. Boulton.”

“ Gentlemen,—Whereas Mr. James Watt has assigned to

“ me two-thirds of the property of the patent of the steam-

“ engine, which he took out some time in the course of the

“ last winter, I hereby offer you one-half of the above two-

“ thirds, or one-third of the whole patent, on condition that

“ you pay to me such a sum, not less than one thousand

“ pounds, as you, after the (experiments of the engine shall

“ be completed, shall think just and reasonable
;
and twelve

“ months from this date you are to take your final resolution.

o 2

10 October, 1700.
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“ I also oblige myself to procure Watt’s assi^nt to tliis

agreement. I am, Gentlemen, your obedient servant, John
“ Roebuck.” ^

It at once attained a ready assent :— I have time only to

say,” writes Dr. Small to Mr. Watt, that Mr. Boulton and
I have agreed with Dr. Roebuck —whereupon Mr. Watt

replies, r^eived yours, and shake hands with you and
“ Mr. BoultOT on our new connection, which, I hope, will

“ prove agreeable to us all.”

The ‘‘ final resolution ” mentioned in Dr. Roebuck’s pro-

posal as to be taken at tlie expiration of one year, does not

appear to have been then insisted on by any of the parties

concerned in it
;
but soon after tliat time, great commercial

embarrassment began to spread over Great Britain, and the

poor Doctor’s already wavering fortunes, unable to stand any

fresh assault, fell in the general crash. This event might

indeed have hastened rather than further retarded a de-

finitive arrangement as to the steam-engine patent, and an

attempt at its manufacture, but for tJio higldy honourable

and delicate feelings by which, it became very evident, all

were alike influenced. “ You arc sensible,” writes Dr. Small,*

“ that both Boulton and I engaged in the patent scheme mu(*h

“ more from inclination to be in some degree useful to you
‘‘ than from any other principle, so that, if you are prosperous

‘‘ and happy, we do not care whether you find the scheme

worth prosecuting or not.” “I do fear,” writes Mr. Watt,t
‘‘ that in this affair I may have urged you too far and with

“ too little delicacy
;
and that you liave some reason from

‘‘ them to think more meanly of mo than I deserve. I

‘‘ assure you, whatever I have said as to price, &c., I only

‘‘ meant in respect to my friend the Doctor, who I am of

‘‘ opinion ought not at present to risk anything of conse-

“ quence, and has too much at stake in the matter. As to

myself, I have never thought of receiving money for any

‘‘ part of my own property in it, and shall perhaps be willing

“ to hold a much smaller share in it than you would ask me.

17 September, 1770. t To Dr. Simill, August, 1772.
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“ Altliougli I am out of pocket a much greater sum upon
“ these experiments tlian my proportion of the property of
‘‘ the engine, I do not look upon that money as the price of
‘‘ my share, but as money spent upon «iy education. I thank
God that I have now reason to believe that I can never

while I have health be at any loft to pay what I owe, and
to live at least in a decent manner. More I do not violently

desire.” *

And again,*— I pursued my experiments till I found that
“ the expense and loss of time lying wholly upon me, through
“ the distress of Dr. Eoebuck’s situation, turned out to be a
“ burthen greater than I could suj)port

;
and not having con-

quered all the difficulties that lay in the way of the execu-

“ tion, I was obliged for a time to abandon the project.

Since that time I have been able to extricate myself from
“ some part of my private debts, but am by no means yet in

‘‘ a situation to be the principal in so considerable an under-
‘‘ taking. Tlie Doctor’s affairs being yet far from being rein-

stated give me little hope of lielp from that quarter
;
in the

‘‘ meantime, the time of the patent is running on. It is a
“ matter of great vexation to me that the Doctor should bo

out so great a sum upon this affair, while he has otherwise

“ such pressing occasion for the money. I find myself unable

" to give him such help as his situation requires
; and what

“ little I can do for him is purchased by denying myself the

conveniences of life my station requires, or by remaining in

‘‘ debt where it galls me to tlie bone to owe.

“ Notwithstanding my natural despondence, I am convinced

tliat the machine may be made to answer in a very con-

“ siderable degree, and in more forms than one, but that

I am by no means a proper person to carry it into exe-

“ cution.

“ The Doctor is on the contrary too sanguine, and always

‘‘ thinks things easier than they are. His present exigencies

may also tempt him to insist upon higher terms for his

To the same, IIO August, 1772.
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proix^rty in it than it is roally worth. Ihit I (wpict, if you
*• still think it worth while to en{^ai>fe in it, that yon will both
** give him what you judge the value of it to you, and be at

“ sorae pains to eoiuiiu'e him of its lunug his int(‘rt'st to

*' accept of it. I shall be content to hold a very small sliare

“ ill it, or none at all, fh*ovided I am to he freed from my
“ pecuniary obligations to him, and have any kind of n'coin-

‘‘ pense for even a })art of the anxiety and ruin it has involved

me in.”

* • “ As to the engine, I am not afraid of being able to

earn' it on with a small capital, or almost none, provided

the success w^as certain, or that I w'as in such circumstances

“ as to be able to make the necessary experiments for esta-

** Wishing its merit I have often mentioned to you that

nothing gave me so much pain as the liaving involved Dr.

“ Roebuck so deeply in that concern ;
and when I wrote you

“ last, I would willingly have given up all prospect of profit

to mvself from it, provided he could have been indemnified.

** He is now w’illing to part either with the whole, or the

greatest part of his property in it, upon such terms as, I

“ dare say, in better times you and Mr. B. would have had

no liesitation of accepting. Since Dr. R. saw you he is

‘‘ totally disappointed of the lease of tlie colliery at Wemyss,

and w'as here lately m lower spirits than I e\ei saw him.

“ His enterprising mind being by that means turned off from

tbe eoa\ sebemea, Ro-ness affairs going on badly, and b('

“ \\a\ing no voice in tlie management of tiiem, he had turned

“ bis tbongiits towards the engine, and flattered himself ho

“ conld finish the experiment on a small engine, not recol-

“ lecting that I had been sufficiently successful with an engine

of that size formerly, and that it was only in the 18-inch

“ engine that the diflicultics appeared. I have, however,

« dissuaded him from it, as, without flattering myself, I cannot

“ imagine that he can find out in a few days all the difficul-

‘‘ ties, and the means of avoiding them, which have cost me

“ so mnoh labour. I had also two other reasons against it,

“ the exposing the contrivance to ignorant strangers, and that

“ he could not go on with it without directions, plans, and
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“ visits Iroiu me, wliieli in my present situation I cannot
“ make.

“ I talk of interesting you more in the success, because

generosity ouj/ht to go a small way in directing our actions,

‘‘ and you liav(‘ hitherto had little other motive excepting a

“ promise of being concerned if we could agree upon terms.

“ We may disagree about terms; we may from caprice or

“ interest break that promise
; or we may suddenly be called

“ by death to another state, and our heirs may laugh at any

“ promise that is not written upon stamped paper. Consider
‘‘ what I have said. Consider also that Ur. E. owes Mr,

Boulton money, which will go in part of the price, which
“ can never be so low as at present. I am sorry that there

“ is occasion to ask a price, but it cannot be helped
;
the

“ Doctor’s circumstances oblige him to demand it if he parts

“ with any great part of the property.

‘‘ I by no means intend to insinuate* by this that I consider

“ it necessary that you should pay down a sum of money

before we would assign to you any part of the property \

‘‘ on the contrary, I think that you and Mr. B. ought to

have a certain share without advancing to the Dex^tor

“ or me, provided you took ujK)ii you the cliarge of the

future experiments, and of linding money to carry on
“ the business in case of success. What that share should
“ bo must be the result of some conversation bet>veeii

“ us. But I would much rather have the matter so settled

“ that at least the half of the property should belong to

Mr. B. and you. At any rate let us be on such a foot-

“ ing, that the experiments may go on, and the matter be

“ concluded.”*

There can bo no doubt that even this contingent transfer

of one-third of the property of the patent to his two friends

was of some comfort to the now drooping spirits of the poor

inventor ;
he much liked Boulton and Small, he valued their

personal attachment, admired their meclianical ingenuity, and

clear-sighted yet liberal business views and habits, ^nd it was

* To Dr. Small, 7 November, 1772.
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pleasant to him to he eoneerued with them eY(‘ii without

nmch liopo of immediately inereasing his own fortniu'. Sucli

hope, indeed, began to a})pear even more distant than ever

;

for it was now more than four years since ‘‘the capital

‘‘improvement” had “dashed upon his mind, and filled it

“ with rapture yet still, though fortified with a jiatent, and

satistied of the value of his invention, could it only bo duly

exemplilied and carried out, he found himself left without any

profitable return, and even involved in some debt. This was

not yet, it is true, of any large amount, but still sufficient to

begin to throw a lengthening shadow in the sunshine of his

life ;
for it cut him to the bone to owe.” His family, also,

had increased, and he had now attained to the onerous dignity

of being the father of three children
;

but, unhappily, without

receiving that triple proportion of corn, which, among the

Homans, the “ jus trium liberorum ” brought with it. Those

little voices, “ whose crying was a cry for gold,” were not to

be stilled by the baser metal of a badly cast Carron cylinder,

or the “ block-tin and hammered lead ” of a Glasgow con-

denser. So that we cannot wonder to find him Avriting, as ho

did some time before the acceptance of lloebiick's proposal,

—

“ I am resolved, unless those things I have brought to some

“ perfection reward me for the time and money I have lost

“ on them, if I can resist it, to invent no more. Indeed, I

“ am not near so capable as I was once. I find that I am
“ not the same person I was four years ago, when T invented

“ the fire-engine, and foresaw, even before I made a model,

“ almost every circumstance that has since occurred. I was
“ at that time spurred on by the alluring hope of placing

“ myself above want, without being obliged to have much
“ dealing with mankind, to whom 1 liave always been a dupe.

“ The niiccssary expc.wience in great was wanting
;
in acquiring

it I have met with many disappointments. I must have

“ sunk under the burthen of them if I had not been sup-

“ ported by the friendship of Dr. Eoebuck. * * I have

“ now brought the engine near a conclusion, yet I am not in

“ idea nearer that rest I wish for than I was four years ago.

“ However, I am resolved to do all I can to carry on this
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“ business, and if it does not thrive witli me, I will lay aside
“ the burtlicn I cannot carry.”

And again, in March, 1770;—“ It is a damned tiling for a
‘‘ man to liave liis all hanging by a single string. If I had
“ wherewithal to pay the loss, 1 don’t think I should so much
“ four a failure, but I cannot bear the thought of other people
“ becoming losc^rs by my schemes, and I have the happy dis-

“ jiosition of always painting the worst.”
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CHAPTER XV.

MR, watt’s CtVIL-EXGINEERINQ — CO^’STRUCTION OK THE MONKLAND
CANAL— STEAM-BOATS FOR CANALS SCREW-PROPELLER OR SPIRAL OAR,

1770— SURVEY FOR CANAL IN STRATHMORE— HAMILTON BRIDGE —
CHANNEL OF THE CLYDE CRTNAN CANAL, AND OTHER WORKS— SUR-

VEY FOR CALEDONIAN CANAL— TELFORD — RATE OF REMUNERATION
OF ENGINEERS IN THE LAST CENTURY'.

In this state of matters, every employment that enabled Mr.

Watt to earn an independent income, and served to relieve his

mind, now too constantly occupied with anxious and uncom-

fortable thoughts, was doubly welcome
;
and he was gradually

led more frequently to forsake the solitary vigils of his work-

shop in the city, for the active labours of his profession of a

civil engineer. “ Somehow or other,” as he modestly expresses

it,—or, as we cannot doubt, from his ability and integrity having

now become u ell known,—the magistrates of Glasgow had for

two or three years past employed him in various engineering

works of importance. In 1769 he made a survey and esti-

mate for a navigable canal from the collieries at Monkland

in Lanarkshire to the city of Glasgow
;
which was carried out

under his own directions and superintendence, to the great

advantage of the public as Yvell as of the parties to the

undertaking.

I somehow or other,” he says,* got into the good graces

of our j)resent magistracy, who have employed me in

engineering for them (as Mr. Sincaton terms it)
;
among

“ otlier tilings 1 have projected a canal to bring coals to the

“ town ;—for though coal is everywhere hereabout in plenty,

“ and the very town stands upon it, yet measures have been

taken by industrious people to monopolize it and raise its

“ price 50 per cent, within these ten years. Now this canal

** To Dr. Snitill. 12 December, 17l*0.
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“ in nine miles long, goes to a country full of level free coals

of good (juality, in the hands of many proprietors, who sell

“ tlicm ut })roscnt at Oc?. per cart of 7 cwt. at the pit. There
“ is a valley Iroin (jHasgow to the place, but it has a rise of

‘‘ 2(36 f(3(^t perpmidiciilar above our river
;
I therefore set that

“ aside, and liave found among the hills a passage, wliereby a

“ canal may (*ome within a mile of the town without locks,

‘‘ from whence tlie coals can be brought on a waggon-way.
‘‘ Idiis canal will cost 10,000Z.—is proposed 16 feet wide at

“ bottom, the boats 9 feet wide and 50 feet long, to draw
“ 2^ feet water.”

“ Vanity also,” he adds,^ " bade me tell Glasgow people

“ they might be served as well at home as by strangers. The
“ time has not been thrown away, for the vaguing\ about

‘‘ the country, and bodily fatigue, have given me health and

“ spirits beyond what I commonly enjoy at this dreary season,

‘‘ thmgh they would still thole amends. Hire yourself to some-

‘‘ body for a ploughman ;
it will cure ennui

”

And, although “ a determination that everything should

'' yield to the engine,” led him to refuse going to London

with tlie Bill for tlie Jronklaiid Canal, yet, after the Act for

it had been obtained, and he was again asked to superintend

the execution of the canal, he felt himself obliged not to

refuse that nniuest. “ I had now a choice,” he says.J
“ whether to go on with the experiments on the engine, tho
“ event of which was uncertain, or to embrace an honourable
“ and perhaps profitable employment, attended with less risk

of want of success to carry into execution a canal pro-

jected by myself wuth much trouble, or to leave it to some
other person that might not have entered into my views,

“ and might have had an interest to expose my errors
;

(for

‘‘ everybody commits them in those cases.)

“ Many people here had conceived a much higher idea of

my abilities than they merit ;—they had resolved to encou-

‘‘ rage a man that lived among them rather than a stranger.

To the sumo, 3 January, 1770. X To Dr. Small, 9 September,

f
“ Vagor expeditus.’'—llOK. 1770.
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If I refused this ofier I had little reason to expect sii(*h a

‘‘ concurrence of favourable circumstances soon. Jlcsidcs, I

have a wife and children, and saw myself j^rowing gray

“ without liaving any settled way of providing for them.

‘‘ There were also other circumstances that moved me not

“ less powerfully to accept the offer
;
which I did

;
though at

“ the same time I resolved not to drop the engine, but to

‘‘ prosecute it the first time I could spare.

Nothing is more contrary to my disposition than bustling

and bargaining with mankind :—yet that is the life I now

constantly lead. Use and exertion render it rather more
“ tolerable than it was at first, but it is still disagreeable.

‘‘ I am also in a constant fear that my want of experience

“ may betray me into some scrape, or that I shall be imposed
‘‘ upon by the workmen, both which I take all the care my
nature allows of to prevent. I have been tolerably lucky

“ yet ;
I have cut some more than a mile of the canal, besides

‘‘ a most confounded gash in a hill, and made a bridge and
“ some tunnels, for all wliicli I think I am within the csti-

mate, notwithstanding the soil has been of the very hardest,

being a black or red clay engrained with stones. We are

out altogether 450/.—of whieli about 50/. for utensils : our

canal is four feet water and sixteen feet bottom. I have

for managing the canal 2001. per annum
;
I bestow upon it

“ generally about three or four days in the week, during which
“ time I am commonly very busy, as I have above 150 men
‘‘ at work, and only one overseer und(‘r me, beside the itnder-

“ takers, who are mere tyros, and rcfpiire constant watching.
“ The remainder of my time is taken up partly by head-aches
“ and other bad health, and partly by consultations on various

“ subjects, of which I can have more than I am able to answer,
‘‘ and people pay mo pretty well. In short, I want little but

health and vigour to make money as fast as is fit.

‘^Now, Doctor, if you and your friend Hygeia can impart

to me these blessings, I may be a rich and happy man

:

otherwise, I can scarcely be either. I expect soon to have

another touch at the engine.”

In December, 1770, he writes : " Notwithstanding the despe-
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“ rate woatlicr 1 am almost constantly at the canal. It costs
“ mo many a fi( of chagrin

;
shows me many of my im][>etfec-

“ tions, tVc. ;
hut for all that, I iind myself more strong, mere

“ rosoluh), l(‘s.s lazy, less confiiscsl than I was w\»eul \iegan it.

“ IlowevcT, 1 liave no abatement of iny headaches, in quantity

“ or qiiHUty. I found tho other dny," ho wsm afterwanls

n(hls, upon ronsiiJrniiff my circumstiincefi, thaU mipiitmng

“ fli(‘ engine to .stand giKxI for ilar-lf, I am uhh lo gmy mU my
“ debts, and seme little thing more; to that I hops ill

“ te be on a par with the worliL But 1 nmit aajT thit ®!3r

“ present life is a lifeof mueli vexatioiip

“ of hnng(‘r, cold, wet find, ctrc-, wdiieh I fouhi not

“ I the least of the gout, the grave!, or many tidher 4kmML
“ I don’t know bow it is. but 1 think my health ralHer better

“ in tliese gloomy months of IbH'irndwr lunl NoveuiW^r tliati It

“ was in summer. I luive* a hundnsl im*n at work jjiusl now,
“ liuishing a gnait lull we huv«‘ wrouglit ut this twelvemonlh.
“ Tluj nastiness of our clay-grounds is at j»resc*nt ineoneeiv-

“ able; the (luantities of rain have l)een beyond measure.”

“ Our canal has not stopped, but is likely to do so, from
“ onr having expended the subscription of 1(>,()00/. upon seven

“ miles of the navigation, and having about two miles yet to

“ make. We havo, Iiotvever, made a canal of four foot water

for one of three feet subscribed to, and bare also paid most
‘‘ abominably for our land.

decline only being tlie manager, and not being engineer.

‘‘ I wrote you before how grievous that first part of the busi-

ness was to mo, and it daily becomes more so. Everything

“ lias been turned over upon me, and the necessary clerks

grudged to me ;
I am also indolent, and fearfully terrified

“ to make bargains, and hate to settle accounts. Why there-

“ fore shall I continue a slave to a hateful employment, while

“ I can otherwise, by surveys and consultations, make nearly

“ as much money with half the labour, and, I really think,

“ with double the credit ? for a man is always disgraced by
“ taking upon him an employment he is unfit for. I have no

‘‘ quality proper for this employment but honesty, which re-

proaches me for keeping it so long.
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“ Remember in recommending me to business, that >vluit I

“ can promise to perform is, to make an accurate) survey and

“ a faithful report of anything in the engineer >Yay
;
to direct

“ the course of canals
;
to lay out the ground, and to menisure

“ the cube yards cut, or to be cut ;
to assist in bargaining for

the price of work, to direct how it ought to be executed,

" and to give my opinion of the execution to the managers

from time to time. But I can upon no account have any-

thing to do with workmen, cash, or workmen’s accounts,

“ nor would I choose to be so bound up to one object that I

“ could not occasionally serve such friends as might employ

me for smaller matters. Remember also I liave no great

“ experience and am not enterprising, seldom choosing to

“ attempt things that are both great and new ; I am not a

“ man of regularity in business, and have bad healtli. Take
“ care not to give anybody a better opinion of me than I

deserve
;

it will liurt me in the end.” *

The cheapness of your canal,” observes his able and

zealous friend and coiTespondcnt, astonishes mo who hav(3

contributed to pay about 4500/. for eacli mile of another,

which, locks excepted, had no dilliculties to be compared

with those you have simnountecl Among' other instances

“ of our wisdom, we liave employed engineers, clerk, head-
“ carpenters, &c. in such swarms, that their salaries have
“ amounted to 1200Z. per annum. And yet so invincible a
‘‘ propensity have mortal men to being duped, that the

strongest and clearest remonstrances, and even want of

“ money, could not enlighten us. But let that pass. I shall

take care that the difference of your management shall be

known.”
“ You complain,” he says a fortnight later, “ I have not

‘‘ been sufficiently particular about our canal. As to the

canal itself, it will, I hope, by Christmas be complete for

‘‘ seven miles, and of immediate and profitable use, because

even from that termination we can afford to undersell

“ others.”

* To Dr. Small. 7 November, 1772.
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[Then follows n partieiihir description, with measurements
in cubic yards and superficial feet respectively, of the various

cuttings, embanlanents, bridges, tunnels, and other works of

the canal.]

‘‘ Our whole expense, act, surveys, &c., will be about

10,000Z. spent. I have surveyed, levelled, planned, staked

out, and measured the cube yards cut, of the whole, per-

sonally
;
I have also made bargains, superintended the work

“ and accounts, and by myself and one clerk paid the cash.

I have to the bargain been obhged to oversee every piece

“ of work that was in the least out of the common road.

I am now, in spite of a most [inclement] season, from

“ five to six hours in the fields every day, and ride about

‘‘ ten miles. This is the one side. On the other, I am ex-

‘‘ troraely indolent, cannot force workmen to do their duty,

“ have been (Jioated by undertakers and (*Ierks, and am im-
“ lucky enough to know it. The work dont‘ is slov(»nly. our
“ workmen are bad, and 1 am nut sufiieicmtly .strict. 1 am
hai)py in the friendship of the j)rineipa] residing proprietors,

“ and am welcome to their houses as to iny own, otherwise

my wretched health could not have borne the fatigues I

“ have undergone. What provokes me most is, that I am
“ sensible that most people could in the same time have done
“ much more and better work, possibly with as little trouble

“ to themselves. I would rather face a loaded cannon than

“ settle an account or make a bargain. In short I find my-
“ self*out of niy sphere when I have anything to do with

“ mankind
;

it is enough for an engineer to force Nature, and

“ to bear the vexation of her getting the better of him. Give

“ me a survey to make, and 1 think you will have credit of

mo
;
I can draw tolerably ; set me to contrive a machine,

and I will exert myself
;
in whatever way you choose to

‘‘ employ me, I shall endeavour to follow your advice.”

For two years and a half, from June, 1770, to December,

1772, Mr. Watt filled his office of engineer to the Monkland

Canal, at his salary of 200i per annum
;
which he considered

a liberal allowance, and which he only resigned on the com-

pletion of that work, and his increasing engagements in other
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basiuess of a similar kind. It was in the course of his cor-

respondence in regard to these canals,

that Dr. Small having mentioned the

desire which Mr. Boulton and he enter-

tained of moving canal-boats by the

steam-engine, (which they at first pro-

posed should be on the high-pressure

principle) :
—“ Have says Mr. Watt

in his reply, “ ever considered A Spiral

Oar fcrr that purpose^ or are you for

txoo wheels ? * And, to make his

meaning quite plain, he accompanies his

question by this rough sketch of a

Screw Propeller : even in the num-

ber of turns of the spiral not differing

very greatly from such as in our own
days, from a wide range of the most

careful experiments, have been found to

be best fitted for the purpose. The ac-

companying w^oodcut gives a faithful

facsimile of the remarkable passage in

which this idea was started, and which

so well deserves to be considered as add-

ing another laurel to those which already

adorn the name of Watt.

Unfortunately for the success of the

project at that time. Dr. Small in his

reply observed,—“I have tried models
“ of spiral oars, and have found them

all inferior to oars of either of the
‘‘ other forms

;
I believe, because a cy-

linder of water immersed in water can
" be easily turned round its axis. This,

" I dare say, you perfectly know, so

‘‘ more need not be written. *

* • It is a great misfortune

To Dr. W. Small, 30th September, 1770.
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that spiral oars are but indifferent.” Dr. S. appears to have

understood the proposal as being for two oars, one on either

side of the boat
;
whereas there can be little doubt that Mr.

Watt, from using the singular, “ a spiral oar,” as opposed to

two wheels, as well /is . from the very distinct explanatory

sketch which he added with his pen,, intended his propeller to

work at the ^tern, as a boat 19 sculled by one oar. Thus,

however, did it happen, that the project of the screw-propeller,

to be worked by his own improved steam-engine, was pro-

pounded by James Watt eighty-eight years ago; that, when

propounded, it was, by tlie discouragement of his friend,

abandoned, or at least Idft in retentis ; and that only his sug-

gestion of it has remained, to be disentombed.at tliis distance

of time, as a fresh instance of his singular ingenuity and

foresight, and as one of the greatest curiosities of what may
already be termed tlie traditional history of engineering

antiquity 1

In 1770, also, he was employed by the Trustees for the

Annexed Estates, (or the estotes which in Scotland had been

,
forfeited to the Crown by the attainder of their owners for

participation in the rebellipns of 1715 and 1745), to make a

survey for a canal from Perth to Cupar of Angus :
— ‘‘ I WTote

“ you from Perth,” he says to Dr. Roebuck,* ‘‘ on Sunday
‘‘ last, since which time I have been close employed viewing

‘‘ this country and examining which would be the proper

track . for the canal, which I begin to survey to-morrow.

You will, perhaps, think a week a long time to look about

“ one
;
but it appears possible to make a canal from the hill

of Kinnoul (opposite to Perth) to Forfar, which will mea-

“ sure above 3G miles, ami that without a lock. There is a

“ great deal of rough ground betwixt Perth and this place,

‘‘ but from hence to Forfar the ground is as well adapted as

“ may be expected in any country. This valley of Strath-

“ more is about 18 computed miles in length and six in

breadth, but not a dead flat, as we imagined ;
the soil in

general good, and of all kinds, from sand and gravel to

From Cupar of Angus, 15 Apfll, 1770.
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‘‘ clay, though I have seen none so strong as the Kerse clay,

‘‘ and very little of the country so flat. Agriculture is more

advanced here than in some more soutliern parts of Scot-

“ land. There are some small proprietors of land, but it

‘‘ mostly belongs to great lords. There is here a great spirit

‘‘ of improvement
;
and great abundance of shell marl, but

no fuel, except what is brought from Dundee over hills.

* * I have had my health very well here, though

much fatigued, and sometimes very cold with the piercing

winds from the snowy Grampians that form the north side

of this valley.”

" ]\Ey stay in Strathmore,” he continues,* was much
“ longer than I expected. I had to examine and survey a
“ country of 36 miles in length, and to hunt about for a course

‘‘ for a canal through country where Nature had almost done

her utmost to prevent it ;—indifferent health, and weather
‘‘ viciously cold and stormy, were the attendants on my
survey. The winds from the snowy Grampians, and snow

even in the valleys a foot tliick on the lUth of j\Iay, coii-

vinced me of the utility of what I was about ;—for nothing

can be more dismal than such weather in a country whicli

nature and art have deprived of fuel.”

And, thirty-six years later, in answer to the Eftrl of

Breadalbane, who, as cliairman of a Committee for making a

navigable communication between tin? Tay and Loch Earn,

had applied to Government for part of the balances remain-

ing from the forfeited estates, on the ground that such a

grant had been in contemplation by the ]3oard of Annexed

Estates, and was prevented from being carried into effect

only by the dissolution of the board on the restoration of

those estates, he wrote,f— I never made a survey from the
“ Tay to Crieff* and Loch Earn

;
but, at the desire of some

" gentlemen of that neighbourhood, I rode over the ground
" from the Linn of Campsie to Crieff, when I was making a

survey from Perth to Forfar, (I think at the expense of the

Trustees for Fisheries and Manufactures), and found that a

* To Dr. Small, 9 September, 1770. t 12 May, 180G.
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“ canal in that line was apparently very practicable
; but it

has occurred to me since, that the proper line of canal

would be up the valley of Strathearn, from near the con-

fluence of the Earn with the Tay ; as it would by that

means extend its influence over a greater tract of fertile

“ country, and avoid the banks of the Tay, which, as far as

“ I remember, are in many places very steep between Perth
“ and the Linn of Campsie. But, as this view was taken so

long ago as the year 1770, my memory upon the subject

cannot be much depended upon.”

In the same year, 1770, in which he made his survey in

Strathmore, Mr. Watt made a survey, and drew out regula-

tions for the contractor, for building a bridge over the Clyde

at Hamilton :
—“ I have lately made a plan and estimate of a

“ bridge over our river Clyde, eight miles above this
;

it is to

“ be of five arches and 220 feet water-way, founded upon

piles on a muddy bottom.” * He also made a survey and

report on the declivities and state of the bed of that river, by

desire of the magistrates of Glasgow, who were then engaged

in endeavours to improve its navigation and deepen its

channel
;
endeavours wliicli have ever since been strenuously

sustained, and have met with well-deserved though then

quite unexpected success.

The names of tlie other engineers with whose Keports on

the same subject that of Watt has thus been associated, viz.

Smeaton, Golbome, Ecnnie, Whidbey, Clark, Hartley, and

Walker, bear conspicuous testimony to the advancement

which Mr. Watt was now rapidly attaining in such pursuits,

as well as to the clear-sighted discernment and public spirit

of those who thus employed him. The progressive and

extraordinary increase of the opulence and commercial con-

sequence of Glasgow as a port, has most signally manifested

the advantage of such engineering operations, when conceived

with sagacity, diiected by a spirit of liberality, and executed

with energetic vigour. Of this, no stronger proof can be

given, than the fact that whereas in 1770 and eighteen

p 2
To Dr. Small, 21 December, 1770.
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previous years the revenue arising from harbour-dues, &c.

on the Clyde at Glasgow did not exceed 147?., in 1853 it

amounted, as shown by the accounts of the trustees of the

river, to no less a sum than 86,580?. The rate of iuerease is

exliibited in the following table, supplied by the Treasurer to

the Trustees, and on the accuracy of which, therefore, the

fullest reliance may be placed :

—

‘‘Clyde Xavigation. Eevenue.

£, £.
“ 17521

to 1770/
117

To 1820 . . .

„ 1830 . . .

. 6,328

. 20,296

„ 1780 . . . . 1,515 „ 1840 . . . . 46,536

„ 1790 . . . , . 2,239 „ 1850 . . . . 61,243

„ 1800 . . . , . 3,319 „ 1854 . . . . 86,580.”

„ 1810 . . . , . G,G7G

We must add tliat the sum of 117?., stated as the revenue

from 1752 to 1770, is the ivhole sum entered as having been

received on that account in all those eighteen years ;
—“ if

“ more than this,” says the Treasurer, “ was chawn, it cannot

“ have been properly entered or accounted for.” The ave-

rage revenue at that time, therefore, cannot be held to have

been more than a fraction over 8?. pr mmum, or not six2)ence

a day. When we contrast tliis insignificant sum with tlie

princely income realised from the same source in our own

time,—showing an increase of more than ten thousand-fold,

—we are forcibly reminded, on the one hand, of the feeble

spring or tiny rill of the solitary moorlands, and, on the other,

of the magnificent estuary, surrounded by a vast and thriving

population, and bearing to and fro, in endless succession, the

proud navies of merchandise and war.

It appears also from authentic returns of the date last

mentioned in the table, that during twelve months alone,

tliirty-two shipbuilders on the Clyde constructed and con-

tracted for no fewer than 26() vessels, of the aggi’egatc ton-

nage of 168,000 tons, (thus averaging fully 630 tons each)
;

for which engines were prepared of 29,000 horse power.

“ This gigantic work,” said the American Consul at Glasgow,

in his address to the magistrates of that city on a great
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public occasion, throws your competitor Liverpool, and even

“ colossal London and her famous Thames, into the shade.”

Well, then, may the ancient city, though the “Salmon-

fishings ” have long been severed from her see, retain in

her armorial bearingsii the fish and jewelled ring of Kenti-

gern—emblems of her productive river
;
and long may her

motto, as heretofore, aus2)iciously prevail—“ Let Glasgow

FLOURISH !

”

In 1771 he gave in a Kcj)ort on the best means of im-

jiroving the harbour of Ayr, and made a survey for a canal of

junction between the great (Forth and Clyde) canal and the

harbour of ilorrowstoness. In the same year lie also surveyed

linos for canals of junction between the I'rith of Clyde and

the Atlantic, at (h*inan and at Tarbert, for the Commissioners

for managing the Annexed Estates
;
his Iteport on those two

lines being
2
>re

2
)ared and delivered in the following year. In

1773 he made a survey of a canal from Macrihanish Bay, on

the western coast of Argyleshire, to Camjibelltown, for the

conveyance of coals
;
also of a canal from Hurlet to Paisley,

and of the cliannel of the Water of I^even ; as well as a

survey, by desire of the Lords (commissioners of Police, for

the purpose of rendering navigable the rivers Fortli, Gudie,

and Devon. To tliese were added a number of jilans, men-

surations, levellings, and estimate's, at the request both of

corporate bodies and of jirivate individuals, which need not

here bo further particularised ;—altliough among the number

were some of very considerable local imjiortanco, sucli as

j)lans for Port-Glasgow Docks and Harbours, 1769-1772
;

for supplying the town of Greenock with water, 1772-

1773 ;
&c. &c.

But the last and most remarkable of his civil-engineering

works was tliat which he was called on, also in 1773, to per-

form for his emidoyers the Commissioners of Police ; viz. a

survey and estimate for a navigable canal, to piiss through

the chain of rivers and lakes in the wild and remote tract of

country between Fort William and Inverness
;

being the

same line in which, at a considerably later period, the cele-

brated Caledonian Canal w^as successfully oonstructed by Mr,
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w find in his carrespondence rela-
in a letter to him fiom Dr. Small,
oor rery pleasing friend Mr. Hamil'

ton w«i here on Thursday last^ hut conld not stay. He
told me yon were to make a canalftt Cantire. Of late a

** project has been talked of in England of making a passage

for slops from Inverness to the Western Sea. It is said that

it might be done easily, for that the ground between the
“ two lakes, Ness and Oioh, is level. Could you possibly

survey tliis and judge of it, we could contrive to render the
“ survey useful to you perhaps. Consider, and if possible do
‘‘ it before you come hither.”

In answer to which, Mr. Watt writes:*—“In relation to

“ your Inverness navigation, I know something about it. It

“ would cost much money and time to make such a survey as

“ I could set my hand to, and I am afraid the estimate would
“ frighten you. The ground betw'een Loch Oich and Loch
“ Lochy is 50 feet high, and probably hard ground

;
the

“ whole height, deducting the said 50, is 110 feet, the country

“ hilly and rocky, few inhabitants, and labour very dear. I

“ would like well to survey it, if paid for it
;
but I like better

“ to come and visit you.”

“ The reasons,” rejoins Dr. Small,f “ for my pressing you
“ to consider the project for joining the lakes were these :

—

“ It has been published by Tennant that an almost level

“ course might be found for a canal. Your survey would be

“ the first, and as things now stand, both you and it could be

“ warmly commended to Lord Dartmouth, who is at the head
‘‘ of the Council of Trade, to Lord Sandwich, the First Lord
“ of Admiralty, and to Lord North. Changes may in one

“ year, you are very sensible, ruin these possibilities. The
“ object is of great importance, and is tolerably well understood

“ to be so, and may be further explained so as to be rendered

“ popular. Advantages might arise from your having only

“ proposed such a sclierae to those great men, and having

“ been shown to bo most fit for executing it.”

Tlie first Bolice

tbal great work, ie

SitadlMay, 1773:—

20 May, 1773. t 2 Jujie, 1773.
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And, on the 17th of August in the same year, ‘‘I am
appointed,” writes Mr. Watt, " by the Court of Police to

make a survey of the canal from Inverness to Fort Wil-
‘‘ liam, and set out the week after next. I accepted of this

merely in consequ^ce of your desire, otherwise I should

have delayed it till next season. I send you two covers

;

you forward your instructions and ideas of the utility in one

“ of them, and your letter will probably reach me at Inver-

“ ness, to which place it will be forwarded from Glasgow in

case of my being gone.”

Dr. Smalls “ideas of the utility” of the projected canal

were very clear and simple
;
and on the 29tlL of September

he thus gives them, althougli prefacing the statement with

an account of a long fit of weakness having greatly disabled

him from writing :
—

“ When the herring-fishery was attempted

“ by the people on tlie eastern coast, they found tlieir own
“ sea furnished neither plenty of the fish, nor fat ones

;
there-

“ fore they tried to send vessels to the Western Sea. At the

“ best season, these ships could seldom get round by the

“ Orkneys, on account of periodical w^esterly winds and cur-

“ rents
;
and the voyage through the two channels is long

“ and dangerous. Had tlie canal then existed, I believe the

“ fishery would by this time have been established
;
and for

“ want of it, l)esides the disappointment in that contingency,

“ a vast number of the fishing people that used to swarm
“ upon tlie eastern coast have left the kingdom, the people

“ having changed their diet, and now using loss fish. Besides,

“ it was necessary, on account of the nature of the voyage, to

“ use too large and expensive vessels.

“ Next, could a canal be made to admit armed vessels, no
“ enemy could ever venture into the Irish Channel, or near

“ the Western Isles.

“ The returning voyage, even to London from America,

“ would be shortened one-tliird upon an average, by steering

“ round the North of Ireland for this canal, on account of

“ the wind in those latitudes. The banks of the canal would

“ prove a seminary of herring-fishers, whale-fishers, and New-
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‘‘ foundland-fisliers, for canals tend more to breed watermen
‘‘ than even sea-towns.

‘‘ More artisans living on the eastern coast of Scotland than

on the western, and they daily growing more expert, they

would have more easy access to the^American market, the

only one that is likely to be long supplied with manufactures

from Britain, &c. &c. besides all the inland advantages.”

Before his survey was comj)leted, Mr. Watt was suddenly

recalled to Glasgow by a grievous domestic calamity, of which

we shall hereafter more particularly speak
;
but he then wrote

to Small :—“ As far as I saw of the canal, it is practicable.

“ Loch Oich is 100 feet above the sea, and the summit of

“ Lagan na Drum, that separates from Loch Lochie, only

“ 20 feet above Oich, and all good gravel. There is plenty

“ of water, and Oich 4 miles long for a reservoir. I left

Morison, my surveyor, who is tolerably accurate, to com-

“ plete the survey. I had a miserable journey home, through

the wildest country I ever saw, and the worst conducted

roads : an incessant rain kept me for three days as wet as

“ water could make me. I could hardly preserve my journal-

book.”

“ Pray does the country you have surveyed,” replies the

Doctor, “furnish timber fit for ship-building, or wood for

“ charcoal, or mines of any valuable kind ? I had no sus-

“ picion that Loch OicL was so far above the sea, and there-

“ fore had hopes that ships might bo built in it, and their

“ cannon, ballast, &c., might bo cast on its banks, and thoir

“ bolts, &e., be made there. Could many small canals be cut

“ from the lakes and the groat canal, on both sides
;
I moan

“ such as could carry boats from one to tlirce tons burden ?

You say the road from the fort is badly planned. Pray

mention this to the Commissioners of Police, who I under-

“ stand are your present employers. It may produce both an
“ improvement and employment for you for years.” ‘i I do
“ not wonder the people migrate from the country you have
“ described, to America, or anywhither. Pray have not

“ all these mountains formerly been forests, and why does
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‘‘ not timber now grow upon them, as they are not culti-

“ vated ? Nothing but incesitint cultivation can hinder

“ any spot in America, from latitude 50° southwards, from

‘‘ producing trees. I am led by this and many other rea-

‘‘ sons to suj)pose, to believe, that the frozen space of

the globe is annually increased, at the rate of about the

300th part of a degree of latitude at a medium, or more

;

so tliat after a certain number of years all Europe, and
“ finally the whole surface of this earth, will be frozen, as the

moon is now and has long been. Voila une theorie

;

one

good property of which is, that I shall not live to suffer the

‘‘ disgrace of seeing it refuted by experience. And then it

‘‘ ought exceedingly to forward the execution of my project

for producing perpetual summer
;
of which I will be bold

to say, that if all the gunpowder which has been spent by

their Imperial and Royal Majesties the Emjierors and Em-
‘‘ presses of Constantinoido, frermany, and Russia, tlie Kings

of France, Sj^ain, Rritaiii, and Prussia, within these last

“ twenty years, had been laid out upon it, the powder would
‘‘ have produced at h^ast as much benefit to every one of them

as it has done by being expended on their own schemes. I

have had thoughts of writing a circular letter to tliese poten-

“ tates, and if you give me any encouragement, notwithstand-

‘‘ ing my laziness, I will still do it, although there is but little

to bo made of kingly heads, I fear.”*

“ As you are a gi'oat advocate for the Inverness Canal, and
‘‘ main adviser for my nndertaking the survey,” again writes

Mr. Watt, “now I find myself in a kind of scrape, I must

“ call nj^ion you to lielji me out. Tlio case stands thus :

—

“ Ercight from Forth to Clyde and bach, 20«. per ton
;
time

“ of passage from 10 to 40 days
;
ordinary passage 20 days.

“ Distance by outside Orkneys 635 geographical miles
;
by

“ Pentland 575. From Buchan-ness to Mull by Orkneys

375 ;
by Pentland 315. By the canal, distance by sea,

Buchau'uess to Inverness 105 ;
artificial navigation 23

“ English miles
;
Freshwater loughs 30^ geographical ditto

;

27 October, 1773.
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Fort William to Mull 30 ditto. Average rate of vessels

sailing, founded upon a tvfenty days’ jiassage, 30 miles per

diem. Passage, Buchan-ness to Mull by Orkneys, 12

J

days
;
by Pentland, 10^. Time of passage by canal, the

sea part 135 miles, 4^ days
;
the loughs one day : the four

canals, 23 miles, two days : total by canal, Buchan-ness to

Mull, days. Saving over Orkney passage live days

;

over Pentland passage three days. Summer insurance

round Orkney 30^. per cent.
;
winter ditto about 3/. ;

but

no wise under-writer will put his name to such a policy.

Winter insurance from Clyde to Fort William 258. per
‘‘ cent.

;
from Murray Firth to Leith 208. The expense of

‘‘ making a canal for 10 feet water will bo about 160,000Z.,

besides land. Voila les faits. I want your opinion of the

proper method of proving the advantages and valuing them
“ in money, so that it may appear what toll can bo afforded,

and whether it will compensate the expense. Be as full as

you please
;

for unless some strong arguments appear, I

“ am afraid, as a just judge, I must myself pass sentence of

‘‘ condemnation, or leave the poor canal to the mercy of tho

public.

“ Give me your opinion of the best manner of digesting a
“ report of this matter, and of tho size of the j)lan. I think

“ of doing it in one long plan, upon a scale of an inch to the

“ mile
;

it will be five feet long, and may be printed in tlmee

pieces, if it meritsthat expense. A lesser scale would not

“ show the parts, and a larger would not show the connection.

Since my last I have been close writing upon this subject.”

have now finished,” he adds,* my reports and plans

of the Inverness Canal, and have sent a copy of them to

“ Lord C[athcart], who would not fail to show them about.

The principal copy of the report I only finished this week
;

that I sent to Lord C. was only an outline.”

The great engineer, Mr. Telford, tliroughout the whole of

his lengthened labom-s in connection with so vast an under-

taking, has borne testimony to the particular correctness and

* To tlio same, 9 April, 1774.
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value of Mr. Watt’s survey
;

a circumstance which will be

our sufficient excuse if for a moment we anticipate the course

of our nan-ative, to explain the gratifying circumstances in

which Mr. Watt at length witnessed the completion, on an

enlarged and magnificent scale, of that great national work,

on behalf of which his early skill and energy had thus been

enlisted. He had also in the meantime* been consulted, as

to the same line, by Mr. Eennie
; whose scheme, however,

was not then carried out.

On Telford’s return from Scotland towards the end of the

year 1801, he wrote to Sir. Watt, informmg him that he had

been engaged there since the month oi July, employed in

making surveys by order of the Treasury Board, one of the

objects prescribed to him being to examine the country from

Locli Liiinhe to Inverness, as to the practicability of making

an inland navigation
;
and expressing a strong desire to see

Mr. Watt’s earlier survey of that district, in order by it to

correct his own observations. His letter
-f-

concludes :— Wo
“ cannot spare you yet

;
you have done much good, and you

must do more still. I cannot positively insist upon your

“ personally making good the Spanish compliment, ‘ Live a
‘ thousand years,’ but I may safely presume that your name
will deservedly live for over.” I have so long accustomed

‘‘ myself,” he adds in a subsequent letter, J to look with a

“ degree of reverence to your work, that I am particularly

anxious to learn what occurred to you in this business while

“ the whole was fresh in your mind. * * The object appears

to me so great and so desirable, that I am convinced you

will feel a jfieasuro in bringing it again under investigation

;

“ and I am very desirous that the thing should be fully and
“ fairly explained, so that the public may be made aware of

“ its extensive utility. If I can accomplish this, I shall have
‘‘ done my duty ; and if the project is not executed now,

some future period will see it done, and I shall have the

‘‘ satisfaction of having followed you in promoting its success."

Mr. Rennie to Mr. Watt, 19 May, December, 1801.

1798. t Mr. Telford to Mr. Watt, 17th
t Mr. Telford to Mr. Watt, 6th Decombor, 1801.
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In 1802 also he again writes to Mr. Watt that he had found

an abstract of his Eeport published in a Eeport which Dr.

Anderson made to the Lords of the Treasury

“

I believe it

is yours,” says Mr. Telford, because it is just and mas-

“ terly
;
and I have introduced in my Eeport your general

descrij)tion, plainly saying that it could not be so well told

“ in any otlier words.”

Mr. Telford says that, on comparison, lie found the whole

of Mr. Watt’s statements in liis survey particularly correct,

“ except in the fall from Loch Oich to Loch Ness, where we
“ differ a few feet

;

^it tlie states of^ the water in the Lochs
‘‘ make some differerice, and tlie only bad weather I expe-

“ rienced was during this part of the survey, so that I am not

“ positive that I am riglit. I had not time to prove the

“ levels, nor is it of much moment : the lieight of the water

in Loch Oich above the tideway is 1 00 feet, as near as may
“ be.”* To which Mr. Watt replied:—‘‘As we agree upon
“ the level of Loch Oich the summit, any difference of level

“ elsewhere cannot materially affect the estimates, as the feet

“ of lockage will remain the same. The mistake may, how-

“ ever, be mine, as my levels were not repeated.^’ f
The depth of water recommended by Mr. Tellbrd was

22 feet. That of the canal as executed was in most parts

15 feet
;
although the bridges and locks ere prepared on a

scale to admit of that being increased, should it ever be found

advisable, to 20 feet. lilr. Tedford introduces a long extract

from Mr. Watt's Eej^ort, with the following observations :

—

“ In the year 1 773, the Trustees for the Forfeited Estates

“ employed Mr. Watt to make a survey of this track, which he

“ did, and furnished them with a report and estimat(j of the

“ expense of making a canal of ten feet water. This report

“ is so able and just, that had I considered that size of canal

“ as most advisable, I should have adapted the calculations of

“ the expense to the present day, and mentioned some alter-

“ ations which have taken place in the country since his

Mr. Tclforrl to Mr. Watt, 3 May, 1802.

t Mr. Watt to Mr. Telford, May 0, 1802.
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survey was made, and should have recommended the survey

to your Lordships’ attention. But Mr. Watt’s views were
‘‘ merely to ascei’tain how far a navigation of any sort was

practicable, and therefore he fixed upon ten feet of water

as an assumed standard to enable him to make his esti-

mates. I lose therefore the benefit of his particular calcii-

lation^and I am under the necessity of departing, in some

instances, from his lino of canal, especially at the entrances

“ into the lochs and tideways, in order to obtain a greater

depth of water
;
but I have followed him wherever the cir-

“ cumstances would permit
; and I cannot resist the intro-

“ duciijg his general descTiption of the country through which

the navigation is })r()})osed to be made, because, after having

examined the whole with care, I find it to be so correct,

“ that I could only repeat the same descriptions and dwell

upon the same points.” Their levels agreed within one

foot.—See p. 42 of the lleport. In his Eeport,* Mr. Watt
mentions that he confined his estimates to a canal of ten feet

depth of water, because he knew of none that had been

(executed upon a greater scale, and because his views in

making the survey wer(3 principally directed to those dimen-

sions. “ It is sufiicient,” he adds, “ in a first survey, that

“ the i)ossibility is established, and the expense of one mode
“ of communication is nearly estimated, which I Hatter myself

“ I have done. If from my observations the making any
“ communication should appear an eligible scheme, the matter

“ may be minutely examined, and the opinions of other artists

“ obtained, concerning the best mode of execution.”

It is curious, if only by way of contrast with the practice

of the present day, to record the rate of payment at which

the skill and exertions of a man endowed with Watt’s powers

of mind were then obtained. The Strathmore survey of 1770

may be taken as a specimen. On that occasion he was actively

engaged in travelling and in field operations for forty-three

days, usually from eight or nine in the morning till seven or

Tliird Koport on the Survey of he printed 14th June, 1803, Appen-
the Coasts of Scotland, ordered to dix, p. 32.
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eight at night, during most inclement weather, with piercing

cold, and frequept and heavy falls of snow and rain
;
and his

exertions so much exhausted his strength, as to render him,

to use his own words, “ unable for some time to apply him-

“ self to any other business that required attention.” His

charge for that work was 80?., or about 1?. 17s. per diem,

inclusive of all his expenses of travelling and

preparation of the Eeport and directing the

map which accompanied it, he was paid the further sum of

30?.—an almost equally insignilicant recompense I'or the mere

amount of time and labour bestowed, independent of all con-

siderations of superior knowledge, accuracy, and sagacity.

That the rate of remuneration of civil engineers did not

rise in any very rapid ratio in the latter part of the last cen-

tury, appears from a letter of Mr. Watt in 1791, in which it

is incidentally mentioned that Mr. Eennic, “ Avho is in con-

“ siderable fame, and, I suppose,” says Mr. Watt, “ as well

“ paid as any of his standing, has two guineas a-day when

“ employed as an engineer in addition, however, it is to be

presumed, to his travelling expenses and other “costs and

“ outlays,” wliich was not the case with the smaller rate of

pay of Mr. Watt in 1770.

We have in our own time seen engineering bills, in which
’

the rate of charges presented a marvellous contrast to tliose

which men such as Eennie and Watt felt it right to make

;

wliile it was also found, to the further serious cost of those

who had to defray the far larger amount, that the services

received by them for their money were of very far less than

equivalent worth!

living^ For the

execution of the
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CHAPTER XVL

PHILOSOPHIQAL problems— TIME-PIECES— MICROMETER AND DIVIDING-

SCREW — SURVEYING QUADRANT— BAROMETERS— MICROMETERS FOR

MEASURING DISTANCES— HISTORY OF THE INVENTION OF MICROMETERS
— SIR DAVID BREWSTER— DE LA HIRE — MALVASIA — AUZOUT AND
PICARD — GASCOIGNE — MORIN — ROCHON — MA8KELYNE— DEATH OF

MR. watt’s first WIFE.

Besides all liis surveying and civil-engineering, and the

manifold alterations he devised in both his condensing and

liis wheel engines, Mr. Watt bestowed, during the years of

which we have now been speaking, in concert with his

friend Small, a good deal of thought on various other inge-

nious mechanical contrivances, which supplied pleasant amuse-

ment to their inventive and reflective brains. ‘^We have

abundance of matter to discuss,” says the great engineer

;

though the damned engine sleep in quiet I

” * The French,

you know,” says Small, offer large praemia for time-keepers.

“ Were I idle, I should try to win one of these. But physic

exhausts my whole faculties, and pays but indifferently. I

am so made that 1 suffer no fatigue from tliinking ever so

long and attentively on a subject in which I can get for-

“ ward
;
but if I am absolutely puzzled, and see no clue, my

“ liead turns round, and T speedily become more tired than a

galley-slave. Physic very fortunately furnishes abundance
“ of these profitable points.” t I^^^ve perfected my clock

with one wheel of nine inches diameter, wliich is to tell

hours, minutes, and seconds, and strike, and repeat, and be

made for thirty sliillings.” J And again, My clock of one

wheel, that shows hours, minutes, and seconds, and strikes

“ the hours and repeats them, is nearly finished. The striking

and repetition are good, the rest is gimcrack.” §

* 7 November, 1772. 1 14 February, 1771.

t 5 October, 1770. § 16 December, 1771.
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‘‘ You wrote me before,” says Mr. Watt,* “ of your clock

with one wh^el. Did I ever mention to yon a striking

part, regulated by a balance ])endnlum with live scapi'inent,

“ wliieh had only one wlieel?” Diit soiiu' moiitlis later,

f

“ Everybody/’ says Small, ‘‘ is too much engaged for the

‘‘ prosecution of schemes, so that even my clock is not j)rosc-

cuted, and I have only one, which I cannot send to you —
I have just ordered a ])endulum clock to be made with no

^Mvheel at all;”J:—and, '‘when my clock with one wlieel,”

he afterwards adds,§ " was finislied, I found it too complicated,

" and have now got one with no wheel, and only one sector

'' with seventy-five teeth. It strikes, repeats, shows hours,

'' minutes, and seconds, and goes eight days, with the usual

" descent of the weight. This is to be ranked in mechanics,

as riddles and rebuses are ranked in poetry.”

On jjvhich comes this comment of the sagacious Watt :

—

As to clocks, I do not fully conceive how you can make
" yours go eight days with the ordinary descent of the weight,

“ unless by pulleys or something equivalent, which would only

" be a quibble upon a wheel ;”||—thus answered by the

inventor ilT
—

“ there is no quibble in my clock, and we have

“ now found a tolerable workman for the execution of it.

One is now making, which will show with much more accu-

“ racy than any other clock has hitherto done, the spheric

'' phenomena relating to astronomy, sidereal and mean time,

'' hours, minutes, and seconds, with only one wheel and one

“ sector. It will also strike and repeat the hours. The wheel

“ lias 72 teeth and the sector 75 only

“

I have had a now
" scapement made for watches, of such marvellous virtue, that

“ it* the maintaining power is quadrupled, or decupled, tlie

“ nuinbeT ot the viiwations will be lessened, but not above leu
“ in twenty-tour hours.” ** And—“ I have taken out a patent

* “ for improvement on clocks and other time-pieces, and want

“ you vastly to help me to draw up the specification, which

24 December, 1771.

t 11 July, 1772.

X 10 November, 1772.

§ 3 December, 1772.

II
17 January, 1773.

27 January, 1773.
* 15 March, 1773.
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“ must bo given in soon. I liave made a clmrch-elook, oon-

“ sisting only of one wlioel of 126 pins, one S(^(‘.tor of 75

“ ])ins, and a lia miner, with a scapement for the sector and

another for th(i liainmer. It strikes the hours, shows liours,

‘‘ minutes, and 20t]i parts of minutes, and goes eight days.

‘‘ And I liave given drawings of a ])0cket-wat(di, which is to

(.‘onsist of one wlieel and two sectors, and is to show hours,

“ minutes, and seconds, and to have only 142 pins in the

‘‘ ^vhole watcli, and to have no chain nor fuzee, the kind of

“ scapement rendering them unnecessary. But I have had
“ hitherto villainous bad workmen. The axis of the pendulum

of my clock is a cylinder, and rolls upon curves, which

render the vibrations isoclironous, and it has two rolls for

“ one impulse.'’*

A patent,” he again writes,t
“ has been taken out for my

‘‘ clocks and watches, and there is reason to hope they may
become an article of commerce. I am ready to make over

to you all my interest in the patent, provided that can be

“ done so as to benefit all concerned, which, if you can be

“ established in this country, might be the case.”

‘‘ As to gimcracks,” writes Jlr. Watt,;|; I have contrived a

‘‘ new micrometer, made by drawing two converging lines

upon glass. I believe from trial it will answer. I men-
‘‘ tioned a dividing-screw

; it has a wheel fixed upon it with

150 teeth and only 1^ inch diameter: it is moved any
‘‘ portion of a turn or number of turns by a straiglit-line rack,

“ the teeth of which fit it, without shake, and is moved by

the hand or foot. It divides distinctly an inch into 400
“ equal parts.” Of tlie micrometer, we shall soon give a full

history. As to your doubts about the screw,” he writes to

Small, I intend to annihilate them wlien I see you :”— my
“ dividing-screw can divide an inch into 1000 tolerably equal

and distinct parts on glass —‘‘ I had occasion to use my *

“ last dividing-screw for the first time the otlier day. It

divided 9 inches into 20ths, and did not err the ^^th of an

* 27 October, 1773. t 29 March, 1774.

t 24 November, 1772.
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inch ill the whole 9 inches. I did not find that there was

‘‘ the least inequality among the divisions, though I subjected

them to the most severe trinl, and I have found a way by

‘‘ wliich I can divide a foot into j^^jj^ths of an inch without

“ erring above whole length, and tlie

“ divisions shall be equal among themselves
;

so that I reckon

that machine exceeding near perfect, and find it very useful,

“ as it saves much needless compass work, and, moreover, can

“ divide lines into the ordinates of any curve whatsoever.'*

I rejoice in all your improvements,” rejdies Dr. Small,*

“ but have many optical difficulties tliat lessen my confidence

in observations made witli the most accurately divided instru-

‘‘ ments. For example, no optical instniment liitlierto con-

“ stnicted, catoptric or dioptric, or catadioptric, produceth an
‘‘ exact copy of any object ; so that all the visible points of

‘‘ every object of sensible apparent diameter are represented

‘‘ in the field of the instrument in situations in relation to

“ each other very (liHeront from what they ought to occupy,

“ &c. <^c. Tlie unsteady refractions of liglit joassing through

the atmosphere are also vile things
;
not those mentioned

by astronomers only, but others I will show you when
‘‘ we meet.”

“ I am making a new surveying quadrant by reflection,"

writes Afr. A\ att,t “ having the uses of a semicircle as

taking angles to 180°
;
the principle, that of Bird's octant,

“ in whicli the obje(^ts are only once reflc(^tcd. In this I am
“ making, the fixed glass stands at 45° to the first radius

;

and by sliifting the place of the eye, tlie head is never in

“ the way. 1 am g(fing to make another altogether of glass,

“ with nonius of tlie same.”

On which. Dr. Small observes :
—“ I remember to have

“ much admired your schemes about improving instruments

for measuring angles by reflected light. Dollond has lately,

“ as I have heard, made some inconsiderable but saleable

“ alterations of Hadley's Quadrant, as it is called, though the

“ invention is Newton’s, which you no doubt know.” Dr.

* 29 Marcli, 1774. t 17 January, 1773.
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Small was quite correct in his account of the liistory of the

invention of that most valuable instrument
;

for Sir John

Herschol spoaksi in his ‘ I'reatise on Astronomy/ of “ the

sextant, or quadrant, commonly called Hadley s, from its

“ reputed inventor, though the priority of invention belongs

“ undoubtedly to Newton, whose claims to the gratitude of

the navigator are thus doubled, by his having furnished a1

“ once the only theory by which his vessel can be securely

“ guided, and the only instrument wliich has ever been found

“ to avail, in applying that theory to its nautical uses.

“Newton communicated it to Dr. Halley, who suj)pressed

“ it. The description of the instrument was found, after the

“ death of Halley, among his papers, in Newton’s own haiid-

“ writing, by his executor, who communicated the papers to

“ the iioyal Society, twenty-five years after Newton’s death,

“ and eleven after the ])ubli(jation of Hadley’s invention
;

“ which might bo, and i)robably was, independent of any
“ knowledge of Newton’s, though Hutton insinuates the

“ eontniry.”*

So also Oltmanns has said, “ John Hadley fit construire le

premier sextant h reflexion, dont I’invention appai’tenait

“ Newton.” t

Small then continues
: J
—“ I am attempting the improvc-

“ ment of telescopes, and still more anxiously of microscopes,

“ because the pi-esent microscopes deceive their users ;
but

“ 1 find it very difficult to procure good lenses. Could you

“make an achromatic lens of half an inch focal distance?

“ Dolloiid’s patent is out.”

In return, says Mr, Watt: §
—“I have invented two problems

“ for clearing the observed distance of the moon from a star

“ of the effects of refraction and j^arallax
;

one trigonome-

“ trical, by Mercator’s sailing,—the other instrumental, by a

“ sector having a line of chords on ea(fli limb and a moveable

“ portion of a circle of the same radius, which, if of three

* 8ir J. F. W. IltTScliers ‘Treatise ‘(rilnmboldtetBonpland.’ Qiiatriemo

‘*on Astronomy,’ 1883, p. 102 ; 1819, Tartie. Tome i., p. 27, oil. 1810.

p. lift. t ‘27 January, 1773.

t Discours Pr(^liminai^o, * Voyage § 7 March, 1773.
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*' feet, the problem may be solved to ten seconds. If I liave

“ time I will make a model of it, and bring it when I come.

“ 1 can solve the same problem according to Dun-

tlioriie’s method, by two lines of natural cosines u
2
)on a

‘‘ sliding rule.” I lihe your astronomical instrument,” is

the immediate rejily ;*— All the jiroblems of astronomy

and of sailing might.be sufficiently well solved, csj^iecially

‘‘ the last, and I have often wondered such instruments were

not in use. Harrison’s wfitch begins to make a great noise

“ again. The King has had it tried under his own inspection,

“ with vast success. Sooner or later it will eradicate astro-

nomy from navigation, Avhich is unlucky for your inven-

tions and, some months later,f
‘‘ As to the quadrant, if it

is intended only to jicrform tolerably, and to be portable,

“ it is good
;
but you do not mean, I suppose, to rank it with

‘‘ quadrants of some other forms. And how do you intend to

“ keep the parts of it in the same, or in parallel ^danes, and

“ to contrive that your line of chords should constantly be

the base of an isosceles triangle ? This last is not very

“ difficult
;
but the other, I fear, is. Then you must have a

faithful table of chords, which is still to be formed
;

for the

“ jDublished ones are not correct.”

Two new barometers contrived by Dr. 8mall he thus

describes :
—“ In one of my barometers the scale floats within

“ the tube, and is of such siiccific gravity, and of so accu-

‘‘ rately expansile matter, that it constantly shows the weight

of tlie atmos])hero correctly. This is difficult to bo made.

The other is very easy. The bason is large
; a float of

metal, with a hole for the tube in its middle, lies upon the

surface
;

a scale stands upon the float, and expands and

contracts just as much as mercury. You can easily imagine

liow both may bo rendered jiortable —on which Mr.

Wattes brief commentary is:
—

'‘I admire your expansile

scale, the idea of which I had before, but had none of the

‘‘ possibility, as I know nothing that expands so much by

* 15 Marcli, 1773. t 10 October, 1773.
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heat as quicksilver, unless Newton’s metal does it. I have

objections to the floating, which I defer to meeting.”

In Mr. Watt’s survey of the Tarbert and Crinan lines, for

a navigable canal, in 1771, he used the micrometer for mea-

suring distances, which he had then invented
;
and of which,

as well as of the circumstances which led to his employment

and improvement of it, he has left the following account.

Micrometer for measuring Distances,

“Tliis instrument was contrived about the year 1770 or

‘‘ 1771. I know I used it in the surveys of the Crinan and
“ Gilp and the Tarbert intended canals, and also in the

survey of the canal from Inverness to Fort William, now
called tlie Caledonian Canal. The former survey was in

‘‘ 1772,* and the latter in 1773, and it was in 1772 I showed

it to Mr. Smeatoii.

“ The instrument I used was a telescope with an object-

“ glass of twelve inches and an eye-glass of one and a half

“ inch focus
;
consequently magnifying eight times. In the

“ focus of the eye-glass there Averc placed two horizontal

hairs, (see margin,) and one perpendicular hair.

Hie horizontal liairs were about one-tenth of

an inch distant from each other, and as strictly

“ parallel to each other and at right angles to

“ the perpendicular hair as I could make tliem. A rod being

“ placed upright at twenty chains distant, or any other con-

“ venient distance, on level ground, an index consisting of a

round disk of about eight indues diameter painted white,

with a horizontal line of one inch wide painted on its hori-

‘‘ zontal diameter Avith vermilion, Avas fixed upon the rod

about one foot from the ground, and another similar index

“ was moved up and down the rod, until upon looking through

“ the telescope the two horizontal hairs covered the red stripes

‘‘ on the lower and upper indexes, the telescope being turned

* This date, as lias been men- the Report; the actual survey took

tioned, is that of the completion of place in 1771.
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‘‘ on its axis until the perpendicular hair was parallel to the

“ rod. The indexes being thus covered by the horizontal

“ hairs accurately, the upper index was fixed to the rod, and
‘‘ the distance between the middle of the red stripes on the

‘‘ two indexes was divided upon the rod into twenty parts,

representing so many chains, which with the instrument I

used were upon the rod about four and a half inches each,

and for distances exceeding five chains this division into

‘‘ equal ])arts was sufficiently accurate; but for shorter dis-

“ tances it is not strictly so. I therefore fixed a pin at every

‘‘ chain, and holding up the rod at each of them made the

“ necessary correction, and as tlie focus of the object-glass is

also affected by the distance, it is proper to adjust the eye-

“ glass to it at each station.

“ The divisions on the rod being marked witli the number
‘‘ of chains they represent, it was only necessary to send an
‘‘ assistant with the rod to any place the distance of wliich

“ was wanted to be measured, and, by signs, to make him

move the ii2)per index up and down until the two hori-

zontal hairs (covered the red stripes on the upper and lower

indexes
;
the divisions on the rod then showed the distance,

which I found could be ascertained to within less than ono-

‘‘ hundredth 2)art of the whole distance, and with a higher

“ magnifying power could be done j^roportionally more accu-

rate. The rod I commonly used was twelve feet long, and
“ consequently could measure thirty chains

;
but by sliding

another rod upon it so as to lengthen it, I measured greater

distances
;
and when still greater were wanted, I stretched

a tape horizontally, and, turning the telescope on its axis,

made the single hair parallel to it, fixing one index at the

end of the tape, and sliding the other along it until it sub-

tended the distance between the wires. I then measured

the subtended tape wdth the rod, and so ascertained the
** distance

;
but this expedient I rarely had recourse to, the

‘‘ distances I generally had occasion to measure rarely exceed-

“ ing half a mile, or forty chains.

‘‘ It is plain that this instrument j^ossesses the advantage
‘‘ of measuring all distances with equal accuracy, until the
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imperfection of vision at gi*cat distances interferes, as tlie

“ scale on wliich they are measured expands with the dis-

‘^tances; and in uneven ground it possesses more accuracy

than tlie chain, and is very valuable in measuring distances

“ from one hill to anotlier, and across bays of tJie sea, where
“ the chain cannot be used. This I experienced in the survey

of West Locli Tarbert, tlie northern shore of which is very

much indented, and so rocky that it is scarcely
2
)ossible to

measure a few cliains in a straight line upon it.

‘‘ I shouted the instrument to all my friends at the time,

and, among others, to Mr. Smeaton, as I have mentioned

;

“ and used it jiublicly in my surveys, and it ^vas consequently

known to many people, though not published in
2)rint. A

“ Mr. Green, in 1778, a2)i)liod to the Society of Arts for a
‘‘ premium for the same invention, whi(di IMr. Smeaton

ap
2
)rised me of, and also informed the Society of my

claims
;
in consequence of which I w^as desired to attend

“ their committee, whore I informed them of what I had
“ done, and at what time. Yet the Society thought fit to

award ]\rr. Green the premium, though his invention or use

“ of the method was posterior to mine,—I su
2
)pose because

he had used an instrument of higher magnifying j)ower, viz.

forty, and consequently had been able to measure greater

“ distances, and, as was said, with greater accuracy. I made
no further reclamation, as I perceived it. was not in that

court I could obtain justice
;
and, as I abhor paper war, I

did not ajqdy to any other, though there were jieople then

“ living who could have attested my use of it.

Another micrometer, with a prism, I invented, I think,

“ about that time. It consisted of
sectum

“ a thin prism almost parallel (say
^

of one degree ur two). This prism d •
‘Mvas cut by a diamond into two

“ parts, which, when they w^ere fixed

“ in the same plane, refracted all the rays which passed

through them equally
; but one of them remaining fixed,

“ and the other moving on a centre at a (according to the

‘‘ pricked line), would refract that portion of the rays which
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J>assea through it inoro than those whieli passed through
•• the fixed part : and being tixed in the focus of the object-
•• ghiss of a telescope, two images were formed of ea(‘h object,
“ by which its diameter could be nieasun‘d. An index and

divideil se<*tor ot a circle served to measure the comparatives

relraidions. Ihis instrument I made witli the sector and
radius of wood, and gave it to IVofessor Anderson, of

*• Glasgow (.Vdlege, and I sup|X)se it is still among liis appa-
“ n^tus, which he left to a juiblic institution. The Abbe
Itochou aftenvards (1783) published a description of some

** micrometers with prisms, but I tliiuk they were upon some-
" what diflerent principles in their construction.

^ The cross-liatr micrometer, as described, leaving me too

** much in the power of my assistants, where tlie distances

** were greater than permitted me to read off the number of

^ chains on the rod myself, I set about another about 1772 or

J773^ which consisted of a telescope with an object-glass of

a long focus, say three or four feet : tliis was placed in a

“ tube with a slit in one side of it nearly as long as the focus

“ of the telescope, and the object-glass being fitted to a short

“ tube which slid from end to end of the slit, could be moved

“ backwards and forwards by means of a piece of metal iixcid

“ to* the short tube and coming out through the slit : a glass

“ of six to nine inches focus was also fixed in the outer tube,

“ in the nature of what is called a field-glass, and to this was

added an eye-glass witJi a cross-luiir ])ieco in its focus

;

“ thus

—

Objpct-glass. Field. Eye.

if
m

‘‘ Now it is evident tliat if the object-glass bo moved nearer

“ the field-glass, their common focus will be shortened, and

“ the image at the cross-hairs diminished, proportioiiably,

‘‘ until, when the glass(?s come into contact, their common
‘‘ focus will be shorter than that of the. field-glass alone

;
and

two indexes fixed upon a rod being subtended by the cross-
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liairs at any given distance, the same rod with its indexes

‘‘ being removed nearer the observer, upon sliding the object-

‘‘ glass nearer the eye they may again be subtended by the

cross-hairs
;
a scale on the side of the tube will show the

“ comparative distance they have been removed, and the

‘‘ distance of tlie first being known, that of the second will

‘‘ also be so. This scale would not, however, be a scale of

equal parts, but one which could easily be laid down.

“ I made a rough model of tliis instrument at the time, but

“ have never completed it, having been mostly since in a line

“ of business where such instruments were unnecessary. I

“ described it, however, to several of my friends at the time,

and among others to the late Mr. Eamsden ; but whether

“ it has been thought of by any one else, or the problem pub-

lished, I am ignorant.”

Sir David Brewster, at a later period, but without any

knowledge of the instruments which had been thus contrived

by Mr. Watt, invented an improved micrometer with a move-

able object-glass, which is described in his ‘ Treatise on New
‘ Philosophical Instruments in the Arts and Sciences, with

‘ Experiments on Light and Colours.’^ But in a review of

that work in the ‘ Bulletin do la Societc Philomathique,’ for

1814,t M. Arago having pointed out that the invention of a

moveable object-glass for separating, optically, a pair of wires

fixed in the focus of a telescope, had been made by M. de la

Hire more tlian a c??ntury before, as is mentioned in the

'Memoires de rAcademie des Sciences’ for 1701 ,—

I

liave

“ since,” says Sir David, in writing to Mr. Watt, with the

+ “Uii instrnmont enticrcmcjit

.
“ Hcmblrtl)le h- colui-l?i avait etc om-
“ ploy6 par Roemer ct Laliyrc, cuiimie

“ oil pout lu voir dans Ic Rociioil de
“ rAcademie dcs Sciences pour 1701.

“ M. Brewster n'avait sfiroin(*nt pas
“ connaissance do ces Memoires, car

“ il propose, dans un autre chapitre

“ de son ouvraj^e (p. 70), de substi-

“ tiler dcs tils de verre aiix fils metal-

“ liqiics ou d’araiguee dent on sc sort

“ coniniuncinont dans le micrometre,
“ et cola sans cit( r Ivahyrc, qui avait

* eu la inemc idde il y a plus de cent
“ans; et qui, do plus, avait decrit
“avee ddtail les moyeiis ingenieux
“dent on so sort pour obtenir cos
“ filainens; ce memo astronome parait
“aussi s'etre occupe le premier dcs
“niicromdtres qu’oii pent tracer sur
“ verre avec la pointe d un diarnant.
“—(Voyez Memoires do I’Academie,
“ 1701, p. 119 ct suivantes.)

”
‘Bullc-

* till des Sciences par la Societe Pbi-
‘lomathique de Paris,’ aiinde 1814,
Paris, p. 35.
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candour by ’which that eminent philosopher has always been

honourably distinguished, ‘‘ examined M. de la Hire’s works,

“ and find that ^I. Arago is perfectly correct. This fact

“ therefore deprives you and me of all original merit in tlic

“ invention of the principle, although you were as little

acquainted with De la Hire’s labours as I was with yours.

“ The idea, however, of converting it into a general micro-

‘‘ meter, of applying it to the divided object-glass (which is

“ decidedly its best form), and of converting a Gregorian or

“ Cassigrainian telescope into a micrometer without any addi-

‘‘ tional lens or mirror, is still mine.” *

In the volume to which M. Arago refers, M. de la Hire

mentions (‘Mem. de I’Acad. des Sciences’ for 1701, p. 128)

that, after having composed his memoir, he found, in the

History of the Academy, that M. lloemer had at an earlier

date proposed a micrometer for measuring the diameter of

stars, with a moveable object-glass. But the idea of making

tlie micrometric lines either concentric circles engraved on

glass with a diamond point, or, if rectilineal, of forming them

of threads of glass, appears to have originated with M. do la

Hire; who, in another memoir, (‘Afein. de I’Acad.’ for 1717,

pp. 57-07), explains certain inconveniences wliich he expe-

rienced from sucli a micrometer when applied to astro-

nomical purposes, which led him to abandon its use, and to

suggest yet another sort, wliidi he tlien goes on to describe

particularly.
*

In the same volume of the ‘ Memoires de 1’Academic ’ to

which we have last referred, but in another part of it, there

is contained another memoir by the same learned and inde-

fatigable autlior, in which he says that, having observed that

there were often great disputes as to wlio were the first

inventors of the micrometer and of the pendulum clock, he

thought it desirable to record the result of his own exami-

nation of what had been published on that subject, as well as

of the private knowledge he had derived from the oppor-

tunities with which a very long experience and his intimacy

Sir David Brewster to Mr. Watt, December 12, 181G.
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with elder philosophers had supplied him. He then shows

that a micrometer with a fixed virgula was employed by

Huygens, as stated in his book on the ‘System of Saturn,*

printed in 1659, to measure the diameter of the planets;

—

that one with cross silver wires was used by the Marquis

Malvasia previous to 1662, in which year that nobleman

published his ‘ Ephemerides —that in 1666, MM. Auzout

and Picard published their account of a much more exact

and convenient instrument nearly of the same kind, in which

the silver wires were advantageously exchanged for fine silk

tlireads, or hairs
; and he therefore attributes to Huygens the

original invention, which had since been progressively brought

nearer to perfection.

M. de la Hire philosophically remarks, that, as almost all

that is most curious and useful in science and the arts,

whetlier liberal or mechanical, has not at fii’st been invented

such as we now possess it, but has attained to perfection only

by slow degrees and the labour of different hands, it is very

difficult in such cases duly to apportion the merit of the dis-

covery
;
and he aptly illustrates his position by the history of

the invention of telescopes, in which the fh’st step a
2
)pears to

have been quite an accidental one, while subsequent advances

were the result of scientific experiment or theory.

^J'o M. de la Hire’s honour it is to bo observed, that he took

all possible pains to record the contrivance of MM. Auzout

and Picard in all its particulars ;
for their first account of it,

contained in a letter Irom Sf. Auzout to Mr. Oldenburg,

Secretary to the Koyal Society of London, which was printed

in a separate form in 16()7, but had become extremely rare

and difficult to be procured, may fairly bo said to owe its

preservation principally to him. He included it in a collec-

tion of treatises on various subjects in mathematics, astro-

nomy, and natural philosophy, by different academicians,

which was printed in 1693, under his own care. That edition

of the Collection was in two volumes folio, but it was soon

afterwards reprinted in quaHo, in which form it is probably

better known, or is at least more accessible to most of our

readers, being a portion of that series of the ‘ Memoires de
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‘ rAcad4mie ’ which extends from 1666 to 1699. There the

paper in question, with an illustrative engraving, will be found

at pp. 113-130 of the first part of the seventh volume.

But, after having thus done justice to other countries in

recording the share which they took in the invention of the

micrometer, it is satisfactory to be able to prove on undoubted

authority that ultimately the priority in that invention, so

highly beneficial to astronomical science, and “ the applica-

tion of wliicli first gave to more exact graduation its pecu-

“ liar and indeed inestimable value,’' * must be awarded to

'England. Sir John F. W. Ilerschel,—the illustrious son of

an illustrious sire,—has well pointed out that “ the honour of

“ this capital improvement has been successfully vindicated

“ by Derhani (‘ Phil. Trans.’ xxx. 603) to our young, talented,

“ and unfortunate countryman Gascoigne, from his c(#rc-

‘‘ spondence with Crabtree and Ilorrockes, in his (Derham’s)

“ possession. The passages cited by Derham from tlieso

letters leave no doubt that, so early as 1640, Gascoigne

“ had applied telescopes to his quadrants and sextants, xoith

“ threads in the common focus of the glasses^ and had even

“ carried the invention so far as to illuminate the field of

view by artificial light, which he found ‘ very hel
2)ful when

“
‘ the moon api)eareth not, or it is not otlierwise liglit

^enough.’ These inventions were freely coinmunicated by

him to Crabtree, and through him to liis friend Ilorrockes,

the jjride and boast of British astronomy
;
both of whom

‘‘ expressed their unbounded admii’ation of tliis and many
“ otlior of his delicate and admirable improvements in the art

‘‘ of observation, (iascoigiie, however, jierislied, at tlie age

of tw eiity-tliree, at tlio battle of Hlarston Moor
;
and the

premature and sudden death of Ilorrockes, at a yet earlier

age, will account for the temporary oblivion of the inven-

“ tion. It w as revived, or re-invented, in ] 667, by Picard
“ and Auzout (Lalando, ‘ Astron.’ 2310), after wliich its use

became universal. 3Iorin, even earlier than Gascoigne, (in

“ 1635), had projwsed to substitute the tclescoj^o for jdain

Humljoldt’fci ‘ Cosmon/ vol. iii. part i. p. 44, cd. 1851.
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siglits
;
but it is the thread or wire stretcdied in the focus,

with which the image of a star can be brouglit to exact
‘‘ coincidence, which gives the telescope its advantage in

‘‘ practice
;
and the idea of this does not seem to have oc-

“ curred to Morin. (See Lalande, ubi supra,)'' *

For a summary of the dispute as to the invention of

prismatic micrometers, we may refer our readers to M.

Mathieu’s learned note on Delambre (‘Ilistoire de I’Astro-

‘ nomie au dix-huitifeme Si^cle,’ pp. 645-C52, ed. 1827). There

the priority is attributed to Kochon, who presented the Aca-

demy of Sciences with a description and a S
2
)ecimen of that

sort of instrument in January and February, 1777, and in

Ajnil following rejiorted to the same learned body the mea-

surements of ]\[ars, of Jupiter, and of Saturn with his ring,

wlij^h he had obtained by its aid.

Maskelyne, who, in December 1777, presented his j)ris-

matie micrometer to the Royal Society, produced an attesta-

tion by Dollond that he had constructed it for him in the

iwevious year, and taken it to the Observatory at Greenwich

in August, 1770.t

To both of those dates Mr. Watt’s invention appears to

have been antecedeiit by several years
;
although of it wo

may say, as M, Mathicu has done of that of Eochon, Get
‘‘ ingciiieux instrument ne re^ut i^as, dans le temps, tout

I’accueil qu’il meritait.”

The Abbes Boscovi(*h, Fontana, Eochon, Jlaskelyne,”

wrote Dr. Patrick WilsonJ to Mr. Watt, in 1778, ‘‘ are a very

Sir J. F. W. Ilcrscliers ‘ Treatise
‘ on Astronomy,’ ed. 1833, p. 80 ; ed.

1840, p. 02, note. Sco also lliim-

boldt’s ‘Cosmos,’ vol. iii. part i., pp. 44,

50, 64, and 06, ed, 1851.

f See the ‘ Philosophical Transac-
‘ tions ’ for 1777, vol. Ixvii. pp. 700-813,

&c. See also Boscovich’s ‘Account
* of a new Micrometer and Megame-
* ter,’ ihidemy pp. 780-708.

t Dr. Patrick Wilson was the se-

cond son of Dr. Alexander Wilson,

celebrated not only for his accurate

and ingenious observations on the

solar spots, but also for having in-

troduced a new era in the art of type-
founding in tliis county

:
(see Hum-

boldt’s ‘ Cosmos,’ vol. iii. pp. 273 and
xevi ;

‘ Phil. Trans.’ for 1774, vol. Ixiv.

pp. 6-13 ; Preface lo the Foulis
Homer, vol. i. p. viii; and the in-

teresting biographical memoir pub-
lished in Brewster’s * Edinburgh Jour-
‘nal of Science’ for Jan. 1829, pp.
1-17.) The son shared largely in all

his father’s pursuits, and in 1786 be-
came his successor in the astrono-

mical professorship at Glasgow. His
aptness for philosophical experiments
was made favourably known by his
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‘‘ creditable junto of philosophers, who are at present drawing

some attention as inventors of a prismatic micrometer. My
‘‘ father and I feel a wish of seeing your name added to that

“ band.of improvers. Your invention, though very little known,

was several years prior to any of theirs. If you choose to

assert this priority by any publication, it will give us great

pleasure to contribute our evidence in your favour —and,

to the same effect, and at tlie same time, Dr. W. Irvine :

—

Pray have you seen the last volume of the Transactions ?

‘‘ You must surely know that it contains the description of a

certain micrometer, that sliall be nameless, made by one
‘‘ J. Watt six or eight years ago, and which has been in

Macfarlane’s Observatory in Glasgow for several years past.

Would you not think it proi)er that the said J. AVatt should

‘‘ claim this discovery ? And as the authors of these pajiers

ill the Transactions have brought witnesses, he might bring

“ Dr. Eeid, Dr. Wilson, Pat. AVilson, G. Hamilton, Ac., who

are ready and willing to attest tlie same, and who are

surely as respectable as Pat. Dollond and Aubert

;

paper in the ‘Phil. Trans.’ for 1781
(vol. Ixx. p. 451), entitled ‘An Ac-
* count of a most Extraordinaiy De-
* grce of Cold at Glasgow hi January
‘ last ;

together witli some New EX-
‘ perimeiits and Obse rvations on the
‘ Comparative Temperature of Hoar-
‘ frost and the Air near to it, made at
‘ tlie Macfarlaiio Oliservalory heloiig-
‘ ing to the College ;

’ together with
‘ Further Experiments on Cold,’ &c.
(Phil. Trans., vol. Ixxi. p. i38(3)

;
and

* Experiments and Observatio7is on a
‘.remarkable Coldwliicli accompanies
‘ the separation of Hoar-frost 1‘rom a
‘ clear Air ’ (Trans, of the Itoyal So-
ciety of Edinburgh for 1788, vol. i.,

p. 146), as well as by his jiaper, also

published in the ‘Pliil. Trans.’ (for

1782, vol. Ixxii. p. 58), proposing an
‘ Experiment for detennining, by tlie

‘ Aberration of the Fixed »Stars, whe-
‘ tlH*r the Bays of Light, in jiervading
‘ ditfereiit media, change tlieir Ve-
* locity ticcording to the law which
‘ results from Sir Ismic Newton’s ideas
‘ concerning the cause of Refraction,
‘and for ascertaining their Velocity
‘ in every medium whose refractive

‘density is known.’ Having in 1709
resigm d the chair of Practical Astro-
nomy in ord(5r to reside nearLondon, in

the society of the Herschels and otlier

friends distinguished in pursuits con-
genial to his own, he on that occasion,
“ us a mark of his higli regard ” for

the learned body “so long and so
‘ intimately known to him, and in
testimony also of his d(.*sire for Die
future i)rosp<‘rity of the oil ice of
Professor of Practical Astronomy in

the said Collt^ge, wliieh was first

filled by his ever-honoured fathei-,”

endowed the University of Glasgow
with a fund of considerable amount,
for tlie pTU7)ose of purchasing astro-

nomical hooks and apparatus, as well
as of hesiowing occasionally a gold
prize meilal on n\eritorious students
of his favourite science. Dr. Patrick
"Wilson ditid at Kensington, 31st Dc-
cemb(T, 1811. (Hee * Der ds iusti-

* tilting Bursaries, Scholarsliips, and
‘ other Foundations in the College

‘and University of Glasgow.’ Pri-

vately printed for the University.

1850. pp. 253-258.)
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and to make the whole still stronger, I should imagine you
“ could have no objection to join in the attestation. You
may perhaps despise such unprofitable, hiventions

;
but to

others they will procure fame, and perhaps fortune.”

One other gimcrack,” and we have done with the long

list of useful and ingenious contrivances with which it had

been the pleasure of the great engineer, up to this period, to

occupy his few hours of leisure ;— I liave invented a draw-

“ ing-machine,” he says,* the board horizontal, the index

almost as long as you please, and consequently the size of

“ the picture large
;

a telescopic sight
;

no sjiecula
;

the

“ whole being performed by a most simple joint. When the

“ index does not exceed two feet long, the instrument and

apparatus consist of a box 14 inches long,
1 J deep, and

ii^hes broad, which opened is the drawing-board, and con-

tains the apjiaratus, except a light wooden tripod head for

‘‘ the pocket, and a staff for the hand, of the ordinary size.

‘‘ By help of this machine I can draw from an eminence a
“ draught of level grounds that shall be a true projection of

“ them, and shall measure by a scale of equal parts. It also

draws all kinds of perspective draughts, reduces maps, &c.,

the board being always horizontal, whether the objects bo

vertical or not.”

Within a fortnight, however, came this reversal of the

verdict thus pronounced :— I caused to be made a part of

“ tlie machine I mentioned in my last
;

it has only one fault,

“ which is, that it will not do, because it describes conic

“ sections instead of right lines f and although there can

be no doubt that by a little further labour on the part of

the inventor this difficulty would have been overcome, yet

events of more importance soon occurred, which seem to

have put a stop to the career of “ gimcracks,” in which he

and his friend Small had so long and cheerfully been ruiining

a race together, ond which led the latter to remark to his

friend,
—“ You might live by inventing only an hour in a

week for matheiuatical-instrument-makers.”

* To Dr. Small, 11 December, 1773. t 24 December, 1773.



^ civil engineer

ill some mea-

bcen suddenly

Canal in the

* , - o - j^erous illness of
lUS Wife, ho had tlio deep grief of finding on liis return home
tVftt alie had died, after liaving given birth to a still-born

c\u\d. Mrs. Watt is described as having been a very amiable

person, whose gentle counsels and uniform good temper had

often sustained her husband’s hopes and animated liis ex-

ertions, under the depressing circumstances of indifterent

health, narrow means, and variable and often desponding

spirits *, from all of which he then suffered in no ordinary

degree. By relieving his mind as far as possible of other

care, and thus affording it the undisturbed leisure rcquircnl

for study and exertion in his various pursuits, slie might even

be said to have been of material, though, of course, subsidiary

service to him in the progress of his great invention. She

earnestly encouraged the hopes which he founded upon it

;

and even when these seemed for a time to bo quite over-

thrown, her buoyant spirits did not sink, nor did her clieerful

faith fail
;
but she wrote to him with truly feminine fortitude,

—“ I beg you would not make yourself uneasy, though things

“ should not succeed to your wisli. if U ” [the new steam-

engine] “ will not do, something else will. Never despair,^^ *

“ The few years,” says Miss Campbell, “ of his union with

“ ]\Iiss Miller passed in uninterrupted domestic happiness. Of

her untimely death, and the beautiful composure of mind,

“ and affecting tenderness for her husband and children, that

she displayed in her last moments, my mother never could

“ speak without tears.”

The agony of grief whidi he suffered on losing so judicious,

so beloved, and so faithful a friend, sufficiently appears from

those of his letters of that date which have been preserved

;

although some others, it is to be regretted, appear to have

been lost or destroyed, probably in consequence of containing

urs as (

*^^pni(0d—tuid indeed

^^r^^^f^cholyemiU Having
mm Jus snrvej of Uio Caledonian

Mtbioit of 1 173 by the intelliffen(*e of fho rJAnm

August 9, 17G8.
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no allusion to anything but his private sorrow. Of one, which

survives only in the form of an undated fragment, addressed

to Dr. Small, but evidently belonging to the period in ques-

tion, the expressions are gloomy indeed ;—more so, happily,

than the habitual resignation of its writer to the will of the

Supreme Disposer of all events seems ever to have permitted

him to repeat. “ Let us,” ho writes, ‘‘ rejoice in our youth,
‘‘ for ago is dark and unlovely, and in the silent grave there

“ is no joy, at least that we know of ;—vive, et vale.” And
again :— You are happy, Small, that liavo no such con-
“ ncction. Yet this misfortune miglit have fallen upon mo
“ when I had loss ability to bear it, and my poor children

“ might have been left suppliants to the mer(?y of the wide
“ world. I know that grief has its period

;
but I have much

to suffer first. I grieve for myself^ not for my friend
;
for

“ if probity, charity, and duty to her family can entitle her

“ to a better state, she enjoys it. I am left to mourn. * *

“ Let mo leave this tale of woe.”
‘‘ Would that I might here transcribe,” said Arago, ^^in all

“ their simple beauty, some lines of the jomnal in which he
“ daily recorded his inmost thoughts, his fears, his hopes

!

Would that you could see him, after this heavy affiiction,

pausing on the threshold of that home, where ‘ His kind
“ ‘ WELCOMER ’ awaited him no more

;
unable to summon

‘‘ courage to enter those rooms, where he was never more to

“ meet ‘ the comfort of his life !

’ ”

Of the four children who were the issue of Mr. Watt’s

marriage with Miss Miller, two died in infancy
;
one daughter

married a Mr. Miller of Glasgow, but died early, leaving issue

a son and two daughters, (now all dead, the daughters having

left issue)
;
and the only son of that family who attained

manhood was the late Mr. »Tames Watt, of Aston Hall, who
long survived his father as his respected representative, and

died, unmarried, in 1848.

R
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CHAPTEE XVIL

DEPRESSrON OF SPIRITS— INSOLVENCY OF DR. ROEBUCK— FORMATION OF

PARTNERSHIP WITH MR. BOULTON TRANSFERENCE OF THE NEW EN-

CflNE TO SOHO — PROIiONOATION OF PATENT OF 1769— DEATH OF DR.

SMALL — NOTICES OF HIS LIFE, TALENTS, AND VIRTUES PROGRESS

AND PROSPECTS OF THE NEW MANUFACTORY ARTICLES OF PART-

NERSHIP.

This last most grievous calamity put tlie fiiiisliiug stroke to

tile long series of adverse circumstances hy wliicli Watt

had been oppressed. For years previously he had com-

plained of frequent violent headaches, and almost constant

bad health
;
of what he called laziness, stupefaction, and con-

fusion of ideas, which no doubt meant the mental weariness

arising from severe and anxious over-exertion
;
of the hateful-

ness of the employment of land-surveying, to which ho had

then become a slave
;
of his detestation of making bargains,

or settling accounts, or forcing workmen to do their duty
;
so

that ‘‘ I greatly doubt,” he says in 1770, whether the silent

mansions of the grave bo not the happiest abodes.” I am
heart-sick of this country,” he writes, after the loss of his

wife, to his sympathising friend Dr. Small, “ I am indolent

“ to excess, and, what alarms mo most, I grow the longer the

‘‘ stupider. My memory fails me so as often totally to forget

“ occurrences of no very ancient dates, I see myself con-

“ demnod to a life of business
;
nothing can be more disagree-

able to me ;
I tremble when I hear the name of a man I

“ have any transactions to settle with. The engineering

business is not a vigorous plant here
;
wo are in general

“ very poorly paid. This last year my whole gains do not

exceed 200?., though some peoide have paid me very gen-

‘‘ teelly. There are also many disagreeable circumstances I

cannot write ; in short 1 must, as far as I see, change my
“ abode. There are two things which occur to me, either to
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try England, or endeavour to get some lucrative place

‘‘ abroad
; but I doubt my interest for the latter. What I

“ am fittest for is a surveying engineer. Is there any business

“ in that way?” .And, about the same time, it appears that

Dr. Roebuck had mentioned Mr. Watt having had an inten-

tion of passing the winter in France ; to escape, doubtless,

from the sorrowful associations that now pressed upon him in

his own country.

These circumstances all concurred with the disastrous state

of affairs at Borrowstoness and Kinneil, to hasten the final

settlement of the agreement with Blr. Boulton and Dr. Small.

But it was now evident, since Roebuck had become insolvent,

and therefore unable to be any longer a partner in the pro-

posed manufacture, that instead of one-half of his two-thirds

of the patent of the engine, or one-third of the whole patent,

as originally intended when that agreement was entered into

in 1769, the whole of his interest would have to be purchased

from him or his creditors. We have already seen that

Boulton and Small were not more desirous of benefiting

Watt, than Watt was of benefiting Roebuck
;
and also, that

filthough all four were anxious to see the engine prosecuted

to completion, and its merits tested by actual performance on

a great scale, none of them, (and, least of all, the inventor),

estimated the invention, as then attempted to be carried

out, as of any very high })ecuniary value. In this view, it

fortunately happened, that Roebuck’s creditors most fully

concurred
;

none of his creditors,” writes Watt to Small,*

‘‘ value the engine at a farthing;” and this uncomplimentary

estimate,—at which we now so well may marvel, and the cre-

ditors might soon afterwards have mourned,—was really of

the greatest service in hastening the progress of the transfer-

ence of the property.

On terms satisfactory at the time to Dr. Roebuck, and

which consisted iii part at least of Mr. Boulton releasing

him from a debt of 630?. due to him by the Doctor, and

of the payment by Mr. Boulton of a further sum of 1000?.,

u 2

* 25 Jflly, 1773.
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this transference at last took place, to ]\[r. Boulton alone

;

Dr. Small having by that time otliervvise engaged all of his

available funds. The lOOOZ. paid were to be the first lOOOZ.

of profit, (without repayment of any already sunk), that

might arise after the commencement of the partnership of

Boulton and Watt. And in 1773 IMr. AVatt and Dr. Roebuck

executed a mutual discharge, wliich, as an interesting docu-

ment in the history of the modern steam-engine, we shall

here give entire :

—

In the year 17G7, Doctor John Roebuck at Kinneil

“ entered into partnerslnp with James Watt at Glasgow, to

“ verify and odrry into practice an improved fire-engine

“ invented by the said James Watt. Doctor Roebuck was to

“ pay a debt of lOOOZ. incurred by the said Janies Watt in

“ making the experim(Uits tending to the invention of the

“ engine, and also to pay the expense of the patent and
“ further ex

2
)criments.

‘‘ James Watt was to attend and conduct the experiments,

and assigned to the Doctor two-thirds of the property of the

“ said invention, retaining one-third for his own use.

‘‘Dr. Roebuck has paid the thousand pounds, but the

“ expense of the other tilings has been principally paid by
“ .fames Watt.

“ In consideration of the mutual friendship subsisting

“ between Dr. Roebuck and myself, and because I think the
“ thousand pounds he lias paid more than the value of the

“ property of the two-thirds of the inventions, I hereby take
“ upon myself all other sums I have laid out or paid upon it,

“ also all other debts I have contracted upon that head,

“ relieving the Doctor from the same, and meaning this as

an absolute discharge for all sums ho may have been owing
“ mo before this date.

“ Kinneil, May 17tli, 1773.” JaMES WaTT.

“ Having examined the above narration of facts, I acknow-
“ ledge the same to be just, and hereby discharge the

“ account.

“ Kinneil, May 17, 1773.” “John Roebuck.
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Tims, in the summer of 1773, Mr. Watt found himself at

liberty to remove from Kinncil, where they had long been

lying useless, and “perishing” from “long exposure to the

“ injuries of the weather,” the iron works, cylinder, and pump,

of the condensing engine* partly ei’ected there three years

before. Those “ disjecta membra ” were then packed up and

sent off to Soho, where a boiler was awaiting them, destined

to inspire them with new life and movement
;
but it was not

till after another year that they were followed by Mr. Watt,

>vho had in the interval made his survey for the Caledonian

Canal, and had suffered the loss, in which it so dismally ter-

minated, of his much-loved wife.

Early in April 1774, he writes to Dr. Small, “I begin

“ now to see daylight through the affairs that have detained

“ mo so long, and think of setting out for you in a fortnight

“ at furthest —and, early in May, “ I have persuaded my
“ friend Dr. Hutton, the famous fossil philosojJier, to make
“ the jaunt with me, and there are some hopes of Dr. Black’s

“ coming also.” The next four or five months were passed in

continuous though still partially futile attempts to construct

a satisfactory wheel-engine, and in more successful ones to

make the condensing engine do some good work. By the end

of October, Mr. Watt was able to send his friend lioebuck

such a report of the latter, that Dr. II. replied,* “ You have
“ now effectually established the justness of the principles on
“ which your machine is constructed, and the generous and
“ spirited gcnjbleman you are coimecjtod with will never suffer

“ it to fail for want of exertion to carry it into execution.”

Ho was also able to cheer the heart of his aged father, in his

lonely homo at Greenock, by writing to him, from Birming-

ham,! the business I am here about has turned out rather

“ successful, that is to say, that the fire-engine I have invented

“ is now going, ami answers much better than any other that

“ has yet boon made
;
and I expect that the invention will bo

“ very beneficial to me.”

The comfortable results which led to these improved hopes,

*12 November, 1771. t 11 December, 1774.
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had been obtained, it must be recollected, with a cylinder

made at Oarron so far back as 1766, and not very truly

bored, although the best which that manufactory could turn

out at that time
;
and Carron had the best boring-mill, for

cannon and the cylinders of the old sort of steam-engine,

then known. It was only intended,” says Mr. Farey, for

“ boring cannon
;

but they bored ban-els [of pumps] and

cylinders [for atmospheric engines] by it occasionally. In

the course of a few years, this mill proved too small to

“ execute tlie work which their trade required, and in 1769
‘‘ Mr. Smeaton made them an entire new boring-mill for

guns, and an^ier for cylinders.” *

But Mr. Boulton, encouraged by the favourable results

already obtained, applied, early in 1775, for a better cylinder,

to Mr. John Wilkinson, an eminent iron-founder at Bersham

near Chester, who at that very time, probably in consequence

of the great demand he saw reason to believe would arise for

cylinders bored with exact truth throughout, introduced a

new boring-machine which w^as an infinite improvement on

the old one. In the old method,” says the same accurate

author whom we have last quoted, the borer for cutting the
‘‘ metal was not guided in its progress, and therefore followed

“ the incorrect form given to the cylinder in casting it ; it

was scarcely insured that every part of the cylinder should
‘‘ be circular

;
and there was no certainty that the cylinder

“ would be straight. This method was thought sufficient for

“ old engines, but Mr. Watt’s engines required greater

‘‘ precision.

“Mr. Wilkinson’s machine, which is now the common
“ boring-machine, has a straight central bar of great strength,

“ which occupies the central axis of the cylinder, during the
“ operation of boring

; and the borer, or cutting instrument,
“ is accurately fitted to slide along this bar, which, being
“ made perfectly straight, serves as a sort of ruler, to give a
“ rectilinear direction to the borer in its progress, so as to

“ produce a cylinder equally straight in the length, and cir-

* Farcy, Treatise uii the Stejuii-eiigine,’ 1827, j>. 2U1.
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cular ill the circumference. This method insures all the

accuracy the subject is capable of; for, if the cylinder is

‘‘ cast ever so crooked, the machines will bore it straight and
“ true, provided there is metal enough to form the required

cylinder, by cutting away the superfluities.” *

But, notwitlistanding the improved cylinder, and those

other aids of mechanism which could tlien be derived from

tlic worksliops of Solio and Birmingham, it was very evident

that a long series of experimental trials was still requisite

before tlie engine could bo brought to such perfection as to

render it universally available to the public, and, therefore,

jirofitable to its manufacturers. In January 1775, six years

of the period named in the Letters Patent had already

expired; and there seemed every probability of the eight

that remained proving only suflicient to admit of a great

outlay of labour, talent, and money, for the benefit of others

who had exerted no ingenuity, incurred no risk, and displayed

no perseverance.

The eminent counsel whom Mr. Watt consulted, suggested

the surrendering up of the patent, and did not doubt that a

new one would then bo issued, granting the exclusive privi-

lege anew from its date. Other friends recommended that

an application should be made for an Act of Parliament

extending the time allowed by the first patent, and this was

the course whicli it was finally determined should be taken.

The application met, rather unexpectedly, with very strong

opposition, t© which the great oratorical powers of ‘‘ the

“ immortal Burke ” gave a dangerous importance. He, it is

believed, was influenced by what he conceived to be, or what

were represented to him to be, the claims of a constituent,

and not by any more unworthy feeling of hostility to either

Mr. Watt or his patent
;
but nevertheless ho was led to si^)-

port with all the power of his great name what he probably

would afterwards have confessed to be a measure of gross

injustice. Happily, the eloquence of himself, and the influ-

ence of his associates, failed of their intended effect
;
and, on

Ftiruy, p. 32(».
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the 8th of May, 1775, Mr. Watt had the pleasure of being able

to write to his father, from London, the follow ing letter :

—

" Dear Father,—After a series of various and violent oppo-

“ sition, I have at last got an Act of Parliament vesting the

property of my new fire-engines in me and my assigns,

throughout Great Britain and the Plantations, for twenty-

‘‘ five years to come, which I hope wall be very beneficial to

“ me, as there is already considerable demand for them.

‘^This affair has been attended with great expense and

anxiety, and without many friends of great interest I should

‘‘ never have been able to carry it tlirough, as many of the

“ most powerful people in the House of Commons opposed it.

“ It has been in Parliament ever since the 22nd of February,

“ which is a very long time to be kept in suspense.

I shall be obliged to stay here a few days longer, after

“ which I return to Birmingham to set about making some

engines that are ordered
; after which I intend to give

“ myself the liappiness of seeing you -and the dear childre]i.

u * jfy warmest wishes and affection ever attend you
;

may God render your age comfortable is the prayer of your

ever affectionate and dutiful son, James Watt.”

But wliile this affair was pending, and Mr. Watt was absent

in London attending to it, another heavy blow had fallen upon

him. This was, the death of Dr, Small
;
the faitliful and affec-

tionate friend who had so long encouraged him in despond-

ency, consoled him in misfortune, and aided him in attaining

to the comparative prosperity wliich was now at last begin-

ning to dawn upon him. ‘‘ The last scene,” feelingly writes

Mr. Boulton to him in London,* ‘‘ is just closed ; the curtain

“ is fallen, and I have this evening bid adieu to our once
‘‘ good and virtuous friend, for over and for ever. If there

‘^^ere not a few other objects yet remaining for me to

“ settle my affections upon, I should wish also to take up
"" my lodgings in the mansions of the dead.” To pretend

to offer you consolation,” is Mr. Watt s reply, under the

weight of your present sorrow, I know^ to be in vain. I

* [25 February, 1775.]
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“ only beg leave to repeat to you the sentiments which that

“ dear friend we lament expressed to me upon a similar occa-

‘‘ sion. It is our duty as soon as possible to drive from our

minds every idea that gives us pain, particularly in cases

‘‘ like this, where our grief can avail nothing. Remember,
“ my dear Sir, that our friend enjoys that repose ho so much
‘‘ desired

;
and we ought not to be so selfish as to render our-

selves unhappy by the perpetual recollection of our own

misfortune, liowever great w^e may think it, for it is also

irreparable and was inevitable.” * * « Come, my dear

“ Sir, and immerse yourself in this sea of business as soon as

“ possible, and do not add to the griefs of your friends by

“ giving way to the tide of sorrow. I again repeat that it is

your duty to cheer up your mind and to pay a proper
‘‘ respect to your friend by obeying his precepts. I wait for

you with impatience, and assure yourself no endeavour of

“ mine shall be wanting to render life agreeable to you.”

We have lost a most valuable friend,” writes Dr. Roebuck

on the same occasion, ‘‘ a gentleman of extensive knowledge

and learning.”

Of Dr. William Small, whose family name is, perhaps, best

known in the annals of science by his brother Dr. Robert

Small’s learned ‘ Account of the Astronomical Discoveries of

‘ Kepler,’ we have few particulars to record beyond those which

his correspondence with Mr. Watt supplies. But liis early death

has been commemorated and lamented by the pens of Keir,

of Day, and of Darwin
;
and all the scattered notices that we

have been able to collect attest tlie greatness of his talents

and his worth. A native of Scotland, he was born in 1734 at

Carmylie in the county of Angus, of which parish his father

was minister ;
one of liis ancestors being Mr. Thomas Small

of Corrihalb whoso armorial bearings were registered in the

Lyon Office about 1680. Having been appointed Professor

of mathematics and natural philosophy in the college of

Williamsburgh in Virginia, he settled there for some years,

and practised with great success as a physician
;
but com-

ing homo on account of his health and some business, he
“ preferred settling at home to returning to Virginia, as he
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" never kept his health there.” He was introduced to Mr.

Boulton in 1765,—(theyear, we need scarcely repeat, in which

Mr. Watt made his memorable discovery of the separate

condenser),—by a letter from no less eminent a person than

Benjamin Franklin
; in wliieh he is described as one who

ia both an ingenious philosopher, and a most worthy, honest
" man and Lord Brougham has mentioned that he was the

instructor in mathematics ofthe celebrated Thomas Jefferson.*

“ He is,” adds another of his fi*iends in writing from London

to Mr. Boulton, to announce his amval in England, “a
•* gentleman of great worth, integrity, and honour

; and in

" the way of his profession he has the best reconimnndations

“ of our most eminent physicians here.” To the same effect

k'Mr.lveirs account of him, as “ a gentleman of very un-

common merit,” possessed of singtilar accuracy of ideas,

and great acquaintance with men and things
;
“ who, to the

“ most extensive, various, and accurate knowledge in the

“ sciences, in literature, and in life, joined engaging manners,

a most exact conduct, a liberality of sentiment, and an

“ enlightened humanity
;
being a great master in the exact

“ sciences, and seeming to carry their regularity and precision

“ into his reasonings and opinions on all other subjects.” f

And in a MS. note on our copy of the work from which our

last quotation is taken, and which was presented by its

author to Mr. Seward, its former possessor has added :— He
“ had, I think, the greatest variety, as well as the greatest

“ accuracy of knowledge, that I have ever met with in any

“ one man.”

It does not exactly appear whether Mr. Watt had ever met

him previous to their acquaintance at Birmingham and Soho

in 1707; but in age they were nearly coevals, and their

correspondence shows how entire was their community of

sentiment, and how similar the course of their favourite pur-

suits.

The happy companionship of which Mr. Watt’s new asso-

* LordBroup;hani’sIiivc8 of States- t Keirs ‘Account of tlic Life and
men, vol. ii. Series III., p. 53, cd. ‘ Writinj?H of Thomas Lay, Esq..’

1845. 1731, p. Ill, note.
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ciation opened up a prospect to those congenial spirits, was,

alas I but too evanescent. In many of Dr. Small’s letters he

complains of feelings of languor and melancholy, which be-

tokened an undue failure of vigorous health :
‘‘ nil admirari^'

says Mr. Keir, “ was his favourite motto ;
which, however, he

‘‘ afterwards, as his health and spirits dfeclined, changed to

“ one of a darker cast, (pvvat, the two first words of a line

“ of Euripides,* expressing that it would have been better

‘‘ not to have been born.” The ennui mortel^' says Dr. 8.

in ] 773, ‘‘ has totally ruined mo for an experimental philo-

“ sopher. * * I flatter myself that 1 shall soon be ^ pulvis

“ ^ et umbrae and fold my arms to sleep. Who will call mo
‘‘ projector now ? ” I am exceedingly happy to find you

“ talk of ('oming hither. I shall be preserved one year longer

“.at least from this lethargy, which must at last compose me
“ for over.” “ In my whole life I have never experienced so

“ long a fit of languor as I am now in,” &c. &c. And the

same spring which was to witness tlie triumphant passing of

the Act of Parliament extending the duration of the patent

of 1769, beheld the languishing illness and premature death

of that able, zealous, and amiable friend, Avliose exertions had

so greatly contributed to the establishment of the Soho

steam-engine partnership. Early in 1775 he was seized

with the symptoms of an ague to which he had previously

been subject, and which did not at first appear to threaten

an illness of more than common severity
;
but the disease

proved to be a continued fever, which, notwithstanding

every aid of medical skill, terminated fatally. He died

on the 25th of Eebruary, having remained sensible to the

* Not from the celebrated speech of Jason in tlie Medea

—

“ Aei fi’ ws eotJC€, juitj koxoi^ if)vvai Aeyeii^,”

—

Eur. Med., 1. 522,

but from one of the fragments of tho Bellerophon

—

“
'Eyo) to fiev fiij navTaxov OpyWovnevov

“ KpaTMTTOi/ eli/ai firi (f>vvai /SpoTO).”

Eur. Fragm. Belleroph., xvi. 2 ; vol. ii,

j). 432, cd. Lips., 1779.

It will bo seen that Mr. Keir, when he pljiccd tho words first in the line,

evidently spoke without referring to his author.
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last, and almost to the last having entertained hopes of his

own recovery. At the time of his decease, Sir. Watt was un-

avoidably absent, at Broseley in Sliropshire, on business con-

nected with the engine
;
but Dr. Ash and Dr, Darwin, with

both of whom Dr. Small had always lived on terms of the

greatest intimacy, Mr. Boulton, IVlr. Keir, and other attached

friends, constantly attended him in his last illness.

Mr. Keir has regretted, to a certain extent not without

reason, that Dr. Small, although possessed of various and
“ eminent talents to instruct mankind, has left no trace

“ behind of all that store of knowledge and observation which
“ he had acquired, and from which his friends never left him
“ without drawing fresh information.” But the panegyric is

not small which he pronounces, when ho adds;—“He lives

“ only ill the memory of those friends who know his wortli,

“ and of the poor, whom his humane skill was ever ready to

‘‘ rescue from disease and pain.” It is needless,” writes the

same gentleman in announcing his death to his brother, the

Kev. Itobert Small of Dundee, to say how universally he is

“ lamented
;
for no man ever enjoyed or deserved more the

“ esteem of mankind, Mr. Boulton and myself, wlio were
“ more particularly blest with his intimacy and friendship,

“ are struck with a grief suitable to the loss which we have

sustained, and which Ave know can never be rejiaired. We
“ loved him with the tenderest affection, and shall ever
‘‘ revere his memory.” His numberless virtues,” says Mr.

Boulton, “ I should be happy to fall heir to, they being the

“ only legacy that could reconcile me to his death.” Messrs.

“ Keir, Darwin, Day, and self,” adds Mr. Boulton at a later

date, “ have never yet agreed about a monument for the
“ church ; but as there is nothing which I wish to fix in my
“ mind so permanently as the remembrance of my dear de-

“ parted friend, I did not delay to erect one to his memory
“ in the prettiest but most obscure part of my garden

; a part

“ that is modelled, at least characterised, since you were here.
“ ’Tis a sepulchred grove, in which is a building adapted for

“ contemplation
;
from one of its windows, under a Gothic

“ arch formed by trees, you see the church in which he was
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‘‘ interred/ and no other object wluitsoovi'v ex(*e})t tlie iiiomi-

“ ment. It is a sarcophagus standing upon a pedestal, on

“ which is written

]M : S :

Gulielmi Small, M.D.

Ob. Feb. XXV.

MDCCLXXV.

and upon the pedestal are inscribed some verses written by

Dr. Darwin, a copy of which, with a slight sketch of the

view from one of the windows of the building, I herewith

send you :

—

“ Ye gay and young, wlio, thoughtless of your doom,

Shun the disgustful mansions of the dead,

“ Where Melancholy broods o’er many a tomb
“ Mould’ring beneath the yew’s unwholesome shade

;

“ If chance ye ei>ter these sequester’d groves,
** And day’s bright sunshine for a while forego,

“ 0 leave to Folly’s cheek the laughs and loves,

“ And give one liour to philosophic woe 1

“ Here, while no titled dust, no sainted bone,
** No lover bending over beauty’s bier,

** No warrior frowning in historic stone,

“ Extorts your praises or requests your tear

;

“ Cold Contemplation leans her aching heatl,

“ On liuman woe her steady eye she turns,

** Waves her meek hand, and sighs for Science dead,

“ For Science, Virtue, and for Small she mourns.”

Sir. Day also, who had hastened to England from Emssels

as soon as ho heard of the severe illness of his friend, (al-

though unfortunately too late to be present with him in his

last hour), and whose mind was long in recov^ng from the

gloom caused by the loss of one whom he had always vene-

rated as a wise and faithful instructor, compoSed the following

epitaph on his “ guide, philosopher, and friend

—

“ Beyond the rage of Time, or Fortune’s power,
“ Bcmain, cold stone ! remain, and mark the hour
“ When all the noblest gifts which Heaven e’er gave
“ Were centred in a dark, untimely grave.

* Tliiit of St. Philip, Birmingham.
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“ O tauirlit on reason’s boldest wings to vise,

“ And catch each gliiumoring of the opening skies !

“ O gentle hnsom ! O unsullied mind

!

“ 0 friend tf) truth, to virtue, and mankind

!

“ Tliy dear remains we trust to this sad shrine,

‘‘ Secure to feel no second loss like thine !

” *

The sepulchred grove ” of Solio has fallen
;
the sareo-

pliagus,”— or, rather, cenotaph,— has perished
; and the

romantic grounds surrounding Mr. Boulton’s mansion, witli

their woods and waters, little more than a century* ago an

unpeopled and uncultured waste, then transformed into a

series of smiling gardens and shaded lawns, have now become

the site of other houses, multiplying in proportion to the

immense development of the steam-engine and its results in

that central and busy district of our great manufacturing

country. But not so soon will fee forgotten the refinement of

mind, the ardour in scientific pursuits, the community of

sentiments, and the warmth of friendship, which long cheered

those scenes with their sunshine, and seem still to visit tliem

with a distant gleam.

The passing of the Act of Parliament which ensured to

Mr. Watt and his assignees the exclusive right to make, use,

“ exercise, and vend ” the steam-engines of his invention,

now enabled him to arrange finally with Mr. Boulton the

system on which their partnership and proposed manufacture

of engines should be conducted. Of the great difficulties

that still remained to be- overcome in the further prosecution

of their undertaking, we may form some faint estimate from

the rcmarliabl^Jact, that ‘‘ at the period of tlio construction

‘‘ of the first Wfam-engine upon the new principles at Soho,

tho intelligent and judicious Smeaton, who had been invited

“ to satisfy himself of tho superior performance of the engine

by his own experiments upon it, and had been convinced of

its great superiority over Newcomen’s, doubted the practica-

“ bility of getting the different parts executed with the requi-

site precision
;
and augured, from tlie extreme difficulty of

* ‘Account of the IJfo and Writings of Thomas Day,^sq.’ (by Mr. Keir),

p. 9.3. 1791.
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‘‘ attaining this desideratum, that this powerful macliine, in

“ its improved form, would never be generally introduced.

‘‘ Such,” adds the relator of this curious anecdote, the late

MTr. Boulton,* was at that period the low state of the me-

chanic arts, as fully to justify his opinion
;
but a school of

“ workmen, in every relevant branch, was speedily and suc-

cessfully instituted, and the forms and construction of the

“ machine were perfected with a skill and accuracy till then

unknown in the execution of large machinery.”
|

The general curiosity that had begun to be excited througli-

out England as to the nature and comparative utility of tlie

new engines, gave jDromise of at least a fair remuneration, if

they could be successfully manufactured. So far back as

1771, Dr. Small had written to Mr. Watt,— “ At present 1 am
“ to tell you something of consequem^e, about which it will

“ be proper to speak with Dr. Koebuck, to whom I offer my
best respects. A friend of Boulton and mo in Cornwall

sent us word four days ago that four or five copper-mines
“ are just going to be abandoned, because of the high price of

coals, and begs me to apply to them instantly. The York
Building Company delay rebuilding their engine, with great

“ inconvenience to themselves, waiting for yours. Yesterday
“ application was made to mo, by a mining company in Der-
“ byshire, to know when you are to be in England about fire-

engines
;
because they must quit their mine if you cannot

“ relieve them.” And, in April 1775, ‘‘ There are several

engines,” says Mr. Boulton, now wanted in Cornwall

;

“ some of the proprietors of mines are impatient to know the

event of our Bill and the terms we will mj^ose. I have
“ ventured to say to Mr. Glover, (who was r^iested to wait

upon us on that subject), that we will undertake and contract

‘‘ to make an engine or engines capable ofdoing any quantity

of work that shall be requested and described, for as little

money as common engines will cost that are capable of

“ doing as much work
;
and we will guarantee them to do

“ that work with half the expense of fuel that common ones

Speech tit the Puhlic Meeting iii FroemasoiiH’ Hall, in 1824.
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“ will require, provided we are allowed a sum that shall be
“ equal to its further savings over and above the said half.”

In August or September 1 775, Wilkinson hath been here,

and says that all his neiglibours are impatient to see the

event of liis engine. Some, he says, have suspended their

‘‘ new erections until his is finished
;
and all of them, he

is sure, will have their engines altered, which he says

will be a better trade than now erections, and that work
‘‘ alone will be sufficient for our lives.” In March 1776,

I rejoice at the well-doing of Willey engine,” (that which

Jiad been made for Mr. Wilkinson), as I now hope and
“ flatter myself that we are at the eve of a fortune. I wish

to see you at Soho as soon as possible
; there are many

“ things want you, and I find myself exceedingly hurried.

“ People are daily coming to sec the engines. Cornwall

begins to imjuire how we go on. I will reserve particulars

“ until I see you.” And, later in the same year, “ I have an

application for an engine from a distiller at Bristol, to raise

‘‘ 15,000 ale gallons per hour 60 feet liigh
;
I have another

“ for a coal mine in Wales, another for a ]\Ir. Langdalo, of

‘‘ Ilolborn, a distiller, and another for Mr. Liptrap, at Mile End,
“ a distiller.” “ If we had a hundred wheels ready made,

and a hundred small engines like Bow engine, and twenty

large ones executed, we could readily dispose of them.”
‘‘ We have a positive order for an engine for Ting-Tang mine,

“ and from what I heard this day from Mr. Grlovcr, we may
“ soon expect other orders from Cornwall. Our plot begins

“ to tliickcn a2)ace, and if Mr. Wilkinson don’t bustle a little

as well as ourselves, wo shall not gather our harvest before

“ sunset. * I i^crceive we shall be hard pushed in

“ engine work, but I have no fears of being distanced, when
‘‘ once the exact course or best track is determined upon.”

Yet, even then, the expectations of both the partners were

very far indeed from being exorbitant, as to the j^rofits to bo

derived from the important branch of manufacture on which

they were lueparing to enter. It may be difficult,” writes

Mr. Boulton to Mr. Watt, in July 1776,—more than a year

after the Act of Parliament had been obtained,—“to say
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is t\\e value of your property in partnership with mo.

However, I will give it a name, and I do say that I would

“ willingly give you two, or perhaps three thousand pounds

“ for tile assigninont of your third part of the x\ct of Parlia-

ment. But J should bo sorry to make you so bad a bargain,

‘‘ or to make any bargain at all that tended to deprive mo of

“ your friendship, acquaintance, and assistance, hoping that

we shall harmoniously live to wear out the twenty-five

‘‘ years, which I had rather do than gain a Nabob’s fortune

by being the sole proprietor.

“ I would without hesitation have sent you the assignment

“ and the article of partnership, had it been in my power

;

“ but Mr. Dudley, the lawyer, is suddenly called to London,

“ and it cannot be had before his return
;
but if you want to

“ show it to any of yoiu' friends, you may give them a copy

of the following heads, which I have extracted from our

“ mutual missives, and are to the best of my knowledge all

“ that our articles contain :

—

‘‘ 1st. You have assigned to me two-thirds of the Act of

Parliament, on the following conditions :

2nd. I to pay all expenses of making all the experi-

“ ments, and of obtaining tho Act of Parliament, and all

“ other expenses relative to the engine which were incurred

“ before June, 1775 ;
and I am also to bear all the expenses

“ of future experiments, and all such money is to be sunk by

me, and not to bear any interest, nor be carried to my
acx'vount with you

;
but the experimental machines are to

“ be my property, as they are purchased at my expense.

“ 3rd. I am to advance all the stock necessary for carrying

“ on the engine trade, for which I am to receive lawful
‘‘ interest.

‘‘ 4th. Tho profits arising from the trade, after paying or

deducting interest, (as in 3rd,) workmen’s wages, and all

“ debts owing by our engine trade, to be divided into three

parts
;
you are to take one-third, and I to take two-thirds.

“ 5th. You are to make drawings, surveys, and give direc-

“ tions ;
the engine company to pay travelling expenses when

upon business.
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“ 6tli. I am to take care that the books are kept aecu-

rately, and that they are balanced once a year ; and I am
also to assist in managing workmen, making bargains, or

“ doing whatever wo may jointly tliiuk is for the interest of

“ the trade.

7th. A book to be kept wherein are to be entered such

transactions as are worthy of record, and, when signed by

us both, to have the same force as our articles of partner-

sliip.

‘‘ 8 til. Neither of us to alienate our shares without the

consent of the other
;
Snd if either of us should die, or be

incapacitated from acting for ourselves, the other is to bo
‘‘ sole manager, without control of heirs, executors, or assigns

;

“ but the books are to ho subject to their inspection, and the

acting partner to be allowed a reasonable commission for

his extra trouble.

9th. The contract to continue in force for twenty-five

‘‘ years from the 1st of June, 1775.

10th. Our heirs, executors, &c., are bound to observe the

‘‘ contract.

11th. In case we both die, our heirs, &c., to succeed

upon the same jilaii.

‘‘ This is the essence of all that is contained in our articles

of partnership ; but, being fearful of losing the post, I have

“ written in a great hurry, and have but ill expressed myself.

I wish I had more time to tell you all the circumstances

that have occurred in the engine trade, but that shall

be the subject of my next. All is well, and you’ll be

quite charmed at the simplicity and quietness of Soho

engine.”

This letter of Mr. Boulton was written on an interesting

occasion, to serve as some guide to his partner in estimating

the probable amount of his means, with a view to the prepa-

ration of a settlement on his second marriage. For it had

^ now become evident, that, for the benefit of all parties, and

to ensure the success of ther now manufacture, it would be

necessary for Mr. Watt to live in the immediate neighbour-

hood of Soho ;
he thus permanently abandoning his Scottish

s 2
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domicilo, and migrating to England animo rernanendi. Before
doing so, liowever, having fonnd that the burden of domestic

affairs and the care of his cliildren interfered seriously with

his other pursuits, which had now become vitally important,

he, after having remained for some years a widower, married

a second time. The lady of liis choice on this occasion was

Anne, one of the daughters of Mr. Macgregor, a substantial

citizen of Glasgow, who, under the instructions of his son-in-

law, was the first to practise in this country the useful im-

provement of em])loying chlorine in bleaching, which Ber-

thollet, its celebrated inventor, continuiiicated to Mr. Watt.

Slie was the mother ofGregory Watt, as well as of a daughter,

both of whom she had the misfortune to lose by their prema-

ture death; and she died in 1832, in advanced old age,

after witnessing the ripeness of the fame of her husband, of

whom, M. Arago has justly said, “ lier various talent, sound-

ness of judgment, and strength of mind, rendered her a

worthy companion.”

Yet possibly, in the long forty-three years of his second

wedlock, amid all the prosperity and fame by which they

were marked, there may have been moments when his heart

tlirobbed at the retrospect of an earlier time
;
and of an union,

in days that were no more, with one whose loving hopes had
sustained him in sorrow, without being permitted to taste of

his joy
;
who had beheld his success and renown only by

anticipation, and yet with all the firm faith of undoubting

affection
;
and wlio had been summoned from his side just as

he was about to emerge from tlie comparative obscurity in

which he had long so wearily pined.

“ Tears, idle tears,—I know not what they mean,—
“ Tears from the depth of some divine despair
“ Rise in the heart, and gather to the eyes,
“ In looking on the happy autumn-fields,
“ And thinking of the days that are no more.” *

And, although we dare not, of course, assert that the senti-
^

raent which^ it expresses was ever familiar to the mind of

Tennyson, ‘ The rrincess.’
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Watt, there also rises, unbidden, to our memory, one of the

refrains which Beranger has so musically sung :

—

“ Mais elle avail, pour me charmer,
“ Ma jeunesse que je regrette :

—

“ Ah, que ne puis-je vous aimer,

“ Comme autrefois j’aimai Rosette !

”

“ But she had one charm above thee,

“ In my youth which I regret :

—

** Why, alas I can I not love thee

“ As of old I lov’d Rosette 1

”
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CIIAPTEE XVIII.

OFFERS OF EMPLOYMENT IN RUSSIA — PROGRESS AT SOHO — PRIVILEGE

GRANTED IN FRANCE — JARY AND PERRIER— M. DE PRONV — VISITS

TO CORNWALL— INTRODUCTION OF THE NEW STEAM-ENGINES— PATENT
OF 1780 FOR COPYING-MACHINE — MACHINE FOR DRYING LINEN IIY

STEAM— PATENT OF 1781— “ SUN AND PLANET WHEELS ”— PATENT
OF 1782 — EXPANSIVE PRINCIPLE— DOUBLE-ACTING ENGINE —‘^DOUBLE

OR COMPOUND ENGINE.

At this critical turning-point of his life, Mr. Watt had rather

a narrow escape from expatriation, and this country from

losing all the benefit of his unrivalled career of invention.

In 1773 he had received an invitation from his friend Robison

to come to Russia, “ whero ho had recommended him to fill

“ some station.” But in the sjiring of 1775 an offer was made
to him of employment in Russia, under the Imperial Govern-

ment, whicli, at a somewhat earlier period, might probably

have met with his thankful acceptance
;

for the salary pro-

mised was lOOOZ. per annum, and the duties required would
have suited well his own inclinations and acquirements. The
offer of the appointment in question, however, seems to have
been ensured by, if it did not originate in, Mr. Boulton
“having sounded his praises at the Ambassador’s;” and ho
naturally preferred continuing, with him, those endeavours for

a parliamentary prolongation of his first patent, on which
their future association was to depend. “ Your going to
“ Russia,” says Mr. Boulton, “ staggers me. The precarious-
“ ness of your health, the dangers of so long a journey or
“ voyage, and my own deprivation of consolation, render me
“ a little uncomfortable

; but I wish to assist and advise you
“for the best, without regard to self;” and again, “I shall
“ rejoice at^every good that befalls you

;
yet, nevertheless, 1

“ find I love myself so well that I should bo sorry to have
“ you go to Russia, and I begin to repent soiiiuliiig your
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trumpet at the Ambassador’s.” « Lord, how frightened I

was,” writes the genial and hearty Darwin, when I heard
“ a Russian bear* had laid hold of you with his great paw,

and waji dragging you to Russia ! Pray don’t go if you

can help it. Russia is like the don of Cacus
:
you see tlie

“ footsteps of many beasts going thither, but of few returning.

“ I hope j^our fire-engines will keep you here.”

The case also of a Captain Perry, (who, after having been

engaged by Peter the Great as an engineer, and having served

for many years in tliat country, had been obliged to take

refuge in the house of the British Ambassador, and to return

to England without receiving his pay), as well as representa-

tions of other similar instances, alarmed him for the conse-

quences which might possibly again attend such despotic

predilections
;
and recommended to his mind the less dazzling,

but more secure destiny, of ‘‘ a crust of bread and liberty.”

The Imperial family of Russia were then much interested

in the various manufactures carried on at Soho, and greatly

admired their products. In February 1776 the Empress

stayed for some time at Mr. Boulton’s house
;

and a charming

woman she is,” writes her hospitable entertainer.

It is rather a singular circumstance, that when, in 1816,

his Imperial Highness the Grand Duke Nicholas of Russia,

(the late Czar), applied at the Soho works for permission to

view their interior, his application, although siip])orted by

a letter from Lord Sidmouth, was rejected. The objection

felt, however, was not by any means to the potentate himself

or his immediate friends, but to certain persons who followed

in his suite, and whom there were good reasons for not

initiating into the various processes of the manufacture.

Mr. Watt’s labours at Soho soon began to manifest the

great advantages which that establishment afforded in respect

of materials, workmanship, and business connections. For-

tunately, the completion of the reciprocating or condensing

,

engine was not made to wait for that of the more troublesome

‘ Wliich made old Bon and surly Donnis swear,
‘ No TiOrd's anointed, but a llnssian boar !

”

JV»2 )fi
’6 Imit oj ITor., B. ii. Ep. i., 1. 388.
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and uncertain wheel-engine ;
but was at once proceeded with,

under “the masters eye” and care. A cast-iron cylinder,

over 18 inches in diameter, an inch thick, and weighing half

a ton, but which seemed “ tolerably true,” “ not perfect, but

“ without any very gross error,” was procured from Mr. Wil-

kinson, and the piston, to diminish friction and the consequent

wear of metal, girt with a br^s hoop two inches broad : and

although when first tried, “ the engine goes marvellously bad

;

“it made eight strokes per minute; but, upon Joseph’s

“ endeavouring to mend it, it stood still and tliat, too,

though the piston was helped witli all the appliances of

“ hat,” papier machc, grease, black-lead powder, a bottle of

oil “ to drain through the hat and lubricate the sides,” and

an iron weight above all to prevent the piston leaving the

pai)ier behind in its stroke,—yet, after some imperfections of

the valves were remedied, “ the engine makes 500 strokes

“ with about two cwt. of coals ;” and, in another month or two,

with better condensation, it “ makes 2000 strokes with one
“ cwt. of coals ;” no bad work for such a machine, as yet but

in its childhood. “ The copper bottom for Bloomfield engiuo

“ is come,” at the same time writes Mr. Boulton, “ and Mr.
“ Hurst promises to forward the others directly. The new
“ forging-shop looks very formidable

;
the roof is nearly put

“ on, and the hearths are both built. The two small 7-inch

“ pumps for our own condenser are this day arrived
; but we

can’t boro them until we have got a block cast for fixing

“ the boring-knives in, which I shall hasten.” And, within six

months, there comes this order :—“ Pray tell Mr. Wilkinson to

“ get a dozen of cylinders cast and bored, from 12 to 50 inches

“ diameter, and as many condensers of suitable sizes
; the

“ latter must be sent here, as we will keep them ready fitted

“ up, and then an (uigiiie can be turned out of hand in two
“ or three weeks. I have fixed my mind upon making from
“ twelve to fifteen reciprocating, and fifty rotative engines

“ annum.”

The new engines beginning now to bo disseminated over

many parts of England, and giving entire satisfaction to all

who availed thems(?lvos of the invention, b(^gan to attract
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notice on the other side of the Channel. Within a couple of

years after the passing of the Act of Parliament of 1775,

negotiations were set on foot by MM. Perrier for using Mr.

Watt’s steam-engines to supply Paris with water; and, in

1778, the King of France, by a decree, granted to Messrs.

Boulton and Watt an exclusive privilege to make and sell

their engines in that country. This decree, according to the

French jmtent law at that time, could not have the force of a

patent till an engine had actually been subjected to the judg-

ment of certain Commissioners appointed by the decree, and

had been reported by them to be superior to the common
engines. The trial engine, it was agreed, should be erected

at the colliery of a IVI. Jary, near Nantes in Brittany
;
M.

Jary, who was a very ingenious man, himself undertaking

nearly the whole care of the erection.

The sum of intelligence concerning Perrier,” writes Mr.

Boulton, “is, that, through interest, he has obtained the

“ King’s arr6t empowering him to raise water from the Seine

“ to supply Paris, and erecting a company, copy of which I

“ shall send you
;

that W. Wilkinson went over to solicit

“ order for the pipes, &c. ; that Perrier, when ho went to

“ Broseloy, was rc^solved to have common engines
;
that after-

“ wards he was convinced that ours were much superior, and

“ then wanted Wilkinson to make them for him, as he did not

“ see the use of applying to us, [he] being out of oiu* jurisdic-

“ tion
;
that W. represented that he would be liable to prose-

“ cution, and that ho was bound by honour and interest not

“ to do it but tlu*ough us ; that W. thought, as beyig out of

“ our jurisdiction, we should serve Perrier upon moderate

“ t(3rms, should take out our premium in actimSy which would

“ be saleable as bearing 6 per cent, interest
;
that W., if em-

“ ployed for pipes, &e., takes 100 shares at 50Z. each.

“ I answered, that Perrier had not behaved to us with pni-

“ dent openness or consideration, and had attempted bribing

' j)eople to betray us at London
; that we had friends in

‘ hh’ance of interest, wlio had long ago assured us of the pro-

tectioii of the Crown, and that the State would see the

“ propriety of having us to erect our own machines
;
and that
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" if they did not, wo wonld not servo Perrier so cheap as if

^ they did
;

tliat some of our principal secrets were still iu

‘‘ our own breasts ; tlmt it was more our interest to work
‘‘ at home, without France was secured to us &c. * *

“ Perrier is a smith to trade, and reckoned a man of inge-

“ unity ; but his scheme is undigested, and he is ignorant

“ even of the proper method of conducting the water. The
“ Lieutenant of Police is the ultimate judge of disputes in

‘‘ Perrier’s scheme, llather than fail, suppose we were to

‘‘ erect one or two engines for Perrier upon easy terms, pro-

“ vided he and his interest concurred in securing our property

“ in France.”

Early in 1779, Perrier visited Solio, ‘^bargained on very

“ moderate terms” for engines, and drawings for one were

sent to Jary by Mr. Watt, to be executed, it would appear,

in France. Finding, in May 1780, that the MM. Perrier were

to erect three fire-engines, ‘‘whereof one according to our

“ plan, and the two others with ‘ changemonts qu’il avoit ima-
“

‘ gin6,’ if we mean to keep this our kingdom of France iu

“ proper subjection,” wrote Mr. Watt, “ it will be necessary

“ that one of ourselves go over there soon.”

How far MM. Perrier showed off to advantage the engine

of English design and French construction, appears from tlie

report of M. De Luc, “ who was present at Paris when Perrier

“ called the Royal Academy to view the engine set out, when,

“ lo! it went two long strokes per minute
;
wliich ho said was

“ owing to the w^ant of the steam-case, winch in haste ho had
“ omitted This being afterwards added, the engine wrought at

“ the rate of four strokes per minute, and he (De Luc) never

“ saw it go any faster.” * This was rather a contrast to the

rate at which the Soho engines moved in their own country

;

and jjerhaps M. Perrier prevailed on the two others, “ with

“ variations which he had imagined,” to mind their business

with more alacrity. But when Mr. Watt and Mr. Boulton

visited Paris, “We have also vindicated,” writes Mr. Watt,

* Mr. TVjitt lo Mr. Boulton, 20 Octolx.r, 1782.

t To Dr. lioelmek, 8 February, 1787.
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‘‘ the honour we were robbed of by M. Perrier's assuming the

merit of my invention ; he said our coming was un coup de

soufflet diabolique pour lui. He has succeeded, however, in

having erected a most magnificent and commodious manu-
‘‘ factory for steam-engines, where he executes all the parts

most exceedingly well. He is a man of abilities, and would

be very estimable if he were a little more just, (or more

honest).” And, in 1790, he again writes,* “ I have a letter

“ from Mr. Lcveque of July 4th. He has seen Perrier’s

engine, which he docs not like ; says Mr. De Betancourt

instructed Iiirn how to make double engines, and has sent a

model of them to Spain, as he does of everything he sees

;

“ and has written a memoir upon the effects of steam, which

will be published in Prony’s ‘Hydraulogic.’ We must be

“ more and more careful in respect to foreigners.” M. De
Prony, (wlio usually spells the name of Watt either Wats or

Wast), has an article in his ‘ Nouvelle Architecture Hydrau-

‘lique’ (No. 1345, tome i., published in 1790),—“ Comment

M. le Chevalier De Betancourt a devini le principe d’une

machine a feu posterieiirement construite par MM. Wats ct

“ Boltm —on j)erusing which, it turns out that the engine

alluded to was the double-engine
;

that the method M. De
Betancourt took to ‘‘ divine the principle,” was to visit and

inspect the engine itself at work at Soho; to observe the

piston impelled both upwards and downwards by an equal

force of steam
;
and then, having made a model, to get MM.

Perrier to make an engine on the same construction as that

which he had thus visited, inspected, and observed at work.

A truly original, and doubtless an accurate, method, deviner

le principe
''

M. De Prony’s book is curious under another point of view.

It contains a table of its own errata, in which there are enu-

merated no fewer than two hundred and seventy-eight
;
con-

sisting of four great classes, viz., errata of the text, errata of

tin; notes, errata of the tables, and errata of the (iclaircissc-

ments.” But in all tliat catalogue, such errors as Wats

To m, Boulton, 2:i July, 17‘)0.
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and Wast for Watt, and Darmoutli for Dartmouth, Durliaii

for Durham, &c., &c., are not noticed, and pass pour abso

“ lument rien.” Therefore, to what the grand total of erratti

in the whole work might amount, we cannot even guess
;
and

if to such as we have named were to be added the errata of

the corrections of the errata,—(or errata squared),—and errata

raised, as it were, to the third, or some even higher power,

probably the work of Prony, like the machine of Marly as

described by Belidor, might be found to be without a rival

“ dans ce monde.”

But it is satisfactorj*^ to be able to add, that, on a personal

acquaintance with M. De Prony, Mr. Watt found that he was

a veiy estimable man; and that in any mistakes he had

made as to the steam-engine, he had proceeded on erroneous

information, and was anxious to correct them. ‘‘I acquit

“ liim,” writes Mr. W., in 1808, ‘‘ of all blame or envious

intention
;
he was merely the chronicler of what was relatc?d

to him
; and with such relators as Perrier and Betancourt

at liis ear, what bettor could be expected ? He knew nothing
“ of me or my works but what they pleased to relate. Ho is

“ himself a most ingenious, modest, and candid man, and
‘‘ regrets much his having published what he has done

;
and

“ he offered to insert in his next publication whatever I

“ pleased to communicate on the subject.’"* In 181 G Mr. W.
signed M. De Prony’s certificate for tlie Koyal Society

;
and, in

returning it to Mr. Bennie, observed that ho was glad to have

had an opportunity of giving this testimony of his esteem

for him.t

For many years after 1775, Mr. Watt resided chiefly in

Birmingham, to be near the great manufacturing establish-

ment to which his attention was now energetically devoted

;

but ho was sometimes compelled to be absent, for long

periods, in the mining districts of Cornwall,—a poor ex-

change, in his opinion, for the intellectual pleasures and

hospitable sociality of the neighbourhood of ydio. His tuu-

Mr. Watt to Mr. Watt, juii., lOtli Novonilx'r, LSOS.

t To Mr. Uonni<‘, 5tli Docoinlx^r, IHir,.
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ploymonts, during those interval^ of forced absence, were, to

a great extent, neither easy nor agreeable. He had, in the

first place, to push his great invention into notice and use

;

in doing which, he had to contend not only with such obstacles

as nature presented, in the dark abysses of desperately flooded

mines, but also with the deeply-rooted prejudices of a rude

and obstinate class of men, generally as incredulous of the

powers of the new machine, as they were ignorant of the

causes of the imperfections of the old ones. How little, too,

the real merits of machinery were appreciated by those among

whom lie had to labour, appears from an amusing description

he has given* of one of tlie first engines which he erected in

Cornwall. ‘^At present,” he says, ‘‘the velocity, violence,

“ magnitude, and horrible noise of the engine give universal

“ satisfaction to all beholders, believers or not. I have once
“ or twice trimmed the engine to end its stroke gently, and
“ make less noise

;
but Mr. cannot sleep unless it seem

“ quite furious, so I have left it to the engine-man. And, by
“ the bye, the noise serves to convey great ideas of the power
“ to the ignorant, who seem to be no more taken with modest
“ merit in an engine than in a man.” Naturally disinclined

to solicitation, and averse to the coarse tumult of commercial

business when conducted with inferior and illiberal minds, he

was expected to obtain orders and extend connections; as

well as to take charge, (as he did with much greater readi-

ness), of the erection of the new engines, and of making

experiments on all sorts of old ones. In public discussions at

the meetings of mining adventurers, his arguments, founded

on reason and science, too often met with jarring opposition,

—

sometimes even with ignorant contempt ;—in private he had
“ constant bad headaches,” and his “ usual tendency towards

“ desponding views.” As business increased, so did his

troubles :
“ excessive difiiculty in finding intelligent managing

“ clerks ;”—“ continual anxiety,” (and frequent failure), “ to

“ get the various parts of the metal-work executed exactly

“ according to his own drawings,” which, it is needless to say,

* In a letter to Mr. Boulton from Truro, without date.
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were made with laborious aQ^ciiracy and clearness
;

so that,

“ almost distracted with multiplicity of orders,” he sometimes

fancied, he said, that ho “ must be cut in pieces, and a portion

sent to every tribe in Israel !
” Then, as soon as the real

value of the new engines began to be at all understood,

—

as soon as that water which was reckoned the “ heaviest ” in

the whole county, and which the sapient among the miners

had, in the profundity of their wisdom, declared would never

bo ‘‘ forked,” not only was forked,” but showed, by tlie

manner in which that process was accomplished, that the

new engine “ might fork anything,”—to all his previous

labours was added that hateful one of having to observe and

restrain tlie piracies which forthwith began to be practised,

secretly at first, but soon witli greater frecpiency and daring.

The bare and miserable aspect of the country in which

his head-quarters wore at such times most commonly fixed,

increased the gloom of the months he was compelled to spend

there. Cornish mines are far from resembling the fabled

scenery of the golden age
;
and the following dcscrij)tion of

one, though drawn with a lively j)encil, and inserted in a

work of fiction, is, wo believe, true to Nature :
—‘‘ It was an

‘‘ ugly, uninviting place to look at, with but few visible signs

“ of wealth. The earth, which had been burrowed out by
“ those human rabbits in their search after tin, lay around in

“ huge ungainly heaps
;

the overground buildings of the

establishments consisted of a few ill-arranged sheds, already

“ apparently in a state of decadence
;

dirt and slush, and

“ pools of water confined by muddy dams, abounded on every
‘‘ side

;
muddy men, with muddy carts and muddy horses,

“ slowly crawled hither and thither, apparently with no object,

‘‘ and evidently indifferent as to whom they might overset in

their course. The inferior men seemed to show no respect

to those above them, and the superiors to exercise no

authority over those below them. There was a sullen

“ equality among them all. On the ground around was no

vegetation
;
nothing green met the eye

;
some few stunted

“ bushes appeared liere and there, nearly smothered by
‘‘ heaped-up mud, but they had about them none of the
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“ attractiveness of foliage. The whole scene, though con-

“ sisting of earth alone, was unearthly
;
and looked as though

the devil had walked over the place with hot hoofs, and
“ then ralfod it with a huge rake.”* The ^‘dismal weather

did not tend to raise his spirits;” those wilds, he says,

might be defined a tract of hills without dales,” where the

roads went “ straight up the hills without flinching,” and

where,—(the force of savage misery could no further go !)

—

the enginemen actually eat the grease for the engine!'' Some
of his letters indeed remind one, although, of course, in all

the sobriety of engineering prose, of the strains in which

Ovid bewailed his exile to the remote and savage Pontus ;

—

peace of mind, and delivery from Cornwall, is my prayer,”

was his desponding message to Soho in 1782. But, as the

Muse did not cease, amid the horrors of barbarian skies, to

cheer with her smiles the lonely hours of the expatriated

Roman poet, so the spirit? of Invention did not forsake her

favourite son in his Cornish solitude
;
and even his ‘ Tristia

'

give token of her inspiration.

The copper companies becoming bankrupt, or, at least,

insolvent, in rapid succession, and many of the mines being

already unworkable from the increase of water, while the

low price of copper would not admit of the removal of that

obstacle by the old and expensive means, were all circum-

stances which, however unpropitious at first sight, really

2)roved advantageous to the cause of the now steam-engine,

by comj)elling the adoption of every principle by which

economy of fuel and labour could be attained.

Nevertheless, the result to 41oulton and Watt in the way
of emolument was for several years questionable enough;

for in 1780, it appears,” says Mr. Watt,t ‘‘ by our books,

‘‘ that Cornwall has hitherto eat up all the profits wo have

drawn from it, and all we have got by other places, and a

good sum of our own money to the bargain.” Even in 1783

he writes,
—“ we have altered all the engines in Cornwall but

.one, and many in other 2)arts of England ; but do not acquire

* ‘ The Throe Clerks,’ vol. i., p, 199. t To Mr. Boulton, 31 October, 1780.
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“ riches so fast as might be imagined
;
the expenses of carrying

‘‘ on our business are necessarily very great, and have liitherto

‘‘ consumed almost all our profits
;
but wo hope to do better

by continuing our attention and exertions, and by multi-

‘‘ plying the number of our works.” * Yet the state of mat-

ters from which the now steam-engine redeemed the failing

mines, is thus, at the same period, described by him:

—

Chacewater Company sunk 50,000?. and upwards in setting

that mine to work
;
and whether they have recovered it all

“ yet seems uncertain, although tlie mine has been tolerably

“ prosperous. Wheal Virgin and Co. lost 28,000?. in t(ui

“ months’ uiiprosperous working. Poldice has sunk a very

great sum, and is not now gaining nor saving. It has cost

“ 35,000?. to fit up and drain Wheal Virgin in this working,

“ and it costs above 10,000?. a-year to draw the water, after

‘‘ all that can be done for them. Pool adventurers have sunk

near 14,000?., and have no great prospect of recovering

any part of it. Koskeere has been long languishing, and
‘‘ docs not now pay costs. At Dolcoath IMine it is said they

use 500?. of timber per month, and a new kibble rope of

above a ton weight is worn out in a fortnight. It takes

fully 15 minutes to draw a kibble of ore there, which weighs

“ only about 3 cwt. On the average, above f of the stuff

“ drawn is barren stones. It cost three years’ work, and, I

“ believe, as many thousand pounds, to sink a new shaft m
“ that mine :—every fathom of an engine-shaft that is sunk

iinder the engine costs from 60?, to 100?. United Mines

have been at death’s door, and are still in a tottering state.

“ Wheal Union adventurers, affer working near three years,

“ were glad to sit down with a loss of 7000?. or 8000?. If we
had not furnished them with more effectual means of draw-

ing the water, I believe almost all the deep mines had been

abandoned before now.”

With Mr. Watt, the whole of the period of wliich we are

now speaking, whether passed by him at Birmingham, in

Cornwall, or elsewhere, was one of the most continuous, ver-

* Mr. Watt to Mr. Macdowal, 3 January, 1783.
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satile. and active exertion, and the mo^t profusely fertile in

mechanical invention, of the whole of his life. This may be

said to have been the case more especially as regards the first

ten years of the time in question, viz. from 1775 to 1785,

during which he secured, by five several patents, the invention

of the machine for copying letters and drawings, together with

those almost innumerable improvements on tlie steam-engine,

of infinite ingenuity and value, which he Iiad made subse-

quent to that of the separate condenser
;
besides originating

other contrivances, which, although not included by him in

patents, might have made both the fortune and the reputation

of many a minor adventurer in that line..

Taking his patents in their chronological order, the first,

(subsequent to that of 1769), is that ‘‘For a new method of

“ copying letters and other writings expeditiously,”—which

passed the Great Seal on the 14th of February, 1780, the

specification being enrolled on the Slst of May following.

The first idea of this invention is believed to have originated

in Mr. Watt’s mind from his perception of the advantages of

a scheme proposed by Dr. Darwin, of a sort of duplex pen

wliich he called a bigrapher, but which we are not aware that

there is any great reason for supposing to have been very

successfully employed in practice. His bigrapher perhaps

resembled that notable “ instrument for writing many copies

“ of the same thing at once,” contrived and patented by Sir

William Petty in 1648, which “ when it came to be tried

“ was found to take considerably more than twice the time to

“ produce its two copies that the common pen took to pro-

“ duce one.” *

To Dr. Darwin accordingly was sent one of the early inti-

mations of the completion of the modern copying-machine :

—

“ I have fallen on a way of copying writing chemically,

“ which beats your bigrapher hollow. I can copy a whole-

“ sheet letter in five minutes. I send a copy of the other

“ page enclosed for your conviction, and I tell you further

“ that I can do still better than that copy.” f To Mr. Boul-

* Romance of the Peerage, vol. iv. p. 258-9.

t 'J'Jio letter is without further date than Birraingliam, 1779.
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ton,* " I send you enclosed some of Mr. Nobody’s draughts,

“ with authentic copies ofthem. * * The copy will continue
“ to grow blacker as other writing does, and I fancy you will

“ find the originals rather blacker than they were before

“ copying, and, as far as I can judge, not in the least defaced.”

And in December 1779, he writes to Dr. Black, “ In relation

“ to the copying scheme, the state of it at present is as
“ follows :—

I

have given in a petition for a patent, and it is

“ now in train ; but as my occupations and health cannot

“ permit me to follow that business myself, I have taken in

“ two partners—Mr. Boulton, who is to be at the expense of

“ ftve patent, and Mr. Keir, who is to manage the business. <

“Inhtie?, thehiat idea was the forcing the ink through

“ thin paper, so as to appear on the other side •, the second,

“ the hnpromg the coionr hj wetting the paper with an
“ astringent •, tho third, the depriving astringents of their

“ coionr, without deprivingthem of their effects as astringents;
“ fourthly, raaimging tho operation so as to prevent tho
“ original being defaced, or forced through to tho other side

:

“ but the greatest part resides in the mechanical manceuvre.

“All this to yourself only/ at present.”

Specimens of the result of the process its inventor amused
himself by supplying to others of bis correspondents, as hav-
ing been mysteriously done, like the magical typography of

Fust, “ Non Airamento avi Plumali Cannd, sed Arte qvMam
“ Nova,”

The difficulty of finding materials suitable in all respects

to the new process, led him to make a great number of expe-

riments, especially in regard to the ink which was fittest to be
used in order to insure clearness and durability in the copy,

without injury to the original; and, finding that the time con-

sumed by that long series of trials interfered inconveniently

with his other not less urgent occupations, he assumed as

partners in the copying-press business, as mentioned above,

both Mr. Boulton, (who was at the expense of the patent), and
their mutual fiieud Mr. Keir, who was possessed of an active

28 June, 1779.
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and well-informed mind, and whom his own inclinations had

led to the study of chemistry and the application of it to the

arts. That the manufacture of the copying-presses prospered

under their joint management, is attested by the number of

public, mercantile, and other offices, as well as of private

individuals, that were supplied with those useful implements

;

which have, indeed, been over since considered in this country

as indispensable to the rapid, easy, and safe transaction of

business in every extensive concern.

To the inventor this ingenious contrivance brought its own
reward :—for he says in writing to one of his correspondents,

(to Mr. H. B. Way, 27th March, 1809),— is gratifying that

you find the copying-machine useful to you. It has been so

much so to me, for the last twenty-six years, that it has been

worth all the trouble I had with it, had it been attended

with no other profit” Early in 1781, his friend Dr. Patrick

Wilson wrote to him on this subject, giving a very useful hint,

which was carried out iji practice by the contrivaneo of

damping-boxes made of wood, lined with tin-foil or sheet-lead,

with a lid fitting close to the interior of the sides, so as to

admit of either a small or a large quantity of copying-paper

being damped at one time :—“ I have never met with any-

thing in the way of improvement which has given me more
“ pleasure than your copying-machine; and 1 have become
“ your debtor for one furnished mo by Mr. Gr. Hamilton, now
in use, and which I have strongly recommended to others.

“ The interest I take in everything relating to you, as one

“ of our oldest friends, induces mo on the present occasion to

“ communicate some things which I flatter myself may not

‘‘ be unworthy of your attention, in the way ofobviating some

objections against the use of the machine. What I have

“ chiefly in view relates to the preparing and moistening the

‘‘ paper. Many have said that a work of this nature is

“ foreign to the train of things in a counting-house
;
and

when set about in hurried seasons and in candle-light,

‘‘ would necessarily prove highly inconvenient. These kinds

‘‘ of surmises, which I had frequently met with in conversa-

“ tion before getting my machine, led me to think of a

T 2
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“ remedy wliicli I have now tried, and found to answer well

;

“ and which has since reconciled many here very completely

“ to your whole scheme.

My method is to prepare in daylight, and when at

leisure, by the wetting book, as much paper as will serve

“ for a month, which I preserve in that state of moisture, by

keeping tlie leaves betwixt boards of wainscot Avith Tin-

“ FOIL next the paper. I have tliree sets of these boards, for

the half-folio, quarfo, and next size of paper
;
but the tin-

foil is an inch beyond the leaves all round, so as to fold

“ down ; the more effectually to prevent the moisture from
“ escaping. The uppermost board is loaded with sheet-lead,

“ and the undermost has a handle, to draw them more con-

veniently from the under shelf of the copying-table, where

they always lie when not in use. Yesterday I tried some

sheets preserved moist in tliis way for 23 days, and the copy

was extremely distinct and equal, owing to the moisture

“ being more uniformly diffused tlian in the common way.
a * * there may be still more commodious ways found

‘"‘of applying this principle in practice.

“ It will be of importance also to tlie success of your sale

“ that the rollers do not split in the keeping.* My two

showed symptoms of this kind after the first three days in

"" my room, upon which I immediately anointed the end wood
“ with soft pomatum, which stopped the progress of the cracks.”

It is hardly necessary that we should here describe the

simple process, so well understood at the present day, of ex-

posing the letter to be copied, interleaved with damj) unsized

copying-paper and oiled paper, or jiasteboard, to pressure for

a few seconds between tlie rollers of a rolling-press
;

or, in

fact, to any adequate and equable pressure, not too powerful

;

so that the ink may be duly impressed on the copy without

being also forced through the letter-paper so as to injure the

appearance of the letter. The machines manufactured for

this purpose by James Watt and Co. (under which firm the

Tins refers to some of tlie first described as being “wooden or mo-
rollers, which were made of lignum- “ tallino and in practice, tlioso of
vitas ; but on the drawing attached cast-iron, or, in some cases, of brass,
to the specification they had been were preferred and generally adopted.
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Soho copying business was conducted), were, with hardly an

exception, made with rollers; at first of ligniiin-vitae, but

afterwards of iron
;
the wood having been found, from the

alternations of damp and dryness, to have a tendency to

crack or split. By other manufacturers in later times, a

screw or lever press has been frequently substituted for rollers,

as occupying less room
;
and this circumstance has sometimes

led to comparisons being instituted between what has been

called Mr. Watt’s co])ying-press on the one hand, and what

has been called the modern one on the other, not always to

the advantage of the former, on account of its greater bulk

and weight.

It was, however, also proposed by Mr. Watt in his speci-

fication, to use, instead of a rolling-press, a screw^press, “ or

“ any other pressure sufficient” for the purpose; and in the

screw-press delineated in the drawing which accompanied it,*

will at once be recognised what, unde|^ a variety of forms

and unimportant modifications, is in fact the common modern

copying-press. But it will still, we think, bo found, that the

rollers, when properly managed, do their work more effectually

than the screw
;
and that Mr. Watt’s preference of them in

his own practice was therefore not unfounded.

On the immense utility of the contrivance, it is quite un-

necessary to enlarge
;
but we may observe that for copying

drawings,—a purpose for which, though expressly specified, it

has, we believe, been in general but seldom used,—its merits

are quite as great as for that to which it is more commonly

applied. The drawing being made, as writings ought to be,

with ink sufficiently mucilaginous for the purpose, the copy can

be taken either on the common transparent copying-paper, or

on unsized drawing-paper ;—in the latter case, the copy being

reversed as the impression of an engraved plate, care must be

taken that any letters of reference, or descriptive titles, are

not added to either the original or the copy until after the

latter has been thrown off. For tliis purpose, pressure be-

tween rollers is decidedly preferable to that obtained by the

* ‘Mechanical Inventions of James Watt,’ vol. iii. plate II. fig. 3,
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mTention of its gsreat founder.
Of me cmvfogs of ell the engines sent out

i DMlIlllWiImvp

To this short notice of the copying-machine we have only

to add, that the late Mr* James Watt, jun., having, in the

course of his extensive business correspondence and frequent

absence from home, felt the inconvenience of separation from

so useful an assistant in the labours of the bureau as the

machine thus invented by his father, contrived an extremely

useful portable form of it. In this, small brass rollers are used

instead of the larger and more ponderous iron ones
; and the

whole apparatus, with a full supply of stationery, &c., is com-

modioiisly arranged in a tra\elling desk of mahogany, little

more than a foot square, and not above six inches high. The

exact dimensions of one now before us are 13^x 11^ inches

;

height 5 inches. •
Of the same date as the copying-machine was Mr. Watt's

invention of a machine for drying linen and muslin by steam

;

a drawing of which, with explanations, he sent to Mr. Mac-

gregor, his father-in-law, on the 4th of February, 1781. ‘‘It

consists,” he then wrote, “ of three cylinders of copper

“ which the cloth must turn over and under while they are

“ filled with steam. I have also added to it a drawing of the

“ method by which the water condensed may be returned to

“ the boiler. The joinings of the parts may be made good
“ with soft solder. * * I presume you understand the

“ cloth is to be alternately wound off and on the two wooden
‘‘ rollers, by which means it will pass over the three cylinders

in succession.” Mr. Macgregor had it executed, under the

superintendence of Dr. Irvine and Mr. Gilbert Hamilton, by

John Gardiner, an ingenious artisan whom Mr. Watt had often

employed as one of his journeymen, in earlier years, when
resident in Glasgow. “ This,” he wrote in 1814 to Sir David

Brewster, “ I apprehend to be the original from which such

“ machines were made, and which, I believe, is claimed by
“ somebody else. If you think it worth publication, I shall

“ cause a copy [to be made] and send it you—it possesses
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“ some merit.” The machine is described in Brewster’s

Edinburgh Encjclopsedia, voL xviii. p. 384*, and the draii^g

of it is engraved on plate Dxi. of that work, figs. 7, 8, 9,

and 10.

On the 25th of October, 1781, Mr. Watt took out his third

patent, (the second of the steam-engine series,) of which the

specification was enrolled on the 23rd of February, 1782, “ for

“ certain new methods of applying the vibrating or recipro-

“ eating motion of steam or fire engines, to produce a con-
“ tinued rotative motion round an axis or centre, and thereby
“ to give motion to the wheels of mills or other machines.”

The application for this patent was rendered necessary by the

difficulties that had been experienced in working the steam-

wheels or rotatory engines, such as that described in the

specification of 1769 ; and by Mr. Watt having been unfairly

anticipated by Wasborough, &c., in the application of the

crank. “ I know the contrivance,” he writes to Mr. Boulton

in April, 1781, “ is my own, and has been stolen from mo by
“ the most infamous means, and, to add to the provocation, a

“ patent surreptitiously obtained for it.
* * I know from

“ experiment that the other contrivance which you saw me
“ try, performs at least as well, and has, in fact, many advan-

“ tages over the crank.” And again, in the same month, “ If

“ the King should think Matt. Wasborough a better engineer

“ than me, I should scorn to undeceive him ; I should leave

“ that to Matthew. The conviction would be the stronger,

“ as the evidence would be undeniable I

”

In the Specification, no fewer than five different methods

are enumerated, by any one of which the proposed end might

be attained without the intervention of a crank ; all of them

admitting, as therein mentioned, of many varieties. The

fifth is that commonly known as the “ Sun and Planet

“ wheels.”

To all of the five methods which it describes, where heavy

wheels or swift motions are not otherwise necessary for the

uses to which the methods are to be applied, the specification

recommends that a fly-wheel should be applied to equalise

the motion. But, as Mr. Watt has observed, his application
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of the double engine, (described in tlie spe(dfieation of 1782),
to yioso rt>tatiYe inaelunes, rendered unneeessiirv the counter-
weight, and |irtKluoe<l a more regiilar motion; “so that,” lie

»aya, ** in inixst of our great mamifu<*tories tlies(‘ engim^s now

I*

aup}ily the place of water, wind, and horsi* mills
;

and,
iusti^id of carrying the work to the power, the prime agent
is plaeetl wherever it is most convenient to the maniifac-

“ turer.”—(Notes to Robison, p. 135.)
*• 1* rom the time of the first invention of the improved

** engines, (Mr, Watt writes to his son, 10th November,
1808), ** I was desirous of Applying them to giving motion to
** miibf in some better way than by raising water to turn a
**

ii!At6f^^NlindL One method 1 deecsribed in the patent,** (i. e.

^the adiy that method was not pursued, it

ii wm lumeceMuy to enter upon. Of another method I

^ made a model soon after, which still exists in an unfinished

** state, and several more have since been devised by myself

“ and others. All these were self-acting rotative engines, not

“ derived from the rectilinear motion of a piston in a cylinder.

“ They have their respective merits
; hut instead of being

“ more simple in their construction, they are more complex
‘‘ than those derived from reciprocating motions, and more

difficult in execution.

The first I know of, of the latter kind, was one I saw at

Hartley Colliery about 1768, which consisted of a toothed

sector on the end of the working-beam, working into a

“ trundle, which, by means of two pinions with ratchet wheels,

produced a rotative motion in the same direction, by both

“ the ascending and descending stroke of the arch
;
and by

‘‘ shifting the ratchets the motion would be reversed at plea-

“ sure, when one of the ratchets was arrived at the bottom.

It was employed to draw coals out of a pit, had no fly-

wheel, and went sluggishly and irregularly
;

the name of

the inventor I have long since forgotten. One Stewart had

“ aTpatent for an engine which produced a rotative motion, by

a chain going round a pulley and round two barrels fur-

“ nished with ratchet wheels, with a weight suspended to the

“ free end of the chain, which served to continue the motion
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“ during the return of the engine. I have never seen this,

but believe tliore was no fly. Whetlier this was the same

as Mr. Clarke’s or not, I know not. The next I know of is

“ IVIattliew Wasboroiigli’s, which was virtually the same as

“ that I saw at Hartley, but Matthew had added a jly-wheel,

“ which, as far as I know, was the first time that had been

“ employed for that purpose. I at present recollect nothing

“ of Fitzgerald’s rotative engine, but think it was something
“ of the ratchet kind.

“ The true inventor of the crank rotative motion was the

“ man, (who unfortunately has not been deified), that first

contrived the common foot-lathe.” (In «,nother letter to

his son about the same date, Mr. Watt says, *‘The real

“ inventor of the rotative motion was the man, be he Chinese,

“ Indian, Arabian, Greek, or Goth, who first made a common
‘‘ foot-lathe. The applying it to the engine was merely

taking a knife to cut cheese which had been made to cut

‘‘ bread.”) My share in the application I remember per-

fectly to have been as follows :—One of Matthew Wasbo-
“ rough’s rotative engines was erected at Birmingham, for a
“ rolling-mill, and was much talked of. This set me again

“ to tliink upon the subject, and brought to my remembrance
“ my former meditations upon the crank, the date of which I

“ cannot ascertain.” It appears to have been at all events

prior to 1771, for early in that year Mr. Watt writes:—‘‘I

‘‘ have at tipies had my thoughts a good deal upon the

“ subject, but have not lut upon anything decisive : only in

“ general it appears to me that a crank of a sufficient sw'eep

“ will be by much the sweetest motion, and perhaps not the

“ dearest, if its durability be considered.” I was, however,

desirous to render the motion continued and equable without

“ a fly-wheel, the regulating power of which I did not then

“ fully appreciate, nor the advantage to be derived to the

‘‘ engine from the crank causing the motion of the engine to

“ be slow at the beginning and end of the stroke
; winch,

“ however, a few experiments with other contrivances soon

‘‘ made me sensible of. I then resolved to adopt the crank

;

‘‘ and, to equalise the power, I proposed to adoptt wo cylinders
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‘‘ acting upon two cranks fixed upon tho same axis at an
“ angle of 120 from each other, and to place a weight on tho
‘‘ circumference of the fly-wheel at an angle of 120 from each
of the cranks ; which weight was to be so adjusted as to act

“ when neither of the cranks could do so, and, consequently,

to render the power in itself nearly equable. Or to place

the two cranks at right angles to each other, and to load
** the outer end of the working-beams of the two cylinders
** with weights equal to half tlie power of the respective cyhn-
** ders, which might act during the time of the ascents of the
** reapecti?e pistons*

** Of ihib I catised a model to be made, which performed

to satasftctioiL But, being then very much engaged with

other business, 1 neglected to take a patent immediately,

and, having employed a blackguard of the name of Cart-

wright, (who was afterwards hanged), about this model, he,

when in company with some of the same sort who worked
“ at Wasborough’s mill, and were complaining of its irregu-

“ larities and frequent disasters, told them he could put them
“ in a way to make a rotative motion which would not go
‘‘ out of order nor stun them with its noise, and accordingly

explained to them what he had seen me do. Soon after

“ which, John Steed, who was engineer at Wasborough's mill,

took a patent for a rotative motion with a crank, and

“ applied it to their engine. Suspicions arising of Cart-

“ Wright’s treachery, he was strictly questioned, end confessed

“ his part in the transaction when too late to be of service to

us. I had afterwards a conversation with Steed upon the

“ subject, who said that he had made the invention before he

“ was informed of Cartwright’s communication, and had taken

“ his ideas from the common foot-lathe ;
and that Cartwright’s

information had no other effect than to accelerate his taking

“ out the patent. How this was, I know not
;

it is certainly

“ possible that Steed might have invented it ; but what I have

related is the fact as far as concerns my invention.

‘‘ Finding the door thus closed upon us, and circumstances

making us unwilling to go to law with the patentees, which
‘‘ could only have h^ the effect of throwing the invention
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“ open to the public if we had succeeded, we judged it better

“ to lot it remain with them,—who did not seem capable of
‘‘ doing us much harm,—than to let it get into the hands of

“ men more ingenious, being sensible at the same ^time that

“ their rotative motion could not do much good, without it

“ were attached to our engines. We therefore thought it

“ better to take a patent for several contrivances on the same

“ principle, which the former patentees never thought proper

“ to call in question. The revolving wheels was the one which
“ we principally adopted

;
but the advantages of the crank in

“ point of simplicity have made it now to be generally used,

“ and the other to be laid aside, perhaps for ever.”

With regard to the fifth method specified, that,*hamely, of

the " sun and planet wheels,” which perhaps was the most

ingenious and elegant, as well as the most practically useful,

of all the five, it is to be observed that, although its invention

dated from an earlier period in Mr. Watt’s life, it seems to

have been revived in the interval between taking out the

patent and giving in the specification. Living at that time

in Cornwall, Mr. Watt went to Penryn on the 25th of July,

1781, and made the affidavit to accompany his petition for

the patent ;
and on the 3rd of January, 1782, he writes to

Mr. Boulton :—“ I wrote to you on the 3l8t, since which I

“ have tried a model of one of my old plans of rotative

“ engines, revived and executed by Mr. M[urdock], and which

“ merits being included in the specification as a fifth method

;

“ for which purpose I shall send a drawing and description

“ next post. It has the singular property of going twice

“ round for each stroke of the engine, and may be made to

“ go oftener round, if required, without additional machinery.

“ The wheel A is fixed at the end of an axis which carries a

“ fly
;

the wheel B is fixed fast to the con-

“ necting-rod from the working-beam, and

“ cannot turn on its axis, and is confined by

“ some means, so as always to keep in con-

“ tact with the wheel A
;

consequently by

“ the action of the engine it goes round it and

“ causes it to revolve on its axis ; and if the wheels are
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* ***** ^*** ^ description complete, but wa«

ifj***
b^»re I flninhed so fiw, and to^lay have a

%w)iwadia, thcrafero <Mily send yori a rongh draft of part.
** ®I6 dtairiog is made to ^inoh scale tea 6*feet stroke, but
^ Must be reduced to the J-inch. • This 6th method
“ makes an exceeding good motion^ and may in many ways
“ be Yery useful, from its peculiar properties.” And, two

days later still,
—“ I wrote to you on Saturday, with draviings

“ of the 5th metliod of rotatives, and enclosed I send the

“ completespecification of that method.”

The drawings for this specification were made, in duplicate,

by ]Mr. Watt’s own hand
;
one of them on stamped parch-

‘‘ ment for want of plain,” and the other, “ in an elegant

manner upon vellum, being the neatest drawing,” he says,

I ever made : and [I] have improved the construction of

“ several of the machines, and represented their stands and

“ several other parts necessary. The double-toothed wheels,”

[the sun and planet motion], “admit of several different

“ applications, one of which admits the rotative wheel to be

“ in the middle of an axis, and that was the original one.”

He says in another letter, before the specification was given

in, “ 1 have thought on some other methods by which rota-

“ tive motions may be made, but they arc inferior to those

“ specified, and I feared the specification would have grown

“ four yards long.” f

While preparing the specification of the patent of 1781, for

the five methods of producing a continuous rotative motion

round an axis, from the vibrating or reciprocating motion of

steam-engines, so as to give movement to mill-work, Mr.

Watt was already arranging the contents of another patent

of quite as great importance. The title of the new patent,

To Mr. Boulton, 5 January, 1782. 54 ;
and tlie relative drawings en-

t See the specification printed in graved on Plates III. IV. V. VI.
vol. iii. of the ‘ Meclianical Invcii- and VII, of the same volume.
‘ tions of James Watt,’ 1854, pp. 36 to
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which passed tlm Great Seal on the 12th of March, 1782, was
quite a general one

;
being ‘‘ for certain new improvements

upon steam or fire-engines, for raising water, and other
“ mechanical purposes, and certain new pieces of mechanism

applicable to the same.” But in the specification, which

was enrolled on the 4th of July, 1782, are comprehended the

following new improvements :
”

—

1. The use of steam on the expansive principle; together

with various methods or contrivances, (six in number, some

of them comprising various modifications), for equalising the

expansive power.

2. Tlie double-acting engine
;
in which steam is admitted

to press the piston upwards as well as downwards
;
the piston

being also aided in its ascent as well as in its descent by a

vacuum produced by condensation on the other side.

3. The double-engine ;
consisting of two engines, primary

and secondary, of which the steam-vessels and condensers

communicate by pipes and valves, so that tliey can be

worked either independently or in concert
;
and make their

strokes either alternately or both together, as may be re-

quired.

4. The employment of a toothed rack and sector, instead

of cliains, for guiding the piston-rod.

5. A rotative engine, or steam-wheel.

1. It appears from one of Mr. Watt’s letters, (to Mr.

Boulton, 19th November, 1781), tliat he had first thought of

tlie expansive engine in 1767 ;
and had also explained it to

Mr. Smoaton, at Soho, some years j^revious to 1781. Its

principle is a curious one, and appears at first paradoxical

;

lor, in fact, by cutting off the supply of steam at a certain

point before the steam-vessel or cylinder is full, the same

effect is produced as if the steam-vessel had been entirely

filled with steam : the expansion, or elastic force which the

steam exerts, doing the same work that in the other case

would have been done by a greater quantity of steam, and,

therefore, a further expenditure of fuel. The proportion of

steam specified by Mr. Watt as being most convenient for
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admission, in common use, was one-fourth of the contents of

the steam-vessel
;

producing an effect equal to more than

one-half the effect that.would h&ve been produced had steam

been admitted to enter freely into the cylinder during the

whole length of the stroke of the piston. But he adds that

any other proportion would produce similar [proportional]

effects, and that in practice he did vary the proportions

accordingly.

But the powers thus exerted by the steam being unequal

at different periods of the stroke, while the resistance to be

overcome, or work to be done, by the engine, was supposed

to be equal throughout the whole length of each stroke, it

was necessary to equalise the power of the engine; for

doing which six different methods are specified. And, as

of two of them, (viz. the first and third), there are two

varieties, and of another, (viz. the fifth), there are four vari-

eties, we have here no fewer than eleven varieties of such

equalising machinery described, for particulars of all of wliich

reference must be made to the specification, and relative

plates.

To exhibit some of those “equalisers” in their embryo
stage, we may give from Mr. Watt’s correspondence the fol-

lowing extracts, written between the date of his making the

affidavit to accompany the petition, and the enrolment of the

specification. The extracts are all from letters written to

Mr. Boulton, from Cosgarne, (in Cornwall), and are dated

respectively the 9th, 11th, and 14th of February, 1782 :
—“ I

“ have nothing new to advise you of, except a now method of

“ an equalising beam, by causing the gudgeon to change its

“ place, thus

—

“ The working-beam is made hollow on the under-side, and
“ rests upon a roller which has an axis through it, and this

“ axis has a wheel fixed upon each end of it, unconnected
“ with the roller, but connected together by means of the
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“ axis. At beginning of the stroke the roller and beam

;
but as the engine-end

“ descends, the carve forces the roller to travel towards the

“ pump-end, and vice ver»&. N.B. The wheels, and not tlie

‘‘ roller, rest upon the fulcrum or support I have also made
“ sketches of some equalising beams, which perform by means
“ of a roller acting upon a curve in the nature of the working

“ gear
;
the engine pulls by the arch C, and the pump is hung

“ to the arch P ; the roller travels about the length of the

“ stroke, and the curve permits a perfect equalisation —“ I
“ have Med*one whole sheet, royal, with equalisers, and shall

“ probably fill another before I am done —

“

I remark what

“ you said in your last about equalisers, and had thought of

“ the same
; below are two new ones. But the fiyer is the

“ best of all, and will prove the true equaliser, and will have.

“ much less friction than any other. It may, however, be

“ combined with some of the most simple ones ;
and the

“ weight raised b/ the back-stroke may be placed so far

“ above the centre as in some measure to equalise itself.”
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2. The ‘double-acting engine, as appears from the letter to

Mr. Boulton already referred to, where Mr. Watt calls it the

double cylinder,’* was also imagined by him about 1767.

A large drawing of it on parchment, now in our possession,

made from a sketch by Mr. Watt, was laid before the Com-

mittee of the House of Commons when Mr. Watt was soli-

citing the Act of Parliament for the extension of the patent,

in 1774“5. The reason of it not having been sooner secured

by a patent, was the difficulty which its inventor “ had

encountered in teacliing others the construction and use of

the single engine, and in overcoming prejudices —and the

patent of 1782 was, even then, taken out only in consequence

of Mr. Watt “finding himself beset with an host of plagiaries

“ and pirates.” In the same time, and with alnfost the same

machinery, the engine on this new principle was enabled to

do double the work of the single engine, independent of the

additional saving resulting from the use of the expansive

principles already explained, by which it could be used as a

double-acting expansive engine; in which case the fourth,

fiftli, and sixth of the contrivances for equalising the powers

of the steam are specified i\s being peculiarly applicable.

One of the earliest double-acting engines completed for sale

was one of those for the Albion Mills, erected in 1786, at the

south-east corner of Blackfriars Bridge. “ The mention of

“ the Albion Mills,” says Mr. Watt, “ induces me to say a
' “ few words respecting an establishment so unjustly calum-

“ niated in its day, and the premature destruction of which,

“ by fire, in 1791, was, not improbably, imputed to design.

“ So far from being, as misrepresented, a monopoly injurious

“ to the public, it was the means of considerably reducing the

“ price of floin* while it continued at work.

“ It consisted of two engines, each of fifty horses’ power,

“ and twenty pairs of millstones, of which twelve or more

“ pairs, with the requisite machinery for dressing the flour

“ and for other purposes, were generally kept at work. In

“ place of wooden wheels, always subject to frequent derange-

“ ment, wheels of cast-iron, with the teeth truly formed and
“ finished, and properly proportioned to the work, were here
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employed
;
and other machinery, whicli used to be made of

wood, was made of cast-iron, in improved forms
;

and I

“ believe the work executed here may be said to [have]

‘‘ form[ed] the commencement of that system of mill-work

“ which has proved so useful to this country. In the con-

struction of that mill-work and machinery, Boulton and
“ Watt derived most valuable assistance from that able

“ mechanician and engineer, Mr. John Kennie, then just

“ entering into business, who assisted in planning thein, and
“ under whose direction they were executed. The engines

“ and mill-work were contained in a commodious and elegant
' “ building, designed and executed under the direction of the
“ late Mr. Samuel Wyatt, architect.” *

We may add, that Mr. Peter Ewart was then Bennie’s

a
2
)prentice, was sent for from Scotland expressly to assist in

the erection of those mills, and was employed for four years

upon them as a millwright
; when his great mechanical talents

and industry sufficiently recommended him to his future em-

])loyers, patrons, and friends, ]\[essrs. Boulton and Watt.f

We have hero spoken of the ‘‘double-acting” engine, (a

name sometimes ajjplied to it on its first introduction), to dis-

tinguish it from the next of the new imjn'ovements included

in the sjiccification of 1782, viz. :

—

3. The double, or compou7id engine
;
the nature and advan-

tages of which are thus shortly described by IMr. Watt:—“ A
“ new compound engine, or method of connecting together the

“ (‘ylinders and condensers of two or more distinct engines, so

“ as to make the steam which has been employed to 2)ress on
“ the piston of the first, act expansively upon the piston of

“ the second, &c., and thus derive an additional power to

“ act either alternately or conjointly with that of the first

“ cylinder.” %

4. Toothed rack and sector, instead of chains, for guiding

the piston-rod. In consequence of Mr. Watt’s beautiful inven-

* Notes on Robison, p. 137. ‘ Annual General Meeting, January

t See the ‘ Address of the Presi- • 17, 1843.’

‘ dent,’ James Walker, Esq., ‘of the J Notes on Robison, p. 150.
‘ Institution of Civil Engineers, to the

U
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tiou of tbe Parallel Motion, made at no distant date from tliat

of tbis specification, the rack and sector may bo looked on as

having been only a temporary expedient to avoid the incon-

veniences wliicb had been found to result from the old system

of chains connecting the piston-rod with the beam.

5. Kotative engine, or steam-wheel. For the reason already

mentioned when treating of the patent of 1781, viz, that “ sclf-

“ acting rotative engines, not derived from the rectilinear

“ motion of a piston in a cylinder, instead of being more
“ simple in their construction, are more complex than tho.'jo

“ derived from reciprocating motions, and more dilKcult in

“ execution,” it seems unnecessary to enlarge on this article,

which is fully described in the siiecification.*

* See the speeificatioii of thin in llie same volume, PlntoH

tliini stcam-engino patent, priiitctl in Vlll., IX., X., XI., XII., XIII.,

vol. iii. of the ‘Mechanical Inven- XIV., XV., XVI., XVII., XVIII.,
‘ tions of James AVatt,’ 1854, pjt.oJ to and XIX.
87 ;

and the relative drawings, en-
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CHAPTEE XIX.

STEAM TILT-HAMMER — PATENT OF 1784— PARALLEL MOTION— LOCO-

MOTIVE STEAM-CARRIAGES COUNTER— THROTTLE-VALVE -r- GOVERNOR
— STEAM BAROMETER OR FLOAT— STEAM-GAUGE— INDICATOR— MOST
INVENTIVE PERIOD OF MR. WATT’s LIFE — DEATH OF IIIS FATHER—
PATENT OF 1785— CONSUMPTION OF SMOKE.

A FAVOURITE employment of Mr. Watt in the workshops at

Soho in the latter months of 1783 and earlier ones of 1781,

was to teach his steam-engine, now become nearly as docile

as it was powerful, to work a tilt-hammer for forging iron

and making steel. So far back as 8 May, 1777, he had iii-

formod jMr. Boulton tliat [John] Wilkinson is going to work
“ in the forge way, and wants an engine to raise a stamp of

“ J 5 cwt. thirty or forty times in a minute. I have set Webb
“ to work to try it witli the little engine and a stamp-liammer

of (50 lbs. weight. Many of these battering rams will bo

wanted if they answer,’* During his long absence, and

constant occupation in Cornwall, this labour seems to have

been intermitted
; and we do not find it resumed in earnest

till November, 1782. Then “ the rotative motion and mill

“ part answered to every expectation, but the hammer-frame
“ and anvil-block were not sufiiciently secured, which, how-
‘‘ ever, I have given orders for doing. And as the engine has

“ a great overplus of power, I mean to increase the weight of

‘‘ the hammer to about 1^ cwt., and to cause it to make 250
“ or 300 strokes per minute, by diminishing the height it

“ rises to 9 or 10 inches. The present facts are, cylinder, 15

“ inches diameter, and 4 feet stroke, 25 strokes per minute

;

hammer makes 0 blows per stroke of the engine
;

fly under
‘‘ 5 cwt., and 7 fei^t diameter

;
hammer 120 lbs., and 18 inches

“ wide
;

it strikes a good blow, and forges iron very well.

The camms were wood, and were cut all to piecos.by the

“ anvil-block sinking. I have ordered steel ones to be made,

u 2
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Smmt^tSigQ adnunbly 6t>m 16 to 24 strokes
SBO it ooold have gone mudi faster, but our

ttlBIt cooild not work the iron under it. Joseph said that
** they made^ go 28 strokes per minute, which is

mucli more than the engine should do by my calculations

;

“ but in the midst of our glory, the hammer helve broke : it

appears to have been rotten. The steel canirns answer very
‘‘ well, and the whole will answer bettt*r wlien made to havt^

a less lift and more strokes, as it will then answer for a

‘‘ common tilt for steel
;

at present tlie blow is so strong, tluit

we dare not attempt to hack a juece of iron under l i inch

square, otherwise it knocks it to pieces. By tlio helji ol’

“ some more weight on the outer end of tlu‘ b(‘am, it goes so

regular that you cannot tell wlien the cnigino is going* out

“ or when coming in.” On the 1‘Jtli of December,—‘‘ I went

out to 8oho yesterday forenoon, hoping the engine would

“ be ready for trial, but it was not. In the evening they

‘‘ wrought it 2 hours, 240 blows per minute, rise of liammer

8 inches.” On the 13th,—“ Wo have tried our little tilting-

“ forge hammer at Soho, with success. The following are

some of the particulars :—cylinder 15 indies diameter, 4

“ feet stroke, strokes per minute 20. The hammer-head,

“ 120 lbs. weight, rises 8 inches, strikes 240 blows per minuh.\

The machine goes quite regular, and can be managed as

“ easily as a water-mill. It requires a very small quantity

‘‘ of steam, not above half the contents of the cylinder per

“ stroke. The power employed is not more than | of what
“ would be required to raise tlie quantity of water wliidi

“ would enable a water-wlieel to work the same hammer with

“ the same velocity.” Next month, they were “ making an-

other to work a hammer of 700 lbs., wliidi will soon bo at

work.” Tin’s was for Mr. John WilkinASon at Bradley, and,

on the 27th of April, 1783, Mr. Watt writes, ‘"We Iiave liad a

“ trial of our now forge-engine at Bradley
;
cylinder 42 inches

“ diameter, 6 feet stroke. Makes from 15 to 50 (even 60

* To Mr. Boulton, 28 Novomber, 1782.
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‘‘ strokes per minute) at pleasure, works a hammer of cwt.

raised 2 feet high, which makes 6 strokes per stroke of the
‘‘ engine, and has struck 300 blows per minute

;
we are, how-

‘‘ ever, going to make it strike onlv blows per stroke of

the engine, because we want the itmer to go 20 strokes per
“ minute, and they want only 90 blows of the hammer in
‘‘ that time

;
but will increase the weight of the hammer to

“ 10 cwt. N.B. The engine is to work two liammers, but is

capable of working four hammers, of 7 cwt. eacli.’’

In a letter written on tlie j^revioiis day, he had said, with

excusable j)rido, I believe it is a thing never done before,

“ to make a hammer of that weight make 300 blows per

minute
;
and, in fact, it is more a matter to brag of than

for any other use, as the rate wanted is from 90 to 100
‘‘ blows, being as quick as the workmen can manage the iron

under it.'’

I^his most valuable application of steam-power was, accord-

ingly, reserved for insertion in yet another patent, which j\Ir.

AVatt took out on the 28th of April, 1784. The relative spe-

cification, enrolled on the 2oth of August in that year, may
probably be viewed as second in importance to none of those

])repared by Air. AA^att subsequent to that of the Separate

Condenser in 1709 ;
as, besides many imj)rovements now of

minor conse(pience, such as steam-wheels, balancing of jmmp-

rods, communication of motion from the same engine to two

separate primary axes, and apparatus for opening the regu-

lating-valves with rapidity, it contains various methods of

converting a circular or angular motion into a perpendicular

or rectilineal motion,—one of those methods being the well-

known and much-admired Parallel Motion ;—a method of

working a tilt-hammer for forging iron, making steel, &c., by

steam;—and the application of the steam-engine to give

motion to \\#oel carriages for carrying persons or goods.

Of the last-mentioned invention, and of its inventor’s views

of the subject of locomotion by steam, in general, we shall

presently treat. Of the iiivontioii of the Parallel Motion,—

a

luiautiful mechanical puzzle whicdi different philosophers have

attempted to explain in various ways, but which has uniformly
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commanded the admiration of all who either comprehend

the principles on which it acts, or behold the smoothness,

orderly power, and ‘‘ sweet simplicity ” of its movements,

—we find the following account in a letter from Mr. Watt to

his son, already cited
;
^^Ir. Watt to Mr. James Watt, 10th

November, 1808) :

—

“ The idea originated in this manner. On finding double

“ chains, or racks and sectors, very inconvenient for commu-
‘‘ nicating the motion of the

2
)istou-rod to the angular motion

of the working-beam, I set to work to try if I could not

‘^(‘ontrive some means of
2
)(uforming the same from motions

“ turning upon centres, and after some time it occurred to

‘‘ mo tliat AB, CD, being two ecpial radii revolving on tlie

centres B and C, and connected together by a rod AT), in

“ moving through arches of certain lengtlis, the variations

“ from the straight line would be nearly crpial and opposite,

“ and that the point E would describe a line nearly straight,

“ and that if for convenience the radius CD was only half of

“ AB, by moving the point E nearer to D, the same would
“ take place

; and from this the construction, afterwards called

‘‘ the parallel motion, was derived. * * Though I am not
“ over anxious after fame, yet I am more proud of the parallel

motion than of any otlier mechanical invention I have ever
‘‘ made.”

i^eealso on this subject Mr. Watt s Appendix toRobison on
‘ Steam and Steam-onginos/ pp. 152, 153 ;

where he mentions

that the invention was made in the latter end of 1783.”

The manner in which we find the contrivance of this

admirable piece of mechanism first recorded in his corre-

spondence, although six months later tlian the date thus
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assigned to it by Mr. Watt, is interesting :— I have started

a new hare. I have got a glimpse of a method of causing

a piston-rod to move iip and down perpendicularly, by only

fixing it to a piece of iron upon the beam, without chains,

or perpendicular guides, or untowfirdly frictions, arch-heads,

or other pieces of clumsiness
;
by which contrivance, if it

‘‘ answers fully to expectation, about five feet in the height

of tlio [engine-] house may be saved in 8-feet strokes, wliicli

I look upon as a capital saving
;
and it will answer for

do^ble engines as well as for single ones. I have only tried

‘‘ it in a slight model yet, so cannot build upon it, though I

think it a very probable thing to succeed, and one of the

“ most ingenious simple pieces of mechanism I have con-

trived, Init I beg notliing may be said on it till I specify.*’
*

And again, on the lith of July :—

I

have made a very large

model of the new substitute for racks and sectors, whicli

“ seems to bid fair to answer. The rod goes up and down,

quite in a perpendicular line, without racks, chains, or

“ guides. It is a perpendicular motion derived from a com-
“ bination of motions about centres, very simple, has very

“ little friction, has nothing standing higher tlian the back

of the beam, and requires the centre of the beam to be
“ only half the stroke of the engino higher than the top of

the piston-rod when at lowest, and lias no inclination to pull

the piston-rod either one way or another except straight up
“ and down. It lias rather more power at beginning and end
‘‘ of the stroke than in the middle,—I think about oiio-sixth

;

“ which I believe will do no hurt in rotative motions, and

little in any case. Beams mounted in this way need no
“ arches

;
and the whole iron-work will not, I think, be more

than chains, martingales, and their appendages, if quite so

‘‘ much. However, don’t pride yourself on it
;

it is not fairly

tried yet, and may have unknown faults. Where it is

used, the beams will be best above the centre of motion,

“ which will answer double engines very well, and may in

“ most cases be dispensed with in the others.” On the 21st

* To Mr. Boulton, 80 Juno, 1784.
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“The new centrol perpen-
motion .answefs bejond expectation, and does not

•‘.iWw ai«» «hado»r of • noise.’’

lB»e nMHilhotimng profits which Bonlton and Watt stipu-

^ receive from the Cornish miners who nsed their en-
giB68) were at first one-third of the savings of fuel made by
each engine, when comj)arod with a common one burning the

same kind of coal, to be paid annually or lialf-yearly, with an

option of redemption at ten years’ purchase. In point of fact,

they did not receive nearly that proportion
;
but still, sudi

was the agreement made, and such, had it boon honestly ad-

hered to on the side of the ininei's, would have been tlio

amount paid. It therefore became essential to ascertain tlie

exact number of strokes made by each engine during any

given time, and that in a way that should bo independent of

all possibility of deception or interference by those employc’d

about the engine. This object was fully attained by Jlr.

Watt’s invention of his “ Counter

a

neat piece of clock-

work containing a pendulum, a train of wheels with uii

escapement, and several dials like those of watches graduated

with numbers, and each with its index : the first index mark-

ing, on its own dial, tens; the next, hundreds; the next,

thousands
;
and so on in the same ratio up to any required

amount. Eight dials, with their respective indices, were

found sufficient to count the strokes of an engine going con-

stantly, day and night, for a year. The pendulum was fixed

horizontally and transversely across the width of the beam,

with the axes of the wheels vertical, while the beam was

horizontal, and the piston at the middle of a stroke : thus at

every inclination of the beam either downwards or upwards,

the pendulum moved across the width of the box, and, by the

vibratory movement of the pendulum and pallets, the escape-

ment wheel w as turned one tooth for each complete stroke of

the piston. And the whole work of the counter being en-

closed in a box which was fastened by screws from within on

The specification of the patent and the relative drawings are en-

of April 28th, 1784, is printed in graved on Plates XX., XXI., XXI T.,

the ‘Mechanical Inventions of James XXIIT., XXIV., XXV., XXVI.,
* Watt,’ 1854, vol. iii., pj). 88 to 114; XXVII., and XXVIll.
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the great beam of the engine and then locked, was inacces-

sible except to those in possession of the key.

Some other equally ingenious inventions, introduced by

Mr. Watt at various periods, very greatly increased the utility

of the engine
;
and although it would be vain here to attempt

to give anything like a complete enumeration of his almost

endless contrivances corihected with the details of the different

parts, yet we may mention especially, as among the leading

improvements, the Throttle-Valve, the application of the

(lovernor, tlie Barometer or Float, the Steam-Gauge, and the

Indicator.

Tlie great use of the Throttle-Valve was to regulate the

speed of the rotative engines for mill-work, a matter essential

to their application to cotton-spinning and many other like

jmrposes
;

it is described by Mr. Watt as “ a circular plate of

‘‘ metal, having a spindle fixed across its diameter, the plat(j

“ being accurately fitted to an aperture in a metal ring of

some thickness, tlnongh the edgevvay of which the spindle

“ is fitted steam-tight, and the ring fixed between the two

flanches of the joint of the steam-pipe wliich is next to the

cylinder. One end of the spindle, wliich has a square upon
“ it, comes through the ring, and has a spanner fixed upon it,

“ by wliich it can bo turned in either direction. AVhen the

‘‘ valve is i)arallel to the outsides of the ring, it shuts tlie

‘‘ opening nearly perfectly
;

but when its plane lies at an

angle to the ring, it admits more or less steam according to

the degree it has opened ;
consequently the piston is acted

“ upon with more or less force. For many purposes engines

are thus regulated by hand at the pleasure of the attendant

;

‘‘ but where a regular velocity is required, other means must

be applied to open and shut it, without any attention on
‘‘ the part of those who have the care of it.

“ For this purpose Mr. Watt had various methods, but at

last fixed upon what he calls the Governor, consisting of a

perpendicular axis, turned by the engine : to a joint near the

top of this axis are suspended two iron rods canying heavy

“ balls of metal at their lower ends, in the natm^e of pendu-

‘‘ lums. When this axis is put in motion by the engine, the
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bulls recede firom the perpendicular by the centrifugal force,

and, by means of a combination of levers fixed to their
“ upper end, raise the end of a lever wliich acts upon the

spanner of the throttle-valve, and shuts it more or less

“ according to the speed of the engine, so that as tlie velocity
‘‘ augments, the valve is shut, until the speed of the engine
“ and the opening of the valve cofiie to a maximum, and
“ balance each other. The application of the centrifugal

principle \vas not a new invention, but had been applied by

otbors to the regulation of water and wind mills,’ and otli(‘r

tilings
;
but Mr. Watt improved tlie mechanism by which it

“ acted upon the machines, and adapted it to his engines.”

“ Such,” says M. Arago,—in describing Jlr. Watt’s applica-

tion to the steam-engine of the governor^' or “regulator by
“ centrifugal force,”—“ was its elUcaoy, that there was to be

“ seen at Manchester a few years ago, in the cotton-mill of

“ Mr. Lee, a man of great mechanical talents, a clock wliicli

“ was set in motion by the steam-engine used in the work,

“ and which marked time very well, even beside a common
“ pendulum clock.” *

“ From the beginning, Mr. Watt applied a gauge to show

“ the height of the water in his little boiler, wliich consisted

“ of a glass tube communicating at tlie lower end with the

“ water in the boiler, and at the upper end with the steam

“ contained in it. This gauge was of great use in his experi-

“ ments, but in practice other methods are adopted. He has

“ always used a barometer to indicate the degree of exhaus-

“ tion in his engines. Sometimes that instrument is, as

“ usual, a glass tube 33 or 34 inches long, immersed at

“ bottom in a cistern of mercury, and at top communicating

“ by means of a small pipe and cock with the condenser. The
“ oscillations are in a great degree j)revented by throttling

“ the passage for the steam by means of tlie cock.

“ But, as glass tubes were liable to be broken by the work-

“ men, barometers were made of iron tubes, in the form of

* Translation of tho ‘EIofj(3 of tlio well-known authoresses of the
‘ Watt,’ p. 87, eel. KSolK—Mr. Leo was * Canterbury Talcs,’ (1707-1805), and
a brother of Sophia and Harriet Tiee, of several other works.
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" inverted syphons, one leg about half the length of the

other
; to the upper end of the long leg a pipe and cock

‘‘ were joined, which communicated with the condenser
; a

“ proper quantity of mercury was poured into the short leg

“ of the syphon, and naturally stood level in the two legs : a

light Float with a slender stem was placed in the short leg,

“ and a scale, divided into half-inches, applied to it, which

(as by the exhaustion the mercury rose as much in the long
‘‘ leg as it fell in the short one), represented inches on the

common barometer.

The Steam-Gauge is a short glass tube with its lower end
“ immersed in a cistern of mercury, which is placed within

“ an iron box screwed to the boiler steam-pipe, or to some
“ other part communicating freely with the steam, wliieh,

pressing on the surftice of the mercury in the cistern, raises

“ the mercury in the tube, (which is open to the air at the

‘‘ u])per end), and its altitude serves to show the elastic power
“ of the steam over that of the atmosphere.

‘‘ These instruments are of great use when they are kept
‘‘ in order, in showing the superintendent the state of the

(mgine
;
but slovenly engine-tenders are but too apt to put

them out of order, or to suffer them to be so. It is the

‘‘ interest, however, of every owner of an engine to see that

“ they, as well as all other parts of the engine, are kept in

“ order.

The barometer being adapted only to ascertain the de-

“ gree of exhaustion in the condenser where its variations

“ were small, the vibrations of the mercury rendered it very

difficult, if not impracticable, to ascertain the state of the

“ exhaustion of the cylinder at the different periods of the

stroke of the engine
;

it became therefore necessary to con-

trive an instrument for that purpose that should be less

‘‘ subject to vibration, and should show nearly the degree of

‘‘ exhaustion in the cylinder at all periods. The following

‘‘ instrument, called the Indicator, is found to answer the end

sufficiently. A cylinder about an inch diameter, and six

“ inches long, exceedingly truly bored, has a solid piston ac-

(uirately fitted to it, so as to slide easy by the help of some
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“ oil ; the stem of the piston is guided in tlie direction of the

“ axis of the cylinder, so that it may not be subject to jam,

‘‘ or cause friction in any part of its motion. The bottom of

‘‘ this cylinder has a cock and small pipe joined to it, whicli,

“ having a conical end, may be inserted in a hole drilled in

the cylinder of the engine near one of the ends, so that, by

“ opening the small cock, a communication may be eflectcd

between the inside of the cylinder and the indicator.

‘‘ Tlie cylinder of the indicator is fastened upon a wooden or

metal frame, more than twice its own length
;
one end of a

“ s])iral steel spring, like that ofa spring steel-yard, is attaclu'd

to the upper part of the frame, and the other end of the

“ spring is attached to the upper end of the piston-rod of the

“ indicator. The spring is made of such a strength, that

‘‘ when the cylinder of the indicator is perfectly exhausted,

‘‘ the pressure of the atmosphere may force its piston down
“ within an inch of its bottom. An index being fixed to the

“ top of its piston-rod, the point where it stands, when quite

exhausted, is marked from an observation of a barometer

“ communicating with the same exhausted vessel, and the

scale divided accordingly.’^

‘‘The joints of the cylinder, and other parts of Newcomen’s-
“ engines, were generally made tight by being screwed to-

“ gether uj)on rings of lead covered with glazier’s putty,

“ which method was sufficient, as the entry of small quau-
“ tities of air did not materially affect the working of those

“ engines where only a very imperfect exhaustion was re-

“ quired. But the contrary being the case in the improved
“ engines, this method would not answer Mr. Watt’s purpose.

“ He at first made his joints very true, and screwed them
“ together upon pasteboard, softened by soaking in watei*,

“ which answered tolerably well for a time, but was not suffi-

“ ciently durable. He therefore endeavoured to find out

“ some more lasting substance
;
and, observing that at the

“ iron foundries tliey filled up flaws by iron borings or filings

“ moistened by an ammoniacal liquor, which in time became
“ hard, he improved upon this by mixing the iron borings or

“ filings with a small quantity of sulphur and a little sal-
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‘‘ ammoniac, to which he afterwards added some fine sand

“ from the grindstone-troughs. This mixture being moistened

with water and spread upon the joint, heats soon after it is

“ screwed together, becomes hard, and remains good and
“ tight for years ;

which has contributed in no small degree

“ to the perfection of the engines. Mr. Murdock, much about

“ the same time, without communication with Mr. Watt,

made a cement of iron borings and sal-ammoniac, without

‘‘ the sulphur. But tlie latter gives the valuable property of

making the cement set immediately.”

To those who study the physiological development of tlie

mind, every fact in the liistory of an intellect such as tliat of

Mr. Watt, is of peculiar interest. For of all the mental

powers, the faculty of mechanical inventiveness is perhaps the

most rare
;
and IMr. Watt has long been, by the consent of

the greatest men of science in the world, placed at th(3

head of all inventors in all ages and nations.” * It thus

becomes wo^rth remarking, that the ten years subsequent to

177o, (luring which he took out his five last patents, and

made those other improvements on the steam-engine of wliich

we have now given some account, were the period during

which he seems to have combined the greatest maturity with

the greatest activity of intellect
;
and that the time of his life

which they comprehended, was from his fortieth to his fiftieth

year. The labour involved in devising and adapting to

practice his now inventions, and in preparing the drawings

and descriptions of them required for the specifications of his

patents, was, indeed, only a small part of that which he then

underwent ;
for ho was, for a great portion of the time, as we

have already mentioned, daily occupied in superintending the

erection of new engines or the alteration of old ones,—in

watching and defeating the continual attempts made to pirate

Ills inventions and rob his partner and himself of their mode-

rate gains,— in “ giving,” as his son has said, the constant

“ attention necessary to the concerns of a nascent manu-

Sir James Mackiiitusli, Speecli at the Meetiug at Freemasons’ Hall,

1824 .
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factory, and himself writing volumes of other lettei*s on

“ business, which alone would have furnished full employ-
“ ment even to an industrious intellect.’’ His mind also,”

continues tlie same excellent authority, “ had been greatly

‘‘ affected by his unavoidable absence from the death-bed

“ of his aged father and during the greater part of the

“ time, I well remember seeing him suffer under most acute

sick headaches, sitting by the fireside for hours togetlier,

‘‘ with his head leaning on liis elbow, and scarcely able to

give utterance to Jiis thoughts. It was unqin^stionably the
‘‘ busiest as well as the most anxious j)eriod of Jiis life, and

fiaiight witli the most important results.”

01‘ten, in the course of the period of which we have been

sj)oaking, especially towards its close, we find him uttering

complaints of his bad health, of what he calls his own
‘‘ stupidity,” and want of the inventive faculty complaints

which, had they issued from less sincere lips, might have

been almost deemed ironical, but were with him^like every-

thing else that he uttered, the honest expression of the true

feelings of his mind. Towards the close of 1785, he says,

my own health is so bad that I do not think I can hold out

“ much longer, at least as a man of business.” ‘‘ I cannot

“ help being dispirited, because I find my head fail me much
;

“ business an excessive burden to me, and little prospect of

“ any speedy release from it. Were we both young and

healthy,"! see no reason to desj)air, but very much the con-

* Mr. Watt, senr., died at Gre^en-

ock in August, 1782. On the 1st

of September hi.s son writes, on
receiving the intelligence of tliat

event, to Mr. Cochraiio ;
— “ Yester-

“ day brought me your letter of the
** 28rd, containing the atiiicting news
“ of the death of my wortliy and kind
“ father. When wo consider his
“ death as a removal from a state of
“ pain and disease to a shite wliere
“ we must hope that lie will meet
“ tlie reward of a well-spent and
“ laborious life, we cannot with rea-
“ son bewail his loss

;
yet tluTc is

“ something so afflicting in tlie

“ thought of tlie final, solemn de-

“ parture of a beloved friend and
“ revered parent, that though 1 have
“ l>een, by liis long illness and do*
“ dining state, prepared for the event,
“ tlie account of it Jms given mo
“ much pain.

“ It behoves me now, however, to
“ lay aside unavailing regret, audio
“ thank God that he has hitherto
“ preserved mo from signal misfor-
“ tunes.

“ My wife and family are all

well, and my children are pro*
“ iiiisiTig, wliieh carcnnistances T liave

“ great njason to be grateful for, how-
“ ever I may he otherwise afflicted.”
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‘‘ trary
; however, we must do the best we can, and hope for

quiet in Heaven, when our weary bones are laid to rest

—

on the whole, I find it now full time to cease attempting to

‘‘ inveiif new things, or to attempt anything which is attended

with any risk of not succeeding, or of creating trouble

“ in the execution. Let us go on executing the things

wo understand, and leave the rest to younger men, who

have neither money nor character to lose.” Early in 1780,

also, he writes :— in the anguish of my mind amid the vex-

‘‘ ations occasioned by new and unsuccessful schemes, like

Lovelace, I ‘ curse my inventions,’ and almost wish, if we

could gather our money togetlier, that somebody else should

“ succeed in getting our trade from us.” And, in June of the

same year, I should have written to you long ago, but have
‘‘ really been in a worse situation in some respects this spring

than I have ever been in my life. The illness I was
‘‘ seized with in London in the spring greatly weakened mo
both in body and mind

;
and, I bcUevc, was brought on by

over-exertions, endeavouring to get home as soon as pos-

“ sible. The bodily disease has in great measure subsided

;

“ but an unusual quantity of business, wdiich by Mr. Boulton’s

“ frequent and long absences has fallen wholly on me, and

several vexations, with the consequent anxious thoughts,

“ have hitherto prevented my mind from recovering its

energy. I have been quite effete and listless, neither

daring to face business, nor capable of it ;
my head and

“ memory failing me much ;
my stable of hobby-horses

“ pulled down, and the horses given to the dogs for carrion.

“ In such a situation it requires something very pressing, or

“ very animating, to make one put pen to paper. I have

had serious thoughts of throAving down the burthen I find

myself unable to carry, and perhaps, if other sentiments

‘%ad not been stronger, should have thought of throwing off

the mortal coil
;
but, if matters do not grow worse, I may

‘‘ perhaps stagger on. Solomon said that in the increase of

‘‘ knowledge there is increase of sorrow : if he had substituted

“ business for knowledge, it would have been perfectly true.”

Tlie history of one other patent will exhaust the series of
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those taken out by Jlr. Watt. On the 25th of March, 1785,

he wrote to Mr. Boulton, ‘‘ I think we are in the way of

‘‘ getting quit of smoke in the engines;” and on the 10th of

September in the same year, to Mr. De Luc, I have some

hopes of being able to get quit of the abominable smoke

which attends fire-engines. Some experiments which I

“ have made promise success. It is not on Mr. Argand’s

principle, but on an old one of my own, which is exceed-

ingly different.” On tlie 0th of October, ‘‘ We had a first

trial yesterday of a large furnace to burn without smoko
“ under the big boiler, at Soho, that used to poison Mr. B.’s

“ garden so much, and it answered very well, as far as \\;e

could judge from a wet furnace, and without the engines

being at work.”

Of the date of this invention being devised or completed

by Mr. Watt, we have no more exact information
;
but in

September of the same year in which he obtained his patent

for it, he mentioned that the prineijJe on which it i)roceeded

was an old one of his own.” Until that time, he does not

appear ever to have tried it on a large scale
; but, both then

and since, it has, we believe, been always found to answer

well in practice. ‘‘ It is astonishing,” writes his son IMr.

James Watt to him from Slauchester in 1790, ‘‘what an
“ impression the smoke-consuming power of the engine has

“ made upon the minds of everybody hereabouts
;
nobody

“ would believe it until the engine was set a-going, and oven
“ then they scarcely trusted to the evidence of their semses.

“ You would be diverted to hear the strange hypotheses

“ which have been started to account for it. However, it has

“ answered one extremely good end,—it has made your en-

“ gines general topics of conversation, and consequently uni-

“ versally known
;
which they were by no means before in

“ this country.” And on the 14th of June, 1785, he took offt

a patent “ for certain newly improved methods of construct-.

“ ing furnaces or fire-places for heating, boiling, or evaporat-

“ ing of water and other liquids which are applicable to

“ steam-engines and other purposes, and also for heating,

“ melting, and smelting of metals and their ores, whereby
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gi’cater effects arc produced from the fuel, and the smoke is

ill a great measure prevented or consumed,” which newly im-

proved methods he describes to consist “in causing the smoke
“ or flame ofthe fresh fuel, in its way to the flues or chimney,
“ to pass togetlier with a current of fresh air through, over,

“ or among fuel which has already ceased to smoke, or which
“ is converted into coke, charcoal, or cinders, and which is

“ intensely hot, by which means the smoko and grosser parts

“ of the flame, by corning into close contact with, or by
“ being brought near unto the said intensely hot fuel, and
“ by being mixed with the current of fresh or unburnt air,

“ are consumed or converted into heat, or into pure flame
“ free from smoke.”

“ I put this in jiractice,” he continues,—“ First, by stop-

“ ping up every avenue or passage to the chimney or flues,

“ except such as are left in the interstices of the fuel, by

“ placing the fresh fuel above, or nearer to the external air,

“ than that wliich is already converted into coke or charcoal

;

“ and by constructing the fii*e-placcs in such manner that the

“ flame, and the air which animates the fire, must pass down-
“ wards, or laterally or horizontally, through the burning
“ fuel, and pass from the lower part, or internal end or side

“ of the fire-place, to the flues or chimney. In some cases,

“ after the flame has passed tlirough the bimiing fuel, I

“ cause it to pass through a very hot tunnel, flue, or oven,

“ before it comes to the bottom of tlie boiler, or to tlic

“ part of the furnace wliere it is proposed to melt metal, or

“ perform other office, by which means tlie smoke is still

“ more effectually consumed. In other cases I cause the

“ flame to jmss immediately from the fire-place into the space
“ under a boiler, or into the bed of a melting or other
“ furnace.” He varied the figure or form and proportions of

th5 fire-places, &c., but in all cases the f)rincij)le was the

sf^me ;
tlie fresh or raw fuel being placed next to tlie external

air, and so that the smoke or flame passed over or through

the coked or charred jiart of the fuel.

“ Secondly,” he goes on, “ in some cases I place the fresh

“ fuel on a grate as usual, and beyond that grate, at or near

X
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the place wliere the flame passes into the flues or chimneys,

I place another small grate, on which I maintain a fire of

“ charcoal, coke, or coals which lu^ve been previously burnt

until they have ceased to smoke
;
which, by giving intense

“ heat and admitting some fresh air, consumes the smoke of

the first fire.

Lastly, be it remembered,” he concludes, “ that my said

‘‘ new^ invention consists only in the method of consuming the

“ smoke and increasing the heat, by causing the smoke and
“ flame of the fresh fuel to pass through very hot tunnels or

“ pipes, or among, through, or near fuel which is intensely

“ hot, and which has ceased to smoke, and by mixing it with

“ fresh ail’ when in these circumstances
;
and in the form and

‘‘ nature of the fire-places herein mentioned, described, and
^

delineated : the boilers and other parts of the furnaces

“ being such as are in (‘ommon use. And be it also remem-

bered, that these nc\v invented fire-places are applicable to

furnaces for almost every use or purpose.” *

* The Specification, which was pp. lln to 121 ; and the relative

enrolled on the 9th of July, 178f), is drawings are engraved on Plates
printed in the ‘Meoluinical Inven- XXX., XXXI., XXXIl., and
‘tions of James Watt,’ 1854, vol. iii. XXXIII. of the same work.
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OHAPTEE XX.

HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE COMrOSITION OF WATER MR.

watt’s STUDY OF CHEMISTRY — STATE OF THAT SCIENCE PREVIOUS TO

1783 — RLACK AND PRIESTLEY — MACQUER — VOLTA— WARLTIRE—
CAVENDISH— DREW NO CONCLUSION FROM HIS EXPERIMENTS— LAVOI-

SIER— Ills KNOWLEDGE OF THE EXPERIMENTS OF CAVENDISH, AND OF

THE CONCLUSIONS OF WATT.

In 1783,—one of the busiest of those ton years of his life

whidi may thus be said to have teemed with experiments

and inventions,—Mr. Watt had the further honourable dis-

tinction of making and publishing his famous discovery of the

Composition of Water. It must be added, though we do so

with rogi’et, that, as in his greatest mechanical inventions, so

in tliis matter also, he experienced the unpleasant necessity

of vindicating his own just claims from the unexpected, and,

as wo bcliev(3, most men will be of opinion, the unjustifiable,

interference of others. It was an occasion, however, on wliich

the firmness, moderation, and true greatness of his mind

were signally manifested
;
and tlie circumstances of which, as

displayed in liis Corres[)ondence on tlie subject, have contri-

buted in every way to increase his good name.

II is principal inventions connected with tlie steam-engine,

with all their prodigious results, wore founded, as we have

seen, on the attentive observation of great philosophical

truths
;
and the economy of fuel, increase of jiroductive

power, and saving of animal labour, which gradually ensued,

all originated in the sagacious and careful tliought with

which he investigated the nature and properties of heat.

The department of physical science with which, next to

mechanics, he may be said to have been at one time most

familiar, and which long continued in some measure to occupy

his leisure hours, was Chemistry. With what success he

studied it, we know from the testimony of the most eminent
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— attentfon eq)e-im MOfae^ and mmay rf whom were his frequent

ate. **He was equally distingoMhed” said the
to6 ShistsiouB President of the Royal Society, Sir Humphry
Dary, “ as a natural philosopher and a chemist, and his

inyentions demonstrate his profmmd knmvledge of those sci-

“ ences.” * The numerous experiments which he made with a

view to the attainment of the great principles of which he

was in search, are further commended by the same accom-

plished and able judge, as difficult, delicate, and refined.

It is stated in the Memoirs of his friend and neighbour, the

celebrated botanist Dr. Withering, that ‘'in his estimation,

aVfr. Wattes abilities and acquirements placed him next, if

“ not superior, to Newton f a judgment dictated, no doubt,

by the kind partiality of a friend, but showing the estimation

in which Mr, Watt’s talents were held by an able and dis-

cerning man of science. How intently he watched the phe-

nomena, how deeply he penetrated into the causes of chemical

action, might be conceived from his friend Kobison’s descrip-

tion of him as " a philosopher in the most exalted sense of

“ the word, who never could be satisfied with a conjectural

“ knowledge of any subject, and who grudged no labour nor

“ study to acquire certainty in Ids researches.” J The highest

merit certainly attaches to his chemical discoveries, and deep

interest must be felt by all who attend to the history of their

origin and progress, from the fact that he was in this, as in

almost every other part of learning, self-taught. Ho has him-

self, on one of the very few occasions on which he ever made
public any of his writings through tlie medium of the press,

(almost all the others being only communications to the Eoyal

Society, which were ordered to be printed,) taken pains to

correct the statements of Professor Eobison on this point.

That gentleman, in dedicating to him his edition of Dr.

flack’s Lectures, called him Dr. Black’s pupil, declared that

he had attended two courses of his lectures, and even alluded

Speech in 1824.—Translation of thering, by his Son, 1822. Vol. i.

Arago’s ‘Eloge,’ p. 191. p. 4C.

t Tracts and Memoir of Dr. Wi- X Preface to IJlack’s Lectures.
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to professing to owe his improvements on the steam-

engine to ^the instructions he had received from that eminent

teacher. This, however, is altogether erroneous; and Mr.

Watt has lamented* that the necessary avocations of his

business at that time prevented his attending either Dr.

Black’s or any other lectures. But he repeatedly acknow-

ledged the information and pleasure he derived from the

conversation of that enlightened philosopher, as well as from

the friendship of such men as liobert Simson and Dr. Dick,

both distinguished cultivators of kindred branches of natural

knowledge^

In establishing himself at Soho, he retained his habits of

intimate correspondence with Dr. Black, who had then, for

more than twenty years, made known his discovery of car-

bonic acid gas, and for at least sixteen had annually explained

his theory of latent' heat in his lectures, in which, also, for the

first time, he developed the doctrine of the capacities of bodies

for heat, (or that of specific heat)
;
and who, after spending

ten years of academical labour in the University of Glasgow,

had, in 1760, accepted that professorial chair in Edinburgh,

which for tliirty years longer he ^continued to render famous.f

We have much pleasure in being able, on indisputable

authority, to attribute the public announcement of Dr. Black’s

theory of latent lieat to a period considerably earlier than

had formerly been named, even by Dr. Black s zealous

admirer and pupil, Lord Brougham. His Lordship says that

Dr. Black meditated on that theory, investigated it by experi-

ment, and taught it in his hictures, at least as early as 1763.

But the following extract from liis letter to Mr. Watt, of 15th

See liis Preface to his edition of

Dr. Robison’s Articles, ‘ Steam ’ and
‘Steam-Engino.’

t Dr. Ferguson, as quoted by Ro-
bison in his Preface to the Lectures,

and repeated, among many others, by
Lord Brougham, says that Dr. Black

died on the 26th November, 171)9.

But Dr. Black’s last letter to Mr.

Watt, wliich is indorsed by Mr. Watt,

**hi8 last letter^" and in which ho

mentions that he had been slightly

unwell, but was then better, was

written on the 2nd December of that
year, tn fact, on tlie 11th Decem-
ber, Professor Robison wrote to Mr.
Watt, tliat his much respected friend
had died on the Friday preceding,
viz. the 6th December. Ferguson
also says, that he died in the seventy-
first year of his age; but he really

died in his sciventy-socond year, for

in a letter to Mr. Watt of 8th April,

1798, he writes “ I have now finished
“ my seventieth year.”
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K|78^fiuniuli6s infoimation more precise, smd assies
eulier date to so admirable a dis-

|v ^ ®®y® tho Doctor, to give the doctrinoW liMt in my lectures at Glasgow, in the winter
^ 178T«5S, which I beheve was the first winter of my lecturing
^ tiieie, or, if I did not giv’o it that winter, I certainly gave
** it in the 1758-59, and I have delivered it every year
^ since that time in iny winter lectures, which I continued to

give at Gla>igo\v until winter 17G6-()7, when I began to leo-

twTC in Edinburgh.”

In the siune letter he mentions by name many distin-

gihshed foreigners, as well as natives of this country, who had

attended some of the earliest courses of liis lectures, and had

then heard his explanations of that remarkable theory

;

adding, that about I76t>-()1, or soon after, he read a paper on

the subject, in the Diilosophical or University Club at Glas-

gow, and thus coiieluding :— I could bring a multitude of

“ other evidences to prove the early date of my doctrines on

this subject.” AVe need liardly observe, that none who are

duly aware of the modesty and carelessness of fame, the scru-

pulous Ycra(*ity, and exact observation of facts, which distin-

guished that truly learned and excellent person, can imagine)

any other kind of evideiK^e more convincing than his own

testimony. After the publication of so decisive a record,

further exposure of the attempts which have sometimes been

made to rob Dr. Black of his great and ^veil-earned glory is

wholly superfluous.

Priestley, who, in the year 1774, had effected by far the

most remarkable and brilliant of his numerous discoveries,

(that, viz. of oxygen gas), came in 1780 to Birmingham;

where he afterwards usually resided, till driven away from

that place in 1791, by tlie violence of a riotous mob, under

the influence of religious and j)olitical exasperation. During

the whole of his stay in that neighbourhood, which has been

well described as at that period “ a region of rare talents,”

he was on terms of habitual and friendly intercourse with Mr.

Watt, frequently conversing with him on those scientific sub-

jects which were of the greatest interest to them both
;
and
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we find him publicly and repeatedly acknowledging the plea-

sure he derived from such congenial society.*

It is impossible to conceive a more complete contrast than

was presented by the mode of philosophising adopted by

Black and Priestley respectively. The one, calm and re-

flective, conducted his experiments often with such simple

apparatus as came readiest to his hand, but always with

studied neatness, accuracy, and success; carefully watching

every step of the well-considered process, and deducing, with

all the force of exact demonstration, either the overthrow of

some long-settled belief, or the description of a new sub-

stance, or the establishment on solid foundations of a theory

altogether unsuspected by any other inquirer
; his conclusions

being as much distinguished for their originality, beauty, and

usefulness, as any thing to bo found in the whole liistory of

inductive research. The other, with warm zeal and untiring

perseverance, but with little idea of order, and an imperfect

acquaintance with the true first principles of science, con-

trived experiments of infinite number and variety, observed

them with lively interest, and often with a just perception
;

and minutely rccordi^d the smallest particulars, which in their

progress he noticed, if not always for his owm advantage, yet

certainly for the great benefit of others. But to the higher

objects of philosophical inquiry and generalisation, he was

little accustomed to a})ply tlie many great and luminous

truths which he was the first to make known
;
and in more

than one instance he even 2>hinged deep into error, which

some of his contemporaries, neither better informed on other

points, nor gifted with superior })OW'ers of observation, were

able to avoid. It is curious to find his wnll-kiiown candour

thus expressing his own views of the manner in which scien-

tific research ought to be conducted, at a period nearly

twenty years after he had received the Copley medal for his

inquiries into several kinds of air, and had, almost at the

same time, comifieted his grand and undisputed discovery of

oxygen gas :

—

‘ Philosophical Transactions,' 1783, p. 41Gk
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**I ^ not think it at all degrading to the business of

^ pliiloaophy^ to compare it, as I often do, to

4i?enioa of where it sometimes happens that

^ 4^000 who have beat the ground the most, and are con-
^ aequeKitly the best acquainted with it, weary themselves
** without starting any game, when it may fall in the way of

•*a mere passenger; so that there is but little room for

^ boasting in the most siieoessfiil termination of the cliase.”"^

His metaphor reminds us of the jocose obsenation, said to

have been addresse<i by Sir Isaac Newton to Dr. Bart-ow, who
(X>mplaiued that he had o<*cupie<i all the ground of new dis-

covery :— Beat the bushes : thf^re is still plenty of game to

be raised.” But the proceedings of the other two great

inquirers whom we have named, were nothing

like this; and we may perhaps question the projiriety of

applying language which conveys the idea of something

vague, and even fortuitous, to that system which Bacon first

illustriously taught, and which Black and Watt so worthily

exemplified; by Avliich the present age has been guided to

very many of the more remote and occult parts of nature,

with the same certainty and safety, with wdiich the compass

has directed the course of navigation to the discovery of new

regions of the globe.

It cannot, however, be said that Priestley either . derived

small amusement from his quest of the game to which he

alludes, or failed of brilliant success in that exciting chase,

which he follow^ed with enthusiastic ardour. It is equally

true that he greatly contributed to its popularity with others.

But though he could not fairly be called uncertain in his

aim, he occasionally abandoned the main pursuit to follow

some deceptive appearance in another track
;
and had often

to submit, which he always did with perfect frankness and

good-nature, to see liis competitors triumph where he himself

had failed. No more apposite or memorable instance of the

truth of these remarks could be found, than in the discovery

* Seethe Preface to his Abridge- f ‘Works of Sir Humphiy Davy,’
ment of the ‘ Experiments on Air,’ edited by liis Brotlier, vol. vii. p. 124.

in three vols. 1700, p. 21,
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of wliich we im> alwut to recount the history ;
where he

Ltly opposed a theory wWeh was in great

on one of his own experiments, but m which, ^ *

had received tlie most ample confirmation from ti» «
further inquiry, and had Ix^n adopted by n^J •U

most eiuinoiit cheuiiste of the day, he never couM be indiieea

to believe.*

Before i)roeee(ling to the history of the iniiniier in which

Mr. Watt was more immediately led \f) form and Htate itt

writing, his eonclusions reK[)octiiig the eom|X)sition of water,

which liad previously always been looked n|)on ns an element

or simple substance, it is proper that we should shortly relate

the steps which had been taken, before tlie year 1783, towards

a more accurate knowledge of its real nature.

Tlie first observation of the inoistiire wlueh is formed when

inflammable air or hydrogen gas is burnt in common air, was

made by 31. JIacquer, an excellent hVencIi pJiysieian and
chemist, whose good sense and judicious experiments ren-

dered great service to science, at a time when few minds had
as yet shaken off any of tlie fetters of the old philosophy.

In that edition of his ‘ Dictionnaire de Chimie ’ which was pub-

lished in *1778, and of wliich liis translator, Air. Keir, says,

that it had been much esteemed, and had perhaps contri-

buted more to the diffusion of chemical knowledge than any
other book, (and which, as well as its author, was always

spoken of by Ur. Black with the greatest respect), lie details,

under the article ‘ Inflammable Gas/ many ex])eriments on its

combustion, which were made in 1776-7, and in which he
was assisted by M. Sigaud de Lafond. “ I assured myself

also,” he says, “ by placing a saucer of white porcelain in
“ the flame of inflammable gas burning tranquilly at the ori-

fice of a bottle, that the flame is not accompanied by any
“ fuliginous smoke

;
for that part of the saucer which the

“ flame licked, remained perfectly white
;

it was only moist-
“ eiied by small drops of a liquor as clear as water, and

* Among tlio latest of his publi- * of tlio Decomposition of Water
cations was ‘ The Doctrine of ‘ Refuted.’ Nortliumberland, 1800.
* Phlogiston Established, and that
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which, ill fact, apjMWinl to us to be only jam' water.” *

The phenomenon was certainly a n'lnarkable one, and its

observation apjiears now, as it did to Lavoisier in 178d,| to

have nearly approximated to a most interesting inquiry,

which inig^t^ indeed, have ended in the discovery afterwards

ao ftmoiia But Macquer drew no conclusion from it> takes

no fiirdier notice of it, and seems not even to have hazarded

a epeonlation on its cause.

He also mention^ the combustion of mixtures both of

inflammable gas and common air, and of inflammable gas

and dephlogisticated air or oxygen gas ; and describes the

explosion by which it was in both cases attended
;

tluit being,

however, very much more violent in the latter case than in

the former. He seems to have fired the airs in glaas vessels,

but although on one occasion he speaks of having done so in

close vessels, it is evident from his further account of the

experiment, that the vessel employed had a narrow apertur(3,

to which a lighted match was applied.

Volta, in a letter dated 10th December, 1770, which is

printed in Dr, Priestley’s thml volume,J says, tJiat lie then

fired inflammable air by the simple electric spark.

The next considerable step in the progress towards the

grand discovery, was made by an Englisli chemist and philo-

sophical lecturer, Mr. Warltire; whose mode of conducting

liis experiments on the combustion of gas<‘s was highly credit-

able to his ingenuity. He fired a mixture of common and

inflammable airs in a close metal flask or globe, by the elec-

tric spark
;
and, his object being to ascertain “ whether heat

‘‘ was heavy or not,” he says, “ I always accurately balanced

“ the flask of common air, then found the difference of weight

‘‘ after the inflammable air had been introduced, that I might

“ be certain I had confined the proper proportion of each.

The electric spark having passed through them, the flask

“ became hot, and was cooled by exposing it to the common

‘ Dictionnairo de Ohymio,’ torn. 469.

ii., p. ,S14 ;
< (1. Ni ucliatel, 1789. + Priestley’H ‘ ExporimentH on Air,

t Lavt»i«i(.r, ‘MemoircK do I'Aca- ‘ &c.,’ 1781, vol. iii., p. .381.

‘ddinie* fur 1781, printed in 1784, p.
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“ air of tlio room
;

it was then Imng np again to the balance.”

Mr. Warltiro adds, that in Ids experiments of this sort, he
always found a small loss of weight, but not constantly the

same
; the vessel held tliree wine pints, and weighed fourteen

ounces, and the average loss which he thought he detected,

was only two grains.

These experiments are tietailed in a letter dated Birming-
ham, 18th April, 1781, which was addressed to Dr. Priestley,

and published by him in the appendix to the second volume
of his ‘Experiments and Observations relating to various
‘ branches of Natural Philosophy

; with a continuation of the
‘ Observations on Air printed at Birmingham in 1781.*

* Mr. Warltire’s letter is given by
Dr. Priestley as follows :

—

“ A letter from Mr. John Warltire.,
“ Leeturer in Natural Philosophyy
** on the firing of inflammable air in
“ close vessels.

** Bikminouam, 18^ April, 1781.

“ Sir,—I had long entertained an
“ opinion that it might bo deter-
“ mined whether heat is heavy or
“ not, by firing inflammable air,
“ mixed with common air, and ap-
“ plying them to a nice balance ; but
“ as I conceived the danger of pass-
“ ing the electric spark through so
“ combustible a mixture in a close
“ vessel to be greater than it is, I
“ was deterred from making the ex-
“ perimeiit, till, being t!ncourage<l by
“ you, I procured a cojiper ball, or
“ flask, which holds three wine pints,
“ the weight 14 oz., with a screw
“ stopper adapted to it; and began
“ with small quantities of inflam-
“ mable and large quantities 'of com-
“ mon air, which were fired without
“ the least danger.

“ I then increased the bulk of the
“ inflammable air to half that of the
“ common air, which, when fired,

“ made the flask very warm to my
“ hand

;
and every time I applied a

“ long glass tube, fastened to the
“ pipe of a pair of bellows, to blow
“ the phlogisticated air out of the
“ flask, I observed a smoke escape
“ along with it. I also fired the air
“ when the flask was under water,
“ and did not observe anything escape

“ when I perceived the heat against
** my hand with which I kept the
“ biill from rising. When the stopper
“ was unscrewed, the external air
“ always rushed into the vessel con-
“ taining the phlogisticated air with
“ some violence.

** The method I usually practise to
“ mix the airs in any proportion, is

accurately to fill a measure with
inflammable air, and rest it in a
tub, with its rim barely under
water, hanging over the edge of a
shelf, so far a^ to admit one leg of
an invi-rted syphon, the other leg
being closed, but afterwards opened,
and the copper flask invertetl upon
it, but closed with its stopper when
the measure of air has been plunged
under water, to force it out through
the syphon. I have sometimes ex-
hausted the common air to admit
the inflammable air into the flask,

but I do not find that that cir-

cumstance produces any difference
in the result of the main experi-
ment.
“ My next object was to adjust the
balance in such a manner as that
I could always bo certain to weigh
to less than a grain when it was
loaded with the flask and its coun-
terpoise, and I constantly examined
it at the beginning and end of
every experiment. The apparatus
being adjusted, I proceeded to
make the experiment I had in view,
and always accurately balanced the
flask of common air, then found
the difference of weight after the
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From the same letter it appears, that Priestley was the first

to fire air in a dose glass vessel, and to observe a deposit of

water
; but that Warltire, on repeating the same experiment,

obtained the same result. 1

says Mr. Warltire, “since I

“ inflammable air was introduced,
“ that I might be certain 1 liad con-
“ fined the proper proportion of each,
“ the electric spark having {uussed
“ througli them the flask became hot,
“ and was cooled by exposing it to
** the common air of the room ; it

** was then liiing up again to the
“ balance, and a loss of weiglit was
“ always found, but not constantly
“ the same ; upon an average it was
“ about two grains.

** 1 have fired air in jjhiss vessels
“ since I saw you venture to do it,

“ and have observed, as you did, that
“ though the glass was clean and dry
“ before, yet, after firing the air, it

“ became dewy, and w'us lined with a
“ sooty substance.

“ If you think these experiments
“ worth communicating to your phi-
“ losophical acquaintance, it may be
“ depended upon that the circum-
“ stances appeared to mo as I have
“ represented them, .whatever they
“ may be found to i^rove.

“ I am, with great esteem,
“ Your humble servant,

“ John Wakltiue.”

On this letter Dr. Priestley makes
the following remarks :

—

“ The preceding article, tliough
“ coming too late to be printed toge-
“ ther with the rest of the volume,
“ and to be noticed in the contents of
“ it, I ht’vc thought proper to insoH
“ on account of the remarkable facts
“ it exhibits.

“ Dr. Withering and myself were
“ present when the mixture of com-
“ mon air and inflammable air was
“ fired repeatedly in the close copper
“ vessel, and we observed that, riot-

“ withstanding all tljc precautions wo
“ could think of, the vessel eerhiinly
“ weighed less after tlie explosion
“ tliaii it had done before, 1 do not
“ think, however, that so very bold
“ un opinion as tliat of the latent
heat of bodies contributing to their

‘ have fired air in glass vessels,

saw you venture to do it, and

“ weight, should be received without
“ more cxpcriint‘nt.s, and made upon
“ a .still larger scale. If it bo eou-
“ firmed, it will no doubt bo thought
“ to be a fact of a very i*. ‘inarkablo
“ nature, and will do greatest
honour to tho sigacity of Mr.

“ Warltire.
“ I must aihl, that tho moment bo

“ saw the moisture on the inside of
“ tile close glass vessel, in which I
“ afterwards fired the infiammable
“ air, he said that it confirmed an
“ opinion he had long entertained,
“ viz., that common air deposits its
“ moisture when it is phlogisticated.
“ With me it was a more random ex-
“ perimeut, made to entertain a few
“ philosophical friends, who had
“ formed themselves into a private
“ society, of which they liad done
“ me tho honour to make me a mem-
“ her.

“ After wo had fired the mixture
“ of common and inflammable air, we
“ did the same with dephlogisticated
“ and inflammable air

; and thouglg
“ in tins case, the light was much
“ more intense, and the heat much
“ greater, tlie explosion was not so
“ violent, but tliat a glass tube about
“ uu inch in diameter, and not ex-
“ ceeding one tenth of an inch in
“ thickness, bore it without injury.
“ Nor shall we wonder at tliis, when
“ wo consider that the expansion of
“ air by fieat does not go beyond four
“ or five times its bulk. It is evident,
“ liowever, from this experiment, that
“ little is to bo exiiected from thi^

“ firing of inflammable air in com*
“ parison with tho oifects of gun-
“ powder ; besides, that after firing
“ of inflammable air, there is a great
“ diminution of the hulk of air,
“ whereas in tlie firing of gunixiwder
“ there is a i>roduetion of air.”--
PaiEsTLEv’s ^ Expertnumts and Ohser-
* vaiionst &c. Birmingham, 1781.

Vol. ii. p. *305.
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** tlu‘ inflaminablo air, said that it c'oiiliniKHi iiii opiiiioii ho

“ had lon^ iMiti rtaiiird, viz., that <‘ciraiiion air <loj>o5ihi its

moisture when pldof^isticutod Ixith inquirers iHiinff evi-

dently impressed with tlie belief that the dew was nothing

else than the meehanieal deposit of the moisture dispersed in

common air.

It is remarkable enough, as an instance of the confusion

which the least inattention must introduce into the history of

such discoveries, and of the consequent importance of exact

accuracy as to all their most minute jiarticulars, that Mr.

Watt inadvertently stated* that ho believed Mr. Cavendish

W£is the first who observed the dewy deposit
;
thereby assign-

ing to him too much merit in place of too little. In that

error, ho has been followed by Cuvier, who says that “M.
“ Cavendish observa lo premier qu’il se manifestoit de Teau

dans cette combustion.” f Mr. Cavendish f expressly states

Mr. Wiu'ltire to have observed it. Mr. Warltire § states .Dr.

Priestley to have observed it; while, ultimately, the mere

observation of the moisture must be referred to Macquer, w ho

'also first considered it to be pure water.
||

But this point

may be said to have excited no controversy, which has been

limited to the question, who first explained the real cause of

the formation of the moisture, by drawing and stating the

conclusion that water is composed of two gases, which unite

in the process of their combustion or explosion. To that

question, accordingly, we shall now confine our attention, and

see who was in point of fact the first to make public that

( .IM. tiuit ^
\||« MlW tine

* Soo his Note, * Phil. Trans.’ for

1784, p. 332.—It is proper, however,

to observe,, that the note is not iu

Mr. Watt’s original draft, nor in the

press copy of the letter in his own
writing, sent to Mr. Do Luc, of 26th

November, 1783 ;
but is added at the

bottom in pencil, in bis own hand.

t * Kapport Historique.'
*

X ‘ Phil. Trans.’ 1784, pp. 126, 127.

§ In his letter, cited above.

II

‘ Dictionnairo de Ohymie ;

’ *Me-
* moires de I’Academie ’ for 1781. p.
489 ; Arago, * Eloge of Watt,’ p. 98

;

ante, p. 313.
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theory, after Iiaving^ formed it altojifether independently of

the ideas of others. #

On the publication of Dr. Priestley’s work in 1781, Mr.’

Cavendish proceeded in July of that year, and at subsequent

times, to examine Mr. Warltire s experiment, (the object of

which, it will be remembered, was to determine whether heat

was ponderable), frequently repeating it, with changes in

some parts of the apparatus, and in the mode of preparation

of the airs employed. He fired mixtures both of common

and inflammable air, and of inflammable and dephlogisticated

air, varying the propoi-tions of oacli
;

and, as was to be

expected, not uniformly obtaining quite the same results.

For, although he always observed, as Priestley and Warltire

had done before him, that a dew was deposited, or, as he calls

it, condensed, on the sides of the vessel in which the airs were

fired, and though he applied more accurate measurement to

the airs, and some tests to the liquor condensed,” he some-

times observed a sliglit loss of weight, sometimes none at

all. In one instance, he found that ^‘the weight seemed
“ to be diminished two-tenths on firing, and one-tenth more
“ on standing.” *

Mr, Cavendish’s journal, or collection of laboratory notes,

in wliich the details of all these experiments were entered,*

has been preserved among his papers. The whole of those

papers were accurately examined, his Grace the late Duke of

Devonshire having granted permission, for the purpose of

ascertaining whether any of them contained anytliing jindi-

cative of the dates of iVIr. Cavendish's conclMSions, respecting

the theory of the formation of water by the combustion of

hydrogen and oxygen gases
;
but Mr. Charles Hatchett could

“ not find anything in them which referred to any date con-

nected with the time when Mr. Cavendish probably first

conij^ived his theory

t

and another gentleman, Mr. Hudr

son, in whose hands the papers had been placed by the Duke
of Devonshire, and who minutely investigated them with

* MS. Journal.

t I-fttiT to Mr. James Watt, junr., 16th April, 1835.
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every wish to discover some support to the claims which had
been put forth on belialf of Mr. Cavendish, said, ‘‘ I do not
“ find in these journals of the experiments anything more

than the simple statement of the facts, without any casual

mention of theoretical opinions.” * This material fact has

since been placed beyond the possibility of doubt, by the

publication of the journal in question ;
in the whole course

of which Mr. Cavendish does not make a single inquiry into

the cause of the appearance of the water, nor indicate the

most remote suspicion of its real origin; never using any

expressions which could imply an union of the two airs, or

which are inconsistent with the notion wliich Warltire and

Priestley had entertained, of a mere mechanical deposit of

the water. We are fully borne out in this assertion by the

oj)inion of Lord Brougham, who says, “ I must add, having

read the full publication with fac-similes, Mr. Ilarcourt f has

‘‘ now clearly proved one thing, and it is really of some im-

portance. He has made it appear that in all Mr. Caven-

dish’s diaries, and notes of his experiments, not an intima-

“ tion occurs of the composition of water having been inferred

by him from those experiments earlier than Mr, Watt’s

“ paper of Spring 1783.” {

This fact further receives great confirmation from all that

Mr. Cavendish has himself stated on the subject. His Paper,

m wliich his conclusions are contained, was not read to the

Eoyal Society till the 15th of January, 1784; and although

in 1784, when the ‘Philosophical Transactions’ for that yeai*

were printed, he said that his experiments, (made in 1781),

had been mentioned to Dr. Priestley, he does not name
the precise time, nor even the year, when the experiments

were so communicated. He does not say that any conclusion

was, along with them, mentioned or even hinted at. He does

not even say at what time he himself first drew aujr con-

clusion on the matter. But in a continuation of the same

passage he says, “ during the last summer, [1783], also, a

* .Letter to Mr. Hatchett, I5th I ‘ Lives of Men of liCtters and
April, 1835. * Science,’ vol. i. p. 401.

t See below, pp. 870-374.
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friend of mine gave some account of them to M. Lavoisic^r,

‘‘ as well as of the conclusion drawn from them, that depldo-

gisticated air is only water depriv(?d of plilogiston.” This

passage was not contained in Mr. Cavendish’s paper, as ori-

ginally written, presented, and read to tlie Society ;
and it

was afterwards added, not in Ifr. Cavendisli’s handwriting,

but ill that of Dr. (afterwards Sir Charles) Blagdtm, wlio was

the friend referred to. As, however, it was printed in tlie

body of the paper, without any explanation as to its separate

authorship, and, of course, with the knowledge and approval

of Mr. Cavendish, that gentleman is to be held as making the

statement contained in it, and the whole passage must be

taken as part of his paper.

And, (what is a most material proof of Mr. Cavendish never

having made any communication of the theory), Dr. Priestley,

while, in his paper dated 21st April, 1783, and read 26th June

of the same year, he alludes to one experiment of Jlr. Cavendish

as being known to him, says not a word of any theory which

that gentleman had founded upon it
;

but, on the contrary,

was in evident ignorance of any conclusion such as that which

Mr. Cavendish, nearly a year later, communicated to the

Royal Society. “ It is clear,” says Lavoisier,* “ that Dr.
‘‘ Priestley has formed water without suspecting it.” It will^

presently be seen that Dr. Priestley’s first intelligence of any

idea being entertained that water is a compound body, came

from Mr. Watt; and was received not only with surprise, as

being entirely novel, but also with incredulity, as being quite

erroneous. The real state of the case is very well explained

by him in his paper, read 24th February, ITSt^, and printed

in the ‘ Philosophical Transactions’ for that year, where he says,

“ Mr. Watt concluded from some experiments of which I gave
“ an account to the Society, and also from some observations

“ of his own, that water consists of dephlogisticated and in-

flammable air, in wliich Mr. Cavendish and M. Lavoisier
‘‘ concur with him.” t

* ‘ Mdiiioiri-'s tin rAcatln'mii! ' fur 1781, p. 47!t.

t
‘ 1‘liil. Triiiis.' for I78r), p. 280.
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There is thus no statement put on record by Mr. Cavendish,

so far as we have yet gone, of his conclusions having been

either drawn by himself, or made known to a single human
being, previous to the summer of 1783 ;

while the only inti-

mation to be derived from tlie printed papers in the Philo-

sophical Transactions, of his having drawn his conclusions at

ev(m so early a period, is contained in the above passage,

Avhich was written by Blagden, interpolated after the paper

had been read in January, 1784, and not till then adopted by

Cavendish.

It is, further, apparent from the very title of his paper,

‘ Experimmts on Air, that the composition of water was not

the principal object to wliudi Mr. Cavendish's attention had

been directed. In this respect, his paper presents an obvious

contrast to that of IVIr. Watt, which bears the much more un-

erpiivocal title of ‘ Thoughts oa the Cmistituent Parts of

‘ Water, and of Dephlogisticated Air;' and of which the great

object is to maintain that doctrine of the comjwsition of

water which is distinctly stated in its outset.

Moreover, some of the expressions used by Mr. Cavendish

in further treating of the subject, are marked by no small

ambiguity, and even inconsistency ; for liis theory is thus ex-

pressed in his own paper :
— ‘‘ From what has been said there

seems the utmost reason to tliiiik, that dephlogisticated air

^ is only water deprived of its phlogiston, and that inflam-

“ mable air, as was before said, is either phlogisticated water,

or else pure phlogiston
;
but in all probability the former."

Now^, besides the strange supposition as to inflammable air

being phlogisticated water, which shoAvs that Sir. Cavendish

liad then no vciy clear ideas on the subject of water being

composed of oxygen and hydrogen, it is evident that he here

omits entirely the consideration of latent heat ; an omission

which ho even attempts to justify in one of the passages

interpolated by Blagden.* But it is well known to every one

acquainted with the first prineirdes of chemical science, even

as it was taught in the days of Black, and it was indisputably

‘riiil. Tmns./ p. 140.
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to Mr.W att, that no aeriform fluid can be converted

into a liquid, nor any liquid into a solid, without the evolu-

tion of heat, previously latent. This essential part of the

process, Mr. Cavendish’s theory does not embrace. But with-

out it, no theory on the subject can be complete.

It will presently be seen, that Mr. Watt’s theory took fully

into account tliis most important principle, without which, no

conversion from the aeriform to the liquid state can possibly

take jilace
;
and without which, therefore, Mr. Cavendish’s

theory was quite inadequate to explain the facts observed.

We have the authority of one of the best informed practical

and theoretical chemists of this country for declaring, that

ideas exactly similar to those of Hfr. IVatt are entertiiined

by the most distinguished philosophers of the present day.”

“ Dr. Black,” says Professor Graham of University College,

“ made it appear probable, that metals owe their malleability

“ and ductility to a quantity of latent heat combined with

“ them.” * And the learned Professor carries the same doc-

trine further
;
where, in referring to change in tlie j)hysical

condition and crystalline configuration of bodies, without

any alteration in their ponderable constituents, he says,

—

“ The loss of heat observed will afford all the explanation

“ necessary, if heat be admitted as a constituent of bodies,

“ equally essential as their ponderable elements.” f This

may serve as another illustration of the masterly grasp of Mi*.

Watt’s comprehensive mind, which could so early foresee all

that subsequent inquiry has fuUy confirmed.

M. Lavoisier, in his celebrated Memoir, admits that a partial

communication was made by Blagden, to him and some other

members of the French Academy, when, on the 24th of June,

1783, along with M. La Place, he tried the experiment

which they reported to the Academy on the following day.

“ He informed us,” says Lavoisier, ‘‘ that Mr. Cavendish

had already attempted to burn inflammable air in close

vessels, and that he had obtained a very sensible quantity of

water.” He thus confines the extent of the communication

• ‘ Elements of Chemistry,’ p. 42. t Ibi-l., p. 154.
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within very narrow limits; for neither the experiment nor

the result, as thus reported, was anything more than had

been effected by Warltire and Priestley. Evidently he did

not intend to admit that he knew of any conclimm, as to the

real origin of the water, having been drawn by Cavendish

;

for in a subsequent part of the same memoir, he takes to his

coadjutor and himself the credit of drawing such conclusion

:

— we did not hesitate to conclude from it, that water is not
‘‘ a simple substance, and that it is composed, weight for

“ weight, of inflammable air, and of vital air.” He adds also,

that they were then ignorant, and did not learn for some

days, that M. Monge was occupied on tlie same subject.

It may be observed in 2>assing, that as compared with La-

voisier and Cavendish, sufficient justice does not aj)pear to

have been done by writers on this subject, to the valuable

labours of Monge. It is tme, that when we consider the

whole contents of his paper, which includes some deductions

both hesitating and obscure, and even, so far as we can

judge, incoiTCct
;
and recollect tlie comparatively late period

at which it was first given to the world, in the Memoirs of

the Academy, we find it impossible, without showing an

undue excess of fiivour to his memory, to rank him, in respect

either of the precision, or of the early date of his conclusions,

along with any of the other three great philosophers who

have been candidates, in either country, for the credit of the

discovery. But his experiments, jicrformed in the laboratory

of the School at Mcziires, were on a great scale ; and are

admitted, by Lavoisier and Meusnier,* to have been conducted

with a very exact ajq^aratus, and the most scruj)ulous atten-

tion. They are described in his paper in the Memoirs of the

Academy for 1783, published in 1786 ; it is not stated when
that paper was read, but a note mentions that they were

made in June and July, and repeated in October, 1783, in

ignorance of those of Cavendish in England, which were on a

smaller scale, and of those of Lavoisier and La Place at Paris,

which were made with an apparatus not fitted to attain so

‘Mdiiioircs do VAcademic’ for 1781, pp. 2G9, 270.

Y 2
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fprail nuichiess, liaToisier and Monge thus declare their

Tnutnal ignorance of each other’s proceedings : but Monge has

T\eyeT \)een accused, and may safely be acquitted, while the

other has been frequently, and with too much justice, coii-

\icted, of concealing previous knowledge of other men’s pro-

ceedings, in order to increase the estimated amount of his

own merits. Of Lavoisier, indeed, it has been said, witli

equal severity and justice, by an ingenious author and excel-

lent chemist, PEe has done sufficient, and been praised sufli-

ciently for what he has done, to satisfy a mind the most

avaricious of fame
;
he is deservc'dly placed in the first rank

‘‘ among the pliilosophers of his day
;
and he ought not to

“ have thro^vn a shade over his w^ell-earned reputation, by

“ claiming for himself the honour of those discoveries which

“ he had learned from another.”
*

The want of any date for either the authorship or the

reading of Monge’s paper, between the end of the year

17<S3, in which his experiments wore made, and that part of

17<S6 in which it was published, leaves us in doubt as to how

far he may have profited by the lights which were during

that interval thrown upon the subject. Certainly his words,

as there given, are very similar to those of Mr. Watt’s letter

of April, 1783, hereafter to bo particularly noticed. “It fol-

“ lows,” says Monge, “ from this experiment, that when We

“detonate inflammable gas and dephlogisticated gas, each

“ considered as pure, we obtain no other result than pure

“ water, the matter of heat, and that of light.” But his con-

clusions, as further explained in the same paper, are less

clear and decided than Mr. Watt’s, or than those of Lavoisier

and Cavendish ;
for he hesitates whether to consider water as

not a simple substance, or fire as a compound one, and is

encumbered with the uncertainty of an alternative theory;

—either, of different substances being held in solution by the

fluid of fire considered as a common solvent, and combining

to produce water ;
or else, of the two gases being solutions of

water in different elastic fluids, which quit the water they held

Appendix to * Memoirs of Priestley,’ 18(5g, p. 258.
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in solution, in order to combine and form the fluid of fire and
light, which escapes througli the sides of the vessel in which

the detonation takes place.

Lavoisier’s paper having been in part read in November,

1783, was afterwards published with additions, which are not

specifically distinguished from the original memoir, but are

said to refer to the labour undertaken in common with M.
Meusnier relative to the same subject. The volume in whicli

it appears was published in 1784, and is known in the series

of the ^Memoircs de VAcademie* as that for 1781. It arrived

in this country after Mr. Cavendish’s paper had been read on

ISth January, 1784, but before it was published in that year ;

and it is alluded to in another addition to Mr. Cavendish’s

paper, which was unquestionably made after its arrival in

England, and in which the theory of the composition of water

is more clearly stated than it had been by him previous to

the enunciation and exposition of it by the enlightened

French chemist.* A point of internal evidence that seems to

fix Avitliin very narrow bounds the period at wl)ich that

volume of the French Memoirs was printed, is, that Lavoisier

therein speaks of Blagden as aujourd'kui Secretaire de la

‘‘ Sodeti Royale de Londres an office to which he was not

appointed till the 5th of May, 1784.

Now, there can be little doubt, that the passage already

cited, in wliich Blagden, in his own hand, but in Cavendisli’s

name, detailed his communication to Lavoisier, was written

to supply the imperfect admission of tlie Frencli author,

and to prevent those inferences as to priority of the theory,

which otherwise might have been drawn in favour of La-

voisier. Considering tlie object thus manifestly in view, here,

if anywhere, we ought to look for an explicit statement of

the earliest date at which Mr. Cavendish’s theory could be

said to have been formed, which, at that time, there was no

difficulty in ascertaining, and there could have been little in

establishing; and we are fairly entitled to hold, tliat the

earliest date consistent with the fact would be assigned, if not

‘ riiil. Trans.’ for 1784, pp. 150-153.
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CHAPTER XXL

MR. watt’s examination OP DR. PRIESTLEY’s EXPERIMENTS IN MARCH
AND APRIL, 1783 — HIS CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE COMPOSITION OF

WATER— ms LETTER TO DR. PRIESTLEY— DELAY IN READING IT BE-

FORE THE ROYAL SOCIETY— KNOWN TO CAVENDISH, PLAGDEN, AND
LAVOISIER, IN 1783— cavendish’s PAPER OF JANUARY, 1784— APPA-

RENT PLAGIARISM— CURIOUS DOUBLE TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS— BLAG-

den’s letter TO CRELL, 178G.

Mr. Watt, in whose neighbourhood Dr. Priestley says ho

liad “ the happiness to bo situated,” and with whom, as has

been mentioned, he was on terms of friendship and frequent

intercourse, had, previous to 1783, for many years entertained

an opinion that air was a modification of water
;
and that, if

steam could be made red-hot, so that all its latent heat

should be converted into sensible heat, either the steam would

be converted into permanent air, or some other change

would take place in its constitution. “ You may remember,”

he writes to Mr. Boulton,* that I have often said, that if

water could be lieated red-hot or something more, it would

‘‘ probably be converted into some kind of air, because steam

would in that case have lost all its latent heat, and that it

“ would have been turned solely into sensible heat, and pro-

bably a total change of the nature of the fluid would
‘‘ ensue.” And, so early as 13th December, 1782, he talks of

processes “ by which,” he says, “ I now believe air is gene-

“ rated from water using the expression, if this process

contains no deception, here is an effectual account of many
“ phenomena, and one element dismissed from the list'' f

Being thus, even at that time, prepared to expect that

water was, in some way or other, convertible into air, he di-

rected his attention to Dr. Priestley’s experiment, which he

* 10th December, 1782.

I Mr. Watt to Mr. De Luc, 13tli December, 1782.
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tl..» ..He ,,„t» dry air
aua Clrj' maaminablo air into a (‘lose vessel and kindU^s
them by eleetrieity. No air remains, at least if tlie two

** were pure, but he finds on the sides of the vessel a quantity
** of water equal in weight to the air employed.” * In less
thati a month after he thus mentions his knowledge of that
MVerboon^ we And him writing to Dr. Black that he be-
^ llefea he has found out the cause of the conversion of water
^ into air;** tend giving the very words in which, both on
that day^ and a few days later, he stated his conclusions in

the letter to Dr. Priestley, which he desired might be read to

the Iloyal Society:— In the deflagration of the inflammable

and deplilogiisticated airs, the airs unite with violence,—bo-

“ come red-hot,—and, on cooling, tohilly disappear. Tlie

oiAy hxed matter which remains, is water
; and ivater, lights

“ and heat, are all the products. Are we not then authorized

“ to conclude, that water is composed of dephlogistieated and
‘‘ inflammable air, or phlogiston, deprived of part of tlKu'r

latent heat ;
and that dephlogistieated, or pure air, is com-

posed of \vater deprived of its phlogiston, and united to

“ heat and light
;
and if liglit be only a modification of heat,

“ or a component part of phlogiston, then pure air consists of

“ water deprived of its plilogiston and of latent heat ? ” The

same conclusions are given in other letters written nearly at

the same time
;
but nowhere are they more clearly, briefly,

or forcibly stated, than in that to Mr. Gilbert Hamilton of

the 22nd ofApril, where, after a short enumeration of Facts,

beginning with the result of Dr. Priestley’s experiment, follow

these Deductions.
" Pure iujlammable air is phlogiston itself.

“ Pephlogisticated air is water deprived of its phlogiston, and

“ united to latent heat,

“ Water is dephlogistieated air deprived of part of its latent

heat, and united to a large dose of phlogiston,^'

In writing to Mr. De Luc, four days afterw^ards, ‘‘ Those,”

* To his brothor-in-law, Mr. Gilbert Hamilton, 26th March, 1783.

t 2l8t April, 1783.
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says Mr. Watt, “ seem bold proi)ositions, but I think they follow
“ from the present state of the experiments

;
and if I were

at leisure to write a book on the subject, I think I could

“ prove that no experiment hitherto made contradicts them,
“ and that the greater number of experiments affirni them.” *

To others of his correspondents he announced his theory in

similar terms. To Mr. Smeaton, writing that he has ‘‘at-

“ tempted to demolish two of the most ancient elements—^air

and water ;”t and to Mr. Fry, giving particular directions

for the production of water and of [dephlogisticated] air:

—

Dr. Priestley, as you observe, converts water into air, and
“ air into water, and I have found out the reason of all these

‘‘ wonders, and also what air is made 6f, and what water is

“ made of
;

for they are not simple elements.—I have written

“ a paper on the subject, and sent it with Dr. Priestley’s to

‘‘ the Iloyal Society. It is too long to give you even an

abstract of it, but if you will forgive me the reasoning, I

“ will add the receipt below for making both these elements.

“ To make Water.

—

“ E. Of pure air and of phlogiston Q.S., or if you wish to

‘‘ be very exact, of pure air one part, of phlogiston, in a fluid

“ form, two parts, by measure. Put them into a strong glass

“ vessel, which admit* of being shut quite close
;
mix them,

fire them with the electric spark
;
they will explode, and

“ throw out their elementary heat. Give that time to escape,

“ and you will find the water, (equal in weight to the air),

adliering to the sides of the vessel. Keep it in a phial close

“ corked for use.

To make Air.

—

Take pure water Q.V., deprive it of its phlogiston by

any practicable method, add elementary heat Q.S. and distil.

“ You will obtain pure air, to be preserved as above.” i

It will be remembered, that in the letter to Mr. Hamilton

he had shown his belief to be, that pure inflammable air and

* 2Cth April, 1783. t 27tli April, 1783. J 28th AprU, 1783.
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pl»loffisU)n wore o.\actIy syiiouyiuoiis
; aucl it is very romark-

uble, that the pru|)ortioiis ot tlie two gases which ho diroots
to be tireil, viz., of pure air one part, and of iuHamniable air
two parts, by measure, are exactly tlioso wliich chemists of
the present day would employ.

It appeare from the letter to Dr. Black of the 2l8t of April,
that Mr. Watt had, on that day, written his letter to Dr.
Pnestley, to be read by him to tlie Boyal Society

; but on
the 26di he informs Mr. De Luc, that having observed some
inaccuracies of style in that letter, he had removed them, and
would send tlie Doctor a corrected copy in a day or two,

which he acccuxlingly did on the 28th
; tho corrected letter,

(the same that was* afterwards emlxxlicd verbatim in the

letter to Mr. De Luc, printed in the Philosophical Trans-

actions), being dateil 2(jth April, and containing, almost at its

very commencement, the following passage^ :

—

‘‘ The same ingenious philosopher mixed together certain
‘‘ ’pTopoxlions of pure dry dophlogisticated air and of pure

“ dry inftammahle air in a strong glass vessel, closely shut,

“ and then set them on fire by means of tlio electric spark.

“ The first effect was tlie appearance of red heat or iiiflam-

‘‘ mation in the airs, which was soon followed by the glass

“ vessel becoming hot. The heat gradually pervaded the

“ glass, and was dissipated in the circu^^iambient air, and as

“ the glass grew cool, a mist or visible vapour appeared in it,

which was condensed on the glass in the form of moisture

or dew. When the glass was cooled to tho temperature of

“ the atmosphere, if the vessel was opened, with its mouth

“ immersed in water or mercury, so much of these liquids

‘‘ entered, as was sufficient to fill the glass within about ^^th

“ part of its whole contents ;
and this small residuum may

“ safely be concluded to have been occasioned by some im-

“ purity in one or both kinds of air. The moisture adhering

“ to the glass, after these deflagrations, being wiped off, or

sucked up, by a small piece of sponge jiaper, first carefully

“ wMghed, was found to be exactly, or very nearly, equal in

“ weight to the airs employed. In some experiments, but

“ not in all, a small quantity of a sooty-like matter was found
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adhering to the inside of the glass. The whole quantity of
“ sooty-like matter was too. small to be an object of considera-
“ tion, j)articularly as it did not occur in all the experiments.

Let us now consider what obviously happens in the case

of the deflagration of the inflammable and dephlogisticated

“ air. These two kinds of air unite with violence
; they be-

come red-hot, and upon cooling totally disappear. When
“ the vessel is cooled a quantity of water is found in it equal

to the weight of the air employed. The water is then the

only remaining product of the process, and water
^ lights and

“ h^at are all the products.

‘‘ Are we not^ then, authorised to conclude that water is com-

posed of dephlogisticated air and phlogiston^ deprived ofpart
“ of their latent or elementary heat ; that dephlogisticated or

pure air is composed of water deprived of its phlogiston, and
“ united to elementary heat and light ; and that the latter are

“ containSd in it in a latent state, so as not to be sensible to the

“ thermometer or to the eye; and if light he only a modification

of heat, or a circumstance attending it, or a component part of

the inflammable air, then pure or dephlogisticated air is com-

‘‘ posed of water deprived of its phlogiston and united to ele-

“ mentary heaty *

In enclosing it, Mr. Watt adds, “ As to myself, the more I

“ consider what 1 have said, I am the more satisfied with it,

‘‘ as I find none of the facts repugnant.”

Thus was announced for the first time, and with as mucJi

confidence as its eminent author thought it became any philo-

sophical inquirer to feel, when prosecuting Iiis researches into

new departments of science, one of the most wonderful dis-

coveries that are recorded in its annals. Of startling novelty,

of admirable simdicity, it w^as destined to lead to conse-

quences of an in^rtance and grandeur perhaps unparalleled,

except by those which have attended other exertions of the

same inventive mind
;
or by those wliich, emanating from a

kindred intellect, have immortalized the name of Newton.

It has been justly termed the commencement of a new era,

* See the same passages, printed in the ‘ Philosoplucal Transactions ’ for

1784, pp. 331-333.
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the dawn of a new day, in physical inquiry,—the real foun-

dation of the new system of chemistry :—nay, even a discovery

perhaps of greater importance than any single fact which

“ human ingenuity has ascertained, either before or since.” *

The language in which this new and astonishing truth was

expressed, though plain and perfectly unpretending, is so

clear, precise, and just, that Mr. Cavendish,—accomplished

chemist and perspicuous writer as he was,—could vary

scarcely a single word of it, and that not for the better, when

nine months later he made it public as his own : while M.

Lavoisier, when he too, after it had been explained to liim by

lllagden, “ invented it himself, and read a paper m the subject

“ to the Royal Academy of Sciences,'' \ only the terms

which Mr. Watt had employed to express the two gases, viz.

dephlogisticated air and inflammable air, or phlogiston, for

their equivalents in liis new nomenclature, viz. oxygen and

hydrogen; their equivalents, that is to say, in thi sense in

which Mr. Watt had used them.

To those,” wrote Mr. James Watt, junr., in an interesting

letter addressed to the author of this biography,! who may wish

to form a just appreciation of the circumstances in whicli this

correspondence took place, and of the merit that attaclies

‘‘ to my father for the discovery it records, I beg to state, i^i

“ the words of the great master of the English tongue, that
“ ‘ it was written, not in the soft obscurities of retirem:ent, or

^ under the shelter of academick bowers
; but amidst incon-

^ venience and distraction, in sickness and in sorrow.’ About

the beginning of the year, when the correspondence com-
“ mences, he had returned from planning and superintending

‘‘ the erection of his steam-engines, during a long sojourn in

‘‘ Cornwall, where he had been much harmed by attempts

to pirate his improvements
;

and he Ms, through the

* Dr. Thomas Young, in his re-

vi»;w of Sir H. Davy’s ‘ Elements of
‘ Chemical Philosopliy,’ Quarterly
lleview for Sept., 1812; reprinted in
his ^\^)rk8, vol. i. p. 575. 1855.

t Mr. Watt to Mr. Fry, 15th May,
1781.

J Dated Aston Hall, 5 February,
1840, and printed with Mr. Watt's
* Correspondence on his Discovery of
‘ the Theory of the Composition of
‘ Water,* published in the same year,

pp. i. to xvi.
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greater part of the subsequent period, laboriously engaged
“ in making out drawings and descriptions for the long speci-

flcatioiis of his three great patents for mechanical improve-

ments and inventions, taken out in the years 1781, 1782,

“ and 1784, besides giving the constant attention necessary

to the concerns of a nascent manufactory, and himself

“ writing volumes of other letters on business, which alone

“ would have furnished full employment even to an indus-

trious intellect. His mind had been greatly affected by his

unavoidable absence from the death-bed of his aged father
;

‘‘ and during the greater part of the time, I well remember
“ seeing him suffer under most acute sick head-aches, sitting

by the fire-side for hours together, with his head leaning

“ on his elbow, and scarcely able to give utterance to his

thoughts. It was unquestionably the busiest, as well as the
‘‘ most anxious, period of his life, and fraught with the most

important results. I need not attempt to do justice to

“ them, for time has sanctioned the judgment of his contem-
‘‘ poraries, who had done it already.”

But,—to return to Mr. Watt’s letter to Dr. Priestley, of

26th April, 1783,— This letter,” as is stated in Mr. Watt s

Note published in the Philosophical Transactions, “ Dr. Priest-

“ ley received at London
;

and, after showing it to several

members of the lioyal Society, he delivered it to Sir Joseph
‘‘ Banks, the President, with a request that it might be read
‘‘ at some of the public meetings of the Society.”*

Had that been then done as requested, there cannot be a

doubt in the mind of any one at all fitted to form an impar-

tial opinion on the subject, that all possibility of controversy

as to priority in the discovery must have been effectually

prevented. It is true, that, judging from what actually

occurred, it is difficult to say, even in that case, what use

might have been made of the private perusal with which

several members of the Koyal Society ” were favoured.

Lavoisier in France might even then have displayed that

culpable want of a due acknowledgment of the aid he derived

* Philosophical Transactions,’ 1784, p. 830.

—

Note.
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from others, which is so frequently to be deplored in the long

series of his most interesting, able, and elegant memoirs.

Cavendish in England might still have failed to exemplify

that generous liberality, which ought to have noticed with

eulogy, or, at least, to have named with exact justice, a philo-

sophical discoverer who had thus preceded him in the same

path. Blit both of those illustrious chemists would, at all

events, have been in that case peremptorily debit rred from

openly taking credit for either priority or novelty in tht^

announcement of their theory; and it would have been still

harder for Cavendish or his friend even to have pretended,

—

as for Lavoisier it is absolutely impossible to (\stablish,—

a

right to the claim of independent originality.

But, as it happened, the public reading which had been so

requested by Mr. Watt did not take place at that time.

“ Before that could be complied with,” the note continues,

the author, having heard of Dr. Priestley’s new experi-

“ ments, begged that the reading might be delayed.” The

delay was, in some small measure, unfortunate for the scien-

tific renown of Mr. Watt; because competitors thereafter

stepped in, and sought to appropriate that discovery of which

the world had not yet heard, and which, at that time, must

have been by all allowed to be honestly, solely, and honour-

ably his OAvn. But the misfortune is infinitely increased *if

we consider it as having led to doubts, seriously affecting the

reputation of those competitors; as adding to the reproach

which one of them had, to the sorrow of science, already

justly incurred in similar matters
;

and as leaving on the

fame of the other what must at least be termed a shade of

suspicion.

The new experiments alluded to in the note, Priestley had

announced in these terms :
—‘‘ Behold with surprise and indig-

nation the figure of an apparatus that has utterly ruined

‘‘ your beautiful hypothesis,”* giving a rough sketch with his

pen of the apparatus employed. But Mr. Watt immediately

and unhesitatingly replied, I deny that your experiment

• * Dr. Priestley to Mr. Watt, 29th April, 1783.
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‘‘ ruins my hypothesis. It is not founded on so brittle a basis

“ as an earthen retort, nor on its converting water into air.

‘‘ I founded it on the other facts, and was obliged to stretch

“ it a good deal before it would fit this experiment. * * *

I maintain my hypothesis until it shall be shown that the

“ water formed after the explosion of the pure ^nd inflam-

mable airs, has some other origin.’*
* So to Mr. De Luc:

—

I do not see Dr. Priestley’s experiment in the same light

“ that he does. It does not disprove my theory. * * My
“ assertion was simply, that air,” \i. e. dephlogisticated air, or

oxygen, which was also commonly called vital air, pure air,

or simply air,'] was water deprived of its phlogiston, and
“ united to heat, which I grounded on the decomposition of

“ air by inflammation with inflammable air, the residuum, or

“ product of which, is only water and heat.” Even when
writing to Dr. Black that he had withdrawn his paper, he

adds, “ I have not given up my theory.” J

But he did withdraw, or rather reserve the public reading

of his paper, till he should further examine the new experi-

ments which were said to be hostile to the doctrine which it

unfolded
;
and also,* as he adds with his usual modesty, because

he was “ informed that that theory was considered too bold,

“ and not sufliciently supported by facts.” § Mr. Watt
“ then wished,” as it is more #illy expressed in a work pul)-

lished shortly afterwards, that the letter should not be read

“ at the public meeting of the Society, because he learned

“ that his theory was thought too bold, or that a substance

“ such as water, till then considered as of the nature of an
“ element, was there placed in the class of compounds'"

||
But

the letter itself, after being read by many members, remained

in the custody of the President till the day when it was read

to the Society, 22nd April, 1784, as is well ascertained from

Mr. Watt’s letter to Blagden of 27th May, 1784.

On the upright and unsuspecting philosopher, whoso difli-

Mr. Watt to Dr. Priestley, 2nd § Mr. Watt to Sir Joseph Banks.
May, I7S8. 12th April, 178

L

t To Mr. De Lnc, 18th May, 1783. H DeLue, ‘MOteorologio,’ tom. ii.,

I To Dr. Black, 23rd Juno, 1783. p. 216. 1786. •
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loniv of his own lulmimhlo an.l •• ivspoct for
•• opinions of othors whon* lio tliouj^ht flioy ini^'lit iiiorit it,”

hiwl loil him thus to ilolay whut In* culls “ the first attciiijit

** ho hail nuuio to lay any thing before tin* public,” a nt'w

and unpleasant light was de.stined ,soon to break. Ihit in the

meantime, having by additional experimonts still further

satisfied himself of the eorreetness of his tlieory, in wliicli lie

liad never been able to detect error, and the truth of wliicli

he now held to be abundantly confirmed, he proceeded, towards

the end of November, tranquilly to occupy himself in jire-

jiariug a more full statement of it, to be sent to his friend De
Luc, for the purpose of being read to the Koyal Society. By
the 1st of December, however, we find that he had received

accounts of an occurrence which appeared to stand much

in need of explanation
;
and which, after that had been olv

tained, proved little to the credit of some of those concerned.

I was,” he says, in writing to ]\Ir. De Luc,* “ at I )r.

“ Priestley’s last night. He thinks, as I do, that Mr. Lavoi-

sier, ha\dng heard some imperfect account of the paper I

‘‘ wrote in the Spring, has run away with the idea, and inad(‘

“ up a memoir hastily, without any satisfactory jiroofs. How
“ that may be, I cannot take on me to say; but if you will

“ read the 47th and 48th jiages of ^Ir. De la Place’s aiifl his

“ Memoir on Heat, you willilje convinced that they had no
“ such ideas then, as they speak clearly of the nitrous acid

“ being converted into air. I therefore put the query to you

of the propriety of sending my letter to pass through their

“ hands to be printed ;
for even if this tlieory is IVIr. Lavoi-

‘‘ sier’s own, I am vain enough to think that he may got some

“ hints from my letter, which may enable him to make expe-

“ riments, and to improve his theory, and produce a memoir
“ to the Academy before my letter can be printed, which may
‘‘ be so much superior as to eclipse my poor performance, and
“ sink it into utter oblivion

; nay, worse, I may be condemned
“ as a plagiary, for I certainly cannot be heard in opposition

“ to an Academician and a Finaiicior. * * But, after all,

* 30th Nuvemher, 1783.
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“ I may be doing Mr. Lavoisier injustice. * * I see it, on

tlio one liand, so difficult to satisfy those nice chemists,

and, on the otlier hand, so difficult to be allowed even the
‘‘ honour of the discovery, that I am nearly discouraged,

“ either from publishing at all, or trpng any more experi-

“ ments
; as it seems to be losing my labour and procuring

“ myself disquiet.” “ M. Lavoisier,” he also writes, “ has
“ read a memoir opening a theory very similar to mine on
“ the composition of water

;
indeed, so similar, that I cannot

“ help suspecting he has heard of the theory I ventured to

“ form on that subject, as I know that some notice of it was
‘‘ sent to France.”*

To tliis conjecture, Mr. Kirwan was able, in his reply, to

add the most positive assurance. M. Lavoisier,” he writes,

“ certainly learned your theory from Dr. Blagden, who first

“ had it from Mr. Cavendish, and afterwards from your letter

to Dr. Priestley, which he heard read, and explained the

whole minutely to M. Lavoisier last July.” [June.]t

The letter was, of course, well known to Dr. Priestley,

who received it, perused it, and at once occujfied himself in

answering it, and to Sir Joseph Banks, in whose hands it

long remained. But that it was also read by many other

members of the Royal Society, though not then at a public

meeting of the body, there cannot be any manner of doubt.

For we have not only the direct statement of Mr. Watt to

that effect, published in the PhiIosoi)hical Transactions in

1784, under the direct superintendence of Dr. Blagden, and

repeated by Mr. De Luc in 178G,J but we have Blagden

admitting his own knowledge of the paper, both in the state-

ment which he says ho made to Lavoisier in June, and in liis

letter which Crell printed in 1786, of which we shall pre-

sently have much more to say. Mr. Kirwan's letter com-

pletes the demonstration of Blagden having acquired a

minute knowledge of the pa23er, some time at least before he

went to Paris, which was not later than the beginning of

* To Mr. Kirwan, Ist December, December, 1783.

1783. . t
‘ Metcorologie,’ vol. ii., p. 216.

f Mr. Kirwan lo Mr. Watt, 13t}i

Z
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It also appears very probable, (as it was clearly

meant by Kirwan, and understood by Sir. Watt), that the

first account of Mr. Watt*s theory which Blagden ever

received, he had from Cavendish. For the words are, La-
“ voisier learned ymr theory from Dr. Blagden, who first had

it from Mr. Cavendish, and afterwards from your letter to

“ Dr. Priestley, which he heard road.’’ The theory there

spoken of is not said to have been one which had been

formed by Cavendish, or which merely boro some resem-

blance, whether general or close, to that of ]\Ir. Watt
;

it is

jMr. Watt’s own theory alone that is spoken of;—the saim?

that Blagden more closely studied when he read the pajH*r

in which it was explained, but which lie first ajijiears to liave

lieard of from Cavendish’s rejwt. Such is tJie only natural

and obvious souse of Blagden’s words, as reported by Kirwan
;

and, though it is by no means essential to our argument to

insist upon it, they are almost incapable of any other inter-

pretation. We are, however, perfectly justified in asserting

that tic*o such theories, so novel and strange as to be then

deemed incredible, could scarcely have come to any man of

science, or even any pretender to scientific knowledge, first

from one discoverer and then from another, both within the

same month,—perhaps on the same day,—without eliciting

some observation on so marvcdlous a coincidence,—some fur-

ther exj^lanation—some particular inquiry, as to the time and

manner of the theory being announced, or formed, by each

discoverer respectively. Still more strongly does this remark

apply, from the circumstance ofBlagden being well acquainted

with Cavendish’s proceedings. If the theories had then been

distinct, but if Mr. Watt’s so much resembled another jirc-

viously formed, as to be spoken of and treated as the same,

would Blagden have had no wonder to express, no disappoint-

ment to feel, at his patron having boon both rivalled in the

formation of it, and certainly anticipated in the announce-

ment ? Would he have had no explanation to offer,—no pri-

* We know, from a private letter June ho had been in I*aria for several
of Blagden’s, that on the 11th of days.
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ority to attempt to sustain,—no originality to claim for Mr.

Cavendish, even if that gentleman was unwilling to do so for

himself? We repeat it :—the only theory alluded to hero, is,

so far as appears, that which Mr. Watt conceived, and which

he alone had as yet committed to writing. Such was evi-

dently Mr. Watt’s own view of the meaning of Mr. Kirwan’s

communication
;
and we are, however unwillingly, compelled

to admit that the first part of the great engineer’s reflections

on tlie tidings sent by Kirwan may have been applicable in

other quai-ters than that to which he then directed it. “ You
‘‘ see,” lie says, ‘‘ from the above that it is possible for a phi-

“ losophcr to be disingenuous. For 31. Lavoisier had heard
‘‘ of my theory before he formed his, or before ho tried the

experiment of burning dephlogisticated and inflammable

“ airs together, and saw the product was water.” *

Mr. Do Luc having gone to Paris in December, 1783, and

there jiassed the month of January, 1784, returned to England

in February, when his letters to Mr. Watt were resumed. In

the meantime, on the 15th January, 3Ir. Cavendish had read

to the lioyal Society the first part of his celebrated ‘Experi-

‘ ments on Air,’ of which the second part was not read till the

2nd of June, 1785. In one of 3Ir. l)e Luc’s letters, dated 1st

^larch, 1784, he mentions that he had heard some jiarticulars

of the paper which Mr. Cavendish had read, but nothing con-

cerning t/ie conclmimH stated in it as to the composition of

water appears to have been then reported to him. The imper-

fect account which he thus received came from Dr. Blagden.

As the pajier, however, was said to have included a thorough

examination of the combustion of the two airs, he requested

3lr. Cavendish’s })crmission to see it, which was granted.

The consternation into which he was thrown on perusing

it for the first time is well depicted in the close of the same

letter :
—“ Being at this point of my letter, I have received

“ 3rr. Cavendish’s paper, and have read it ! ! . . . . Ex-

“ pect something that will astonish you as soon as I can write

“ to you. . . . Meanwhile, tell no one. . . . Jn short.

* Mr. Watt to Mr. De Luc, 30tli December, 1783.

z 2
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The hxA, howoTer suipriamg, and whatever inferences may
he dnini from it, was literally true. In the whole of tliat

as Mr. De Luc saw it, and as it had been read at tlie

IRoyal Society, the learned chemist who had so carefully pre-

pared it had never once named James Watt, whose theory

on the same subject had become “ known to all the active

members ’* of the same Royal Society for nearly nine

months; had been announced and confinned at Paris lor

nearly seven months, and was all the while minutely familiar

to Blagden, the chosen friend and constant companion of

Cavendish, professing to bo engaged in the same jairsnits

with him, and who certainly was, as De Liic has elsewli(*n^

said, “ informed of all his exiieriments, as w'ell as of those of

“ Dr. Priestley, and of the ideas of ilr. Watt.”

INIr. De TiUc, in his li^tter of the 1st March, liad promised

an analysis of Cavendish’s jiapcr, and on the same day began

a long transcript of its principal parts, which lie liiiislicd on

the 4th March, and sent to Mr, Watt in a letter, which

showxnl tliat, on a furtlier examination, his amazement had

not subsided. Having endeavoured, in some degree, to defend

Lavoisier and I.a Place from the charge of k Flajjiat, Jio

says—“ But that which is, on the other hand, perfectly clear,

“ precise, astonishing, is the memoir of Mr. Cavendish. Your

own terms, in your letter of April to Dr. Priestley, given as

“ something new, hy some one who must have known that letter,

“ which was known to all the active members of the Itoyal

“ Society— to Dr. Blagden above all, (for he said ho had
“ spoken of it to Messrs. Lavoisier and La Place), who well

“ knew Mr. Cavendish’s memoir, botli before it was read to

“ the Royal Society, and at its reading, and who conversed

witli me about it, as I told you in my last—me, whom he
“ knows to be your zealous friend.” After strongly recom-

mending caution, De Luc says—‘‘ It is yet possible that Mr.

Cavendish does not tliink he is pillaging you, liowever pro-

bablo it is that lie does so giving as his reasons for

desiring to entertain so charitable a hope, that Cavendish had
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not objected to let him peruse his paper, and also the cha-

racter which both Cavendish and Blagden had previously

maintained. The force of the first of these considerations is

much diminished, when we remember, that the paper in

question had already been made public to a great extent by

being read at the Royal Society, and was, besides, soon to bo

printed in the Pliilosophical Transactions: so that there

could be no possibility of keeping it secret, had that been

desired. And the character of Mr. Cavendisli was clearly no

excuse for the entire sujipression of Mr. Watt's name in his

paper
;
a defect which was afterwards, in Blagdcn’s interj^o-

lation, most inadequately remedied
;

and which must ever

remain a reproach both to Cavendish and to his companion

Blagden, whose early and intimate knowledge of Mr. Watt’s

letter to Priestley has been so completely proved.

In the very delicate and disagreeable circumstances which

had thus occurred, ]\Ir. Do liUc suggested two modes of pro-

ceeding : the one, to suffer in silence the injustice which he

could not but feel had been done, in which case ho engaged

to print the letters to Dr. Priestley and himself, with their

dates, in a work he was then pre2)aring
;
the other, to make

the matter more 2>nblic, by requesting Sir Jose2)h Banks to

cause both the hitters to bo read to the Royal Society. lu

recommending the former, the too discreet 2)hiloso2)her used

these words :
—“ I should almost advise it, considering that,

“ in your 2^osition of drawing from your discoveries practical

‘‘ consequences for your fortune, you must avoid making

yourself ties jaloiix.''

lie had yet to h^arn the full extent of the manly virtue of

his friend
;
who, while he declined to make any attack U2)0ii

Mr. Cavendish, admitting, 23erha2)s with a somewhat extrava-

gant liberality, that it was ‘^barely 2)ossible” that he might

not have hoard of his theory, still S2ioke in a strain of honest

indignation of the plagiarism which he felt there was too

much room to believe had been effected, of the wound which

his scientific fame had been made to suffer, and of the hard-

ship of being thus antici2mted in the first attem2)t ho had

made to lay anything before the x^nblic. As to what you
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^IRNlIa weigh little; for, were I convinced I had had foul

^

play, if I did not assert my right, it would either be from a
couteiupt for the modicum of reputation which would result

“ from such a theory, from a conviction in my own mind tliat

“ I was their superior, or from an indolence tliat makes it

‘‘ more easy for me to bear wrongs, than to seek redress. In
“ point of interest, so far as connected with money, that
“ would be no bar : for thoiigli I am dependent or the favour
‘‘ of the public, I am not on 3rr. C. or liis friends, and could
“ despise the united power of t/te illustrious huise of Camulirh,
‘‘ as 3rr. Fox calls them. You may, pia-Iiaps, surprised to

“ find so much pride in my character. It docs not seem very
‘‘ compatible witli the diffidence that attends my conduct in

“ general. I am diffident, because I am seldom certain that

“ I am ill the right, and because I pay rc'speet to tlie opinions
‘‘ of others, where I think they may merit it. At present, je

me SC71S mi blessr

;

it seems hard, that in the first

‘‘ attempt I have made to lay any thing before the public, I

“ should be thus anticipated. It will make me cautions how
‘‘ I take the trouble of prej^aring any thing for tlicni another

time.’’
*

What followed may bo very briefly told: “Ho states, his

“ intention of being in liondoii in tlie ensuing week, and liis

“ opinion, that the reading of his letter to the Eoyal Society
“ will be the proper step to be taken. He accordingly went
“ there, waited upon the President of the Eoyal Society, Sir

“ Joseph Banks, was received with all the courtesy and just

“ feeling which distinguished that most honourable man, and
“ it was settled, that both the letter to Dr. Priestley of 2()ih

“ April, 178d, and that to 3fr. Do Luc of 2flth November,
“ 1783, should he successively read. The fonner was done

“on the 22nd, and the latter on the 29th April, 1784 ;”t

and it is said by Sir Joseph Banks, that “both ajipeared

* Mr. AVatt to Mr. Do Liic, Otli n<ldo(l to Lord BroiiJ5hajn’8 Tlistorical

March, 1784. Not<j. — Sofj Translation of Arago’.s

t Noio ])y Mr. James Watf, juiir., ‘Eloj'^s’ p. 1G4.
”
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to meet with great approbation from large meetings of

Fellows.” *

Both of the letters were ordered by the Committee of

Papers to be printed, and it was arranged that the best form

in wliieli that conld be done, jn order to avoid repetition, was

by incorporating tlie first with tlie second, which was accord-

ingly the plan adopted
;
“ but,” as tlie note in the Philoso-

pliical Transactions bears, to authenticate the date of tlie

author’s ideas, the parts of it which are contained in the

present letter are marked with double commas.”

Blagden be(?ame Secretary of the Eoyal Society on the

bth of ]May, 1781
;
and to him, in virtue of his office, was

entrusted the superintendence of the printing of Jlr. Watt’s

jiaper. In his lottcTs on tliat subject, he appeared perfectly

willing to attend with care to the publication
;
and in one

of them offiired, should Mr, Watt desire it, to send him the

])roof-shcets for correction. Mr. Watt, residing at a distance

irom town, declined his offer; a resolution which he had

afterwards reason to regret
; for the consequence has been,

that in his paper, as it stands in the Philosophical Trans-

actions, there is a very unfortunate error of the prm. The

date of the letter to Jlr. De Luc, which wo liavo just seen

w^‘is 2Gth November, 1783, is there given as 2Gth November,

1781. It is true that the date of the reading of the paper is

rightly given; it has also been lately discovered that the

misprint is noticed in the errata at the end of the volume of

the Philosophical Transactions in which it appears
;

and

therefore that error might not always mislead: but, con-

sidering all that had previously occurred, it Avas of great

importance that every date establishing Mr. Watt’s priority

slumId be accurately printed, and what Ave shall in this

instance call carelessness, even if freed from blame, must on

every account remain matter of regret.

But this is not all. Of Mr. Cavendish’s paper there Avero

a number of separate copies throAvn off, Avhich Avere Avidely

circulated throughout Europe by himself and his friends,

Sir Joarpli IlniikH to Mr. Walt, llili May, 17St.
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beforo the Si>venty-fourth volumo of the Philosophioal Trans-
airitons^ iu whi<*h it wa8 to bo contaiuod, made its appearance.
These also, it is presumed, had been printed under the super-
intendence of Dr. Blagden, and of Mr. Cavendish. They all

bear on their title-|)age, that Cavendisli^s paper w^is
** read at the Royal Society, January 15, 1783.” Jloreover,

the true date, 1784, which is placed at the head of that paper

as it stands in the Philosophical Transactions, is not given at

all in those separate copies. We annex a fac-simile of tlie

erroneous title-page, which, it must be admitted, is most

highly suspicious, and, to say the least, far from creditable to

the accuracy of ]Messi*s. Cavendish and Plagden.

It is said, on the strength of a draft of a hTter report(‘d

to have been found among Cavendish’s j>apers, that in one

instance, more than a year afterwards, (whengtlio error liad

already been propagated in most of the sciontiiie Journals of

the Continent, and when also the Philosophical Transactions

with the true date of the reading of the paper liad come into

circulation), 3Ir. Cavendish desired that it might bo cor-

rected. We have no d(‘sire to take from him the credit of

having done so, or intended to do so, in tliat instance, although

no proof has been produced of such a letter having ever been

actually sent by him, or received by any one else. Put the

error continued long afterwards to have its natural, unjust

effect. For Cuvier, writing at the distance of four and twenty

years from the circulation of the erroneous date, has distinctly

said, “The experiment of Mr. Cavendish dates from 1781;

“ the reading of his Memoir, from January, 178»};” and lie

gives Cavendish the precedence over Lavoisier in their

respective published memoirs, making the latter superior

only in having discarded the hypothesis of phlogiston.* In

his Eloge of Cavendish, it is true, he alters 17813 to 1781,

observing that three years had been occupied “ in estahlish-

“ ing that great phenomenon but still his readers arc left

without the means of knowing which of the two dates is the

* ‘ Rapport Historique,’ 1808, p. 1811, p. cxxxiii; and, in tho separato

57. edition of Cuvier’s ‘ Piloges Histo-

t
‘ Memoires dc I’Acadernie ’ for * riques,’ tome ii. p. 87.
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right one. Numerous as are Cuvier’s errors on such points,

yet liis illustrious name, and the cliarms of tlie diction in

which lie clothes the history of philosophy and philosophic

men, have led him to be cited by many as a safe authority

;

and although those who themselves practise such inaccura-

cies with a fatal facility, may think lightly of their effect,

this only the more deeply impresses us with the sacred obli-

gation of scrupulously re(?ording matters of fact in subjects of

controversy, and makes us more sensible of the inestimable

value of rigid accuracy.

Every one must admit, that after the series of events which

wo have now detailed,—after the zealous attempts to establish

priority which had been made by two of the three great

claimants for the honour of the discovery, and the public

statement Avhich had been jiut on record by the thml,

(wliicli, being uncontradicted, might be deemed decisive), it

was, truly, most unfortunate that any tiling should occur

which could give to any of the proceedings, even in appear-

ance, a charact(u- not altogcither consistent with justice. It

was at least a 2)iece of most singular negligence, on the part

of the Secretary to the Iloyal Society who superintended the

printing, that tlioso papers should have been circulated with

a double error in their dates; that the tendency, if not the

ellect, of both of tlic errors should have been, to take the pri-

ority from Watt, and to give it to Cavendish, the Secretary’s

intimate frieml and })atroii
;
and that, of all the errors wdiich

tlic printer might have committed, he should have happened

to select precise‘ly tliose wlu’cli w^ere so w^ell fitted to effect

that object. When iVl. Arago exclaimed, after mentioning

the same circmmstanco, “ God forbid that I should, by these

remarks, iiuend to cast any imputatiou on the literary pro-

“ bity of those illustrious philosophers
; they only prove that,

“ on the subject of discoveries, the strictest justice is all tliat

“ can be expected from a rival, or a competitor, however high

“ his reputation may already be,” * wo must confess that ho

well deserves to receive credit for restraining, Avithin tho

* ‘Elogoof Watt; p. lOG.
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bounds of those moderate words, the expression of a strou^^

and just indignation.

An additional argument certainly arises from the remark-

able fact, that Cavendish appears never to have made any

observation on IMr. Watt’s chronological note, when it ^\as

printed with his paper by the Iloyal Society
;

nor ever to

have confessed his knowledge of the real time at which ]Mr.

AVatt made either his first or his second communication, or of

that at which he thus know that his conclusions were drawn.

But we have not yet done with either the history of the dis-

covery, or the share which Dr. Blagden took in it as an

auxiliary and historian. Finding that liavoisier still nniin-

taiiied some claim, and seeing from the note appended to Air.

Watt’s paper, and from the total w'ant of any statement as to

the chronology of Cavenchsh’s conclusions, that Air. A\\att

stood distinctly recorded as the first discoverer, notwithstand-

ing the inexplicable awkwardness of the typographical errors,

Blagden thought proper to write the letter to Dr. JiOrenz

Crell, printed two years later in his Journal, of wliich the fol-

lowing is a translation :
*

—

I can certainly give you the best account of the little

‘‘ dispute about the first discoverer of the artificial generation

of wutcr, as I was the principal instrument through which
“ the first news of the discovery that had been already made
was communicated to Air. Lavoisier. The following is a

short statement of the history :

—

‘‘In the Spring (‘Friihjahr’) of 1783, Mr. Cavendish
“ communicated to me and other members of the lioyal

“ Society, his particular friends, the I’esult of some experi-

“ mciits with which he had for a long time been occupied.

“ He showed us, that, out of them, he must draw the cou-

“ elusion, that dephlogisticated air was notliing else than
“ water deprived of its phlogiston

;
and, vice versa, that wat(‘r

“ was dephlogisticated air united with phlogiston. About the

“ same time (‘ urn dieselbe Zeit ’) the news was brought to

* T}ic letter appears not to liave Cn Us ‘ Clieniisohe Annalen,’ IleJin-

been (lated ; but it w'.is published in studt u. Tieipzig, 178(!, jjp. 58-Gl.
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London, that Mr. Watt of Birmingham had been induced

by some observations, to form (^fassen ’) a similar opinion.

“ Soon after this (‘bald darauf
’)

I went to Paris, and in i]m

“ comj)any of Mr. Lavoisier, and of some otlier members of

“ the Royal Academy of Sciences, I gave some account of

“ tlieso now experiments, and of the opinions founded upon

tliom. Tlioy replied that they Iiad already heard sorne-

“ thing of tlieso exporiinonts
;

and, jiarticularly, that l)r.

“ Priestley had repeated them. They did not doubt, that in

‘ such manner a considerable quantity of water might bo

“ obtained
; but tlicy felt convinced that it did not come near

“ to the weight of the two species of air employed
;
on wliich

“ account it was not to bo regarded as water formed or pro-

“ duced out of the two kinds of air, but was already con-

‘‘ tained in, and united with the airs, and deposited in their

“ combustion. Tin's opinion was held by Mr. Ijavoisier, as

“ w'ell as by the rest of the gentlemen who confen’ed on the

“ subject ; but, as the ex
2
)eriment itself ajipeared to them

“ very remarkable in all jioints of view", they unanimously

“ requested Mr. Lavoisier, who fiossessed all the necessary

“ preparations, (‘ Vorrichtungen ’), to re
2
)oat the experiment

“ on a somewhat larger scale, as early as possible. This desire

“ he conqilied with on the 21th June, 1783, (as he relates in

“ the latest volume of the Paris Memoirs). From Mr, La-

“ voisier’s own account of his exjieriment, it sufficiently

“ appears, that at that jicriod he had not yet formed the

“ opinion, that waiter was composed of dejihlogisticated and

“ inflammable airs; for he exiiected that a sort of acid w^ould

“ bo jiroduced by their union. In general Mr. Lavoisier

“ cannot bo convicted of having advanced any thing contrary

“ to truth
;
but it can still less be denied, that he concealed a

“
2
)art of the truth. For he should have acknowdedged that

“ 1 had, some days before, aj)i^rized him of Mr. Cavendish’s

“ experiments
;

instead of which, the exjjression ‘ il nous
“ ‘ apprit,’ gives rise to the idea that I had not informed him
“ (earlier than that very day. In like manner Mr. Lavoisier

“ lias passed over a very remarkable circumstance, namely,

“ that the experiment was made in consequence of what I
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had informed him of. He should likewise have stated in

“ his publication, not only that IVIr. Cavendish had obtained
“ ‘ une qiiantite d’eau tres sensible,’ but that the water was

“ equal to the weight of the two airs added together. Morc-

over, he should have added, that I had made him ac-

“ quainted with IMessrs. Cavendish and Watt’s conclusions

;

‘‘ namely, that water, and not an acid or any other substance,

Q Wesen ’), arose from the combustion of the inflammable

“ and dephlogisticated airs. But those conclusions opened

the way to ]\Ir. Lavoisier’s present theory, which jierfectly

agrees with that of j\[r. Cavendish
;
only that Mr. liavoisier

“ accommodates it to his old theory, wliich banishes plilo-

“ giston. Mr. ]\[onge’s experiments, (of which Sir. I.avoisier

“ speaks as if made about the same time), were really not

made until pretty long, I believe at least two months, later

‘‘ than Mr, Lavoisier’s own, and were undertaken on receiving

information of them. The course of all this history will

“ clearly convince you, that ]Mr. Lavoisier, (instead of being

led to the discovery, by following up the experiments wliich

“ he and Mr. Bnequet had commenced in 1777), was induced

to institute again such experiments, solely by the account
‘‘ ho received from me, and of our English experiments

;
and

that he really discovered nothing but what had before been

“ pointcjd out to him to have been previously made out, and
‘‘ demonstrated in England.”

Now, before examining the history which this letter gives

of the discovery, it is to be observed that it professes to have

been written in order to give the hed account of the (b’spute

about the first discoverer. And from the relations in which

Blagden stood to Cavendish, and the obligations ho owed

him, he cannot be suspected of under-stating any claims

which he miglit have been able to establish for that gentle-

man to the possession of so great an honour.

Bearing this in mind, and taking the statement as we find

it, an extraordinary fact wdiich meets us at the outset is, that

it does not contain any distinct allegation of Cavendish

having been the first discoverer

;

although it does positively

assort that he wus prior to Lavoisier, and appears to aim at
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having it understood that ho was prior also to Mr. Watt.
Even the time at wliich Cavendish is reported to have com-

municated to his friends of the Royal Society his experiments

and their results, and showed that out of them ho must
“ draw the conclusion,” is only noted in the most general

way, as ‘‘in the Spring of 1783.” But we know that Mr.

Watt’s conclusions, on the other hand, were actually formed,

reduced to writing, (which Cavendish’s confessedly were not),

and known to ]nany members of the Royal Society, also “ in

“ the Spring of 1783 and Blagden, though he was well

aware of all these circumstances, and professes to give “ the

“ l)est account,” and was naturally desirous of gaining the

crcnlit of the priority for his patron, does not even state that

CavendkKs verbal comrniinieation preceded his knowledge of

Mr, Wattes ivritten mncliismia.

But further, no time has ever yet been stati^l, either by

Cavendish or Blagden, at which the foi’iner really drew his con-

clusions
;
which arc thus never heard of as having been even

imagined by him till “the Spring of 1783;” and in the ab-

sence of all su(di assertion by either of those gentlemen, or

by any one else who uas acquainted with the circumstances,

it is impossible, in common fairness to the other parties con-

cerned, to attribute his conclusions to an earlier period than

that which, however vaguely, is so assigned to them.

Again, if Mr. Cavendish, at the time of making his com-

niunh^ation to his friends, was ignorant of Mr. Watt’s conclu-

sions, of which, even according to Blagden, “ the news was

“ brought to London about the same time,” why does not

BLigden, in his claim of i)riority, make any assertion to that

clfect ? Would ho not have done so if ho could, and is it not

a perfectly fair inherence from the fact of his not having done

so, that he know he could not ?

If, on the contrary, Cavendish was then in the knowledge

of Mr. Watt’s conclusions, why did he not, in order to assert

any claim for himself, not only to priority, but even to ori-

ginality, mention in his verbal communication to his friends,

that he had drawn his own conclusions, or rather, had seen

“ that he must draw them,”—for that is the more circuitous
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way in which Blagclen puts it,—before ho had heard of those

of Mr. Watt, and indopcndent of them ?

Failing any statement of tlie time,—not during wliicli he

had been occupied with his experiments, for that proves

nothing,—^but at which he had first drawn the particular con-

clusion from them, that “ dephlogisticatcd air is in reality

nothing but dephlogisticated water, or water deprived of its

‘‘ phlogiston,”—he could claim no priority, except as against

a discoverer, the date of whose discovery could be proved to

be subsequent to that communication to his friends, the mem-
bers of the Royal Society. But only a vague approximation

being attempted to the date of his communication, and no

better or earlier one being even suggested as that of his con-

clusions,—(and that, too, in ‘^tlie best account” that could bo

given of his claims, published in his own lifetime, and written

by one who well knew the necessity there was for the greatest

possible minuteness and precision of chronological record),

—

and no later period being assigned as that of his knowledge

of ilr. Watt’s conclusions, the infereiico is both just and

inevitable, that neither Cavendish, nor Blagden on his behalf,

could establish any judority as against Mr. Watt.

It was comparatively an easy matter to assert it for one or

both of the English philosophers as against Lavoisier, for

that chemist, on his own showing, could not claim, even for

bis experiment^ an earlier date than the 24th of June, 1783
;

and, had his been the only competition which Cavendish had

to apprehend, ‘^the SiJring” might have been held a sufficient

anticipation
;
when taken in connexion with what Blagden

states, and Lavoisier partially admits, to have passed at JWis.

Stil], even in that case, Blagden’s way of speaking must have

appeared to all accurate inquirers very negligent, very un-

suitable to the nicety of tlie subject, and very unfit for the

purposes of careful scientific history.

But when the question concerns the conclusions of Mr.

Watt, which had been stated not verbally, nor at an uncertain

date, nor only to his own private and particular friends, but

in writing, on the 2 1st and subsequent days of April, to many
members and the President of the Royal Society ;

and which,
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before this letter of Blagden’s was written, had been printed

ill the ^ Philosophical Transactions,’ under Blagden’s immediate

eye and sole superintendence, with a note emphatically and

fully authenticating the date of the author’s ideas,”—^it

would be utterly absurd to found any claim, or even any

argument in support of a claim, on an expression so indeter-

minate as that of the Spring.'^

Was it early in the Spring, or late in the Spring ? Was it

in Vcibniary, or in March, or in April ? We ai^prehend that

nciither Jlr. Cavendish nor Dr. Blagden would have thanked

us for the supposition that it might possibly have been in

Mag, But questions as to priority,” says M. Arago, ‘‘ may
“depend”— not only on years, and on seasons, and on

montlis—but “ on weeks, on days, on hours, on minutes.”

In what week, on what day of the month, was the important

disclosure made by Mr. Cavendish ? To bring tlie matter to

a short issue ;—w as it not after a certain letter, of date the

2Gth of April, 1783, had been received by Dr. Priestley at

Jjondon, showui to “several members of the Royal Society,”

nay, read and minutely studied by Dr, Blagden, (for that is

proved by his ow n admission to Kirw^an), and then delivered

to Sir Josejih Banks the President ?

Blagden could not, surely, have so soon forgotten all the

circumstances wdiich attended so important a communication

;

he must at least have remembered whether, when it came
from Mr. Cavendish, it was no longer graced with the fresh-

ness and interest of novelty
;
and whether it was not an echo

of something else which had come to London and his ears

“ about the same time'" Of tw^o theories so nearly identical,

he surely could have recollected, without much difficult re-

flection, which he had heard first
; the memory which was so

retentive as to the proceedings at Paris, where Lavoisier w^as

concerned, could not w ell have been oblivious as to the occur-

rences in London, where Mr. Watt’s communication excited

so much attention* had been intimately known to Blagden

himself, had gained most honourable applause from many
learned persons, and stood recorded in the books of the Royal

Society as the first announcement of tlic discovery of the'
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compound nature of water. When Mr. Watt’s conclusions

were first made Icnown, and that to all the active members of

the Royal Society, they laughed at them, says De Luc, as at

the explanation of the golden tooth;* so great was their

The history of this egregious
imposition is given at length by
Daniel Seiinertiis, a physician of
Wittemberg, to whom it was com-
niuuicated by D. Micimol Doringfiis,

who again had received it from
Daniel Cucretius of Vratislau. It is

copied from Sennertns by tJie learned
Dr. Antony van Dale, in his second
Dissertation, * de Oraenlis Etluii-

‘ coriini,’ (pji. 474, 475, edit. Amst.
JOSS'), and is thence adopted by
Fonteiielle; who, in somewhat abridg-

ing the particulars of the story, has
not failed to adorn it with tlio graces

of his wit. We quote it in his words :—“ En 1503, lo bruit coiirut qiie les

“ dents estant tombees h uu enfant de
“ Silesio, iigei de sept ans, il luy en
“ estoit venu une d’or, h. la place
“ dune de ses grosses dents. Ilor-
“ stills, Professeur en ^ledecino dans
“ rUniversitc deHelnistad, eerivit en
“ 1595 I'Histoire de cette dent, et

“ pretend it qii’clle estoit en partie
“ naturolle, en partie miraculeuse, et

“ quelle avoit este eiivoyee de Dieu
“ il cet Enfant pour consoler les
“ Chretiens aftligez par les Turcs.
“ Figurez-vous quelle consolation, et
“ quel rapport de cettc dent aux
“ Chrcstieiis, ny aux Turcs ! En la
“ mesme annee, atin quo cette dent
“ d or ne maiiquast pas dTIistoriens,
“ Kiillandus en ccrit encore 1 Ilis-

“ toire. Deux ans apr^s, Ingolste-
“ torus, autre S^*avant, ecrit contro le

“ sentiment quo Rullandus avoit do
“ la dent d or, et Kullandus fait

“ aussitost une belle et docte Re-
“ plique. Tin autre grand Homme,
“ noinmc' Libavius, rarnasse tout ce
“ qui avoit estc' dit de la dent, et y
“ ajoiite son sentiment particulier.
“ Il ne manqiioit autre chose h hint
“ de beaux (luvrage.s, sinon qu’il fust
“ vray que la d< nt estoit d’or. Quand
“ un Orfevre I’eut examinde, il so
“ trouva que e’estoit une feiiille d or
“ appliquee a la dent avee beaucoup
“ d’adressc

;
mais on comnienya par

“ faire des Liui-es, et puis on eonsulta
“ rOrfevre.” “In 1593, the rumour

“ sjiread, that tho tooth of a cliild,

“ seven years old, in Silesia, having
“ fallen out, a golden one had come
“ in tho place of one of tlie largo
** teeth. Horstiiis, Professor of Mc~
dicine in the University of Hchn-

“ stad, wrote, in 1595, the History of
“ this tootli ,* and pretendi'd that it

“ wjis psirtly naiiinil, partly minicu-
“ Ions, and that it had been sent from
“ God to this child, to console the
“ Christians oppressed by the Turks.
“ Fancy what consolation, or what
“ conemn tliis tooth could be to tlie

“ Christians or to the Turks! In tho
“ same year, in order that tliis golden
“ tooth might not want historians,
“ Kullandus wrote a second History
“ of it. 4’wo yi ars after, Ingolsti*-
“ terns, anotlier i>hilosoplier, wrote
“ against the theory which Kullundiis
“ liad about tlie golden tooth, ami
“ Rullandus forthwith mak(‘S a fine
“ and learned Reply. Anotlier great
“ man, named Libavius, colk*cts all
“ that had been said of tlie tootli,
“ and adds his own theory. Nothing
“ else was wanting to all those lino
** books, except tliat it should bo trn(3

“ that tlie tooth was of gold. On a
“goldsmith examining it, he found,
“ that it was a leaf of gold applied
“ to the tooth with mueh address ;

“ but they began by making books,
“ and then they consulted the gold- «

“ smith.” Fonteiielle, ‘ Histoire des
* Oracles,’ p. ‘22, edit. d’Amst. 1719.
Tho Treatise of Horstiiis referred to,

is appended to tJiat edition of liis

book, ‘de Natiira, Ditferentiis, et
‘ Cansis comm qui Dormi mites Arn-
‘ bulant,’ whicli was printt-d at Leip-
zig in 1595. . A work wliieh seems
to liavo escaped the notice of both
Van Dale and Fontenelle, is the
‘ Tractatus de Donte Aureo,’ of Dr.
Duncan Liddel, a native of Scotland,
Professor of Mathematics and of Me-
dicine in ^tlio same University with
Ilorstius. It was printed at Ham-
burg in 1G28.

Sennertns ends his narrative with
this apposite moral :—“ Quoe historia
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wonder, so strong their disbelief. But Mr. Cavendish’s friends

are not said by Blagden to have testified any surprise, or any

incredulity
;
yet ‘‘ the conclusions,” as Lord Brougham has

truly said, are. identical,” with the single difierence as to

heat, in which resi)cct the discoveries of modern chemists

have shown that Mr. Watt’s had greatly the advantage. But
the novelty was gone, and the disbelieving wonder had ceased.

When Blagden says only, that both communications were

made in “ the Spring,” and about the same time,” he claims

for his patron no priority ; he is content to insinuate for him
only a very questionable sort of independence in the disco-

very ;—nay more,—for that is the result to which the evi-

dence brings it,—ho can for Mr. Cavendish, as against Mr.

Watt, neither claim priority, nor establish independence.

In Mr. Cavendish’s paper as first written, and as read on

tlio 15th January, 1784, he made no mention whatever of Mr.

Watt’s theory. Yet it ap])ears from the letter to Crell, that

Blagden was not uninformed at a much earlier period, (viz.

the Spring of 1783), ofMr. Watt having formed “an opinion”

similar to that of Cavendish
;
he confesses that “ the news

“ was brought to London ” in the same Spring
;
that he knew

it, at latest, before Juiie
;
and he authorised Kirwan to tell

Mr. Watt that he had even heard his paper read
;
the ‘ Philo-

‘ sopliical Transactions ’ prove that it was known, from Jlr.

Watt’s own letter, to many members of the Boyal Society

;

lie Luc says it was known to all the active members, and to

Dr. Blagden especially, who had full acquaintance with Mr.

Cavendish’s jiaper, both before it was read, and at its read-

ing; and, lastly, it is highly probable that Blagden first

heard of Mr. Watt’s theory from Cavendish himself,—at least

Mr. Watt evidently so interpreted Kirwan’s letter. Blagden

certainly nowhere asserts that Cavendish was not aware of it.

Neither does Cavendish himself. Why, then, did he sup-

press, so far as depended on him, all notice of tlie theory

which had thus been formed elsewhere, and of which he well

“ omnos naturae scrutatorcs merits “ OTI sit manifestum, et de re ips&
“ moncre debot, iie eaiisas rei, et TO “ plane constet.”
“ AIOTI prills (luicrant, quam TO

2 A
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tLe vast importance,—^whicli was then many montlis

old,—and to which his own was so wonderfully conformed as

to be justly termed, “ its proof and exposition, tvord for wordf
Why did he so readily grasp at the undivided merit of the

discovery, but never once name the discoverer who had been

treading, as even he must have admitted, with no unequal

steps, and, as it w^as very soon proved, even in advance of

himself, in the same path ?

But, in the next place, when,—after Mr. Watt’s paper had

been read to the Koyal Society,—Blagden added a passage,

which was adopted and printed as his own by Cavendish, and

therein mentioned both the name and the theory of Mr. Watt,

why did neither of the two .coadjutors say a single word to

enlighten the scientific world on tlie dates at which the tw^o

theories respectively were formed ? Or, was this unaccount-

able and highly suspicious desideratum sujiplied, when, at a

later period, Blagden undertook to give his ‘‘ best account
”

of the matter? On the contrary, although he declares La-

voisier to have knowm of the conclusions of both Watt and

Cavendish, and, therefore, to have been posterior to both, ho

is still satisfied witli trying loosely to couple those two to-

gether, as having arrived at the discovery somewLere “ about

“ the same time.” lliose conclusions,” says Blagden,

“ opened the way to M. Lavoisier’s present theory and he

thus informs us who was, of three, tlie last discoverer. Why
does ho not, in the best account ” of ‘‘ the little disppto,”

venture to state tlie kiiow^ledge, wdiicli we well know ho must

have possessed, as to wliich of the other two was t/ie first disco-

verer ? ^Jdiat w^as the only point which ho ju’ofesscd to settle

;

that is the only one which he leaves altogether untouched.

Ilis ‘‘ best account ” is indeed a miserably bad one, alike for

himself and his friend
; and of his phrase “ about tJw same

time,'* it has been happily observed,* in the case of another

philosopher, tliat it was used with a convenient degree of

ambiguity, just sufficient for self-defence, should he bo
‘‘ charged with unfair aiipropriation.”

* By Lord Broiighaio, of Lavoisier, * Mon of Letters and Science,’ vol. i.,

in tlie Life of Dr. Black.—‘ Lives of p. 329.
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Such is the whole state of the case for Cavendish
; utterly

deficient in any real claim to priority, even on the statement

of his own friends,—let us rather say, of the only friend who
has attempted to give testimony, solitary, partial, and ob-

scure, in his favour.

There is one other point, on which, however, we touch un-

willingly and briefly, because it is of a delicate nature, and
we have no desire, nor, indeed, occasion, to draw from it any
conclusion. For, as has been fully shown. Dr. Blagden’s

statements, even if j^erfectly correct, cannot be said to contra-

dict Mr. Watt’s priority. But it certainly ought not to be

kept altogether out of sight, in estimating the value of any

testimony given by Dr. Blagden on behalf of Mr. Cavendish,

that he received from that distinguished chemist, both a con-

siderable annuity for a great part of his life, and afterwards a

legacy of fifteen thousand pounds.* Ijord Brougham says

that Blagden’s legacy was generally understood to have fallen

far short of his ample expectations.
-f-

With regard to the annuity, the following appear to be the

fiicts, as far as they can now be ascertained.^ Early in 1783,

Blagden became Cavendish’s assistant
;
an annuity of 500/.

being settled on him as his recompense for undertaking that

office. In 1789, Cavendish and his assistant are said to have

parted
;
causa latet. But, the expression, that the annuity

‘‘ was settled ” on Blagden, leads us to suppose, in the absence

of any information to the contrary, that it continued to bo

])aid to him till the time of his death, which took place in

1820. Thus a sum of 18,500/. on account of the annuity,

making, together with the legacy of 15,000/., a round sum of

33,500/., was received by Blagden from Cavendish for six years’

service, as his assistant. The money so got, increased and

multiplied,—it is said, by speculations in the French funds ;

—

and he, who began life as a poor army-surgeon, died a wealthy

man, the probate of his will being sworn under 50,000/.

Mr. Cavondisli's latter will wo proved 5tli March, 1810.

have soon. It was made ISth Febru- t ‘Lives of Men of Letters and
ary, 1801, and commences with the ‘ Science,’ vol. i. p. 446.

becpicst to Sir C. Blagden. It was X See Wilson’s ‘Life ofCavendish.’

2 A 2
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mtentiOQ on the part of Cavendish to exercise
in yndue inflaence over Blagden, by making him so large a

Wcipieut ofbk \)oimty in return for services rendered for so

\)T\ef a time; or any design on the part of Blagden to

earn his wages by the commission of iniquity; especially

as the persons concerned in the matter no longer survive

to defend themselves, and explain those parts of their con-

duct which may appear singular or doubtful. But in

estimating the value, as evidence, of Blagden’s testimony

on behalf of Cavendish, we must unquestionably take into

account the relative position of the parties, and the un-

avoidable bias by which such testimony must have been

affected. Without doing or intending wrong to any one,

or to any one’s memory, we may venture to assert with

perfect confidence, that when under these circumstances

Blagden gives an account winch he professes to be “the

“ best,” of “ the little dispute about the first discoverer of the

“ artificial generation of water,” and therein asserts the pri-

ority of both Cavendish and Watt over Lavoisier, but scarcely

ventures to hint, even in the most vague and general way, at

any priority of Cavendish over Watt, it is very certain that,

whatever might be the value of his evidence on the first of

those points, it must bo hold to be_ conclusive against Caven-

dish on the second of them.
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CHAPTER XXII.

ARGUMENTS OF THE ADVOCATES OF CAVENDISH — THETE GROUNDLESSNESS
— PRIORITY OF WATT MAINTAINED DURING HIS LIFETIME — OPINIONS

OF PHILOSOPHERS SINCE HIS DEATH DR. HENRY — SIR HUMPHRY DAVY
— LORD BROUGHAM — ARAGO — DUMAS — BERZELIUS — SIR DAVID
BREWSTER— LORD JEFFREY— LIEBIG — MR. WATT’s SCRUPULOUS SENSE

OF JUSTICE — HIS ACQUAINTANCE WITH CAVENDISH — FESTIVITIES OF
THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

Besides employing the argument arising from the reputation

of IVIr. Cavendish, wliich does not really affect the question

of priority in the discovery, if established by other evidence,

the advocates of Cavendish have made three prineipal asser-

tions with the view of impugning M. Arago’s accuracy. They

have said, first, that Priestley ‘‘constantly maintained^* that

he had never found the weight of the water, produced in his

experiment, equal to that of the gases exploded
;

secondly,

that an undue licence had been used, in substituting the term

hydrogen for phlogidon, as used by Mr. Watt
;
and tliirdly,

that the conclusions of Cavendish, which were first stated to

the Koyal Society in his paper read on the 15th of January,

1784, must be supposed to have been included, or involved,

in his experiments made in 1781.

The first of these assertions might well be termed by M.

Arago “ inconceivable,” when it is remembered that in Priest-

ley’s own paper he says,
—“ In order to judge more accurately

of the quantity of water so deposited, and to compare it

“ with the weight of the air decomposed, I carefully weighed

“ a piece of filtering paper, and then having wiped with it

“ all the inside of the glass vessel in which the air had been

“ decomposed, weighed it again ; and I always founds as near

“ as I could judge, the weight of the decomposed air in the

“ moisture acquired by the paper.” * In the very first pages

‘Phil. Trans./ 1783, p. 427.
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of M.r. 'Watt’s paper “ on tlie Constituent Parts of Water,”

in describing Dr. Priestley’s experiment, it is said,— The

moisture adhering to the glass aftor these deflagrations,

being wiped off, or sucked up by a small piece of sponge

" paper, first carefully weighed, was found to be exactly, or

‘‘ very nearly, equal in weight to the airs employed^ And,

—

These two kinds of air unite with violence, they become
‘‘ red-liot, and, upon cooling, totally disappear. When the

vessel is cooled, a quantity of water is found in it equal to

“ the weight of the air employed^'* * So in Mr. Watt’s Cor-

respondence, “ he finds on the side of the vessel a quantity of

“ ivater equal in iveight to the air employed^ f -A-nd again,

‘‘ No residuum, except a small quantity of ivater equal to their

“ iveight'' f So also, “ you will find the water, {equal in iveight

“ to tlie air), adhering to the sides of the vessel.” § The cir-

cumstance of the ecpiality of weight was indeed one of the

facts on which Mr. Watt repeatcjdly states tliat he founded

his deductions ;
and, as will presently be seen, it is of great

importance in more points of view than one.

The substitution of the term hydrogen for phlogiston, had

been so amply exjdained by SI. Arago, in tlie note on that

subject which accompanied Lord Erougham’s Historical Noto,||

that it might have been siijjposed no fair objection could have

been raised to it by any one ; even by the most injudicious and

ill-informed jiartisan of Mr. Cavendish. M. Arago was also

at the pains to produce a letter from Dr. Jhdestley to IM.

Lavoisier, dated 10th July, 1782, in which ho says he has

made some experiments with inflammable air, that seem to

‘‘ prove that it is the same thing that has been called phlogiston''

Dr. Priestley, in relating, in his jjaper of 1785, the theory

which Mr. Watt had formed, says that ho “ concluded, &c.,

“ that water consists of dephlogisticated and infiammable air,"

But further, the professed difficulty might have been removed,

if those who made it had chosen to profit by IVIr. Watt’s oAvn

* * Pliil. Trans.,’ 1784, pp. 3:J2, 333. 1783.

t Mr. Watt to Mr. Gilbert llamil- § Mr. Watt to Mr. Fry, 28 April,

ton, 20 Marc*}), 1783. . 1783.

I Tlui same to the wime, 22 April,
||
‘Eloge of Watt,’ p, 107.
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note, (which, if they did not read, they at least ought to have

read, and mighty have been supposed to have considered,

because it is given both in the ^ Philosophical Transactions
’

and in Lord Brougham’s Historical Note), viz. :
“ Previous to

“ Dr. Priestley’s making tliese experiments, IMr. Kirwan had

proved, by very ingenious deductions from other facts, that

wfiammable air waSj in all prohability, the real phlogiston in

an aerial form. These arguments were perfectly convincing

“ to me,^'*

So in Mr. Watt’s paper we find these expressions :— It

was reasonable to conclude, that inflammable air must be the

‘‘ pure phlogiston, or the matter ivhich reduced the calces to

‘‘ metals f' '^tlie inflammable air being supposed to be wholly

phlogiston f' ^^inflammable air or phlogiston;'^ ‘‘it is

“ worthy of inquiry whether tlie greater part of the heat let

“ loose was not contained in the phlogiston or inflammable airf\

A:c. &c. So, also, in writing to Dr. Black on the 21st of

April, 1783,—the very day on which his letter to Dr. Priestley

was first written, although the second edition, read a year

afterwards at the Eoyal Society, was written on the 2()th of

the same month,—he says, “ therefore inflammable air is the

“ thing called phlogiston," So to Mr. Hamilton, on the 22nd

of April, the first of tlie three deductions he states is, pure

“ inflammable air is phlogiston itself," Above all, in the same

letter to Dr. Black, as if to exclude all possibility of any

cavil being raised, on the ground of the language in which

his theory is expressed, he further states his conclusion to

be, “ that water is composed of deifiilogisticated and inflam-

“ mable air"

Neither is the objection, thus groundlessly stated, an ori-

ginal one, nor has it now been for the first time effectually

answered. For, nearly half a century ago, a very able pen

thus wrote : “Wo have said that the theory of Mr. Watt is

“ now demonstrated to be true. To this assertion, an objec-

“ tion may be raised from the language in which he states

“ his theory ;
for he explains it by using the word ‘ phlo-

* ‘riiil. Trans.,’ 1784,p. 3.S1. t Ibid., pp. 349. 350, 352.
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« A-
^ exploded from phUosophy as

^
the name of an imaginary substance. But it is nuffieient to

that Mr, Watt uses the word phlogiston as synmymous
WtK injlamynahU air,^^

* And that hydrogen, and not any
otVieT sort of inflammable air, (such as the gas from charcoal,

on wbicb also Priestley experimented), was intended by Mr.

Watt, is evident from the circumstance of the equality of the

weight of the water, on which, as reported by Priestley, he

so much dwells
; but which could not have been so exactly

attained except by that particular gas being employed: as

well as by Mr. Watt’s expression of the inflammable air being

“ the matter which reduced the calces to metals,”—a very

exact description of hydrogen, ’and of no other gas.

It is evident that the term hydrogen, derived from the

Greek word for water, and designating one of its constituents,

could not have been invented till after the composition of that

fluid had been ascertained. Lavoisier himself, the inventor

of the term, did not use it till a later period
;
and ho expressly

says, in the beginning of his
2)aper,

“ Tlie inflammable air

“ which I understand when I mention it in tliis Memoir, is

that which is obtained, either from the decomposition of

“ water by iron alone, or from iron and zinc dissolved in

“ vitriolic and marine acids
;
and, as it appears proved that

“ in all cases that air comes originally, from Avater, I sliall

“ call it, when it presents itself in the aeriform state, aquesus
“ inflammable air

;

and wlien it is engaged in any combina-

tion, aqueous inflammable principled That passage is one

of those additions to the paj^er, which are said not to have

been made till after November, 1783 ;
for it contains an allu-

sion to the experiments made with M. Meusnier, which had
not been performed at that date, hxit were described in the

Memoir read at Easter, 1784.

But in what respect was Cavendish superior to Mr. Watt
on this point? Even in 1784 he used neither the term
hydrogen at all, nor uniformly the term inflammable air

;
for

his conclusion is in that year thus stated:—“There seems

* Article ‘ AVater,’ Encyc. Brit., 1797.
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the utmost reason to think that dephlogisticated air is only
“ water deprived of its phlogiston, and that inflammable air is

either phlogisticated water or else pure phlogiston
;
but in

“ all probability th^ former,^'—a conclusion infinitely more

dim and distant from the truth than those which we have

just cited from Mr. Watt’s paper and letters. Such also is

the language in which the rest of Mr. Cavendish’s paper, on

this subject, is couched ; and even with all the additional

lights supplied by Watt and Lavoisier to guide him, it* is

undeniable that his conclusions are at least as much embar-

rassed and disguised as those of either of the others : while

M. Arago, that equal justice might be done to all parties,

used exactly tlie same substitution in speaking of Cavendish’s

labours
; thus making them, as well as those of Mr. Watt,

more intelligible to those accustomed only to the modern

nomenclature.

Lastly, it has been asserted, that Cavendish’s mere experi-

ments, apart from the formation of any theory, ‘‘involved

“ the notion, and established the fact,” of the composition

of water. So in some sense did Priestley’s ;—so did Warl-

tirc’s
;
nay, on the same principles, it might be hard to with-

hold the merit of priority from IMacquer and Sigaud de La-

fond, who, by the combustion of gases, produced water which

appeared to them to be pure. It may be true that Macquer’s

data, so far as he has recorded them, were scarcely sufficient

to have led him readily to form a just opinion on the subject.

But Priestley and Warltire, in their experiments of 178 1*

came very much nearer the last experimental step afterwards

arrived at by Cavendish : the loss of weight which Warltire

detected after the combustion was almost imperceptible, and

was at once to be accounted for by the least imperfection

in his ap
2
)aratus. Yet they both confidently attributed the

formation of the dew to the mere dej^osition of suspended

moisture.

So late as 1784, Meusnier and Lavoisier, in the commence-

ment of their Memoir on the Decomposition of Water,"^ remark.

‘Memoires do rAcad^mie* for 1781, publitslied i^^lTSl.
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'T'

that
^ there have neverthelesB been doubts raised on that

entire reduction of two aeriform fluids into water
; and,

notwithstanding the precautions taken by M. Lavoisier, to
ensure^ as much as possible, precision in so delicate an
experiment

; notwithstanding the conformity of tlie result

obtained nearly at the same time by M. Monge, in the

laboratory of the school of Mezieres, with a very exact

apparatus and the most scrupulous attention, some persons

“ have believed, that the water w^hich proceeds from tliat

“ operation may be attributed to humidity held in solution

“ by the airs, and deprived of support at the moment of their

coiiibiistion.” Such w^as, then, the experience of jlfiVr.

Mciiisnier and Lavoisier, who, it will not be denied, had tlie

best means of ascertaining the impression really made on the

scientific world by those experiments, which, to their own

minds, had brought conviction of the truth of the theory of

the composition of water. And in that jMemoir, read as late

as the 21st of April, 1784, when the conclusions of Watt, and

the able reasoning of Lavoisier in his first paper, and the

views of Cavendish, and the confirmatory observations of La

Place, and Meusnier, and Monge, had aU become well known,

those two distinguished philosophers thus found it needful to

begin anew their argument, by that positive and particular

statement of the 0])position which was made to the theory,

or at least of the dilliculties which, with some, stood in the

way of its reception.

• In the same year, Mr. Kirwan appears to have thought

that he ventured far in admitting himself to be “ nearly con-

‘‘ vinced,*’ that, when the two gases are fired, water is

“ really produced.” * The example of caution, which had

been set by so many sage experimentalists, was further illus-

trated in the case of Dr. Black, who, in his correspondence

w ith Mr. Watt, only remarks of the steps immediately pre-

ceding Ills discovery, that they appeared to him very sur-

‘‘ prising;” and, in 1790, thus wrote to Lavoisier:—"‘I long

experienced a great aversion to the new system, winch

‘Phil. TmtiH.’ for 1784, p. 1G7.
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represented as erroneous that which I had regarded as a
“ sound doctrine ;

nevertheless, that aversion, which was
“ caused by the power of habit alone, has gradually dimi-

“ nished, yielding to the clearness of your demonstrations,

“ and the solidity of your plan.” *

Nay, the most conspicuous instance of the same truth, (at

least in France, for it would be hard to point out a more

signal one than Priestley), is to be found in the case of M.
Monge himself. He, as has been shown,

“f*
was perfectly aware

of the renult of the combustion of the two gases
; having per-

formed the experiment on a greater scale, and obtained its

product in a larger quantity, than was done by any other at

so early a date
;
and yet he appears, at a period as late as

J 780, when his paper was jmnted, to have entertained very

uncertain notions as to the nature of the change which was

operated, and very great doubts as to the theory, which would

now be so idly represented to have been obvious to any one,

who performed the experiments on which it might have been

founded. After enumerating the various deductions which

ho thought possible, either consequence,’’ says ]\I. IVlonge,

“ is equally extraordinary ;
and we could not decide between

“ them without experiments of another sort.” And he con-

cludes, we have, then, need of much further light on this

subject
;
but we are entitled to expect it, both from time,

and from the concourse of the labours of physical enquirers.”

The hesitation in yielding his assent to the new doctrine,

which Monge thus philosophically, but perhaps even too cau-

tiously expresses, is as great, as the incredulity of Priestley

was persevering. It is very interesting to find Monge in

* Annales de Ohimie,’ viii. p. 227.

It is said by Mr. Yeats, in liis ‘ Obscr-
‘ vations on the Claim j of the Modems
* to some Discoveries in Chemistry and
‘ Physiology’ ( 1798, p. 247), that when
Lavoisier was informed, by this letter

from Dr. Black, of liis conversion to

the anti-phlogistic doctrine, so great

was his joy in liaving acquired such

able support, that ho published it in

all the. nows\)aper3 in Paris. It is

an alfecting incident, which wo re-

cord on the same authority, that
when Dr. Black, in an Iiitroduetory
Lecture on Cliemistry, came to tho
subject of tho discoveries of Lavoisier,

soon after that illustrious enquin^r
liad Iwcomo a victim to the fury of
democratic tvTariny, — tlio lecturer
stopped, unable to proceed :—the ge-
nerous feelings of a Jnunane heart, re-

cuiTing to the cruel circurnstunecs of
his death, prevents d utteraucc,

t Bee above, p. 824.
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1789 thus writing to Mr. Watt;—^^The decomposition of
“ water by the electric spark, of which you have no doubt
“ heard by the ‘Journal de Physique,’ here stops the mouth
“ of the few unbelievers whom we still had

;
and it is no

“ longer doubtful, that that liquid is composed of oxygen and

“ hydrogen * and then immediately expressing the profound

veneration he entertained for the talents and virtues of his

friend, whom he evidently looked upon as the true author of

the theory which had at last been so completely established

to the general satisfaction.

In 1789, also, six years after the discovery had been made,

Berthollet found occasion to write no fewer than fifty pages,

(printed in the ‘A7inales de Chimie^ for that year), in confuta-

tion of some of the arguments then maintained against it

;

chiefly of those of IMr. Keir,-|- whose acuteness and ability

were unquestioned, and to the extent of whose learning, Ber-

thollet does all justice. Yet Mr. Keir’s opposition was both

zealous and obstinate. Even Berthollet, the author of the

paper, a chemist equally judicious and original, and who is

mentioned by Fourcroy as the first who solemnly renounced

phlogiston, and adopted the doctrine of Lavoisier “with
“ ardour and loyalty,” professes himself, at that time, only a

recent proselyte to the doctrine which he had so adopted;

with great candour admitting, that he had resisted it “ longer

“ than perhaps befitted a philosophy, which should rise above

“ those secret motives which keep us bound down to our own
“ opinions.” J

Fourcroy speaks of “ that brilliant discovery, which had so

“ many prejudices, so many obstacles, so many ancient errors,

“ to overcome.” § And, although he admits that within a

few years it became the creed of a great part of the members

of the Academy, he adds that they were obliged continually

to defend it against the most desperate attacks. He himself

soon followed the example of Berthollet, and of his friend

* ‘Mechanical Inventions of Watt,’ I ‘Ann. de Chimie,’ iii. p. 114.

vol. ii. p. 237. § * Systeme dos Connoissanccs Clii-

t In the article ‘Nitric Acid’ in ‘miqnt^s.’ tome i. p. 37.

his Dictionary of Clicmistry.
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Giiyton-Morveau, whose conversion took place in the close of

the year 1786.*

The experience of every observant student of chemistry,

who beholds for the first time the wonderful experiment in

which water is formed, will serve to convince him that at

that period such hesitation, or even denial, was not so unna-

tural as to have been at all surprising, or very discreditable

to the acumen of those who entertained it. Even if any

chemist of the present day, looking at Mr. Cavendish’s expe-

riments with the great additional light which the improved

state of our knowledge now affords, should find it difficult to

suppose, tliat the mere facts observed, and results obtained,

should not at once liave received the interpretation which

was afterwards put upon them,—let him reflect whether great

weight is not also due to these considerations
;

viz.—That if

Mr. Cavendish had formed his theory in 1781, he most probably

would have mentioned it, or alluded to it, before 1784, or

even 1783 ;
or, at least, that when he did make it known, he

would have named tlie earliest date at wliich he could say

that he had formed it. If the probability of either, or both,

of these things be admitted, it must also be admitted, as a

consequence from the facts as ascertained, that he probably

did not form his theory,—as he has not even pretended

to have stated it,—^previous to ‘^the Spring of 1783;” or, in

other words, previous to his knowledge of Mr. Watt’s paj)er.

Besides, if tlie theory could not be separated from the

experiments, but was necessarily involved in them, so as to

have been apparent to any chemical philosopher, or even any

common observer, who was informed of them
;
and if it be

true, as stated by Blagdcn in Mr. Cavendish’s paper, that

“ all the experiments were made in 1781, and mentioned to

Dr. Priestley,” how came Dr. Priestley not to sec in them
the conclusion represented to bo so unavoidable? Or how
came Lavoisier and La Place not to believe the communica-

tion of Blagden at Paris in June, 1783 ? Yet we know, that

even in 1783, they all viewed Mr. Watt’s theory, which was

* Systeme (lea Connoissanccs Cliimiquos,’ tome i., p. 40.
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so nearly identical with that afterwards promulgated by

Cavendish, as entirely novel; nay, as, at first sight, quite

incredible.

It is thus impossible to say, that the experiments neces-

sarily imply the conclusions
;

or to consider the right ex-

planation of that most remarkable phenomenon as having

been included in the mere observation of the preliminary

fact. To argue the reverse, is to betray an ignorance of the

writings of the many eminent philosophers who doubted, and

even denied the true theory, after it had received what modem
chemists may consider irresistible confirmation. Cavendish

appears, from his own diary of experiments, as well as from

all the statements of hilnsclf and his friend Blagden, never

to have expressed even a suspicion of the theory of the com-

position of water, till after the date of Mr. Watt’s paper of

April, 1783; when “the notion,” and “the fact,” were both

alike, for the first time, made generally known. It is quite

incredible that he could have made so surprising a discovery,

and satisfied himself of its truth, and then thrown it aside

for years, witJiout even stating, at any time, in any way, or

to any individual, that he had done so
;

es
2
)ccially when a

“ little dispute,” as Blagden calls it, arose as to the j^riority

;

and assertions were distinctly made on the other side, whicli,

uncontradicted as they have been, certainly place Mr. Caven-

dish second in order of time.

After all that has now been said, it can hardly be thought

necessary that we should gravely answer the ridiculous asser-

tion, that Mr. Watt did not in liis lifetime put forward a dis-

tinct claim to the honour which was justly his due. But it

may be proper, as it is easy, to refute the further mis-state-

ment, that Cavendish “was universally regarded, and has
“ continued to be regarded, as the sole author of this great

“discovery;” and that “it was only in later times that

“ attempts have been made to upset this unanimous decision

“ in his favour, when there are no living witnesses to the

“ impression which j)revailed among his contemporaries.”*

*
* Quarterly Review ’ for December, 1845, p. 137.
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Mr. Watt’s note in the ^ Philosophical Transactions,’ which

most offectiially declares his priority, was never contradictiid

nor called in question by Cavendish, or any of his friends
;
to

all of whom,—and especially, as we have seen, to Dr. Blag-

den,—it was well known, being printed in the ?ame volume

with both of the papers.* Having, by that note, done all

that became so high-minded a man and so true a philosopher,

he could well afford to despise any portion of fame that might

have been gained by more elaborate or less wortliy means.

Wlieu tlie tlieory of the composition of water was spoken
“ of in the presence of my father,” said Mr. Janies Watt,

junior, he calmly but uniformly sustained his claim to its

discovery
;
and once, on my hinting that it was passed over

“ by some writers, and not correctly given by others, he

“ observed, tliat having done all that he and his friends con-

‘‘ sidcred requisite to place it upon record, by the note aflixed

“ to Ids paper of 26th November, 1783, in the ‘Philosophical
“ ‘ Ih-ansactions,’ the accuracy of which had never been ques-

“ tioned, lie should leave posterity to decide'' f Well might ho

have used the words, as ho always exemplified the sentiment,

by which one of the most eminent of his admirers, in another

country, has added grace and dignity to his own memorable

labours. “ Though the opinions,” says M. Dumas, “ to which
“ my researches hav(i conducted me, ]night have given room
“ for more than one discussion, I shall be pardoned for having

“ deemed myself above those vain polemics. The moments
“ which I rescue from them are devoted to ascending by
“ experiment to the sources themselves of truth

;
and I trust

“ that they are thus more usefully employed for the interests

“ of that science, to which I have consecrated my life.” J

Mr. Watt’s constant occupation in pursuits which he was

* It deserves to bo mentioned, that

in the Abridgment of the Papers in

tlie ‘ rhilosopliical IVansactions,’ pre-

pared by Hutton, Shaw, and Pearson,

Mr. Watts important note is, very

improperly, omitted. This may ac-

count for Cavendisli liaving received

the credit of the priority, with some
of those who on subjects of scientific

interest do not consult original autho-
rities.

+ Letter to the author, 5 Febru-
ary, 1846, printed with the ‘ Corre-
‘ spondence on tlie Discovery of the
* Composition of Water.’

I Preface to ‘ Memoires de Chimie,’
Paris, 1843.
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obliged to prefer even to his chemical studies, as still more

essential to the advantage both of himself and his country,

together with his “ contempt for the modicum of fame which

“ would result from such a discovery,”—nay, even the indo-

lence of which he frequently speaks as constitutional, but of

which the great works he accomplislied certainly exhibit no

trace ;—above all, his extreme modesty, and absolute detesta-

tion not only of appearing in any way to celebrate his own

praises, but even of being compelled to listen to them ;—all

combined to prevent his taking other steps for ensuring credit

to liimself, than were absolutely essential for placing his pri-

ority upon record. In his own person he formed only too

good an illustration of the words of one of his letters to Dr.

Black,*—“ all this you bring on yourself by not publishing

your discoveries.” And the foresight of the same observant

and sagacious friend led him to write to Mr. Watt in these

emphatic words;—“Were you to be the first publisher of

“ your discoveries, you would do it in mch a cold and moded
“ manner

y
that blockheads would conclude there was nothing in

“ ity and rogues would aftenvardsy by making trifling variatmiSy

“ vamp off the greater part of it as their owuy and assume the

whole merit to themselves^ A remarkable prediction,

—

most singularly verified

!

Further, we have shown that the doubly erroneous dates

which were inserted in the Papers printed under Blagden's

immediate suj)eriutcndence, as Secretary to the Boyal Society

in 1784, were calculated entirely to mislead the world as to

Mr. Watt being first, and Cavendish last, in the discovery

;

or, at least, could not fail to produce much confusion and

uncertainty, as to the relative priority of their respective

theories. That this i3urpose was in great measure effected

as regards some chemical authors, is proved by the incon-

sistencies of various works which touch on the point
;
and a

practice unquestionably prevailed with many writers in this

country, (some of whom did little more than coi>y from the

others)^ of speaking loosely of “ Mr. Cavendish’s discovery,”

Sept. 25, 1783. t Dr. Black to Mr. Watt, 13th Feb. 1783.
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|ust as in France the same thing was done in regard to Lavoi-

rier, La Place, Mongo, and Meusnier.

Blit to that rule there have also been many exceptions.

Thus Nicliolson, in his j^reface to the translation of Fourcroy,

published in 1788, says, "Mr. Watt has therefore a claim to

" the merit of a discoverer with regard to the composition of
" water, and has the advantage of priority in the discovery of
" its decomposition.”* The same statement is rejieated in

his ^ Cliemical Dictionaiy,’ in 1795 ; f although in both places

Mr. Cavendisli also is called a discoverer. In the excellent

article on Water, in the tliird edition of the ‘ Encyclopaedia

‘ Britannica,’ publislied in 1797, it is distinctly said,—" with

" respect to Air. AVatt, we think it aj)pears that he was the

" first person who formed the true theory.” In the transla-

tion of the fifth edition of Fom*croy, published, with numerous

valuable notes, by the late Dr. John Thomson of Edinburgh,

the veiy learned translator has supplied the undue omission

of his author ;—" It is but justice,” he says, " to add, that

" the same inference had been made by Mr. Watt, and com-
" municated by him in a letter to Dr. Priestley, dated April

" 26, 1783. See ‘Phil. Trans.,’ Wol. Ixxiv. p. 330.” J Lord

Brougham, writing in the ‘Edinburgh Review’ in 1803, ably

stated for the first time tlie opinion to which his early studies

had led him, and which the additional inquiries of half a

century have so materially confirmed, viz. that " some

"ingenious men, particularly Mr. Watt, reasoning from all

" these facts, concluded that this fluid is a comjiound of the

" two airs, dejirived, by their union, of a considerable jiortion

" of their latent heat
;
tlio quantity, viz. which is necessary for

" maintaining the (dastic. state.” § In Dr. Thomas Thomson’s

‘Chemistry,’ 1804, 1807,|| and Murray’s ‘ Chemistry,’ 1806,

1819,5[ while the independence of Mr. Cavendish is main-

tained, the priority is assigned to Mr. Watt. Dr. Dalton, in

his ‘ New System of Chemical Philosophy,’ in 1810,** says.

Vol. i. p. 14.

t P. 1020.

I Thomson’s Fourcroy, vol. i. p. 240,

1708.

§ * Edin. Review,’ vol. iii. p. 11.

il
Vol. i. p. 577 ; vol. ii. p. 100.

•if
Vol. ii. p. 158; vol. ii. p. HI.

** Part II. p. 210.
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that “ the composition and decomposition of water were fiscer-

‘‘ tallied
;
the former by Watt and Cavendisli, and the latter

“ by Lavoisier and Meusnier.” In his ‘ TTistory of the Koyal

‘ Society’ also, published in 1812, Dr. Thomas Thomson says,

after having mentioned Cavendish’s paper, “ Mr. Watt had

previously drawn the same conclusion from the experiments

“ of Dr. Priestley and Mr. Warltire.” *

All of these statements excepting the last, were made

during the life of Cavendish, who died in 1810 ;
and the

wliolc of them wore made in the lifetime of Watt, who died,

as is well Ipown, in 1811)
;
and also in that of Dlagden, who

died in the following year.

After tlie death of Air. Watt, his correspondence and the

relative papers on this subject were submitted by his son to

various learned persons, most competent to form a just

opinion of their importance, and of the facts whidi they

establish; to Sir Hunudiry Davy, Mr. Corrie, Sir David

Drewster, and, among the rest, to Dr. William Henry of M an-

Chester, who has been termed by Ixird Jeffrey, ‘‘

2
)ro))ably

tlie very highest autliority that could have b(i63n referred to

“ on such a subject.” hp rc^gard to Dr. Henry and his

opinion, the most forward advocate of Cavendish, the liov.

William Vernon Harcourt, Canon of York, in a postscript

added to an address which he read to the British Association,

thought proper to make the following assertion :
—“ Though

“ I have not had tlie advantage of studying the unpublished

MSS. of Watt, I know that they were submitted to the iii-

spection of the late Dr. PTenry, with whose reputation as

a pneumatic chemist M. Dumas is well acquainted
;
and

‘‘ whose knowledge, acuteness, and candour, were such as

‘‘ eminently qualified him to judge in such a question
;
and

I learned from Dr. Henry, that these MSS. produced no

change in his opinion as to Cavendish’s title to be con-

sidered the first discoverer of the composition of water.”
-f-

Now, the late Dr. Henry was the only witness summoned by

Mr. Harcourt as acquainted with the MSS. of Watt
; and.

* P. 471. t Mr. Harcourt's Postscript to liis Address, p. 20.
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from tlio siloTice of tlie grave, Mr. Harcoiirt seemed not to

liavo ftuired to receive contradiction.

Hap}>ily, IMr. James Watt, junior, had preserved, and wo

have seen, l)r. Henry’s original letter of 8th June, 1820 ;
in

whicli, under his own hand, his opinion at that time is thus

stated :

—

I liave made use of the very first moments of leisure that

have occurred to me since you were here, to look atten-

tively over the papers of Mr. Cavendish and your father,

and the other documents which you pointed out to my
‘‘ notice.

There is no room for doubt as to your father s 'priority.

“ It is established beyond all dispute^ by a comparison of

dates, that your father was the first to interpret rightly the

important experiments shoiving the synthesis of water.

“ I should say that your father was the first who had the

sagacity to draw the right conclusion from the experiment of

“ Dr. Priestley, and to take that vietv of the constitution of

“ water, tvhich, to this time, continues to be received by philo-

“ sophers as the true one.''

The entire letter, vu-itten before Dr. Henry had read the cor-

respondence afterwards published, is given below.* It seems

* Letter from the late Dr. Henry of
Manchester to James Watty Esq.y Aston
Hall.

" Maxoiikstuk, 8th June, 1820.

“ Mv DEAR Sir,

—

I luivo made iiao

“ of tlio vory first iiiomonts of Icisuro
“ tliat have occurred to irio since you
“ were liorc, to look attentively over
“ tlio papers of Mr. Cavendish and
“ your father, and tlie other docu-
“ inents wliich you pointed out to ray
“ notice.

“ It docs not appear that Mr. Warl-
“ tiro has a claim to any share in tho
“ discovery of the composition of
“ water. His sole object was hi ascer-

tain, by firing dephlogisticated and
“ inflamniablo airs in a close vessel,
“ accurately weighed before and after
“ the experiment, whether heat be
“ ponderable or not. Tlie results
“ whicli ho obtained indicated a
“ small loss of weight, but these
“ must have been rendered erroneous

“ by some defect of his apparatus,
“ which, being of copper, iirevented
“ him from observing the production
“ of moisture, subsequently remarked
“ by Dr. l^riestley, Avhen the process
“ was repeated with the substitution
“ of a vessel of glass. Dr. Priestley,
“ also, first remarked tho almost en-
“ tire condensation of the two gases,
“ and the correspondence of their
“ weight with that of the water
“ formed. ‘ This water,’ your father
“ observes, (‘ Phil. Trans.,’ vol. Ixxiv.,
“ p. 333), ‘ is, then, the only remain-
“ ‘ ing product of the process, and
“ ‘ water, light, and heat, are all tho
“

* products, unless there be some
“ ‘ other matter set free which escapes
“ ‘ our senses ;’ and then immediately
“ follows the conclusion, ‘ that water
“ * is composed of dephlogisticated air
“ ‘ and phlogiston,’ (a term then used
“ as synonymous with hydrogen gas,
“ which had just come to be con-

2 B 2
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by it, that Dr. Henry absolutely excludes Mr. Cavendish as a
discoverer. Eor he rightly attributes to Priestley the making
the experiment, with the important observations of the de-

posit of water, and of the equality of weight
;
and to Caven-

dish merely the praise of performing the one and repeating

the other with precision. He assigns to Mr. Watt the whole

merit of the discovery of the theory. As to the distinction

which Dr. Henry seems to have been then inclined to make,

between the discovery of the composition, and the discovery of

the theory of the composition, of water, because Hfr. Whtt drcnv

Ill’s conclq^jj^s from an exqierinient of Dr. Jh-iestley’s, we leave

it to others to say how any sliaro of tlio credit of the dis-

covery can possibly attach to Dr. Priestley
;

wlio, tliongh he

made that experiment, and thus unconsciously furnished the

facts on which Mr. Watt’s reasoning was in gi-eat measure

founded, uniformly denied the tvhole doctrine of the composition

of ivater, and was never persuaded to believe in it. It is evident

“ siderecl ns pure ijlilo^^istoii), * dc-
“

‘ prived of part of tlioir latent or
“

‘ elementary heat.’ This just iiife-

“ reuce from tlie facts is distinctly as-
“ orib(‘d to your father by Mr. Cavon-
“ dish himself, (same vol., p. 140),

‘ and there is, therefore, no room for
“ any doubt as to your father’s pri-

“ ority. The subject was next prose-
“ cuted by Mr. Cavendish, witli tliat

“ admirable sagacity and precision fur
“ which he is so justly celebrated, and
“ it was not till after his experiments
“ that those alluded to by your father,

“ (p. 333), as made at Paris on large

“ quantities of the two airs, appear to

“ have been performed.
“ It is, therefore, established beyond

“ all dispute, by a comparison of dates,
“ that your father was the tirst to in-

terpret rightly the important expe-
’ riments showing the synthesis of
‘ water. But as the exp(^rimf‘nt lead-

ing to this doctrine originated not
with him but with Dr. I’riesthjy, I
am not sure whether it would not bo
too comprehensive a claim to assert

for your father, ‘ the discovery of
‘ the composition of water,’ to which
extent, if I recollect riglitly, your
method of stating it goes ; for this

“ would im])ly that the facts were dis-
“ covered by him, and not merely th.at

“ he had reasoned correctly on the
“ facts of another p(‘rsoii. 1 sliould,
“ therefore, ratlier say that your father
“ wa.s the first who had the sagacity
“ to draw the right conclusion from
“ the experiment of Dr. Priestley, and
“ to take that view of the constitution
“ of wat< r, which, to this time, con-
“ timies to Im* received by philosopli(*rs
“ as the true one,—or something to
“ tliat efteet. In the case of your
“ fatlier, tJiero is such a firm founda-
“ tion, in discoveries most beneficial
“ to mankind, fora great and irnperish-
“ able fame, that it is pcjrhaps better
“ to claim less rather than more than
“ his due,— a sentiment which has evi-
“ dently inlluejjced the general tone
“ of the memoir which you were kind
“ enough to show mo, and of which 1
“ expressed to you very warm and
“ very sincere ap

2)robation.
“ I Jiope that I shall again have the

“ pleasure of seeing you, and for a
“ longer time, as you jiass southwards

;

“ and in the meantime 1 remain,
“ My dear Sir,

“ Yours very faitlifully,

(Signed) “ William IIi-jjniiy.”
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that Mr. Cavendish also might well have performed the expe-

riment, without drawing the conclusion.

Mr. Watt, on tUe other hand, as we have already shown,

announced first in order of time, and with the utmost clear-

ness, the real nature of the composition of water, and the

proportion in which the two gases combine to form it. In

the words ofLord Brougham’s note on his ‘Natural Theology,’

published in 1835, J3r. Priestley drew no conclusion of the

“ least value from his experiments. But Mr. Watt, after

“ thoroughly weighing them, by careful comparison with

“ other facts, arrived at the ojnnion that they^proved the

“ composition of water. This may justly bo said to have
“ been the discovery of that great truth in chemical science.

“ I have examined the evidence, and am convinced that ho
“ was the first discoverer, in point of time ; although,” his

Lordship then continued, “it is very possible that Mr. Caven-

“ dish may have arrived at the same truth from his own ex-

“ perimeiits, without any knowlcilgc of Mr. Watt’s earlier

“ jDrocess of reasoning.”

The opinion wliich the late Di% Henry expressed to ]\rr.

Watt, junior, after having carefully read tlie Correspondence,

is given in a note to his letter to tlie author, published in

1846, as follows :
—“ Dr. Henry afterwards, in the years 1835

“ and 1836, called upon me, and inspected the original cor-

“ respondeiice, which had the natural effect of strengthening

“ the opinion he had formed and expressed in 1820 ; and
“ upon the latter occasion he mentioned his intention of

“ writing a History of Chemistry, in which he said lie should

“ do justice to my father’s claims to the priority.” But that

nothing may be wanting to complete the information which

on this point we are anxious to supjdy, wc beg next to give

some passages of a letter from Dr. William Charles Henry
;

whose learned accomplishments still worthily adorn that name,

which the well-known merits of his father and grandfather

have so long endeared to science.

“ Mr. Vernon Harcourt, I observe, in the newspaper record

“ of his opeidiig speech at Birmingham, has challenged the

“ accuracy of IVI. Arago’s adjudication of your father’s and
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Aftf father, I dtsUnetly remember, came butjrm •mtt to ym, trftor a full examihatim of the docu-
ovidinee jfou tuimitted to him, impremd with a clear

* ihat Mr. Watt woo the first to interpret justly the

experiment of the synthetic formation of water, and mmt be

regarded ae the discoverer of the true theory of its eompo-

sitkn.

Such are the*facts of Mr. Harcourt’s attempt,—and failure,

—to come to the rescue of Cavendish. They speak for tlaun-

sclves. And wo think that our readers will agi*eo with us

that after the full publication of Dr. Henry’s letter, and the

strong corroborative assurance atforded by liis son, some re-

tractation, explanation, or apology, ought to have been offerc'd

by IVIr. Harcourt of the statement which he so unfortunatc*ly

made. None such, however, has yet been given ; and w(3

can only add, with Lord Jeffrey, that ‘‘We should bo more
“ sorry for i\Ir. Han'ourt, in making this annunciation, if lie

“ had shown a less unbounded confidence in his own reason-

“ ings and powers of refutation
;
as it is, wo can oidy hope

“ that he may at l(3ngth profit by the rebukes he has drawn
“ down on himself

;
and that, if he should take tlie field

“ again, he will at least avoid the error of ushering in his

“ defeat by a song of triumph.”

Sir Humphry Davy’s opinion on the matter having b^en

referred to, may, with propriety, here bo noticed. In his

‘ Elements of Chemical Philosophy ’
t he slightly alludes, (as

many others have done in the same loose way of speaking),

to Mr, Cavendish’s two discoveries of the composition of water

and of nitric acid. But in one of his lectures, supposed to

have been written about 1806, the more particular account

he gives is, that in 1781, “ Mr. Cavendish, in a process con-

“ ceived with his usual sagacity, and executed with his usual

“ precision, showed that when common air and hydrogen

“ were exploded together, in the })roportion of two and a half

* Dr. William Oliarlos Henry to his colh'ctcd works, puhlislied by his

Mr. James Watt, 1th Jan. 1810. brotlicr, Dr. John Davy,

f Vol. iv. p. 30, of the edition of
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to one, tlio product was pure water, wliicli exactly corre-

sponded in weight to the gas consumed. And Mr. Watt,
“ reasoning on this experiment, formed the conclusion that

‘‘ water consisted of pure and inflammable air, deprived of

the greatest portion of their latent heat.” Now, the expe-

riments on which Mr. Watt reasoned were, as has been seen,

not Cavendish’s, but Priestley’s. But the great and important

distinction is clearly drawn, between Mr. Cavendish’s mere

observation of a fact, and the explanation of it by the theory

wliich Mr. Watt foi*med. When, in 1824, Mr. Watt’s corre-

spondence on the subject Avas laid before Sir Humphry, he read

the letters over, says Mr. Watt, junior, “ with much interest,

“ and appeared exceedingly struck with their contents. He
“ expressed concern at tlie effect wliich their publication must

“ produce, (a concern not unuatimilly proceeding from his

‘‘ known attacliment to Mr. Cavendisli), and he did not then,

or at our subsecpient meeting in 1820, endeavour to lessen

“ their force, or to call in cpiestion the deductions resulting

from their perusal. In the last conversation I had witli him
“ here on the subject, ho said he thought that my father’s

‘‘ tlieory, admitting tlie latent heat, would prove correct.” *

In the Memoir of JMr. Watt which was published in 1821,

in tlio sixtli edition of the ‘ Encyclopa)dia Britannica,’ liis just

claims to tlie priority of the theory of the composition of

water, are concisely but comprehensively detailed. They were

made more widely known by the eloquent ‘Eloge ofWatt ’ read

by the late lamented J\[, Arago before the Institute of France,

on the 8th of December, 1834, and published in the ‘ JMdmoires

‘ de I’Academie dos Sciences,’ as well as in the ‘ Aimuaire du
‘ Bureau des Longitudes ’ for 1839, accompanied by the able

and interesting Historical Note by Lord Brougham,f and by
some other notes added by the late Mr. James Watt, junior.

In January, 1840, on the occasion of M. Arago presenting to

the Academy of Sciences a Translation into English of the

‘ Eloge,’ the statement which it contained of Mr. Watt’s claims

* Ticttcr from Mr. Jamos Watt, ju- ‘covery of tho Composition of Water,’
Tiior, to tlie author, printed with the 1846, pp. ix., x.

‘ Correspoiideiico of Wait on his Dis- t Appendix.
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r«^ed tlie emphatic corroboration of M. J. Dumas; wlio

!#
after having attentively examined tlie reasoning

^ Ml fellow*>member, after having also scrupulously studied
tte pr^ed at Aston HaU,* he adopted

in ell its parts/* the history which M. Arago
mm %fit4eii of the discovery of the composition of water

;
and

ihit his opinions upon that point were so decided, that he
desired liis declaration to be inserted in the Compte-Rendu of

the meeting. And a more authoritative deliverance,’’ says

Lord Jeffrey, we suppose will not easily be found in any
“ such register.” t

Thau M. Dumas, a more competent judge of siicli a ques-

tion could not possibly be imagined
;

for, wliilo his own repu-

tation as a scientitic chemist is, probably, unsurpassed in

Europe, and while he has shown, in common with 51. Arago,

complete impartiality, in deciding against the claims of liis

much distinguisliod and lamented countryman Lavoisicu’, h(3

happens to be also especially conversant with every part of

the subject itself. The details of a prolonged series of most

laborious and skilful experiments, whereby ho was enabled to

correct the errors into wdiicdi 3151. Berzelius and Dnlong liad

been led, and for the first time to cstablisli wntli minute

precision, the exact proportion in which oxygon and hydrogen

combine to form water,, are to be found in his valuable Md-

moires de Chimie ;J and well deserve the attentive perusal*of

all those who can apjwcciate the merit of ingenuity, perse-

verance, and accuracy, in matters demanding the most diffi-

cult, protracted, and refined investigation. M. Dumas, when

in England, in 1847, on a mis.sion from his Government, again

came forward to state that he liad only been confirmed in the

opinion which he liad put on record some years previously, by

the consideration of all that had sine© been published on both

sides of the question. And he added, that in tlie corre-

spondence and otlier manuscripts on tlio subject of the com-

* Tho original lettors were siihmit- 1848.

ted to his penisal hy Mr. Watt, junior, I ‘ Memoiros do Cliiraic, par M. J.

as they luid before been to M. Arago. * Dumas, Membredc I’liistitut.’ Paris,
i. « LM:..! 1. ’ e.-
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position of water, which he had occasion to study attentively

with a view to that full account of Lavoisier’s life and works

whicli he is now preparing,—and which, we may observe, the

scientific world has long been eagerly expecting,—^he had

found strong additional reasons for awarding the whole

glory of that great discovery to Watt.” *

The learned and philosophical chemist of Sweden, Ber-

zelius, in 1811, on a deliberate review of the works then pub-

lished on this subject, has, without hesitation, assigned to Mr.

W^att that merit and priority of date, which so many other

learned men have with justice attributed to him : saying tliat

it is clear that he arrived at his conclusions eight months

(iarlier than Cavendish, who could scarcely have been ignorant

of them when he wrote his paper
;
and only expressing a

<loul)t as to whether he used the term jddogiston as syno-

nymous with inflammable air, or hydrogen gas, and whether

he did not amend his views on the publication of those of

Jiavoisicr.t We have adduced incontestable
2
)roof, in no

hiwer than eight distinct passages from Mr. Watt’s own writ-

ings, besides those cited from Priestley and others on the

same jioint, of his having considered phlogiston and inflam-

mable air to be identical
; and all of those were written pre-

vious to his knowledge of Lavoisier having even entered upon

the subject Mr. Watt’s note, given above at p. 359, further

shows that he was ‘‘ j)orfectly convinced ” of inflammable air

being the real })hlogiston, in an aerial form,” even previous

to J3r. Ih’iestley making his experiments.

As Berzelius further ex
2
)rossly says, that if we translate the

quotation from Mr. Watt’s paper into the language of the

anti-phlogistic chemistry, (/. e, if we translate the word phlo-

giston into inflammable air, or hydrogen gas, and dephlogisti-

cated air into oxygen gas), his conclusion is indisputable, wo
cannot but feel that any censure he bestows on M. Arago for

making that translation, which the facts so fully warrant, is

w^holly undeserved. For, however various may have been

* ‘ Edinburgh Review ’ for January, ‘ die Fortschritto der physischen Wis-
1848, vol. Ixxxvii., p. 85. * senscliaften,’ II. Heft. pp. 43-51,

t Berzelius, * Jahros-Bcvielit iiber Tubingen, 1841.
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the meanings attaclied to the word phlogistmiy' by other

chemists of the phlogistic school, we have sliowii that there

can be no mistake as to what Mr. Watt meant by it, when ho

formed his famous conclusions ; as he founded them in great

measure on the circumstance, reported by Priestley, of the

equality of weight between tlie gases fired, and the water

produced: a result wliich could not so exactly have been

obtained if any other iufiammable air except hydrogen had

been fired with the oxygen or dephlogisticated air.

Nor was tlie acceptance with which such views were re-

ceived confineil to tliosq who had previously es})ouse(l tlio

cause of Watt, or who had remained without preoccui)ation

on the subject. As an instance of the cliange wliicli >vas

wrought by the force of truth on the convictions of otlicrs

equally distinguished, we may mention a most eminent })liiIo-

Bopher, who having, at a former period, on the imperfect-

information then open to him, been disposed to support the

claims of Cavendish, on fully studying the fr(‘sli evidmieci

wliich the correspondence of Jlr. Watt first made public, un-

hesitatingly professed his entire conversion
;
and in one of

those eloquent essays by wliich he has so often adorned the

progress of scientific discovery, publicly announced, as the

conclusion at which ho had arrived, that the argument for

]\Ir. Watt’s priority “ had now been placed on a sound and

impregnable basis.” * That the name of Sir David Brewster

should bo known throughout the whole civilised world by the

most brilliant discoveries in the most beautiful of sciences, can

scarcely be deemed more honourable to him as a man, than

the perfect candom* which he thus displayed
;
and such unre-

served testimony, spontaneously borne under such circum-

stances by such an authority, has evidently a most conclusive

bearing on the question in regard to which it was delivered.

After the appearance of 8ir David’s fervent and powerful

appeal, another eminent })erson, the late lamented Lord

Jeffrey, consecrated the last, and we believe the longest, as it

certainly is one of the very ablest of all his critical labours, to

‘ North Jiritiah llcview' for Jaimary, 1847, vol. vi. p. 197.
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an admirable and truly judicial review of the whole contro-

versy, then well-nigh its close.* His Lordship had, in 1819,

penned the first and best eulogium that appeared on the oc-

casion of the death of his venerated friend ^^the inventor of

‘‘ our present steam-engine and both of those works of love

and respect to the memory of one whom he always delighted

to honour, will long survive, as graceful memorials of their

mutual fame, and of liis unfailing affection. We need scarcely

add that Lord Jeffrey was conducted, by his full examination

of every argument used on either side of the case, to the con-

clusion that Jlr. Watt was clearly^ first original and com-

plete discoverer of the compound nature of water
;
and that

Cavendish never ventured to state his own theory until ho

had become acquainted with the discovery first committed to

writing and publicly stated by Watt.

Lastly, Liebig, to whom the world is under obligations

which it is almost impossible to overrate, foi: his application

of clicmical science to purposes of utility in many depart-

ments of practical life, in his ^ Letters on Chemistry,’ (adopt-

ing a similar \iew to that taken by Sir Huinpliry Davy, of

the mere observation of a fact by Cavendish, but of its just

interpretation by Watt), says, that “ we value facts because

“ of their permanence and immutability, and because they

“ supply the soil for ideas
;
but a fact acquires its true and

full value only throwjh tlie idea which is developed by it,

“ Many facts were not in the possession of Stahl, but tJie idea

“ is his property. Cavendish and Watt both discovered the

“ composition of water : Cavendish established thefacts, Watt the

“ idea, Cavendish says, ‘ J^Vom inflammable and dephlogis-

“ ^ ticated air water is pj oduced.’ Watt says, ‘ Water consists or

“ ‘ is composed of inilammable and dephlogisticated air.’ Bfe-

“ tween these forms of expression there is a wide difference.”

Had Mr. Watt’s statement as to the date of his conclusions

ever been called in question, or liad ho, like 3Ir. Cavendish,

left no precise chronological statement at all —had we been

now forced to collect from other quarters, and for the first

‘Edinburgh llovicw’ for January, 1818, vol. lxxx.vii., pp. G7-137.
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time, the facts on both sides of a disputed question, and to

decide tlio cause according to the preponderance of such

secondary evidence,—a chief consideration might have been,

the peculiarities of character and divspositioii of the two prin-

cipal parties. Even as matters now stand, with a priority of

publication really incontestable, placed on record in the

registers of tlie most learned body in the kingdom, and un-

contradicted during tlie lives of any of the parties,—wliile it

is by no means our wish to lessen the higli reputation whicli

]\rr, Cavendish maintained, (however much that may have

b(^cn exaggerated by th|^indiscrirainate eulogy of otliers),

—

we may be forgiven if we dwell with pride on some charac-

teristics of ]\[r. Watt, in wliich he was surpassed by no man,

and could certainly have been equalled by few
;
which arci

not without a very important and obvious bearing on a ques-

tion like the present.

The Earl of Liverpool, when Prime Minister of Ihigland,

after j)ublicly declaring that on his personal knowledge lie

could aver, that a more amiable and excellent man in all the

relations of life never existed, amjily enlarged on the sini-

jdicity of his character, the absence in liim of every thing

like presumption and ostentation, and his unwillingness to

obtrude himself not only upon the great and powerful, but

even on those brandies of the scientific world to which ho*

more immediately belonged.* An orator and statesman still

more distinguished, after mentioning that he had the hajipi-

ness of knowing Mr. Watt for many years, in the intercourse

of private life, said that those who were admitted to his

society would readily allow, that any thing more pure, more
candid, more simple, more scrupulously loving of justice, than

the whole habits of his life and conversation proved him to

be, was never known ;
—“ There was one quality, which most

honourably distinguished him from too many inventors, and
‘‘ was worthy of all imitation,—^lie was not only entirely free

“ from jealouay, but he exercised a careful and scrupulous

self-denial, and was anxious not to appear, even by acci-

* Rpccclios ftt Freemasons’ Hall, IStli June, 1824. Translation of Arngo's
‘ Eloge,’ p. 189,
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“ dent, as appropriating to liimself tliat which he thought
“ belonged to others. * * The only jealousy I have known
him to betray, was with respect to others

;
in the nice ad-

justment he was fond of giving to the claims of inventors.

“ Justly prizing scientific discovery above all other posses-

sions, he deemed tlie title to it so sacred, that you might
“ liear him arguing by the hour to settle disputed rights

;

“ and if you ever perceived his temj)er ruffled, it was when
one man’s invention was claimed by, or given to another

;

or when a clumsy adulation pressed upon liimself that which
“ lie knew to be not his own.” *

It is no derogation from his excellonce, that he was at the

same time not unconscious of just })ride, founded on great

“ talents and great services
;
that pride, which the most ex-

alted and most worthy can justly indulge.” f Ihit his exem-

jilary mind borrowed an additional grace from his habitual

restraint of all such emotions ; and we shall never forget the

noble animation with which one of our most gifted and vene-

rable roots,f after having pointeiUy censured the unhappy
jiassioii for notoriety by which he conceived that some scien-

tific men of the present day were too much actuated, fervently

exclaimcid,—^^It was not so, that Newton made his disco-

veries, the gramhist ever known
;
nor that Watt made his^

the most beneficial to mankind :—I look upon him, con-
‘‘ sideriug both the magnitude and the universality of his

“ genius, as perhaps the most extraordinary man that this

“ country ever produced ;
he never sought display, but was

“ content to work in that quietness and humility, both of

“ spirit and of outward circumstances, in which alone all that

is truly great and good Avas ever done.”

Such is his enviable reputation as a man ;—such his fame

as a jihilosophor. And it is interesting in a high dcgi’cc to

remark, that for him, who had so fully subdued to the use of

man the gigantic power of Steam, it was also reserved to

r Lord Brougliam’s Spcecli, printed mons, 23rd January, 1846.

with tlieTranslationofAriigo’s‘Eloge,’ X Mr. Wordsworth, in September,

pp. 216-218. 1840.

t Sir R. Teel, in the House of Com-
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unfold its compound nature and elemental principles : as if

on this subject there were to be nothing which his researches did

not touchy—nothing which they touched that they did not adorn.

That to his thoughtful sagacity is due the glory of liaving

first made tliat remarkable step in tlie progress of science,

cannot admit of a reasonable doubt. Had Mr. Watt’s dis-

covery of the theory of the composition of water been, like

very many of his inventions, dii’ectly available for the in-

crease of his own wealth, and, as such, protected by a patent,

most certainly no case has been made out, on the part of Mr,

Cavendish, of such pulj||| use, or prior invention, as could

have invalidated that patent. But, is Jionour to be meted

out with a less liberal hand, or guarded with less jealous care,

tlmn those pecuniary rewards, wliich the true philosoplier

does not covet, and which few men would witli equal ardour

desire? Arc learned Rocieties, or the individual followers

and friends of Science, to be guided by less exact ])rinciples

of justice, in their award of praise to a first inventor, tlain

those impartial Tribunals where, in similar cases, but with

other interests at stake, the great improver of the steam-

engine found his rights vindicated, and his inventions sacredly

protected, by the strong arm of the law ?

“ Vili^is argentum cst aiiro, virtutilnis anruiii.

“ 0 elves, civics! qna'rcnda pccuriia primiini est,
**

Virtiis })ost ininmios?”*
,

The result of the evidence on the Avhole case, as far as Jlr.

Watt’s priority is concerned, we shall' briefly express in these

propositions, which certainly do not assume more tlian wo
have already proved

;
and of which every one who lias been

accustomed to the exactness of legal inquiries into matters of

disputed discovery, will acknowledge the force.

First, that Mr. Watt formed the original idea in his own
mind, and thus was A discoverer of the true theory of the

composition of water.

Secondly, that being a discoverer, ho was also the first

PUBLISHER of that true theory.

Ilor. Epibt. I. i. 52.
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Thirdly, that being both a discoverer, and also the first-

publisher, he must therefore be held to be the true and
FIRST INVENTOR THEREOF.” *

Thus, in the course of the controversy, all has been done

that seemed essential for the fame of Mr. Watt, or that was

requisite for a compliance with his own simple and memorable
injunction, delivered nearly seventy years ago:t— Pre-
“ serve the dignity of a philosopher and historian

;
relate the

facts, and leave 2)osterity to judge.” ^i.nd the history of

that great discovery, after having received the most full eluci-

dation and discussion, seems to hav%iiow left no just or rea-

sonable doubt that Watt preceded Cavendish, as Cavendish

2)reccded Lavoisier. Such is the general result into which

tlie controversy on the subject may be said to have subsided

;

as, liowever averse the admirers of Cavendisli naturally felt^

at first, to resign any 2)ortion of what they had been in the

liabit of regarding as liis own ju’escrijfiive domains, or uin^asy

at anything that seemed to question his inde])endence and

good faith in the transaction by which he acquired his title

to their temporary enjoyment, it is only one or two of the

most hardy or litigious of their number who now venture to

maintain that the antiquity of his possession could, by any

stretch of the evidence, bo held to exclude the prior title of

\\'att.

Por, on the present occasion, we can afford to exclude from

the list of those judges to whom Mi\ Watt’s appeal was made,

all of those learned persons, such as Maty, Nicholson, Thom-

son, Murray, Dalton, and others, who have with propriety

been referred to as having, during the life-time of both Watt
and Cavendish, or of one of them, assigned the priority to the

former. But when, of those who have spoken since the death

of both claimants, we find one great name after another,

—

Davy, and Henry, and Arago, and Brougham, and Dumas,

and Berzelius, and Brewster, and Jeffrey, and Lieihg,

—illustrious umjjires of more than European fame, devoted

* Sco GoclHon on Patents, pp. 27-30. “ that has found out sometiling new.”
The term “ Inventor ” is, of course, t To Dr. Darwin, 24 November,
here used in the legal sense, of “ ono 1789.
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to varions pursuits, scientific, legal, and literary, and whose

judgments are destined to an enduring (‘elebrity,—all deciding

in favour of the priority of Watt over Cavendish
; we feel

that tlie decision to which The First Discoverer looked forward

with sure and tranquil confidence, has at length emphatically

been pronounced
;
that in the even hand of Justice the balance

has at last descended
;
that Truth is great, aiid has prevailed

over both the natural prejudices and prepossessions of time,

and the less excusable bigotry of j^artisansliip. And as, in

the wonderful liistory of elemental Nature, by Newton, Qui

“ genus humanum ingeni$ superavit,'' first \vas developed the

magnificent idea of the Comi’OSITION of Light, so it may
safely be recorded that to Watt, the great subjugator of the

power of steam, first occurred, and by him was first set forth,

the no less novel, astonfsliing, and fruitful idea of the CojAI-

posiTioN OF Water.
With one parting admonition we conclude all that it appears

needful now to say on this subject. Dr. Faraday, unquestion-

ably the most illustrious living representative of the chemical

science of Great Britain, while ho laments tliat ‘Mn the pre-

sent day there is no lack of cases amongst philosophers iji

wliich men poach on the ground 23reoceiq)ied by others,”

expresses his hopes that ‘‘ tliis case, as it now stands fortli,

“ will bo a warning to some
; and assist in reviving and

" restormg the moral and honourable hidings of those who
may, by circumstances, come hereafter into temptation.” *

A sentiment in which all true lovers of science, who dosirii to

be no less just than they are wise and learned, will cordially

concur, and which we commend to the attention of all others

whom in a different way it may concern.

It may somewhat relieve the dullness of scientific discus-

sion, and also present a more cheerful view of human nature

than some other parts of the water controversy ” afford, if

we offer such confirmation as our present researches enable

us to do, of the late Mr. James Watt’s assertion that his

From a MS. letter of Dr. Fara- kindly authorized in this manner to
day to the Editor, who has been make its contents imblic.
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father, ''after becoming in 1785 a Fellow of tlie Royal
" Society, formed tlie personal acquaintance of Mr. Caven-
" dish, and lived upon good terms with him.”* In August

of that year, it appears, Cavendish visited Birmingham and

Soho, where he silent some time in examining tlie engine

establishment, and conversing with Mr. Watt upon it :—and

in O(itober of the same year, Jfr. W. wrote f as follows :

—

" When I was in London I was received very kindly by Mr.
" ( kvendish and Dr. JMagden, and my old friend Smeaton,
<' who has now recovered his health, and seems hearty. I

" dined at a turtle feast witli them and the select club of the

" Royal Society
;
and never was turtle eaten with greater

" sobriety and temperancfs or more good fellowship. I dined

" also at Mr, Cavendish’s, who lives very elegantly, and gave
" us a good Englisli dinner. Among other company we had
" the famous Peter Camper, the Anatomist, once Professor at

" hh*anecker,J a fresh gigantic man of 0*4, that never had
" sickness in his life except once. He is to come hero before

" leaving England.” §

Notwithstanding the epithet here aiqdied by the guest,—

a

man of plain habits and simple tastes,—to the style of living

practised at Cavendish’s house, the hospitalities of that abode

are usually admitted to have been neither numerous nor pro-

fuse. The " good English dinner” was probably the eternal

leff of mutton, which, on days of unwonted festivity, made the

cheer at that table of hungry science
;

but which, on one

extraordinary occasion, when the company amounted to six,

was known to have been multiplied by two, and thus to have

formed a repast of legs of mutton,—like rainbows,—primary

and secondary. The contrast must have been a striking one,

between the nervous and shy chemist, " uttering a shrill cry

‘ Correspondence of Mr. Watt on at Paris. He died in 1789 ; and is

‘ Ids Discovery of the Composition of burie<l in St. Peter’s Church, Leyden.
‘ Water,’ p. iv. § Which he accordiiif^ly did : as

f To Mrs. Watt, Birmingham, Oc- we learn from a letter of Mr. Watt to

tohcir 31st, 1785. Mrs. Watt, dated Birmingham, No-

X In Friesland. Camper was horn vember 3, 1785—“I had a visit of

ill 1722, and, in the same year in “ Professor Camper yesterday : bp is

which he met Mr. Watt, was elected “ a lino old fellow.”

a member of the Academy of Sciences

2 c
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“ as ho shiiflflecl quickly from room to room * and the

thoughtful but active and animated engineer, witli “ voice

“ deep and low, in harmony with the weight and beauty of

his discourse; mirthful, temperately jocular, and wutli a

manner marked, beyond that of all others, by a fine expres-

sion of reposing strengtli and uniiiteiTU])ted self-possession/’

J

We Lad formerly regretted, that neither Jllr. Watt, nor, so

far as wo then knew, any one else, had left any record of Mi\

Carcndish^s of soul'' on the evening in question; but

we liave since discovered, in a pocket-book for 1785, under

date of 21st October, in Jilr. Watt’s hand-writing, this entry
;

— Dined at INIr. Cavendish’s, topic llugeuian telescope.” It

may, however, be conjectured that at that interesting party

the subject of the composition of wat(u* was not broacln^d

;

and that the “ best of elements” was discnissed only in unde-

compounded and corporeal form, befitting the sobriety of a

board over which Dacchus is understood 7iot to have iwesided

as tlie tutelary deity.

In point of convivial enjoyment, the other dinner men-

tioned in JMr. \\5itt’s letter would a]>pear, from liis expres-

sions, considerably to have excelled the eiitertainmoiit

supplied at Cavendish’s eremitical abode. And we are not

without other means of estimating the amount of good fellow-

ship which habitually prevailed at those ‘‘noctes cam.Tqiie

“Deiim” of the club of the Itoyal Society. That distin-

guished mineralogist, JI. Faujas de 8t. Fond, has devoted

some pages of his ^Travels iii Great Britain’ to recording the

scene he witnessed, and the impression it made U])on him,

when a few years later he partook of a like hospitality
;
and

as, on the occasion of which he speaks. Sir Joseph Banks was

President, Blagden Secretary, and Cavendish one of the party,

and all of those tliree are among the persons of what we may
term the drama of the discovery of the composition of water,

we perhaps need not apologise for introducing some notice of

* IjOid Brougham, ‘ Lifo of Cuvi n- p. 38U.
* dtsh,’ p. 44C. 1 Jiord Jelfrey, ‘Character of

t Lord Brougliam, * Life of Watt,’ ‘ Watt,’ m/nt.
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tliat feast of scientific reason, which M. de St. Fond has

minutely, and with evident relish, thus described.

At this dinner of an academic club,” which commenced
at five o’clock, ho says, the dislies were of the solid kind,

such as roast beef, boiled beef, and mutton prepared in

various manners,—with abundance of potatoes and other

vegetables, which each person seasoned as he pleased vyith

“ the different sauces which were placed upon the table.

“ The beef-steaks and the roast beef were at first sufficiently

“ drenched by large qicantities of strong heer^ called porter

:

it

‘‘ was dranlv out of (cylindrical pewter j^ots, tvhicli are, by some,

“ thought preferable to glasses, perhaps because they enable me
“ to swallow a whole pint at a draught. This prelude being

finislicd,” thcric appeared, ^^as if by magic, a number of fine

“ crystal decanters filled with the best port, madeira, and

claret.” Several glasses wore distributed to each person,

“ and the libations commenced on a grand scale, in the midst of

different kinds of cheeses, tvhich, rolling in mahogany cases

“ from one end of the table to the other, provoked the thirst of
“ the drinkers!' ‘‘ The members of the club afterwards saluted

“ each other, one by one, with a glass of wine. According to

this custom, one must drink as many times as there are guests,

“ for it would be thought a want of politeness in England to

“ drink to the health of more persons than one at a time.”

M. de 8t. Fond had mentioned, in an earlier part of his

account, that the club consisted of about forty members, each

of whom had a right to introduce two, and the president a

greater number of friends. He does not mention by how
many the guests, and consequently the glasses of wine drank

by each at this stage of the entertainment, fell short of the

hundred and twenty to which that compotatory computation

might amount. liut, qualis ah incepto, the convivial narrative

proceeds :
—‘‘ A few bottles of champagne som put all the com-

pany in good humour. The tea came next, with butter,

“ marmalade, and all its usual accompaniments : coffee fol-

“ lowed, humbly yielding precedence to the tea, though it be
‘‘ the better of the two. In France, we commonly drink only

“ one cup of good coflee after dinner
;

in England, they drink

2 c 2
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five or six times tliat quantity, of the most detestable kind.

Brandyy
rum, and some other strong liquors, closed this philo-

“ Sophie banquet^ And for the solid repast with all its fluid

accompaniments,— all this intolerable deal of sack/’—each

of the guests paid ‘‘seven livres, four sols French money.”

With justice does the good M. Fanjas remark “ This was not

“ dear;” and he sympathetically adds “The great Corneille,

“ ]\roliere, Desproaux, La Fontaine, and Racine, used to take

“ a bottle now and then in a tavern
;
and they were neither

“ the worse friends, nor the worse
2
)oets, for it.”

Science, indeed, sccuns, at the symposium which he thus

d('sci*ibes, to have appeared to HI. de St. Fond in that form,

“ qujc, si oculis cerneretur, mirabiles amores, ut ait Plato,

“ oxcitaret sai)ientia3 !”* And, although the sqavoir vivre of

the tavern in liondon may not have strictly exemplified the

succulent doctrines of the ‘Almanach des Gourmands,’ or

comj)lied with all the gustatory directions of the ‘Manuel
‘ des Amphitryons,’ yet so highly was the honest Frenchman

delighted with the lively but decorous gaiety which he had

witnessed, as to have imagined that a similar system of “ con-

“ vivial and modest banquets” among the learned men of his

own country might have averted some of the worst crimes of

its regicidal revolution ;—crimes, which the exalted but hap-

less names of Maleslierbes, Railly, Lavoisier, and Condorcet,

recall to the horror and grief of humanity. “ In France they

“ noiv order tliese things bettor ;” and all who have enjoyed

the privilege of sharing in the festive entertainments frequent

among the men of letters and science in the metropolis of

that great and polished nation, can bear •testimony to the

simple but elegant refinement, the warm-hearted hosjntality^

the love of the Muses and admiration of the Graces, by which

they are distinguisliod. Let us indulge the hope, that the

frequent recurrence of scenes so congenial to the wishes of

M. Faujas, may ensure all those hapi)y results which he fan-

cied,—(i)erhaps not very unreasonably),—that he foresaw in

their due observance

!

* Oic. Do Oir. I. cap. v.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

PROrOSKD UNIFORMITY OF WEIOHTS AND MEASURES — THE LUNAR SO-

CIETY DR. DARWIN — PRIESTLEY — RIOTS AT BIRMINGHAM — MR.

watt’s journey to PARIS AT THE REQUEST OF THE FRENCH GOVERN-
MENT MACHINE OF MARLY — BLEACHING BY CHLORINE— INFRINGE-

MENTS OF STEAM-ENGINE PATENTS— TRIALS AT LAW— PARTIES TO

THE ACTIONS — ARGUMENTS AGAINST AND FOR THE VALIDITY OF THE
PATENT OF 17Ci9— NATURE OF THE EVIDENCE — J. BRAMAH AND
T. TREDGOLD— VERDICTS IN FAVOUR OF THE PATENTEES— VALIDITY

OF THE PATENT OF 1769 CONCLUSIVELY ESTABLISHED.

Mk. Watt’s cliemical studies iu 1783 having led him, towards

the end of that year, to make some calcnlations from experi-

ments of Lavoisier and Do La Place, and to compare them

with others made by J\lr. Ivirwan, he wrote to the latter gen-

tleman,* had a great deal of trouble in reducing the

‘‘ weights and measures to speak the same language
;
and

many of the German exjierimeiits become still more diffi-

cult from their using different weights and different divi-

“ sioiis of them in different parts of that emi^ire. It is

therefore a very desirable thing to have these difficnltios

“ removed, and to get all philosophers to use pounds divided

in the same manner, and I flatter myself that may ho

accomplished if yon, Dr. Priestley, and a few of the French

experiiiKintcrs will agree to it; for the utility is so evident,

“ that every thinking person must immediately ho convinced

“ of it. My projiosal is briefly this
;

let the

Pliilosopliical pound consist of 10 ounces, or 10,000 grains.

the ounce „ 10 drachms, or 1,000 „
* the drachm „ 100 grains, or 100 „

“ Ticd all clastic fluids bo measured by the ounce measure of

water, by which the valuation of different cubic inches will

* nth Novciubor, 1789,
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“ bo avoided, and tlio common decimal tables of specific gra-

“ vitics will immediately give tlie weiglits of those elastic

“ fluids.

If all philosophers cannot agree on one pound or one

‘‘ grain, let every one take his own i)Ound or his own grain
;

‘‘ it will affect nothing except doses of medicines, which must

“ bo corrected as is now done
;

but as it would be much

better that the identical jiound was used by all, I would

propose tliat the Amsterdam or Paris pound bo assumed as

the standard, being now the most universal in Europe : it

is to our avoirdupois pound as 1 09 is to 1 00. Our avoir-

“ dupois pound contains 7000 of our grains, and the Paris

“ pound 7030 of our grains, but it contains 9370 Paris grains,

so that the division into 10,000 would very little affect the

“ Paris grain. I prefer dividing the pound afresh to begin-

‘‘ ning with the Paris grain, because I believe the j^oiind is

“ very general, but the giain local.

l3r. Priestley has agreed to this proposal, and has referred

‘‘ it to you to fix upon the pound if you otherwise ap})rove of

it. I shall be happy to have your opinion of it as soon as

convenient, and to concert with you the means of making

it universal. * * * x have some hoj^es that the foot

may bo fixed by the pendulum and a iiKuisure of wat(.‘r,

“ and a pound derived from that
;
but in the interim let us

“ at least assume a ])roper division, which from the nature, of

“ it must be intelligible as long as decimal arithmetic is us(id.”

“ As to the precise Toot or pound,” he afterwards adds, in

writing to Mr. Magellan, ‘‘I do not look upon it to be very

material, in chemistry at least. Either the common English

“ foot may be adoptcid according to your proposal, which has

“ the advantage that a cubic foot is exactly 1000 ounces,

‘‘ consequently the present foot and ounce would be retained

;

or a pendulum which vibrates 100 times a minute may be

adopted for the standard, Avhich would make the foot 1 1*2

“ of our present inches, and the cubic foot would bo very

exactly a bushel, and would weigh 101 of the present

“ pounds, so that the present pound would not be much
“ altered. Put I think that by this scheme the foot would
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“ be too large, and that tlio inconvenience of changing all

“ the foot measures and things depending on them, would be

“ much greater than changing all the pounds, bushels, gal-

Ions, &c. I therefore give the preference to those plans

“ wliicli retain the foot and ounce.” Alas, at the distance

of three-quarters of a century from such philosophical and

practical proposals, the prospect of a universal system of

W(3ig]its and measures seems almost as remote as that of a

universal language

!

About the time when Jfr. Watt jiresented to the Eoyal

Society his memorable ^ Thoughts on the Constituent l^irts

‘ of Water,’ the neigliboiirhood of Birmingluim was remarkable

foi* the number of kindred spirits, all devoted to the pursuit

of natural knowledge, and filled with mutual esteem and

affection, who there found profitable pleasure in each other’s

society. Besides Mr. Watt and Mi\ Boulton, there were

among that number Dr. Darwin, Dr. Withering, Mr. Keir,

Mi\ Galton, Mr. Edgeworth, and Dr. Priestley;—all of them

luminaries not unworthy to revolve round Watt as their cen-

tral sun, but also shining with more than merely reflected

light. Priestley, who came to reside at Ihrmingham in 1780,

and has repeatedly acknowledged the happiness ho expe-

riemced in living near Mr. Watt, has thus noticed those

monthly re])asts of which his philosophical friends and him-

self partook at their respective houses in turn, and which

became well known as the meetings of the Lunar Society, “ 1

“ consider my s(jttlement at Birmingham as the happiest

event in my life ;
being highly favourable to every object I

“ had in view, ])hiloso23hical or theological. In the former

‘‘ respect I had the convenience of good workmen of every

“ kind, and the society of persons eminent for their know-

ledge of chemistry; particularly Mr. V(att, Mr. Keir, and
“ Dr. Withering. These, with Mr. Boulton and Dr. Darwin,

who soon left us by removing from Lichfield to Derby,

“ ]\Ir. Chilton, and afterwards Jlr. Johnson of Ivenilworth and

“ myself, dined together every month, calling ourselves the

“ Lunar Society, because the time of our meeting was near
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^ in order,” as he elsewhere says,

* , ^
returning home.” From an

umtation from Mr. Watt to Mr. Wedgwood to attend one of

tlie diimeTS of the Society, we learn that it was customary for

the plhloaophic convives “ to dine at two o’clock, and not to

part till eight in the evening.”

Mr. Watt, in Avriting to Dr. Darwin to remind him of his

engagement to attend another of tliose friendly meetings, at

once social and scientific, gives a lively hill of fere of tlie

subjects proposed for the consideration of the party ;—some

expressions used in wliicli, viz., “ it is to be determined

“ whether or not heat is a compound of phlogiston and om-

“ pyreal air,” “ what light is made of, and also how to make

“it,”*}* as well as the still more curious ones of Darwin’s

reply, “ I can tell you some secrets in return for yours, viz.,

“ that atmospheric gas is composed of light and the earth of

“ water (aqueous (jartli),

—

that water is composed of aqueous

gas, which is disqdaced from its earth by oil of vitriol/'

I

—
may be held to have foresliadowed, with more or less dis-

tinctness, those researches which ended in the discovery of

“ what water is made of,” and alvso, as the discoverer quaintly

expresses it, “how to make it.”§ Thus to Darwin, the

general design of whose somewhat fantastic but often elegant

poetry was, as lie informs us, “ to enlist Imagination undcu*

“ the banners of Science,” may now be assigned some of tlio

credit of having been a i)ioneer in the march towards that

great discovery :—a merit, however, which he never claimed

for himself, both he and Mr. Watt having ajipjirently given,

at the time, no more than a passing attention to the shot

thus fired, probably at random, but with a curious approxima-

tion to tlie mark which was afterwards cfiectually hit. For

the speculation,—whether Ave call it imagination or sciemje,

—

* Memoirs of Dr. Priestley, by % Dr. Darwin to Mr. Watt, Jan. 0,

Miimself,’ p. 97. ISOO. 1781; ‘ Mechtinical Inventions of

t Mr. Watt to Dr. Darwin, Bir- ‘ Watt,’ vol. ii. p. 124.
Janunry Jrd, ]7<S1; ‘Mo- § Mr. Watt to Mr. Fry of Bristol,

‘ clianieal Inventions of Watt*’ vol. p. 329, supra.

ii. p. 123.

** ktTB the benefit
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that water was a composite body at all ;—that it was, in any
way, composed of a “ gas —which gas was “ aqueous, dis-

placed from its earth by oil of vitriol,” (a wonderfully fair

description of the hydrogen of later days), was, no doubt, a

‘^secret” worth communicating, even though nothing was

said either of another gas, or of explosion by an electric

spark. It is indeed difficult to judge how far it may not

have been one of those early seeds of the great discovery,

whicli, afterwards germinating in the sagacious mind of Mr.

Watt, bore their first-fruits in his celebrated conclusions com-

municated to Dr. Priestley and the Koyal Society in 1783

;

and which were afterwards followed by the second and third

liarvests which Cavendisli and Lavoisier resi^ectively reaped,

—

or gleaned.

Tliat Darwin never dreamt of claiming for himself, on the

strength of such expressions, any share of the credit of the

real discovery as to the compound nature of water, and its

true constituents, appears from his poem, ^ The Botanic

‘ Garden;’ where, after describing the process of the forma-

tion of that fluid,

—

“ Nymphs
!
your bright squadrons watch with chemic eyes

“
'^I’he cold clastic vapours as they rise

;

“ With playful force arrest them as they pass,

Aiul to I*UUK AIR betroth tlie Jlaminrj uas —

he only says,—“ Until very lately, >vater was esteemed a

sim])le element, nor are all the most celebrated chemists of

“ Europe yet converts to the now opinion of its decomposi-

tion. M. Ijavoisier and others of the Erench school have
“ most ingeniously endeavoured to show tliat water consists of

“ pure air, called by them oxygen, and of inflammable air,

called hydrogen, with as much of the matter of heat, or

calorique, as is necessary to preserve them in the form of

gas and he mentions that ‘‘ The history of the progress

“ of this great discovery is detailed in the IVlemoirs of the

“ lioyal Academy [of Sciences] for 1781, and the experi-

mental proofs of it are delivered in Lavoisier’s ‘ Elements of
“

‘ Chemistry.’ The results of which are that w’ater consists

‘‘ of eighty-five parts, by weight, of oxygen, and fifteen parts,
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** liy of hydrogen, with a sufficient quantity of calo-
^riqne*” And again in a subsequent note, where, speaking
of « the present important discovery of the production of
^ water from pure air, or oxygen, and inflammable air, or
** hydrc^n, he says that one might be tempted to believe,
from allegorical interpretations of the old mytJiology, that
^ the very ancient chemists of Egypt had discovered the
** composition of water, and represented it in tlicir hiero-

'' glyphic figures before the invention of letters.” f Tlie sub-

ject is also referred to in another of Dr. Darwin’s works, viz.,

his ‘ Phytologia where lie says, According to the tlicoiy

“ of Lavoisier concerning the composition and (lecomj>()si-

‘‘ tion of water, there would seem another source of tluiiuh'r-

“ showers
;
and that is, that the two gases termed oxygen gas

‘‘ or vital air, and hydrogen gas or inflammable air, may exist

“ in the summer atmosphere in a state of mixture, but not of

combination
;
and that the electric spark, or flash of liglit-

“ ning, may combine them, and produce water iiistaiiia-

“ iieously.” J But nowhere does the highly imaginative and

well-informed Doctor appear to have souglit to associate his

own name with tho discovery on which lie bestows such

deserved admiration; and, indeed, the “composition” of

which he writes, whatever may have been the force or tlie

weakness of the impression which the idea of it had made on

his mind, n^t be vunvedas rather a transmigration from*one

substance into anotlier, than as a comjiounding of two sub-

stances into one. Htill, the “secret” be announces will b(i

considered as no uninteresting addition to the literature of

the late “ water controversy valeat quantum valere poted.

The Lunar Society lost one of its most active and valued

members by the disgraceful riots which in 1791 had tlie effect

of driving Priestley from his homo
;
when his house, library,

chemical apparatus, and furniture were destroyed by tlie

cowardly violence of the rabble. On that occasion the extra-

* ‘Botanic Garden,’ part i. canto J ‘Phytolo^ia, or tlio Pliilosopliy

iii. 1. ‘200-204; and note, vol. i. p. ‘of Aj^ricnlturo and Gardening,’ p,

152, od. 1700. 31.S. ed. 1800,

4 Ibid., p. 150, note.
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ordinary spectacle was presented, of an ignorant and brutal

mob in England arming themselves against the partisans

of democratic lawlessness in France. The affair origi-

nated,” wrote Mr. Watt to his friend M. De Luc,* “ from

some gentlemen very foolishly celebrating the French revo-

lution by a dinner on the 14th. They were warned that
“ some tumult might ensue, and advised against it

; how-

over, some of them met, were insulted as they went in,

“ and, therefore, dispersed by five o’clock. About eight

“ o’clock a mob assembled, broke the windows of the hotel

where the comj^any met, pulled down two dissenting mcet-
“ ing-houses, then ]3r. Priestley’s house, which they razed to

“ the ground, (he and family made their escape in time) ;

they then destroyed a very good house in town, and from
“ that proceeded to destroy some others in town, and some
“ of the best houses in the countiy, mostly belonging to dis-

“ senters, they say to the number of ten or fifteen, and to the

‘‘ amount of above 100,000/. Then was the sovereignty of

“ the people established in full authority for three days and

nights! Quiet subjects were panic-struck; and, after some
“ feeble efforts to establish peace, people submitted quietly

to their fate. We, on our part, finding there was no like-

“ liliood of any other protection, applied to our workmen,
“ convinced them of the criminality as well as iinprudeneo

“ of joining the mob, and kept them all at procun^l

‘‘ some arms, and had their promise of defenmng us and

themselves against all invaders.

Though our principles, which are well known, as friends

to tlie established government, and enemies to republican

“ principles, should have been our protection from a mob
“ whose watchword was Church and Khiff, yet our safety Avas

“ principally owing to most of the dissenters living on the

“ south of the town
;
for after the first moments they did not

seem over nice in their discriminations of religion or prin-

ciplcs. I, among others, Avas pointed out as a Presbyterian,

“ though I never was in a meeting-house in Birmingham, and

X9ih July, 1791,
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is well known as a Churchman. We had everything

most portable packed up, fearing the worst; however, all is

“ well with us. It must be observed to their credit, that they
“ neither killed nor maltreated any of the sufferers, exce])t

“ such as opposed them by violence, among whom they dealt

some civil knocks by bludgeons. Some military arrived on
‘‘ Sunday night, since which there has been no rioting in tlic

“ town, and we hope they are dispersed.”

Even three months later, when Dr. Priestley proposed pay-

ing a short visit to Birmingham for the purpose of taking

leave of his friends and congregation there, ]\rr. AVatt thong] it

it necessary still to write to him recommending caution and

delay. Afterwards, when the Doctor had removed, first to

Clapton, and then to Northumberland in America, his friends

“ contributed,” as he said, to set up a broken philosoplier
”

in his state of exile
;
and among the useful articles which in

his now laboratory recalled the pleasant memories of Soho,

were a digester, a chemical lamp, a number of duplicates from

Mr. Boulton’s collection of minerals, and what the worthy and

venerable philosopher calls ‘‘ tlie noble present of a furnace,

and other apparatus for making large quantities of air

which he found “ invaluable,” and much more convenient

than anything he had ever possessed before.

As for the Tmiiar Society, wo believe that it continued to

exist at tM^eginning of the present century
;
but the last

particular notice we have been able to find of that amkaiblo

association occurs in a dedication by Priestley, in 1793, (which

was two years after his retirement from Birmingliam), of one

of his works,* to his ‘‘ valued friends, the members of the

Lunar Society at Birmingham in which he says, “ There
‘‘ are few things that I more regret, in consequence of my
removal from Birmingham, than the loss of your society.

It both encouraged and enlightened me
;
so that what I did

“ there of a philosophical kind ought in justice to be attri-

buted almost as much to you as to myself. From our

cheerful meetings I never absented myself voluntarily, and

‘ liixpcrimeuta on tlio Generation of Air from Water,’ London, 17U3.
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“ from ' my pleasing recoUection they will never be absent.
‘‘ Should the cause of our separation make it necessary for
‘‘ me to remove to a still greater distance from you, I shall

“ only think the more, and with the more regret, of our past

interviews.’^ * Philosophy,” he adds, engrossed us wholly.

Politicians may think there are no objects of any conse-

quence besides those which immediately interest tAem. But
objects far superior to any of which they have an idea en-

‘‘ gaged our attention, and the discussion of them was accom-

paniod witli a satisfaction to which they are strangers.

“ lTa[)py would it be for the world if their pursuits were as

‘‘ tranquil, and their projects as inhocent, and as friendly to

‘‘ the best interests of mankind, as ours.” Finally, ho con-

cludes by earnestly committing them all, though in religious

persuasion diflbring from himself, to the protection and
“ blessing of that Great Being, tve are^ mid wliorriy I

trust,” he says, we all serve

;

and who established tliat

course of nature which is the object of our common investi-

gation and then he prays, with the greatest esteem and
“ affection,” for a happy reunion with them all in another

state of being.

Would to God that tlie fervent pursuit of science had in all

cases the effect of producing a temper of mind equally calm,

equally devout, and therefore equally happy

!

In 1780
,
Mr. Watt and Mr. Boulton proceeded ?b Paris, on

the invitation of the French Government, to meet proposals

for their erecting steam-engines in that country under an

exclusive privilege. In particular, they were to suggest im-

provements on tlio great hydraulic machine of Marly
;
that

gigantic specimen of a race of mechanical megalosaurians,

now nearly extinct, of which Belidor has given a striking

description, but which he introduces by the eulogy,—a very

questionable one, as most of our readers know, where ma-

chinery is concerned,—“ il ne paroit pas que Ton ait jamais

For another friendly but ^ brief and Watt, 17 October, 1801, *Me-
allusioii to tho same Society, seo ‘chanical Inventions of Watt,* vol.

rriestley’s letter to Messrs. Boulton ii. p. 277.
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“ ex^ut4 de macliine qivi ait fait mtant de bruit dans lo

" monde qne celle de Marly.” *

The Machine of Marly was erected at the village of that

name upon the Seine, by Eonnequin of Liege, for Louis XIV.

in 1682, to raise water for the town and water-works of Ver-

sailles. This was effected by means of fourteen large water-

wheels, and a series of pumps, pipes, cranks, and rods, re-

markable for their complexity and the noise they made in

working. The improvements suggested on this machine

were not carried into effect
;

in consequence of financial dilli-

culties, and the dismissal of the ministry. Since then, a

steam-engine has been erected by the French to do part of

the work
;
and two of the wheels, with improved apparatus,

are all that remain of this cumbersome machinery. It is

amusing, in the present state of hydraulic science, to read

an account of the IMaeliine of IMarly, such as is given in

Desagiiliers :— When says that writer, “ that comes to

‘‘ take a view of the engine at Marly, sees it cover a mile of

ground in length, and the breadth greater than that of the

“ whole river Seine,—he cannot hut look upon it as a stupendous

machine . .

* * * * /^ is said that the Machine at Marly
“ cost above eighty millions of French livres, which is above four
‘‘ millions of pounds sterling. Some of the largest of our fire-

“ engines, at present [1744] m use in England, will rais^ as

“ much water to the same height, and not cost above ten thousaftd

pounds.'' t The Marquis de Custine calls that ancient ma-

chine the same thing in mechanics, as of old the Inquisi-

tion in S})ain was in politics
; J the venerable machine of

Marly,” says ]\[r. Watt, they now consider as much the

“ disgrace as it once was [considered to be] the honour of the

“ nation and therein, also, let us hope that Do Custine’s

jmrallel may now hold good.

This journey was not undertaken without proper precau-

tions being used to prevent it being supposed that the

* Dosagiiliers, Annot. upon Lee- f Ibid,

tnre XTT. of liiw ‘ Course of Experi- j ‘f/Espagno sons Ferdinand VII.’
‘ ineiitiil Pliilosophy.’ Tom. ii. p. 07, ed. 1888,
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manufacturers of the new steam-engines were desirous ofpush-

ing their own interests in any way that might prove prejudicial

to their country
;

“ I think,” Mr. Watt wrote to Mr. Boulton,

“ if either of us go to Franco, we should first wait upon Mr.

I'itt, and let him know our errand thither, that the tongue

of slander may be silenced, all undue suspicion removed,

and ourselves rendered more valuable in his eyes, because

otliers desire to have us !
” Tlie principal objects of tlieir

visit wore frustrated by tlio political circumstances of tlio

time
;
and altlioiigli perfectly sensible of the honour which

“ miglit bo accpiircd by such a job as Marly,” Mr. Watt
was also fully aware that it would be attended with much
labour and vexation, and he felt “by no means sure of the

“ })rofit.”j But the Fnglisli engineers had a very agreeable

journey
;
and a most fiattcring reception in Baris from the

ministry, who seemed much disposed to employ them in the

line of tlieir business, as engine-makers, in France. They

however absolutely refused to engage in any such manu-

facture, as contrary to the interest of Groat Britain. They

had also the satisfaction of making the acquaintance of most

of the eminent men of science of whom the great capital of

France had then to boast, as Lavoisier, La Place, Monge,

Bcrthollet, De Prony, Hassenfratz, Fourcroy, Delesserj^ and

others; with most of whom they afterwards maintained a

frequent and most friendly correspondence. Mr. Watt gaily

described himself as having been on this occasion “drunk
“ from morning till night with Burgundy and undeserved

“ praise although greater temperance than his probably

never partook of the entertainments whicdi enlivened the

scientific morning or evening, nor were the panegyrics of the

great ever bestowed upon one who received them with more
perfect modesty and self-distrust.

It was then that Berthollet communicated to Mr. Watt his

discovery of the new method of bleaching, by means of what

was at that time termed the dephlogisticated acid of sea-salt

;

and exhibited the process in the presence of a number of

spectators, among whom wore Mr. Watt and IMr. Boulton. On
their return to England, those gentlemen mentioned to Mr.
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Pitt that M. Berthollet was in possession of such a process, in

the view of obtaining for him a parliamentary reward, or ex-

clusive privilege in Great Britain :—an object, however, which

proved to be so difficult of attainment, that M. Berthollet

subsequently renounced any lucrative views connected with

his discovery, in this country. He then gave permission to

Mr. Watt to communicate it to his father-in-law, Mr. Mac-

gregor, who was enabled to employ it in his trade, along witli

several new imjjrovemcnts of Mr. Watt’s invention, the results

of a long series of experiments. In relation to tlie in-

ventor,’’ says Mr. Watt,* ‘Gie is a man of science, a member
“ of the Academy of Sciences at Paris, and a physician, not

« very rich, a very modest and worthy man, and an excellent

“ chemist. IMy sole motives in meddling with it were, to

“ procure such reward as I could to a man of merit who had
“ made an extensively useful discovery in tlie arts, and

secondly, I had an imm(‘diate view to your interest
;
as to

myself, I had no lucrative views whatsoever, it being a

“ thing out of my way, which both my business and my health

prevented me from ])ursuing further than it might serve for

amusement when unlit for more serious business. Lately,

“ by a letter from the inventor, he informs me that he gives

“ up all intentions of pursuing it with lucrative views, as he

says he will not compromise his quiet and happiness by

engaging in business
;
in which, perhaps, he is riglit : but

“ if the discovery has real merit, as I appr(3heud, he is cer-

tainly entitled to a generous reward, wliich I would wish,

for the honour of Britain, to procure for him
;
but I much

‘‘ fear, in the way you state it, that nothing could be got

‘‘ worth his acceptance.” The process was also practised on

a large scale, (in consequence of similar information commu-
nicated to them by the original inventor), by Messrs. Henry,

and Messrs. Baker and Co., of Manchester; and so greatly

did the new improvement succeed, that it soon afterwards

appeared, on the occasion of a trial as to the validity of a

patent for preparing the material used, that one bleacher at

To Mr. Maegregor, 27lh April, 1787.
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Mandiester bleached at the rate of a thousand pieces of

muslin, (of thirty yards each), every day, and that the goods

were only three .days in hand until they were completely

finished. Another declared that the saving of potash which

he effected by using the hew process, amounted to above

2000Z. in the course of little more than a year.

But we must turn from such ddlassements as scientific feasts

and philosophical tours, by which the ordinary routine of Mr.

Watt’s laborious life was occasionally,—but only too seldom,

—^pleasantly diversified, to a far less agreeable but more
compulsory occupation in which a considerable portion of it

was now unavoidably consumed. It has long been the hard

fate of most inventors, if their inventions are of any real

value, to be assailed by unworthy and surreptitious rivals

;

and Boulton and Watt formed no exception to the too groat

universality of this rule. For very many years, although

seriously injured by the piratical practices of their opponents,

they submitted to them, if not in silence, at least without

openly punishing them by law. The consequence was, that

in course of time, engines on the principle of sej^rate con-

densation, and with such other particulars of the Soho con-

struction as could be picked up by bribery of workmen and

otlier clandestine means, began to be erected. It is true, that

of such engines, which were of very erroneous proportions

and defective manufacture, the performances were usually far

from being successful. Some, like Hornblower’s at Kadstoke,

were asthmatic, obliged to stand still once every ten minutes,

‘‘ to snore and snort

*

‘‘ when they have got a very strong

“ steam, it will make 21 strokes in three minutes, but thofx

comes to rest, and must stand five minutes before it gets

“ strength enough to make another stroke, and all the while

they must fire away as hard as ever they can, otherwise it

“ will not work at all.”t Some were like Evans’s mill, which
“ was a gentlemanly mill : it would go when it had nothing

to do, but refused to do any work.” The greatest achieve-

* Mr. Watt to Mr. Boulton, 5tli t Mr. Watt to Mr. G. Hamilton,
Boptember, 1783. 22 September, 1782.

2 D
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ment which some others succeeded in effecting, was to burst

their own boiler, or break their own macliinery to pieces. But

the manifestation even of such energy was rare among them

;

of all the bodily presence,”—so, at least, thought Mr. Watt,

—“ was weak,” and the work contemptible?^’ Still, even

such imperfect and really useless machines injured the fair

traders, by attracting customers through a specious though

deceptive show of cheapness
;
while on the other hand, their

numerous faults, and the annoyances wliich they caused,

tended to excite a prejudice even against the Soho engines,

which wore often ignorantly classed along with them under

the general category. At last, it was deemed right, as iho

least of two evils, to try whether the exclusive privilege could

not be compulsorily and penally established against thosi^

who had infringed it
;
and the wide field of litigation was

therefore deliberately, though reluctantly, entered upon.

The legal proceedings, both in ecpiity and at common law,

which now became necessary, were numerous ; and it is

painful, even at this distance of time, to contemplate the

mass of ^igation through which, in mere self-defence, the

patentees were compelled to struggle. A bill of costs, sent

in by one firm of solicitors in London, for their outlay and

professional services in matters connected with the various

infringements, has been preserved, and is now before us:

amounting, for the short space of the four last years of the

time to wliich the extension of the patent was limited,, viz.

from 179b to 1800, to between five and six thousand pounds !*

This was unquestionably a fearful tax ;—a burden grievous to

be borne by the successful discoverer in science, and his

enterprising associate, in seeking the final, though tardy,

enforcement of justice

!

But that pecuniary amount, largo as it is, and rejDresenting,

as it probably does, not much more than one half of the whole

expense caused by the proceedings of their oj^ponents, cannot

* Long afterwards, (in 1818), when ence of many of our readcrH may
speaking of an account, the charges have taught them h) understand the
in which were enormous, Mr. Watt full force of this remark; althouglj,

said that “ it would not have disgraced liappily, tliero are lionoiirable ex-
“ a London solicitor*' Tiie oxperi- ceptions to tho too general i*ulo.
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for a moment be viewed as equivalent to the mental and

bodily labour, the constant anxiety and frequent vexation,

whicih such opposition entailed
;

all ofwhich were aggi’avated,

in a higli degree; by the comparatively unsettled state in which

the law of England then remained on the subject of patents.

It is melanclioly to reflect that, in any case, that leisure

and tranquillity of a philosophic mind which might have pro-

duced further discoveries of refined beauty or extensive utility,

should be sacrificed and consumed in resisting the invasion of

the powerful, or defeating the fraudulent cliicanery of the

covetous. And when to this reflection is added tlie further

and still more grievous knowledge that such resistance may
not, and in the cliauccis of human affairs cannot, always meet
with success, the peculiar hardship of the lot of many a de-

serving person, whose genius has, unfortunately for himself,

distinguished him among his fellows, will at once become

apparent. Thanks to those learned and indefatigable labours

in the cause of law reform in tliis kingdom, with which must

ever be associated in honour the name of Brougham, such

occurrences, instead of being the common rule, can henceforth

be only the rare exception ;
and it is not easy to estimate the

amount of benefit which has thus been obtained for the

ingenious, but possibly humble, poor, and friendless inventor,

by one who could alike compassionate his necessities, and

sympathise with his difficult pursuit of science.

The advancing years of both Mr. Watt and Mr. Boulton, of

whom the expiration of the patent found the one aj^proacliiiig,

and the otlier already past, his threescore and tenth year,

made them both feel more sensibly the severity of so dis-

tasteful a conflict ;
which, although conducted with both skill

and determination on their own part, was latterly intrusted

chiefly to the management of their sons, Mr. James Watt,

junr., and Mr. M. Eobinson Boulton. “ In the whole affair,”

writes Mr. Watt to his old friend. Dr. Black,* nothing was
‘‘ so grateful to me as the zeal of our friends, and the activity

“ of our young men, which were unremitting.”

15 January, 1797.

2 D 2
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Two trials in particular there were, in which Mr. Watt’s

principal invention, and the patent granted for its exercise,

became the subject of full and elaborate discussion; and

which, both at that time and since, attracted too much atten-

tion to be at present unnoticed by us. Our remarks, however,

on this part of our subject need be few, as further information

on the various points noticed in the course of the arguments

delivered, wliether at the bar or from the bench, may be

found in the reports of the opinions of the Judges, taken in

short-hand at the time, and printed in a former work.*

In both of those causes Messrs. Boulton and Watt were the

plaintiffs. The defendants were, in one of them, a person of

the name of Bull; and, in the other, Messrs. [Jonathan]

Hornblower and Maberly. Mr. Bull,” as was mentioned by

Mr. Sergeant Adair, (one of the counsel for the plaintiffs), in

introducing liim to the notice and acquaintance of the jury at

the trial, “ was an officer,—^if ho might dignify it by that

“ epithet,—known, in all places where fire is used, and to be

“ mended, raked, or stirred, by the name of a stoker

^

And
by having been employed by Boulton and Watt in that

honourable capacity, and afterwards as an assistant engine-

tender, he gained that acquaintance with the construction of

their engines, through which he ultimately sought to deprive

them of their patent rights. The cause of “Boulton and Watt
“ V, Bull,” was tried in the Court of Common Pleas on the 22nd

of June, 1793, by a special jury, before Lord Cliief Justice

Eyre. Among the witnesses on the side of the plaintiffs

were De Luc, Herschel, Lind, Bouthern, Mylne, Cumming,

Murdock, More, Rennie, and Eamsden; and wlien their

counsel rose to reply to the evidence adduced for the defence,

the foreman of the jury said that the jury were already per-

fectly satisfied. Tlie verdict was for tlie plaintiffs, subject to

the opinion of the Court as to the validity of the patent. On
the 16th of May, 1795, the special case came on for judg-

ment; when the opinions of the Judges were equally dividecl.

* Soe the Appendix to the *Mc- and VII., vol. iii. pp. 1G4-207, and
‘ cliaiiical Inventions of Watt,’ Nos. V. 252-292.
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For the patent were Lord ChiefJustice Eyre, and Mr. Justice

Rooke
;
against it, Mr. Justice Heath, and Mr. Justice BuUer.

Mr. Boulton, dining with the last-mentioned Judge shortly

before the opinions were delivered, and having some idea of

the view his Lordship was supposed to be likely to take of

the points of law, gaily alludes to that learned person, when

dispensing the hospitalities of his table, as ‘‘ dressing with

flowers the victim he is 'preparing to sacrijicer About the

same time, so multifarious were the questions which the legal

acumen of the counsel and Judges had raised concerning the

patent and its infringement, tliat Mr. Watt writes, ‘‘ Since I

“ liave been so much among the doubting limbs of the law,

it is impossible to come to a conclusion upon any subject !

”

Of the two defendants in the second cause, it was with per-

fect fairness stated at the trial that Mr. Maberly supplied the

purse, and Mr. Hornblower the ingenuity, requisite for the

infringememt
;

and further, with a just severity, that Mr.

Hornblower derived his knowledge and ingenuity undoubtedly

from the most respectable source he could have derived- them

from, because he derived them from tJie iri5;enious inventor

of tlie steam-engine himself, having acted for a considerable

time, like Mr. Bull, in the employment of Messrs, Boulton and

Watt. He was one of a numerous band of Honiblowers,

—

“ Horners,” or Trumpeters,” as they were sometimes called,

—

who seem to have followed mechanical and piratical pursuits

under names partaking of an odd unanimity of patriarclial

alliteration. There were Jonathan, and Jethro, and Jesse,

and Jabcz the elder, and Jabez the younger. Jonathan, an

engineer, “ a coppersmith,” says Mr. Watt, who, like Alex-
‘‘ ander of that trade, hath done us much harm Jethro, a

working engineer; Jesse, an engineer; Jabez the elder, an

engineer, the brother of Jesse, and a defendant in this action.

Finally, Jabez the younger, the son of Jabez the elder; and

of him the description given is, that calls himself an

engineer.” Of the history of those people, beyond their

interference with the engines and patents of others, we know

little ; but it is not creditable to the prudence and industry

of that particular Hornblow^er who was associated with Mr.
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M^ly, that within a very few years after the close of the

^tigation, lie was almost starving, a wetched prisoner in the

Xing’s Bencli. Even then, his animosity against his former

patrons had not ceased,—

“ Still in their ashes lived his wonted fives,”

and they blazed forth in a sort of tract or memoir on the

steam-engine, printed in Dr. Olinthns Gregory’s ‘ Treatise on

‘ Mechanics,* in 1807. Tliat paper, although it may well appear

not to have deserved any such notice, met with a crushing

demolition in an article in the ‘ Edinburgh Eeview,’ * wliich is

understood to have proceeded from the pen of Professor Play-

fair, and was at the time termed his Olynthiac Orafim.

The cause of “Boulton and Watt v, Hornblower and

“ Maberly,” was tried in the Common Pleas on the 16th of

December, 171)6, and, like the previous case, by a special

jury, before Lord Chief Justice Eyre. The verdict was,

again, for the plaintiffs
;
and the proceedings on a writ of

error subsequently brought, had only tlie effect of affirming

that result by th# unanimous opinion of the four Judges before

whom it was argued, (as it was most ably and fully), on two

several occasions.

The arguments against the validity of the patent, offered

by the defendants in the action, (the plaintiffs in error), in

the Common Pleas, were principally drawn from alleged

objections to the sufficiency of the specification of 1761).

And it must here be observed that the statute coiitii\uing

the benefit of the letters patent, (wliich, having been granted

for fourteen years from the 5th of January, 1769, would

otherwise have been determined, by length of time, previous

to the date of the action), provided that every objection in

law competent against the patent should be competent against

the statute, in case the patent ought not to have been granted

:

on grounds, namely, of prior invention and public use, or of

the sjiecificatioii not complying with the conditions required

by the statute (21 Jac. I., cap. iii.). But for such a proviso.

* * Edin. Rev./ vol. xiii. p. 311-333.
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objections to the validity of the patent, founded on the

alleged insufficiency of the specification, could not have been

listened to. It was, however, contended on the part of the

infringers ;

—

1. Generally, that the description of the engine given in

the specification was not sufficient to put the public in pos-

session of the best mode of making such engines on the newly

invented principles, so as to entitle the patentee to the

benefit of the monopoly, which the policy of the law pre-

scribes shall be granted and secured only on condition of that

being done.

How far this objection was or was not well founded, became,

of course, matter of evidence for the jury
;
and while among

the witnesses for the plaintiffs there was an unanimous con-

currence of opinion as to the sufficiency of the description

given in the specification, even those called by the defendants

wore, witli few exceptions, also obliged to admit it. Tlic

exceptions were some three in number, and the contrary

nature of their testimony was at once accounted for, either

by the interest they had, as being themselves infringers, to

overthrow the patent, or by their inferior skill in their busi-

ness as mechanics. On the one side were called intelligent

men, who proved, that even from far less aid than was sup-

plied in the specification, they actually had constructed steam-

engines on the patented principle. On the other side, as it

was well remarked at the trial, appeared blockheads^ ivho

“ siuore^ with perfect veracity^ that they could not do it

!

”

A curious and interesting proof of how clearly the novel

idea of condensation in a separate vessel could be presented

to the mind of any one accustomed to consider mechanical

subjects in a practical point of view, even when unaccom-

panied by anything like the fulness and clearness of the

specification, was supplied by Mr. Robison in the following

anecdote, which was understood at the time to have had a

decisive effect on the minds of the Court and Jury :

—

In the year 1770,” says Professor Robison, I went to

“ Russia, to take the direction of the Imperial Academy of

Marine in that country. My house was adjoining to the
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bason into which the docks of Russia were drained
;
the

** water was drawn out by . two expensive windmills
;

it

occurred to me that a steam-engine would answer the pur-

“ pose better
;

and, as that country was at a great distance

‘‘ from pit-coal, it occurred to me that Mr. Watt’s engine

“ was the best. I recommended the Admiralty College to

“ erect a steam-engine ;
this occasioned a good deal of con-

“ versation between me and the gentlemen of science in that

“ country, particularly a Mr. Model, the Court apothecary, a

“ gentleman of great reputation, and one of the first chemists

“ of the age, whom I had instructed in the doctrine of latent

“ heat. I wrote to Mr. Watt, desiring him to undertake the

“ erection of an engine. Mr. Watt, with that liberality which

is natural to him, declined interfering in it. The expres-

“ sion of his letter was, ^ I think you arc fully able to conduct
“ ‘ that project, and it will do you credit in the country where
“

‘ you are.’ Tlie day that I received tliis letter, I went to

“ drink tea with Mr. Model
;
and found sitting with him Mr.

JEpinus, a gentleman no less eminent for liis beautiful

theory of magnetism and electricity. I mentioned Mr.
‘‘ Watt’s genteel declinature, and*also a passage of his letter,

“ in which he said that by admitting steam to press down the

“ piston, its want of perfect tightness was not so hurtful as

“ appeared at first sight, because the steam which got past

would only be lost, but would not choke the engine. Model

broke out into an exclamation, confirming wliat I said,

^pinus did not see the force of what we said, and Model
‘‘ took out his pencil to make a sketch which would explain

“ it to him. Not readily finding a bit of paper, I pulled a bit

out of my pocket, on which he made a sketch. This hap-

‘‘ pened to be an official report, which I had that day received

“ at Cronstadt, and which I kept with many things of this

“ kind, and they came home with my other papers. I

“ submit it to the inspection of the Court, and presume it

will be acknowledged as a convincing proof that Mr. Model
“ completely understood Boulton and Watt’s method ; and
‘‘ that much less information than is given in the specifi-

“ cation is sufficient for enabling an intelligent engineer to
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“ erect an effective engine, or to comprehend Mr. Watt’s

principles.’^

2. It was objected, seAdly, in particular, that the mode

of condensation, (by injection of a jot of cold water), was not

specified.

But as this mode was familiarly known to all engineers,

and even to most common mechanics, to have been ordinarily

practised in Newcomen’s engines, the repetition of it by Mr.

Watt in his specification was quite uncalled for
; no departure

from the former practice, in that particular, being intended

by him to be adopted.

3. That the relative proportions which the condenser should

bear to the cylinder, and which the air-pump should bear to

the condenser, were not specified, so as to render it unneces-

sary to resort to experimental trials, in the construction of

engines on the new principles.

On this head, it was readily shown that it was not requisite,

according to any fair interpretation of the law, that the speci-

fication should describe the proportions of tlie various parts

of an engine so that any person whatsoever might, without

previous instruction as an ‘engineer, bo thereby enabled at

once to construct a perfect steam-engine
;
that it was quite

sufficient if it gave the information needful for such as had

both received some previous education, and had some just

right to bo regarded as engineers ; tliat tlie exact proportions

of either the condenser or the air-pump were quite immate-

rial to the satisfactory performance of the engine, provided

only they were large enough to do the usual work of con-

densation and pumjjing ; and that the magnitude proper for

ea(;h of them could not fail to be known to all who possessed

the amount of previous knowledge required for such business

before the new invention was made. “It is not material,” said

Lord Kenyon, “ whether the condenser shall be circular, square,

“ octagon, decagon, or what shape it shall be.” “ They quarrel

“ with us,” said Mr. Eous, in his very able speech in the

Court of King’s Bench, in 1799, “ for not giving a form of a
“ condenser. Neither form, nor size, nor position of the con-
“ denser is material. To have specified these would have
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‘‘ been to deceive. When the valve is opened, tlio steam,
“ from its elastic nature, escapes, and is condensed. If there
“ be any choice as to form, sizipor position, these must

depend on the local means of keeping the condenser cold

;

‘‘ and when the artist is told that it must be kept cold, he
" has every information on these heads which an artist can

require. Nothing more is now to be done but to get rid of

“ the air and elastic vapour, w'hich cannot be removed by the

“ means before employed. This ]\Ir. Watt directs us to

“ extract by a pump, worked by the engine, or otherwise, at

“ the pleasure of the artist. To complete the invention of

“ Mr. Watt, it w^as only necessary that this vapour should not

‘‘ be suffered to accumulate. The common mode of doing

“ this, is to suspend the pump to the w’orking beam of the

“ engine. I presume it will not be disputed, that the con-

“ denser and the pumps are tangible and vendible substances.

‘‘ As to the perfection of this part of the invention, I cannot

“ demonstrate it to be equal to the perfection of the other

“ part, by the bare inspection of the specification. I must

“ refer my adversary to the testimony of witnesses, and the

“ evidence of the gauge annexed *to the engine. From these

‘‘ he will learn, that tlie exhaustion is nearly equal to that of

“ the air-pump, and, consequently, that all sensible resistance

to the action of the piston is removed.'’*

4. That of the various suhstances specified to be employed

instead of w^ater, to render the piston or other parts of the

engines air and steam-tight, viz. ‘‘ oils, w^ax, resinous bodies,

‘‘ fat of animals, quicksilver, and other metals in their fluid

“ state,” only one, (the fat of animals), was useful and econo-

mical in practice
;
and quicksilver, in particular, by corrosion

and amalgamation, would injure any parts of the engine

that might happen to be made of brass, to which it might

get access.

There was evidently nothing in this objection deserving

notice ;
as it was pretty certain that if any one of the sub-

stances specified was both cheapest and best, (as w^as said to

A])peinlix to ‘Mechanical Inventions of Walt/ No. VI. p. ‘J32.
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bo the case with mutton suet), that would soon be adopted, to

the exclusion of the rest. As for the argument from the

quiohailvery all mechanics'^at all acquainted with their business

knew very well that that metal ought not to be applied to

any brass work
;
and the Chief Justice could not help observ-

ing, that so mercurial an objection was scarcely to be consi-

dered as a subject for grave discussion.

5. That no annexed drawing or model of the new engine

was lodged with the specification.

Unfortunately, the numerous piracies that were successfully

practised, showed but too forcibly, that no drawing or model

was requisite to enable counterfeits of the new engine to be

made. The fact was, tliat either drawing or model was not

only quite unnecessary, and, from the endless variety of forms

in wliicli tJie invention might be applied, quite useless; but

it miglit really have injured the efficacy of the patent by

limiting the extent of its application. For it must always be

remembered, that the invention was not, (as the infringers

’tried to represent it), of a now engine, but of a new method

of saving fuel, by condensing the steam in a vessel apart from

the cylindei’. That separate condensation was the thing

patented, in whatsoever form, or to whatsoever engine it

miglit be applied
;
although the best mode of carrying out

the principle, by valves, alternate communication, &c., was

clearly pointed out, so as to be intelligible to all engineers or

mechanics of ordinary capacity and education in their trade.

“ We called,” said IVIr. Rous, ‘‘all the most eminent theorists,

“ and practical engineers of all descriptions, who swore that

“ to construct the engine from this description was so per-

“ fectly easy, that no man of tolerable skill in his profession

“ could mistake.” The allegation of the defendants on this

head was also triumphantly refuted by the remarkable cir-

cumstance given in evidence by Professor Robison, which

has been already cited
;
* as well as by the fact, that “ another

“ engineer, who superintended twelve of ISTewcomcii’s engines

“ in Yorkshire, under a misapprehension respecting the time

* Suo pp. 407-409, supra.
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at wlicli the patent would expire, had actually formed and

“ prepared all the parts, which have since been used with

“ complete success.” *

know,” adds Professor Eobison, ^Uhat it has been

repeatedly objected to this opinion of men of science con-

cerning the sufficiency of the specification, that Mr. Watt’s

own accounts are in opposition to it. He had to encounter

many difficulties before he perfected his macliine, even after

“ obtaining his patent. I know this well. But this was

chiefly in subordinate parts of the undertaking. I firmly

“ believe that the great principles were as perfect in his mind
“ in a few hours, as they are at this day

;
and that the phy-

“ sical parts of the problem were as completely solved by his

“ first model, as they are now by Ids best engines. But when
“ Mr. Watt was engaged in bringing the contrivance to per-

“ fection, he wished to perfect every part. He who wished
‘‘ to make his engine not only the best, but the cheapest in

‘‘ the world,—he stniggled long, in opposition to his own
“ judgment, at Dr. Kofebuck’s instance, to perform the con-

densation without injection. He liad a predilection for tlio

wheel engine, and much time and labour wore spent on it,

while he was uncertain whether he should bring this, or the

‘‘ reciprocating engine, first to the market. He had expe-

“ rience to acquire in great works, and in the practice of

several trades employed in such constructions. He had
“ workmen to instruct, and to form

;
and to keep with him,

after they had acquired from him a little knowledge, and

were worth bribing away from him. But the chief cause of
‘‘ the delay was that indelible trait in Mr. Watt’s cliaracter,

that every new thing that came into his hands became a

subject of serious and systematic study, and terminated in

“ some branch of science. How rarely do we meet with such

a conjunction of science and art,—how precious when it is

“ found ;—how much then does it deserve to be cherished

!

“ What advantages have been derived within these twenty
*

years from this foiiunate union ;—how much then does it

Appendix to * Mechanical Inventions of Watt,’ No. VI. p. 220.
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become our courts to encourage and support it against the
“ unprincipled attacks of ignorant and greedy plagiarists,

who would deceive our men of property, ruin them by
“ expensive projects which terminate in disappointment, and

thus discourage those who alone can by their capital give

any effectual aid to the energy and genius of this country I

We boast of our Newton, and place him at the head of our

philosophers ;—our Boulton and Watt want only justice,

‘‘ and all Europe will place them at the head of our artists/'

Tlie originality of the invention, and its great importance

to tlio public, were at once established by the plaintiffs
;
and,

indeed, were admitted by the defendants. The very multi-

tude of the infringers bore testimony to the value of the dis-

covery
;
their occasional construction of tolerable engines on

the now principle, proved the sufficiency of the specification

;

and their audacity was in proportion to the despair they

felt of being able to rival, by honest means, the success of

the inventor. The whole weight of the evidence was justly

held to be in favour of the plaintiffs, on whose side were

called men of the highest order of intelligence and of the

greatest celebrity in phy^cal science, as well as in the various

departments of the arts :—such as De Luc, Herschel, Kams-

don, Eobison, Curaming, Southern, and others, most of whom,

as has already been mentioned, had also given evidence in

the previous case against Bull.

Among the host of opponents who, having in the first place

themselves infringed the patent, were disinterestedly desirous,

for the beriefit of the publiCy that its validity should be over-

thrown, one of the most forward, pertinacious, and loud, was

Joseph Bramah. This person, very well known for his inge-

nuity in mechanical improvements in locks, his hydraulic

press, and other useful contrivances, attended as a witness on

behalf of the defendants in 179G
;
but having on that occa-

sion been cut short, by the Judge, in an endeavour to lay

before the Court what he calls ‘^a few remarks,”—(they ex-

tend to ninety-one printed pages!),—he at last delivered

them to the public in the form of a letter to the Chief Jus-

tice, remonstrating against the verdict which had been unhe-
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sitatingly found for the plaintiffs. In the outset of this

epistle, Bramah states tliat he was, at tlie trial, “ much inca-

‘‘ pacitated by those alkalescent and morbific exhalations,

ever a consequence of large and close assemblies and the

abrupt judicial syncope of his intended evidence he attri-

butes, (no doubt justly enough), to the attention of the Court

having “become flaccid through fatigue.'’ Proceeding in

this strain, he begs leave “ to recapitulate in a comprehen-
“ sible form the matter of that evidence, compounded,” (ho

says), “ with the whole substance which had occurred to his

“ understanding !

”

The specification of the separate condenser generally, is,

this excelling sage informs us, a “ very abstruse and ambi-

“ guous concern and that of the steam-wheel, “ a complete

“ jumble of incoherent, unconnected, absurd, and indigested

“ ideas
;

so blended and coagulated tvith mystery

^

ambiguity,

“ and impossibility in practice, that it is a disgrace to the

“ writer, and would undoubtedly ruin any mechanic who might

“ attempt to analyse iV*

The principle of working engines by the alternate expan-

sion and contraction of steam, (the dkpansivc principle added

to the separate condensation), he introduces thus:—“And
“ behold ! what does he,” [IVIr. Watt] “ (by way of mislead-

“ ing), but propose what every man of chemical science must
“ reject, viz., to work engines by the partial expansion and
“ condensation of steam

!”

Bramah offers it as “ a condensation of his own ideas dif-

“ fused through his letters,” that “ all hinds of condensersy

“ and even eduction-pipes, on the principle of Watt s engines,

“ impede the working of the engine ;”—and “ thinks that it

“ must be obvious to every one, as it had ever been to himy

“ that Mr, Watt had really invented nothing but what would do

“ more mischief than good to the public^

The learned autlior of the j)amphlet from whicdi these quo-

tations have been made, complains in it of having been called

in Court, at the trial, “a fool, blockhead, shoemaker, and
“ water-closet-maker.” If for the third of those epithets there

were any foundation in fact, it would, indeed, rather appear
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that Mr. Bramah had too rashly disregarded the warning

of the well-known Latin proverb, addressed to ‘^criticising

“ cobblers.’’ But the first and second terms of reproach we
should be the last to apply to the author of so amusing a curiosity

of literature as the pamphlet in question; furnishing as it

does so sufficient a specimen of the spirit and style in which

the rights of the claimants under the patent were resisted, as

well as of the amount of erudition by which that resistance

was audaciously supj)orted. It was in the vexation caused

by the multifarious piracies, of which Bramah’s was one, that

Jlr, Watt was tempted, “ in the anguish of his mind,” almost

to “curse liis inventions;”—to declare that “there is notliing

“ more foolish than inventing ;”—and that “ nine-tenths of

“ mankind are knaves, and a large proportion of the remaining

“ one-tenth, fools.” From an equally temporary cause alone,

let us hope, also proceeded his evil opinion of some of the

gentlemen belonging to a certain branch of the legal profes-

sion, whom he called “ the anthropophagi of London and

of whom he said, that “ if all the counties in England would

“ join in petitioning Parliament to make it high treason for

“ any of the tribe to be found in the realm, it would bo the

“ wisest thing they ever did !

” * It was certainly unfortunate

for the reputation of Bramah, himself a self-taught inventor

of great mechanical ingenuity, that he should have been led,

by whatever motive, into systematic and grudging opposi-

tion,—(which was also, hapjuly, unsuccessful),—to the grand

and prolific discoveries of Watt.

In our own day, this doctrine of Bramah a23j)ears in tliis

country to have had one, and, so far as we know, but one

follower. In a work on the steam-engine by Mr. Thomas
Tredgold, j)rinted in 1827, we find the following passage :

—

“ The fortunate idea of condensing in a separate vessel, which
“ in Watt’s engine is the only essential j)art in saving of fuel

“ beyond what Smeaton had accomj)lished, would undoubtedly

“ in a short time have occurred to some other person ; and mines
“ must have been drained at a more economical rate, long

To Mr. Boulton, 12 April, 1780.
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“ before that monopoly ceased.” Tliis observation is accom-

panied by the further reflection, that “ monopoly should never

“ be renewed, except so that any other person may, at a fair

and at a fixed rate of licence, join in it.” Without too

critically enquiring how far that can bo called a mmofoly^ in

which any other person may joi%—whether, had Watt not

lived, the celestial afflatus of invention “ would undoubtedly”

liave descended upon, e. g., Mr. Thomas Tredgold, or some

“ other person,”—or whether, if the objection is intelligible

at all, it docs not apply to all grants of patents, quite as

much as to any renewals of them,—we need merely remark

that in the case of Boulton and Watt’s extension of patent,

“ any other person” was allowed to exercise the invention at

a fair rate of licence
;
which was usually, with great modera-

tion, fixed at only one-third of the savings of fuel which the

improved engine in each case effected. The only exceptions

to that rule were in cases where the engine worked less than

twelve hours a day, or where coals were cheaper than four

shillings a ton.

The verdict of the jury, on occasion of both of the trials,

having gone with the stream of testimony which flowed so

overwhelmingly in favour of the patentees, the judgment of

the Court finally established the legal validity of the letters

patent, and effectually vindicated the justice of all the claims

that Boulton and Watt had made. That decision has always

been viewed as one of great importance to the law of patents

in this kingdom, and was, of course, productive of momentous

consequences in a pecuniairy point of view to the patentees

;

as, besides heavy damages and costs being recovered from the

actual defendants, the remainder of the horde of delinquents

were thereby, at last, awed into subjection, and compelled to

disgorge a large portion of their illegal gains. In judgment

on the vanquislied, however, mercy was not forgotten by the

victors
;
and the terms of settlement insisted on were, it is

believed, generally satisfactory to all parties. Mr. Watt used,

long afterwards, to call the specifications his old and well-

tried friends.
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CHAPTEE XXIV.

TERMINATION OF THE PATENT-PIUVILEGE OF 1769 AND 1775— AND OF
THE ORIGINAL PARTNERSHIP OF BOULTON AND WATT— CONTINUANCE
AND INCREASE OF THEIR STEAM-ENGINE BUSINESS— ATTEMPTED ROB-

BERY— ASSISTANTS AT SOHO— WILLIAM MURDOCK, HIS LIFE, SER-

VICES, AND INVENTIONS— MR. WATT IN HIS OLD AGE — PNEUMATIC
MEDICINES— FOUNDATION OF PRIZE IN GLASGOW COLLEGE LIBRARY

AT GREENOCK— CHARITABLE ACTS.

With the year 1800 came the expiration of the privilege of

tlie patent of 1769, as extended by the statute of 1775 ;
and

also the dissolution of the original copartnership of Messrs.

Boulton and Watt, of fivo-and-twonty years^ duration
;
a term

wliicli had been fixed with a prospective reference to the

duration of the privilege, and which, having at its commence-

ment found the partners active and strong,

‘‘ In mezzo del cammin’ di nostra vita,’*

left them, at its close, far advanced on that toilsome journey,

and disposed to resign the cares and fatigues of business to

other and younger, hands. Those two friendly associates, who

might well be termed the fathers of the modern steam-engine,

did not, therefore, in their own persons renew the contract

which they had in earlier and more eventful times so strenu-

ously, so successfully, and so happily fulfilled. But their re-

spo(itive shares in the concern were readily adopted, as the

basis of a new contract, by their sons, Messrs. James Watt,

jun., Matthew Eobinson Boulton, and Gregory Watt; all dis-

tinguished by groat talents, and already to a considerable

extent initiated in the conduct of the business, by those valu-

able instructions which the experience of their fathers had so

well enabled them to give ;
as well as by having held, from

1794, some individual interest in the property of the co-

partnership.

2 E
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The new partners then entered on a course of enterprising

management, from which one of their number, Gregory

Watt, was too soon removed by liis premature death in

1804. This lamented person, having never felt much in-

terest in the dry details of business, liad been by the kind-

ness of his elder brother, James, in great measure relieved

from them, and enabled to devote his mind solely to

those higher pursuits of science and literature in which he

found delight
;
retaining at the same time the independent

circumstances and command of leisure which his share of the

profits from the steam-engine manufactory enabled him to

enjoy. In the case of the other two gentlemen, the business

connection endured without any material alteration for a

period of no fewer than forty years. And it is a remarkable

fact, demonstrative alike of the continual advance in the

development of the various resources of this country, and of

the energetic ability with which the affairs of the Soho manu-

factory were conducted, that notwithstanding the cessation of

the exclusive privilege, and the immense competition in the

construction of steam-engines which speedily followed, so far

was the business of Boulton and Watt from diminishing, that

it continually increased, and became greatly more profitable

than it ever had been in the days of its original founders.

Even after all of his manifold improvements had been secured

by patent, and were in course of execution in the various

engines turned out from the Soho manufactory, Mr. Watt had

made a very moderate estimate of the remunerative nature of

the business ;—for although in the summer of 1782 he men-
tioned that the clear income realised by it was 3000Z. per

annum, and might be 5000/., he at the same time added that

it might be less, or nothing; depending on how far Mr.

Boulton and he might be able to defeat their opponents.
“ From the many opponents we are like to have,” he also

wrote to Mr. Boulton,* I fear that the engine business

cannot be a permanent one
;
and I am sure it will not in

“ any case prove so lucrative as you have flattered yourself:”

20th February, 1782.
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—and I will stick by the engine business while it sticks to
" me

; but we have got so many pretenders now, that I fear

“ they will make us little people. If so, let them * "I do
“ not think that we are safe ’ a day to an end in this enter-

prising age. One’s thoughts seem to be stolen before one
“ speaks them. It looks as if Nature had taken an aversion
“ to monopolies, and put the same thing into several people’s

“ heads at once, to prevent them
;
and I begin to fear,”—lie

very unreasonably went on to say,— that she has given over

inspiring me, as it is witli the utmost difficulty I can hatch

anything new.” f
But, towards the close of the last century, and on tlie

favourable termination of the long law-suits, the business

became so profitable as fully to satisfy the moderate desires

of Mr. Watt
;

to provide an obvious source of independent

income for his sons
;
and thus to remove the fears which had

often pressed heavily on his mind, that he might possibly

outlive its success.

At the very beginning of the century, viz. on Christmas

eve, 1800, a great robbery was attempted at Mr. Boulton’s

silver-plate manufactory ; a building which adjoined the en-

gine-yards and workshops, and was at no great distance from

his mansion-house. The following account of this affair ap-

peared in the Birmingham newspapers at the time :
—“ On

‘‘ Tuesday night last, a most daring robbery was attempted to

“ be perpetrated at Soho, by a gang of five men, which they

‘‘ endeavoured to effect by bribing the watchman, who dis-

** covered their intentions to Mr. Boulton
;
in consequence of

‘‘ which, Messrs. Boulton and Co- procured the constables

from this town, and other assistants, to the number of

twenty in the whole, who were well armed, and concealed

“ in the manufactoiy. At the appointed hour the gang broke

into the premises, took 150 guineas, and loaded themselves

with a variety of silver articles. As soon as they attempted

“ to depart, the parties in ambush rushed upon them, and a

terrible conflict ensued
;
fire-arms were discharged on each

t To Mr. Boulton, 14 February, 1782.

2 E 2

22nd May, 1782.
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aide
; a'nd, after a severe struggle, four of the five offenders

“ were secured. The fifth, though severely u oiindcd, made
‘‘ his escape from tlie premises, over the top of tlie building,

from which he fell, and got clear off. The course lie took
“ has been discovered by his loss of blood, but he has not yet

been taken, though 50 guineas are offered for his appro-

bension. Four of the prisoners,” [the whole number taken],

are wounded, and Mr, Boulton’s watchman was sliot in the

neck, but he is in a tair way of recovery. The four prisoners

“ were examined on Wednesday evening, and committed to

“ Stafford gaol.”

The robbery need scarcely have been mentioned here, but

for the accidental circumstance of it having become known to

Sir Walter Scott, and having furnished him with an incident

of great pictorial effect in one of his most romantic scenes,

that, viz., in ‘Guy Mannering’ between Meg Merrilies and
Dirk Hatteraick in the cavern :

—“ During this dialogue, Meg
“ was heajnng some flax loosely together. Before answering
“ to this question, she dropped a firebrand upon the flax, which
“ had been previously steeped in some spirituous liquor, for it

“ instantly caught fire, and rose in a vivid pyramid of the
“ most brilliant light up to the very top of the vault,” &c. *

Sir Walter’s graphic description, of the robbery is given in

Allan Cunningham’s Memoranda, published in Lockhart’s
‘Life of Scott.’ t

“ 1 like Boulton,” continued Sir AValter;
“ he is a bravo man, and who can dislike the brave ? He
“ showed this on a remarkable occasion. lie had engaged to
“ coin for some foreign prince a largo quantity of gold. This
“ was found out by some desperadoes, who resolved to rob the
“ premises, and, as a preliminary step, tried to bribe the jiorter.

“ The porter was an honest follow,—he told Boulton that he was
“ offered a hundred pounds to bo blind and deaf next night.
“

‘ Take the money,’ was the answer, ‘ and I shall protect the
“

‘ place.’ Midnight came,—the gates opened as if by magic,

—the interior doors, secured with patent locks, opened as of
^ their own accord,—and three men with dark lanterns en-

voi. i. p. 655, Abbotsford Edition. t Cljap. liii.
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‘‘ tered and went straight to the gold. Boulton had prepared

some flax steeped in turpentine,—he dropt fire upon it, a

sudden light filled all the. place, and with his assistants

he rushed forwai’d on the robbers ;—tlie leader saw in a
“ moment he was betrayed, turned on the porter, and shoot-

“ ing liim dead, burst through aU obstruction, and with an

ingot of gold in his hand, scaled the wall and escaped.”
“ ‘ That is quite a romance in robbing,’ I said

;
and I had

nearly said more, for the cavern scene and death of Meg
‘‘ Merrilies rose in my mind.”

Sir Walter, although quite correct as to the main feature

of the illumination of the scene of j)!under and rescue, was

slightly inaccurate in one particular
;
for the porter, or watch-

man, althougli shot in« the neck, recovered, and lived long

afterwards on a pension which was the reward of his fidelity

to his employer. He was, however, removed from the neigh-

bourhood of Birmingham, to be safe from the threatened

resentment of other members of the same lawless gang which

had been so largely decimated
;
and so strictly was his incog-

nito obliged to bo preserved, that we have heard that his

place of concealment was not communicated even to his wife

:

—a strong measure of domestic economy to which he must

of (bourse have been a consenting ])arty. For three nights

previously, the robbers had tried keys and examined the

premises, \vhich, by our wise law,” says Mr. Watt, “ is no

“ felony
;
and, had wo apprehended them, they would soon

have been* let loose upon the public, and we could not have

rested in safety. We were, therefore, obliged to let them
‘‘ (iommit the robbery

;
and, on their coming out, fell upon

them with guns, j^istols, bayonets, and cutlasses. * * Our
‘‘ young men were commanders-in-chief, and laid their plans

very well ; but one of our guards came not soon enough

to their station, by which the escape took place, though by

a way deemed impracticable.” Four of the thieves were

taken. The fifth member of the marauding j)arty was, as

we learn from the proclamation of reward issued at the time,

as well as from another part of Mr. AVatt’s letter just quoted,

surnamed the “ Little Devil,” and had come from Manchester
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expressly to join what we may call the shooting-party;

he broke his arm, and was otherwise badly wounded and

bleeding from his fall
;
but, although some slugs had passed

through his hat, lie was uninjured by shot. Ho was not

apprehended for four or five months afterwards. All the

five prisoners were tried at the next assizes at Stafford, and

the four first secured were sentenced to death
;
“ the Little

“Devil” was sentenced to be transported for seven years,

possibly from having borne no active j^art in the murderous

affray, and also, perliaps, in consideration of the suflering ho

had already undergone. In regard to* the others, a 2
)Oint

of law, as to how far the jdate manufactory, which was

within Mr. Boulton’s grounds at Soho, but of course apart

from his residence, came within the* definition of a dwell-

ing-house, and consequently, how far tlie offence com-

mitted was or was not a burglary, was reserved for the

opinion of all the Judges
;
and we rather believe that the

ca])ital sentence was ultimately not carried out on any of

the culprits.

We need scarcely observe, that during the last half-century

the Soho works have been one of the j>rincipal sources,—(for

a great portion of the time, indeed, the principal source),—of

that vast sup^dy of steam-power which the inventions ofWatt
have enabled this and other countries to obtain. At the

public meeting in London on the 18th of Jun6, 1824, at

which a monument to Mr. Watt in Westminster Abbey was

voted, the amount of power which had been thus created at

Soho was stated by the late Mr. Boulton to be, in round

numbers, equivalent to that of one hundred thousand horses

;

and since that time, up to 1854, an addition of nearly two-

thirds of that amount had been made
;
giving a total sum of

2
)Ower equivalent to that of about one hundred and seventy

thousand horses. We subjoin a return of the jDarticulars,

prepared from the most authentic records
;
and as upwards

of seven hundred men have been kept in full employment

at the great establishment to which we refer, there seems no

reason to apj)rehond any diminution in the future extent of its

usefulness and j)rosperity.
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“ Memorandum.—Soho Foundry, 16 Marchy 1854.

“ The number and power of the engines made by Messrs. Boulton, Watt,
“ and Co., to the date January, 1824, were thus reckoned by the late Mr.
“ Boulton and Mr. Creighton, (one of his assistants at Soho) :

—

Engines.

“ 283 for pumping and blowing
“ 805 rotative
“ 7G boat engines • . • •

Nominal
horse-power.

Power of living
horses required to do

the same work.

. 11,247 X 4 = 44,988

. 12,618 X 3 = 37,854

. 2,080 X 3 = 0,240

“ 1,164 25,945 89,082

“ And between January, 1824, and January, 1854, the numbers are the
“ following :

—

“ 34 for pumping and blowing • 2,403 X 4 = 9,612
“ 164 rotative 7,517 X 3 = 22,551
“ 243 boat engines 15,358 X 3 = 46,074

“ 441 25.278 78,237

‘ Giving the following total numbers :

—

“ 1,164 25,945 89,082
“ 441 25,278 78,237

“ 1,605 51.223 167,319

The first engine seems to have been made for Bedworth in 1776.”

For the information of those of our readers who are not

familiar with the reason of the difference between the nominal

horse-power, and what may be called the real or effective

horse-power of an engine, it may be mentioned, that an engine

of a given number of nominal horse-power can, during a

certain time, as e. g, from one to six hours, do the same

amount of work as could be doHe by a like number of horses

in the same time. But it can do more than this^; for a living

horse can, on an average, work effectively, day after day,

only for about six hours out of the twenty-four, whereas the

steam-engine can work for all the twenty-four hours. In

order to ascertain the number of living horses, and therefore

the real horse-puwer that would be required to do the same

amount of work that is done by an engine of a given number

of nominal horse-power, the nominal horse-power must be

multiplied by four.

This, accordingly, is done in calculations of the effective

power of pumping and blowing engines, where the applica-

tion ^f the steam-power is direct But in rotative engines,
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whether on land or for boats, there is estimated to be a loss

of power in the action by the crank, &c., as compared witli

the direct application in the other case, whit^li is allowed for

by multiplying the nominal power only by three.

For the same reason, doubtless, it is that the horse-power

in pumping and blowing-engines has always been calculated

with an effective juessure of 9 lbs. on eaeli square inch of

the piston, wliile in rotative engines it is only taken at a

reduced effective pressure of 7 lbs.
;

these numbers being

to each other in the same proportion as four to three, or

3 : 4 : : 7 : 9^. We are informed, on excellent authority, that

“ this mode of calculation is that wdiich was adopted by the

“ original Watt, and is still follo^ved at the Soho works.”

The continued success of the Soho steam-engine works,

and the high character of all their manufactures, were un-

qiKistionably owing not only to the commanding talents of

those who presided over them, but also to the abilities of

various excellent assistants
;
such as were Southern, the two

Creiglitons, P. Ewart, and Lawson, all of whom, in various

responsible capacities, rendered energetic and valuable ser-

vice.* But the foremost place in that lionourable rank we

must assign to William Murdock, for upwards of half a cen-

tury Mr. Watt’s most able, faithful, and esteemed assistant;

who, both in his intellectual endowments, and in the maidy

independence of his mind, possessed no incionsiderable resem-

blance to his revered master and friend.

Born in 1 T54, at Bellow Mill near Old Cumnock in Ayr-

shire, Mr. Murdock early manifested the most decided predi-

lection for mechanical pursuits
;
and after qualifying himself

for their prosecution chiefly by his own unaided industry, ho

offered himself to Messrs. iWlton and Watt in 1770, or 1777,

* Wo may say tlie same of Messrs.

Gilbert Hamilton and James Ilrown,

to each of whom, in acknowledg-
ment of their great and long-tried

skill in conducting that extensive
business, the late Mr, Watt, of Aston
Hall, bequeathed a considerable
share in the capital stock of the

present copartnership of James Watt
and Co. He no doubt felt satisfied

that he could not take a more effectual

method of insuring prosperity to the
great manufacturing association, the
interests of which ho had so much at

heart.
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and was at once employed by them at Soho in superintending

the construction and erection of their engines. He was soon

sent into Cornwall as the agent of the firm, where, after

vigorously contending with many difficulties, he ultimately

succeeded in giving great satisfaction to the mining interest,

as well as to his own masters
;
and he was afterwards em-

ployed for nearly twenty years at Soho foundry.

M. Charles Dupin, in an interesting account which he has

published* of the great meeting in 1824, for the purpose of

voting a monument to Watt in Westminster Abbey,—his pre-

sence at which he declares he will ever esteem as one of the

most impressive and delightful recollections of his travels in

Great Britain,—says :
—“ There was to be remarked among

“ the spectators a venerable old man, whose intrepid services

‘‘ I could have wished had also been rewarded by some flat-

tering marks of public gratitude. Mr. Murdock directed

the application of the new steam-engines, to drain the wat(‘r

“ of the Cornish mines. In order to adapt that moving
‘‘ power to exhausting-pumps, and to establish the system in

“ mines of extreme depth, inmidated by appalling quantities

of water, great skill in practical mechanics was requisite.

Mr. JIurdock showed that he was full of all the resources

of genius, and the wisdom of experience, so as to triumph
‘‘ over every difficulty. Scarcely had those obstacles been

surmounted, than the proprietors of the mines sought to

“ deprive Messrs. Watt and Boulton of the benefit of the

agreement into which they had mutually entered. But the

incorruj^tiblc Murdock showed liimscif insensible to every

“ temptation ;
he long withstood all menaces, and retired

‘‘ only when he saw the cupidity of the men whose frauds he
“ defeated, threatening to destroy him in the mines by throw-

“ ing him down their pits.” Of this last anecdote of M.

Dupin we have heard, from the late Mr. Watt, another ver-

sion which is somewhat different, and, for many reasons, more

likely to be correct ;—viz., that some of the “ captains ” of

* ‘ DiHCours et Tjccjous snr I’lii- ‘ siir Ics Sciences appliqu^es aux
' dustric, Ic Commerce, la Marine, ct * Arts,’ tom. i. p. 202, i825.
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t^e Ckyrm^ minesi on occasion of a meeting of several of

their number vrith Murdock on busmess connected with the

engines, having attempted to bully him, he quietly locked

the door of the room in which they were assembled, stripped,

and, making a dexterous use of those arms with which Nature

had supplied him, administered to more than one of their

number a lesson of persuasive eflBcacy, such as they would

never forget, and such as he was never called on to repeat.

He was, in truth, of Herculean proportions, and in muscular

power nearly unrivalled.

M. Dupin adds, tliat he could have wished to have seen

Watt, who was so pre-eminent in the art of discovering and

attracting to himself men endowed with rare talent, recom-

pensing the skill, the energy, and the integrity of Mr. IVlur-

dock, by assuming him as a partner along with Mr. Boulton,

in their grand and rich enterprise. But here also we have

it in our power to dispel the anxiety which M. Dupin thus

again,—perhaps somewhat needlessly,—felt it incumbent on

him to manifest on behalf of Mr. Murdock. For although

never formally assumed as a partner in tho Solio concern,

and, therefore, remaining always exempt from all chance of

loss in case of that business at any time failing of success, he

always received a liberal income from his employers; and

from 1810 to 1830, he was placed mi the footing of a partner,

without having to advance a shilling of capital to the part-

nership funds, without the risk of incurring any liability, and

with a fixed salary of lOOOZ. per annum, assigned to him in

lieu of a share of the fluctuating profits. From 1830, he

lived in peaceful retirement in the neighbourhood of those

Avorks to which his energies had been successfully devoted,

until his death, which occurred in 1839. His remains are

deposited in Handsworth church, near those of Mr. Boulton

and Mr. Watt
;
where “ a bust by Chantrey serves to per-

“ petuate the remembrance of his manly and intelligent fea-

“ tures,” and of the mind of which they were a pleasing

index. There is also a fine portrait of Mr. Murdock in the

hall of the Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, of wliich he was a

Fellow.
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On the subject of the economical employment of gas-light

from coal, his systematic experiments commenced in 1792.

For his paper on that subject presented to the Eoyal Society

in 1808, which was read by Sir Joseph Banks, and printed in

the ‘Philosophical Transactions’ for that year, (pp. 124-132), he

received the large Eumford gold medal
;
and he will ever be

known as the true inventor of the beautiful system of lighting

by gas. “The original inventor of this application of the

“ gases,” says Mr. Watt in 1809, “ is Mr. William Murdock,
“ a most ingenious man, now at Soho here, under whose di-

“ rections several very large manufactories have been lighted,

“ at Manchester and elsewhere, by Boulton, Watt, and Com-
“ pany. Mr. M.’s invention is of fifteen or twenty years’

“ standing. I saw it employed at Soho in the fireworks for

“the celebration of the last peace.” While Mr. Murdock’s

improvements on this subject were in progress, Mr. Watt hap-

pening to hear a lady express admiration of the introduction

of water by pipes into all the dwelling-houses of a large city,

remarked that he hoped it would not be long before slie

would see fire and liglit introduced in the same manner
; a

prediction which tlien sounded strange enough, and yet was

literally fulfilled. But that is by no means the only useful

discovery with which Mr. Murdock’s name is associated. He
secured by patent, in 1799, “certain new methods of con-

“ structing steam-engines and, in 1810, “ an improved

“ method for boring pipes, cylinders, and circular disks, out of

“ solid blocks and slabs of stone of any kind or description.”

In 1809 he made known, (not securing it by a patent), a

new method of refining porter, &c., without the aid of isin-

glass, then, as now, a most expensive material
;
and for this

he received a substantial and handsome reward from the

brewers of the metropolis. The working-model of the steam-

carriage of 1784 * shows how aptly he carried out the

designs contained in the specifications of Mr. Watt; and

the oscillating cylinder t is only one of very numerous and

* Seo tho ‘ Mechanical Inventions p. 450, infra.

‘ of Watt,’ vol. iii. plate XXIX. ; and f D>id. plate XXXIV.
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valuable suggestions with which he enriched the Soho ma-

chinery.

Although the commencement of the new rera in the liistory

of Soho found Mr. Watt already past what is commonly called

the grand climacteric of man’s life, he happily long lived to

witness the continued stability and immense progressive in-

crease of his business, in the hands of those dear to himself.

His health had never, from his childhood, been robust
;
and

it still was variable
;
but it had strengthened as his ago ad-

vanced, and had never, perhaps, been worse than what onci

of his engineering friends called “ a sort of counterpoises to

prosperity, success, or happiness,—or, to speak more in our

“ own way, a kind of fly-wheels to the machinery * the

fatigue of those very exertions which his laborious life had

rendered compulsory seeming to have fortified rather than to

have enfeebled his frame. His spirits also became naturally

more equable, as the principal causes of his anxiety and

occasional depression were removed; and, while he was

destined to be one of those ‘^so strong that they come to

“ fourscore years,” his strength even then, as it could scarcely

be termed “ labour,” was certainly very far from “ sorrow.”

The period, indeed, which commenced with the new century,

and brought him a release from active business, was a serene

and golden time; in which, peacefully reposing from the

honourable toil of his earlier days, he found a calm and con-

stant satisfaction in their retrospect; and tliose hours of

happy leisure were no less delightful to himself than instruc-

tive to the “ troops of friends who, in common with all that

can add dignity or cheerfulness to old age, were gathered

around him.

A wide range of subjects of a scientific and useful nature

continued to attract the notice of his inquiring mind. Among
other pursuits, ho had been induced, by the sorrow he expe-

rienced in losing his daughter, who died of consumption at

an early age, ‘‘ to step,” as ho expressed it, over the bounds

Mr. Telford to Mr. Watt, 17 December, 1801.
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“ of his profession/’ and to communicate to Dr. Beddocs the

ideas he entertained on the employment of ^‘pneumatic

medicines.” It appeared to him that if poisons could bo

carried into the system of the lungs, remedies might be

thrown in by the same channel
;
and that, although there

seemed to be objections to the introduction, in that way, of

powders, such as of Peruvian bark, &c., however finely they

might be mechanically divided, yet tliat if the virtues of such

substances could be obtained by solution or suspension in air

of some species, they might have their full effect when inhaled

and respired. With the view of aiding medical practitioners,

as well as private patients, in their experiments and researches

on this subject, he contrived a convenient apparatus for the

preparation and inhalation of the various airs, which was ex-

tensively manufactured for sale at Soho. He also in many
yays greatly aided Dr. Bcdd^ in his establishment of the

Pneumatic Institution at Clifton, near Bristol : an establish-

ment famous for having early profited by the services, and

developed the chemical talents, of Humpliry Davy. The

system from which Beddocs lioped so much, although it has

never yet realised his large expectations, seemed at first to

2)roduce some remarkable results
;
and it is impossible to

despise tlio im])ortaiice of fiicts, or to overlook the ingenuity

of deductions which were contributed by men sucii as Bed-

does, Jeiiiier, Edgeworth, Humphry Davy, and Watt, and

which led all of them to expect effects of an extensively

sanative and beneficial character.*

It was always a favourite wish of Mr. ^Vatt’s heart to pro-

mote the attainment by otlicrs of that spirit of industrious

research and invention hy which he had himself been so en-

tirely governed
;
and the following is a letter by which he

founded, in 1808, a prize in Glasgow College, as some ac-

knowledgment on his part of ‘‘ the many favours ” that

learned body had conferred upon him, and of his sense of the

importance of promoting the special study of the sciences of

* See tlio ‘ Oonsidorations on the ‘ Quantities,’ &c., by Dr. Beddoes and
‘Use of Factitious Airs, and on the Mr. Watt, publislicd at Bristol in
‘ Manner of obtaining them in largo 1794, 1795, and 1796.
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natural philosophy and chemistry. It is addressed to the

Rev. Dr. William Taylor, the Principal.

“ Heatlificld, Birmingham, Juno 3rd, 1808.

“ Eeverend Sir,—I take the liberty of requesting you, in

your ofiScial capacity, to communicate the following propo^

“ sition to the Faculty of your University, and, on my part,

“ to request their favourable acceptance of it.

Entertaining a due sense of the many favours conferred

“ upon me by the University of Glasgow, I wish to leave

“ them some memorial of my gratitude, and, at the same

time, to excite a spirit of inquiry and exertion among the

“ students of Natural Philosophy and Chemistry attending

‘‘ the College
;
which appears to me the more useful, as the

“ very existence of Britain, as a nation, seems to mo, in great

“ measure, to depend upon her exertions in science and in

“ the arts. I therefore propA to settle 300?. upon the Col-

“ lege, in Trust, to bo laid out at the best interest, upon
‘‘ landed security, 10?. of which to be given annually as a

premium for the best essay on some subject in one of the

branches of Natural Philosophy hereinafter mentioned,
“ which shall be appointed by a majority of the Principal,

“ Professors, and Lecturers of the University, and which
“ shall be composed by any actual student of the University

“ who shall have gone through a regular course of Languages
and Philosophy, either at Glasgow or in any other Scottish

University. The prize to be adjudged by the majority
“ above mentioned, in conjunction with Gilbert Hamilton,

Esq., my brother-in-law, so long as he shall live
;
and [it]

“ shall be subjected to the same rules and regulations, as to

“ the time and manner of giving •it in, as the other prize-

“ essays appointed by the University. If in any year no
“ essay shall be judged worthy of tlie prize, the same subject

shall be re-appointed for the following year, and the pre-

“ mium reserved for it to be adjudged at the same time with

the premium for such other subject as shall be regularly

appointed for such year
;
and if then no adequate essay

“ shall appear, the said premium to be added to the prin-

“ cipal sum.
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“I know not whether the interest will be subject to the

property-tax
;

but, in any case, the surplus, whatever it

may be, after papng the premiums, and 10«. 6t?. to the
‘‘ clerk of the meeting, is to be added to the principal

annuity
;
until it shall accumulate so that the interest shall

“ be able to afford two premiums on two subjects, to be
“ appointed as aforesaid.

“I had at first intended that the subjects for the prize-

“ essay sliould be taken from any branch of Natural Philo-

“ sophy or Chemistry
;
and now think it proper to restrict •

“ them to the following branches, and in the following

“ rotation :

—

First Year, to any branch of Mechanics, or its dependent

Arts.

‘^Second Year, to Statics, and the Machines and Arts

dependent. #
Third Year, to Pneumatics, Statical or Chemical Ma-

“ chines and Arts.

Fourth Year, to Hydraulics, Hydrostatics, their Machines

and Arts.

“ Fifth Year, to Chemistry, its Arts and Apparatus.

" The Sixth Year, the rotation to begin with Mechanics, as

‘‘ before, and so on by five years' rotations.

“ I should request a copy of the successful essay to be sent

‘‘ me annually, and, after my decease, to my male representa-

“ tive
;
and I request that no public mention may be made

“ of this donation, by paragraphs in the newspapers, or other-

“ wise, until a prize come to be adjudged
;

[I] not being, as

“ far as I know, actuated by vanity, but by a desire to stimu-

“ late others to do as I have done.

I reserve to myself, at any time during my life, by any
“ writing under my hand, to change either the rotation or the

“ subjects of the essays,^as well as the other regulations con-

“ cerning them.

. “ Should what I now propose meet the approbation of the

Faculty, I shall immediately direct a proper deed to be

drawn, and the money to be paid to their order.

‘‘ Requesting you, Sir, to accept my most respectful com^
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“ pliments, and to present tliem to all the other members of

“ the Facnlty, I have the honour to remain, Eeverend Sir,

“ your most obliged, and most obedient humble servant,

James Watt.”*

Some years later, also, (in 18IG), he made a donation to

the town of Greenock, for the purpose of purchasing scientific

books for the use of the mathematical school of the place,

under the care hnd guardianship of tlie magistrates and town-

council : his intention being to form the beginning of a sci-

.
“ entific library for the instruction of tlie youth of Greenock,

“ in tlie hope of prompting others to add to it, and of ren-

dering his . townsmen as eminent for their knowledge as

they are for their spirit of enterprise.” This design, car-

ried out (as he wished) by his townsmen, with the munificent

aid of his son, the late JMr. James Watt, has been at last com-

pleted ;
and a large and hai^some building, containing the

* This letter has l)een already Iluniilton the ‘ Deed of Gift,’ which
printed in a volume prepared for ho hud executed, desiring that Mr.
private circulation, entitled ‘Deeds Iteddio might get a juoper receipt
‘ instituting Bursaries, Scholarships, wiitten on it, and direct who' should
‘ and otlier Foundations, in th(j Col- sign it (on the part of the College)

;

‘ lege and University of Glasgow,’ “ and when sign(*d,” adds Mr. W.,
4to., 1850, pp. 210-218. It is there “ you will please to get it registered.”

stated, that “ the Faculty having On the 2Brd October lie writes to Mr.
“ gratefully accepted this donation, U.—“ I am glad that the business
“ on tilt? terms proposed by Dr. Watt “ with the College is at last settled.

“Iiimsclf, no further Deed of Founda- » * When you are more re-
“ lion seems to have been considered “ covered I shall be glad to havQ an
“ re(piisitc.” “ exti-act of the deed from the Town
We liavc, however, ascertained, on “books.” And on the 11th Nov. ho

examining Mr. Watt's correspondence, thanks Mr. Hamilton for his attention

that, on tlie 1st of July, 1808, he en- “in procuring” the extract of the
closed to Mr. (t. Hamilton, to be put trust-deed to tlie College,

into projier form by Mr. Ueddie, one This was not very many days be-
of the town-clerks of Glasgow, the fore tJic death of Mr. Hamilton,
draft of a contract, in wliich the “ than whom,” writes Mr. Watt, on
principles set forth in his letter of the 4th Dec., “ I never knew a more
Brd June to the Principal of the Col- “ friendly or worthy man, nor one
lege were carried out on the one “ more useful to society and on
part, and on the other i)art the Prin- tlie 24th of the sarnie month lie writes
cipal and Professors of the said Col- to his cousin, Mr. Kobert Muirheid,
lege bound themselves to perform all “ T had named Mr. Hamilton as one
the conditions of the contract, under “ of \hG judges, in deciding the
penalty of forfeiture of the said sum “ merits of tlie prize-essays to bo
of 300Z., with all accumulations of “ given [in] in consequence of my •

interest. On the 14th of J uly, Mr. “ donation to the College ; but he
Keddie had received the draft, and “ having vacated the i^laee unfor-

promised to do what was required as “ tunately, I shall appoint you, if you
speedily as he could. On the 15th “ please to do me the honour of ac-

of August, Mr. Watt sends to Mr. “ cepting it.”
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library and a beautiful memorial statue of its founder, by
Chantrey, is now ^ principal ornament of that busy and pros-

perous seaport, which boasts that James Watt was bom in her.

Nor, amid such donations, given as aids to the promotion

of sound and useful learning, were others wanting on his

part, such as true religion prescribes, to console the poor and

relieve the suffering. But those his benefactions, which were

also secret, being usually accompanied at the time by an

injunction not to make known the name of the donor, we
shall not here seek farther to disclose

;
preferring to dwell on

the comfortable truth, that " there be some persons that will

not receive a reward for that for which God accounts Him-
self a debtor

:
persons that dare trust God with their charity,

“ and without a witness.” *

Izaak Walton, * Life of Dr, John Donne,’ p. 54, ed. Oxford, 1824.
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CHAPTER XXV.

STEAM-NAVIGATION — ITS ORIGIN AND PROGRESS — PADDLE-WHEELS—
EARLY STEAM-BOATS — PAPIN, HULLS, MILLER, SYMINGTON, FULTON,

HENRY BELL, ETC. MR. JAMES WATT, JUNIOR HIS VOYAGE IN THE
“ CALEDONIA,” IN 1817, TO GERMANY, BELGIUM, AND HOLLAND —
H.M.S. THE “JAMES WATT ” NAVAL REVIEW IN 1856— LOCOMOTIVE

STEAM-CARRIAGES— MR. WATT’s PATENT, AND MB. MURDOCK’S MODEL,

OF 1784— MR. watt’s views of locomotion on land by STEAM—
Edgeworth’s suggestion of a railroad— latin epigram.

A SUBJECT which naturally excited a deep, and, indeed, at

one time, rather an anxious interest ii; the breast of the great

engineer, when resting in his latter days from the severer

labours of his life,

—

“ A guisa di Icon quando si posa,”

was that of steam-navigation. With every confidence in the

probable success of such a system, he seems never in any very

especial manner to have directed the force of his own mind

to the details requisite for carrying it out; a circumstance

which is quite explained by the constant demands on his

time and attention made by other branches of the steam-

engine business, so long as he continued to be actively engaged

in its prosecution. But, in times widely different from those

in which he had asked his memorable question as to whether
“ a spiral oar” or “two wheels” were to be preferred for

navigation by steam, he lived to know of the first complete

and practically useful steam-boat being successfully employed

in America
;
as well as of the British Channel being crossed,

and the Ehine navigated by another; both vessels,—the

American and the British,—^liaving been impelled by engines

manufactured at Soho, constructed on the principles invented

by himself, and not without the benefit of his own direct

inspection and counsels.
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We have no intention of here entering at any considerable

length on the jiistory of steam-navigation,—a subject which

has already been treated of by various competent authorities,

and which perhaps offers materials for a still more compre-

hensive work than any that have yet appeared. But it may
generally be remarked, that the introduction of that most

valuable mode of conveyance and transport has been quite

dependent upon, and nearly co-ordinate with, Mr. Watt’s

improvements on the steam-engine; that before those im-

provements were^ made known to the world, nothing of any

importance in that way had been accomplished, and little

even attempted or imagined
;
and that since the full deve-

lopment of those improvements, that perfection of power and

safety with which the ocean is now traversed in every direc-

tion and to any distance, by vessels impelled by steam, has

been rapidly and triumphantly attained. The steam-vessels

of modern times may well remind us of the

“ Wondrous ships sclf-mov’d, instinct with mind,”

of Alcinous and liis Phaoacians. Nor is the

• Xatr/xa dXof eWepooxrt)/,

“ KCU P€(f)€Xri K€Ka\vflfl€Pai,*'

—

“ Swiftly and secretly they cross the main,
“ Jn mist and cloud envelop’d,”

—

of the original, less forcibly descriptive. We wish we could

with equal verisimilitude continue the quotation :

—

ovfie TTore cipip

“ OijTf Ti TTij^apO^pat €m ovd’ diroX€(rOai I
” f

nor need they ever dread
“ Disaster or destruction 1

”

To this end the ingenious industry of many successive en-

gineers and mechanics has, it is true, eventually conduced : but

the master-key which unlocked the power required for the per-

formance of such a task, '^s the condensation of steam in a

vessel separate from the cylinder, together with the means of

converting the rectilineal motion of the piston-rod into a rota-

Popo’s Homer s Odyssey, h. viii. 1. 604. f OATISS. ©. 537-9.

2 F 2
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tive one for paddle-wheels, or, as now practised, for a screw-

propeller, or " spiral oar.”

We have already sufficiently exposed the fictitious letter in

which Solomon De Cans is made to talk, in 1641, to an

imaginary Marquis, of navigating ships,” as well as ofmoving

carriages, and of working other miracles by means of steam.

But the mere use of paddle-wheels, “ remi rotatiles,” or " rames

tournantes,” moved by animal force, for the progression of

boats, appears to have been of considerable antiquity. Not to

carry our inquiries further back, they have been fully described

by Valturius, in his great work on the ‘ Science of War,* in

1472
;
by William Bourne, in 1578 ;

by Denis Papin, (as having

been seen by him in use in England, probably in 1682), in

1690 ;
by Savery, in 1698 ; by Du Quet, in 1702 and 1735

;

by the Comte de Saxe, in 1732, &c. Papin, also, in 1690,

unquestionably suggested the employment of the atmosphere

as a power, with a vacuum formed by the condensation of

steam beneath a piston in a cylinder, the power being com-
municated by toothed and paddle-wheels ad naves adverse

vento provehendas :*** and he represented the greatest pro-

bable obstacle to the construction of such a machine to be
the diflSculty of getting cylinders, of adequate size, sufficiently

well made for tlie purpose they were intended to serve. Of
the mere ingenuity of his suggestion, so far as it went, tliere

cannot, of course, be a doubt
;
but tliis, like some others of

his mechanical ideas, he seems not to have seriously attempted
to reduce to practice, and, if he had done so, he would have
found how entirely insufficient was the apparatus he proposed,

now dignified by some writers with the name of his steam-
engine,* to produce such effects as he desired. The mecha-
nical difficulty, also, which he has specified, although unques-
tionably very considerable, was only one of many, not less

formidable, which Mr. Watt*s more comprehensive view
foresaw

; and which it needed €1111 the most constant and
anxious exertions of his more powerfiil practical genius to

encounter and overcome. Since the days of Papin, indeed.

* See p. 145, mprh.
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the experience of a century and a half has fully enabled us to

judge how great was the distance between the imperfect con-

ception of a project, such as he suggested in the passage

quoted above, and its successful consummation.

It still, curiously enotigh, remains uncertain whether Jona-

than Hulls carried into effect the more elaborate invention

for which he obtained a patent in 1736, and which he set

forth in his celebrated pamphlet entitled ‘ A Description and
‘ Draught of a new-invented Machine for carrying Vessels or

^ Ships out of or into any Harbour, Port, or Eiver, against

^ Wind and Tide, or in a Calm :* London, 1737. But he has,

at least, minutely described the introduction of a Newcomen’s

engine into a large boat or barge to be employed as a tug,

and has delineated such a vessel, fitted with fan (or paddle)

wheels, towing a ship of war of upwards of thirty guns. His

work, which seems to have been long overlooked, is now not

common, and it is still more rare to meet with a copy con-

taining the curious and highly illustrative engraving which

forms its frontispiece
; but it affords the strongest evidence

which we possess, of a marine atmospheric steam-engine,

working by paddle-wheels, having been constructed,—or, at

all events, fully devised and figured in action,—so early as

the period in question.

After the date of Mr. Watt’s patent of 1769, (the great

pivot on which all real advancement in the steam-machinery

of modern times has turned), it is said that, in the United

States, Mr. Ellicot, in 1775, and T. Paine, (less favourably
,

known by his writings), in 1778, suggested the use of steam

for propelling boats; as the Abbe Arnal did in France in

1781, for inland navigation; while in 1782 the Marquis

Jouffroy built a ste%m-boat, which was tried on the Saone,

but did not succeed. Jn 1783, Mr. James Kumsey of Vir-

ginia and Mr. John Fitch of
^
Philadelphia both proposed

methods of propelling boats, the one by a current of water

forced out at the stern, and the other by paddles, but not in

the form of wheels. It is said that Mr. Fitch constructed a

steam-boat which was navigated between Bordentown and

Philadelphia, but was soon laid aside.
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In 1787, Mr. Miller of Dalswinton published a description,

with engravings, of a triple vessel, propelled by paddle-wheels,

turned by means of cranks, intended to be worked by men

;

adding, ‘‘ I have also reason to believe that the power of the

“ steam-engine may be applied to work the wheels, so as to

‘‘ give them a quicker motion, and, consequently, to increase

‘‘ that of the ship.” In 1788, Mr. Miller employed Mr. Wil-

liam Symington, of Wanlockhead, in Dumfries-sliire, along

with M>. James Taylor, to superintend the construction of a

small steam-engine in a pleasure-boat on Dalswinton Ijoch.

This succeeding well, induced him to employ Mr. Symington

to construct a larger steam-engine at Carron, for one of Mr.

Miller s boats on the Forth and Clyde Canal, which was tried

in 1789, and a speed of about seven miles an hour attained

;

but from other objections, (chiefly to the want of solidity in

the machinery), from Mr. Miller’s want of confidence in its

ultimate success, and his attention being diverted to other

pursuits, the boat was soon afterwards dismantled, and the

engine removed from it. It has been lately stated that about

the year 1787 Messrs. Furnau and Ashton made experiments

in steam-navigation on the river at Hull, which ended in

their building a boat which for some time plied between

Beverley and Hull, and another of a larger size, which was

bought by the Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV., and

fitted up as a pleasure yacht. The latter vessel is said to

have been burned : what became of the former is not stated.

From January, 1801, till April, 1803, Mr. Symington was

employed by Lord Dundas to make a series of experiments

on steam-boats, with the view of their being used on the Forth

and Clyde Canal ; and the towiiig-^essel, the Charlotte

Dundas,” which he then constructed, appears to have been

entirely successful, in so far as regarded moderate power and

speed. The use of this vessel, however, on the canal was

discontinued in consequence of the injury which it was appre-

hended the washing of the waves in its wake might do^ to the

banks
; and although the Duke of Bridgewater was so satis-

fied of the advantages of the invention as to have given Mr.

Symington an order to build eight similar boats, to be used
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on his canals yet the hopes of the enterprising inventor were

destined to be crushed just at the very moment of projec-

tion for “ the same day that he was informed by Lord

Dundas of the final determination of the Committee not to.

‘‘ allow steam-boats to be employed on the canal, he received

intelligence of the death of the Duke of Bridgewater.’’*

In 1801, Symington’s steam-boat was visited, minutely

inspected, and tried, by Eobert Fulton, a native of Pennsyl-

vania, (the son of an emigrant from Dumfries-shire)
; who, as

an engineer,—not merely an amateur,—devoted much time

and attention to the subject of steam-navigation. And early

in 1802, he being then resident in Paris, and in full commu-
nication with Mr. Livingstone, the envoy from the United

States to France, who appears to have been attached to

similar pursuits, he addressed a letter to Mr. James Watt,

jun,, in which he inquired the price and other particulars of a

small engine of five horse-power. In a letter written a week

later, he made inquiries as to the employment of high degrees

of heat in small engines, and the limit to which it might be

carried, in order to render them light and compact,—for this,

with his views, was necessarily a cardinal point,—and then

he went on to say, The object of my investigation is to find

whether it is possible to apply the engine to working boats

up our long rivers in America. The persons who have

“ made such attempts have commenced by what they called

improving Watt’s engine, but without having an idea of the

physics which lay hid in it from common observers
;

but

such improvements have appeared to me like the improve-

‘‘ ments of the preceptor of Alcibiades, who corrected Homer
for the use of his scholars. Their ill success, and their

never having found a good mode of taking a purchase on
“ the water, are the reasons why they have all failed.

Having, during the course of my experiments on sub-

“ mersive navigation, found an excellent mode of taking a

purchase on the water, I wish to apply the engine to the

movement. The only thing which is wanting is to arrange

Woodcroft ‘ Ou Steam Navigation/ 1848, p. 55.
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the engine as light and compact as possible,” &a And, in

the postscript of his letter, he proposes for Mr. Watt’s con-

sideration some schemes of engines suggested by Mr. Living-

stone : schemes on which we do not find that any opinion was

then expressed, but which appear not to have been very clearly

explained, and which, in so far as their construction was intel-

ligible, did not promise to be very effective.

On the 6th of August, 1803, Mr. Fulton ordered his first

engine from Soho, repeating the application in person in 1804.

The diameter of the cylinder was 24 inches, with a stroke of

four feet, being about nineteen horse-power. "The principal

“ parts of the engine were made and forwarded early in 1805

;

“ the planning and execution of the subordinate parts, as well

“ as of the connecting and paddle machinery, having been
" undertaken by Mr. Fulton himself. He built a vessel from
" his designs at New York, called the ‘ Clermont,’* and having

“ erected the machinery on board of her, the first trial was
“ made in the spring of 1807, and was eminently successful

;

" and this vessel was soon after established as a regular steam-

" packet between New York and Albany.” f
Within six years from the first trial-trip of the “ Clermont,”

six steam-vessels had been built for Mr. Fulton, and were in

constant and successful use in America for the conveyance of

passengers.

" It is a Mr. Fulton,” writes Mr. Watt to Dr. Townsend of

Bath,I "who has constructed the steam-boats in America:
" two of the engines have been made by Boulton, Watt, and
“ Company, but the machinery has been made entirely in

" America, tmder his own direction. The following is his

“ account of his boat, (Sept 15th, 1810) :—
‘ The first engine

" ‘ thus in use was 24-inch cylinder, 4-feet stroke, which drove

‘a boat 166 feet long and 18 feet wide, drawing 2J feet of
"

‘ water, at the rate of 5 miles an hour on the Hudson river

;

" ‘ that is, taking the tide for and against the boat the

From a residence of Mr. Living- and Albany has, we believe, been
stone B on the Hudson river, about ascertained by a recent survey to be
two thirds of the way from New York 125 geographical miles,
to Albany. J April 13tlf, 1812.

t The distance between New York
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“ ‘ average velocity is 5 miles an hour.’ The boats go regu-

“ larly between New York and Albany, distant 160 miles,

“ and he is forming similar establishments on other rivers,

" and has had a second engine of 28-inch cylinder, 4-feet

“ stroke ; and one of the latter size has been made to navi-

“ gate a boat between Montreal and Quebec.

“ I am informed by a friend who has seen the steam-boat,

“ that the engine and boilers occupy about one-third of the

“ length of the boat, and that the engine operates by com-
“ municating motion to a water-wheel on each side of the

“ boat, which he said were about 6 feet diameter, and 3 feet

" wide in the sole ;
but I think they must be of a larger

“ diameter.

“ You will readily see that a machine of this kind could

“ not pass bridges and locks, which all our navigations are
“ full of ; but,might navigate in the tide-way of the Thames
“ or Severn, or other rivers clear of bridges, &c., and suffi-

" ciently wide.

“ Peter Miller, Esq., of Dalswinton, in Scotland, tried many
“ experiments, ten or more years ago, with a boat of this con-

“ struction, and might have succeeded if he had had a better

" engineer. He is now a very old man. On the whole, as far

“ as it is at present known to me, I think it would not answer

“ the purpose you want I believe Mr. Rennie is engineer to

" your canal : nobody is more able to advise you on this head.”

In 1811, Mr. Henry Bell, a citizen of Glasgow, who, since

1800, had repeatedly urged the subject of steam-propulsion

on the attention of the British government ^d had also

aided Fulton with drawings of machinery, &c,, took the

decided and enterprising step of himself trying in Scotland,

at his own risk and under his sole direction, an experiment

similar to that which had succeeded so well in America. He
had a boat, called from the great heaveidy body of that kind

which made its appearance in that year, the “ Comet” built

at Port Glasgow, in the yard of Messrs. J. and C. Wood,

which, propelled by a steam-engine of his own construction,

was finished by the end of 1811. It plied on the Clyde,

between Glasgow and Greenock, early in 1812; and thus
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bstsiiitiiid tile ^dtwanner of that system of practical steam-

imi'rigation which has since so widely extended itself in this

coimtry. The “ Comet was forty feet in length, of twenty-

fiye-tons measurement, and four horse-power; but other

vessels soon followed of somewhat greater dimensions, fitted

with engines of proportionally greater powers ;—the largest,

built in 1813, of which we are aware, being the ‘‘ Glasgow,’’

of 74 tons and 16 horse-power,—^in 1814 the ‘‘Morning

“ Star,” of 100 tons and 26 horse-power,—and in 1815, the

“ Caledonia,” of 102 tons and 32 horse-power. In that year,

two steam-vessels went from the Clyde to the Thames ; one

by the Forth and Clyde Canal to Leith, and thence by the east

coast
;
and the other by the west coast and round the Land’s

End :—^these being, so far as we know, the first attempts at

steam-navigation made in the open sea of our coasts.

“ During his last visit to Greenock in 1816,” ^ays Mr. Wil-

liamson, “ Mr. Watt, in company with his friend Mr. Walkin-

“ shaw,—whom the author some years afterwards heard relate

“ the circumstance,—made a voyage in a steam-boat as far as

“ Rothsay and back to Greenock,—an excursion which, in

“ those days, occupied the greater portion of a whole day.

“ Mr. Watt entered into conversation with the engineer of

“ the boat, pointing out to him the method of ‘ backing’ the

“ engine. With a foot-rule he demonstrated to him what was
“ meant. Not succeeding, however, he at last, under the

“ impulse of the ruling passion, threw off his overcoat, and,

“ putting his hand to the engine himself, showed the practical

“ application of his lecture. Previously to this, the ‘ back-
“ ‘stroke’ of the steam-boat engine was either unknown or

“ not generally known. The practice was to stop the engine

“ entirely a considerable time before the vessel reached the

“ point of mooring, in order to allow for the gradual and
“ natural diminution of her speed.” •

In April, 1817, Mr. James Watt, jun., having purchased

the “ Caledonia,” which from defects in her engines had been

little used since her launch in 1815, had her machinery taken

‘ memorials of Watt,’ j). 234.
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out, and replaced by two new engines of Soho manufacture,

of 14 horse-power each. In October of that year, he went

over in her to Holland, and ascended the Ehine as far as

Cobledtz; having thus been the first to leave the British

shores and cross the Channel by so novel, and, as it was then

esteemed, so hazardous a mode of transit. But although

“ Illi robur ct acs triplex

“ Circa pectus erat,”

even he could scarcely then foresee that in later days the

imitation of his daring enterprise would be circumscribed

only by those bounds by which the proud waves of the ocean

are stayed.

The ‘^Caledonia” having left Margate on the 14th of

October, 1817, arrived off West Kapelle, Walcheren, in ten

minutes more than twenty-four hours, and came to anchor in

the Keeting near Yianen three hours later
;
having run, under

steam, at an average speed of 7^- knots an hour. In her

voyage from Eotterdam to Cologne, by Nimeguen, Emmerick,

Wesel, and Diisseldorf, the time actually occupied under

way, with a strong easterly wind and current against the

vessel during the whole of it, and for nine hours only one

engine at work, was 48 hours, 52 minutes. As she steadily

forced her course against the impetuous waters of the Ehine,

her track marked by

—

“ Smoko in air and foam upon the wave,” *

she excited, as may well be imagined, the admiring wonder,

—

in some cases the wondering horror,—of the natives. She

presented a strange contrast, such as has often 'since struck

the eye of the traveller, to those most shapeless and primitive

of all vessels, the huge rafts of timber from the Helvetian

forest, which with whole families, with their flocks and herds,

inhabiting them for weeks together, seem, as sluggislily they

descend the stream, to be leviathan villages of diluviaii date.

On her homeward voyage from Coblentz, the Caledonia*’

entered the Scheldt, and visited Antwerp. She was then laid

up for part of the winter in the harbour of Eotterdam, for

Csiry's Duiito :
* Hell,' cantu xxiv. 1. 50.
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repairs and alterations. After her return to the Thames in

the spring of 1818, Mr. J. Watt, jun., made no fewer than

thirty-one series of experiments with her on the river, (the

whole number of those experiments amounting to two hrm-

dred and fifty) ;
* which resulted in the adoption of many

most material improvements in the construction and adapta-

tion of marine engines, and in an immense, though gradual

extension of that branch of the manufacture at Soho. From
the particulars already given of the amount of steam-power

produced at that establishment, it appears that the marine

engines manufactured there, up to 1854, were in number 319

;

of 17,438 nominal, or 52,314 real horse-power.t

The memory of James Watt will now be worthily per-

petuated in the British navy, by the fine screw steam man-of-

war of that name, of 91 guns ; which was launched at Pem-
broke dock-yard in 1853, and fitted with Soho engines.}:

But the greatest triumph of steam,—and, therefore, of the

name of Watt,—^that the world has ever witnessed, was be-

held at the great Naval Eeview which took place at Spithead

on the 23rd of April, 1856, at the close of the war with

Eussia ; when a British fleet of no fewer than two hundred

and forty sail, from the largest line-of-battle ship, such as the

“ Duke of Wellington” of 131 guns and 1100 men, down to

* From a memorandum made by passage from Liverpool to New York,
one of the party present on the occa- (adding difference of time), in 10
sion, we find that on the 14th of days, 1 hour, 1 minute

; and her
Julyin that summer, the “ Caledonia” “home” passage on her return from
steamed to the Norc and back—nearly New York to Liverpool, (dcdijcting

iOO miles—in ten hours ; to the great difference of time), in 9 days, 5 hours,
astonishment, among others, of a 46 minutes.
French gentleman on board, and the f See p. 423, supra.

delight of Chantrey the sculptor, who J The engines in question, as wo
was another member of that party of have been informed by one of their
pleasure. We cannot resist tlio makers, were originally intended for
temptation of placing side by side the “Vulcan,” to exert the power of
with the creditable performance of 700 horses at 60 strokes per minute ;

the “CWedonia” of those early days, in the "James Watt,” owing to the
tlie still more dazzling speed of the employment of a larger size of screw-
voyages made, in later ones, by the propeller, they arc only to make 50
beautiful “ Persia,” an iron steam-ship strokes per minute, and the estimate
built by Robert Napier and Sons, in of their power will be reduced to that

1855; measuring 375 feet in length, of 600 horses. In casting the fine

46 in breadth, and 3590 tons, with a brass screw-propeller for H.M.S. the
power of 850 horses. The “ Persia,” “ James Watt,” ten tms and a half
propelled by paddles, made her “out ” of metal were employed.
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floating mortar-batteries, and gun-boats carrying only 2 guns

and 25 men, was assembled : and, of the whole number of

that vast array, not more than ten ships were without steam-

power. The day was so calm, that sails would have been

comparatively of little use ; and scarcely one was set during

the whole time that the review lasted. The orderly and

rapid movements and manoeuvres of the different divisions

of the immense fleet, extending, even when ranged in triple

line, very many miles in length, were thus performed solely

under the power of steam, the absence of sails leaving the

rigging and spars standing in all their fairy-like lightness and

grace. Almost all of the vessels also were propelled by the

screw,—^the “spiral oar” of Mr. Watt’s letter of 1770,

—

instead of by paddle-wheels, so that the surface of the water

seemed scarcely broken as they moved majestically along

;

and, by the use of a peculiar species of coal, (the Welsh

anthracite), the nuisance of smoke from the engine-fires was

entirely prevented. Thus,

** While not a breath disturb’d the deep serene,
** And not a cloud o’ercast the solemn scene,”

the whole of the evolutions took place with a steadiness, a

celerity, and an apparent ease and absence of eifort, that were

quite magical in their effect
; forming a spectacle unrivalled

in its kind, and that will never be effaced from the memory
of those who were present at it.

With regard to another application of steam power, of

kindred interest and importance, that, viz., to locomotion on

land, it is remarkable enough that when Mr. Watt’s attention

was first directed, by his friend Bobison, to the steam-engine,

‘‘ he (R.) at that time threw out an idea of applying the

power to the moving of wheel - carriages.” But the

scheme,” adds Mr. Watt, “ was not matured, and was soon

abandoned on his going abroad.” *

It may be here incidentally mentioned that the Abbe Hue,

in giving an account of the character and career of Father

Verbiest, a successful Jesuit missionary among the Chinese,

Robison, p. 113 ; and p. 75, eupra.
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who died iu 1688, says :
—‘‘ It is highly probable, that ho

anticipated the great discovery of modern times, the motive

power of steam. In his learned work, entitled ^ Astronoinia

“ ‘ Europtea,’ there is a curious account of some experiments

“ that he made at Pekin, with what we may call steara-

engines. He placed an aeolipile upon a car, and directed

the steam generated within it upon a wheel to which four

wings were attached ;
the motion tlius produced was com-

monicated by gearing to the wheel of the car. The ma-

chine continued to move with great velocity as long as the

‘‘ steam lasted ;
and, by means of a kind of helm, it could be

“ turned in various directions. An experiment was made

with the same instrument applied to a small ship, and with

“ no less success
;
and Father Verbiest, after giving an account

‘‘ of these experiments, adds these very remarkable words :

—

^ Dato hoc principio motus, multa alia excogitari fcudle est^ *

In August, 1768, Dr. Small informed Mr. Watt that Mr.

Edgeworth, a gentleman of fortune, young and mechanical,

and indefatigable,” had taken a resolution of moving land
‘‘ and water carriages by steam,” and had made considerable

progress for the time he had employed himself in that line.

‘‘ He knows notliing,” added Dr. Small, of your peculiar

“ improvements, but seems to be in a fair way of knowing
“ whatever can be known on such subjects.” t In allusion to

the same subject. Dr. Small wrote to Mr. Watt a month later,

Your very clever friend Mr. Kobison and his pupil passed

Friday evening with me to my great satisfaction. I told

them I hoped soon to travel in a fiery chariot of your

‘‘ invention.” J Seven months later, A linen-draper at

London, one Moore, has taken out a patent for moving

wheel-carriages by steam. This comes of thy delays. I

dare say he has heard of your inventions. Do come to

“ England with all possible speed. At this moment how I

could scold you for negligence ! However, if you will come

hither soon, I will be very civil, and buy a steam-chaise of

Hue’s ‘ ChristianHy in China, August, 1768.
* Tartary, and Thibet,’ vol. iii. 1858. t The same to the same, Septem-

t Hr. Small to Mr. Watt, 12th ber. 1768.
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“ you, and not of Moore. And yet it vexes me abominably
“ to see a man of your superior genius neglect to avail liim-

“ self properly of his great talents.” * Mr. Watt, in writing

to Dr. Boebuck of this, says, “ This was a thing I hoped to

“ accomplish by the circular engine,” t [or steam-wheel.] And
he replies to Small :—“ If linen-draper Moore does not use my
“ engine to drive his chaises, he can’t drive them by steam.
“ Ifhe does, I will stop them. I suppose, by the rapidity of his

“ progress and puffing, he is too volatile to be dangerous.”

—

" You want a. steam-chaise
;
pray make one. I give you leave,

“ and win also give you advice,—not gratis, however, but for

“ good deeds done and to be done.”—“ Of aU things in life,

“ there is nothing more foolish than inventing. Here I work
“ five or more years contriving an engine, and Mr. Moore hears

“ of it, is more doeilU, gets three patents at once, publishes

“ himself in the newspapers, hires 2000 men, sets them to

“ work for the whole world in St George’s Fields, gets a fortune

“ at once, and prosecutes me for using my own invention ! ” |

Moore’s fortune, however, was not got at once by steam-

carriages ;
nor, as may be supposed, did the imagined prose-

cution ever take place. “ After much inquiry about Moore,”

says Dr. Small, “ I can learn notbnig satisfactory, only that

“ he is no profound philosopher, and so, in all probability,

“ unacquainted with the properties of substances of which

“ you have availed yourself. Perhaps he may pay you a

“ large sum of money for leave to use your inventions. If

“ so, ask 12,000^., and not 1200/. He is rich and sanguine

:

“ and indeed, if wheel-carriages and vessels can be moved
“ commodiously by steam, the invention is worth much more
“ money.” § “I have thought,” adds the Doctor, on the 6th

November, “ of a very easy method of constructing your
“ wheel, and of a most easy and obvious method of moving
“ carriages by a reciprocating engine, provided a tolerably

" tight piston can be found. The weight of a machine for a

* Dr. Small to Mr. Watt, 18th X Mr. Watt to Dr. Small, 28tli

April, 1769. April, 1769.

t Mr. Watt to Dr. Roebuck, 28th $ Dr. Small to Mr. Watt, 10th May,
April, 1769. 1769.
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post-chaise will not be more than 300 lbs., water and all,

and it will be contained in very small compass.”

In the seventh “ new improvement,” however, set forth in

the specification of his patent of 1784, Mr. Watt described the

principles and construction of steam-engines which are

‘‘ applied to give motion to wheel-carriages for removing

“ persons or goods, or other matters, from place to place, in

“ wliich cases,” he says, “ the engines themselves must be

portable. Therefore, for the sake of lightness, I make the

“ outside of the boiler of wood, or of thin metal, strongly

“ secured by hoops, or otherwise, to prevent it from bursting

‘‘ by the strength of the steam
;
and the fire is contained in a

“ vessel of metal witliin the boiler, and surrounded entirely

“ by the water to be heated, except at the apertures destined

‘‘ to admit air to the fire, to put in the fuel, and to let out

“ the smoke
; which latter two apertures may either be situ-

‘‘ ated opposite to one another in the sides of the boiler, or

“ otherwise, as is found convenient
;
and the aperture to

admit air to the fire may be under the boiler. The form
“ of the boiler is not very essential, but a cylindric or globular

‘‘ form is best calculated to give strength. I use cylindrical

“ steam-vessels with pistons, as usual in other steam-engines,
‘‘ and I employ the elastic force of steam to give motion to

‘‘ these pistons, and after it has performed its oflSce I discharge

it into the atmosphere by a proper regulating valve, or I

" discharge it into a condensing vessel made air-tight and
‘‘ formed of thin plates or pipes of metal, having their out-

“ sides exposed to the wind, or to an artificial current of air

“ produced by a pair of bellows, or by some similar machine
“ wrought by the engine or by the motion of the carriage

;

which vessel, by cooling and condensing part of the steam,

does partly exhaust the steam-vessel, and thereby adds to

the power of the engine, and also serves to save part of the

" water of which the steam was composed, and which would

otherwise be lost. In some cases I apply to this use

engines with two cylinders which act alternately ; and in

other cases I apply those engines of my invention which
“ act forcibly both in the ascent and descent of their pistons.
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" and by means of the rotative motion in figure 20^1,"^ or of

any other proper rotative motion, I communicate the power

of these engines to the axis or axle-tree of one or more of

the wheels of the carriage, or to another axis connected

with the axle-tree of the carriage by means of toothed

wheels
; and in order to give more power to the engine

when bad roads or steep ascents require it, I fix upon the

axle-tree of the carriage two or more toothed wheels of

different diameters, which when at liberty can turn round

freely on the said axle-tree when it is at rest, or remain

without turning when it is in motion
;

but, by means of

“ catches, one of these wheels at a time can be so fixed to the

“ axle-tree, that the axle-tree must obey the motion of the

toothed wheel, which is so locked to it. And upon the

primary axis, which is immediately moved by the engine,

or which communicates the motion of the engine to the

‘‘ axle-tree of the carriage, I fix two or more toothed wheels

“ of greater or lesser diameters than those on the axle-tree,

“ which are moved by them respectively, so that the wheels

“ on these two axles having their teeth always engaged in

‘‘ one another, the wheels on the axle of the carriage always

“ move with the wheels on the axle of the rotative motion,

“ but have no action to turn the wheels of the carriage ex-

cept one of them be locked fast to its axle-tree,—then the

“ latter receives a motion faster or slower than that of the

axle of the rotative machinery, according to the respective

“ diameter of the wheels which act upon one another. In

“ other cases, instead of the circulating rotative machinery,

“ I employ toothed racks or sectors of circles worked with

“ reciprocating motions by the engines, and acting upon

ratchet wheels fixed on the axles of the carriage. And I

steer the carriage, or direct its motion, by altering the angle
‘‘ of inclination of its fore and hind Wheels to one another by
‘‘ means of a lever or other machine. As carriages are of

“ many sizes and variously loaded, the engines must be made
powerful in proportion. But to drive a carriage containing

2 G

* A sun-and-planet wheel.
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“ two persons, will require an engine with a cylinder seven

inches in diameter, making sixty strokes per minute of one

foot long each, and so constructed as to act both in the

ascent and descent of the piston
;
and the elastic force of

the steam in the boiler must occasionally be equal to the

supporting a pillar of mercury thirty inches high.”

Working Model of a Tjocomotive Engine made by Mr, W. Murdock in 1Y84.

Also in 1784, Mr. Murdock made a working model of a

locomotive engine upon the principles so specified by Mr.

Watt, which performed well, and is still in existence. With

a spirit-lamp for a furnace, its cylinder attached to the boiler,

and its piston-rod working a beam that turned the driving-

wheels by a crank, it was placed in the Great Exhibition of

1851,* where it attracted much notice. It stood among the

machinery at rest,” on the colossal marine engines of 700

horse-power, manufactured by Messrs. James Watt and Co.,

which have since been erected in the fine 91-gun screw

steam-ship the James Watt;” and by the side of that

* See the * Official Catalogue,' vol. i. p. 211,
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interesting little model was placed another, also of diminutive

size, of a steam*:eiigine with an oscillating cylinder, invented

and constructed by Mr. Murdock in the year 1785. The
model of the locomotive engine is now in the possession of

Messrs. James Watt and Co. ; that of the oscillating cylinder

remains, a valued heirloom, in the family of Mr. Murdock.*

In reference to this specification, Mr. Watt writes to Mr.

BoultdHt ‘‘ I li^'Ve given such description of engines for wheel-

carriages as I could do in the time and s])ace I could allow
‘‘ myself

; but it is very defective, and can only serve to keep
“ other people from similar patents.*’ And, t(?n days later, J
‘‘ I wrote to you last night, and now sit down to give you some
“ of my ideas on the wheel-carriage scheme, and have there-

fore annexed that article of the specification, by which you
“ will see the general idea. The engine may either be con-

“ nected with the rotative motion by a Working-beam, or may
be placed directly over the secondary axle, and work the

“ rotative motion by means ofTwo rods coming down on each
“ side of tlie cylinder from a cross-bar on the top of the

piston-rod, guided perpendicularly by a sliding frame
;
but

‘‘ I am inclined to prefer a

working-beam, which in

this case may be short.

“ I da not know that the

“ organ-pipe condenser will

make much vacuum, but
‘‘ it may, by the help of

the bellows, condense, and

save most of the water.

“ On the side you have a
“ sketch of the two axles,

“ and of the means I use to

axle of rotative

movement.

axle of carriage.

“ lock and unlock the wheels which connect them together,

“ so as to make the carnage go faster or slower at pleasure,

Both of these curiosities of the * chanical Inventions of Watt see
engineering art were, by the pormis- vol. iii. plates XXIX. and XXXIV.
sion of their respective proprietors, f 17tli August, 1784.

delineated and engraved for the * Me- t 27tli August, 1784.

2 G 2
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^
diailletw, tlwn it will make 1 revolution in 2 seconds, and

** if ihe engine makes 60 strokes per minute, it will make one
‘‘ leyolution for 2 strokes

;
but as the rotative motion will

“ make 2 revolutions per stroke, it will make 4 revolutions

“ for each turn of the wheel of the carriage, and 80 lbs. x
“ 6 feet = 480 lbs. 1 foot high per second, and supposing the

“ stroke of the engine 1 foot long, 480 -j- 2 must be its power
“ = 240 = 6 lbs. on inch to a 7-inch cylinder

; but as going

“ up hills it will require a power of 400 lbs. to drag the

“ chaise up, the power in these cases must be increased 5

times, that is, (Ae axle of the carriage must make only 1

turn for 20 turns of the rotative axle, and will then move
only 12 feet in 10 seconds; but this inconvenience may be

something lessened by letting the steam get stronger at

“ such times.

A cylinder of 7 inches diameter and 12-inch stroke will

‘‘ take something more than | a foot of steam per double-stroke,

“ supposing it to be working with a condenser
;
consequently

“ it would take 30 cubic feet of steam per minute = 1800
‘‘ feet of steam per hour, which, supposing it to be equal to

“ 1 cubic foot of water, would require a boiler of 8 feet sur-

face exposed to the fire to make any tolerable performance

“ in respect of fuel ; but as we can depend on no aid from

“ condensation, we must suppose this steam to be at least

“
1J times as dense as the common steam, therefore there

“ must be a surface of 12 feet exposed to the fire, if not
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more
;

let us leave the form of tlio boiler out of the case at

present. The surface of 12 squarcj feet which wo suj)pose

to be exposed to the fire, must be covered with a shell of

water of some thickness, Avhich, upon the average, I shall

“ suppose to bo 6 inches thick, which will make the whole

“ quantity of water necessary = 6 cubic feet, supposing no

magazine of water to be carried. As wo must suppose the

copper of the boiler wliich is to stand such violent steam to

“ be at least ^ inch thick, it will weigh at least 10 lbs. per

square foot
;

w^e have then 120 lbs. for the inside part of

the boiler
;
and as there must be steam-room, and the

outside case of the boiler must be 1 foot wider than the

inside, supposing the inside oblong 1 foot wide, 3 feet long,

“ and 18 inches high, then the outside must be 4 feet long,

2 feet wide, and 2^ feet deep, which would have 35 feet

surface, which at 10 lbs. would weigh 350 lbs. The boiler,

then, with the included water, would weigh 830 lbs., without

“ any allowance for a grate or wooden case
;
but, in relation

to the latter, the copper might be made so much thinner as

to allow for it, and perhaps some means may be hit upon to

make the boiler cylindrica], with a number of tubes passing

“ through, like the organ-pipe condenser, whereby it might be

thinner and lighter
;
but I fear this would be too subject to

accidents. Let us suppose, however, that it could be re-

duced to 300 lbs. weight, which, with the water, would
“ make 660 lbs.

lbs.

“ A i)ost-chaise wciglis about 1000
“ The boiler and water would weigh , . . 600
“ The engine and wheels, say about . . . 200
“ The fly, 3 feet diameter, containing the power of

“ one stroke of the engine 100
“ The organ-pipe condenser and bellows, say . . 100
“ Three persons, including the driver . . . 400
“ Their luggage 200
“ Coals for four hours, at 15 lbs. per hour . , 60
** And if the organ-pipe condenser is not found suffi-

“ cient to condense the steam, water must he
‘‘ carried, say for two hours 180

2900
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‘‘ And then, if the machinery cannot be made lighter than

has been stated, the power will, I am afraid, prove insiif-

flcient, and a further augmentation of the boiler, &c., must

“ take place. If there were no friction, the power of 80 lbs.

would be sufficient to draw the carriage up an ascent of 1

“ in 36 on a hard smooth plain
;
but there would be some

friction, and roads are both unequal and generally soft,

which latter gives a continued resistance of the same nature

as going up a steep ascent. There is another consideration,

which is, that the carriage, being loaded with the weight of

“ the engine, would require stronger wheels than usual for

“ these machines, which would still increase its weight.

“ I have taken it for granted all along that 80 lbs. is a

“ sufficient force to move a common post-chaise, loaded as I

“ have mentioned, (but without the engine)
;
which, however,

“ I am by no means certain of. I rather apprehend it will

‘‘ require that power on a quite plain road, and more upon

acclivities
;
for four men would be able to exert that force,

“ and yet could not move the loaded post-chaise at the above

rate ;
and I observe that horses labour as much in a cart

as they do in a horse-mill, yet they exert near 200 lbs. each

in the latter, at the rate of 1 ^ miles per hour.

“ 31 August, 1784.

The whole matter seems to turn on an answer to the

question, whether 80 lbs. be a sufficient power to move a

post-chaise on a tolerably good and level road at the rate of

4 miles in an hour. 2dly. Whether any less surface than

8 feet exposed to the fire be sufficient to evaporate a cubic

foot of water per hour, without much waste of fuel
;
which

“ question seems partly answered by the boiler of our com-
“ mill, which has only about 5 feet surface exposed to the
“ fire for each foot it evaporates per hour

;
and it evaporates

about 8 cubic feet per cwt., so that by submitting to a waste
“ of coals, a smaller boiler would do. 3rdly. Whether it will

require steam of more than 1J times atmospheric density to

cause the engine to exeiii a power = to 6 lbs. on the inch,
‘‘ which I fear it will. I think that the cylinder must either
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be made larger, or make more than 60 strokes per minute

;

and I do not think the latter plan very advisable, principally

because the rotative motion already turns too fast for the

axle of the chaise, and .that it will require more wheels than

two to reduce the motion to the proper velocity. As to

working-gear, stopping and backing, with steering the car-

‘‘ riage, I think these articles perfectly manageable.

The proper place for the engine will be behind the car-

‘‘ riage, and to act upon the hind-wheels. Cokes must be
“ used in place of coals, to prevent the disagreeable circum-

‘‘ stances of soot and smoke
;
but there will be no avoiding the

‘‘ sulphureous air, which, when going before a gentle wind,
‘‘ will prove suffocating. The shaking of the carriage will

“ supersede the necessity of poking the fire, but will be apt

“ to waste the coals, by making the cokes fall through the

“ grate before they are consumed. The shaking of the car-

“ riage will be apt to derange the joints of the cylinder, &c.,

and render them untight ; but perhaps some remedy may
“ be devised for this in construction.

“ My original ideas on this subject were prior to my inven-

tion of these improved engines, or before the crank or any

other of the rotative motions were thought of. My plan

then was to have two inverted cylinders, with toothed-racks

instead of piston-rods, which were to be applied to two
“ ratchet-wheels on the axle-tree, and to act alternately

;
and

“ I am partly of opinion that this method may be applied to

advantage yet, because it needs no fly, and has some other

conveniences.

‘‘From what I have said, and from much more which a
“ little reflection will suggest to you, you will see that without

“ several circumstances turn out more favourable than has
“ been stated, the machine will be clumsy and defective, and
“ that it will cost much time to bring it to any tolerable

“ degree of perfection ; and that for me to interrupt the

“ career of our business to bestow my attention on it would

“ be imprudent. I even grudge the time I have taken to

“ write these comments on it. There is, however, another

“ way in which much mechanism might be saved, if it be in
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^ to it one of the self-

which has no regqJatore, but turns like a
constant influx and efSux of steam

; but
“ tins wonld not ahii^e the size of the boiler, and I am not

8\ire that such engines are practicable.” The remainder of

this letter is occupied with the consideration of the arrange-

ments proper to be made with a tliird party, (not named, but

then in the employment of Messrs. Boulton and Watt, and

known to have been Mr. William Murdock), in case of his

prosecuting the design, which he ai)pears at that time to have

warmly entertained, and urged, of making steam wheel-car-

riages for sale to the public, under a licence from his em-

ployers, or in partnership with them.

Again,* “ I am extremely sorry that W[illiam] M[urdock]
‘‘ still busies himself with the steam-carriage. In one of my
‘‘ specifications I have secured it as well as words could do it

‘‘ according to my ideas of it
;
and if to that you add Syming-

“ ton’s and Sadler’s patents, it can scarcely be patentable,

‘‘ even if free of the general specification in the Act of Par-

“ liament
;
for even granting that what I have done cannot

“ secure it, yet it can act as prior invention against anybody
‘‘ else, and if it cannot be secured by patent, to what purj)ose

“ should anybody labour at it ? 1 have still the same opinions

“ concerning it that I had
; but to prevent as much as pos-

“ sible more fruitless argument about it, I have one of some
“ size under hand, and am resolved to try if God will work a

miracle in favour of these carriages. I sliaU in some future

“ letter send you the words of my specification on that subject.

“ In the meantime I wish W[illiam] could be brought to do
‘‘ as we do, to mind the business in hand, and let such as

Svmington and Sadler throw away their time and money,
“ hunting shadows.” And, a few days later,t “ You are

certainly wrong in your computation of 18 lbs. of water

serving your steam-carriage an hour. At present, where
‘‘ engines are wrought by condensation, to exert the force

of one horse requires 10 lbs. of coals and 1 cubic foot of

by the

12th September, 1786. t 23rd September, 1786.
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water per hour
;

but if steam of double density is used,

as must be the case where there is no condensation, it will

take 20 lbs. of coals and 2 cubic feet of water for each

horse-power. These are the present facts, and I suspect

the age of miracles is past. I am glad, however, that Wil-

liam applies to his business.” And, to Dr. Black,* " You
know T have long had plans of moving wheel-carriages by

steam, and I have even described them in one of my
patents some years ago. I believe I shall make some

“ experiments on them soon, but have small hopes of their

“ ever becoming useful.”

Without, then, trespassing on the undoubted rights of a

Stephenson, to whom belongs the cliief glory of establishing

the magnificent system of railway travelling so characteristic

of our days, or on those of others, who have mainly assisted

in its development, Mr. Watt may, to a certain extent, be

looked upon as tho first inventor of practical means for

effecting locomotion on land by steam. But it is also unde-

niable, that his expectations of a profitable result fi*om the

employment of such a machine as he had there specified,

were at all events very uncertain; that he considered the

(piestion as being confined to the movement of carriages upon

roads such as were usually employed for traffic throughout

tlie country
;
and that, although " on a hard ^hiooth plain,”

where there would be little friction, he seems to have thought

it might be practicable enough, yet that, on the whole, under

the pressure of the full employment which the rest of his

business then daily forced upon him, he both himself declined

the prosecution of that newly-imagined branch, and strongly

dissuaded Mr. Murdock, who was evidently well disposed to

have gone on with it, from doing so.

The experience of more than half a century, and the failure

of many inventions tried by others during that period, have

since amply demonstrated, that upon the question as so

limited in Mr. Watt's contemplation, viz. as it concerned

engines to be used upon common roads, his distrust of a suc-

cessful result was very far indeed from being unfounded. But

5th October, 1786.
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evidently one great eaiise,—perhaps the principal one,—of his

comparative disregard of the further prosecution of this great

practical experiment, as well as of the not less arduous one

of steam-navigation, was the constant and advantageous em-

ployment of the Soho works in the construction of stationary

land engines. Of those the effect was not doubtful, and they

required, in order to the perfection of their manufacture, and
the consequent completeness of their operation, the best and

most undivided attention that their makers were capable of

bestowing. It was for no want of discernment of the inter-

esting nature of the problem as he proposed it to himself, nor,

as our readers may well suppose, from any deficiency in

inventive ingenuity, that he deferred its further solution
;

for,

although he seems to have been rather inclined to prefer “ a
“ short working-beam” to direct action from the piston-rod,

and to consider the proper place for the engine to bo behmd
the carriage to be propelled, and forming a part of it, still

the violent steam,” ‘‘let out by successive puffs,”—the

copper boiler, “ cylindrical, with a number of tubes passing
“ through, like the organ-pipe condenser,”—the use of “ coke
“ instead of coal,” to prevent “ the disagi’eeable circumstances
“ of soot and smoke,” without, however, being able altogether

to avoid “ the sulphureous air” when going before the wind,

—

and the shaking of the carriage, “ superseding the necessity
“ of poking the fire, but being apt to waste the cokes, by
“ making tliem fall through the grate before they are con-
“ sumed,” form a series of particulars which bring before the

mind an image not very dissimilar in its principal featured

from the well-known locomotive engine of the present day.

It appears also, from one of his letters which wo have just

quoted,* that in September, 1786, Mr. Watt had a steam-car-

riage “ of some size under hand,” and was “ resolved to try
“ if God would work a miracle in favour of these carriages.”

His experiments of that sort appear to have been interrupted

by his journey to Paris in the winter of 1786-7, as well as by
his finding that “ William [Murdock] applied himself to his

* To Mr. Boulton, 12th September, 1786.
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‘‘ business/’ without further urging the carriage scheme :

—

and they do not appear to have been afterwards resumed.

But his friend Mr. Edgeworth, (whether in consequence of

any previous communications with Mr. Watt, or solely from

his own ingenuity, which was very considerable, we know

not), seems to have made a wonderfully near approximation

to the real secret which alone was wanting to bring the whole

system into activity, when he wrote, in 1813, “ / have always
‘‘ thought that steam would become the universal lord, and that

we should in time scorn post-horses. An iron railroad would

he a cheaper thing than a road on the common construction.^^ *

Mr. Edgeworth’s reflections may, not improbably, have

arisen on his perusal of Sir Eichard Phillips’ ‘ Morning

‘Walk to Kew,’ published in the same year, 1813; in

which the following remarkable passage occurs :—“ I found

“ delight in witnessing at Wandsworth the economy of horse

“ labour on the ii’on railway. Yet a heavy sigh escaped me,
“ as I thought of the inconceivable millions of money which
“ had been spent about Malta, four or five of which might
“ have been the means of extending double lines of iron rail-

“ way from London to Edinburgh, Glasgow, Holyhead, Mil-

“ ford, Falmouth, Yarmouth, Dover, and Portsmouth. A
“ reward of a single thousand would have supplied coaches,

“ and other vehicles, of various degrees of speed, with the

“ best tackle for readily turning out
;
and we might, ere this,

“ have witnessed our mail coaches running at the rate of ten

‘ miles an hour, drawn by a single horse, or impelled fifteen

“ miles an hour by Blenkinsop’s steam-engine. Such would
“ have been a legitimate motive for overstepping the income
“ of a nation

;
and the completion of so great and useful a

“ work would have afforded rational ground for public triumph

“ in general jubilee.” t

As a pendant to these annals of some of the earliest at-

tempts, in this country, to effect locomotion on land by

steam, we may here record the curious coincidence that, in

* To Mr. Watt, 7th August, 1813. particulars are given of the rise and

t See Smiles’ ‘ Life of Stephenson,’ progress of railway locomotion,

p. 156, where many other interesting
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1841, the subject prescribed for the Latin Epigram for Sir

William Browne’s gold medal at Cambridge having been

‘‘ Vehicula vi vaporis impuha^^ the prize was gained by

Matthew Piers Watt Boulton, of Trinity College, the grand-

son of Matthew Boulton of Soho. The following is the

prize composition, with some slight variations since made by

its author :

—

“ 0 invidenda caeteris preB gentibus,

“ Dilecta Dis Britannia,

“ Quantis beavit incolas donis tuos

“ Scientise progrcssio

!

“ Xe jam Saba?a terra veloces equos,

“ Nec jactet Hellas Dasdalum
;

“ Perniciorem macbinam invenit tibi

“ Vis ingcni sublimior.

“ Ecce lit vaporis currus impulsus flabris

“ In fcrrea cursum viS,

“ Tenet, per arva, trans fluenta, viscera

“ Per perforata montium
;

“ Quam gaudct intus rapta fulmine ocyor
“ Stupctquc plebs motum noviim !

“ Heu ! cum repente illisa desilit rota,

“ Excussa recto tramite,

“ Turn dira clades ; civibiis civcs simul,

“ Nasique nasis corruunt.

“ Hie crura fracta, hie mccret obtusum caput,

“ Hie oris amissum decus.

“ At insciens nos turba, crassa pectora,

“ Cur rem queramur tantulam,

“ Planctuque vano gloriis scientiae

“ Obstemus ? Annon convenit,

“ Cum citius omnes itur in terras, via

“ Citiore ferri ad Tartara ?

The sense of which may be rendered,—though its elegance is

not equalled,—by this English translation :

—

“ Above all nations, great and free

‘‘ Britannia, lov’d of Heaven I

“ What mighty blessings hath to thee
“ The march of Science given !

“ Let Greece not boast her Da3dalus,
“ Xor Araby her horses :

—

“ A higher wit invents for us
“ Machines of swifter courses.
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“ Its iron way athwart the plain
‘ “ O’er brooks and rivers steering,

“ Through mountains piercing, and again

“ From tunneU’d gorge appearing,

“ Lo, onward speeds the flying car,

“ A steaming, puffing wonder;
“ How folks do stare and smile, as far

“ They distance thus the thunder I

“ But ah I an axle breaks, and then
“ Off line the train goes crashing ;

—

“ With dire destruction, men on men,
“ Noses on noses dashing.

“ Some, broken legs,—some, fractur’d skulls,

“ Bewail ;—some, loss of beauty :

—

“ But not of us,—poor, stuind gulls,

—

Is censorship the duty :

—

“ Of such mere trifles, who complains ?

** May Science reign eternal,

“ And,—in these railroad days,—run trains

“ Express to realms infernal !

”
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CHAPTER XXVL

KBW- L\HPS— GBAVIMETER— CAOUTCHOUC TUBES — ARITHMETICAL MA-
CHINE—ARTICULATED WATER-PIPE— MACHINE FOR COPYING SCULPTURE
— ITS GRADUAL PROGRESS, AND ITS PERFORMANCES— DATES AND EX-

TRACTS FROM MSS. CONCERNING IT— INTENDED SPECIFICATION OF A

PATENT FOR ITS INVENTION— RELATIVE DRAWINGS— TIME EMPLOYED
IN ITS OPERATIONS— PERFECTION OF THE WORK DONE— LATER PRO-

CESSES OF A SIMILAR KIND.

By another of what may be called his mechanical recreations,

practised soon after the date of the last of his steam-engine

patents, Mr. Watt seems to have realised the idea, made

classical by the story of Aladdin, of ‘‘ New lamps for old.”

For the following letter to Mr. Argand,* famed for his manu-

factures of that sort, contains various ingenious suggestions

on the subject of better reading-lamps than had before existed

;

and for a long time lamps were made at Soho on Mr. Watt’s

principles, which gave a light surpassing both in steadiness

and brilliance anything of the kind that had appeared in

those comparatively dark ages
;
and which, indeed, we have

seldom, if ever, seen equalled by the elaborate contrivances

so much vaunted in our own days of more general illu-

mination.

I have just seen some of Keir’s lamps, but have not seen

them tried ;
in my opinion, they will be found troublesome,

“ and subject to be out of order ;
for the quality of the saline

“ liquor must be adjusted to ft drachm, otherwise they will

‘‘ not answer : besides, I should suspect that said liquor will

have bad effects upon the oil, or upon the vessels containing

“ it. I am sure they are clumsy, logger-headed things, top-

heavy, and liable to be overset.

“ I have four plans for making lamps with the reservoir

below, and the stein as tall as you please. The first is, by

* August 8th, 1787.
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means of a watch fixed above the reservoir, which shall work

a small forcing-pump, about the size of a quiU, at proper

intervals, and keep the burner always supplied
;
and it may

be so contrived agFto stop the water while the oil is within

certain limits in height of the feeder of the burner.

Second, by means of a pump about 3 inches diameter and
“ 3 inches stroke, with \ light piston fixed to it, garnished with

“ a pliable leather, made to go easy, and perfectly oil-tight.

The stem of this piston, which guides it perpendicularly,

“ to be pressed down by a clock or timepiece spring in a barrel.

View of Chaim and Pulley.

acting on the stem by a wheel and rack-
^

teeth on the stem
;
but as the spring will

<
j

grow weaker as it unbends, and the pillar

of oil will grow heavier as the piston de- ^
scends, to regiilate these inequalities I //

attach to the piston one end of two
[

)

heavyish chains, which lie over two pul-
^

leys, at some considerable height above

;

so that, as the piston descends, more L
weight of the chains will come to that ^ ^ ^
side, and assist it in the descent. The

end {d) of the chain must be always ^
' heavier than the other, so that it may /

keep it tight. I

Third, instead of making the piston
^

.
piston fixed.

' moveable as in the last, make it fixed ;
The pump moveable.

'
' c The feed*nii)e

carry the feeding-pipe out of its upper wheel on spring-barrel.
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; let the pump be moveable upwards by means of a

spring and barrel ; then, as the spring grows weaker by
** unwinding itself, the height of the column of oil and the

weight in the pump will both grow lei^, in a ratio to which

it is possible to adjust a spring.

In order to avoid too much height, the pump may be

“ pulled up by two racks, fixed to the upper edge, and acted

“ upon by two wheels on the axis of the spring barrel.

Fourth, last, and best. Let there be placed, about 2 inches

“ above the upper end of the glass cylinder, a small fly like

“ that of a smoke-jack, which will turn round very swiftly by

“ the current of air, and pretty forcibly. Let this fly have a

“ stem coming down in the inside of the inner cylinder

;

“ at its lower end let there be

“ an endless screw of one thread,

“ working into a wheel of 60 or

“ 100 teeth, which will make one
“ turn for every 60 or 100 re-

volutions of the fly
;
on the axis

“ of this wheel let there be a crank,

{manivelle)^ to which attach the

piston of a small pump about the

“ size of a goosequill, and ^ an
“ inch or f inch stroke, which will

“ always keep the lamp abundantly
“ supplied with oil, and a waste-

pipe may^ convey back the su-

“ perfluity. I once thought of

‘‘ making it work a rope-pump,
“ but the crank will be better, and

amadou will make an excellent

‘‘ piston
;
expertua %um the amadou.

" Now, if this will answer, it

will be the To Kaaon, the To
‘‘ To Mehston, because it will

perform its oflSce by its own
b Glass, c Glass-holder. « vw timta. The fly, indeed, will

d Spitidle. c Kndlcss screw, f Crank. *'

g Pump-rod. h i»nTnp. it i-eed pipe. « darken a Small space above it,

o
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** but it will serve to amuse people, and consequently will

Sell if well made. In short, I like it so well, that if you

will try it, and find it answers, I will go half with you in

" a patent for England, if you choose it ; otherwise, it is

‘‘ entirely at your service to make what use of it you please.

Keir’s lamp has, however, one good property which this

‘‘ will not have, viz., as his pillar of saline liquor grows

shorter, the pillar of oil grows shorter too. Keir’s lamp
may be inkproved in this way :—let aa be an open vessel

containing oil, and bb be a close vessel containing the same
** fluid, c a vessel containing air

; then the oil in aa will

descend into the vessel c, by d, and the air will ascend by

the pipe e into the upper part of 5, and will force the oil in

“ it to ascend by the pipe / as much above b as the surface

of oil in c is below the surface in aa. By this means you

will be quit of the saline liquor and all its embarrassments,

“ and you may carry the burner higher than he can
; and if

you use a saline liquor in aa, you may carry it twice as high

« as he does. Q. E. D. Sat verbum sapienti. Valeant quan-

‘‘ turn vaUre posmnt, &c. &c. &c.” *

About a year after the date of the above letter, Mr.

Watt made a pretty instrument for determining the specific

gravities of liquids, having, he says, improved on a hint

he had taken. ‘‘ IIf consists of a syphon of two equal

2 H
To Mr. Argand, 8th August, 1787.
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“ legs, with a tube joined to the bend of it, and a little water

‘‘ in that tube. One leg being immersed in water, and the

other in the liquid to be examined, by sucking at the

pipe the liquors will both rise to columns proportioned

‘‘ to their specific gravities
;
and, if it is about 13 inches

" long in the legs, you can easily judge within part

of the specific gravity, or, rather, of the longest column
" suspended.” *

So late as 1856 we have read the following announce-

ment from St. Petersburg, showing that Mr. Watt’s

method is not without its followers even in the present

era of more exact science :—"A very simple contrivance

“ has been arranged by A. Meyer, for measuring the specific

“ gravity of solid and fluid bodies. It consists of a glass

“ cylinder, (I presume, a precipitating glass), a glass tube in

“ the form of a syphon, and a brass screw vice for holding the

‘‘ syphon.” f

Little more than a year after the date of the specific-

gravity machine, he says that he had found out a method

of making tubes of the elastic resin, without dissolving it,”

which recipe he offered to give to his friend the Chevalier

Landriani. We have not found this method described in any

subsequent letter of Mr. Watt, of which a copy has been pre-

served ;
but the subject of it was one which excited consider-

able interest at that time, and the impqrtance of such tubes

for a thousand purposes in science and the arts, is now uni-

versally understood. Winch and Cavallo’s mode of dissolving

caoutchouc in sulphuric mther, and forming tubes by dipping

cylindrical clay moulds into the viscous solution, as described

in works of that date, received great attention from chemists

both in this country and on the Continent, as supplying a

great desideratum in the apparatus of the laboratory.^

The arithmetical machine, on which Mr. Watt says, in

1785, that he had been turning "some of his idle thoughts,”

he does not appear ever to have prosecuted further than by

mentally considering the manner in )j;hich he could make it

perform the processes of multiplication and division: pro-

* To Dr. Black, June 8th, 1788. f ‘ The Times,’ 8th March, 1856.

X See the * Travels of St. Fond,’ vol. i. pp. 28-34.
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cesses which may be held to imply the earlier steps of addi-

tion and subtraction. But in a mind such as his, this may
safely be presumed to have been already no inconsiderable

stage of advancement towards the completion of such a

machine. He calls the arrangement of it, as so provided for

in his own view, “ exceedingly simple but speaks modestly

of making an attempt at making it,” and of it being only

an attempt, from his experience of the difficulties wliich in

mechanics intervene between the cup and the mouth.” Of
the wisdom of this caution no one, probably, has been made
more fully aware than that ingenious mathematician and

machim'st of our own time,* who, at great pecuniary cost, and

with still greater expenditure of ingenious thought and un-

wearied application, succeeded in producing a machine which

realised even more than Mr. Watt’s early announcement con-

templated. I have been turning some of my idle thoughts

“ lately upon an arithmetical machine
;
how I shall succeed

I know not, not having made it yet. Its proj^erties are to
‘‘ be, that when you want to multiply, you first turn up one

figure of the multiplier, you then turn up in their order all

the figures of the multiplicand, and the machine will show
‘‘ the product by that multiplier

;
you then turn up the

second figure of the multiplier, and, beginning one place

towards the left hand, you turn up again all the figures of

the multiplicand, and the machine shows the product by

these two figures ready added, and so on for any number of

“ figures
;
and it will perform division nearly as easily, witli-

out the least calculation or burthen to the memory, other

than to take the figures in their order, beginning at either

end you like. I intend to make an attempt at making it ;

—

I say an attempt, for though%he machine is exceedingly

simple, yet I have learnt by experience that in mechanics

« many things faU out between the cup and the mouth.” f

Another of his contrivances, happy in its conception, and

* It is scarcely necessary for us to the mechanical slSll of this country,

do more than allude to tho» name of already most highly distinguished in

Mr. Babbage ; the succe^ of whose the line of his predilection,

difficult pursuits has been so honour- t Mr. Watt to Mr. Do Luc, 11th
able, not only to himself, but also to December, 1785.

2 H 2
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less difficult of completion than the arithmetical machine

Would of necessity have been, belongs to the early part of the

present century. He was about that time consulted by the

company of pitprietors of the Glasgow Waterworks, as to a

difficulty that had occurred in laying pipes to bring pure

spring water across the river Clyde, to the company’s engines

at Dalmarnock : the channel of the river being there covered

with mud and shifting sand, full of inequalities, and subject

to the pressure of a considerable body of water. A long and

flexible, or rather, articulated suction-pipe, with joints formed

on the principle of those in a lobster’s tail, and so made

capable of accommodating itself to all the actual and possible

bendings at the bottom of the river, was at once recommended

by him. This crustacean tube, two feet in diameter, and one

thousand feet in length, was executed, from his plans and

drawings, by Messrs. Boulton and Watt, and was found to

succeed perfectly in practice. Although Mr. Watt’s services

“ were induced solely by a desire to be of use in procuring

good water to the city of Glasgow, and to promote the

prosperity of a company which had risked so much for the

public good,” they were handsomely acknowledged by the

presentation to him of a piece of plate, of the value of one

hundred guineas. An account of the flexible water-pipe,

accompanied by an engraving of the drawing sent by Mr.

Watt, was communicated by the late Sir John Eobison to

the ^Edinburgh Philosophical Journal ’ in 1820.*

As he mentioned to Count Berthollet and others of his cor-

respondents, in 1810, Mr. Watt had for several years felt

disabled, by the state of his health, from making chemical

experiments. But, as he used to say, “ without a hobby-

horse, what is life ?” and engrossing occupation, nearly

akin to those of his earlier, but what we can hardly call his

better days, he also found in gradually perfecting a sculp-

ture-machine : a higlily ingenious invention, the idea of which

was suggested to him by an implement he had seen and

admired in Paris in 1802, where it was used for tracing and

* Edinburgh Phil. Journal/ yoI. iii. p. 60.
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multiplying the dies of medals. He foresaw the possibility,

if only some mechanical difficulties coiild be overcome, of so

enlarging its powers as to admit of it making in wood or the

softer kinds of stone,—^nay,' even in marble,—copies of works

of sculpture, which should be perfectly true to thoir originals,

although of a smaller size ; and the imagination of such an

exploit seems to have been peculiarly delightful to him, com-

bining as it did some elements of more than one of his other

favourite inventions. For the new machine was to do, for

solid masses and in hard materials, what his copying-machine

of 1782 had already done for drawings and writings im-

pressed upon flat surfaces of paper ; while it was necessary

that the movements requisite for such a purpose, however

complicated they might unavoidably be, should possess great

power to act on the obdurate substances subjected to their

operation, and be at the same time as entirely under control as

if regulated by the gentle energy of the governor,” and act-

ing with all the delicate smoothness of the ‘‘parallel motion.”

Of the exact date when he began to construct the first

parts of this novelty in the engine department, we have been

unable to find any precise note. In 1791 he wrote to Dr.

Black that ho had been employed for some time on an arti-

ficial alabaster, which he had brought nearly to the hardness

and transparency of marble,—very much harder than any

natural alabaster
;

and, although he does not mention how
this artificial alabaster was made, many of the specimens of

the performance of his sculpture-copying-machine were after-

wards made of a similar material. The first clear indications

that we have met with of his making use of anything that

approached to the reality of such a machine, occur in 1807

and 1808, when its construction appears to have been consi-

derably advanced, and he got from London some models to

copy,—“ small busts of Socrates and Aristotle, and a sleeping

“ boy, sent by Turnerelli, the sculptor.” * He then also or-

dered some diamond cutting-pencils for what he termed his

“ Parallel Eidograph.” f By April, 1809, he had “ made

25th July, 1807. t November, 1808.
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“ considerable progress with the carving-machine, and it

" seemed necessary to christen it with a Greek name,” which

to Professor Young, then the accomplished Professor of Greek

at Glasgow College, he suggested might be Iconopoia, Icon-

urga, Iconoglypta, Agalmatopoia, Glyptes, Polyglyptes,

Glyptic machine, &c., names to which he afterwards added

those of Bust-lathe, Statue-lathe, Pantograph, Double Pan-

tograph, and Double Parallel-lathe. At the same time he

got for it, besides gouges and other tools,* ‘‘ drills made in

steel frames of peculiar construction, to turn with great

velocity and without a shake and before the end of May
of that year he wrote to his friend. Dr. P. Wilson, that he

had now made the glyptic machine polyglyptic, as he could

do two or more copies at once, but that it was ‘‘still far

“ short of his ideas : Ars Imgay vita brevis'^ At the same

date he informed his son James that since getting his new

drill-frames from Manchester, (where they had been made by

a skilful workman of the name of Green, under the imme-

diate superintendence of the eminent machinist Peter

Ewart), he had tried them only so far as to find that he

could work two drills at once, and that he had finished “ a
“ large head of Locke in yellow wood, and undercut, and a

“ small head of Dr. [Adam] Smith, in ivory, which were both

“ done on the iron platform : the former not so well,” ho

adds, “ as I expect to do, but very well.” Other occupa-

tions interfered to prevent his doing other carvings at that

time.

Six weeks later f he explains to Professor Young the origin

of the machine, which was now so far advanced, saying,

“ There is a machine of the nature of a turning-lathe, which
“ copies medals and other things in bas-relief; it is called in

“ France tour h mSdailleSy in English the likeness-lathe. I

“ have thought of some improvements on it, which somewhat
“ extend its uses

;
(this is at present a secret, which I do not

“ wish to be spoken of).” Throughout that and the following

year he gave various directions to Mr. Murdock, then, as

30th March, 1809. t 7th July, 1809.
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always, his most able assistant at Soho, and to Mr. Peter

Ewart at Manchester, who gladly performed for him the like

friendly offices^ as to the improvement of some of its separate

parts, observing to the* latter gentleman, You know my
anxiety to complete it while I can.” * To his friends, MM.

Leveque and Berthollet also, he described the stage of its

progress at which the machine had arrived, and his intention,

if he should live to coipplete it, of communicating a full

account of its construction to them.t I still do a little in

meclfanics : a part of which, if I live to complete it, I shall

have the honour of communicating to my friends in

France.” And, I have turned my attention to mechanics

whenever my health permitted, and have, as I hope, nearly

completed a machine which promises to be of use in the

imitative arts, and of which, if I am enabled to complete

it, I shall send you a description
;
but at present I do not

like to say much upon a matter in prospectu—I wish to

speak de facto. Whatever may be its success, it has at

least had the good effect of making me avoid many hours

of ennui, by employing my hands when I could not employ

my head, and [has] given me some exercise when I could

not go out.” J

Early in 1811 he wrote to Dr. P. Wilson that his inven-

tion continued to succeed, and that he had realised some

more of his ideas on the subject, having, by very accurate

construction of the machine and adjustment of the tools, &c.,

overcome the difficulty of getting the several segments

which form the surface of the bust to meet ;” and having

executed several small busts in alabaster, he ‘‘not being
“ strong enough to work marble.” §

“ It requires a very ac-

“ curate construction of the machine, and a very accurate

“ adjustment of the tools, so that their axes may be always
“ equally distant from each other, as the axes of the pattern

“ and that of the stone to be cut are.” Also, that whereas

the specimens Dr. Wilson had seen were done by the cutting-

tool and the guide-point moving in parallel lines, which were

3rd May, 1810.

X 26th December, 1810.
t 14th March, 1810.

§ 7th March, 1811.
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fwgr sear each other,—«(an
rf Ihiohd a posibeSi that the motion of a point

a line, and the motion of a line generates a sur*
** feoe),”~lie had now contrived, though not executed, that

the two “points, the guiding and the cutting-point, might
“ move in any line, straight or crooked, square or diagonal,

“ so that an inscription might be cut in stone from a drawing

“ on paper.” The principle is the making a drill, or, in some
“ cases, a sharp point, walk over the work to be done, in

some given ratio to the motions of a blunt point u^on the

“ pattern
;
but there is some art,” he observes, in making

‘‘ a drill, while continually varying its situation, turn round

“ regularly with any desired velocity
;
and, on whole,

“ there is some art required in the use and application of

‘‘ the tools, which experience only has taught me.” *

I was much gratified,” writes Dr. Patrick Wilson, ‘‘ by

the particulars you mentioned concerning your new in-

“ VENTION, as to which my lips were ever sealed till lately,

that I perceived you had imparted it to the excellent Dr.

Herschel, when with you at Heathfield last summer. We
then, under your patent, talked about it confidentially,

when I was pleased to find your contrivances had been ad-

mired by that friend, who certainly is an excellent judge.

“ The first thought of making a cutting or gnawing point

“ eat its wat/y according to three dimensions, with next to

mathematical precision too, by the turning of a winch, so

as to search for beautiful forms into the heart of marbles,

“ and bring them out into full daylight, is no mean instance

‘‘ of human sagacity, when bt/ hook and by crook the thing has

been so accomplished.

In all matters of this sort, nine-tenths of the whole
‘‘ achievement consist in setting before the mind the desider-

atum, though disrobed of the means ; I mean in Hcfdfactumy

pita, which lies remote from ordinary or common analogies

" or associations, and which is the creation of genius alone.

‘‘ The precious germ afterwards requires but the fostering

* To Mr. P. Ewart^ 9th May, 1811.
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“ care of its parent, to expand till it arrives at fulness of

“ stature. So have prospered with you, my good friend,

“ many important inventions ; and so, I doubt not, the pre-

sent one will attain to maturity, to reward your patient

“thought”*

During the next three years, notwithstanding that the

“garret,” in which the machine and all its appurtenances

were placed, was too hot in the heats of summer,t and too

cold in the depth of winter,j for the old man to spend much

time under its roof, the progress he still was making, and the

interest he continued to feel in his curiously skilful process,

were attested by “ very smooth work on an Egyptian head”

he was matting in mahogany,§ as well as by “ a little figure

“ of a boy lying down, and holding one arm, very successfully

“ done
;
and another boy, about six inches high, naked, and

“ holding out both his hands, his legs also being separate.”

“ The band-guide fully answers expectation, and even
“ follows the motions of the frame faster than I hoped. The
“ axis bends a little, but not injuriously : it would have been
“ better a hollow tube. The turned-up edged tool makes very

“ smooth work on an Egyptian head I am cutting in mahogany.
“ I cannot manage the twisted tools on wood

;
they will occa-

“ sionally set in their claws and split off pieces ; but the four-

“ toothed tool is more manageable, and works faster.”
))

“ But I have been principally employed,” he adds, “ in

“ making drawings for a complete machine, all in iron, which
“ has been a very serious job, as invention goes on very

‘5 slowly with me now.”

Mr. Murdock soon finished the manufacture of the “ new
“ loom, which looks very scientific and answers its purpose,”

and Mr. Watt, although still seeing “ so much to be done,”

that he feared he should never accomplish it, or that, when
done, i^would not be worth the trouble, otherwise than as a

mental and bodily exercise, had, by March, 1814, “succeeded

“ tolerably in making drills for working marble, which has

• 11th May, 1811. § To Mr. Murdock, 7th Deoemher,
+ To Mr. P. Ewart, 11th July, 1811. 1812.

t To the same, 27th February, 1814. ||
7th December, 1812.
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“ hitherto been a matter of difficulty and in the following

autumn he wrote to his engineering friend Mr, John Farey,

jun., my machine is now undergoing one of its ultimate

“ changes, and I expect very soon to have it completed.”

Accordingly, in September of the same year, he wrote

what appears to have been intended as the title and com-

mencement of a specification of a patent for the invention.

The title shows that the description stops short altogether of

one of the two species of machines intended to be included in

it
;

it is also obviously incomplete as to many particular pro-

portions and movements of the several individual parts requi-

site for producing the desired effect. But of all of them,

accurate drawings, beautifully made by himself, ^a scale,

remain
;
showing that the machines were not only completed

in fact, and used in practice, but were also carefully deli-

neated by him, with a view, no doubt, to the relative draw-

ings proper to be attached to such a specification, when deli-

vered in at the Patent Office. The invention having been

thus fully completed, and having also been publicly used by

Mr. Watt in making the frequent copies of various specimens

of sculpture which he, from time to time, distributed to his

friends, operated, in more than one instance, to prevent

patents being subsequently taken out by others for similar

ingenious machines.

The following is the fragmentary description to wliich we
allude, and which is dated September 21st, 1814 :

—

“ Certain now methods, machines, tools, and processes, by
“ means of which copies, duplicates, or imitations are or may
“ be executed, cut, carved, or made from the originals, casts,

‘‘ or models of statues, busts, medallions, seals, dies, moulds,

“ mouldings, and other carvings, bent, waving, and uneven

surfaces, in or upon some sorts of metal, ivory, bone, horn,

tortoise-shell, wood, marble, and certain other stones and
** other substances

;
so that the said copies are or shall be of

“ the same, or of some greater or lesser size than the said

originals, within certain limits as may be desired.

“ The said machines are of two kinds ; First, those which
“ are intended to form copies of lesser or greater dimensions
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than the originals or patterns ; and secondly, those which

are intended to form copies of the same size as the originals

“ or patterns.

I begin with the first kind, as being the most simple in

their construction. They consist of a bar, beam, or radius,

having one universal joint or other centre-piece, at one end,

which permits the other end to be moved in any direction,

but will not permit the said bar or beam to turn upon its

own axis in any sensible degree. This beam is connected

“ by the said joint with one end of an oblong platform, upon
‘‘ which are guided two tablets, in such manner that they can
“ be slid to and from the centre without lateral shake. Upon
“ the s^d beam are fixed two sockets, each carrying a point

perpendicular to the surface of the said tablets ; and the

distance of these points from the centre of motion of the

beam is proportioned to the difference of size which is in-

tended to be made between the patterns and the copy, so

“ that when the one point called the guide, (which must be
“ more or less blunted), is drawn backwards and forwards

upon the pattern, (which is fixed upon one of the tablets),

the other point, which is sharp or cutting, may cut or

form a line upon the block or substance to be operated

upon, which is fixed upon the other tablet, similar in its

“ elevations and depressions to the line traced by the guide-

“ point.’’

On one of the drawings Mr. W. has written This panto-

graph will serve to reduce to and A similar one

will reduce to ^ and ^

}

and f are not so useful, and may
‘‘ be omitted.”"^

* Wo Lave also found, in Mr. Watt’s
handwriting, the following recipes for

a “ Cement for hardening plaster pat-

terns fbr the carving machine,^’ of
date Nov. let, 1810

** 1. Wax f oz., black rosin 2 oz.

;

“ melt together by a gentle heat.
" 2. Wax 1 oz., red-lead or litharge

** 1 drachm, rosin 2 oz. ; dissolve the
“ red-lead in the wax by boiling them
“ till eiTervesccnco ceases, then add
“ the rosin, and, when melted, witli-

“ draw from the fire.

“Wax 1 oz., sulphur 1 drachm;
‘V unite them by a strong heat, and
“ then add 2 oz. rosin at a lower heat.

“ The cement No. 1 melts very fluid
“ at a low heat, and will do very well
“ for subjects where sniaU g;uide-

“ points are not necessary.
“ Where small points are necessary,

“ No. 2 or No. H should bo used ; but
“ they do not run so thin, and require
“ more heat to melt them, especially
“ No. 2.

“To use these cements, let the
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On the backs of letters there remain some notes made by

Mr. Watt, of the time occupied by him on several days in

succession in making copies of busts with the diminishing

machine : one specimen of such rough journals we give here,

as indicating the various steps of the process and the compa*

rative time occupied in each. The result was a beautiful

head, in alabaster, which still exists in the possession of Mr.

Watt’s representatives ; but it was done before the attain*

ment of all the fsicility with which some later improvements

of the machine enabled the operator to work, and which gave

greater rapidity of execution :

—

Bust of Sappho^ Jantuiry^ 1811.
Hoar.

“ Jan. 28. Making pedestal, I hour 1

“ 29. Soaking in a strong coat of oil- varnish, and cementing
“ the bust on pedestal 1

“ 30. Cutting out the stone, cementing it and the bust to the
“ moveable plates, and fixing the centres .... 3

“31. Roughing the stone with the tearing-drills to within
“ the thickness of a halfiienny of the tmth.... 9

“ Feb. 1. Going over it with the quarter-inch drill to within the
“ thickness of a thin sixpence 6

“ Saturday 2. Doing the face with the l-8th drill to the truth, from
“ the outer corner of one eye to do. of the other

“ (went too slow) 5
“ 3. Doing her breast with do 1

“ Monday 4. Do. one side of the head 4
“ Tuesday 5. Do. round to within l-4th of the whole 4

“ 6. Quite round, finished the shoulders, removed some of

“ the steps, or plaits 3
“ 7. Cut the crown of the head, undercut the neck, and cut

“ it off from the centre-piece, repaired the most of it . 3

39

“ plaster pattern be made suflaciently
“ not, by placing it before the fire, or
“ in an oven or stove ; then anoint it

“ with tlie cement by a brush, and ex-
** pose it before the fire, or in a stove,
** until it absorbs the cement. Give it
** in the same manner a second, third,

or even fourth coat, until it has pene-
** trated at least i inch into the plaster

;

** remove it from the fire before it has
“ totally absorbed the last coat, which

it will take in while it cools ; and
" any which does not seem likely to

M

•I

<•

(*

be absorbed must be wiped off by a
rag or some tow, and the pattern
laid in a cool place.”

This is followed by a ** Cement to

fasten the patterns to be cut, to the
tablet of the machine. Wax and
rosin equal parts, say 2 oz. of each,
and, to prevent it cracking in cold
weatlier, add ^ oz. of a mixture of 3
parts linseed oil and 1 part of wax,
l>oiled together until when cold they
become solid.”
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If it should be discerned by any rigidly censorious eye, that

of the Thirty-nine Articles of which this number of hours

consists, one is entered to the account on a Sunday, we

would remark that to Mr. Watt, at that time, a day which

passed without “a touch at” his favourite nuichine might

perhaps have been felt as no day of real rest ^but that at

all events the time occupied in his brief labour did not equal

that of the " Sabbath-day’s journey” permitted under the old

Judaical dispensation even by those who lived, " after the

“ most straitest sect, Pharisees.” Such philosophical rather

than theological employment of the sacred day, however,

even if only- partial and occasional, will recall to the mind of

some of our readers the dying request of Johnson to Rey-

nolds, that he would not paint on Sundays

;

an affecting en-

treaty, with which, we need scarcely add, that great master

very religiously,—^and in the end, no doubt, very profitably,

—

complied.

In 1816, the machine underwent some further improve-

ments, “ to assure steadiness in its working,” but in August,

1817, Mr. Watt feeling “very languid and unfit for exertion

“ of any kind,” and also experiencing “ an occasional dimness

“ of sight which rendered it at times difficult for him to write

“ even with spectacles,” deferred his superintendence of fur-

ther changes which were to be made on it, till his return from

his tour in Scotland. Some later notices that we have of it

from his hand are interesting ones; for in the end of 1817
wo find him writing to his fiiend Chantrey, then near the

summit of his fame as the first of British sculptors, “the
“ diminishing machine is made ready for the trial

;
” Chan-

trey replied in the following March expressing the great desire

he felt, from the report Mr. Rennie had made to him, to

examine the machine ; and offering a visit to Heathfield for

that purpose in June “ if you will be kind enough to encou-
“ rage me with a promise that I shall then see it” The
desired invitation was duly sent; but when Chantrey next

passed through Birmingham, (on bis return from Scotland in

1818), it unfortunately happened that Mr. Watt wm absent

from home, and the great sculptor’s curiosity therefore
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remained unsatisfied. The last dravrings which Mr. Watt

made of any portions of the machine are dated by him Feb*

ruary and April, 1818. But it does not appear that, in the

last year of his life, he did much more to or with it. It seems

by that time to have been nearly or altc^ther perfect; and

his fiuling strength probably unfitted him for and disinclined

him to much exertion even in such old and loved pursuits.

Then

—

“ Came the blind Fury with th’ abhorred shears,

“ And slit the thin-spun life. * But not the praise,*

“ Phcehus replied, and touched my tingling ears.’*

The sculpture-machine,—the youngest of his mechanical

offspring,—the child at once of his old age and of his right

hand,*—^had always been a great favourite with its venerable

progenitor
;
and it is not difficult to imagine the sort of charm

he must have felt in thus “ searching for beautiful forms into
‘‘ the heart of marbles, and bringing them out into full day-

light.” The means required in order to such graceful

elaboration,—not indeed unattended with difficulties, such as

in other undertakings on a more gigantic scale he had been

accustomed to meet and to overcome, but free alike from

either anxiety or monotony,—^gave occasion to many hours of

quiet inventive meditation and moderate manual exercise,

such as befitted the weight of his years, and did not interfere

with the seclusion which he loved. His plastic performances

were usually distributed among his intimate friends, with

playful apologies for the imperfect skill of so ymng an artist

;

but some remained in his own possession, and judging from

those we have seen, they display not only all the breadth and
boldness of outline, but also the more intangible graces of

animation and expression possessed by the models from which
they were copied. The explanation of his not having made
the operations of the machine more widely known at an
earlier period is doubtless to be found in the principle he an-

nounces in one of his letters to Mr. Magellan, I never choose

** See Gen., chap, xxxv., v. 18. “ t. e.” (adds the marginal interpreta-
“ His father called him Benjamin tion) “ the son of the right hand.”
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“ to publish anything which is not complete.”* And such

completeness as he required went far beyond the ordinary

requirements even of the greater number of other accurate

and able men.

Those who have witnessed with wonder the perfect truth of

the numismatic and artistic fac-simile engravings which by

similar glyptic machines a Bate and a CollaS have in later

days produced
;
or the economical multiplication of carvings

of the most varied and intricate designs, which by the mecha-

nical resources of the present age have been placed within

the reach of nearly all who desire to possess them ; or the

still more admirable and elevated art by which the works of

a Cheverton can boast of repeating those of a Canova, a

Thorwaldsen, or a Chantrey ; may feel interested in becoming

acquainted with the results that in the earlier part of the

present century were not only theoretically planned but

practically attained by the sagacious thought and skiUul

hand of Watt.

Only one problem, indeed, seems now to remain for such

means to achieve; that, viz. of at once copying from the

living model, in materials of lapidary hardncsa For hitherto,

in the object to bo copied, an inflexible surface has always

been requisite, to enable the guiding-point of the machine to

traverse it with firmness. But even this appears to be a diffi-

culty which may in time be overcome
;
possibly by the power

being applied solely to the cutting tools, but their direction

being regulated by a guiding-point delicately moved over a

soft surface, or even in air. It is, perhaps, neither to bo

expected nor desired that such a process, which, however

exact, must still be entirely mechanical, should ever super-

sede the freedom of inspiration which breathes in the works

of a Praxiteles or a Phidias
;
any more than that the angelic

grace of a Baphael or a Correggio, or the glorious colouring

*of a Titian or a Guido, should be eclipsed by the photographic

results of the mere chemical action of light and a combination

of optical media. But such mechanical and philosophical

* 16th October, 1780.
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contrivances no doubt offer very many additional facilities to

the study and attainment of the highest fictile and pictorial

art
; and certainly, as the means of at once encouraging and

gratifying some measure of artistic taste in millions of human

beings who must otherwise have been destitute of such inno-

cent and rational enjoyment, their inventors deserve at once

our respect and our gratitude.

The classical "garret” and all its mysterious contents,

—

the Polyglyptic Parallel-Eidograph with its tools and models

included,—have ever since been carefully preserved in the

same order as when the hand and " eye of the master ” were

last withdrawn from them, and he crossed the threshold never

to return to his work on earth. When last inspected by us,

(in 1853), all things there seemed still to breathe of the spirit

that once gave them life and energy
;
and only the presence

of some reverend dust silently announced, that no profane

hand, forgetful of the " religio lod*^ had been permitted to

violate the sanctities of that magical retreat, or disturb the

repose of the wheels/^ and "drills,” and "guiding-points,”

that have never since been moved.
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CUAPTEK XXVIJ.

MU. watt’s pursuits in RKTIREMKNT— SECOND JOUKNEV TO PARIS— PIJIJ-

CHASES OF LAND IN WALES — THE SNUFF-1U>X EVENINGS AT HOME
SIIRIEVALTV OF STAFFORDSHIRE AND RADNORSHIRE— STUDY OF ANGLO-

SAXON —-POJilTICAL SENTIMENTS— ANE(U)OTES OF HIS SON JAMES—
CIIARACTKRISTK’S OF MR. WATT’s CONVERSA'l H)N AND FRIENDLY COUN-

SELS — REVISAL OF ROmsON ‘ ON STEAM ’ EDGEWOUTll’s PROPOSAL OF

A TUNNEL ACROSS THE MEN AT STRAIT.

Such were some of the mechanical recreations in which the

aged engineer was wont to employ the moderate strength,

and the unalterably inventive thoughts, which were still

granted to him ;
blending with them, when at home, th(3

pleasures of horticulture, of happy social intercourse with his

neiglibours, of most various study, and even of 7ioveUreading,

—with him always a favourite department of literature

!

About the middle of his life, he caused to bo engraved on

one of his seals, a human eye, with the motto “ Observaiie

and to that significant device he ever remained true. When
he occasionally visited Ijondon, he lost no opportunity of

making himself practically acquainted with every new dis-

covery or contrivance of merit, of whidi any report Lad

reached him ; on the ingenious wonders so abundantly exhi-

bited in the shop-windows and wai’ehouses of the metropolis,

be gazed with all the delight of a child

;

and it ofteh happened

that their owners, after leading him into conversation, and

finding themselves far surpassed in knowledge of their own
peculiar pursuits, felt as though they had “entertained an

angel unawares.” The orbit of his movements, in short,

always bright with his own light, was also marked, long after

the period of his passage, by what M. Arago has so character-

istically termed “ luminous traces.”

Sometimes, during the last quarter of a century of his life,

he gave to his journeys a somewhat wider geographical



^ ^
fio p«K» of Amiens, thewfflent was fw a bnef season opened to British travellers,m once more visited Paris ; whfere he renewed his acquaint-

ance with those of his former scientific friends whom time,

and the crimes of the revolution, had spared. ‘‘ We were
“ very kindly received,” he writes to Professor Robison,* ‘‘ by
my old friends at Paris, M. Berthollet, M. Monge, and

“ M. de la Place, now become Senators. M. Prony and
“ M. Hassenfratz were also exceedingly attentive ;

the former
“ especially, and seems an exceeding good sort of a man, as

“ well as a very able mathematician. Ho appeared to be

“ sorry that he had tiot taken more notice of me in his bool^:

“ on the steam-engine, and has offered to publish, in a siic-

“ ceeding volume, anything I please to furnish liim witli on

the subject. Many others were very kind. We passed five

weeks there, and, had the weather been warmer, I should

liave mshocl to prolong my stay.” * * To the groat

men of science here named, and the Abb6 Ilaiiy, whom ho

olsewliere includes in the list, must be added another,—per-

haps the most interesting of all,—Benjamin Delesscrt;—

a

name sacred to the cause of science, of art, and of philantliropy.

See his interesting ‘ Eloge TIistorique ’ by M. Flourens, Hist.

‘ de I’Acad, des Sciences,’ tome xxii. p. cxix.-cxliii.)
;
wliere it

*

is said—“ Benjamin Dclcssert passa k Birmingham. * * Le
“ g6nio de la m6canique y soumettait a riiomme Tune des

forces les plus puissantes et los plus terribles do la nature.

Benjamin Delessert fut temoin des essais de Watt. * *

Chacun de ccs homines cilebres, coinme ccs Fees bien-

“ faisantes qu’avait revees Timagination de nos pferes, doua
‘‘ Benjamin Delessert d’uii talent particulier. * * Watt le

“ doua de 1’intelligence superieure des arts mecaniques.” In

the pursuits of learning and taste, IVl. Delessert possessed, as

all his friends will long remember, multiplied endowments of

no less value than that whicli he thus received at the hand of

James Watt. But it is still more worthy of notice, that his

path was that of the just, and his death that of the righteous.

2nth April. 1803.
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The secret of his virtuous life was, at its close in 1847,

revealed in these words, made public with his last testament,

—(one full of charitable forethought, and munificent care for

his fellow-men),— Aprfes une bonne action, on cprouvo un

sentiment de bonheur qui est au-dcssus de foute idee : on

dort d’un sommeil paisible, et tons les songes sont agre-

ables !’*

We cannot resist the temptation of here inserting a letter

which, after his return home, Mr. Watt received from another

of his foreign friends, and which speaks witli a natural elo-

quence that must have been irresistible.

“ Offoiibaclj, near Franefort, the 4 of March, 1803.

“ Much honored Worthy Sir,—would your Genius have
“ read in my Soul, the very moment I perused the obliging

letter with which you honored the old mother of Sopliy
‘‘ Sternheim, bo sure T remembered with blessing the hour
‘‘ I saw in my little abode Sir James Watt^ the great bene-

factor of all Centuries to come,—having proved the power
“ of a mind. Who surly and steadly aply’d his faculties, for

“ the improvements of Science and Art—the more useful, for

“ his fellow creatures—Physik and Mecanik—will for over

. bless your name—I was happy to behold you with a New
‘‘ Conviction, t?iat the very great man is a very good man to—
I admire you for the first, but bless and love you for the

“ sec.ond.—May your Sons partake, of your Spirit, and carac-

‘‘ ter, with wath feelings, should I have seen the worthy

mother of your Childs—and I will ever regret her sikness-—

"" and my old age who has deprived me of the advantage to

become acquainted to her.—I have thanked my god, to

shaked the hand, who has traced the perfection of Steam

Engine—and I pray god, to conserve you Mistriss Watt
“ and family—in all happiness, far more, then 73 years of

“ mine. When Dear Sir
!
you recall Germany, say that you

“ have there an old friend and well-wisher in

“ Sophy la Eoche.”

excuse Dear Worthy sir ! all the faults, of the broken

Englisch, I was bold enouhg to write you. Mister Trapp,

2 I 2
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‘‘ has my everlasting thank for the blessing hour, in wich He
conducted you to my cottage.—God bless you'' *

Mr. Watt also frequently amused himself with tours of

observation and enjoyment throughout England, Scotland,

and Wales
;
as well as with agricultural pursuits, and various

rural improvements, on some farms in the latter country,

wlu’ch tlio beauty of tlio scenery, uniting the softness of the

south with some of the wild grandeur of the north, induced

him to purchase. He began that species of investment in

1798, on a small scale; and some of the parcels of land

which ho at first bought were rather widely scattered
;
but

many of them, with large additions made by his son, now
form a very extensive estate, the greater portion of which is

situated in Breconshire and Itadnorshire, between Rhayader

and Newbridge, on the most charming part of the course of

“ The sylvan Wye, that wanderer through the woods,*’

and of the Ithon, one of the most picturesque of its tri-

butaries.

The simple, but neat and comfortable farmhouse of Dol-

dowlod, (of which a portion yet remains, althougli now over-

toi)ped by another mansion, of greater pretension, lately

erected by its side, and communicating with the more •

modest cottage of earlier days), was the home which con-

genially received him on his occasional visits. The fine

woods which there, richly clothe the valley, and agreeably

diversify the river and mountain scenery, were chiefly planted

under his superintendence and direction ;—very many of the

trees by his own hand. But, if he thus incurred one portion

of the reproach attached by the historian to all who are

addicted agro colendo, aut venando, servilibus officiis in-

This quaint epistle is given ex-
actly as it was sent, unaltered in one
jot or tittle of its cliarining naivete.

The good old lady who penned it was
the authoress of the ‘ History of Lady
‘ Sophia Stemheini/ (translated by J.

Collyer, 2 vols., 1776) ;
and also of a

Journal of Travels in Holland and
England, (* Tagebuch einer Beiso

‘ duroh Holland u. England, vonSophie
‘Wittwevon La Koche;’ Offenbach
am Main, 1791). Wo trust that God
“ conserved ” in all peace to the end
of her days her honest, ardent, Ger-
man heart; whicli united to such
admiration of intellectual greatness,

the emotions of humble, pious good-
ness.
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tenti, aetatem agere,” * he was at least exempt from the

other
;

for, unless we except the anecdote of his having in

boyhood practised angling from the pier behind his father’s

house at Greenock, and the metaphor by which he announced

his first glimpse and pursuit of the parallel motion,” viz.

I have started a new hare,” f we have not been able to find

even the remotest trace of his having, at any time of his life,

2)artaken of the healthful delights to be found in following

the sports of the field. In all that concerned the acquisition

and beneficial management of their Welsh j)roporty, both

Mr. Watt and his son derived very material aid from the

enlightened judgment and great ability of the late Mr. James

Davies, of Moorcourt in Herefordshire
; a gentleman whose

services to his own and two neighbouring counties were

sensibly felt and sjfiendidly acknowledged by their inhabit-

ants. His good memory, indeed, can scarcely fail to descend

to posterity along with that of John Kyrle, ^‘the man of

Eoss,” whose career of active usefulness, (although their

tastes were in some respects different), ho may be said to have

successfully emulated. Mr. Davies died in 1856, aged 78,

full of years and of rural honours.

In the happy microcosm in which the great inventor thus

lived, ^Giis mind to him a kingdom was-;” and his peaceful

pursuits were seldom interrupted by any perturbation from

without : under his own vine and his own fig-tree, and, for

several years at least, with children like olive-branches round

about his table, there were none to make him afraid. Even

in the busy manufacturing neighbourhood in which he usually

resided, not out of reach of some distant echoes of the ham-

mers of Soho, he knew well that “true happiness is of a
“ retired nature, and an enemy to pomp and noise

;
it

“ arises, in the first place, from the enjoyment of one's self
;

“ and, in the next, from the friendship and conversation of a
“ few select companions : it loves shade and solitude, and
“ naturally haunts groves and fountains, fields and meadows

:

Sail. Bcllum Catil., cap. iv.

t To Mr. Boulton, 30th June, 1784.
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“ in short, it feels everything that it wants within itself, and

receives no addition from multitudes of witnesses and spec-

“ tators.”* His first occupation on returning homo from any

absence, was to walk round his garden, followed by his gar-

dener, surveying his fruit-trees, and commenting on their pro-

gress and produce; admiring their blossoms, or examining

those fruits, in whoso gradual ripening and fall, the wise can

trace a natural image of their own maturity and dccay.f

If fond of flowers, it must also be confessed that he was

not without a secret relish for a certain fragrant weed
;
and

tliat, too, as prepared in one of its forms now perhaps least

fasliionable : in other words, he greatly enjoyed the homely

solace of an oc(^asional pinch of snuff. This predilection,

however, was rarely indulged
;
as the assiduous legislation of

Sirs. Watt denounced the snuff-box. Her habit was to lay

viokmt hands on the offending ^^mull,’’ wherever she could

surprise it, and to carry it away to the safe custody of her

china-closet. The philosopher submitted, with his usual pla-

cidity
;
but again, in his own good time, was sure to watch

tlie dame when employed amid her favourite ware, and, while

her back was turned, to steal a pinch
;
or even to recapture

tlui box, and boar off his prize in triumph.

“ Still, as he ran, he look’d behind,

—

“ Ho heard a voice in every wind,
“ Anil snatch’d a fearful joy !

”

Short-lived, alas! it must be acknowledged, were such suc-

cesses against the enemy : for the name of James Watt adds

another to the long roll of those sages who, from Socrates

downwards, reversing the doctrine of our great poet and his

Tamed Shrew,” have been compelled to pay to their wives

the tribute of

“ Love, fair looks, afid true obedience,^ }

How well he had learned and practised this lesson, one other

little anecdote will serve to show :—^let philosophical Benedicts

* Addison, ‘ TIio Spectator/ No. “ adolescentibus vis aufert, senibus
IT). “ maturitas.”—Cic. ‘ Do Scnectute,*

t Et quasi poma, ex arboribus, cap. xix.
“ si cruda sunt, vi avelluiitur ; si ma- t Tho ‘ Taming of the Shrew,’ Act
“ tura et cocta, deciduut ; sic vitaiu v. Scene ii.
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of tlic present day reflect Avitli complacency on tlieir own hap-

pier destiny, and profit by tlieir enjoyment of more undis-

turbed moments ! In his “ evenings at home,” at a certain

liour, fixed by Mrs, Watt^ the door of the dining-room in

which she had all too lately left her lord, opened : an old

servant appeared, and, altogether disregarding tlie greater

jiresence in which lie stood, with a few active evolutions

swept out at once the fire, the lights, and—his master I

Adieu, the social tete-a-tete; adieu, the book, or sootliing

reverie of the night
; adieu,—some fainter hearts might have

said,—to .the jmrsuit of knowledge under such difficulties I

But we have it from one wlio witnessed some of those untimely

irruptions, that, as the host slowly rose, he was wont to say

with meekness, “ We must —that still the quiet smile

never quitted that benignant countenance,—the serenity of

that sweet temper remained undisturbed.

His habit was, immediately on rising, to answer all letters

“ requiring attention
;

then, after breakfast, to proceed into

“ the workshop adjoining his bedroom, attired in his u oollen

“ surtout, his leather apron, and the rustic hat which he had

worn some forty years, and there go on with his [sculpture]

‘‘machine.”* So says a writer who doubtless borrowed his

information from a source that he thouglit might be safely

relied on; but the first portion of this statement may be

questioned. For, in oppositimi to the received maxims of

longevity, as well as to the doctrine of Dante, who says that

—

' not

“ On downy j)liimc*a reposing, lame is won,”

Mr. Watt was not a very early riser
;

and, on many days

of his life, the letters that he wrote, would, as we have

already mentioned, “ alone have furnished full employment
“ even to an industrious intellect.” • “ The mental fatigue

“ of Mr. Watt,” says Mrs. SchimmelPenninck, “ was often

“ so great, that I have heard he required from nine to

“ eleven hours^ sleep to recruit his powers, and his evenings

“ were uniformly spent in some light amusing reading.”

* ‘ Qiiarlorly llcvii w,’ vul. CIV.
i).

450. 1858.
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“®*® *“ ® 8t«dy than ordinary" Wilds do in many day&” •

Twice, a*8nminons to undertake the burdensome honour of

the Shrievalty, (of Staffordshire in 1803, and again of Ead-

uoTslivre in 1816), was met by Mr. Watt with uneasy aj^pre-

\\OT\8ioTi, and repulsed with all his energy. At that time he

thus almost plaintively stated his own case, with a view, as he

says, of “ averting so serious a misfortune as serving that ofliee
”

would have been to him : t
—" I am nearly seventy years old

;

“ my health, always precarious, generally confines * mo to the

‘‘ house for the greatest part of the winter and spring. I never

was endowed with the speedy decision, firmness of character,

‘‘ and intrepidity neceasary for a public station, and these

qualities have not been augmented by my declining years.

“ You, as well as any man, know the anxiety and vexation

“ which I endured for many years from the harassing lawsuits

“ in which we were unfortunately engaged, and which have

“ had the effect of making me very unfit for business of any
“ kind

;
the powers of my mind are worn out, as well as those

“ of my body. I have laboured very hard for the public during

“ the greater part of my life, and hope I have been of some
‘‘ use. Though I cannot bring forward to the public mind the
‘‘

‘ lahorcs, sudores, vigilias,’ yet the ‘ instrumenta artis nos-

‘‘ ‘ trao ’ are in everybody’s hands. I have been useful to the

“ State in the way Nature intended, and hope I shall not

‘‘ liave a duty imposed upon me I am totally unfit for, nor

‘‘ have my grey hairs weighed down by a load of vexatious

cares. You know that from my inability to support the

“ cares of business I have retired from it with a very mode-
“ rate fortune, in order to enjoy that quiet for which alone

“ I am now fitted, and which I pray may be undisturbed.

“ My property in the county is very small,—only a house
‘‘ and forty acres of poor land, which has any value only from

its vicinity to Birmingham.

“ The present juncture of affairs seems to require a Sheriff

in the prime of life, possessed of activity and decision, and

* See above, p. 24. t To Mr. A. Weston, 15th Novombor, 1803.
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not a timid old man. It is not my part to say who is equal

to the office
;
but I am fully impressed with a sense of my

“ own unfitness, and hope I have not deserved so ill of the

nation as to be placed in a situation that might expose my
“ weakness, or perhaps have worse consequences.”

Although every exertion was used by tliose to whom Mr.

Watt communicated his wishes on tliis occasion, there was at

first a great deal of difficulty in getting him excused from

serving in the office to wliicli he had been nominated, but to

the labour, publicity, and responsibility of which he felt so

strong a repugnance
;
one of the other two names on the list

being that of a gentleman who had previously served, and

the other tliat of a baronet who was a half-pay officer, and

pleaded his liability to be called into military service. But
Mr. W.’s scientific friends. Sir Joseph Banks and the Hon.

C. Greville, having used their influence with his Grace tlie

Duke of Portland, then President of the Council, that noble-

man, in the most kind and handsome terms, expressed his

opinion that Mr. Watt’s disposition to preserve tliat quiet to

which he was so well entitled would induce the members of

the Council to direct liis name to be removed from the list of

persons nominated as sheriff. Ultimately a pocket-sheriff,”

i. e,, a gentleman who was willing to serve, though not nomi-

nated, was found by the Lord-Lieutenant. An argument in

support of Mr. Watt’s claim for release, at that period more

valid than any of those at first suggested, (although one that

now-a-days would be of little avail), was that ho was a mem-
ber, not of the Established Church of England, but of the

Presbyterian Church of Scotland.

In 1816, the circumstances were nearly the same
; with

the additional weight wffiich his completion of fourscore years

had given to the argument arising from declining strength

;

and no difficulty seems then to have been found in granting

the prayer for exemption, uttered by what has been beautifully

called ‘‘ the voice of age, resistless in its feebleness.”

«My reasons against serving,” he then writes to Mr. liobert

Muirheid,* "are, that I have nearly completed my 81st year.

23r(l November, 1810.
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\\axe precarious liealtli, and am generally confined to the

“ l\ousc all tlie uinter and spring ;
that 1 have spent a long life

ill improving the arts and manufactures of the nation
;
my

“ inventions at present, or lately, giving employment to [the]

best part of a million of people, and having added many
millions to tlie national riches, and therefore I have a natu-

ral right to rest in my extreme age
;
that I have no domicile

“ in the country, nor ever had, and have not been in it more
“ than two years, and probably never shall

;
that for these

“ reasons I was excused serving for the county of Stafford, in

“ which I live, twelve years ago, and some of them should

“ weigh more now. Eighty-one is not a period of active life,

“ and, as far as my personal qualities are concerned, I esteem

“ myself perfectly unfit
;
and the consequences of serving

“ would probably bo the sending me a year or two sooner to

“ the grave.”

His apprehensions that the powers of his mind had been

worn out, happily remained groundless till the liour of liis

death. It has been recorded of Dr. Samuel Johnson, in a

work whicli none can read without receiving instruction, and

few without experiencing deliglit, tliat in the latter part of

his life, in order to satisfy himself whether his mental facul-

ties were impaired, lie resolved that he would try to learn a

new language. For that purpose, he fixed upon the Low
Dutch, and continued his application till he had read about

ono-half of Thomas a Kempis in that unattractive tongue

;

and, finding that there appeared no abatement of his power

of acquisition, he then desisted, satisfied that the experiment

had been duly tried.* At a similar period of life, and with a

similar view, Mr. Watt resolved to prosecute a like investiga-

tion: the language ho chose was Anglo-Saxon, and the result

was perfectly satisfactory to his mind. Yet his experiment also

was, perhaps, liable to the criticism of Burke
;
who said, on

liearing of Johnson’s exploit, that from the language selected

being so near akin to our own, this Avas not the most rigorous

test that could have been devised. It was indeed scarcely more

so than others which Mr. Watt made every month or week

* See Limgton’s llemiuisceiiceu, in ‘lioBwell’a Life of Joliiisoii,’ vol. iv.

1). 17, ed. Oxford, 1826.
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throughout his life, even in the most advanced portions of it

;

hut it served the purpose of convincing him of what no one

else ever doubted, that liis intellectual machinery had been

he})t “ well-oiled, and in good working-order.”

It is right that we should here authoritatively vindicate the

venerable subject of our biography from the allegation,

—

w4ueh, however, in these days of rapid political conversion it

might bo somewhat unsafe to call the reproach,—of having

been wliat is termed ‘‘ a sad radical.” There never was a

more unfounded impression formed of any man’s political

sentiments than this
;
for tlio wise engineer was throughout

his life possessed with the most loyal and constitutional prin-

ciples
;
liaving been, in truth, a plain and homely, but honest

and steady Tory, of what is called, not without strong reason,

and l)y way of contrast, we suppose, to some modern innova-

tions, the good old consistent school. Our principles,” ho

says, when describing the riots at Birmingham in 1791 and

the threats held out by the mob, ‘‘ wliich are well known as

“ friends to the established government and enemies to repub-

“ lican principles, should have been our protection from a mob
whose watch-word was Church and King

;

” and he uni-

formly expressed liis horror at the proceedings of the revolu-

tionists in France, as well as of the unbridled sovereignty of

the people in any country. So clear and decided, indeed,

were his convictions on such matters, that wo should scarcely
*

have thought it necessary to allude to them, had it not been

that a prime minister of England was understood to have

given utterance, previous to the close of Sir. Watt’s life, to

tlio erroneous doctrine already referred to
;
and we have our-

selves, in the present day, heard the same creed repeated by

a very able and usually most accurate person, who, however,

was on this point no better informed than the Earl of Liver-

pool had been.

The truth is, that both of those gentlemen, and any others

who may have shared their opinion on this subject, led astray

by the similarity of name, have confounded Mr. Watt as a

politician, with his son Mr. James Watt ; who certainly was

in his youth carried away, by the enthusiasm, then prevalent
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m vAiat ms termed the cause of liberty, to sympathise with

the Griroudius and Jacobins in Paris, and even to take some

open and avowed i)art in their earlier tumultuous agitations.

He was for some time, in company with Thomas Cooper, and

Wordsworth the poet, in the habit of associating with many
of those men who afterwards attained a dreadful celebrity

;

and, as Southey has mentioned, was at that time the means

(unfortunately for the world
!)

of preventing a duel between

Danton and Kobespierre.

“ Danton and liobespierre,” says Southey, “ quarrelled at

“ one of the political clubs, before the 10th of August : high
‘‘ u’ords ended in a challenge : tliey met, and the duel was

“ prevented by the interference of an Englishman, who went
“ out as a second to the one, and represented to them how

injurious it would bo to the cause of liberty if either of them

should fall. (
! )

That Englishman was the present James
“ Watt of Soho, and from him I heard this rijmarkable fact.”*

For another more public exhibition of mistaken zeal dis-

played in the same cause, Mr. James Watt, jun., and his

clover, but eccentric friend Cooper, wore thus severely de-

nounced in the British House of Commons :
—‘‘ Messrs. Cooj^er

‘‘ and Watt,” said Burke, in the debate on Mr. Sheridan’s

motion relative to the existence of seditious practices in this

country,t “ had presented an address, and carried the British

‘‘ colours in a procession
;
and on what occasion ? The most

‘‘ infamous that ever disgraced the name of government. A
“ set of soldiers had been tried by a court-martial, and con-

‘‘ demried to the galleys. These were fit men for the republicans

of Paris. They might be useful though bad soldiers, they

“ might be good murderers. They were released in contempt
“ of the Assembly then sitting

;
brought to Paris, and paraded

in triumph through the hall. On this detestable occasion,

“ Mr. Cooper and Mr. Watt carried the British colours. They
“ were locked in the fraternizing embrace. They received

“ the fraternizing kiss. They wont from tlie hall of the

* See letter from Southey to A. * Life of B. Southey,’ by Bev. C. C.
Alison, Esq., (now Sir Arcliihahl Ali- Soutliey, voL vi. p. 209.

eon, Bart.), Keswick, April 17, 1833. t March 4, 1793.
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“ Assembly to tbe liall of the Jacobius, where they Idssed the

“ bloody cheek of Marat ;—^tho iron cheek of Pluto instead of

“ Proserpine ;

—

“ What ardent transports through their bosom ran,

“ Clasp’d in the embraces of the godlike man I

”*

^Jlie first blood of citizens, however, which the young poli-

tical enthusiast saw spilt in the gardens of the Tuilerios and

streets of Paris, sickened liim of that “ licence ” which those

wretches meant ‘Mvhen they cried liberty;’* and he then en-

deavoured to mitigate as far as possible that violence of revo-

lutionary rage wliich lie foresaw he must in future deplore.

This partial change of sentiment led to a curious rcksult

;

for Robespierre having then insinuated in one of his addresses

at the Club of the Jacobins, that Cooper and his compatriot

were emissaries of Pitt, Mr. J. Watt, with the same fearless-

ness with which he had previously supported a cause wliich

lie imagined to be just, took an instant opportunity of con-

fronting that monster in his own arena :—he indignantly

sprang on the tribune, from which by main force he ejected the

truculent orator, and in a brief but impassioned harangue,

delivered in French, which he spoke with perfect fluency and

an excellent accent, completely silenced his formidable anta-

gopist, carrying with him the feelings of the rest of the audi-

ence, who expressed their sense of his honest British spirit, in

a loud burst of applause ! On returning home, having learned,

by sure intelligence from one deep in the secrets of his dan-

gerous foe, that his life was no longer safe for a day, he in-

stantly quitted Paris, without even a passport. Ho succeeded,

though with some difficulty, and occasionally at great hazard,

in making his way to the south, and never rested till he

arrived in Italy. There having devoted himself to other

pursuits than politics, and his revolutionary ardour having

had time to cool, he saw good cause to shudder at the atroci-

ties committed by those who so lately had been his chosen

companions.

“I went over to Parks,”—said the late poet Wordsworth to

Speeches of the Right Hon. Edmuntl Burke, vol. iv., p. 124, ed. 181G.
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us, in one of those hours which his presence and converse

winged with unfailing delight,— at the time of the revolii-

“ tion in 1792 or 1793, and so was pretty hot in it; but I

“ found Mr. J. Watt there before me, and quite as warm in

the same cause. We thus both began life as ardent and

“thoughtless radicals; but we have both become, in tlio

“ coTirse of our lives, us all sensible men, I think, have done, good,

“ soberminded Conservatives !

’’

Siicli, however, is no doubt the true explanation of the

politics of Mr. Watt, senior, having ever been mistaken. l>ut

although his own views were uniformly such as we have

stated, even he, in judging of those of others who differed

from himself, seems to have exliibited all that philosophical

moderation which so strikingly characterised his habitual sen-

timents : as when speaking of Professor Robison he says,

—

“ he entertained a high rcsi)ect for the constitution of his

“ country, and detested the novel doctrines of Jacobinism,

“ which made him pass censures too severe upon several of the

“ French philosophers^ (ptlwrume extremely estimable men, and
“ to whom science is much indebted), without duly weighing the

“ circumstances in which they were placed,^

^

In the winter of 1813-14, he complied with the request of

his distinguished friend. Sir David Brewster, in looking ov(ir

the articles ‘ Steam,’ and ‘ Steam Engines,’ uTitten by Dr.

Robison, for an edition of Dr, R.’s collected w^orks
;
and ho

then added to them, with considerable labour, his valuabl(i

and well-known annotations as to his own inventions and im-

provements. His MS. lie accomj)anied by the following inlt‘-

resting letter to Sir David^ in which he accurately discrimi-

nates between the apparent meaning of some rather obscure

expressions that Dr. Robison had used, and that which no

doubt they had been intended to bear.

“ Ileatlifield, May, 1814.’*'

“ Dear Sir,—At your request, I have carefully perused my

* This interesting lidtcr was printed, ‘Meclianical Philosophy,’ published,
as many of our readers may he aware, after many years of preparation, in
in the collective edition of Dr. Robi- 1822, in four vols. 8vo., under the
son’s essays on various subjects of editorship of Dr., now Sir David
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“late excellent friend Dr, Eobison’s articles ‘8tcain’ and
“

‘ Steam-engines ’ in tlie ‘Encyclopaedia Britannica/ and luivo

“ made remarks upon them in such places wlicre, eitlier

“ from the want of proper information, or from too great a

“ reliance on the powers of liis extraordinary Jiiomory, at a

“ I)eriod when it probably had b(?en weakened by a long staffs

“ of acute pain, and by the remedies to which lie was oblig(*d

“ to have recourse, he had been led into mistakes in regard

“ to facts
;
and also in some places where his deductions

“ liave appeared to me to be erroneous.

“ There had been but very little inhirchange of letters

“ between us for some years previous to his writing those

“ articles, and our opportunities of meeting had been rare and
“ of short duration, and not occupied by philosophical dis-

“ cussions. Had I been apprized of his design, I might at

“ least have prevented the errors resiiecting the facts in

“ which I was concerned
;

but, upon the whole, it is moi'o

“ surprising to me that his recollecjtion should have served

“ him so well in narrating transactions of 30 years’ standing,

“ than that it should sometimes have led him astray. If I

“ had not retained some memorandums made at the time of,

“ or soon after, their occurrence, I should myself have felt

“ great difliculty in recalling to mind the jmrticulars at the

“ period when I first perused those articles, which was some
“ time after their publication. I had about that period an

“ opportunity of personally stating to Dr. Eobison some re-

“ marks upon them, of wliicli he availed himself to a small

“ extent in the Supplement to the ‘Encyclopaedia IJritannicu/

“ and probably would have done so still more, had he b(‘en

“ called upon to remould those articles.

“ I have endeavoured to throw most of my corrections into

Brewster. Some years previous to

tlie date of tliat publication, Mr. Watt
presented several of Ids friends with
copies of the Treatises on * Steam ’

and ‘ Steam-engines,* with notes and
additions by himself ; and reserved bis

right to reprint his own portions of tliat

work, agreeing that it should not bo
done for a period of tliree years after

the publication of tlie ‘Mechanical
‘Philosophy.* As, however, that time
has long since elapsed, and Robison’s
valuable volumes arti not in every
one’s hand, we need offer no apology
for now including Mr. Watt s letter

in a work which would have l)een

incomplete without it.
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but in some places I judged it necessary
to alter the text, which alterations I have marked to be
printed in italics, that they may be readily distinguished

‘‘ from the original. In a few places, I have cancelled part

of the text without any substitution, none appearing to me
“ to he required. In others, I have left part of the reasoning

“ unaltered which I did not concur in
;
as in mere matters of

“ opinion, where no manifest error was involved, I did not

“ conceive it proper to introduce my own speculations.

“ As the subjects of steam and steam-engines had been
“ almost dismissed from my mind for many years previous to

“ my undertaking this revision, I have called in tlie aid of

my friend Mr. John Southern, and of my son, whose daily

avocations in the mariufactiiro of steam-engines render

them more conversant with some points, to direct my atten-

‘‘ tion to them
;
and of the former, to examine such of the

‘‘ algebraic formulae as appeared essential,—an office for

which he is much better qualified than myself
;
and he has

‘‘ accordingly marked those formulae with his initials.

I have not attempted to render Dr. liobison’s memoir a

“ complete history of the steam-engine, nor have I even givtui

a detailed account of my own improvements upon it. The
“ former would have been an undertaking beyond my present

“ powers, and the latter must much have exceeded the limits

“ of a commentary upon my friend’s work. I have, there-

fore, confined myself to correcting such parts as appeared

“ necessary, and to adth’ng such matter as he had not an
“ opportunity of knowing.

“ Here it was my intention to have closed this letter, but

‘‘ the represoiitatioiis of friends whose o])inions I higlily

“ value, induce me to avail myself of this opportunity of

noticing an error into which not only Dr. Kobison, but

“ apparently also Dr. JJlack has fallen, in relation to the

“ origin of my improvements u])on the steam-engine
;
and

which, not having been publicly controverted by me, has, I

am informed, been adopted by almost every subsequent

‘‘ writer upon the subject of Latent Heat.

“ Dr. Robison, in the article ‘ Steam-engine,’ after passing
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“ an encomium upon me, dictated by the partiality of friend-

ship, qualifies me as tlie ^ pupil and intimate friend of Dr.

‘‘
‘ Black

a

description which, not being there accompanied

with any inference, did not particularly strike mo at the

‘‘ time of its first perusal. He afterwards, in the dedication

to ino of his edition of Dr. Bhick’s ^ Lectures upon Che-

‘ mistry,’ goes the length of supposing me to have professed

to owe my improvements upon the steam-engine to the

“ instru(*tions and information 1 liad received from that gen-

tleman, Avliicli certainly was a misapprehension
;
as, although

I Jiave always felt and acknowledged my obligations to

‘‘ liiin for the information I had received from his conversa-

“ tion, and particularly for the knowledge of tlio doctrine of

“ latent lieat, I never did, nor couldy consider my improve-

ments as originating in those communications. He is also

‘‘ mistaken in his assertion, (p. 8 of the Preface to the above

“ work), tliat ‘ I had attended two cours(3S of the Doctor’s

.

“ ‘ lectures

*

for, unfortunately for me, the necessary avoca-

“ tions of my business prevented mo from attending his or

“ any other lectures at College ;
and as Dr. Robison was

himself absent from Scotland for four years at the period

refen*cd to, he must have been misled by erroneous infor-

“ mation. In page 184 of the Lectures, Dr. Black says, ‘I

^ have the pleasure of thinking that tlie knowledge we have

‘ acquired concerning the nature of elastic vapour, in con-

“
‘ sequence of my fortunate observation of wliat happens in

‘‘ ‘ its formation and condensation, has contrilnited in no in-

“ ‘ considerable degree to the public good, by mggesting to

“ ‘ my friend, Mr. Watt of Birmingham, then of Glasgow,

“ ‘ his improvement on this useful engine,’ (meaning the

“ steam-engine, of which he is then speaking). There can

“ be no doubt, from what follows in his description of the

‘‘ engine, and from the very honourable mention which ho

‘‘ has made of me in various parts of his lectures, that he did

not mean to lessen any merit that might attach to me as

** Repeated more in detail, with tlic same erroneous inferences, in his

‘ Note, vol. i. p. 504.—(J. W.)
”

2 K
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41 A
butf on the contmry, he always was (lis])osed

^ ino fully as much praise as I deserved. And were
that otherwise doubtful, it would, I think, be evident from

“ the following quotation from a letter of his to me, dated

ISthPohruary, 1783, where, speaking of an intended pub-

“ licatioii by a friend of mine on subjects connected witli the

“ history of steam, ho says, ‘ I think it is very proper for you
“ ‘ to give him a short account of your discoveries and specu-
“

‘ lations, and partlciilarhj to assert clearly and fully your sole

“ ‘ right to the honour of the steam-efngine' * And in a written

testimonial which he very Idndly gave on the occasion of a

“ trial at law against a piracy of my invention in 1790-7,
‘‘ after giving a short account of the invention, he adds,
“

‘ Mr, Watt was the sole inventor of the capital improvement

‘ ayid contrivance above-mentioned,^

Under this conviction of liis candour and friendship, it is

“ very painiiil to mo to controvert any assertion or opinion of

“ my revered friend
;
yet in the present case I find it neces-

“ sary to say, tliat lie api)oars to me to have fallen into an

error
;
and I ]ioj)o, in addition to my assertion, to make tliat

appear by the short history I have given of my invention

‘‘ in my notes u])on Dr. Itobison’s essay, as well as by the fol-

“ lowing a(?coiiut of the state of my knowledge previous to

‘‘ my receiving any explanation of the doctrine of Latent

“ Heat, and also from that of the facts which principally

guided me in the invention.

“ It was known very long before my time, that steam was

condensed by coming into contact with cold bodies, and

that it communicated heat to them. Witness the common
“ still, &c. &c.

It was known by some exj)eriments of Dr. Cullen and

* Sec? a moro full extract from the “ would conclude there was notliing
letter in (jfuestion printed at p. 1.5 of “ in it, and rogues would afterwards,
Mr. Watt s ‘ Correspondence on his “ by making trifling variations, vamp
* Dis(^overy of the Composition of “ otf the greater part of it as their
‘ Water,’ 1840. It is the same letter in “own, and assume tlie whole merit
which Dr. Clack, speaking of Mr. “ to tliemselvcs.” Those prophetic
Watt's discoveries, says, “ were you to sayings were, singularly enough, al-
“ 1)0 the first publisher of them your- most immediately followed by what
“ self, you would do it iii such a cold Robison calls the “ iraamerie ” of
“ and modest manner, that blockheads Cavendish and Blagden.
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“ others, that water and other liquids boiled in vacuo at very

low heats :—water [at] below 100°.

It was known to some philosophers, that the capacity, or

“ equilibrium of heat, as we then called it, was much smaller
‘‘ in mercury and tin than in water.

It was also known, that evaporation caused the cooling
“ of the evaporating liquid, and [of] bodies in contact
“ with it.

I had myself made experiments to determine the follow-

“ ing facts :

—

“ 1st. ^Jlie capacities for heat of iron, cop])er, and some
“ sorts of wood, comparatively with water. Similar (ixperi-

“ ments had also subsequently been made by Dr. Irvine on
“ these and other metals.

“ 2nd. The bulk of steam, as compared with that of water.

“ 3rd. The quantity of water which could be evaporated in

“ a certain boiler by a pound of coals.

“ 4th. The elasticities of steam at various temperatures

“ greater than that of boiling water, and an approximation to

“ the law which it followed at other temperatures.

“ 5tli. How much water, in the form of steam, was re-

“ quired every stroke by a ^mall Newcomen’s engine, with a

“ wooden cylinder 6 inches diameter, and 12 inches long in

“ the stroke.

“ Gth. I had measured the quantity of cold water required

“ in every stroke to condense the steam in that cylinder, so

“ as to give it a working power of about 7 lbs. on the inch.

“ Hero I was at a loss to understand how so much cold

“ water could be heated so much by so small a quantity in

“ the form of steam, and [I] applied to Dr. Black, as is re-

“ latod in the short history, p. 116, note; and then first

“ understood what was called Latent Heat.

“ But this theory, tliough useful in determining the quan-

“ tity of injection necessary where the quantity of water eva-

“ porated by the boiler, and used by the cylinder, was known,

“ and in determining, by the quantity and heat of the hot

“ water emitted by Newcomen’s engines, the quantity of

“ steam required to work them, did not lead to the improve-

2 K 2
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“ ments I afterwards made in tlie engine. These iniprove-

ments proceedcjd upon the old-establislied fact, that steam

was condensed by tlie (?ontact of cold bodies, and the later

“ known one, that water boiled In vacuo at heats below 100°,

“ and, consequently, tluit a vacuum could not be obtained

unless tlie cylinder and its contents were cooled, [at] every

stroke, to below that heat.

“ These, and tlie degree of ]vTio\vl(Klge T possessed of the

elasticities of steam at various heats, were the principal

“ things it was necemir^ for me to consider in contriving the

new engine. They pointed out that, to avoid useless con-

densation, the vessel in which the steam acted upon the

“ piston ought always to be as hot as the steam itself:—that

“ to obtain a proper degree of exhaustion, the steam must be

condensed in a separate vessel, which might bo cooled to

“ as low a d(^grce as was noi'cssary, without affecting the

cylinder
;
and that, as the air and condensed \vater could

not be blown out by the steam, as in NewcouKiu’s, they
“ must bo extracted by a imiu]), or some other contrivance :

—

that, ill order to jirovoiit the necessity of using water to

keep the jiistoii air-tight, and also to jircvent the air from

cooling the cylinder during the descemt of the piston, it was

necessary to employ steam, to act upon the piston, in place

of the atinosplicro. Lastly, to prevent the cylinder from

being cooled by the external air, it was proper to enclose

it in a case coiitainiiig steam, and again to enclose that in

a case of wood, or of some other substance which trans-

mitted heat slowdy,

“ Although L)r. 131ac*k’s theory of latent heat did Jiot

suggest my improvements on the steam-engine, yet the

knowledge, upon various subjects, which he was pleased to

communicate to me, and tlie correct modes of reasoning

“ and of making experiments, of which he set mo the ex-

ample, certainly conduced very much to facilitate the

progress of my inventions
;
and I still remember, with

respect and gratitude, the notice he was pleased to take of

me when I very little merited it, and which continued
‘‘ throughout his life.
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To Dr. Robison T am also bound to acknowledge my
“ obligations for very much information and occasional nssist-

“ ance in my pursuits, and, above all, Tor liis friendshi]),

“ which ended only with his life
; a friendship which induced

him, when I was beset with an host of foes, to come to

London in the depth of winter, and ai)pear as a witness for

me in a court of justice, whilst labouring under an exces-

sively j^ainful disorder, which ultimately deprived him of

life. To the remembrance of that friendshi]) is j)rmcipally

owing my taking upon myself the office of his eommentator
“ at my advanced age.

“ Jlay I request, Sir, that you and the public will ])ermit

“ that age to be my excuse lor any errors I may have com-
“ mitted, and for any deficiencies in the performance of an

o/iice wliicli at no period would have been congenial to my
‘‘ habits

;
and allow me to remain, with esteem,

“ Dear {Sir, your most obedient Immble servant, James
« Watt,”

That the intellectual pleasure derived from the society and

conversation of Mr. \Vatt was of the very highest order, the

united testimony of his most intimate friends and associates

sufficiently proves. It was no wonder,” as Robison observed

of an earlier stage of his life, “ that the attachment to Mr.

Watt was strong, when persons of every taste and every

pursuit found in him an inexhaustible fund of instruction

“ and entertainment.” Men of all ranks shared freely in the

benefits of his counsels, as well as in the enjoyment of his

cheerful cordiality ;
and alike to the humble artisan as to the

aristocrat of rank and talent, the winged hours flew fast in

listening to his words of wisdom, delivered in the guise of

easy, social, unassuming converse. ‘‘I experienced much
‘‘ pleasure,” says St. Fond, in visiting Mr. Watt, whose
“ extensive knowledge in chemistry and the arts rendered

his conversation very interesting. His moral qualities, and

“ the engaging manner in which he exjiressed his thoughts,

daily increased my respect for him. * * Mr. Watt is a

“ man of great conceptions. Nature has endowed him with a
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very yigoroHS mind, and to his other excellent qualities he

“ joins the mildest and most prepossessing manners, which

interest even at first sight.”*

To the very close of his life, this light of his burned steadily

and brightly ;—^he was constantly applied to by those,—(and

their name was legion),—who either had invented, or

imagined that they had invented, mechanical contrivances of

any novelty or utility
;
and who naturally wished cither to

obtain the criticism of so experienced a judg<', or to bespeak

his favour and encouragement. With the greatest candour

and most condescending kindness he took pains to caution

such persons against their over-sanguine expectations, and

also to explain to them some fundamental principles in

mechani(is, which they too often had overlooked
;
but which

lay, perhaps, at the very threshold of their inquiries, and, if

duly considered, might, by stopping their further progress in

a particular direction, prevent much subsequent vexation and

loss of both time and money.

Thus, to Mr. W. Mitchell, in 1800 :—“ I am favoured with

“ your letter of the 5th, and am obliged to you for the inti-

mations it contains, none of wliich, however, are new to me,

or useful in their present form. To give my reasons would
“ make a longer letter than I have time or health for at

present. Itotativo motions, on the principles of the first

and second you describe, have been tried and abandoned
“ many years ago. The third (the spiral) is not practicable

“ as you have drawn it, and woTild bo attended with consider-

“ able disadvantages in any way
;

(it can only make half a
“ revolution for each stroke of tlie engine). A more perfect

“ application of that principle is contained in the specification

“ of my patent in' the year 1781, In respect of the fourth
‘‘ invention, we use no racks or toothed sectors now ; they
‘‘ are bad things : the method we use is much preferable,

“ (which you may see at any of our engines). In general,

“ no rotative motion will answer well that requires the piston

to move with equal velocity in every part of the stroke.

‘ Travels in England/ cd. 1799, vol. ii. pp. 311, 3*17.
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“ and a common crank is nearly the best which has been yet

contrived, or, perhaps, n^ay ever be. I do not by what I

“ have said mean to discourage you from paying particular

attention to the subject
;
your ideas are ingenious, and by

“ further experience you may think upon better things. I

“ thank you for your attention to me, and the deference you
“ express to my opinion, and think it my duty to set you
“ riglit in a matter which might lead you into fruitless and
“ expensive experiments.”

Such was the sort of counsel, at once land and judicious,

that Mr. Watt Avas in the habit of giving when consulted by

those who aspired to success in his oavh favourite field of

mechanical invention. To many, liis exporionce and sagacity

w^ere thus the means of saving much waste of time, the disap-

pointment of their ho[)os, and (wen the misery and ruin which

too often attend the failure of ingenious but unprofitable pro-

j(i(its. In this respect, emphatically, “ the alert, kind, bciie-

“ volcnt old man,” as Sir Walter Scott has so well said of him,

“ had his attention alive to every one’s question, his informa-

tion at every one’s command.”

So also, to the Eev. W. J. Kees, in 1810, in answ^er to an

ajinouncement of “ a machine, or rather engine, lately dis-

“ covered by a friend, an ingenious clergyman of this county,

“ that gives motion to itself, and can communicate motion
“ with immense pow'^er to any macliinory to which it may bo

“ applied
; or which may be described as an engine gene-

“ rating perpetual motion, with as great a quantity of j^ower

“ as to supersede the necessity of all other expedients
;
” (!)

he writes,—“ I am favoured with your letter of the 15th
“ instant. I have several yeai’S ago entirely withdrawn
“ from business, and am now a very old man, so that I can
“ be of no use to your friend as an associate or patron. * *

“I hope yourself and your friend will excuse my incre-

“ dulity, but I have very long been satisfied that there can

“ be no such thing on earth as a perpetual motion, generated

“ in the machine itself, without the expenditure of some
“ external power or cause of motion. All the known elements

“ have, as I believe, been already applied to machinery, and
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“ you do not infer that your friend has discovered any new

one. It is possible that he may lie deceiving himself, and

“ I would therefore recommend to him, before he proceeds

‘‘ further, to make a working model of his machine, on as

largo a scale as he can, and from it to calculate the power

‘‘ and the probable expense of exciting it, and not to take any

“ other steps in the business until he is satisfied he is in no

mistake. * *

“I sliould have very great reluctance t:> be made the

“ depositary of the secret of any invention which is not

secured by patent. Should tlie invention not meet my
“ approbation, it would lay me under tlie disagreeable neces-

“ sity of speaking my sentiments upon it, which might be

“ constnied as dictated by interested motives
;

or, if the secret

“ got abroad by other means, I might be blamed for it. Yet,

“ on the other hand, the inventor might bo benefited by my
“ advice, the fruit of fifty years’ experience in mechanics.

On tlie whole, 1 wish to decline the confidence
;
but if I can

give any useful advice, without a full confidence, I shall be

glad to bo of use to any ingenious man. If your friend

“ will answer me by letter the following questions, it may
“ save him the coming liere, should ho, after what I have

“ said, think that proper. Is there no expenditure of any

“ power or agent extraneous to the machine itself? and, if

so, what may be the expense in money to enable the

‘‘ machine to raise 30,000 cubic feet of water 1 foot high ?

Is that extraneous agent any of the known powers or

“ elements whicli have been emi^loyed to raise water, or give

“ motion to machines, such as fire, water, steam, air, or animal

force ? Is the machine itself complicated or expensive? I
‘‘ feel myself very much obliged by the confidence which you

have been pleased to repose in me, and shall endeavour
“ always to merit your good opinion.”

To the extravagant vagaries which occasionally were sug-

gested to him by such projectors, there really were no limits

;

as when one author, in forwarding to him what he calls his

book on philosophy,” observed :
—“ If the popular or New-

“ toiiian system of causes of mundane phenomena and
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motions are facts, and things are actuated by them as

principles, I really am not constituted to hear, see, feel, or

comprehend like other persons.” A conclusion of the

learned writer, the justice of which, (although not exactly in

the sense in which he intended it), probably none of our

readers will be disposed to deny

!

Of another project that was submitted to him about the

same time as the clerical engine generating perjjetual motion,

wliicli was to supersede all other expedients, we must sj)eak

with far greater respect. This was Mr. K. L. Edgeworth’s

idea of making a cast-iron tunnel across the Menai Strait,

instead of the plan Mr. Itennie had then proj)osed of a bridge.

“ Our old friend,” []\[r. Edgeworth], says ]Mr. Keir in Decem-

ber, 1810, ref(u-ring to this subject, ‘‘rides his hobby-horse

“ (jMechanics, &c.) mtli the same spirit that be did forty

“ years ago.” “ j\ly scheme is,” says Mr. Edgeworth,^ “ to

“ join the parts of my fourteen-feet cast-iron cylinders in one
“ curve, in a dry dock opening into the Menai

; when the

“ joints were sufHcicntly secured, the whole—let tlie length

“ be wliat it might—would float when both its mouths were
“ above water. When properly ballasted, I would open the

“ flood-gates of the do(ik, tow the tunnel into the river near
“ the junction of the opposing tides, and sink it upon a bed,

“ previously constructed, by large stones thrown into the

“ water, so as to form two walls 16 feet asunder, filled with

“ sand thrown between them, and supported by a talus of

“ large stones extending to a considerable (Ustance on each

“ side of the walls. I do not suj^pose that these walls would,

“ at an average, exceed 5 feet liigh. Secondly ;—There is

“ sufliciont depth for vessels to pass over such a tunnel

“ during neap-tides. Lastly ;— do not believe that rocks or

“ large stones are driven by the junction of the tides. If

“ they are^ it is a serious objection, and most certainly I would

“ not propose anything till I was master of tliis part of the

“ subject. As to the expense, I suppose that it is not difficult

“ to make a tolerable estimate. The tunnel would cost, at

* To Mr. Watt, (Jtli January, 1811.
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‘‘ 30Z. per foot, running, for 1000 feet, only 30,000Z. Say

50,000Z. it would bear but a small proportion to the

‘‘ expense of a bridge, which is stated at 250,000Z. No
‘‘ scaffolding or centres will be wanting

;
and if it were

‘‘ determined that rocks are not carried by tides or storms

tlirough the channel, and if, as appears by Mr. Eennie’s

report, there is still-water, at times, where the east and west

tides meet, I do not see any great difficulty that could

prevent this vast buoyant mass from floating gently to tlui

place of its destination, nor in its being gradually sunk
“ upon its bed in security. The length of the machine will

‘‘ Inotl exceed three times the length of [a flrst-ratej man-of-

“ war. Your very sincere and very old friend, Kichakd
“ Lovell Edgeworth.”

“ I admire your scheme,” replied Mr. Watt, “ of putting

“ the tunnel together in a dry dock, and floating it into its

“ place
;
but would not the construction of such a dock prove

“ very expensive ? and would not there be great risk of

breaking some of the joints or pipes in floating it out, or in

laying it upon its bed of sand ? which latter would be with

“ difficulty made of the same form as the tunnel.

‘‘ 1 believe no pipe or cylinder of 14 feet diameter has ever

been cast of any considerable length, such as 9 feet, nor
‘‘ have I heard of any, even of 3 feet long, beyond 8 feet

“ diameter. They must therefore, as I apprehend, be made
in panels, 6 or 8 in the circumference, Avhich infers many
joints, flanches, and screws, besides fitting, which is very

“ expensive. Should any part or joint fail after it is uiuhT
“ water, repairs seem to me nearly i]n])racticable, except by

fishing uj) the whole. Cast-iron is not perfectly impervious
“ to water when under considerable pressure. B., W., and
“ Co. lined a coal-pit 20 fathoms deep with cast-iron cylin-

ders, 1 1 inch thick, in panels, I believe, and the water in

many places sprang through the iron where it was

apparently solid. Sea-water acts upon cast-iron without

" dissolving it, so as to change its nature, and to make it

“ more resembling a brittle stone than iron. Bullets fished

up out of the Spanish Armada ship, (sunk at the island of
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“ Mull), at the beginning of the last century, were so soft as

to be cut with a knife
; and I have seen pumps at Wlieal

Virgin mine, in Cornwall, that by the vitriolic water had,

in>.six years, been reduced to that state. In fresh water it

lasts long.

The expense of such a tunnel I cannot compute, tliough

I believe there are ingenious founders in England wlio

could, so far as the castings were concerned
; but that, I

should fear, would bo the least part of it.

The tunnel should be laid so low, that vessels, such as

frequent that Strait, could pass over it at low water, or at

“ least at any time of the tide that would serve them to come
“ to it, otherwise some unlucky vessel might make a hole in

“ it. I could not hope that the tunnel could be made so

“ tight but that it would take in some water
;
therefore pipes

“ should be laid within it, and an engine prepared to take out

‘‘ that water as it came in. lliere are other objections, some
“ of which must have occurred to you, and I would trust to

your ingenuity being able to obviate them. On the whole,

“ my opinion remains unchanged, that if such a work is not

impracticable, it would bo extremely hazardous, and what
‘‘ I could not wish any friend of mine to engage in.

‘‘I trust in your candour to pardon the freedom with which

I criticise the scheme. I should consider myself unpardon-
‘‘ able, holding the opinions I do, if I disguised them to you.

‘‘ Should you think them not valid, you must place tlnmi to

the caution of age and my regard for you. I can have no
“ other interest in dissuading you from it.’'

These objections, his friend admitted, were “ very solid

and, although he exercised his ingenuity in meeting them as

far as he was able, he expressed himself truly thankful for the

trouble which Mr. Watt had taken in detailing his opinion.

He was able to add the pleasant intelligence, that although

he had been an inventor all his life, he had never injured his

fortune, nor, so far as he could tell, hurt his reputation by any

scheme, either of a public or of a private nature. ^‘Our
“ excellent friend, Dr. Small,” he says, ‘‘ early convinced me
“ that I might easily lessen my happiness by risking any
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“ material part of my income, and that I could not, by

“ increasing it sevenfold, add anything to my real enjoy-

« ment.”

In the days of the magnificent “Britannia Bridge,” the

description, contained in these letters, of Mr. Edgeworth’s

ingenious project, will be perused with interest. But the idea

can be viewed as, at most, only a very remote step towards

the gigantic undertaking so admirably carried out by Ste-

jdienson
;
to whom, in all probability, Mr. Edgeworth’s sug-

gestion was quite unknown.

The coustruction of the Menai Bridge, which forms so con-

spicuous and beautiful a monument to the intrepid genius

and industry of Telford, was commenced in 1818
;
and on the

30th of January, 1820, the bridge was formally o})ened to the

public. Its length is 1710 feet, or nearly one-third of a mile

;

and the total weight of iron-work employed in it is above

2180 tons.*

* See the ‘ Life of Telford/ pp. ‘220-220.
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CHAPTER XXVIIL

MR. WATT TN OLD AGE— HIS PORTRAITURE BY SIR WALTER SCOTT—
MADAME RUMFOllD— THOMAS CAMPBELL— LOSS OF FRIENDS BY THEIR

PREDECEASE — ROBISON, BLACK, WITHERING, DARWIN — PARTICULARS

OF THE DEATH OF DR. BLACK (JUEGORY WATT— ROBISON, BEDDOES,

BOULTON, PATRICK WILSON, DK LUC— MB. WATT’s OWN LAST ILLNESS —
AND DEATH— OFFER OF A BARONETCY— MONUMENTS TO HIS MEMORY—
WESTMINSTER ABBEY— HANDSWORTH CHURCH—GLASCOW— GREENOCK—
LORD Jeffrey’s character of him — portraits, statues, and busts.

The wonderful memory of Mr. Watt, at once comprehensive

and tenacious ;—^liis judgment, as clear as it was sound ;

—

and the charms of his conversation, which captivated all

listeners with its ‘‘ Divine philosophy,”—seem never to have

failed on tliis side of the grave :—a blessing seldom accorded

to men of his advanced age, and not more rare than enviable.

If his life opened amid clouds and storms, it was destined to

close in sunlight and calm; in his peaceful retirement ho

liad found a refuge, whence he could bid farewell alike to the

illusions of Hope and the uncertainties of Fortiino. He had

gained for himself a most honourable place and name among
the greatest and worthiest of mankind; he had permanently

elevated tlie strength and wealth of this groat empire
;
and

“ during the last long war, his inventions and their appli-

cation were among the great means which enabled Britain

to display power and resources so infinitely above what
“ might have been expected from the numerical strength of

her population.” * llius, in happy quiet, ho reaped his

large harvest of “ laurels never sere.” Men beheld with

veneration approaching to awe, and admiration blended with

love, the fine old hero of invention, and giant in intellect, as

he awaited that hour which was to raise him above all imper-

Sir Humphry Davy, when President of the Royal Society ; speech at

the meeting at Freemasons’ Hall, 1824.
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fection, and release him from all sorrow ;—even in this life

dwelling, as it were,
“ inspher’d

‘‘ Tn regions mild of calm and serene air,

“ Above the smoke and stir of this dim spot

“ Which men call Earth.” *

“ His friends,” says Lord Jeffrey, speaking of a visit wliich

Sir. Watt paid to Scotland, when upwards of eighty, in that

‘‘ part of the country, never saw him more full of intellectual

“ vigour and colloquial animation, never more delightful or

“ more instructive.”
“I*

It was then, also, that Sir Walter

S(M)tt, meeting him surrounded by a little band of Northern
“ literati,” saw and lieard,—^what he felt he was never to see

or hear again,—“the alert, kind, benevolent old man, bis

“ talents and fancy overflowing on every subject, with his

“ attention alive to every one’s question, his information at

“ every one’s command.”

Here is the rest of that description, known, in, all its gay

and charming exuberance, wherever the name of Scott is

liallowed :
—‘‘ Tliere wore assembled about half a score of our

“ Northern Lights. * * Amidst this company stood Mr.

Watt, the man whose genius discovered the means of raulti-

“ plying our national resources to a degree perhaps even
“ beyond his own stupendous powers of calculation and com-
‘‘ bination

;
bringing the treasures of the abyss to the summit

of the earth—giving tlie feeble arm of man the momentum
“ of an Afrite—commanding manufactures to arise, as the rod

“ of the prophet produced water in the desert—affording tlie

“ means of dispensing with that time and tide which wait for

‘‘ no man—and of sailing without that wind which defied the

‘‘ commands and threats of Xerxes himself. This potent

commander of the elements—this abridger of time and

space—this magician, whose cloudy machinery has pro-

duced a change on the world, the effects of wliich, extra-

ordinary as they are, are, perhaps, only now beginning to

be felt—was not only the most profound man of science

—

* Milton’s * Conms,’ 1. 3. t Character ol’ Watt; see p. 529, wfra.
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“ the most successful combiner of powers, and calculator of

numbers, as adapted to practical purposes—was not only

one of the most generally well-informed, but one of the best

and kindest of human beings.

There ho stood, surrounded by the little band I liave

“ mentioned of Northern literati, men not less tenacious,

generally speaking, of their own fame and their own

opinions, than the national regiments are supposed to be

jealous of the high character whicii tliey have won U])on

service. Methinks I yet see and hear wliat I shall never

“ see or hear again. In his eighty-second year,* the alert,

“ kind, benevolent old man, had his attention alive to every

one’s (picstioii, his information at every one’s command.
“ His talents and fancy overflowed on every subject. One

“ gentleman was a deep philologist,—he talked with him on
‘‘ the origin of the alphabet as if he had been coeval with

Cadmus
;
another a celebrated critic,—you would have said

the old man had studied political economy and belles-lettres

all his life ;—of science it is unnecessary to speak, it was

his own distinguished walk. And yet, Captain Clutterbuck,

when he spoke with your countryman, Jedediah Cleish-

‘‘ botham, you would have sworn he had been coeval with

Claver’se and Burley, witli the persecutors and persecuted,

and could number every shot the dragoons had fired at the

‘‘ fugitive Covenanters. In foct, we discovered that no novel

of the least celebrity escaped his perusal, and that tljo

gifted man of science was as much addicted to tlie pro-

ductions of your native country, in other words, as shame-

less and obstinate a peruser of novels, as if he had been a

“ very milliner’s apprentice of eighteen.” t

A passage of kindred interest, and, although less commonly

adverted to, scarcely, we think, less striking to those who

study ih& manners of great minds, occurs in Mr. Lockhart’s

Life of his illustrious connexion ; where he says, ‘‘ Scott

never considered any amount of literary distinction as

* Scott has said “ ei^dity-fifth,” but t Introduction to ‘ Tlie Monastery,’

tliis we have ventured to correct. Abbotsford edition, vol. v., pp. 29, SO.
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‘‘ entitled to be spoken of in the same breath with mastery in

“ the higher departments of practical life.
* * U.'o liavc

“ done things worthy to be written was, in lus eyes, a dignity

“ to which no man made any approach who had only written

things worthy to be read. .He, on two occasions, which I

can never forget, betrayed painful uneasiness when his

works were alluded to as reflecting honour on the age that

had produced Watt’s improvement of the steam-engine,

and the safety-lamp of Sir Humphry Davy. Such was his

modest creed.”*

We believe that Sir Walter could not possibly have felt a

more profound reverence for the mighty labours of the great

mechanical engineer, than Mr. Watt did for the magical

powers of the glorious novelist and poet. Probably each

entertained, towards the works of the other, sentiments of

greater wonder, and no less affection, than towards any of the

more familiar creatures and combinations of his own imagi-

native or inventive brain. We know not, indeed, whether, if

the general suffrages of mankind could be collected as to the

respective objects of the two sorts of ambition, the result

might, in the prescnit ago, be different from that at which

Scott seems to have arrived.f But when th(5 exertion of

literary power is support(?d by sound learning, and the exer-

cise of practical art is regulated by the standard of accurate

science ;
when each is employed with such signal success to

instruct, to reilne, to improve the condition and extend the

happiness of manlvind
;
when thus both fairy fiction and

stubborn facts are seen alike to be

—

“ but ministers of Truth,
“ Ami fml lier saeved flame —

the balance of comparative merit seems to liang wonderfully

oven, and the meed of consequent fame which the voice of

jwterity confers, to be awarded in, probably, a very equal

measure.

* Lockliart’s ‘ Tiifl' of Scott,’ cliup. “ quam par fijlnria soquatur scriptorem
XXXV. p. 322, od. 1842.

^

“ ct auctorrm rcriim ;
tamen /fi

t “ Et qui ft'ccre, ot qui facta ali»- “ ardimiu videtur res gestaa scribere,”
“ omm scripserc, multi laudaiitur. Sail. ‘ Bellum CatiV cap. iii.

“ Ac milii quidem, taiiictsi jjuudqua-
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Compare the picture drawn by so perfect a master of his

art as Sir Walter, with the following vigorous sketch, for

which we are indebted to a less-practised feminine hand. If

its features are scarcely so finished, its outlmes seem scarcely

less broad and forcible ; and we believe the likeness which it

expresses to be,—^we cannot say more,—as striking and true.

“ He was one of the most complete specimens of the melan-
“ cholic temperamenti His head was generally bent forward

or leaning on his hand in meditation ; his shoulders stoop-

“ ing and his chest falling in, his limbs lank and unmuscular,
“ and his complexion sallow. His intellectual develop-
“ ment was magnificent

;
comparison and causality immense,

“ with large ideality and constructiveness, individuality, and
“ enormous concentrativeness and caution. Whilst Mr.
" Boulton’s eye and countenance had something of radiance,

“ Mr. Watt’s were calm, as if patiently investigating, or

“ quietly contemplating his object. His utterance was slow

“ and unimpassioned, deep and low in tone, with a broad
“ Scottish accent

; his manners gentle, modest, and unassum-
“ ing. In a company where he was not known, unless

“ spoken to, he might have tranquilly passed the whole
“ time in pursuing his own meditations. But this could not
“ well happen

;
for in point of fact everybody practically

“ knew the infinite variety of his talents and stores of

“ knowledge. When he entered a room, men of letters)

« men of science, nay, military men, artists, ladies, even

“little children thronged round him. I remember a cele-

“ brated Swedish artist having been instructed by him
“ that rats’ whiskers make the most pliant painting brushes

;

“ ladies would appeal to him on the best means of devising

“ grates, curing smoking chimneys, warming their houses,

“ and obtaining fast colours. I can speak from experience

“ of his teaching me how to make a dulcimer and improve

“ a Jew’s harp.” • Mrs. SchimmelPenninck adds, “ Mr.

“ Watt was ever ready to give information, even to the most
“ ignorant ;

and often do I remember his calling me to sit

* * Autobiography of Blary Anne SchimmelPenninok,' pp. 40, 41. 1858.

2 L
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“ upon his knee, whilst ho explained the different principles

of the hurdy-gurdy or monochord, the harp, and the piano

;

or the construction of a simple whistle, or Pan’s-pipe, or of

an organ
;
but ho never failed to tell me, that the hurdy-

gurdy was the most venerable in point of antiquity, being

“ no other than an adaptation of the celebrated monochord
“ of Pythagoras.”

Among the many celebrities ” who, in the last years of

its master, visited the retirement of Heathfield, (a small

estate near Birmingham and Soho, which Mr. Watt had pur-

chased in 1789, and on which he afterwards usually resided),

was the Countess Eumford; with whom, as Madame La-

voisier, Mr. Watt had made friendly acquaintance on his

first visit to Paris. It is curious to observe how much

scientific history of "
’tis sixty years since,” is epitomised in

that lady’s surrender, and subsequent transfer, of her affec-

tions ; as well as in one, at least, of her intermediate refusals

so to transfer them. In the dawn of her youth and beauty

she was liappily married to Lavoisier
;
and, in the aoon-tide

of his great reputation, made more than half the charm of his

delightful home. But that tie having been too early severed

by his dreadful death at the hands of the Eevolutionists, she

chose to marry, “ en secondes noces,” Thompson Count Eum-
ford, and did not choose to marry Dr. Blagden. “ Cavendish,”

says Lord Brougham, having formed a high opinion of Dr.

(afterwards Sir Charles) Blagden s capacity for science,

settled a considerable annuity on him, upon condition that

‘‘ he should give up his profession and devote himself to

philosophy
;
with the former portion of which condition the

‘‘ Doctor complied, devoting himself to the hopeless pursuit

of a larger income in the person of Lavoisier’s widow, who
preferred marrying Count Eumford.” *

* ‘ Lives of Men of Science and him for the Lavoisier loss ; although
‘ Letters,’ vol. i. p. 445, ed. 1845. on that head he may possibly have
Perhaps tho legacy of 15,000^. be- rocoUected the observation of a great

queathea to Blagden by Cavendish, master of the angling art to liis

which “ was generally understood to scholar,—” Nay, the trout is not lost ;

“ have fallen much short of his ample “ for pray take notice, no man can
expectations,” (see above, p. 355), ** lose what he never had.”— ‘ The

failed to the same extent to console * Complete Angler, or Contc^mplativo
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‘‘Watt himself,” says Thomas Campbell, ‘the Bard of
‘ Hope,’ writing in February, 1819, “ is now eighty-three

;

“ but so full of anecdote that I spent,” (in his company at

Heathfield), “ one of the most amusing days I have ever had
“ with a man of science and a stranger to my own pursuits.”*

This is not the only relic which Campbell has left us of his

visit to Heathfield and the Soho works, in the very last year

of their master’s life
; for in a little poem which is published

in his Life by Beattie,f he follows the example which Darwin
had set him, of marrying to immortal verse the somewhat
unpoetical performances of the steam-engine :

—

“ Wind’d by tlic steam’s impetuous breath
** I mark’d yon engine’s mighty wheel,

“ How fast it forg’d the arms of death,

“ And moulded adamantine steel I

But soon—that life-like scene to stop,

—

“ The steam’s impetuous breath to chill,

“ It needed but one single drop
“ Of water cold, and all was still

!

^
“ Even so, one tear by * shed,

“ It kills the bliss that once Avas mine

;

“ And rapture from my heart is fled,

“ Who caus’d a tear to heart like thine I

”

And in the summer of the same year. Lord Brougham

found Mr. Watt’s instructive conversation, and his lively and

even playful manner, unchanged.:t

No shade, indeed, seems ever to have passed across the

pleasant sunshine of those years of a bright old age, thus pro-

longed in lustre, save that inevitable one cas^ by the awful

vicissitudes of death and life. But that dread shadow, ever

chequering the path of humanity, as some are left a little

longer in the “ wilderness of this world,” and others are taken

a little sooner to their eternal rest, falls most frequently and

* Man’s Becroation, by Izaak Walton,* Beattie’s * Life of CampbeU,* vol.

p. 104, ed. J. Major, 1823. Mackme ii. p. 845.

Bumford died in 1836, at the ad- T Ibid., vol. iii. p. 101.

vancedage of 81. See the ‘ Journal t ‘Lives of Men of Science and
‘ of Thomas Baikes,’ vol. ii, p. 824. • Letters of the Beign of George III.,’

1856. vol. i. p. 385.

2 L 2
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darkly across the road of him who has the longest journey to

make.

“ The clouds that gather round the setting sun

“ Do take a sober colouring from an eye

“ That hath kept watch o’er man’s mortality

;

“ Another race hath been, and other palms are won.” *

In 1794, Mr. Watt lost his old patron and associate Dr.

Koebuck; in 1799, his dear friends Black and Withering;

in 1802, Darwin ‘‘ of the silver song,” “almost his most ancient

“ acquaintance and friend in England.” The account which

Dr. Robison sent him of the death of Dr. Black is striking and

interesting
: t
—“ Colonel Burnet has devolved on me the

“ mournful task of informing you of the loss of your dear

“ friend Dr. Black, who died last Friday. Knowing how severely

“ you must feel this long expected stroke, I should hardly have
“ accepted of the unpleasant office, were it not in my power to

“ tell you that his end was such as his most affectionate friend

“ would wish ;—^without a groan, and without warning. The
“ servant had set down his little dinner before him, while he
“ was busy with a tinman about a pan for warming his mess.

“ Some time after, a gentleman called ; the servant opened the

“ door, and announced him, the Doctor sitting as usual,” * *

“ in his chair, with his basin of milk on his knees, supported

“ by one hand, the other leaning on the arm of the chair, and
“ his chin resting on his breast, as he usually slept after din-

“ner.”} * * “He made no answer, and John told the

“ gentleman that his master was asleep, and desired him to

“ call again ;
and then went down stairs. But, recollecting

“ that the Doctor had scarcely had time to prepare and
“ eat his little mess, and that he never had observed him
“ fall asleep at dinner before, he went up again, opened
“ the door, and went forward till he could see his master’s

“ face. He saw him with his eyes shut, and having his

“ basin of milk, standing between his thighs, supported
“ by his right hand. Thinking him asleep, and the milk

Wordsworth, Ode on ‘Intimations t Hth December, 1799.
‘ of Immortality derived from recol- } 18th December, 1799.
• Inniirtnn nf nhilrUinnH *
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in no danger of spilling, he went back again, and shut the

door.

But as he was going down stairs, his heart misgave him,

and he returned, and came forward, and called liim by name
‘‘ pretty loud :—got no answer. He then took hold of his

‘‘ hand, and felt all cold;—in short, ^ found,’ as he said, Hhat
* his poor master had given over living! The basin was not

“ fully supported by its position, and was really kept up by

Dr. Black’s hand.

‘‘ What an enviable close of life to every man 1 and to our

dear friend it was inestimable. You know that his mind
“ was elegance itself. He sometimes hinted his uneasiness at

the thought of becoming silly, or slovenly, or squalid, and

even of the last struggle of life
;
and could not bear the

thought of any indecency of conduct or appearance. His

wish was completely gratified, for life must have ceased

“ without a pang. The servant told me that for an hour there

was not any change observable on his countenance. Had
skilful people been about him, that sweet countenance might

have been preserved. When I saw him next morning, the

" lips had been allowed to contract.

Dr. Black had been in remarkably good spirits ever since

the beginning of autumn, and was as busy as a man hanging
‘‘ by his slender thread could be. He. was scheming a new
laboratory, to be built by subscription, of which he was to

be the contriver and the architect
;
and he never was with-

out some gentle occupation. Elegance and propriety mo-

delled every thought, and his every sketch has a beauty

which would be higlily prized if found at Herculaneum.

“ QuandouUuminveniemvs parem?'^ * * “ Any extravasation

“ in the lungs must have provoked a cough, or a wry face, or
‘‘ caused some movement. Mr. Geo. Bell, who saw him within

five minutes after his death, (for the servant had seen him
alive about that time before), tells me that there was not the

smallest appearance of his having had an uneasy sensation.

‘‘ He thinks that it was a paralytic affection of the diaphragm,

of which the Doctor twice before complained to his father,

saying that * he had caught himself forgetting to breathe.*
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The hieart, heating hxit feebly, ceased at the fltart omission

of a stimulus from the pulmonic vein, (I think it is called).

I have heard that Col. Townshend died in one of his exhi-

hitions of stopping his heart, and that it was without the

least struggle. So departed our friend.”
* « When

“ I returned from London, at the account which I gave him
‘‘ of your triumph over Hornblower and Co. he was delighted,

even to tears. He said, ‘It is very foolish, but I can’t help

“ ‘ it, when I hear of anything good to Jamie Watt.’
”

“ Like you, I may say,” replied Mr. Watt, “ to him I owe
“ in great measure my being what I am

;
he taught me to

“ reason and experiment in natural philosophy, and was always

“ a true friend and adviser, whose loss will always be lamented

“ while I live. We may all pray that our latter end may bo

“ like his
;
he has, truly, gone to sleep in the arms of his

“ Creator, and been spared all the regrets attendant on a

more lingering exit. I could dwell longer on this subject,

“ but regrets are unavailing, and only tend to enfeeble our

“ own minds and make them less able to bear those ills we
“ cannot avoid. Let us cherish the friends we have left, and

“ do as much good as wo can in our day !

”

Dr. Black’s fortune amounted to about 20,000?., and in the

disposal which he made of it among his very numerous rela-

tives, he was true to the habits which chemistry had taught

him, of minute and exact division ; for, the better to enable

himself to make the apportionment with due attention to the

precise wants and just claims of each of his intended legatees,

he divided the whole sum into 10,000 shares, and parcelled

them out in what was said at the time to be a most unexcep-

tionable manner.

In 1804, Mr. Watt’s favourite son Gregory, the charms of

whose presence and extraordinary talents were the ornament

and pride of his race, languished and died of that insidious

disease which so often destroys the most accomplished and

the most lovely
;
and it was long ere the old man’s feelings

recovered their wonted tranquillity, which this severe blow

had deeply disturbed. The loss of his early and ingenious

companion Professor Robison in 1805; of Dr. Beddoes in
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1808; of Mr. Boulton in 1809;* of his “dear friend”

Dr. Patrick Wilson in 1811, and of De Luc in 1817, (at the

great age of 93),t as well as of many others who, though less

known in the fields of science, were not less honoured by his

cordial attachment, caused him emotions of sorrow to wliich

he has repeatedly given utterance. “ By one fiiend’s with-

“ drawing after another,” he felt himself “ in danger of

“ standing alone among strangers, the sons of later times
;

”

but such events were calls to him also to be ready, and

such calls ho habitually acknowledged and obeyed. “ We
“ cannot help feeling,” he writes to Mr. Boulton,! “ with

“ deep regret, the circle of our old friends gradually diminish-

“ ing, while our ability to increase it by new ones is equally

“ diminished ;
but perhaps it is a wise dispensation of Provi-

“ dence so to diminish our enjoyments in this world, that

In the notes wliicli ho added to

the last edition of Professor Robison’s
Essay on the Steam-Engine, Watt,
speaking of Mr. Boulton, expressed
himself in these terms :

—“ In 1774-5,
“ I commenced a partnership with
** Mr. Boulton, which terminated with
“ the exclusive privilege in the year
“ 1800, when I retired from business;
“ but our frieiulship continued un-
“ diminished to the close of his life.

“ As a memorial due to that friend-
** ship, I avail myself of this, pro-
“ bably a lost public opportunity, of
“ stating, that to his friendly enepur-
“ agement, to his partiality for scion-
“ tilic improvements, and his ready
“ application of them to the processes
** of art ; to his intimate knowledge
“ of business and manufactures, and
“ to his extended views and liberal
** spirit of enterprise, must in a great
“ measure be ascribed whatever suc-
“ cess may have attended my ex-
“ ertions.”

The same lady who has so well
sketched the mien and deportment
of Mr. Watt, has left the following
equally grapliic description of Mr.
Boulton :

—“ He was tall and of a
“ noble appearance ; his temperament
*' was sanguine, with that slight mix-
“ turo of the phlegmatic which im-
“ parts calmness and dignity ; liis

“ manners were eminently open and

“ cordial ; ho took the lead in con-
“ vorsations, and with a social heart
“ had a grandioBe manner like that
“ arising from position, wealth, and
“ habitual command. He wont among
** his people like a monarch bestowing
** largess.” Many anecdotes have
been preserved of his highly upriglit

and honourable feelings, as well as of
his liberality and kindness to all who
came within the circle of his influ-

enco ; and it was truly said of “ the
“princely Boulton,” that “ho dig-
“ nified the name of a British manu-
“ facturor.”—“His forehead was mag-
“ njiiceiit ; the organs of comparison,
“ constructiveness, and of individu-
“ ality wore immense.” * * “Amongst
“ those distinguished men, Mr. Boul-
“ ton, by his noble manners, his fine
“ countenance, (which much resem-
“ bled that of Louis XIV.), and
“ princely munificence, stood pre-
“ eminently as the great Mcecenas.”

t On what appears to have been
Mr. Watt’s last visit to him at Windsor,
in July, 1811, ho says he saw “ poor
“ Mr. Do Luc, who cannot stir from
“ his bed without help, but can sit
“ and write, in which ho occupibs
“ himself constantly. His memory
“ and faculties seem entire. * His
“ present work is an account of his
“ travels on the coasts of the Baltic.”

X 23rd November, 1802.
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^ IMtIuhi our turn comes we may leave it without regret" So,

ei^t yean later, to auoUier correspondent* " I, in particular,

^ l^ve leaBon to thank God that he has preserved me so well

as I am, to so late a period, while the greater part of my
** contemporaries, healthier and younger men, have passed

“
‘ the bourne from which no traveller returns.* It is, how-

ever, a painful contemplation to see so many who were dear

to us pass away before us ; and our consolation should be,

that as Providence has pleased to prolong our life, wS should

render ourselves as useful to society as we can while we live.”

And again, when seventy-six years of age,t " On these sub-

“ jects I can oflTer no other consolations than what are derived

“ from religion : they have only gone before us a little while,

“ in that path we aU must tread, and we should be thankful

“ they were spared so long to their friends and the world.”

Indeed, Cicero’s arguments for the great and peculiar hap-

piness of old age, beautifully as they are expressed and en-

forced by him in his celebrated treatise on that subject, must,

we fear, be viewed as being more rhetorical than real
;
and

we feel disposed rather to agree, as Mr. Watt seems to have

done, in the truth of the less rapturous contentment expressed

by another writer, of no less power, whose sentiments come

still more home to the heart. ‘‘ That is the worst part of

life,” says Sir Walter Scott, when its earlier path is trod.

If my limbs get stiff, my walks are made shorter, and my
‘‘ rides slower : if my eyes fail me, I can use glasses and a

large print : if I get a little deaf, I comfort myself that

‘‘ except in a few instances I shall be no great loser by
“ missing one full half of what is spoken : but I feel the

lomlinese of age when my eompanixm and friends are taken

^^fromme^X
When, in the autun^n of 1819, an illness of no great

apparent severity,—^but which also proved to be of no very

long duration,—caused some little anxiety to Mr. Watt’s

friends, it was soon recognised by himself, with devout resig-

* 12th July, 1810. 1822. Lockhart’s ‘life of Scott,’ p.

t January, 1812. 477, ed. 1842.

X To Misa Edgeworth, 24th April,
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nation, as the messenger sent to summon him away. In con*

temptation of the solemn event which he perceived was cer-

tainly approaching, he calmly conversed on that and other

subjects with those around him
; and expressed his gratitude

to the Giver of All Good, who had so signally prospered the

work of his hands, and blessed him with length of days, and

riches, and honour.

On the 19th of August, at his own house at Heathfield, he

tranquilly expired; and, amid the reverent sorrow of aU
classes of men, his remains were interred in the parish church

of Handsworth, near those of his eminent an^ venerable asso-

ciate, Mr. Boulton.

M.' Arago, one of the most uncompromising, though, at

the same time, the most pure-minded and amiable of repub-

licans, has expressed, in his ‘ Eloge,’ great and rather indig-

nant surprise that “ it was not even proposed to make Watt a
“ Peer.” It was certainly not proposed to elevate him to the

peerage ; nor would that have suited the moderate fortune,

the retired habits, and the unambitious character of Mr.

Watt. They order these things differently in France, and
M. Arago no doubt supposed that what was almost a matter
of course in the one country, should be so also in the other.

But the English Government was not altogether immindful
of the merits of Mr. Watt ; and it was intimated to him, by a
friendly message from Sir Joseph Banks, a few years before

his death, that the highest honour usually conferred in Eng-
land on men of literature and science,—(that of a Baronetcy),

—was open to him, if he chose to express a wish to that

effect. He felt flattered by the intimation, but on conversing

with his son, it occurred to both, that there were circum-
stances and considerations which rendered it ineligible. It

was, therefore, allowed to drop; although with a sincere

feeling of gratitude on the part of Mr. Watt towards the
Sovereign who was prepared so to have honoured him,

James Watt would have been the last to join in any disloyal

outcry such as we have heard raised in our own time, to the
effect that the names of men of genius are more dig;nified in

themselves than when they have received the addition of
titles of higher rank ; and far distant, we trusty may be the
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day, wlien true British hearts will consent either to speak

evil of dignities, or to slight the majesty of that regal power

which has the constitutional privilege of conferring them. It

is true, that
“ The rank is but the guinea stamp,

—

“ The man *s the gowd for a’ that

—

but the pure gold loses nothing of its genuineness by being

stamped with the image and superscription of the monarch,

and made to pass current in the world with that additional

warrant and estimate of its value. Most of the Peers of

England have owed their patents of nobility to great talents,

or services rendered to their country by their ancestors or

themselves
;
there is no reason why that which adds lustre to

the renown of a Nelson or a Wellington should bring discredit

on the name of a Watt ;
and such an elevation, wo venture to

believe, will never be despised, as one of the rewards of an

honest and honourable ambition, except by that most incon-

sistent of all feelings, “ the pride which apes humility.”

Not long after Mr. Watt’s death, it was understood tliat

Lord Liverpool had publicly expressed regret, that a great

opportunity of rewarding merit had been lost. Tliat such

were the sentiments of the King, (George IV.), and of the able

men who then formed the ministry, became evident from the

eagerness witli wliich they entered into the proposal of

erecting a public monument to the memory of Mr. Watt,

when suggested by liis friends, among whom Mr. Charles

Hampden Turner took the lead. At the meeting at whidi

provision was made for effecting that national object, the

Prime Minister of the Crown occupied the chair, and an-

nounced that ho was commanded by the King to say that he

was most deeply sensible of the merits of Mr. Watt
;

that

he was most anxious that there should be no subscription

in testimony of such services in which his name should not*

appear; and that he was authorised to put down liis

Majesty’s name for 500L
;

while a Huskisson, a Peel, an

Aberdeen, and a Brougham, vied with a Davy, a Mackintosh,

a Wilberforce, and a Wedgwood, in expressing their sense of

the value of the magnificent inventions with which the name
of Watt was associated. "A meeting more distinguished by
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“ rank, station, and talent,”—as it was truly remarked at the

time,—“ was never assembled to do honour to genius, and to

“ modest and retiring worth ; and a more spontaneous, noble,

“ and discriminating testimony was never borne to the virtues,

“ talents, and public services of any individual, in any age or

“ country.” To be so honoured by those most full of honour,

and praised by the most praiseworthy, seems to leave nothing

more to be desired in the way of posthumous fame, of

private respect, or national esteem.

The tribute which a grateful nation has since paid to his

memory is thus testified not only by those monuments

which in other places throughout the kingdom his country-

men have set up, but also by the colossal statue, from the

chisel of Chantrcy, erected in Westminster Abbey, by “ the

“ King, his Ministers, and many of the Nobles and Commoners
“ of the realm

“

Not,” in the eloquent words of Lord

Brougham, now for ever associated with the triumphs of the

sculptor, “TO PERPETUATE A NAME WHICH MUST ENDURE
“ WHILE THE PEACEFUL ARTS FLOURISH, BUT TO SHEW THAT
“ MANKIND HAVE LEARNT TO HONOUR THOSE WHO BEST
“ DESERVE THEIR GRATITUDE.”*

The inacription is as follows :

—

NOT TO PKIIPETUATE A NAME
WHICH MUST ENDURE W'HILE THE PEACEFUIi ARTS FLOURISH

BUT TO SHEW
THAT MANKIND HAVE LEARNT TO HONOUR THOSE

WHO BEST DESERVE THEIR GRATITUDE

THE KING

HIS MINISTERS AND MANY OF THE NOBLES

AND COMMONERS OP THE REALM
RAISED THIS MONUMENT TO

JAMES WATT
WHO DIRECTING THE FORCE OP AN ORIGINAL GENIUS

EARLY EXERCISED IN PHILOSOPHIC RESEARCH
TO THE IMPROVEMENT OP

THE STEAM ENGINE
ENLARGED THE RESOURCES OF HIS COUNTRY

INCREASED THE l»OW£R OF MAN
AND ROSE TO AN EMINENT PLACE

AMONG THE MOST ILLUSTRIOUS FOLLOWERS OF SCIENCE

AND THE REAL BENEFACTORS OF THE WORLD
BORN AT GREENOCK MDCCXXXVI

DIED AT IIEATHFIELD IN STAFFORDSHIRE MDCCCXIX.
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Lord Brougham’s composition has, indeed, attained the

distinction of being declared “beyond all comparison the

“ finest lapidary inscription in the English language,” and is

said by the same authority to have, “ among its other signal

“ merits, one which appertains rather to its subject than its

“ author, that, lofty as is the eulogy, every word of it is

“ true.”*

The filial piety of the late Mr. Watt of Aston Hall has

liberally and judiciously multiplied those noble statues of his

father, which have been justly regarded as Chantrey’s greatest

works. Thus the Town of Greenock, the University of

Glasgow, and the Church of Handsworth, each possesses one

of those exquisite pieces of memorial sculpture, truthfully

portraying to distant ages the mild, thoughtful, and venerable

features of the patriarchal sage, and with silent but imj^ressive

eloquence commemorating the birth, the life, the inventions,

and the death of James Watt. But there is, perhaps, no one

whose name more forcibly illustrates the sentiment of anti-

quity,—that “of illustrious men the whole world is the

“ tomb ;
and not only does the inscription on their own

“ monuments in their own country bear witness to their

“ glory, but even in foreign lands an unwritten record of the

“ mind rather than of any monument remains with every one
“ for ever.” i*

To him we may, perhaps, be permitted to apply,—in no

spirit, wo trust, of undue presumptuousness,—what a loving

disciple has said of another of the greatest of sages :

—

“ This was the end, to us, of our friend : a man who was, if

“ we may be permitted to say so, of all those of his time, (so

“ far as we have known anything of them), the most vir-

“ TUOUS, THE MOST WISE, AND THE MOST JUST.” J

* * Quarterly Review,* vol. CIV. p,

451. 1858.

f
** *AvSpeiv yhp ixi<pa,vQv iratra

** rd(poSt Kal o£» fi6yoy iy rp
** oUfitf trtifAoiyti iiriypcupijy koI 4y
** rp fiii irpoariKo^ap &ypa<pos fiyiifiri xa^
“ kKdartp rris yyifips fiaWoy rod
** (pyov Miairaroi.’*—'Thucyd. lib. ii.

cap. 4.3, ed. Arnold, 1830.

X “'HSe ri T6\€Wt4 ^ *Ex^icpaTer,
“ rou iral^ov iifiiy iy4ytro* iySpSs, £)$

** iffifis <f>aip€y Ay, r&y r6rt &y iir^ipd-

« erifi^y API2TOT, ical A\\m PONI-
MnTATOT, Kol AIKAIOTATOT.’*—

Plat. PhcBd, cap. Ixviii.
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^^This name,” wrote Lord Jefirey, on receiving the first

intelligence of the death of his venerated friend,—and the

portraiture he then rapidly drew will always remain unsur-

passed in fidelity and power,— fortunately needs no comme-
“ moration of ours ;

for he that bore it survived to see it

“ crowned with undisputed and unenvied honours
;
and many

generations will probably pass away, before it shall have

gathered ^all its fame.^ We have said that Mr. Watt was
" the great improver of the steam-engine

;
but, in truth, as to

all that is admirable in its structure, or vast in its utility,

he should rather be described as its inventor. It was by his

inventions that its action was so regulated, as to make it

capable of being applied to the finest and most delicate

manufactures, and its power so increased, as to set weight

" and solidity at defiance. By liis admirable contrivance, it

has become a thing stupendous alike for its force and its

‘‘ flexibility,—for the prodigious power which it can exert,

and the ease, and precision, and ductility, with which it can

be varied, distributed, and applied. The trunk of an

elephant, that can pick up a pin or rend an oak, is as

nothing to it. It can engrave a seal, and crush masses of

obdurate metal before it,—draw out, without breaking, a

‘‘thread as fine as gossamer, and lift a ship of war like .a

“ bauble in the air. It can embroider muslin and forge

“ anchors,—cut steel into ribbons, and impel loaded vessels

“ against the fury of the winds and waves.

“ It would be diflScult to estimate the value of the benefits

“ which these inventions have conferred upon this country.

“ There is no branch of industry that has not been indebted

“ to them ;
and, in all the most material, they have not only

“ widened most magnificently the field of its exertions, but

“ multiplied a thousand-fold the amount of its productions.

“ It is our improved steam-engine that has fought the battles

“ of Europe, and exalted and sustained, through the late tre-

“ mendous contest, the political greatness of our land. It is

“ the same great power which now enables us to pay the

“ interest of our debt, and to maintain the arduous struggle

“ in which we are still engaged, [1819], with the skill and
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‘‘ capital of countries less oppressed with taxation. But these

‘‘ are poor and narrow views of its importance. It has

“ increased indefinitely the mass of human comforts and
“ enjoyments, and rendered cheap and accessible, all over the

“ world, the nlaterials of wealtli and prosperity. It has

“ armed the feeble hand of man, in short, with a power to

“ which no limits can be assigned
;

completed the dominion

“ of mind over the most refractory qualities of matter ;
and

“ laid a sure foundation for all those future miracles of

“ mechanic power which are to aid and reward the labours of

“ after generations. It is to the genius of one man, too, that

“ all this is mainly owing ; and certainly no man ever

“ bestowed such a gift on his land. The blessing is not only

“ universal, but unbounded ;
and the fabled inventors of the

“ plough and the loom, who were deified by the erring grati-

“ tude of their rude contemporaries, conferred less important

“ benefits on mankind than the inventor of our present steam-

“ engine.

“ This will be the fame of Watt with future generations
;

“ and it is sufficient for liis race and his country. But to

“ those to whom he more immediately belonged, who lived in

“ his society and enjoyed his conversation, it is not, perhaps,

“ the character in which he wiU be most frequently recalled,

“ —^most deeply lamented,—or even most highly admired.

“ Independently of his great attainments in mechanics, Mr.
“ Watt was an extraordinary, and in many respects a won-
“ derful man. Perhaps no individual in his age possessed so

“ much and such varied and exact information,—had read so

“ much, or remembered what he had read so accurately and

well. He had infinite quickness of apprehension, a prodi-

“ gious memoiy, and a certain rectifying and methodising

“ power of understanding, which extracted something pre-

“ cious out of all that was presented to it. His stores of

“ miscellaneous knowledge were immense,—and yet less

“ astonishing than the command he had at all times over

“ them. It seemed as if every subject that was casually

“ started in conversation with him, had been that which he
“ had been last occupied in studying and exhausting ;—such
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“ was the copiousness, the precision, and the admirable clear-

ness of the information which he poured out upon it with-

out effort • or liesitation. Nor was tliis promptitude and

compass of knowledge confined in any degree to the studies

connected with liis ordinary pursuits. That he should have

“ been minutely and extensively skilled in chemistry and the

arts, and in most of the branches of physical science, might

‘‘ perhaps have been conjectured ; but it could not have been
“ inferred from his usual occupations, and probably is not

generally known, that he was curiously learned in many
branches of antiquity, metaphysics, medicine, and ctymo-

logy, and perfectly at home in all the details of architec-

ture, music, and law. He was well acquainted, too, with

most of the modern languages,—and familiar with their

most recent literature. Nor was it at all extraordinary to

hear the great mechanician and engineer detailing and

expounding, for hours together, the metaphysical theories

of the German logici^s, or criticising the measures or the
‘‘ matter of the German poetry.

Ilis astonishing memory was aided, no doubt, in a great

measure, by a still higher and rarer faculty,—by his power
‘‘ of digesting and arranging in its proper place all the

information he received, and of casting aside and rejecting,

as it were instinctively, whatever was worthless or imma-
“

terial. Every conception that was suggested to his mind
‘‘ seemed instantly to take its place among its other rich fur-

" niture, and to be condensed into the smallest and most con-

venient form. He never appeared, therefore, to be at all

encumbered or perplexed with the verbiage of the dull books

he perused, or the idle talk to which he listened
;
but to

“ have at once extracted, by a kind of intellectual alchemy,

all that was worthy of attention, and to have reduced it, for

“ his own use, to its true value and to its simplest form.

And thus it often happened, that a great deal more was

learned from his brief and vigorous account of the theories

and arguments of tedious writers, than an ordinary student

could ever have derived from the most painful study of the

originals,—and that errors and absurdities became manifest
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from the mere clearness and plainness of his statement of

“ them, which might have deluded and perplexed most of his

hearers without that invaluable assistance.

It is needless to say, that, with those vast resources, his

conversation was at aU times rich and instructive in no ordi-

nary degree : but it was, if possible, still more pleasing than

wise, and had all the charms of familiarity, with all the
** substantial treasures of knowledge. No man could be more

social in his spirit, less assuming or fastidious in his manners,

or more kind and indulgent towards all who approached him.

He rather liked to talk,—at least in his latter years ; but
** though he took a considerable share of the conversation, he
“ rarely suggested the topics on which it was to turn, but readily

" and quietly took up whatever was presented by those around

him, and astonished the idle and barren propounders of an
“ ordinary theme, by the treasures which he drew from the

mine they had unconsciously opened. He generally seemed,

indeed, to have no choice or predilection for one subject of

discourse rather than another; but allowed his mind, like a

great cyclopaedia, to be opened at any letter his associates

might choose to turn up, and only endeavour to select, from
“ his inexhaustible stores, what might bo best adapted to the

“ taste of his present hearers. As to their capacity he gave

himself no trouble
;
and, indeed, such was his singular

‘‘ talent for making all things plain, clear, and intelligible,

** that scarcely any one could be aware of such a deficiency

in his presence. His talk, too, though overflowing with

“ information, had no resemblance to lecturing or solemn dis-

coursing, but, on the contrary, was full of colloquial spirit

‘‘ and pleasantry. He had a certain quiet and grave humour,
‘‘ which ran through most^of his conversation, and a vein of
‘‘ temperate jocularity, which gave infinite zest and effect to

‘‘ the condensed and inexhaustible information which formed
“ its main staple and characteristic. There was a little air of

affected testiness, and a tone of pretended rebuke and con-

‘‘ tradiction, with which he used to address his younger friends,

that was always felt by them as an endearing mark of his

" kindness and familiarity,—and prized accordingly, far be-
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yoiid all the solemn compliments that ever proceeded from

the lips of authority. Ilis voice was deep and jjowerful,

—

tliougli he commonly spoke in a low and somewhat mono-
‘‘ tonous tone, which harmonized admirably with the weight
‘‘ and brevity of his observations, and set off to the gi’catest

advantage the pleasant anecdotes, wliich he delivered with

“ the same grave brow, and the same calm smile playing
‘‘ soberly on his lii^s. There was nothing of effort indeed, or

“ impatience, any more tlian of pride or levity, in his demea-

nour
;
and there was a finer expression of reposing strength,

“ and mild self-possession in his manner, than we ever recol-

“ lect to have mot with in any other person. He had in his

“ character tlie utmost abliorrence for all sorts of forwardness,

“ parade, and pretensions
;

‘ and, indeed, never failed to put all

‘‘ such impostures out of countenance, by the manly plainness

‘‘ and honest intrej)idity of his language and deportment.

In his temper and dis2)ositions he was not only kind and

aifectionate, but generous, and considerate of the feelings of

all arouTid him
;
and gave the most liberal assistance and

‘‘ encouragement to all young 2)ersons who showed any indi-

“ cations of talent, or ajijfiied to him for j)atronage or advice.

Ilis health, which was delicate from his youth upwards,
“ seemed to become firmer as he advanced in years

;
and ho

jneserved, uj) almost to the last moment of liis existence,

not only the full command of his extraordinary intellect,

‘‘ but all the alacrity of spirit, and the social gaiety, which
“ had illumined his happiest days. His friends in this part

of the country never saw him more full of intellectual vigour

“ and colloquial animation,—^never more delightful or more

instructive,—than in his last visit to Scotland in autumn

“1817. Indeed, it was after that time that he applied him-

“ self, with all the ardour of early life, to the invention of a

“ machine for mechanically copying all sorts of sculi^ture and
“ statuary ;—and distributed among his friends some of its

“ earliest performances, as the productions of a young artist

“ just entering on his eighty-tliird year.

“ This happy and useful life came, at last, to a gentle close.

“ He had suffered some inconvenience through the summer

;

2 M
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but was not seriously indisj)osed till within a few weeks from

“ his death. He then became perfectly aware of the event

“ which was approaching
;
and, with his usual tranquillity and

“ benevolence of nature, seemed only anxious to point out to

‘‘ the friends around him, the many sources of consolation

which were afforded by the circumstances under which it

‘‘ was about to take place. He expressed his sincere gratitude

“ to Providence for the length of days with which he had been

blessed, and his exemption from most of the infirmities of

“ age
;
as well as for the calm and cheerful evening of life that

he had been permitted to enjoy, after the honourable labours

‘‘ of the day had been concluded. And thus, full of years and

honours, in all calmness and tranquillity, he yielded up his

soul, without pang or struggle,—and passed from the bosom

“ of his family to that of Ids God.
“ Ho was twice married, but has left no issue but one son,

“ long associated with him in his business and studies, and two

grandchildren by a daughter who predeceased him. He was

a Fellow of the Koyal Societies both of London and Edin-

“ burgh, and one of the few Englishmen who were elected

members of the National Institute of France. All men of

“ leandug and science were his cordial friends
;
and such was

the influence of his mild character and perfect fixirness and

“ liberality, even upon the pretenders to these accomplish-

“ ments, that ho lived to disarm even envy itself, and died,

“ we verily believe, without a single enemy.”

Mr. Watt became a Fellow of the Eoyal Society of Edin-

burgh in 1784 ;
of the Koyal Society of London in 1785 ; a

Member of the Katavian Society in 1787
; and a Corre-

spondent of the Institute of France in 1808. By a sponta-

neous and unanimous voteT the Senate of the University of

Glasgow conferred on him, in 1806, the honorary degree of

Doctor of Laws. In 1814, the Academy of Sciences of the

Institute paid him the highest honour wliich it could bestow

;

it nominated him one of its- Eight Foreign Associates.
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It may be proper to append to this biography some account

of the principal portraits, statues, and busts of Mr. Watt.

And first, of the portraits. They are ;

—

1.

A half-length by Sir William Beechey, painted in 1801,

and exhibited at the Eoyal Academy in 1802. I this day,”

says Telford, (3rd May, 1802), paid my res])ects to you in

the Exhibition room. I think Beechey has succeeded

admirably well.”* In 1809 Mr. Watt wrote to one of his

friends, There is no good j^ortrait of me except that painted

by Sir William Beechey, still in his possession, and a copy
‘‘ of it by himself in Mr. Tuffen’s collection, whicli is more
like than the original, I having sate again for it. Neither

of them,” he adds, “ is esteemed very like by my son and
" others.” f On this point his son afterwards rather changed

his opinion
;
and, 'indeed, came to prefer the portrait in ques-

tion to any of the other paintings of his father. It may be

remembered by many of his friends as having formerly hung

in the dining-room at Aston Hall, and is now at Doldowlod,

Radnorshire. It has been twice engraved.

The copy which belonged to Mr. Tuffen was, we have ascer-

tained, not included among the pictures belonging to that

gentleman which were sold by auction at Christie’s in 1818

;

and we believe it to be the same that was in the possession of

the late Charles Hampden Turner, Esq., of Rook’s Nest, in

Surrey, to whom it was presented by the late Mr. Watt.

2. A miniature enamel by Bone, taken from Sir W.
Beechey’s portrait in 1805, and executed with all the usual

fidelity and success of the artist, so eminent in a line in which

few have been able to attain excellence. Size 8 x 6J inches.

At Doldowlod.

3. A three-quarter, or head siz^, in crayons, or pastel, by

Longcastre, an emigrant officer of the Guards of Louis XVI.,

who was introduced to Mr. Boulton in 1805 by their mutual

friend the Abbe do Calonne. Of this, which is a striking

*

t

Mr. Telford to Mr. Watt, 3 May, 1802.

Mr. Watt to Dr. Patrick Wilson, 22 May, 1809.

2 M
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portrait and exact likeness, there is a duplicate by the same

artist. One of the pair was presented by Mr. Watt to his

cousin Mr. Eobert Muirheid, and was lately preserved at Ash-

craig, in Ayrshire
;
the other, which was executed for Mr.

Boulton, and long hung in his house at Soho, is now at Haseley

Court, Oxfordshire.

4, A three-quarter, or head size, by Partridge, painted (in

oils) from Sir W. Beecliey’s jiortrait, and also from additional

sittings. This good and pleasing likeness was presented by

the late Mr. James Watt, junior, to Mr. Barr, the respected

medical attendant of his fatlier in his last illness. By him it

was bequeathed to tlie late Dr. John Smith, of Crutlicrlaiid,

in Lanarkshire
;
on whoso death it was sold by auction, and

purchased by the Eev, Dr. Fleming, of Glasgow College
;
who

again transferred it to Mr. Eobert Napier, the eminent engi-

neer. In his possession, we believe, it now remains.

5. A bishop’s half-length,” by Sir Thomas Ijawrence, ex-

hibited at the Eoyal Academy in 1813. This noble work of

art, although for some reason or other it seems not to liave

found duo favour in the sight of either Mr, Watt or his son,

stands, in our opinion, unrivalled among all the portraits of

Watt. It was so great a favourite with the artist who had

painted it, that after retaining it for years in his studio, he at

last did not part from it without much reluctance. He con-

sidered the head the finest he had ever painted: the ease of the

attitude, and the drawing and llesh-tints of the hands, are also

wonderfully beautiful and true to nature. The posture is sit-

ting
;
the head slightly bowed with ago

;
the eyes are looking

full at the spectator
;
the hair is silver-white,—(Mr. Watt

was then in his seventy-eighth year) ;—the expression of the

countenance is animated, yet calm, mild, and thoughtful.

This portrait was bequeathed by tlio late Mr. Watt, of Aston

Hall, to his god-son Jlatthew Piers Watt Boulton, to be by

him preserved in his Gothic Library, at Tew Park, along
‘‘ with the 2)ortraits of his late grandfather and father, and to

‘^‘accompany those portraits as heir-looms in his family.” It

has been engraved in mezzotint by the late Mr. Charles

Turner, but im2)ressions of the jdate are rare.
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6. A three-quarter, or head size, by Sir Henry Eaeburn.

Neither Mr. Watt, nor his son, having felt perfectly satisfied

with any of the portraits previously painted of him, he sat for

this when in Edinburgh in November, 1815, being then

seventy-nine years of age. " Eaeburn,” he says, ‘‘ has

painted a head of me, which, though it does not come up to

my ideas of my own face, is more conformable to them tlian

“ any of the others, and by my friends is said to be a good

likeness.” And again, My Edinburgli picture is come
“ homo, and is tliought like, only it frowns too much.” This

j)ortrait, of wliich a copy was made by the artist, with Mr.

Watt’s full approval, for his friend the late Sir. Eennie, is

now at Heathfield, and is a finely coloured and forcible pic-

ture.*

7. A three-quarter, or head size, by Mr. J. Graham Gilbert.

“ Taken,” says the artist, from Chantrey’s bust and Sir

“ Tliomas Lawrence’s portrait.” Mr. Gilbert presented this

work to the Hunterian Museum in the University of Glasgow,

Avhere it now hangs
;
and he has furnished us Avith a strong

])roof of his success in producing a likeness, in the anecdote,

that when Mrs. Watt saw the portrait in the Museum, slio

thought it so like, that she iinmediately ordered one pre-

cisely the same for herself
;
which was lately at her place

[Heathfield] near Birmingham.”

In 1809, Mr. John Henning of Edinburgh made a large

chalk drawing of Mr. Watt, (a head), for the late Lord Jeffrey,

* Tlio finest works of Ilaeburri

need not foar comparison with tlioso

of any artist of modern times, and do
11 10 highest honour to that country

which produced a Jameson, “ tlie first

“ truo portrait-painter of the isle.”

“ Kaeburn,” says the biographer of

Wilkie, “ even while Wilkie studied
“ in Edinburgh, stood at the head of
“ his art in the North, undisturbed
by a rival. His style was manly

** and vigorous ; he entered little into
“ the detail of the face, but called the
“ mind into the countenance, and
“ fix('d it there with a happiness of
“ expression in which he found few
“ who shared. He lived in affluence

“ and hospitality, visited and dined
“ among tlie first-born of the land,
“ and had a rcsiden(;o and a gallery
“ of a sx>lendour new to St^ottish art.”

(Life of Sir David Wilkie, by Allan
Cunningham, vol. i. p. 56.) “There
“ is much r(;8emblanco,” said Wilkie
himself, “between Velazquez and the
“ works of some of the chiefs of the
“ English school ; but, of all, Rae-
“ burn rescmbl(*8 hini most,—ofwhoso
“ square touch in heads, hands, and
“ accessories, I see the very counter-
“ part in the Spaniard.” {Ibidem^
vol. ii. p. 504. See alst> Sir Edmund
Heiid’s ‘ Handbook of Painting of tho
‘ Spanish Schools,’ p. 155, ed. 1854.)
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as well as a small copy of it for another gentleman ; also two

or three enamel ceists on an enamel ground, made in a furnace,

and intended, we presume, to emulate the excellent works of

Tassie in that style. The smaller drawing we have never

seen
;
of the larger one, which is still preserved in Edinburgh,

and of which some of the features possess considerable likeness

to those of Mr. Watt, the general effect is, nevertheless, heavy,

and not very pleasing. The same may, we believe, be said

of the enamel casts.

In 1818, J. Jackson, the Eoyal Academician, made a draw-

ing of Mr. Watt from sittings, and also one from Chantrey’s

bust
;
the former was thought creditable to liim as an Exhibi-

tion drawing. It is a sketch in pemdl, on drawing paper, front

view, with the face carefully finished in water-colour
;

size,

8^ X 6^ inches. As was to be expected from the well-known

powers of the artist, it is a clever and forcible drawing
;
but

the expression is, as Mr. Watt observed, rather “ peevish,”

and, therefore, unpleasant. It is now at Eoldowlod.

The most pleasing pencil drawing of Mr. Watt, which at

the same time possesses the greatest resemblance, is, singu-

larly enough, one that was made not from the life, but from

Chantrey’s bust, by an artist, Mr. Edward Finden, who, (so far

as we know), never saw Mr. Watt. This spirited sketch was

engraved by Mr. Finden with equal success, and forms the

frontispiece to the present volume. It has already appeared

with the Translation of M. Arago’s ‘ Eloge,’ in 1839, as well

as with the ^ Correspondence on the Discovery of the Compo-
‘ sition of Water,’ in 184(5

;
and with the ‘ Origin and Progress

^ of the Mechanical Inventions of James Watt,’ in 1854

;

being, of all the engravings of his father, that by which the

late Mr. Watt wished that his image should be conveyed to

posterity :—a reason which the author trusts will bo accepted

as a sufficient apology for the somewhat unusual repetition of

the same engraving in four successive works. The original

drawing is preserved at Doldowlod,

The full-length statues of Watt, by Chantrey, are five in

number. Two of them are of colossal size : the one, of marble.
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in Westminster Abbey; the other, of bronze, in George's

Square, Glasgow. The other three, those, viz. in Handsworth

Church, Glasgow College, and Greenock Library, are all of

marble, and of the size of life. In all, the well-known atti-

tude, (a sitting one), the arrangement of the drapery, and the

contemplative expression, are nearly alike
;
and they all are

eminent examples of that truthful style of poi*trait-sculpture

for which the master who modelled them was so remarkably

distinguished. But in point of success in conveying the expres-

sion of gracious ease, and of the mild yet thoughtful repose of

a deeply-fathoming intellect, the preference must, it is usually

confessed, be given to tliose which are not colossal. Of those

tlmee, that in Handsworth Church appears to us to impress

the spectator most strongly with the blended majesty and

sweetness w^hich breathed in the features of the original.

Independent of its own exquisite grace as a work of art, it is

also seen to the greatest advantage, in a chapel built expressly

for its reception and preservation, in which tlie details of space,

elevation, and liglit were all carefully adapted to the designs

and wishes of the sculptor. And it adds in no small degree

to the feeling of solemn interest of wliich all are conscious in

beholding so noble a monument, to learn that in the vault be-

jieath repose the remains of him who, while he lived among ‘

us, Sic sedebat.”

Of the beautiful marble busts of Mr. Watt by Chantrey,

the first of whicli was exliibited at the Royal Academy in

1815, and in finisliing which the sculptor said, I have done

the best in my power,” we have seen seven ; besides three

others, scarcely inferior, completed, after tlie death of Sir

Francis, but from his model, and with the consent of his exe-

cutors, by his very able assistant Mr. Heffernan.

From a mould which Chantrey made of the bust, he took

several good casts, which were chiefly distributed by Mr. Watt
and his son among their personal friends. But, as in the case

of Sir Francis’s equally fine model of the head of Sir Walter

Scott, “ the bust was pirated by Italians
;
and England and

Scotland, and even the Colonies, were supplied with unper-

‘‘ mitted and bad casts, to the extent of thousands,—^in spite
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“ of the terror of an Act of Parliament.” On receiving one

of the genuine casts, fresh from the atelier of Sir Francis,

Sir Walter Scott wrote to Allan Cunningham,— I have to

thank you for sending me in safety a beautiful sj)ecimen of

“ our English Michael’s talents, in the cast of my venerable

“ friend Mr. Watt : it is a most striking resemblance, with all

“ that living character which v/e are apt to think life itself

“ alone can exhibit.” t

When the Art-Union employed the late Mr. Wyon to

execute a medal in honour of the memory of Sir Francis

Chantrey, the design adopted",— a simple and expressive

one,—was, for the obverse, a head of the sculptor, with the

legend

—

Chantrey Sculptor et Artium Factor :

”—

i

for tlui reverse, a copy of his gi’eatest work. The work

selected was the monument to James Watt ;—with the iu-

S(*,ription

—

Watt
‘‘ Franctsci Chantrey Oi>us.”

The medal was iinishod by Wyon with all the force and

, facile elegance ofhis admirable style, and thus forms a grace-

ful memorial of those whose names it bears.

We must not (ionolude this notice without referring to some

of the most exquisite of all the likenesses of Mr. Watt, viz.

the reduced copies of Cliantrey’s bust which Jllr. Chevertou

has, with great ingemuity, executed in ivory. They possess

th(^ most perfect and truthful adherence to their original, as

well as the most finished execution, that it seems possible to

desire ; and it gives an additional interest to those beautiful

nwrtjeaiix, that they are produced by a process similar to that

which Mr. Watt himself invented. § Indeed, Mr. Watt, in

* Sir F. Chantrey to Sir R. Peel, J See the obverse of tliis medal
26th January, 1838. Loekharfs ‘ Life engraved at p. ix. of ‘Winged Words
‘ of Scott,' chap. Ixxxiv. j). 763, ed. ‘ on Chantrey *s Woodcocks,’ 18.57.

1842. § See above, pp. 468-480, on the

t ‘ Lifo of Scott,’ chap. 1. p. 440, cd. Machine for Reducing and Copying
1842. Sculpture.
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sending to his learned Mend the late Mr. Thomas Thomson

of Edinburgh, what he calls a specimen of his attempts at

carving,—“ a wooden John Locke, tdthmt Human Under-

“ standing, valuable only as a faithful copy of an ivory medal-

“ lion done from the life,”—says, “if I live, I still hope to be

“ able to produce a reduced copy of Chantrey’s busli of myself,

“ fit for a chimney-piece
;

” adding, with a very sincere, but a

very unnecessary scruple of his usual modesty,—" as I do not

“ think myself of importance enough to fill up so mucli of my

“ friends’ houses as tho original bust does.”*

* Mr. Watt to Mr. Thomas Thomson, 2Gth May, 1818.

END OF THE LIFE OF WATT.
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APPENDIX.

No. I.

LIST OF THE WORKS OP DENYS PAPIN.

1

.

Separate Substantive Publications,

1. Nouvelles experiences du vuide, avec la description des ma-

chines qni servent a les faire. 4to. Paris, 1674. (Dedicated

“ a Monsieur Hugens de Zulichein.”)

2. A new Digester, or Engine for softening bones ; containing

the description of its make and use in these particulars :
—

^viz.

Cookery, Voyages at sea, Confectionary, Making of Drinks, Chy-

mistry, and Dying. With an account of the Price a good big

Engine will cost, and of the Profit it will afford. By Denys
Papin, M.D., Fellow of the Eoyal Society. London, Printed for

Henry Bonwicke, at the Eed Lyon, in St. Paul's Churchyard.

1681. 4to.—(First edition of the curious work in question, and
printed in consequence of an order of the council of the Eoyal
Society, dated 8th December, 1680, and signed Chr. Wren.)

3. La manicre d’amollir les os, et de faire cuir toutes sortes de

viandes en peu de temps et a pen de frais, avec uno description

de la machine dont il faut se servir k cet effet. Paris, 1682,

12mo.—(Erroneously stated by Ducoux to have- been the first

edition. A still later edition, also in French, was published at

Amsterdam, in 1688, in 12mo.)

4. A Continuation of the Kew Digester of Bones, &c.

;

sivo

continuatio novi Digestoris ossium autore Dionys. Papino, M.D.,

ct Societatis Eegiaj Socio. Londini, apud Joseph Streater. 1687.

in 4to.

5. Eecueil de diverses pieces touchant quelques nouvelles ma-

chines. Cassel, 1695. 12mo.

6. Fasciculus dissertationum de novis quibusdam machinis

atquo aliis argumentis philosoph. Marburgii Cottoium, 1695.
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IVMwIation of the ‘fiecnea;’ see
MttUiel dee Libraires, 1843, v. Pawn. M. Brunet, how-

fltetes that 'both the ‘ fiecueil * and the ‘ Fasciculus’ include
the Treatise on ‘ La Mani^re d’amollir les Os from which we
are led to imagine that this author, usually so accurate, has never

had the advantage of seeing a copy of either the French or the

Latin collection in question. We must confess ourselves to be

similarly situated in regard to both of those rare, if not unique,

works; the only information wo possess as to their contents

having been derived from the analyses of them given in the

‘ Philosophical Transactions’ and the * Acta EruJitorum.’ See

above, pp. 133-139 .)

7. 'Nouvclle mani^re pour Clever Teau par la force du Feu,

mise on lumibro. Casscl, 1707 . Small 8vo.

ft. Ats nova ad aquam ignis adminiculo efficacissim^ elevan-

dam. Franc. 1707. ftvo.

2

.

Papers hj Papin^ contained in the ‘ Philosophical Transactions,'*

1 . Some experiments made in the Air-pump by Monsieur Papin,

directed by Monsieur Hugens, (as appears in the Discourse printed

at Paris, 1074). ]*hil. Tram.t vol. x., for the year 1075, p. 440-447.

2. A particular account, given by an anonymous French author,

ill his hook of the Origin of Fountains, printed 1074, at Paris, to

show that the rain and snow waters are sufficient to make Foun-
tains and Pivers run perpetually. ihid. p. 447-450.

3. Some experiments made in the Air-pump upon Plants
; to-

gether with a way of taking oxhausted Peccivors away from off

the said Engin : Trycd by the same Persons mention’d in Numb.
119, viz. IVlonsicur Ilugens and M. Papin. Thid. p. 477-481.

4. A continuation of the experiments made by Monsieur

lingons, and JM. Papin, in the Air-Pump; which are about the

preservation of bodies. /fijV/, p. 492-405.

T). Some experiments touching animals, made in the Air-pump

by the persons formerly mentioned, viz. Monsieur Hugens and

M. Papin. Ibid. p. 542-543.

6. Promiscuous experiments made in the Air-pum}) likewise,

by tlio same persons. Ibid. p. 544-548.

7. Tlio description of a Siphon, performing the same things
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with the Sipho Wurtemhurgicus
; invented by Dr. Papin, Fellow *

of the Royal Society. PUl Trans, vol. tv., for 1685, p. 847-848.

8. A new way of raising water; by Dr. Papin, Fellow of the

Royal Society. ibid. p. 1093-1094 .

9. Observations of Dr. Papin, Fellow of the Royal Society, on

a French paper concerning a Perpetual Motion.
Ibid. p. 1240-1241.

10. A full description, with the use, of the new contrivance for

raising water, propounded in the Phil. Trans., No. 173; by Dr.

Papin, Fellow of the R. S. Ihid. p. 1274-1278.

11. An account of an experiment, shown before the Boyal

Society, of shooting by the rarefaction of the air. By Dr. D.

Papin, R.S.S. Ibid. vol. xvi.for IGSC) mid 1687, p. 21-22.

12. Some further remarks on the instrument proposed by an

anonymous French aulhor, for effecting a perpetual motion, an

account whereof is given in No. 177 of these Transactions, by
Dr. Papin, M.D., R.S.S. /bid. p. 138-139.

13. A Demonstration of the Velocity wherewith the Air rushes

into an exhausted receiver, lately produced before the K, Society,

by Dr. D. Papin, Reg. Soc. S. ibid. p. j 93-195 .

14. Tlie answer of Dr. Papin to several objections made by
Mr. Nuis against his engine for raising water by the rarefaction

of the air, whereof a description is given in No. 178 of these

Transactions. /bid. p. 263-267 .

15. An answer of the same to the author of the perpetual

motion. ibid. p. 267-268.

16. Account of a Rook. A continuation of the now Digester

of bones : It s improvements and new uses it hath been ai)p]yed

to, both at Sea and Laud. Together with some improvements

and new uses of the Ayro Pump, tryed both in England and Italy.

By D. Papin, M.D., Fellow of the Royal Society.
Ibid. p. 329-332.

17. [Account of a Book.] Recueil do diverses Pieces

touchant quelques nouvelles Machines, &c. Par Mr. D. Papin,

Dr. en Med., &c. A Cassel, 1695. In 8vo.

Ibid. vol. xix.,/or 1697, p. 483.

18. Part of a letter from Mr. D. Papin to Dr. Frederick Slare,

Fellow of the College of Physicians and of the Royal Society,

concerning an improvement of the Hessian bellows, &c.

Ibid. vol. Tny.jfor 1705, p. 1990-1992,
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In the third and fourth volumes of Birch’s * History of the Eoyal

‘ Society’* there are recorded many experiments and observations

communicated by Papin, as well as some details of the pecuniary

aid, “ convenient lodging in Gresham College,” and further en-

couragement, which he received from the Society. From one of

the earliest of those entries, (vol. iii. p. 486), it appears that on

the 22nd of May, 1679, Papin was introduced by Mr. Hooke

;

and from one of the last of them, (vol. iv. p. 557), that “ It was
“ ordered that Dr. Papin have a present of four copies of ,the

“ History of Fishes, and a letter testimonial, under the seal of the

“ Society, of the good services rendered them by him.”

To one of Hooke’s works, also, viz. his ‘ Lectures de Potentia

* Restitutiva, or of Spring,* published in 1678, there is appended,

among other ‘ Collections,’ ‘ Dr. Papin’s Letter, containing a
‘ Description of a Wind-Fountain, and his own particular con-

‘ trivance about the forcer of its Syringe.’

3.

Papers hy Papin, contained in the ^Acta Eruditonm Lipsia\*

1. [Account of the] * Now Digester or Engine for softening

* bones,’ &c., as published in England in 1681. 4to.

Act, Erud, for 1082, p. lo5.

2. [Account of] ‘ La mani^re d’amolir les os,’ &c. Paris, 1682.

12mo. Translated from the English. ibid, p. 305.

3. D. Papini Exporimentum -Societati Eegise Anglicanee exhi-

bitum, conceniens jacnlationein mediante aeris rarefactione effi-

ciendam. Ex Transact. Philos. M. Jan. ot Fobr. 1686, n. 179,

p. 21. Act, Entd,for 1680, p. 500-501.

4. D. Papini, e Societate Eegia Anglicana, inventa nova Hydra-

gogica. Ex Transact. Philos. Anglic. Mens. Decemb. 1685, p.

1254 et 1274, seqq. Ibid, p. 545-551.

5. A Continuation of the New Digester of Bones, (fee., sivo

Continuatio novi Digestoris Ossium, autore Dionys. Papiuo, M.D.

et Societatis Regiee Socio necnon Augments quaedam et Expe-

‘ The History of the Royal Society ‘ are inserted in their proper oixler, as a
‘ of London for impix)ving of Natural ‘ Supplement to the Philosophical Trans-
‘ Knowledge, from its first rise. In ‘ actions. By Thomas Birch, D.D., Secre-

‘ which the most considerable of those ‘ tary to the Royal Society.* London,

‘ papei*s communicated to the Society, 1767, 4 vols. 4to.

‘ which have hitheilo not been published,
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rimenta nova circa Antliam Pneumaticam, facta partim in Anglia,
partim in Italia, communicata a Dionys. Papino, Med. D. et Soc.
Peg. Angl. Socio. Londini, apud Joseph Streater, 1G87, in 4to.

Act Ervd.for 1687, pp. 276-284, and 825-335.

G. Demonstratio velocitatis qua cum aiir imiit intra exhaustutn
recipiens. less, p, 156-158.

7. Dionysii Papini, Mathematum in Academia Marpurgensi hoc
tempore Professoris, Meletemata ad geminam Appendieem do
Perpetuo Mobili Actis Eruditorum Lipsiensibus A. 1G87, M. Jun.
pag. 315 seqq. insertam.

p. 335.339.

8. Excerpta ox viri clarissimi, Dionysii Papini, Mathematum
in Academia Marpurgensi Professoris publici, litteris ad ... .

de Novo Pulvoris Pyrii usu. ihid. p. 497-501.

9. Additamentum ad Disquisitionem Dn. Papini de novo pyrii

pulveris usu, menso proximo Septembri in Actis hisco pag. 497,
exhibitam : Do usu tiiborum praegrandium ad propagandam in

loiiginquum vim motricom fluviorum, &c. Communicatum a
laudato Dn. Papino. xhid. p. 643-646.

10. Dionysii Papini Descriptio Torcularis, cujus in Actis Anni
1G88, pag. G4G, mentio facta fuit: Excerpta ex ejusdom Jitteris

ad . . Marburgi d. 23 Doc. A. 1088, exaratis.

Ibid. 1689, p. 96-101.

11. D. Papini De gravitatis causa et proprietatibus observa-

tiones. md, p. 183-188.

1 2. Ejusdem Examen machinao Domini Pcrrault.

Ihid. p. 189-195.

13. Dion, Papini Kotatilis Siictor et pressor Hassiacus, in So-

renissima aula Cassellana demonstratus et detectus.

Ibid, p. 317-322.

14. In J. B. Appendieem illam ad Perpetuum Mobile, Actis

Novemb, A, 1688, pag, 592 sqq. insertam, Observationes D. P.

Ibid. p. 322-324.

15. Excerpta ex litteris Dn. Dion, Papini ad ... do
Instrumehtis ad flammam sub aqua conservandam.

Ibid. p. 485-489.

16. Examen Siphonis Wurtemburgici in vertice effluenfis.

Excerpta ex Litteris Dn. Dion. Papin, ad ... .

Ibid. 1690, p. 223-228.
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17. t)ion. Papini Nova Methodus ad vires motrices validissimas

levi pretio comparandas. Act, Erud.fot' 1G90, p. 410-414.

18. Mechanicorum de viribus motricibus sententia, asserta a

Dn. Papino adversus Cl. G. G. L. objectiones.
Ibid. 1691, p. 6-13.

19. Dion. Papini observationes qiiaedam circa matorias ad Hy-

draulicam spectantes, Mensi Februario hiijus anni insertas.

Ibid. p. 208-213.

20. [Account of] Fasciculus Dissertationum do novis quibusdam

macbinis atque aliis argumentis 2
)hilosophicis. Autoro Dionysio

Papino, Med. Doot. Matheseos Prof. Publ. Marpurgeiisi. Mar-

purgi, 1695, in 8, plagg.*20, cum tribus plagg. figurarum.

No. II.

IIISTOBTCAL NOTE ON THE DISCOVERY OP THE THEORY OF
THE COMPOSITION OF WATER. RY THE RIGHT HON.

HENRY LORD BROUGHAM, F.R.S., AND MEMBER OF THE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FRANCE.

There can be no doubt whatever, that the experiment of Mr.

Warltire, related in Dr. Priestley’s 5th volume,* gave rise to this

* Mr. Warltire’s letter 'is dated Bir-

minjjham, 18th April, 1781, and was
published by Dr. Priestley in tlie Ap
pendix to the 2iid Vol. of his ‘ Experi-

* ments and Obsematioiis relating to

‘ various bninches of Natural Philosophy

;

‘ with a continuation of the Observations
‘ on Aii;,* —forming, in fact, the 5th

volume of his ‘ Experiments and Obser-
< rations on different kinds of Air

printed at Birmingham in 1781.

Mr. Warltire’s first experiments were
made in a copper ball or flask, which held

three wine ])ints, the weight 14 oz.
;
and

his object was to detei-mine “ whether heat

“is heavy or not/’ After stating his

mode of mixing the ail’s, and of adjusting

the balance, he says, he “ always ao-

“ curately balanced the flask of common
“ air, then found the difference of weight
“ after the inflammable air was intro-

“ duced, that he might be certain he had
“ confined the proper proportion of each.

“ The electric spark having piussed through
“ them, the flask became hot, and was
“ cooled by exposing it to the common air
“ of the room : it was then liung up again
“ to the balance, and a loss of weight was
“ always found, but not constantly the
“ same

;
upon an average it was two

“ gi'ains.”

He goes on to say, “ I have fired air in

“ glass vessels since I saw you (Dr.
“ Priestley) venture to do it, and I have
“ observed, as you did, that, though the
“ glass was clean and dry before, yet,
“ after firing the air, it became dewy, and
“ was lined with a sooty substance/’

As you are upon a nice balancing of
claims, ought not Dr. Priestley to have
the credit of first noticing the dew ?

In some remarks whidi follow, by Dr.

Priestley, he confirms the loss of weight,

and adds, “ I do not think, however, that
“ so very bold an opinion as that of the
** latent heat of bodies contributing to
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inquiry, at least in England ; Mr. Cavendish expressly refers to

it, as having set him upon making his experiments.—(Phil.

Trans. 1784, p. 126.) The experiment of Mr. Warltire consisted

in firing, by electricity, a mixture of inflammable and common
air in a close vessel, and two things were said to be observed

:

firsts a sensible loss of weight ; second^ a dewy deposit on the sides

of the vessel.

Mr. Watt, in a note to p. 332 of his paper, Phil. Trans. 1784,

inadvertently states, that the dewy deposit was first observed by
Mr. Cavendish; but Mr. Cavendish himself, p. 127, expressly

states Mr. Warltire to have observed it, and cites Dr. Priestley’s

5th volume.

Mr. Cavendish himself could find no loss of weight, and he
says that Dr. Priestley had also tried the experiment, and found

none. But Mr. Cavendish found there was always a dewy deposit,

without any sooty matter. The result of many trials was, that

common air and inflammable air being burnt together, in the pro-

portion of 1000 measures of the former to 423 of the latter, “ about
“ one-fifth of the common air, and nearly all the inflammable air,

“ lose their elasticity, and are condensed into the dew which lines

“ the glass.” lie examined the dew, and found it to be pure

water. lie therefore concludes, that “ almost all the inflam-

“ mable air, and about oiio-sixth of the common air, are turned
“ into pure water.”

Mr. Cavendish then burned, in the same way, dephlogisticated

and inflammable airs, (oxygen and hydrogen gases), and the de-

posit was always more or less acidulous, accordingly as the air

burnt with the inflammable air was more or less phlogisticated.

The acid was found to be nitrous. Mr. Cavendish states, that

“ almost the whole of the inflammable and dephlogisticated air

“ is converted into pure water. And, again, that “ if these airs

“ could be obtained perfectly pure, the whole would be con-

“ densed.” And he accounts for common air and inflammable

air, when burnt together, not producing acid, by supposing that

' their weight, should be received without
' more experiments, and made upon a still

' larger scale. If it be confirmed, it will

' no doubt be thought to be a fact of a
' veiy remarkable nature, and will do the

* greatest honour to the sagacity of Mr.
' Warltire. I must add, that the moment
‘ he saw the moisture on the inside of the

= dose glasa vessel in which 1 afterwards
‘ fired the inflammable air, he said, that

** it confirmed an opinion he had long
“ entertained, viz. that common air de-
** posits its moisture when it is phlogisti-
“ cated.”

It seems evident, that neither Mr.
Warltire, nor Dr. Priestley, attributed the
dew to anything else than a mechanical
deposit of the moisture suspended in

common air.—[NOTE by Mr. James
Watt, Jun.]

2 N
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tho heat produced is not sufficient. He then says that those ex-

periments, with the exception of what relates to the acid, were

made in the summer of 1781, and mentioned to Dr. IMestley;

and adds, that “ a friend of his, (Mr. Cavendish’s), last summer,”

(that is, 1783), “ gave some account of them to Mr. Lavoisier,

“ as well as of tho conclusion drawn from them, that dephlo-

“ gisticated air is only water deprived of its phlogiston
; but,

“ at that time, so far was Mr. Lavoisier from thinking any such
“ opinion warranted, that till ho was prevailed upon to repeat

“ tho experiment himself, he found some difficulty in believing

“ that nearly the whole of the two airs could be converted into

“ water.” Tho friend is known to have been Dr., afterwards

Sir Charles Blagdcn
;
and it is a remarkable circumstance, that

this passage of Mr. Cavendish’s paper appears not to have been

in it when originally presented to tho Loyal Society ; for the

paper is apparently in Mr. Cavendish’s hand, and tho j^aragraph,

pp. 134, 135, is not found in it, but is added to it, and directed

to bo inserted in that place. It is, moreover, not in Mr. Caven-

dish’s hand, but in Sir (Jharles Blagden’s
;
and, indeed, tho latter

must have given him tho information as to Mr. Lavoisier, with

whom it is not said that Mr. Cavendish had any correspondence.

Tho paper itself was read 15th January, 1784. The volume was

published about six months afterwards.

Mr. Lavoisier’s memoir, (in the Mem. de I’Academie des Sci-

ences for 1781), had been read partly in November and Decem-
ber, 1783, and additions were afterwards made to it. It was
published in 1784. It contained Mr. Lavoisier’s account of his

experiments in June, 1783, at which, ho says. Sir (’harles Blagden
was present; and it states that he told Mr. Ijavoisicr of Mr.

(Wondish liaving “ already burnt inflammable air in close

“ vessels, and obtained a very sensible quantity of water.” But
lie, Mr. LaA'oisier, says nothing of Sir Charles Blagden having

also mentioned Mr. Cavendish’s conclusion from the experiment.

He expressly states, that the weight of the water was equal to

that of tho two airs burnt, unless the heat and light which escape

are ponderable, Avhich ho holds them not to be. His account,

therefore, is not reconcilable with Sir Charles Blagden’s, and the

latter was most probably Avritten as a contradiction of it, after

Mr. Cavendish’s paper had been read, and when the M^moires of

the Academio were received in this country. These M^moires
were published in 1784, and could not, certainly, have arrived,

when Mr. Cavendish’s paper was Avritten, nor when it was read

to the Loyal Society.
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But it is further to be remarked, that this passage of Mr, Caven-

dish’s paper in Sir Charles Blagden’s handwriting, only mentions

the exx^crimente having been communicated to Dr. Priestley

;

“ they were made,” says the passage, “ in 1781, and commiini-
“ cated to Dr. Priestley it is not said when, nor is it said that

“ the conclusions drawn from them,” and which Sir (’harles

Blagden says he communicated to Mr. Lavoisier in summer 1783,

wore ever communicated to Dr. Priestley; and Dr, Priestley, in

his paper, (referred to in Mr. Cavendish’s), which was read June,

1783, and written before Ax>ril of that year, says nothing of Mr.

Cavendish’s theoiy, though lie mentions his experiment.

Several propositions then are x>roved by tliis statement.

Firsts That Mr. Cavendish, in his x^aper, read loth January,

1784, relates the capital exxieriment of burning oxygen and hydro-

gen gases in a close vessel, and finding pure water to be the pro-

duce of the combustion.

Secondly^ That, in the same paper, he drew from this exx^eriment

the conclusion, that the tw^o gases were converted or turned into

water.

Thirdly^ That Sir Charles Blagden inserted in the same paper,

with Mr. Cavendish’s consent, a statement that the oxx)eriment

had first been made by Mr. Cavendish in summer 1781, and men-
tioned to Dr. Priestley, though it is not said when, nor is it said

that any conclusion was mentioned to Dr. Priestley, nor is it said

at what time Mr. Cavendish first drew that conclusion. A most

material omission.

Fourthly, That in the addition made to the x^aper by Sir Charles

Blagden, the conclusion of Mr. Cavendish is stated to be, that

oxygen gas is water deprived of phlogiston
;
this addition liaving

been made after Mr. Lavoisier’s memoir arrived in Lngland.

It may further be observed, that in another addition to the

paper, which is in IMr. Cavendish’s handwriting, and which was
certainly made after Mr. Lavoisier’s memoir had arrived, Mr.
Cavendish for the first time distinctly states, as m^on Mr. La-
voisier’s hypothesis, that water consists of hydrogen united to

oxygen gas. There is no substantial difference, perhaps, between
this and the conclusion stated to have been drawn by Mr. Caven-
dish himself, that oxygen gas is water deprived of phlogiston,

sux^posing phlogiston to be synonymous with hydrogen
; but the

former proposition is certainly the more distinct and unequivocal

of the two ; and it is to bo observed that Mr. Cavendish, in the

original part of the x>aper, i.e, the x^art read January, 1784,

before the arrival of Lavoisier’s, considers it more just to hold

2 N 2
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inflammable air to be pblogisticated water than pure phlogiston,

(p. 140).

We are now to mo what Mr. Watt did
;
and the dates here

become very material. It appears that he wrote a letter % Dr.

Priestley on 2Gth April, 1783, in which he reasons on the experi-

ment of burning the two gases in a close vessel, and draws the

conclusion, “ that water is composed of dephlogisticated air and

“ phlogiston, deprived of part of their latent heat.”* The letter

was received by Dr. Priestley and delivered to Sir Joseph Banks

with a request that it might be read to the Eoyal Society
;
but

Mr. Watt afterwards desired this to be delayed, in order that he

might examine some new experiments of Dr. Priestley, so that it

was not read until the 22nd April, 1784. In the interval between

the delivery of this letter to Dr. Priestley, and the reading of it,

Mr. Watt had addressed another letter to Mr. De Luc, dated

2Gth November, 1783,j' with many further observations and

reasonings, hut almost the whole of the original letter is pre-

served in this, and is distinguished by inverted commas. One
of the passages thus marked, is that which has the imj)ortant

conclusion above mentioned; and that letter is slated, in the

* It may with ccitiiinty he concluded but, hearing of it from Dr. Blagdeii, he

from l^lr. Walt’s private and unpublished obtained a loan of it from Mr. (’avon-

letters, of whie.h tlie copies taken by his dish, an<l wiites to Mr. Watt on the 1st

copying-nuicliine, then recently invente<l, March following, to nppiizo him of it,

are preserved, that his theory of the com- adding that he has jKjriiscil it, and pro-

position of water was alieudy foimed in mising an analysis. In the postscript he

December, 17H'2, and probably much states, “ In short, they expound and pi ove

earlier. Dr. PrieMloy, in his paper of ‘2 l.st “your system, word for word, and say

April, I78.‘b p. 41b, states, that Mr. “ nothing of you.” The promised anal y.sis

Watt, prior to his (the Doc-tor’s) expori- is given in another letter of the 4th of the

meiits, had eritertiiined the idea of the same month. Mr. Watt replies on the

possibility of the eonversion of water or (5th, with all the feelings which a con-

.steain into permanent air. And ]\Ir. Watt viction he had been ill-treated was cal-

hiinself, in his ])aper, Phil. Trans, p. li.’i.'i, culated to inspire, and makes use of those

asserts, that for many years he Inwi enter- vivid expressions which M. Arago has

tainod the opinion that air was a moditi- ijuoted
;

he states his intention of being

cation of water, and be entem at some in London in the ensuing week, and his

length into the bids and reasoning iuxui opinion, that the reading of his letter to

which that deduction was fimuded.— the Royal Society will l)C the proper step

[Notk bv Mu. .Iamks Wa tt, to Ik? taken. lie accordingly went there,

t The letter wjw nd(lresse<l to Mr. waited upon the President of the Royal

J. A. De Luc, the well-known (lenevese Society, Sir Joseph Banks, was received

philosopher, then a Fellow of the Royal with all the courtesy and just feeling

Society, and R«*ader to Queen Charlotte, which distinguished that most honourable

lie was the friend of Mr. Watt, who did man
;
and it was settled that both the

not then belong to the Society. Mr. De letter to Dr. Priestley of 2(ith April,, 17H.‘],

Luc, following the motions of the ('ourt, and that to Mr. De Luc of 2dth November,
was not always in London, and seldom 1783, should be successively read. The
attended the meetings of l^e Royal Society, former was done on the 22nd, and the

He was not present when Mr. Cavendish’s latter on the 29th April, 1784.—[NOTE
paper of 15th January, 1784, was read

;
i»y Mr. James Watt, Jun.]
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subsequent one, to have been communicated to several members
of the Royal Society at the time of its reaching Dr. Priestley,

viz. April, 1783.

In Mr. Cavendish’s paper as at first read, no allusion is to bo

found to Mr. Watt’s theory. But in an addition made also in

Sir C. Blagdon’s hand, after Mr. Watt’s paper had been read,

• there is a reference to that theory, (Phil. Trans. 1784, p. 140),

and Mr. (Cavendish’s reasons are given for not encumbering his

theory with that part of Mr. W att’s which regards the evolution

of latent heat. It is thus loft somewh.at doubtful, whether Mr.

Cavendish had ever seen the letter of Ap;il, 1783, or whether ho

had. seen only the paper (of 2Gth November, 1783) of which that

letter formed a x^art, and which was read 20th Aj)ril, 1784. That

the first letter was for some time, (two months, as appears from

the papers of iVlr. Watt), in the hands of Sir Joseph Banks, and

other members of the Society, during the preceding S})ring, is

certain, from tlio statements in the note to 330 ;
and that Sir

(3iarlcs Blagden, the Secretary, should not have seen it, seems

impossible
;
for Sir Joseph Banks must have delivered it to him

at the time when it was intended to be read at one of the Society’s

meetings, (Phil. Trans, j). 330, Note) ; and, as the letter itself

remains among the Society’s Records, in the same volume witli

the paper info which the greater part of it was introduced, it

must have been in the custody of Sir (\ Blagden. It is equally

difficult to suppose, that the person who wrote the remarkable

pjissago already referred to, respecting Mr. Cavendish’s con-

clusions having been communicated to Mr. Lavoisier in the

summer of 1783, (that is, in June), should not have mentioned to

Mr. Cavendish that Mr. Watt had drawn the same conclusion in

the Siiringof 1783, (that is, in April at the latest). For tlic con-

clusions are identical, with the single difference, that Mr. (Caven-

dish calls dephlogisticatcd air, water deprived of its phlogiston,

and Mr. Watt says, that water is composed of de2)hlogisticated

air and phlogiston.

We may remark, there is the same uncertainty or vagueness

introduced into Mr. Watt’s theoiy, which wo before observed in

Mr. Cavendish’s, by the use of the term Phlogiston, without ex-

actly defining it.* Mr. Cavendish leaves it uncertain, whether

Mr, Watt, in a note to his jiaper of “ probability, the real phlogiston in an

26th November, 1783, p. 331, observes, “ aeiial foim. These argtiments were

previous to Dr. Priestley’s making these “ perfectly convincing to me, but it seems
“ experiments, Mr. Kirwan had proveeJ, “ proper to rest that jMiit of the argument
“ by very ingenious deductions from other “ on direct experiment.”

—

[Note BY MlU
“ facts, that inflammable air was, in all James Watt, Jun.]
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or not he meant by phlogiston simply inflammable air, and he

inclines rather to call inflammable air, water united to phlogiston.

Mr. Watt says expressly, even in his later paper, (of November,

1783), and in a passage not to be found in the letter of April,

1783, that he thinks that inflammable air contains a small quan-

tity of water, and much elementary heat. It must be admitted

that such expressions as these on the part of both of those great

men, betoken a certain hesitation respecting the theory of the

composition of water. If they had ever formed to themselves the

idea, that water is a compound of the two gases deprived of their

latent heat,—that is, of the two gases,—with the same dis-

tinctiveness which marks Mr. Lavoisier’s statement of the theory,

such obscurity and uncertainty would have been avoided.*

* Mr. Watt, in liis letter of 2Gth April,

1783, thus expresses his theory and con-

clusions, (Phil. Ti-ans. p. 833)

“

Let
“ us now consider what obviously happens

in the case of the deflagration of the

inflaminahlc and dephlogisticated air.

These two kinds of air unite with
violence, they become red-hot, and,

upon cooling, totally disappear. When
the vessel is cooled, a (piantity of water

“ is found ill it, e<pial to the weight of
“ the air employed. This water is then the
“ only remaining product of the process,

“ and water, light, and heat, are all the

“ pitnlucts,” (unless, he adds in the paper

of November, there be some other matter

set free, which escapes our senses). “ Are
“ we not then authorized to conclude, that
** water is composed of dephlogisticated
“ air and phlogiston, deprived of their

“ latent or elementary heat; that de~

“ phlogisticated or pure air is composed
“ of wafer deprived of its phUxjiston, and
** united to elernentartf heat and light

;

** that the latter are contained in it in a
“ latent state, so as not to be sensible to
** the thermometer or to the eye ; a7id if
“ light be only a inoiUfication of heat, or
“ a circutnstance attending it, or a com-
** ponent part of the inflammable air, then
pure or dephlogisticated air is composed

** of water deprived of its phlogiston, and
** united to elementally heat f*

Is not this as clear, precise, and in-

telligible, as the conclusions of Mr. La-
voisier?—[Notk BY Mr. Jamios Watt,
JUN.]

The obscurity with which Lord
Brougham charges the theoretical con-
ceptions of Watt and Cavendish, does not

appear to me well-founded. In 1784 the

jaeparation of two permanent and very
dissimilar gases was known. Home called

these gases, pure air, and inflammable air

;

others, dephlogisticated air and phlogiston

;

and lastly, others, oxygen and hydrogen.
By combining dejihlogisticated air and
pblogistoii, water was produced equal in

weight to that of the two gases. Water
thenceforward was no longer a simple
body, but a compound of dephlogisticated

air and of jdilogiston. The chemist who
drew that cental usion might have erroneous
ideas as to the intimate nature of phlo-

giston, without that throwing any un-
ecrtiiinty upon the merit of his first dis-

covery. Even at this day, have we
vvithernatically demonstrated that hydro-
gen (or phlogiston) is an elementary body

;

or that it is not, as Watt and Cavendish
supposwl at the time, the combination of
a radical and of a little water?

—

[Notr
BY M. Arago.]

It should l>e borne in mind that the
new chemical nomenclature was not pro-
posed to the Academy of Sciences by the
Messrs. De Morveau, Lavoisier, Berthollet,

and De Fom*croy, until 1787, accompanied
by introductory memoirs by M. Lavoisier
and M. De Morveau.

Lavoisier himself had suggested the use
of the term acidifying principle or oxy-
gen, in 1778, for the basis of pure or de-

phlogisticatetl air
;
and he used it in sub-

sequent memoirs in 1780 and 1782 ;
but

it was not until the decomposition of water
was discovered in 1783 and 1784, that he
fully adopted it. Berthollet, perhaps the

most philosophical chemist of France, did

not become a convert to this nomenclature
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Several further propositions may now be stated, as the result

of the facts regarding Mr. Watt.

Firsts That there is no evidence of any person having reduced

the theory of composition to writing, in a shape which now re-

mains, so early as Mr. Watt.

Secondly

i

That he states the theory, both in April and Novem-
ber, 1783, in language somewhat more distinctly referring to

composition, than Mr. Cavendish docs in 1784, and that his re-

ference to the evolution of latent heat renders it more distinct

than Mr. Cavendish’s.

Thirdly^ That there is no proof, nor ev^n any assertion, of ^Ir.

Cavendish’s theory, (what Sir C. Blagden calls his conclusion),

having been communicated to Dr. Triestley before Mr. Watt

stated his theory in 1783, still less of Mr. Watt having heard of

it, while his whole letter shows that he never had been aware of

it, either from Dr. I’ricstlcy, or from any other quarter.

Fourthly^ That Mr. IV'att’s theory was well known among the

members of the Society, some months before Mr. Cavendish’s

statement appears to have been reduced into writing, and eight

months before it was presented to the Society. We may, indeed,

go farther, and affirm, as another deduction from the facts and

dates, that, as far as the evidence goes, there is proof of Mr. Watt
having first drawn the conclusion ; at least, that no proof exists

of any one having drawn it so early as he is proved to have done.

Livitly, That a reluctance to give up the doctrine of phlogiston,

a kind of timidity on the score of that long-established and deeply-

rooted opinion, prevented both Mr. Watt and Mr. Cavendish from

doing full justice to their own theoiy ;
wliile Mr. Lavoisier, who

had entirely shaken off these trammels, first j^resented the new
doctrine in its entire perfection and consistency.*

All three may have made the important step nearly at the same

time, and unitnown to each other ; the step, namely, of concluding

until 1785, nor did DeMorvcauaiid Four-

croy, accoixling to the statement of the

latter, fully enter into it imtil the end of

1786. As far as we recollect, it was firet

legitimated, if we may use the expression,

in Lavoisier’s System of Chemistry in

1789. It is surely, then, wrong to ex|)ect

Uiat Mr, Watt, in expounding his the«ny

in 1783, should use a phraseology not

generally sanctioned in France until four

years later, not admitted by Black,

Priestley, Kirwan, and other great English

chemisU, until a still more recent period,

and by some of them never recognis€<l at

all.—[XoT£ BY Mr. Jamks Watt, Jun.]
* it could scjircely be expected that

Mr. Watt, writing and publishing for the

first time, amid the distractions of a large

manufacturing concern, and of extensive

commercial allairs, could compete with

the eloquent and practised pen of so great

a writer as Lavoisier
;
but it seems to me,

who am certainly no impartial judge, that

the summing-up of his theory, (p. 333 of

his paper), here quoted, p. 331, is (Hiually

luminous and well expressed as are the con<»

elusions of the illustrious French chemist,

—[Note by Mu. James Watt, JuN.j
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tom tl» exporimont, that tho two gases entered into combina-
uon, and that water was the result; for this, with more or less of
diatii^Qtness, is the inference which all three drew.

But there is the statement of Sir Charles Blagden, to show that

Mrl Lavoisier had heard of Mr. Cavendish’s drawing this inference

\^{oxe his (Mr. Lavoisier’s) capital experiment was made and

it appears that Mr. Lavoisier, after Sir C. Blagdon’s statement

had been embodied in Mr. Cavendish’s paper and made public,

never gave any contradiction to it in any of his subsequent

memoirs which are to be found in the Memoires de TAcademio,

though his own account of that experiment, and of what then

passed, is inconsistent with Sir Charles Blagden’s statement.f

But there is not any assertion at all, even from Sir C. Blagden,

zealous for Mr. Cavendish’s priority as he was, that Mr. Watt had

ever heard of Mr. Cavendish’s theory before he formed his own.

Whether or not Mr. Cavendish had hoard of Mr. Watt’s thepry

previous to drawing his conclusions, appears more doubtful. The
supposition that he had so heard, rests on the improbability of

his, (Sir Charles Blagden’s), and many others knowing what Mr.

Watt liad done, and not communicating it to Mr. Cavendish, and

on tho omission of any assertion in Mr. Cavendish’s paper, even

in the part written by Sir C. Blagden with the view of claiming

priority as against Mr. Tjavoisicr, that Mr. Cavendish had drawn
his conclusion before April, 1783, although in one of the additions

to that paper, reference is made to Mr. Watt’s theory.

As groat obscurity hangs over the material question at what

time Mr. Cavendish first drew tho conclusion from his experi-

ment, it may bo as well to examine what that great man’s habit

was in communicating his discoveries to the Koyal Society.

A Committee of the Koj’^al Society, with Mr. Gilpin the clerk,

made a series of experiments on the formation of nitrous acid,

under Mr. Cavendish’s direction, and to satisfy th*se who had
doubted his theory of its composition, first given accidentally

in the paper of January, 1784, and afterwards more fully in

another paper, June, 1785. Those experiments occupied from

tho 6th December, 1787, to 19th March, 1788, and Mr. Caven-

In the letter which Sir Charles Blag-

den addresseil to Professor CrelU and which

appeared in Crell’s Anmlen for 1786, pro-

fessing to give a detailed history of the

discovery, he says expressly, that he had

communicated to Lavoisier the conclusions

both of Cavendish awi Watt. This last

name appemrs in that letter for the first

time in the recital of the verbal communi-
cations of the Secretary of the Koyal

Society, and is never mentioned by l.a-

voisier.—[NOTE UY Mr. James Watt,
JuN.]

t Could Blagden’s letter to Crell also

have escaped Lavoisier’s notice ?

—

[Note
BY Mr. James Watt, Jun.]
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dish’s paper upon them was read 17th April, 1788. It was,

therefore, written and printed within a month of the experiments

Being concluded.

Mr. Kirwan answered Mr. Cavendish’s paper (of 1 5th January,

1784) pn water, in one which was read 6th February, 1784, and
Mr. Cavendish replied in a paper read 4th March, 1784.

Mr, Cavendish’s experiments on the density of the earth were

made from the 6th August, X797, to the 27th May, 1798. The
paper upon that subject was read 27th June, 1798.

The account of the eudiometer was communicated at appa-

rently a greater interval ; at least the only time mentioned in

the account of the experiments is the latter half of 1781, and th(3

paper was read January, 1783, It is, however, probable from

the nature of the subject, that bo made further trials during tho

year 1782.

That Mr. Watt formed his theory during the few months or

weeks immediately preceding April, 1783, seems probable.* It

is certain that ho considered the theory as his own, and makes

no reference to any previous communication from any one upon

tho subject, nor of having ever heard of Mr. Cavendish drawing

the same conclusion.

The improbability must also be admitted to be extreme, of Sir

Charles Blagden ever having heard of Mr. Cavendish’s theory

prior to tho date of Mr. Watt’s letter, and not mentioning that

circumstance in the insertion which ho made in Mr. Cavendish’s

paper.

It deserves to be farther mentioned, that Mr. Watt left the

correction of the press, and everything relating to the publishing

of his paper, to Sir Charles Blagden. A letter remains from him,

to that effect, written to Sir Charles Blagden, and Mr. Watt never

saw the paper until it was printed.

f

Since M. Arago’s learned ‘ Elogo’ was published, with this paper

as an Appendix, the Kev. W. Yernon Harcourt has entered into

controversy with us both, or, I should rather say, with M. Arago,

for ho has kindly spared me ; and while I acknowledge my obli-

* That the idea existed in his mind f The notes of Mr. James Watt formed
previously, is provetl by his declarations part of the manuscript tmusmitted to me
to Dr. Priesth‘y, cited by the latter

;
hy by Lord Brougham

;
and it is at the ex-

his own assertions, p. 3‘,io of his paper
;

press desire of my illustrious fellow-

and by the existing copies of his letters in member, that 1 have printed them, as a
December, 1782.

—

[Note by Mu. James useful commentary upon his essay,

—

Watt, Jun.] [Note by M. Auaoo.]
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that air was a modification of water; and that if all the latent
liaat of steam conld be turned into sensible heat, the constitution

of the steam would be essentially changed, and it would become
air.

1783.

“ Dr. Priestley having put dry dephlogisticated air and dry

“ inftammahle air into a close [glass] vessel, and kindled them by
“ the electric spark, hnds on the sides of the vessel a cpiantity of

‘‘ water equal in weight to the air employed.”

20th 'March.—Mr. Matt mentions as new to him, that experi-

ment of Dr. Priestley’s.

21st April.—Mr. Watt states in his letters, both to Dr. Priestley

and to Dr. Black, his conclusions, viz. :
“ that water is composed

“ of dephlogisticated and inflammable air, or phlogiston, deprived

“ of part of their latent heat; and that dephlogisticated or pure

“ air is composed of water deprived of its phlogiston, and united

“ to heat and light.” lie requests his letter to Dr. Priestley to

bo read to the Boyal Society.

20th April.—Mr. Watt having re-written his letter of tlio 21st,

sends it to Dr. Priestley, who receives it in London,—shows it

to several raomhers of the Boyal Society,

—

among whom was Mr,

Cavendish's intimate friend and pnvate assistant^ Jh\ Bhgden^— arid

then delivers it to Sir Joseph Banks the President, for the pur-

pose of being publicly read to the Society.

Prior to the 28rd of June, Mr. Watt requests the public reading

of his paper to he delayed till ho should examine now experi-

ments, .said by Dr. Priestley to contradict his theory.

24th June.—MM. Lavoisier and La Place peiform their expe-

riment at Paris, at wliieh Blagden is present. They are informed,

as Lavoisier says, of Mr. Cavendisli having burned the two airs

and obtained water ;—as Blagden subsequently says, of the con-

clusions of Watt and Cavendish (this being the first time that

any conclusion of Xir. Cavendish on the subject is referred to by

any one.)

25th Juno.—MM. Iiavoisier and La Place give an account of

their experiment to the Academy of Sciences, and Lavoisier states

the conclusion as to the compound nature of water, to have been

dra\vn by La Place aud himself.

June and July.—M. Monge performs his experiments at Mezi-

eres ; and repeats them in October.

Martinmas.—M. Lavoisier reads to the Academy of Sciences

his memoir on the composition of water.
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26th November.—^Mr. Watt being fully satisfied of the correct-

ness of his theory, and hearing that Lavoisier was passing it off

as his own, repeats it in his letter to Mr. De Luc, which ho re-

quests may be read to the Royal Society. . •

No conclusion pitblishecl, nor known to have been committed to writimj,

nor alhged^ (excepting by Dr. Blagderi)^ to have been drawn
^
by Mi\

Cavendish,

1784.

15til January.—In his paper read to tl\o Royal Society this

day, Mr. C'avendish, for the jirst time, states publicly in writing,

and in his own person, his conclusions as to the conn)Ound natuie

of water
;

coinciding generally with those of Mr. Watt, but

omitting the consideration of latent heat, as well as the mention

of Mr. AVatt’s name.

March.— Mr. M^att, finding that in Mr. (Cavendish’s paper his

own theory had been fully explained and proved, and his name
exeduded, ex[)rosses his indignation, and takes immediate steps

for having his own letters, of 2()th April and 2(>th November,

178.4, read at the Royal Society, with their true dates.

21st April.—MM-. Meusnier and Lavoisier read to the Academy
of Sciences their memoir on the decomposition of water, which is

printed in the same year.

22nd April.—Mr. Watt’s first letter, which had till now re-

mained in the custody of the President, is, according to his

reepjest, read at the Royal Society.

29th April.—Mr. Wyatt’s second letter is also read. Roth

letters are ordered to be printed in the Philosophical Trans-

actions.

5th May.—Dr. Rlagden is appointed Secretary to the Royal

Society, and is entrusted with the superintendence of the printing

of both of Mr. Watt’s letters, to be embodied in one paper, with

marks distinguishing each from the other.

June?—M. Lavoisier’s memoir is printed with additions.

July?—Mr. Cavendish’s paper is printed ;—the separate copies,

with the erroneous date instead <^1784 on their titlepage

;

with the correct date^ 1784, omitted from the heading of the paper

;

and

the paper itself containing two interpolations, made by Dr.

Rlagden some months after it had been read to the Society. In

one of these, Mr. Watt’s name is for the first time mentioned as if

by Mr. Cavendish, and his theory alluded to as his own.

August.—Mr. Watt’s paper is printed, under the sole superin-
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tendenoo of Dr, Blagden, and with the erroneous date ^1784 instead

0/ 1783 .

1786 .

I'he paper of M. Monge is published
; no date being mentioned

at which it had been read.

J. P. M.

END OF THE APPENDIX.
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INDEX.

ABOUT.

A.

* About the same timcl 340, 354.
‘ Academie des Sciences, 1’," papers of La-

voisier, Meusiiier, and Monge in. {See

Water, Composition of.)
' Acid of sea-salt,* * dephlogisticated,* 399.

^Aci'A Eriiditoruin Lipsia',* 133, 138,139;
translation of Papin’s Memoir in, 140-140.

Adams, George, advertisement of j)erspcctive

instrument, 50
;

ap|xirent piracy of Mr.

Watt’s invention, ib.

Admiralty College, of Russia, 408.

Advocates of Cavendish, their assertions,

• 357, 370 ;
shown to be groundless, 357-

370, 371-374.

Eolipiles, 107-109.

\<ialmotopoia, 470.

^(iATHiAS, History of Justinian, 109.

Ur, empyreal, 392.

UR-PUMP, by steam, Robison’s, 69 ;
Wilcke’s,

100, 101
;
of improved engine, 79, 88, 169,

184, 188, 189, 192, 409.

Airs,’ ‘ Factitious,’ 429, note,

iLABASTER, artificial, 469.

>LA1)DIN, * new lamps for old,’ 462.

LiJAXY, 440; distance from New York, ib.f

miCt 441.

LBioN Mills, 288, 289.

LCIHIADES, 439.

LCINOUS, 435.

Alexander,’ ‘ the coppersmith,’ 405.

Almanach des Gourmands,’ 388.

M ERICA, 10, 434, 440.

MERICAN, the nation, 135.

MIENS, Peace of, 482.

MMONIACAL liquor, 300.

MONTONS, M., his ‘ fire-wheel,’ 159.

kMPHiTRYONS,’ * Manuel des,’ 388.

SDKRSEN, Hans Christian, on Marion de

I'Urme’s letter, 127.

^DERSON, Professor John, 65, 92, 93; Mr.

Watt’s gift to him of prismatic micro-

meter, 232.

IDERSONIAN Institution in Glasgow, the, 92.

. new hare,’ 295, 485.

KiLo-SAXON, Mr. Watt’s study of, 490.

ITHEMIITS, his use of steam, 109.

,NTHROPOPUAGi,’ * of I.ondoii,’ 415.

BANKS.

Arabian, 281.

Arago, M., commentary on Mrs. Campbeir.s

anecdote, 21
;

brief CAtract frojB Robison’s

narrative, 58
;
panegyric on Dpfcaus, 111;

«>ii Papin, 132
;

his copy of Papin’s * Re-
‘ cueil,’ 137

;
criticism on Savery, 153

;
ac-

count of Soho, and of Mr. Boulton, 173;
on invention of micrometer witli Inoveable

object-glass, 233, and note; on Mi-.

Watt’s grief at the loss of his first wife,

241
;

his character of second Mrs. Watt,

260
;
on discovery of composition of water,

345, &c.

AiUiAND, Mr., Mr. Watt’s letter to, on lamp.s,

462.

Aristotle, small bust of, 409.

Arithmetical machine, contemjdated by

Mr. Watt, 466, 467.

Armada, Spanish, bullets of, 506, 507.
Arnal, the Abbe, 437.

Arn’s Well, in Green of Glasgow, 82.

Articulated water-pipe for Glasgow Wa-
ter-works, 468.

Artificial alabaster, 469.

Arts, Society of, in 1778, 231.

Art-Union (of London), medal in boiionr of

Chantrey, and of the monument to Watt,

536.

Ash, Dr., 252.

Ashton and Furnau, Messi-s., 438.

Atlantic Ocean, the, 31.

Atmospheric gas, 392.

Auzout and Picard, their cross-hair micro-

meter, 235.

Axes, primary, 293.

Ayr, harbour of, 213.

Ayrshire, 424.

B.

Babbage, Mr., 467, note.

Bacchus, 386.

Bacon, Lord, on the honour paid to in-

ventors, 2, 312.

Bailly, 388.

Baker and Co., of Manchester, 400.
Ballad of ‘ the Laird of M airhead,’ 14.
Banks, Sir Joseph, President of Royal So-

ciety, 333, 337, 342, 386, 489.
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Bahge, the royal, distanced by boat with

paddle-wheels, 145.

Baromktkk, new, by Dr. Small, 228, 229;

. steam, 298.

Batavian Society, Mr. Watt a member of,

530.

Batk, glyptic machine, 479.

IUth, Dr. Townsend, of, 440.

Battioking-rams, 291

.

'Bham, great, of engine, introduced by New-
comen, 155; with toothed sector, to pro-

duce a rotative motion, 280,289
;
equalising,

285, 287
;
with parallel motion, 294-296.

Beaufort MSS., the, concerning Lord Wor-
cester, 1^.

Beoixies, Dr., 429 ;
his death, 518.

Beeciiev, Sir William, portrait of Mr. Watt,

531.

Bekhiton, Ifenry, his engine, eduction-j)ipe

in, 69
;
improved the details of Newcomen's

engine, 155, 157.

Belidor, account of the steam-engine, 2, 07,

75, 83; mistakes Papin’s claim, 134;

quotes his admission of Savory’s originality,

149; preference of Savory’s engine, 152;
account of machine of Marly, 268, 397.

Bei.l, Mr. Geo., 517.

, Mr. Henry, 441.

Beelow Mill, in Ayrshire, 424.

Benedicts, philosojihical, of the present day,

487.

Beuanoer, his * Rosette,’ 2G1.

Bertiioleet, 200, .390,400, 471, 482.

Berzeeius, corrected by Dumas, 370; opi-

nion as to Mr. Watt’s priority, 377, 378.

BetancoURI’, M. de, 267
;
his mode of ‘di-

‘ vining the principle' of the new steam-

engine, 267, 268.

Bevereev, 4.38.

Biun on Mathematical Instruments, 39;
translated by IStone, ,39, 40.

Birmingham, fiist vtsited by Mr. W^att,

173; false coining in, 174; visited by

Roebuck, 195; Mr. Watt’s residence at,

268-272; Wasborough’s mill at, 281; ‘a

‘region of rare talents,* 310; visited by
Cavendish, 385

;
Prie.stley*s settlement at,

391 ;
riots at, 395, 396

;
newspaper ac-

count of robbery at Soho, 419.

Black, Dr., organ built by Mr. Watt for,

46-48; acquaintance with Mr. Watt, 58;
testimony to bis abilities, originality, and

modesty, 58, 59, 368, 498, and mie;
dates of his discoveries, 309, 310

;
con-

trasted with Priestley^ 311, 312; his

death, 516-518; his affluence, and disposal j

ofhis fortune, 181, 518. /

Blagden, Dr., afterwards Sir Charles, {see
.

1 ARis, and Water, Composition of) :

pursuit ofMadame Lavoisier, 514
, and note.

BREWSTER.

Bloomfield engine, 264.

Boiler of Savery’s engine, 149, 156 ;
of

Newcomen’s engine, 65-67, 75, 78, 85, 86,

155; of Mr. Watt’s experimental models,

80, 81, 177, &c. &c.

Boiling of water m vacm at low heats, 76,

84, 499.

BollAT, 172.

Bone, miniature enamel of Mr. Watt,

.531.

Bo’ NE.SS, 1 7 8, 1 83. {Sec Borrowstoness. )

Bordentown in America, 437.

Borings, iron, or filings, .300, 301.

Borrowstoness, 163, 165. {See Bo’nf.ss.)

Bo&sut mistakes Papin’s claim, 134.
‘ Botanic Garden,’ Darwin's, quotition from,

393.

Boulton, Matthew, plate-manufactory and
mint at Soho, 173, 174

;
Trafalgar medal,

»6.
;

purchase of Dr. Roebuck’s share of

steam-engine patent, 195, 196, 243, 244,

283, 284, note, 285, 303, 304
;
Mr. Watt’s

letters to, on nature of steam and water,

327, &c.; his death, 519; notice of him
by Mr. Watt, %b. note; by Mrs. Schiinmel-

Penninck, *6.
;
buriwl in Handsworth church,

.521.

Boulton, Matthew Robinson, anecdote of

Smeaton and Sol>o machinery, 255, 256 ;

management of the Soho husineax, 403 ;

new partnership, 417
;
robbery at Soho,

420-422.

Boui.ton, M.'itthew I’iers Watt, Cambridge
Latin prize epigram, ‘ Vehicula ut vaporis
* impidsal "ICO

;
translated, 460, 461

;
por-

trait of Watt by Lawi enoe, 532.
Boui.ton and Watt, formation of original

jttirtnership of, 255
;

hemls of articles of

copartnership, 258, 259
;
employ Mr. Peter

Kvvart, 289, Mr. Murdock, 424-426
;
hiw-

.suiEs with pirates ofnew engine, * B. and W.
’ V. Hornblower and Maberly,’ and ‘ B. and
‘ W. V. Bull,’ 58, 7iote, 64, note, 104, 401-

416
;

flejtible suction-pipe, 468.
IkjULTON, Watt, and Co., in.mufactuied two

of Fulton’s boat-engines, 440.

Bourne, William, 436.

Bow engine, 257.

Boyle, Robert, air-pump, improved bv
Hooke, 129.

Bradley, 292.

Bramah, Jose])h, 89, 413-415.

BRvVNCA, * Le Machine,’ 108.

Breadalbane, Earl ot^ 210.

Breconshire, Mr. Watt’s estates in, 484.

Brewster, Sir David, invents micrometer

with momble object-^kas, 233; admit'i

priority of La Hire and Mr. Watt, 233,

234; improvements on their iastruments,

2.34
;

opinion as to Mr. Watt’s priority*

378
;
his candour, i6.

;
edition of Kobison s
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‘ Mechanical Philosophy/ 494, 495, note ;

letter to him from Mr. Watt, 494-501.

Bridge, Blackfriars, 288.

Bridgewater, Duke of, 438, 439.

Brindley, 171.

Bristol, 429.

Britannia Bridge, across the Menai Strait,

50*8.

Brittany, 265.

Broseley in Shropshire, 252.

Brougham, Lord, notice of Dr. W. Small,

250
;
Dr. Black’s discovery of Latent Heat,

309, and note; Cavendish’s experiments,

319, 544-554; opinion as to Mr. Watt’s

pi iority, 369, 544-554
;

* Natural Theo-
‘ logy,’ quoted, 373

;
amendment of patent

laws, 403
;

notice of Mr. Watt, 515

;

‘ Historical Note on the Discovery of the

‘ Composition of Water,’ 544-554.

Brown, Mr. Alexander, conversation with

Robison on discovery of the sei3arate con-

denser, 6^
, Mr. James, 424, note.

Browne’s, Sir William, gold medal, 460

;

gained by M. P. W. Boulton, ib. ; the prize

composition, %h.

* Buatf* ‘ Macfarlane*Sf 42.

Buchanan, George, birthplace of, 23.

Bucquet, 348.

Bucretius of Vratislau, 352, note.

Bull, Mr., * a stoker,’ 404
;

Boulton and

Watt V., i6., 405, 416.

Buller, Mr. Justice, 405,

Burgundy, 399.

Burke, Edmund, opposes renewal of patent,

247 ;
his motives, ib.

;

criticism of Dr.

Johnson, 490; denunciation of Messrs.

J. Watt, jun., and Cooper, 492, 493.
‘ Burley,’ ‘ Claver’se and,’ 511.

Burnet, Colonel, 516.

Burns, his call to be a bard, 32
;
quotations

from, 7, notOf 522.

Bust-lathe, 470.

Bute, organ built for Lord, 47.

C.

Cacus, den of, 263.

Cadmus, 611,
* Caledonia,’ * the,’ 442-444.

* Call* of Watt to be a mechanical philoso-

pher, 32 of Burns to be a bard, ib.

;

of

Wilkie to be a paiiiftr, th.

Calorique, 394.

Cambridge Prize Epigram on *Steam-cw-
* riages,’ 460 ;

translation, 461,

CammSf steel, 291, 292.

Campbell, Mrs., cousin of the great en-

gineer, her memoranda of the boyhood of

chantrey.

James Watt, 18, 19 ;
of his youthful pur-

suits, talents, and dispositions, 20-24.

Campbell, Thomas, visit to Kinneil, 163;
notice of Mr. Watt, 515; poem on the

Steam-engine, ib.

Campbelltown, survey for canal to, 213.

Camper, Piofessor Peter, 385, and note.

Canal to connect Forth and Clyde, 172;
Monkland, planne^l and constructed by Mr.

Watt, 202-207
;
from Perth to Cupar of

Angus, survey for, 209-211; suggestion

of, in Strathearn, 210, 211
;
BoiTOWstoness,

survey for, 213
;
Crinan and Tarbert, ib .

;

Macrihanish Bay to Campbelltown, ib .

;

Hurlet to Paisley, ib.
;

Caledonian, 213,

221
;

Forth and Clyde, steam-boat tried •

on, 438.

Canova, 479.

Carbonic acid gas, Black’s discovery of,

309.

Carron Ironworks, 163-165; boring-mills

for cannon and cylinders, 246
;
passage for

Forth and Clyde Canal, 172
;
steam- engine

constructed at, for a boat, in 1789, 438.

Carronades, 164, ib. note.

Cartsburn, barony of, 4.

Cartsdyke, (or Crawfordsdyke), burgh of

bafony, 4 ;
described by Hamilton of

Wishaw, 6 ;
population of, ib.

;
its harbour,

ib.
;

‘jetty ’ of, 12.

Cartwright, 282.

Cassel, machine of, 151
;
edition of Papin’s

‘ Kccueil ’ printed at, 133, 134, 138.

Cassigrainian telescope, conveited into a

micrometer, 234.

Caus. {See De Caus.)

Cavallo and Winch, mode of forming

caoutchouc tubes, 466.

Cavendish’s, Mr., dinner and conversation

at, 385, 386. {See Water, Composition
. OF.)
‘ Cavendishy the ilhistrious home of, 342,

Cawley, John, improved Savery’s engine,

154; associated with Savery and New-
comen in patent, t6.

Cement, for joints of engines, 300, 301 ;
for

hardening plaster patterns for sculpture

fnachine, 475, 476, note.

Cenotaph to Dr. W. Small, 252-255.

Centres, combinations of motions round,

294, 295.

Centrifugal principle of Governor, 298;
force, regulator by, ib.

Chacewater mine, 272.

Chantrey, Sir Francis, an angler, 26 ; bust
of Murdock, 426 ;

trial of steam-naviga-

tion, 444, note; works ot^ 479; statues

and busts of Watt, 433, 534-537; casts

of ditto, 536 ;
copies of ditto, in ivory, by

Cheverton, 536, 537 ;
medal of, stnick for

Art Union, obvei'se, 536, note; reverse,

2 o
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536 •, h\8 woodcocks, ‘ Winged Words on/

536, note.

CttXPiiL,monmentaA,mHandswortH c\iutcb, 1

.535. '

‘ Chariot* ‘ fiery,* of Mr. Watt’s invention,

446.

Charitable acts, 433.

Charles, Landgrave of Hesse, 139, 151.

Chemistry, Mr. Watt’s study of, 22, 307,

308.

Chevehton, his works in ivory, 479, 536.

China closet, Mrs. Watt in her, 486.

Chinese, 281.

* Chfirch and King,* watch-word of Birming-

ham mob in 1791, 395, 491.

Cicero, 388, notg

;

on old age, 520.

Cinq Mars, d’Kffiat, letter to him from Ma-
rion de rOrme, 124-126; shown to be a

fabrication, 126, 127
;
victims to the hoax,

127, 128.

Circular engine, or steam wheel, 447.

Clapton, Priestley’s retirement to, 396.

Clark, Report on channel of Clyde, 211.

Clarke, Mr., 281.
* Claver’se and Burley,* 611.

Cleishrotham, Jedediah, 511.

‘Clerks,’ ‘The Three,’ quotation from,

271.
‘ Clermont,* ‘ the,* 440.

Clifton, 429.

Clock, moved by a steam-engine, 298.

Clocks, various, invented by Dr. Small,

223-225.

Clockwork, of Counter, 296.

Club, the Watt, of Greenock, 11
;
Glasgow

University, or Philosophical, 310 ;
of Royal

Society, 385-388
;

‘ an academic,’ 387 ;
of

the Jacobins, 493.

Clutterbuck, Captain, 511.

Clyde, Frith of, 5, 11, 12.— ,
bridge over, at Hamilton, 211

;
Report

on channel of, ib.

;

immense improve-

ment of its navigation, 211, 212; and in-

crease of its shipping, 212, 213.

Cochrane, Mr., 302, note,

Coleridge, remark on a steam-engine, 2;
quotation from, 512.

COLLAS, glyptic machine, 479.

Combustion of gases by the electric spark,

314, 315 note, 316 note, 328-330, 393.
‘ Comet,* ‘ the,* steamer on the Clyde, 441,

442.

Common Picas, Court of, 404, 406.

Commons, House of, in 1767, Mr. Watt’s

opinion of, 172.

Composition, of water, (see Water)
;
of

light, 384.

Conclusions, of Mr. Watt as to composition

of water, 328-331
;

of Cavendish, 319-

322 ;
of Lavoisier, 322, 323 ;

of Monge,

824, 325. (SeeWate r, Composition of.)

CUSTINE.

Condensation of steam, anecdote of Watt’s

early observation of, 21.

Condenser, separate, discovery of, 69, 293,

409.

CONDORCET, 388.

Configuration, crystalline, of bodies, 322.

Constituents, ponderable, of bodies, 322.

Consumption of smoke, Patent for, 303-

306.

Cooper, Thomas, his sympathies wilh French

revolutionists, 492, 493; Burke’s denun-

ciation of him, ib.

Copartnership, original, of Boulton and

Watt, 417 ;
renewed by sons, 417-419.

Copley medal, Priestley’s, 311.

Copying-machine for letters and drawings,

273-278
;
either by rolling-press or screw-

press, 277 ;
portable form of it, 278

;
pro-

cess of, 276, 277
;
utility of, 277.

Corneille, 388.

Cornish miners, 296.

Cornwall, engines wanted in, 256, 257

;

amusing description of one of the first

erected in, 269 ;
291.

Correggio, 479.

Costello, Miss Louisa Stuart, letter of Ma-

rion de rOrme published by her, 123-

126; a fabrication, 126; victims of the

hoax, 127, 128. ,
Costs, bill of, 402.

Counter, the, invented by Mr. Watt, 296

;

its construction, ib.

Court of Common Pleas, 404, 406.

Crabtree, corresponds with Gascoigne and

Horrockes on invention of micrometerj

236.

Craig, John, Mr. Watt’s partnership with,

44, 45 ;
his death, 45.

, Mr., architect, 68.

Crank, piracy of its application, 279, 282

its true inventor, 281
;

its advantages, 283

503.

Crawfordsdyke, (or Cartsdyke), burgh o

barony, 4 ;
shipping of, in 1700, ib.

.Creightons, the two, 424.

Crell, Dr. Lorenz, * Chemische Annalenj

346, note; Blagden’s letter to, 346-348.

Cronstadt, 408.

Croy Leckie, an estate of Mr. John Muir

heid, 16.

Crystalline configuration of bodies, 322.

Cullen, Dr., his experiments on boiling f

water, 76, 84 ;
in vacuo, 499.

CuMMiNG, Alexanderj|^F.R.S., his works, an

musical mechanism, 47 ;
evidence given bj

404, 413.

Cumnock, Old, 424.

Cunningham, Allan, 420.

Cupar of Angus, survey for canal froi

Perth to, 209-211.

Custine, Marqnis de, 398.
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CUVmR. DUDLEY.

Cuvier, 317, 344.

Cylinder, 59, 6G-68, 70, 72, 75, &c.

;

joints of, mode of tightening, 300, 301 ;

inverted, 88, 89.

D.

Dadley, Mr., 258.

IVAlembert, 47.

Dalesme, M., his project of a steam-machine,

159.

Dalmarnock, on the Clyde, 468.

Dalswinton, 438
;
Loch, tb.

Dalton, ‘ ^^ew System of Chemical Philo-
‘ sophy,* opinion as to Mr. Watt’s priority,

369, 370.

Dante, quotations from, 417, 434, 443,
487.

Danton, duel with Robespierre prevented by
Mr. .1. Watt, Jimr., 492.

Dartmouth, 268.

Darwin, Dr., makes acquaintance with Mr.
Watt, 172, 173, 178 ;

his epitaph on Dr.

W. Small, 254
;

his 'remarks on Russia,

263
;

his duplex pen or bigrapher, 273 ;

I
his * Lunar Society ’ speculations, 391-

393.

Dates, errors in, 343-345. (See Water,
Composition of.)

Davies, Mr. James, of Moorcourt, Hereford-

shire, 485.

Davy, Sir Humphry, an angler, 26 ;
his

opinion of Mr. Watt as a chemist, 308

;

‘ Pneumatic Institution,’ 429. (See Water,
Composition of.)

Day, Thomas, heir's account of his Life and

Writings, 179
;

his epitaph on Dr. W.
Small, 254, 2.55.

Dead, mansions of the, 248.

Death of friends, and reflections thereon,

241,248, 249, 516, 519.

De Caus, Solomon, his contrivance for mak-
ing water spout by steam, 1 1 1, 149 ;

its use-

lessness, ib.

;

his various publications, 122
;

his claims as compared with those of the

Marquis of Worcester, 123; fabricated

letter of Marion de rOnne, 124, 126
;

ex-

posed, 126, 127, 436
;
victims to the hoax,

127, 128.

Delambre, account of astronomical instru-

ments made by Sisson, 92, note.

Delessert, M. Benjamin, 399, 482, 483

;

Eloge of, by Flourens, 482.

De l’Orme, Marion, her character, 124;
letter from her to Cinq Mars, 124-126

;

shown to be a fabrication, 126, 127.

. De Luc, M., his report of performance of

Perrier's engines, 266
;
Mr. Watt's letters

to, 304, 395 ;
on composition of water,

328-330, 335, 336, 342, 343; curious

error of the press in that of 26th Nov.,

1783, as printed in Phil. Trans., 343 ;
his

lettemto Mr. Watt, 339-341
;
his evidence,

404, 413 ;
death, 519 ;

notice of him hy
Mr. Watt, 519, note,

* Dente Aureo,* ‘ Iractatua de,’ 352, note.

‘ Depiilohisticated acid of sea-salt,* 399.

air, 320, 321.

Derby, 391.

Derbyshire, mine, in want of engine, 256.

Derham, on invention of the micrometer,

236.

Desaguliers, 67, 75 ;
error in his calcula-

tion of the bulk of steam, 76-83
;
account

of Savery’s engine, 1.53, 154; of New-
cximen and Cawley’s, 154, 156, 157; of

his own, 158 ;
date of publication of his

work, 154, 397, notet 398.

Descartes, his conjecture as to pressui-e of

atmosphere, 129.

Despreaux, 388.

‘Devil,’ * The little,* 421, 422.

Devonshire, Duke of, 318.

Dick, Professor, 34 ;
recommends Mr. Watt

to go to London, ib.; employs him to

repair astronomicfU instruments, 42 ;
his

death, 43, 60, note; character, 61, 809.

‘Discoverer, the first,’ of composition of

water, 348 ;
‘ the last,’ 354. (See Water,

Composition of.)

Discoverers, great, their modesty, 106.

Discovery, Mr. Watt’s, of separate con-

denser, 58, 59, 6.5-69, 75-82, 83-91
;
of

Composition of Water, (see Water)
;

Newton’s, of Composition of Light, 384.

Dividing-machine, invented by Watt, 225

;

its accuracy, 226.

Dividing-screw, invented by Watt, 225;
its accuracy, 225, 226.

‘ Divine Philosophy,’ 48, 509.

Doctor of Laws, Mr. Watt, of Glasgow

University, 530.

Dolcoath mine, 272.

Doldowlod, farm-house of, 484; modern
mansion of, ib.

Dolix)ND, saleable alterations of Hadley’s

quadrant, 226 ;
Patent for achromatic

lenses, 227 ;
attestation as to Maskelyne’s

prismatic micrometer, 237.

Domicile, Mr. Watt’s change of, 260.

Doringius, D. Michael, 352, note.

Double-acting engine, 285.

Double engine, 285.

Dover, railway proposed to, (1813), 459.

Drachm, propos^ philosophical, 389.

Drawing machine, 50-56.

Drum, Laganna, 216.

Ducoux, Dr., 134-137.

Ductility of metals, 322.

Dudley, Dud, ‘Mettallum Martis,* 166,
note,

2 0 2
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DULONO.

Dulono, corrected by Dumas, 376.

Dumas, M. J,, opinion as to Mr. Watt’s pri-

ority, 376, 377.

Dumbarton, 172.

Dumbuck, on the Clyde, 11.

Dumfries, Smeaton employed by magistrates

of, 171.

Dumfriesshire, 439.

Dundas, Lord, 438.
‘ DuffDAS,* the * Charlotte,* 438.

Du PIN, M. Charles, 425.

Du Quet, 436.

Durham, 268.

E.

Earl of Ltvi:Ri*ooL, mistake as to Mr.

Watt’s politics, 491
;

correction of it,

491-494
;

his character of Mr. Watt,

380
;

attendance at public meeting in

1824, 522.

Eddystone Lightlioiise, 171.

’Edoeworth, Mr., and ‘ Lunar Society,* 391

;

interest in * pneumatic medicines,* 429

;

steam-carriages, 446
;
prediction of railroads,

459
;
iron tunnel actoss Menai Strait, 505-

508.
‘ Edinburgh Philosophical Journal,* account

ot fle.xible water-pipe, 468.

Edinburgh, railway proposed to, (1813),

459.

Eduction-pipe of improved engine, 79,

88 ,

Egypt, ancient chemists of, 394.

Egyptian head, carved by Mr. Watt, 473.

Electric spark, combustion of gase.H by
the, 314, 315, notCf 310, 328-330,

393.

Electrical Machine, constructed by Mr.

Watt, 22.

Element, water an, 327 ;
air and water no

longer elements, 329. {Sec Water, Com-
position of.)

Elementary heat and light, 331.
‘ Elements of Chemistry,* Graham’s, 322 ;

Lavoisiei’*s, 393.

Elephant, trunk of, steam-engine compared

to, 525.

Elizabeth, Princess, of England, employed

Solomon de Caus, 122.

Ellicot, Mr., 437.

Empyreal air, 392.
‘ Encyclopaedia Britannica,* 1797, art.

‘ Water,* opinion as to Mr. Watt’s pl*i-

ority, 369
;

Fid inburgh, 279.

EndriCK, the Water of, 172.

Engineer, Civil, Mr. Watt’s works as a,

172, 202-221.

Engineers, Civil, rate of remuneration of, I

221 , 222 .

FLOWERS.

Engine, clerical, generating perpetual m
tion, 503, 505.

Engines, ‘of motion,* 132; pumping ar

blowing, 423
;
rotative, 423, 424.

Engine, (steam), expansive, 285-287

double-acting, 288, 289 ;
double or con

pound, 289 ;
rotative, 290. {See Nev

COMEN, Savery, Watt, Papin, &c.)

Engine-tenders, 299.

Epigram, Latin prize, on steam-carriage

460, 461.

Equalisers, 285-287
;

eleven varieties o

287.

Euler, 47.

Euripides, quotation from, 251, and note,

Europe, battles of, fought by the steam

engine. 525.

Evans’s Mill, ‘a gentlemanly mill,* 401.

‘Evenings at home,* 486, 487.

Ewart, Peter, first employment by Boulto'

and Watt, 289; his abilities, 424; aid

the sculpture-machine, 471.

Expansive power of steam, 71, 285, 286.

Eye, human, on Mr. Watt's seal, 481.

Eyre, Lord Chief Justice, 404, 405, 411

413.

!

Fac-simile of John Watt’s Survey of tlr

Clyde, published by the Watt Club, 11

of erroneous title-page prefixed to Caven
dish’s memoir of 1784, 344.

‘ Factitious Airs,* 429, note.

F’almouth, railway proposed to, (1813), 459
Faraday, Dr„ his letter on the ‘ Watei

‘ (.^introversy,’ 384.

Fauey, ‘Treatise on the Steam-engine,* 155
246

;
does justice to Papin, 134.

‘ Fasciculus,’ or ‘ Recueil,’ of some o:

Papin’s treatises, its rarity and contents

133, 136-139.

Faujas. {See St. Fond.)
Fausts, Dr., 105.

Feasts, scientific, 385-388, 399, 401.

Ferguson, the astronomical herd-boy, 29 ;

date of Dr, Black’s death, 309, note.

Field-sports, not practised by Mr, Watt^

26, 485.

Filings, iron, 300, 301.

Finden, FMward, his portrait of Mr. Watt
534.

Fitch, Mr. John, 437.

Fitzgerald, 281.

Fleming, the Rev. Professor, of Glasgow
College, 93, note ; and 532.

Flexible water-pipe, 468.

Flourens, Eloge of Benjamin Delessert,

482.

Flowers, Mr. Watt’s fondness for, 486.
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FLUTES.

Flutes, mad<» by Mr. Watt, 47.
* Fly-wheels to machinery,* 428.

Fontenelle, quotation from, 352, note,

Fcx)T-lathe, 281, 282,
‘ Forking * water from Cornish mines, 270.

Forth and Clyde Canal, steam-boat tried on,

438.

, Gudie, and Devon, survey of, 213.

Fort William and Inverness, (Caledonian),

Canal, 213, 221.

Fothergill, Mr. Boulton’s partner at Soho,

173.

Foulis edition of Homer, 33, 34.

Fourcroy, 369, 399.

Fox, Mr., 342.

France, grant of exclusive privilege in, 265.

,
Institute of, Mr. Watt a Correspondent

of the, 530 ;
one of the eight Foreign

Associates of, ib,

Franecker, in Friesland, 385.

Franklin, Benjamin, 250.

Freemasons* Hall, public meeting at, in

1824, 301, note,
* Friend,* * The Miner's,’ (see Savery),

147-153.

Fruits, their ripening and fall, JsG.

Fruit-trees, Mr. Watt’s interest in, 486.

Fuel, economy of, 307 ;
* Method of lessening

‘consumption of,* Patent for, 180, 243,
404-4 1 0, &c.

;
consumption of smoke and

saving of. Patent for, 303-306.

Fulcher, Life of Thomas Gainsborough,

R.A., 102, note; story about Humphry
Gainsborough, 102, 103 ;

its groundlessness,

103-105.

Fur^TON, Robert, tries Symington’s steam-

boat, 439
;

applies to Soho for engine.*?,

439, 440.

Furnau and Ashton, Messrs., 438. ^
Fust, his magical typography, 274.

a.

Gainsborough, Humphry, his pursuits and

fancies, 102, 103; story told of his experi-

ments, 103-105
;

conceit of his own per-

formances, 106.

, John, ‘Scheming Jack,* 102; his at-

tempt at Hying, ib,—,
Thomas, K.A., Life of, by Fulcher,

102, note,

Galileo, discoveries as to vacuum, and the

atmosphere, 129
;
year of his death, ib,

GALTON, Mr., 391.

Garbett, Mr. Samuel, 162.

Gardner, (or Gardiner), Alexander, 45,

•, David, 45.

-, John, 45, 278.

‘ GARiiET,* the classical, at Heathfield, 480,

487.

GRACES.

Gas, atmospheric, 392 ;
aqueous, ib,, 393,

, carbonic acid, Black’s discovery of,

309
;

oxygen, Priestley’s discovery of,

310. (Hee Water, Comj’osition oV.)

, inflammable, 313-316
;
hydrogen, 357-

361. (See Water, Composition of.)

Gascoigne, the true inventor of the micro-

meter, 236
;

his correspondence, ib, ; killed

at Marston Moor, ib.

Gases, combustion of, by the electric spark,

314, 315, note, 316, tu>te, 328-330, 393.

(See Water, Comi^osition of.)

Gauge, steam, 298, 299.

George IV., 438
;

his steam pleasure-yacht,

ib.
;
sentiments as to Mr. Watt’s merits,

522 ;
subscription to Mi’. Watt’s monu-

ment in Westminster Abbey, ib.

Gerbert, (Pope Sylvester 11.), his hydraulic

organ blown by steam, 109.

German weights, 389.

Germany, share in progress of atmospheric

I

engine, 130.

Gibbon, Edward, opinion of the Glasgow
Homer, 33 ;

story of Anthemius and Zeno,

109.

Gilbert, Mr. J. Graham, portrait of Mr.
Watt, 533,

Gimcrack, 223, 225, 239.

GiJtONDiNS, Mr. J. Watt, Junr., sympathises

with them, 492,

Glasgow, bridges over the Clyde at, 11
;

immense iinu ease of trade, 212
;
railway to,

proposed, (1813), 459.
‘ Glasgow,’ ‘ the,’ 442.

College, the Professors of, make ac-

quciintance with young Watt, 33 ;
employ

and protect him, 41-43
;
assign him rooms,

and appoint him matheraatical-instrument-

maker to the University, ib.—— Homer, 33, 34
;

praised by Harwood,
Gibbon, and Wiuckelmann, 33.

, Port, 5.

, University and College of. Prize founded

in, by Mr. Watt, 430-432.

University Club, 310,— Water- works, articulated suction-pipe

contrived by Mr. Watt for, 468.
Gix)VER, Mr., 256.

Glyptes, 470.

Glyptic machine, 470.

Golbgrne, Report on channel of Clyde, 211.
‘ Golden tooth,’ ‘ the,’ 352, and note.

Gombleton, 165, note.

Goth, 281.

Gourmands,* ‘ Almanach des,* 388.

Government, the, 395, 522
;
the French,

397.

Governor, the, 297
;

application of to the
steam-engine, 298 ;

its efficacy, ib.
;

its

‘gentle energy,* 469.

Graces, the, 388.
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QBAHAM.

Orahah, Profenor, on ductility of metals,

322.^
Grain, proposed philosophical, 390.

Grave, the silent, 241 ;
the silent mansions

of the, 242.

Gravimeter for liquids, 465, 466.

Gravity, specific, of liquids, instrument for

measuring, 465, 466.

Gray, quotation from Ode to Eton College,

486.

Grease, eaten by Cornish enginemen, 271.

GREAT-aRANDPATHER of James Watt, 3

;

lived in Aberdeenshire, i6.; killed in

battle, »6.

Greek, 281.

Green, Mr., receives premium for his mi-

crometer, although subsequent to Mr.

Watt’s, and the same in principle, 231.
—— a workman employed by Mr. Watt, 470.

of Glasgow, the, 82, note.

Greenock, 4 *, erected into a bnrgh of

barony, ib.

;

shipping of, in 1700, ih.

;

describe by Hamilton of Wisbaw, 5;
population of, ib.

;

mansion-house and
parks of, 6, 28, 29 ;

harbour, 12 ;
birth-

place of James Watt, 17, 433; plans for

water-works at, 213; ‘ the Comet,* 441

;

back-stroke of engine, 442.
— Library, Mr. Watt’s donation to, 432 ;

statue by Chantrey in, 433.

Gregorian telescope, converted into a mi-

crometer, 234.

Gregory, Dr. Olinthus, 406.

Grevillb, the Hon. C., 489.

Guericke, Otto de, invention of an air-

pump, 129 ;
his ‘ Experimenta nova Mag-

‘deburgica,* 129,130; cylinder with

piston and rod, 130
;
his share in progress

towards the atmospheric fire-engine, 155.

Guide, or guiding, point, of sculpture ma-
chine, 475, 480.

Guido, 479.

Guitars, made by Mr. Watt, 47.

Gulielmini, Dominique, 139.

Gunpowder, used by Papin to form a
yacuum, 131-140

; but unsuccessfully,

141
;

its waste in war, 217.

H.

H.M.S. ‘ James Watt,* 444
;
her engines,

and screw-propeller, ib. note.

Hachette, M., 137.

Hadley's quadrant, invented by Newtoft,

226, 227.

Halley, Dr., suppressed Newton’s commu-
nication of his invention of Hadley's

quadrant, 227.

Halloween, 7, note.

Hamilton, bridge over Clyde at, 211,

HENRY.

Hamilton, Duke of, collieries at Borrow
Btoness, 165.

, Mr. Gilbert, sen., 214, 278, 32S
note

;

his death and character, 432, note,—,
Mr. Gilbert, jun., 424, note.

, of Wishaw, description of Greenoi'l

and Cartsdyke, 5, 6 ;
account of th

Muirheads of Lachop, 14, note.

Hammer, steam-tilt, 291.

Handsworth Church, Mi^. Boulton buriet

in, 426, 521 ;
monument to Murdock in

426 ;
to Mr. Watt in, 521, 524, 535.—— Heath, * L'Hotel de I'Amitie'* at, 178

Happiness, true, Addison's description of'

485,486. '

Harcourt, Her. W. V., 319, 370-374.
* Hare,' * a new,' 295, 485.

Harp, principles of, 5 14.

Harrison’s time-piece, observations for trial

of, 62 ;
success of, 228.

Hart, Mr. John, report of Mr. Watt's con^

versation as to the discovery of the sepa

rate condenser, 82.—
,
Mr. Robert, account of Mr. Watt’:

house in !^ing Street, Glasgow, 50.

Hartley Colliery, 280, 281.

, Report on channel of Clyde, 211.

Hartub, letter to, on * Engines of MotioUr

132.

Harwood, Dr., opinion of the Glasgov

Homer, 33,

Hassenfratz, 399, 482.

Hatchett, Mr. Charles, his examination oi

Cavendish’s MSS., 318.

IIately, Joseph, discharged from Dr. Roe-

buck’s service, 99, note; his subsequcnf

conduct, ib.

HaOy, the Abbe, 482.

Hea’% waste of, in Newcomen's engine, 59,

86, 87 ;
Mr. Watt's investigation of, 59i

65-73, &c., and 307
;

specific, and latentc

309, 310
;
a compound? 392.—, latent of steam, 78, 166 ;

discovered

and published by Dr. Black, 85.

Heath, Mr. Justice, 405.

Heathpield, near Birmingham, Mr. Watt’^
residence, 514.

Heaven, hope of quiet in, 303.

Helmstad, University of, 352, note.

Henlky-upon-Thames, 102, 105.

Henning, Mr. John, his drawings, and
enamel casts, of Mr. Watt, 533, 534,

Henry, Dr. William, his letter and opinion

as to Mr. Watt's priority, 371-374
;
his

intended * History of Chemistry,* 373.

, Dr. William Charles, confirmation of

his father’s opinion as to Mr. Watt's pri-

ority, 373, 374.
— —

, Messrs., of Manchester, 400.
——, Prince of Wales, employed Solomon de

Caus, 122.
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HEBOULANEUK.

Heiiculaneum, 517.

Herd’s House, the, (in Glasgow Green), 82.

Hero, of Alexandria, 107-8 ;
hia * Pneuma-

‘ tica,’ or * Spiritalia,* i6.

Herschel, Sir William, 404, 413, 472.

, Sir J. F, W., Newton’s invention of

‘Hadley’s quadrant,’ 227 ;
history of

invention of micrometer, 236, 237.

Hilton, Jack of, (an iEolipile), 108, ahd

109, note.

Hire, M. de la, his micrometers, 233-235

;

history of the invention of the micro-

meter, 234, 235; his remarks on the pro-

gress of invention, 235 ;
and collection of

philosophical treatises, 235, 236.

Historical Note on the Discovery of the

Composition of Water, by Lord Brougham,

544-554.— sketch of the steam-engine, 107-160.

Houbv-horse, 468-505.

Hobby-horses, stable of, pulled down, 303;
given to dogs for carrion, ih.

Holyhead, railway proposed to, (1813),
459.

Homer, Foulis edition, 33, 34; Odyssey,

quotations from, 435, 439.

Hoknblower and Bull, Boulton and Watt
404, 405, 416,

- and Maberly, Boulton and Watt v.,
\

404-416.

Hornblower’s engine, 401.

Hornblowers, ‘ Horners,’ or ‘ Trnmpetere,’

viz., .lonathan, 404-406; Jethro, 405;
Jesse, ih.

;
Jahez the elder, ib. ;

Jabez the

younger, ib.

Hornblower, Jabez, his piracy of Mr.
Watt’s invention, 104; his subsequent con-

duct, ib.

Horkockes, coiTesponds with Gascoigne and

Crabtree on invention of the micrometer,

236.
‘ Horse-power,’ first employed as measure

of steam-power by Savery, 153; More-
land’s comparison of horses and steam,

152, 153.

of engines, nominal and real, 423,

424.

Horstius, 352, note.

House of Commons, British, Burke’s de-

nunciation of Messrs. J. Watt, jun., and
Cooper in, 492.

Hue, I’Abbe, steam-carriage and boat in

China, 445-6.

Hudson, Mr., his examination of Cavendish’s

MSS., 318.—, the river, 440.

Hugenian telescope, 386.

Hull, experiments on steam navigation at,

438.

Hulls, Jonathan, 437.

Humboldt, ‘ Cosmos,’ 31, 237, note.

JABT.

Hunterian Museum, in Glasgow College,

94.

Hurdy-Gurdy, tha monochoxd of Pytha-

goras, 514.

Hurst, Mr., 254.

Hutton, Dr., 245.

Huygens, his micrometer with fixed virguhp

235.

Hydrogen gas, 313, 358, 360, 393, 394.

{See Water, Composition of.)

1.

ICONOGLYPTA, 470.

ICONOPOIAf 470.

ICONUROA,
4J0.

Imagination, Mr. Watt’s powers of, 20;
* enlisted under banners of science,’ 392,

Indian, 281.

Indicator, steam, 299, 300 ;
its construe

tion, ib.

Inflammable gas, 313.

Ingolsteterus, 352, note.

Injection, condensation by, 409.

Inquisition in Spain, 398.

Institute, National, of France, Mr. Watt a
Correspondent of, 530; one of the eight

Foreign Associates •of, ib.

‘ Instrumenta artis nostra),’ 488.
* Inventions,' ‘A Century of,' extracts from,

111-114, 118, 119.

Invention, spirit of, 271.

Inventiveness, mechanical faculty of, 301.

Inventors, honour paid to them by the

ancients, 2 ;
protection of, 403

;
Mr, Watt

placed at the head of all, vii, 301.

Inverness, (Caledonian), Canal, 213, 221.

Iron borings, cement .300, 301.

Irvine, Dr., 278.

Israel, 270.

Ithon, the, a tributary of the Wye, 484.

J.

Jackson, J., R.A,, his drawings of Mr. Watt,

534.

Jacobinism, Robison’s detestation of, 494.

Jacobins, Mr. J. Watt, jun. sympathises

with them, 492.

*JalouXf desf 341.

Jamaica, astronomical instruments brought

from, 41.
* James Watt,’ H.M.S., 444 ;

her engines

and screw-propeller, ib., note,

Jardine, Professor, of Glasgow College,

161, 165
;

urges completion of the new
engine, 177, 178

;
witnessed its successful

performance, 187.

Jary, M., 265.
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JEFFERSON.

Jefferson, Thomas, 250.

Jeffre^t, Lord, opinion as to Mr. Watt’s

priority, 378, 379; character of Mr. Watt,

525-530.

Je^ner, 429.

Jew’s harp, 513.

Johnson, Dr. Samuel, his study of Dutch,

490
;

Preface to Dictionary, quotation

from, 322.

, Mr., of Kenilworth, 391.

Jordan, Dr., 165, mte.
JOUFFROY, Marquis, 437.

.Journal, Edinburgh Philosophical, 468.

Judges, opinions of, in Boulton and Watt v.

Bull, 404, 405, 416; in Boulton and Watt
V, Hornblower gnd Maberly, 4(f6, 416.

E.

Kaltoff, Caspar, employed by the Marquis
of Worcester, 116.

Keir, Captain, his character and literary

works, 178, 179, 391 ;
translator of Mac-

quer, 313.

Kemi'IS, Thomas h, in Dutch, 490.
Kenilworth, 391.

Kentiqern, patron saint of Glasgow, 213.

Kenyon, Lord, 409.
*

Kepler, * Account of Astronomical Dis-

‘coveries of,’ by Dr. R. Small, 249.

Kew, Sir K. Phillips’ * Morning Walk to,*

459.

Killkarn, parish of, 16.

King’s Bench, Prison, 406 ;
Court of,

409.

KinneHj, mansion-house of, 163, 170.

, trial of engine at, 183, 190, 191,
1 93 ;

new engine removed from, to Soho,

245.

Kirwan, Mr., 337-339, 362, 389.

Knowledge, Mr. Watt's stores of, 63, 64,

511, 513, 526-528.

Knowles, Admiral Sir Charles, 62.

If*

' Labores, sudores, vigilias/ 488.
Lafond, Sigaud do, 313.

La Fontaine, 388.

Lagan na Drum, 216.

Lamps, four new sorts of, invented by Mr.
Watt, 462-465; Keir's, »6.

Landgrave, the, Charles of Hesse Cassel,

139, 151.

Landriant, Chevalier, recipe for elastic resin

tubes offered to, 466.

Langdale, Mr., 257.

Language, universal, 391.

La Place, De, 336, 369, 389, 482.

LOCKHART.

La Roche, Madame, letter from, 483, 484,

and note,

Latin epigi-am on steam-carriages, * Vehicula

* vi mporis impulsa’ 460.
‘ Laurels never sere,’ 509

;
additional, 208.

Lavoisier, 388, 389. {See Water, Com-
position OF.)

, Madame, (Countess Rumford), 514 ;

her history, ib.
;
and death, 515, note.

Lawrence, Sir Thomas, his portrait of Mr.

Watt, 532.

Laws, Doctor of, Mr. Watt, of Glasgow Uni-

versity, 530.

Lawson, Mr., 424.

Lawsuits, with pirates of engines, 402-416.

Lee, Harriet, 298, note.

, Mr., 298, and note.

, Sophia, 298, note.

Leibnitz, asks Papin his opinion of Savery’s

engine, 151; invention of theory of fluxions,

156.

Leith, 218.

Letters, the numbers that Mr. Watt wrote,

302, 487.

Leupold’s 'Theatrum Machinarum,’ 64.

Levkn, Water of, survey of channel, 213.

Lkveqtte, M., 267, 471.

Leyden phial, invention of, 22
;

St. Peter’s

Church in, 385, note.

Libavius, 352, rwte.

Libri, M., 137, and note,

Lichfield, 173, 391.

Liddel, Dr. Duncan, 352, note.

Liebig, opinion as to Mr. Watt’s priority,

379.

Life, Lockhart’s, of Scott, quoted, 420, 511,
520.

‘ Life,’ * the comfort of his,’ 241,

Light, composition of, 384
;

its nature,

392.
‘ Likeness-lathe

y*
the, 470.

Lind, Dr., 94, 167, 404.

Linen, machine for drying by steam, 278.

Linlithgow, 163.
* Lipsiae,’ ‘ Acta Eruditorum,’ 133, 138,

139
;

translation of Papin’s memoir in,

140-146.

Liptrap, Mr., 257,

Liquor, ammoniacal, 300 ;
saline, 462, 465.

Litigation, Messrs. Boulton and Watt’s,

with pirates of engines, 402-416
;

its suc-

cessful termination, 382, 416.

Liverpool, Earl of, praise of Mr. Watt,

380; mistake as to his politics, 491.

Livingstone, Mr., 439, 440.

Lobster’s tail, suction-pipe on the principle

of, 468.

Locke, John, head of, cut by Mr. Watt’s

sculpture-machine, 470 ;
* voithout Human

* UnderstaMingy 537.

Lockhart’s Life of Scott, 420, 511, 520.
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LOCOMOTION.

Locomotion on land by steam, suggested by
Robison, 75, 445.

Locomotive engine of 1784, working model

made by Mr. Murdock, on principle

specified by Mr. Wait, 450'; Mr. Watt's

specification of, 448-450
;

his comments
thereon, 451-457

;
his general views of the

subject, 457, 458.

Lomond, Loch, Mr. Muirheid’s residence

near, 2.8
;

its fastnesses, 42
;
passage for

proposed canal, 172.

London, Watt arrives in, 35; ‘custom of*

apprenticeship in, *b.
;
Watt quits it, 39

;

railways proposed from, (1813), 4,59.

Longcastre, his portraits of Mr. Watt, 531,

.532.

Loins XIV., 398, 519, note.

Love, first and second, 260, 261.

Lovelace, 303.

Lowth, Bishop, criticism on the Glasgow
Homer, 33.

‘ Luminous traces,’ 481.

Luxvr Society, the, 391, 392, 394, 396,

397.

M.

Marerly, Boulton and Watt v, Hornblower

and, 404-416.

Macdowal, Mr., 272, note.

Maoparlane, Alexander, merchant and

astronomer, 41 ;
bequest of astronomical

instruments to the College of Glasgow, *6.

Observatory, 41, 43, 238.

Macfarlane’s Ouatj 42.

MACGREGOR, Mr., fiithei'-in-law of the great

engineer, 260
;
employs chlorine in bleach-

ing, *6., 400.

M achine, arithmetical, contemplated by Mr.

Watt, 466, 467.

for copying sculpture, invented by Mr.

Watt, 468-480
;
various names for it, 469,

470, 480
;

its performances, 470, 472,

473 ;
intended specification of a patent for,

474 ;
time occupied in its work, 476

;
Mr.

Watt’s affection for it, 478, 487
;

his dis-

tribution of its works, 478.

for drying linen and muslin by steam,

278
;

executed for Mr. Macgregor, i6.

;

described in Brewster’s Encyclopaedia, 279.

Mackell, Robert, 172.

Mackintosh, Sir James, 301.

Macquer, M., 313, 555; his ‘Chemistry,*

translate by Keir, 178.

Macrihanish Bay, survey for canal from

to Campbelltown, 213.

Magdeburg, burgomaster of, (Guericke),

130.

Magellan, Mr., 390.

Maillard, M. de, 136, and note.

MEU8NIER.

Malesherbes, 388.

Malleability, of metals, 322.

Malmesbury, William of, his account of an
organ blown by steam, 109.

Malvasia, Marquis, his micrometer wfth
cross wires. 235.

Manchester, 298, 304, 400, 401, 421,

471.

‘Manivelle,’ 464.

Mansions, silent, of the grave, 242 ;
of the

dead, 248.

‘Manuel des Amphitiyoris,’ 388.

Marat, 493.

Marburg, Papin Professor [of Mathematics]

at, 130, 139.

Marine atmospheric steam-engine, earliest

constructed, 437.

, Imperial Academy of, at Cronstadt,

407, 408.

Marly, machine of, 268, 397-399.

Mark, John, mathematician in Greenock,

25
;
a connexion of Mr. Watt, 34, note.

, John, ‘servant to King James I, and
‘ Charles 1.,* 25.

Marriage of Mr. Watt to Miss Miller, in

1765, 49, 50 ;
to Miss Macgregor, in 1776,

259, 260.

Maskelyne, his prismatic mtcrometer, 237.

Mathkmatical-instrument-makkr, Mr.
Watt chooses the profession of, 31, 32.

Mathieu, his note on Delambre as to pris-

matic micrometers, 237.

Maty, opinion as to Mr, Watt’s priority, 383.

Measures and weights, proposed uniformity

of, 389-391.

Medal of Lord Nelson, struck at Soho, 174;
of Chantrey and Watt, 536.

Megalixsaurians, mechaniral, 397,

Meg Merrilies, 420, 421.

‘Memoires de I’Academie des Sciences,’ papers

of Lavoisier, Meusnier, and Monge in, (see

Water, Composition of)
;
of Amontons

and Dalesme, 159.
‘ Memoranda,’ ‘ of early years of Mr. Watt,’

18, 19, 20-24, 50^ Allan Cunningham’s,
of Scott, 420.

Memorandum of number and power of
engines manufactured at Soho, 423.

Memory, Mr. Watt’s, 18, 509, 526, 527.

Menai Strait, Edgeworth’s proposal of

cast iron tunnel across, 505, 507 ;
Rennie’s

proposal of a bridge, 505 ;
Telford’s ‘ Menai

‘Bridge,* 508; Stephenson’s ‘Britannia
• Bridge,’ ib.

Merrilies, Meg, 420, 421.

Metals, malleability and ductility of, 322

;

calces of, reduced by infiammable air,

.360.

Metropolis, Mr. Watt’s visits to, 481.

Meusnier, 360, 557. (See Water, Com-
position OF.)
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MKY£R.

Meyeb, a., gravimeter, 466.

Mezieres, 326.

Micrometer, new, invented by Watt, 225

;

for measuring distances, cross-hair, pris-

tnatic, and with moveable object-glass, in-

vented by Watt, 229-233, 237, 238 ;
his-

toiy of subsequent and previous inventions

of micrometers, 233-237.

Mile-end, 267.

Milford, railway proposed to, (1813), 459.

Miller, Mr., of Dalswinton, 438.

, Mr., of Glasgow, son-in-law of Mr.
Watt, 241 ;

his issue, ib.

Milliken House, Renfrewshire, portrait of

* Napier at, 30
;

its fate, ib.

Mills, rotative motions for, 280, 284; water,

wind, and horse, 280
;
Albion, 288, 289

;

water, 292
;
governor applied to regulate,

298.

Milton, quotations from, 478, 509, 510.

Miners, Cornish, 296.
‘ Miner’s Friend,’ * the.’ {See Savery.)
Mines, in Cornwall, in want of engines, 256,

257 ;
scenery in their neighbourhood, 270 ;

their state, 271, 272.

Mint, Soho, 173, 174; British, 174; Pe-

tersburg, Copenhagen, Calcutta, and Bom-
bay, ib,

Mitchell, Mr. W., Mr. Watt’s counsel to,

502, 503.

Mob, Birmingham, in 1791, 394-396.

Molard, M., 137, 138.

MoLiiiKE, 388.

Monqe, 348, 482. {See Water, Composi-
tion OF.)

Monkland collieries, 202 ;
canal, planned

and constructed by Mr. Watt, 202-207.

Monochord, invented by Mr. W'att, 46 ;
of

Pythagoras, 514.

Monopoly, granted to patentees, 407, 416.

Montreal, 441.

Moor, Professor, one of the editors of the

Foulis Homer, 33 ;
employs Mr. Watt to

repair astronomical instruments, 42, 60.

Moore, his steam-carilages, 446, 447.

More, Mr. Samuel, secretary to the Society

of A' ts, deposition as to the entire ori-

ginality of Mr. Watt’s invention, 104,

105, 404.

Moreland, Sir Samuel, comparison of horses

and steam, 153, 157.

Morgan, John, of Cornhill, instructor of

Mr. Watt in mathematical-instrument-

makiug, 36-39
;
his death, 43.

Morin, 236, 237.
* Morning Star,* ‘ the,* 442.

Moses’, serpents like, 105.
* Motion,* ‘ engines of,* 132.

Motion, the Parallel, 289 ;
Patent for, 293

;

first idea of, 294 ;
history of invention of,

294-296; beauty and simplicity of its

movements, 293, 294
;
preferred by Mr.

Watt to any of his other inventions, 294.

Motions, combinations of, round centres,

294, 295. •

Mountebanks, 8.

Muirheads of Lachop, 13, 14; origin of

their arms, 14, mfte,

Muirhead, Professor George, 33
;
one of the

editors of the Foulis Homer, 33, 34

;

prizes founded in remembrance of him, 33,

7iote,

, 'the Laird of,* ballad in the ‘ Min-
‘ strelsy of the Border,* 14.

Muirheid, Agnes, wife of James Watt of

Greenock, 13; her appearance, manners,

and descent, »6.
;
her death, 15; portrait

of, ib. 31
;

singular dream, ib.; her chil-

dren, 17.

, John, (uncle of the great engineer), 1 5

;

frequent visits paid to him by Mr, Watt
in his youth, 22, 23; his house on the

banks of Loch Lomond, 23; estate of Cioy

Leckie, 16 ;
his death, ib.

, Mrs., (aunt of the great engineer), 21.

, Robert, (cousin of the groat engineer),

inherited the estate of Croy Leckie, 16

;

432, note.

Murdock, William, model of Mr. Watt’s
' sun-and-planet wheels,’ 283

;
cement for

iron, 301
;
evidence at trials, 404; sketch

of his life, 424-428
;

his death, 426, and

monument, ib.
;

portrait, ib.
;

inventions

of gas-light, &c., 427 ;
working model of

steam-carriage of 1784, i6., 450, 456, 458

;

oscillating cylinder, 427, 451; aids Mr.

Watt in the sculpture-machine, 471, 473.
Murray, ‘ Chemistry,* opinion as to Mr.

Watt’s priority, 369.

Murray Firth, 218.

Muses, the, 388.

Musical ear, Mr. Watt’s deficiency in, 46.

glasses, to be played with keys, 47.

instruments, Mr. Watt’s construction

of, 46-49, and 513.

Mutton, Cavendish’s legs of, 385.

Mylne, Mr, Robert, sen., 404.

N.

Nantes, in Brittany, 265.

Napier, John, of Merchistoun, residence

near Loch Lomond, 23 ;
meeting with Mr.

Briggs of Oxford, 25
;
portrait in house oi

Thomas Watt, 29 ;
its supposed history,

30, 31; other portraits, ib.; 'Neper’s
* Bones,’ 30 ;

dates of his works, t&.

, Mark, Memoirs of Napier of Merchis-

toun, 30.

, Robert, 532 ;
Messrs., and Sons, 444

note.
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NATIONAL.

National Institute of France, Mr. Watt a

correspondent .of, 530
;

one of the eight

foreign associates of, ib.

Natural philosophy, professor of, in Glas-

gow College, 34, 58, 60, 92, 93,

Nature can be vanquished, 45; her abhor-

rence of a vacuum, 130.

Naval review, (1856), 444, 445.

Nelson, Lord, medal of, struck at Soho
mint, and presented by Mr. Boulton to

the survivors of Trafalgar, 174.

Ness, Loch, 214.

Newark, on the Clyde, 5.

Newbridge, Mr, Watt's estate near, 484.

Newcomen’s engine, model of, belonging to

College of Glasgow, 58, 75, 92, 94; de-

scription of, by Mr. Watt, 85; Hwitzer’s

account of, 154; its parts, and mode of

operation, 155
;
engine improved by Potter,

Beighton, Smeaton, and Desaguliers, 155-

158; but far from perfect, 157, 158;
method of tightening joints of, 300 ;

in-

jection practised in, 409
;

used by Hulls in

a boat, 437.

Newcomen, Thomas, associated with Savery

and Cawley in patent for steam-engine.

{See Newcomen’s Engine.)

Newton, Sir Isaac, his portrait in the house

of Thomas Watt and his sons, 29 ;
inven-

tion of theory of fluxions, 156; compared

with Watt, 308, 331, 381, 384; with

Boulton and Watt, 413.

New York, 440 ;
distance from Albany, ib.,

note, 441.

Nicholson, translator of Fourcroy, opinion

as to Mr. Watt’s priority, 3G9
;

‘ Chemical
‘ Dictionary,’ ib.

Nitu, navigation of the river, 172.
‘ Nobodv, Mr.,* his (copying-machine)

draughts, 274.

Noise, shadow of a, 296,

NOLLifT’s air-pump, 101.

Northumberland, in America, 396.

NrWELL, Dean, 26.
j

O.

Oar, spiral, or screw-propeller, suggested and

delineated by Mr. Watt in 1770, 208, 209.

*Observare,’ motto on Mr. Watt’s seal,

481.

Observatory, Macfarlane, 41, 43, 230.

Odyssey, quotation from the, 435
;
Pope’s,

t6.

Oicii, Loch, 214, 216, 220.

Oldenburg, Mr., 235.

Oltmanns, approbation of Macfarlane’s

astronomical instruments and skill, 41.

, account of Newton’s invention of

Hadley’s quadrant, 227*

PARLIAMENT.

* Olynthiac Oration,* 406.

Optical instruments, errors of, 226.
‘ Oration,* * Olynthiac* 406.

Organ, constructed by Mr. Watt for Dr.

Black, 46 ;
for a mason-lodge, i6. and 47 ;

in possession of Mr. Maclellan till 1854,

48, 49.

Orkneys, 217, 218.

Orme, Marion de 1’, fictitious letter of, 123-

127 ;
victims to the hoax, 126-128.

Ounce, proposed philosophical, 389-391.

Ovid, 271.

Oxygen gas, Priestley’s discovery of, 310.

{See Water, Composition of.)

P.

Paddle-wiii'.els, used for navigation by
horse-power, 145 ;

recommended by Papin
for steam, 145, 146 ;

history of their use,

436-438.

Paine, T., 437.

Palatine, the Elector, Solomon De Cans
employetl by, 122.

Pan’s-pipe, 514.

Pantograph, 470 ;
double, ib.

Papin, Denys, his digester, employed by Mr.
Watt in his experiments on steam, 74;
mistaken by many writers for his steam-

cylinder, 133-135; his Memoir of 1690,

131, and 140-146
;

proposes to form a

vacuum by condensation of steam in a
cylinder, ib.

;
uselessness of his method in

practice, 132, 147
;
abandoned it for an-

other scheme, ib.
;

best known by his

‘Digester,’ 133; national impartiality as

to his claims, 134; exaggerations and un-

fairness of Ducoux in regard to them, 134-

137; admission of Saveiy’s originality,

149
;
never brought his engine into prac-

tical use, 152
;

his suggestion of steam-

gun, 145
;
of atmospheric steam-power for

ships, and of paddle-wheels, 145, 146,

436
;

list of works of, Appendix, No. I.,

539-544.

Parallel lathe, double, 470.— Motion, the, 289 ;
Patent for, 293 ;

first idea of^ 294 ;
history of invention of,

294-296; beauty and simplicity of its

movements, 293, 294
;
its delicate smooth-

ness, 469.

Paris, trial of Pen'ier’s engines at, 266;
visit of Mr. Boulton and Mr, Watt to,

266, 267, 397-399; Blagden at, 337,

338, 340, 347, 348, {see Water, Compo-
sition of)

;
Mr. Watt’s second journey

to, 482.

Parliament, Act of, grantinf privilege to

Marquis of Worcester, 114-116
;
granting
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PARTNERSHIP,

patent to Savery, 148
;
renewing Mr.Watt*s *

patent, 247, 248.

Partnership of Boulton and Watt formed,

255 ;
estimate of partnership property in

1776, 257, 258
;
heads of their articles of

copartnership, 258, 259.

Partridge, his portrait of Mr. Watt, 532.

Pascal, *Exp^riences;,touchant le Vuide/ and

of the Puy de D6me, 129 ;
his death, and

posthumous work, t6.

Patent laws, amendment of, 403.

Patents, Mr. WatPs, (1.) of 1769, for sepa-

rate condenser, 180, 437 ;
renewal of, 247,

248; piracy of, 401-41(5; expiration of,

417; (2.) of 1780, for copying-machine,

273-278
; (3.) for rotative motions, 279-

284; (4.) of 1782, for expansive priii-

eiple, double engine, double-acting engine,

&c., 285 ; (5.) for parallel motion, steam-

tilt-hammer, and steam-carriages, 293-296

;

(6.) for consumption of smoke and saving

of fuel, 303-306.

, Mr. Murdock’s, 427.
* Peerage,’ ‘ Romance of the,* quotation

from, 273.

Pennant, Mr., suggestion of Caledonian

Canal, 214.

Pennsylvania, 439.

Penryn, 283.

Pb:ntland, ^Vith), 218.

Perier and rascal, experiment of the Puy
de Dome, 129.

Perpendicular parallel motion, 293, 295,
296.

Perrier, MM., 265.

, M., Mr. Boulton’s account of him,

265 ;
Mr. Watt’s, 267, 268.

Perry, Captain, 263.
‘ Persia,’ ‘ the,* her rapid voyages between

England and America, 444, note.

Perspective machine, invented, 50; de-

scription of, with drawings, 51-56
;
piracy

of, 56.

Perth, survey for canal from, to Cupar of

Angus, 209-211.

Peruvian bark, 429.

Peter the Great, 263.

Petersburg, St., 466.

Petty, Sir William, his copying instrument,

273.

PHiEACIANS, 435.

Phidias, 479.

Philadelphia, 437.

Phillips*, Sir Richard, project of railways,

(1813), 459.
‘ Philomatuique,’ ‘ Bulletin de la SocidteV

quoted, 233, note.

* Philosophical Journal,’ ‘Edinburgh,* 468.— ‘ Transactions,’ Mr. Watt’s and Mr. Ca-
vendish’s papers in. Water, COM-
POSITION op.)

I*ORTRAIT.

Philosophical weights, 389-391.

Philosophy, Natural, brilliant era of dis-

covery in, 128-130
;

‘ Divine,* 48, 509.

ftiLOGiSTiCATED air, 320.

Phlogiston, 392.

Physiological development of mind, 301.

‘ Phytoloqia,’ Darwin’s, quotation from,

394.

Piano, principles of, 514.

Picard and Auzout, their cross-hair ^micro-

meter, 235.

Piracy of perspective machine, 56 ;
of the

new steam-engine, 270, 401-416; of the

crank-engine, 279-283. {See Water,
Composition of.)

Piston, packed, employed by Otto Guericke,

130; by Newcomen and Cawley, 155,

156; packed by water, ib.\ led to dis-

covery of condensation by injection, 156 ;

Mr. Watt’s experimental, 167, 168, &c.

;

packed with mercury, 175.

Piston-rod, 143, 146, 155, &c.

PiT-cOAL, for manufacture of iron, 165, and

note,

Pitt, Mr., 399
;

‘ emissaries of,’ 493,

Planet, sun-and-, wheels, 279, 283, 284.

Plat, Sir Hugh, ‘Jewel-House of Art and.
‘ Nature,’ 108.

Plate, presented to Mr. Watt by tbe pro-

prietors of the Glasgow Waterworks, 468.

Plato, 388.

Plot’s ‘ Natural History of Staffordshire,’

108, and 109, note.

Plough and loom, inventors of, 526.

Pluto, 493,
Pneumatic medicines, 429; Institution, the,

at Clifton, ih.

* Pocket-Sherib’f,’ a, 489.
POLDICE Mine, 272.

Politics, mistake as to Mr. Watt’s, 491
;

of

his son James, 491-494.
‘ Polyglyptes,’ 470.
‘ Polyglyptic parallel eidograph,* the, 480.

Ponderable constituents of bodies, 322 ;

elements of ditto, ib.

PONTUS, 271.

Pool Mine, 272.

Pope, quotation from, 263, note.

Pope’s Homer, quotation from, 435.

Porta, Baptista, inventor of the magic lan-

tern, 110
;
his ‘ Pneumatica,* or ‘Spiritali,*

ib. note ; experiments on steam, ib.
;

de-

scribes a vacuum formed by condensation

of steam, ib. 149
;
allusion to his experi-

ment, 149, 156.

Port-Glasqow Docks and Harbours, plans

for, 213
;

‘ the Comet’ built at, 441.

Portland, Duke of, 489.

Portrait of Mr. Mui-dock, 426.

of Napier, and of Newton, 29.

of Watt fa^pily, 29, 31 ;
of Agnes
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Muirheid, 15, 31
;
of Thomas Watt, 31

;

uf Mar^^aret Shei rer, ih,
;
of James Watt,

sen., of Greenock, »6.
;
of James Watt, (the

great engineer), by Beechey, 531
;
by Bone,

t6.; by Longcastre, 531, 532; by Part-
ridge, 532 ;

by Lawrence, ib.
;
by llae-

burn, ib.
;
by Gilbert, 533

;
by Henning,

533, 534
;
by Jackson, 534

;
by Finden, ib.

Port Koyal, Jamaica, 41.

Portsmouth, i-ailway proposed to, (1813),
459.

Potash, saving of, in bleaching, 401.
Potter, Humphry, improved the injection of

Newcomen’s engine, 157.

Pound, proposed philosophical, 389-391.
Power, difficulty of applying it to mechanical

piocesses, 132, 133.

Powers of mind, Mr. Watt’s groundless fears

as to his, 490.

Praxiteles, 479.

Presbyterian, Mr. Watt a, 395, 489.

Presents to Priestley, from Messrs. Boul-

ton and Watt, 390.

Press, error of, in Mr. Watt’s paper, 343

;

in separate copies of Cavendisli’s paper,

343-345
;
fac-siinile of erroneous title-page,

ib.

;

true date removed from heading of

those copies, 344.

pRESS-GANO in London in 1756, 39, 42.

Preston Pans, in East Lothian, manufac-

tory of sulphuric acid at, 162.

Priestley, Dr., reflections on his ill-health

when young, 26 ;
residence at Birming-

ham, 310, 391, 394, 395 ;
driven away by

violence of the mob, 310, 394 ;
retires to

Clapton, afterwards to America, 396 ;
his

style of research, 311-313; discovery of

oxygen gas, 310 ;
Copley medal, 311

;
phi-

losophical weights, 389.

Principal, the, of Glasgow College, 430.

Principle, expansive, 285, 286.

Privilege, renewal of Mr. Watt’s patent,

247, 248 ;
expiration of, grant of extended,

417.

Prize, founded by Mr. Watt in Glasgow

College, 430-432.

PRONY, M. De, mistakes Papin’s Digester for

his steam-cylinder, 134; his ‘Hydrau-

Mogie,’ and its errata, 267, 268 ;
his esti-

mable qualities, 268, 399, 482.

Propeller, screw, suggested by Mr, Watt

in 1770, 208, 209.

Proserpine, 493.

Pump-rods, balancing of, 293,

Punch-ladle, silver, made by Watt when

a youth, 27, 28.

Q-

Quadrants, used by Watt when a boy, 28 ;

Hadley’s, Watt learns to make well, 36 ;

ROBISON.

sale for, 43, 44
;

Hadley’s invented by
Newton, 226, 227.

Quebec, storming of, anecdote of General
Wolfe, 62 ;

steam-boat from Montreal to,

441.

B.

Racine, 388,

Rack, toothed, and sector, 289, 502.
* Radical,’ * a sad,* mistake as to Mr. Watt

being one, 491
;
cause of it, 491-494.

Radnorshire, Mr. Watt’s estates in, 484.

Radstoke, 401.

Raeburn, Sir Henry, letter to, 28
;
his poij-

trait of Mr. Watt, 533
;

copy made for

Mr. Rennie, ib. ; compared with Velazquez,

*6., note.

Rainbows, primary and secondary, 385.

Rameau, 47.

Rams, (steam), battering, 291.

Ramsden, Mr., 233, 404, 413,

Raphael, 479.

Katisbon, Diet of, Guericke exhibits his ex-

periments to, 129.

Recreations of Mr. Watt in his old age,

481.
‘ Recueil ’ of Papin’s treatises, its rarity,

and contents, 133, 136-139, 539.

Reddie, Mr., 432, note.

Rees, Rev, W. J., Mr, Watt’s reply to, as

to a })erpetual motion, 503, 504,

Regulator by centrifugal ibree, (or * Go-
‘ vernor ’), 298.

‘ Religio loci,’ the, 480.

Religious resignation, Mr. Watt’s feelings

of, 520.

Rennequin, of Liege, 398.

Rennie, Mr., his works and fame, 172
;
Rc-

jMU’t on channel of Clyde, 211; his mo-

derate charges as an engineer, 222 ;
1*.

Ewart his apprentice, 289 ;
his evidence in

Boulton and Watt’s law-suit, 404 ;
his

ability, 441 ;
plan of bridge across the

Menai Strait, 505.

* Review/ ‘ Edinburgh,’ letter of Marion de

rOrrae, 127.

Rhayader, Mr. Watt’s estate near, 484.

Rheims, organ in Cathedral of, blown by

steam, 109.

Riser, Mr, Watt no very early, 24, 487.

Rivault, David, his ‘ Elemens de PArtil-

‘lerie/ 110; power of steam to burst a

bomb, ib.

;

no claim made for him to in-

vention of any steam-engine, 110, 111.

Robespierre, duel with Danton prevented

by Mr. J. Watt, Junr„ 492 ;
accuses

Messrs. Watt Junr. and Cooper of being

emissaries of Pitt, 493.

Robison, Professor John, account of Mr.
Watt’s construction of two organs, 46, 47 ;
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Watt’s first acquaintance with him, 60 ;
and

with Dr. Black, 61 ;
enters the navy, 62

;

returns to Glasgow, t6. ;
describes the abi-

lities and liberality of Mr. Watt, 62-64

;

and his invention of the separate condenser,

65-69
;

is appointed Professor of Che-

mistry in Glasgow College, 70 ;
originality

of Mr. Watt’s invention, 72, 73, 97, 101
;

character of Mr. Watt, 308j mistake as to

Mr. Watt having attended lectures, 497

;

employment in Russia, 262, 407, 408
;

anecdote of iEpinus and Model, 408, 412,

413; suggests application of steam to

moving wheel carriages, 75, 445 ;
detesta-

tion of Jacobinism, 494
;
Mr. Watt’s revisal

of his work on Steam and Steam-engines,

494-501
;

his death, 518 ;
his friendship

for Mr. Watt, 501.

Robison, Sir John, communicates an account

of articulated water-pipe contrived by Mr.
Watt, 468.

Rochon, the Abbe', his prismatic micrometers,

232-237.

Roebuck, Dr., liis first acquaintance with

Watt, 95, 96, 165; his abilities and cha-

racter, 95, 9G, 175 ;
testimony to the ori-

ginality of Mr.*Watt’8 invention, 97-99

;

his chemical works, 162; Carron Iron-

works, 163-165
;
Borrowstoness Collieries,

165
;
pecuniary embarrassments, 170

;
pro-

posal to Dr. Small and Mr. Boulton, 195;
accepted by them, 196

;
his insolvency;

243 ;
transfers his whole interest in the

steam-engine patent to Mr. Boulton alone,

243, 244
;
congiatulates Watt on the pros-

pects of his new engine, 245
;

his death,

516.

Robmer, his micrometer with move.able ob-

ject-glass, 234,

RollocK, James, his Elogiura and Panegyric

to his master the Maiquis of Worcester,

118, 119.

Rooke, Mr. Justice, 405.
‘ Rosette,* of Beranger, 261.

ItoSKKERE mine, 272.

Rotative motions, jiatent for new methods

of, 279-284
;
sun and planet wheels, 283.— engine, 71, 290.

Rous, Mr., 409, 411.

Rovenson, John, IC5, note.

JiOYAL Society, Club of, 385-388.

Royal Societies of Edinburgh and London,
Mr. Watt a Fellow of, 530.

Rullandus, 352, note .

Rumsey, Mr. James, 437.

Rumford, Countess, (Madame Lavoisier),

514.

Rupert, Prince Palatine, his trial of a vessel

with paddle-wheels, moved by horses, 145.

Russia, Mr, Watt’s offers of employment in,

262, 263 ;
Ambassador of, i6. ; Imperial

SIIERRER.

family of, 263; Empress of, ib.; Grand

Duke Nicholas of, (the late Czar), ib.

Russia, Imperial Academy of Marine, 407

;

docks, 408 ;
Admiralty College, ib.

* Russian bear,’ * a,’ 263, and note.

S.

Sadler and Symington’s patents, 456.

Sal-ammoniac, 300, 301.

Saline liquor (in Keir’s lamp), 462, 465.

Sallust, upbraids agriculturists and sports-

men, 484, 485
;

his praise of historians,

512.

Sa6ne, the, 437.

Savehy, Captain Thomas, his private his-

tory, 147 ;
his ‘ Miner’s Friend,’ ib.

;

two

editions, 148; its contents, 148-152; his

experiment before the King, 148 ;
made the

firat working steam-engine, 148, 149 ;

its mode of operation, 149 ;
Switzer’s ac-

count of his experiments, 150; suggested

uses of his engine, 151
;
its want ol' success,

153 ;
reason assigned by Desaguliers, 154

;

describes paddle-wheels, 436.

Saxe, Comte do, 436,

SCHAW, Sir John, '5,

SciiimmelPenninck, Mrs., her notices of

Mr. Watt, 487, 513, 514
;
of Mr. Boulton,

519.

Scuottus, Caspar, his works, 129.

SooTT, Sir Walter, travelliiig*iu last century,

34 ;
* Macfarlane*s bmtf 7, 42 ;

* Green of
* Glasgow,’ 82, note; scene in Guy Manner-

ing, 420
;
Mr. Boulton and the robbery at

Soho, 420, 421
;
portraiture of Mr. Watt,

503, 510, 511; ‘his modest creed,’ 51 1,

512
;

sentiments on old age, 520 ;
opinion

of Chantrey’s bust of Mr. Watt, 536.

Screw, dividing, invented by Watt, 225
;
its

accuracy, 22.5, 226.

ScREW-PROPELLiiR, suggested by Mr. Watt
in 1770, 208, 209.

Screws, wood, 28.

‘ Sea-salt,’ ‘ dephlogisticated acid of,* 399.

Sector, toothed rack and, 289.

Seine, the, 398.

Sennertus, Daniel, 352, note.

Separate condenser, discovery of, 59, 293,

409.

Severn, the, 441.

Seward, Mr., 250.

S'Gravesande, ‘ Elements of Natural Philo-

* sophy,’ the first book on that subject read

by Mr. Watt, 22.
‘ Shadow,* ‘ the, of a noise,’ 296.

Sheridan’s motion on existence of seditious

practices, 492.
‘ Sheriff,’ ‘ a Pocket,* 489.

SiiERREB, Margaret, wife of Thomas Watt,
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SHOP.

9 ;
her children, death, and burial, t&. ;

portrait of, 31. .

Shop-windows of metropolis, 481.
‘ Shooting-party,’ the, 42‘2.

* Shrew,* ‘ Taming of the,’ 486.

Shrievalty of Staffordshire, 483 ;
of Rad-

norshire, 489, 490.

SiDMOUTil, Lord, 263,

Silesia, 352, nde.
SiMsoN, Professor Robert, 34, 60, 309.

Sisson, Mr., mathematical-instrument-maker

in London, 92, 93, and note.

Sisyphus, 175.

Small, l)r. William, introduces Mr. Watt
to Soho, 173, 178

;
urges survey of line of

Caledonian Canal, 214-216
;
invents clocks

and time-pieces, 223-225
;
patent for them,

225
;
contrives new barometers, 228 ;

his

last illness, 251
;
and death, 248, 251

;

his life, talents, and worth, 249, 250,
252-255

;
character of him by Keir, 250-

252
;
by Benjamin Franklin, 250 ;

by Mr.
Boulton, 248, 252 ;

epitaph by Dr. Darwin,

254
;
by Mr. Day, 254, 255 ;

suggests mov-
ing carriages by reciprocating engines, 447 ;

his prudent counsel to Edgeworth, 507, 508.

, Dr. Robert, 249.
’

,
Rev. Robert, 252.

-— ,
Mr. Thomas, of Corrihall, 249.

Smeaton, John, his air-pump, 101
;
im-

proved Newcomen’s engine, 155, 159,

160
;
planned Carron machinery, 163 ;

his

* Reports,’ 164, m^mte; Eddystone Light-

house, 171
;

employment in Scotland,

171, 172; Report on channel of Clyde,

211 ;.saw Mr. Watt’s new micrometer in

1772, 229, 231 ;
believed that the new

engine could not become general, 255,

256 ;
learned the expansive principle, 285

;

at Club of Royal Society, 385.

Smiles, ‘ Life of Stephenson,’ 128, 459, nof<7.

Smith, Professor Adorn, 34 ;
head of, in

ivory, cut by Mr. Watt’s s.culpture-ma-

chine, 470.

, Dr. John, of Glasgow, 83, note; and

of Crutherland, 532.

Smi ru’s Harmonics, 46.

Smoke, Mr. Watt’s patent for consumption

of, 303-306.

Snuff-box, anecdote of the, 486, 487.

Societies, Royal, of Edinburgh and London,

Mr. Watt a Fellow of, 530.

Society, the Lunar, 391, 392, 394, 396, 397.

Socrates, small bust of, 469.

Soho, Mr. Boulton’s mansion of, * I’Hdtel de
* I’Amitie' sur Handsworth Heath,’ 178

;

changed appearance of its pleasure-grounds,

255 ;
its interesting souvenirs, 255, 396.—,

Mr. Boulton’s manufactory at, the first

great one in England, 173; anecdote of

construction of first new steam-engine

STEAM.

there, 255, 256 ;
steam tilt-hammer tried

\

at, 291,292; smoke successfully con-

sumed, 304 ;
visited by Cavendish, 385

;

attempted robbery at, 419-422
; use made

of the incident by Sir Walter Scott, 420,

421 ;
steam-power manufactured at, 422-

424
;
able assistants at, 424.

Solomon, 303.

Southern, Mr., his evidence in the Boulton

and Watt steam-engine law-suits, 404,

413 ;
his abilities, 424

;
his aid in rc\ isal

of Robison’s algebraic formulae, 496.

Spain, 267.

Spark, electric, combustion of gases by the,

314, 315, note, 316, note, 328-330, 393.

Specifications of Mr. Watt’s Patents, pub-

lished with engravings of all the relative

drawings, v.
;
of his first Patent, 82, 183-

185; alleged iiisufliciency of, 407-416;
objections answered, ib.

;

its validity legally

established, 416; of his second Patent,

273
;

of his third Patent, 279
;

of his

fourth Patent, 285 ;
of liis fifth Patent,

293 ;
of his sixth Patent, 305, 306.

Patents.)
Specific heat, 309.

Spiral oar, or screw-propeller, suggested and
delineated by Mr. Watt in 1770, 208, 209.

Spithead, great Naval Review of 1856 at,

444.
* Spring, the,’ insufficiency as a date, 351 , 353.

St. Fond, Fanjas de, dinner at club of Royal

Society, 386-388
;
caoutchouc tubes, 466

;

notice of Mr. Walt, 501
,
502.

St. Petersburg, 174, 466.

Stafford gaol, 420
;

assizes, 422.

Staffordshire, shrievalty of, 488.

Standard for weights and measures, 389,
390.

* Stanners,’ the, in Crawfordsdyke, 6.

I

States, United, use of steam for propelling

boats in, 437, 439-441
;
envoy from, to

Paris, 439.

Statue-lathe, 470.

Statute, 21 Jac. 1. cap. iii., as to Patents,

406.

Steam, latent heat of, 78, 83, 85, 166
;

greatest triumph of, 444, 445.

Steam-barometer, 298
;
gauge, 298, 299

;

indicator, 299, 300.

Steam-carriages. {See Steam-locomo-
tion.)

Steam-case of cylinder, 70, 80, 81, 90, 91,

175, 190.

Steam-engine, befom the time of Watt, his-

tory of, 107-1 60. Worcester, Papin,
SaVERY, DF.SAGULIERS, SMEATON.)

Steam-engine, modern, the most useful of
all inventions, 2 ;

its powers, 2, 3 ;
analogy

to the human body, i6. {SeeWATT, James.)
Steam-locomotion on land, suggested by
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Kobison, 75, 445 ;
Verbiest^s, Edgeworth’s,

Moore’s, and Dr. Small’s ideas on the sub-

ject, 446-448
;

Mr. Watt’s Patent, and

Mr. Murdock’s working model of a loco-

•motive steam-carriage in 1784, 448-458

;

Edgeworth’s and Phillips’ suggestion of a

railroad, 459
;

‘ Blenkinsop’s steam-engine,’

ib.
;
M. P. W. Boulton’s Latin Prize Epi-

gram on Steam-carriages, with translation,

460, 461.

Stkam-navigation, Mr. Watt’s interest in,

4.34, 440-442
;

his * spiral o.ar, or two
‘ wheels ?’ 208, 434, 436

;
history of, 435-

445.

Steam-power, estimate of amount of, in

Great Britain, vi.
;
amount of, manufac-

tured at Soho, 42.3, 424
;
horse-power, cal-

culation of, in diderent sorts of engines, ib.

Steam-wheel, or circulating engine, 170,

185, 257, 280, 290 ;
patents for, 185, 293.

Steed, John, 282.

Stephenson, established railway travelling,

457.

Sternheim, Sophy, 483.

Stewart, Dugald, residence at Kinneil, 163.

Stewart’s Patent, 280.

Stone, Edward, translation of ‘ Bion on
* Mathematical Instruments,’ 39, 40.

Stratheaun, suggestion of canal in, 210,

211 .

Strathmore, survey for canal in, 209-211.

Stuart, Robert, * Anecdotes of Steam-
* engines,’ 120, 132 ;

* History of the Steam-

-engine,’ 120; * Sir Stuart/ 135; does

justice to Papin, 134 ;
account of Savery’s

works, 148.

Stuefino-rox, 80.

Sturtevant, Simon, 165, note.

Sulphur, 300, 301.

Summary of the History of the Piogrcss

towards the Discovery of the Composition

of Water, and of the Discovery itself. Ap-
pendix, JSo. 111., 555-558.

Sun-and-planet wheels, 279, 283, 284.

Surveying quadrant by reflection, new, in-

vented by Watt, 226 ;
another, of glass, ib.

Switzer, his account of Savery, 150; of

Newcomen’s engine, 154.

Symington’s and SadlePs patents, 456.

Symington, William, 438.

Syphon, for measuring specific gravity of

liquids, 465, 466.

T.

Tarbert, survey for a canal at, 213, 229

;

West Loch, 231.

Tartini, 47.

Taylor, Mr. James, 438.—,
Rev. Dr. William, 430.

TURNER.

Telescopes, used by Watt when a boy, 2

Hugenian, 386.

Telford, Thomas, his w'orks and fame, 17

construction of Caledonian Canal, 2 1 3, 21

221 ;
agreement of his levels with those

Mr. Watt, 220, 221 ;
construction of Me:

Bridge, 508.

Tennyson, quotations from, vii., 200, 26'

‘ Testudo ’ boiler, 169.

Thames, the, 441-444.

Thomson, Dr. John, translation of Fourcrc

opinion as to Mr. Watt’s priority, 369.

, Dr. Thomas, -Chemistry,* opinion

to Mr. Watt’s priority, 369
;
repeated

‘ History of Royal Society,’ 370.

, Mr. 3’homas, presented by Mr. Wt
with specimen of his carving, 537.

Thorwaldsen, 479.
- Thoughts,’ Mr. Watt's, - On the Constitue

* I’ai ts of Water,’ 321. {Sec Water, Co;

I'OSITION OP.)

Throttle-valve, the, 297.

Tilt-hammer, steam, 291.

Time-pieces, various, invented by Dr. Sma
223-225.

Ting-Tang mine, 257.

Titian, 479.
- Tooth,’ - the golden,’ 352, and iiote.

Torricelli, invention of the barometer, 12
Toryism, Mr. Watt’s, 491

;
moderation

his sentiments, 494.
* Ibur a medailles/ or ‘ likeness -lathe/ 470.

Tours, home, 484
;
philosophical, 397-39^

401.

Townsend, Dr., of Bath, 440.

Townshend, Colonel, 518.
‘ Tracasserie* of Cavendish and Blagde:

498, note.

Trafalgar medal presented by Mr, Boultc

to the fleet, 174.

Transactions of the Royal Academy c

Sweden, quoted, 100, 101.

, Philosophical, Mr, Watt’s and Mi
Cavendish’s papers in the. {See Watei
Composition of.)

Translation of Cambridge Prize Epigra?

on ‘Steam-carriages,* 460, 461.

Trapp, ‘ Mister,* 483.
Travers, Walter, a priest, his pious hi

uiigallaiit advice, 117.

Tredgold, Thomas, 415,416.
‘ Tristia/ 271.

Truro, 269, note.

Tubal Cains, 105.

Tuffen, Mr., his copy of Sir W. Beechey
portrait of Mr. Watt, 531.

Tuileries, blood spilt in the gardens o
493.

Tunnel, across Menai Strait, 505.

Turner, Mr. Charles, engraving of Law
Fence's portrait, 532.
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TURNER.

Turner, Mr. Charles Hampden, of Rook’s

Nest, 522, 5M1. •

Turnerelli, sends models to be copied by

sculpture-machine, 469.

Turtle, at Royal Society Club, 385.

U.

United Mines, 272.

United States, use of steam for propelling

boats in, 437, 439-441
;
envoy to Paris,

439.

V.

Valturius, 436.

Valve, the Throttle, 297.
Valves, regulating, 293.

Van Dale, Dr. Antony, 352, note.

Velazquez, comptired with Raeburn, 533,

note,

Verbif:st, Father, his * Astronomia Eu-
* ropsea,* 446 ;

seolipile steam-car, and
ship, ib,

Versailles, 398.

Violins, made by ]\rr. Watt, 47.

Virginia, 249, 437.

Vitriol, oil of, ‘gas, displaced from its

* earth by,’ 392, 393,

Volta, 314, 555.
* Vos non vobis^* 56.
* Vulcan,* ‘ the,* engines intended for, 444,

note,

W.

Wales, coaT-mitie in, in want of engine,

257 ;
Mr. Watt’s estates in, 484, 485

;

Piince of, his steam-yacht, 438.

Walker, James, Report on channel of Clyde,

211, 289, note.

Walpole, Horace, his opinion of the ‘ Cen-
* tury of Inventions,’ 120.

Walton, Izaak, 26 ;
Life of Dr. Donne,

quotation from, 433.

Wanlockhead, in Dumfries-shire, 438.

Warltire, Mr., his experiments, 314-318
;

and letter, 315, 316, note,

Warwick, Stafford, and Derby, proposed

share in the' engine for the counties of,

186.

Wasborough, Matthew, 279, 281.

Water, an element, 313; dismissed from

list of elements, 327, 329 ;
decomposition

of, 393 ;
constituents of, 393, 394.

‘Water-commanding Engine,’ 114-119.

Water, Composition of, Mr. Watt’s dis-

covery of the, 307, 327-331 ;
progress

towards, Macquer and Sigaud de Lafond,

313, 314; Volta, 314; Warl^e, 314-

watt.

317
;

Cavendish, 318-322
; Lavoisier,

322, 323 ;
Monge, 323-325

; Meusnicr,

325 ; Watt, 327 ;
his letters to Mr. Boul-

ton, Mr. Hamilton, Dr. Black, Dr. Priest-

ley, Mr. De Luc, Mr. Smeaton, and Mr.
Fry, from Dec. 1782, to 26th April, 1783,
containing his conclusions, 327-331

;
great-

ness of the discovery, 331, 332
;

made
known to many members of the Royal
Society, 335, 337 ;

known, among others,

to Blagden and Cavendish, 337-339
;

iis

well as to Lavoisier, 337, 339, 348,
3.54

;
cause of delay of public reading of

Mr. Watt’s letter containing liis conclu-

sions, 334, 335
;

Lavoisier reads to the

Aiiidemy of Sciences his memoir on the

Composition of Water, 337 ;
Cavendish

reads to the Royal Society his ‘ Experi-
‘ ments on Air,’ 339 ;

both without men-
tioning their knowledge of Mr. Watt’s
conclusions, 336-341

;
reflections, and mea-

sures taken thereon, 341-343; curious

double error of the press, and its conse-

quences, 343, 345, 368 ;
Blagden’s letter

to Crell, and necessary deductions from it,

346-354
;

his wealth, derived from Ca-
vendish, 355

;
reflections thei'eon, 356

;

arguments of Cavendish’s advocates, and
their groundlessness, 357-370

;
-priority of

Mr. Watt maintained during his life, 369,

370, and after his death, 371-379
;

his

modesty, and scrupulous love of justice,

380, 381 ;
general result of the contro-

versy, 381-384
;

not broached at Caven-
dish’s, 386 ;

drama of the discovery of,

ib.
;
Lord Brougham’s * Historical Note ’

on, 544-554
;

‘ Summary of progress
‘ towards, and of,’ 555-558.

Water-works, of Greenock, 213 ;
of Ver-

sailles, 398 ;
of Glasgow, 468.

Watt Club, of Greenock, 7, note^ 11.

Watt, Gregory, (son of the great engineer),

birth, 260 ;
talents and pursuits, 417,

418; his death, 418, 518.

Watt, James, (father of the great engineer),

birth, apprenticeship, and settlement in

Greenock, 12 ;
various occupations, and

offices, ib,
;
character, 13

;
marriage, ib.

;

commercial losses, 16, 31 ;
children, 17

;

contents of his workshops, 27 ;
erection of

the first crane at Greenock, 28 ;
letter

from his son on renewal of patent of new
steam-engine, 248 ;

his death, 302, note ;

portrait of, 31.

Watt, James, (the great engineer)
;

his

lineage, 3-16
;

birth, 17 ;
delicacy of con-

stitution, 18 ;
early study of geometr ical

problem, ib.
;

talents and good qualities

while yet a child, 18, 19 ;
allegations of

mental dulness explained and refuted, 19,

20 ;
Mrs. Campbell’s memoranda of his

2 p
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early years, 18, 19, and 20-24
;
powers of

imagination, 21 ;
early observation of the

condensation of steam, ib.

;

variety of

youthful pursuits and amusements, con-

’structs an electrical machine, 22 ;
studies

chemistry and anatomy, 22, 23 ;
his

schools and schoolmasters, 25 ;
anecdote

of his angling, 25, 20 ;
not addicted to

field sports, 26, and 485 ;
neatness in

drawing, and manual skill, 27
;

practice

of carpentry, &c., tb. ;
study of astronomy

and astronomical instriimenis, 28, 29

;

portraits of Napier and Newton, 29-31
;

chooses the profession of a mathematical-

instrument-maker, 31, 32 ;
comes to

Glasgow, 32 ;
introduced to some of the

Professors, 33 ;
never attended any lec-

tures, 34, 309, 497 ;
goes to London, 34 ;

placed with Mr. Morgan for a year, 36 ;

pi ogress in his business, 36-39
;
return to

^Scotland, 39 ;
repairs astronomical instru-

ments in Glasgow College, 41, 42, 60 ;

assigned rooms in the College, 43 ;
ap-

pointed mathemalical-instrument-raaker to

the University, i6., and 58
;

partnership

with Craig, 44
;

deficiency of musical car,

46 ;
constructs and repairs musical instru-

ments, 46-49, and 513
;

quits College

rooms, 49 ;
marries his cousin Miss Miller,

49, 50
;
invents perspective machine, 50-

50 ;
acquaintance with Dr. Black, and

Kobison, 57 ;
repairs model of Newcomen’s

steam-engine, 58, 65, 75, 93 ;
learns

German and Italian, 64 ;
narratives of

experiments on steam, and discovery of

the Separate Condenser, 58-73
;

his own
account, in notes on Kobison, 74-83

;

applies for Patent for methods of lessening

tile consumption of steam in iirc-engiiies,

82, 178
;
‘A Plain Story,’ 83-91

;
experi-

mental progress with new steam-engine,

166-170
;
circular steam-engine, or steam-

wheel, 170-175; a land surveyor and civil

engineer, 171, 202 ;
his works in that way,

172, 202-222
;
survey for canal by Loch

Lomond passage, 172 ;
attends a Com-

mittee of Parliament, *6. ;
first Wsit to

Soho, 173; wish to be associated with Mr.
Boulton and Dr. Small, 174, 175; suc-

cessful result of reciprocating or condensing

engine, 175, 176 ;
visits Mr. Boulton at

Soho, ib , ;
negotiations for entering into

partnership in the steam-engine, 179, 180,

186, 187, 193-200, 243, 244; takes out

his first patent, of 1769, for methods of

saving fuel, 180 ;
becomes connected with

Dr. Small and Mr. Boulton, 196 ;
en-

gineering works for magistrates of Glasgow,

202
;
plans and executes Monkland Canal,

202-207
;

suggests ‘ a spiral oar,’ or

screw propeller, for steam-boats, 208

;

survey for canal from Perth to Cupar
Angus, 209, 210; suggestion of line fc

canal in Strathearn, 210, 211 ;
survey ft

bridge over Clyde at Hamilton, 21 1 ;
surve

and report on channel of Clyde, »6. ;
n

port on harbour of Ayr, 213 ;
survey fc

junction canal from Borrowstoness, tb.

surveys for canals at Crinan and Tarber

ib.
;

for canal from Macrihanish Bay t

Campbelltown, »6. ;
from Hurlet toPaisIej

tb.
;
surveys of channel of Water of Lever

and of the Forth, Gudie, and Devon, ib.

plans for Port-Glasgow docks and hai

hours, and for Greenock water-works, ib.

survey and estimate for (Caledonian) cans

from Fort William to Inverness, 213-218

Telford’s opinion of his accuracy, 218-221

moderation of his engineering charges, 221

222 ;
philosophical problems discussed witl

Dr. Small, 223-229, 239
;
contrives a nev

micrometer and dividing-screw, 225, 226

new surveying quadrants, 226; astrono

mical problems, 227, 228
;

invents micro

meters, cross-hair, prismatic, and witl

moveable object-glass, for measuring dis

tances, 229, 233
;
description of, and date

of invention, ib.
;
drawing-machine, (no(

completed), 239 ;
death of his fn*st wife'j

216, 240
;
his grief, 240, 241

;
children bj

his first marrifige, 241
;
depression ofspirits;

242, 243
;
mutual discharge executed by

Dr. Roebuck and him, 244
;
removes the

parts of the new engine from Kinneil tc

Soho, 245 ;
migrates to Birmingham, ib .

;

renewal of his patent by Act of Parlia-=

ment, 247, 248
;
sentiments on death of

Dr. Small, 249
;
formation of partnership

of Boulton and Watt, 255
;
heads of arti-

cles of copartnership, 258, 259 ;
second

marriage, to Miss Maegregor, 260
;

oflers

ofempio
3
rment in Russia declined, 262, 263

;

progress of engines at Soho, 263, 264 ;
and

in France, 265, 268
;

first journey to

Paris, 267, 397-400; visits to Cornwall,

268-272
;

his most fertile period of in-

vention, 273, 332, 333 ;
his second Patent,

of 1780, for copying-machine, 273-278;
machine for diying linen by steam, 278,

279 ;
his third Patent, of 1781, for rotative

motions, 279-284; his fourth Patent, of

1782, for expansive principle, double-acting

engine, double engine, &c., 284-290
;

his

steam tilt-hammer, 291-293
;

his fifth

Patent, of 1784, for the parallel motion,

steam tilt-hammer, steam carriages, &c. &c.,

293-296
;

‘ starts a new hare,’ 294 ;
his

Counter, 296
;

his Throttle-Valve, 297 ;

his application of the Governor, 297, 298
;

his Steam-Gauge, 298, 299 ;
his Steam

Barometer, or Float, ib.; his Steam In-

dica*ar, 299, 300 ;
his cement for iron
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joints of engines, 300, 301 ;
most inventive

period of his life, 301-303
;
his sixth Patent,

of 1785, for consumption of smoke, 303-

306
;
makes and publishes his di.^covcry of

the Composition of Water, (see Water,
Composition of); receives Mr. Caven-

dish at Birmingham and Soho, 385 ;
dines

with him in London, 385, 386
;
proposed

uniformity of weights and measures, 389-

391
;
Lunar Society, members of, 391; their

meetings, and subjects of discussion, 391-

394, 397
;
bleaching by chlorine, 260, 399-

401
;

pirficies of steam-engine, 401, 402;
consequent litigation, 402-416

;
its success-

ful termination, 416 ;
dissolution of original

copartnership of Boulton and Watt, and its

results, 417-419; steam j)Ower manufac-
tured at Soho, 422-424

;
able assistants

there, 424-428
;
pursuits in advanced age,

428
;

* pneumatic medicines,’ and Pneu-
matic Institution, 428, 429

;
founds Prize

in Glasgow College, 429-432
;
donation to

Greenock Library, 432
;

charitable acts,

433
;
dire(;ts construction of first successful

engines for steam-boats, 434, 440 ;

* back
‘ stroke ’ of engine, 442 ;

II.M.S. ‘ James
‘Watt,’ 444; naval review of 1856, 444,

445
;

his suggestion, and views of steam-

locomotion on laud, 445-459
;

working

model of steam-carriage on the principle of

his Patent of 1784, 450 ;
four plans of

new lamps, 462-465
;

gravimeter for

liquids, 465, 466 ;
caoutchouc tubes, 466 ;

arithmetical machine, 466, 467
;

articu-

lated suction-pij)c for GUesgow water-works,

468
;
machine for copying sculpture, its in-

vention, progress, and performances, 468-
j

479, 536, 537 ;
device on his seal, 481

;
|

visits to Loudon, »6. ;
second journey to

Paris, 482
;
home tours, 484

;
purchases

of land in VVales, ib.
;

runil pursuits, 484-

486
;

the snuil-box, 486 ;
* evenings at

* home,* 487
;
not a very early riser, 487,

488 ;
simplicity of his life, 3, 381 ;

de-

clines shrievalty of Staffordshire, 488, 489 ;

and of Radnorshire, 489, 490
;

studies

Anglo-Saxon, 490 ;
his Toryism, 491, 494

;

politics of his son James, 491-494
;
revisal

of Kobison ‘ on Steam,* 494-501
;

his con-

versation and counsels, 501-504, 515, 528,

529 ;
projects submitted to him, 502-508

;

his happy and honoured old age, 509-512,

515, 529, 530 ;
character of him by Jeffrey,

510, 525-530
;
portraiture by Sir Walter

Scott, 510, 511 ;
sketch by Mrs. Schimmel-

Penninck, 513 ;
by Thomas Campbell, 515

;

predecease of friends, 5 1 5-52(jj^)repared

to leave the world, 519, 520
;

^Klast ill-

ness, and death, 520, 521 ;|^Brred in

Handsworth church, 521
;
os^»f Ba-

ronetcy, ib.
;
monument in \^^Pnin5ter

‘ WELLINGTON.*

Abbey, 522, 523 ;
inscription by Lord

Brougham, 523, 524
;

scieiitiHc titles,

530 ;
unprecedented increase of fame, 1,^

525, 526; portrait, by Beechey, 531;
enamel by Bone, ib.

;
by Longcastre, 53 1,

532
;
by Partridge, 632

;
by Lawrence, ib.

;

by Raeburn, 533
;
by Graham Gilbert, ib

.

;

by Henning, 533, 534; by Jackson, 534;
by Findeu, ib.

;
statues by Chantrey

;

marble, in Westminster Abbey, 534,

535 ;
bronze, at Glasgow, 535 ;

marble, in

Handsworth church, Glasgow College, and
Greenock Library, ib.

;
medal by Wyon,

536,
‘ Wattf Sir James* 483.

Watt, James, junior, of Aston Hall, (son of
the great engineer), 241 ;

contrived a jwrt-

ahle form of copying-press, 278 ;
smoke-

consuming engine at Manchester, 304

;

talents and pursuits, 403,417, 418
;
kind-

ness to his brother, 418
;
correspondence

with Fulton on boat-engines, 439
;

alters

the * Caletlonia,* 442, 443
;
voyage in her

to Holland, the Rhine, and Belgium, in

1817
;

experiments with her on the

Thames, 444
;

his youthful politics, 491-

493; silences Robespierre at the Club of

the Jacobins, 493
;

quits Paris without a
passport, ib.

;
his revolutionary ardour

cools, 492, 493 ;
his death, 241.

Watt, James Watt and Co., present co-

partnership of, 424, note; 461.
Watt, John, (uncle of the great engineer),

birth, 9 ;
education, 10

;
profession, ami

death, ib.
;

his survey of the Clyde, ib .

;

its publication, 1 1 ;
state of the Clyde as

shown by it, 11, 12.

Watt, John, (brother of the great engineer),

birth, 17 ;
assisted to complete the survey

of the Clyde, ib.; his death at sea, 10,

17, 31.

Watt, Thomas, (grandfather of the great

engineer), birth, 4 ;
settlement in Craw-

fordsdyke, ib.
;

‘ Professor of the Mathe-
‘ matics,* ib.

;
houses in Crawfordsdyke and

Greenock, 6, 7 ;
offices he held, 7 ;

strict-

ness of his discipline, 7, 8 ;
marriage, and

children, 9 ;
death, and burial, ib.

;
portrait

of, 31.

Way, Mr. H. B., 275.
Webb, Joseph, (a workman at Soho),* 254,

291, 292.

Wedgwood, Mr., 392.

Weed, a fragrant, Mr, Watt’s relish for,

486.

Weights and measures, proposed uniformity
of, 389-391.

Weight, equality of, of gases consumed and
water formed, 357.

* Welcomer,* ‘ his kind,* 241.
‘ Wellington,* H.M.S. * Duke of,’ 444.
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WELL.

Well Park, of Greenock, 29.

Wemyss Colliery, 98.

Wkstminstek -Abbey, monument to Mr.
Watt in, 422, 425.

WhEAL Virgin Mine, 272 ;
effects of vitri-

olic water at, 507,

Union, 272.

Wheel, clock with only one, 223-225
;
clock

with none, 224-.

WiiEEL-CAitKiAaEfl, movilig of, by steam,

suggested! by Kobison, 60. {See Steam-
LOCOMOTION.)

Wheel, fly, 270-281
;
water, 280; ratchet,

ib.

Wheels, Sun-and-Planet, 279, 283, 284 ;

of counter, 296.

Whiduey, Report on clmnnel of Clyde, 211.

WiLCKE, John Charles, proposes an air-pump

to act by condensation of steam, 99-101
;

the idea borrowed from Mr. Watt’s inven-

tion, 100.

Wjlkie, his cdll to ho a painter, 32; his

coinjiarison of Velaz(piez and Raeburn,

533, note.

Wilkinson, John, of Piersham, introduces

new boring-machine for cylinders, 240,

247
;

uses one of the new engines, 257 ;

manufactures cylinders and condensers.

264, 291, 292.— , William, 265.

Wir.LEY engine, 257.

William, Foi-t, and Inv’eniess, (Caledonian),

Canal, 213, 221.

WiLTiTAMS, or Williamson, a Swede, a pupil

of Dr. Black, lOO.

WiLLiAMSHEiiGH, in Virginia, 249.

Williamson, George, ‘ Memorials of Watt,’

7, note.

Wilson, Dr. Alexander, Professor of Astro-

nomy in Glasgow College, 237, fiote

;

his

observations of the solar spots, *6,; his

excellent type-founding, ib.

, Dr. Patrick, Professor of Astronomy
at Gbvsgow, as to Mr. Watt’s invention of
a prismatic micrometer, 237, 238 ;

his

scicntitic pursuits, ib. note ; his bequest to

the University of Glasgow, ib.
;

letter as

to new copying-machine, 275, 276 ;
as to

sculpture machine, 470-472
;

his death,

519.

Winch, and Cavallo, mode of forming caout-

chouc tubes, 466.
WiNCKELMANN, attachment to the Glasgow

Homer, 33.

ZENO.

Withering, Dr., 308, 391 ;
his death, 516.

Wolfe, General, anecdote of, 62.

Wollaston, Dr., 26.

Wood, Messrs. J. and C., built * the Comet,*

441.

WooDCROFT, * on Steam Navigation,* 439.

Worcester, Marchioness of, letter to, from

her Confessor, 117.

, Edward, second Marquis of, extracts

from his ‘Century of Inventions,* 111-

113 ;
reasons for questioning his acquaint-

ance with the power and use of steam,

1 13, 1 14 ;
other reasons for supposing him

to have made a steam-engine, 114-120;
progress and passing of his Engine Bill,

114-116
;

his thanksgiving prayer, 117,

118; Bollock’s description of the water-

commanding engine, 118
;

panegyric, in

verse, and Latin elogium, 118, 119; ac-

count of the performance of the engine,

by CoMuo de Medicis, 119, 120; diver-

sity of opinion in regard to the Marquis,

120 ;
tradition as to his imprisonment

in the Tower, 120, 121 ;
controversy as

to the claims of him and of Solomon do

Cans, 122, 123; fictitious letter from
Marion de I'Orme, 123-128.

Wordsworth, William, remark on a steam-

engine, 2 ;
on Mr. Watt’s character, 381

;

on French Jievolution, 492 ;
quotations

from, 32, 484, 616.

Wyatt, Mr. Samuel, 289.
‘ Wye,* ‘ the sylvan,* 484,

X.

Xerxes, 510.

Y.

Yarmouth, railway proposed to, (1813), 459.

York Building Company, 256.

Yorkshire, Newcomen’s engines in, 411.

Young, Dr. Thomas, estimate of discovery

of composition of water, 332.

, Professor of Greek in Glasgow College,

470.

Z.

Zeno, the rhetorician, his dispute with

Anthemius, 109.

THE END.
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1886, 13#.6<2. Bristol, 1836, 12#. Liverpool, 1837, 16«.6(f. NewcaaUe,
1838. 16#. Blrmfoghain, 1839, 18«. 6d. Glasgow, 1840, 16#. Plymouth,
1841, 18#. 6d. Manchester, 1842, 10#. Bd. Cork, 1843, 12#. York, 1844.

20#. Cambridge, 1845, 12#. Southampton, 1846, 16#. Oxford, 1847, 18#.

Swansea, 1848, 9#. Birmingham, 1849, 10#. Edinburgh, 1860, 16#. Ipswich,

1861, 16#. ed. Belfast, 1862, 16«. Hull, 1868, 10#. 6d. Liverpool, 1864, 18s.

Glasgow, 1866^ 16#. ;
Cheltenham, 1866, 18#.
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,>.yy wTOUAii BiOTii; LLJ]f, ^drtTBl^Aiid Map«» 8 Volf. 809.

UVB8 OF FEE ENGBlM POETS. E^lad hy Pnxii
ComitsAiii^F^ttjA. 8V<d8. 9S».<l(f.

BYB^lPBloniCAL WOIQU^ Srols. 469.

In IVeponUion.

WOBU OP ALEXANDER POPE. Edited by Mr. Cboksb. ABsIstod
byPsnxB CuiiinitoHAii,F.3.A.

*

'WORKS OP ORYOEE. Edited, wltb Notes.

HEMES HISTORY OP ENGIiANH. Edited, vitb Notes.

lilPE, BETTERS, AND 30ERNAES OP JONATHAN 8W1PT. Edited
by Joins Poe«txr.

WORKS OP 8WIPT. Edited, -wlib Notes. By Johx Pobsteb.

WORKS OF JOSEPH ADDISON.' Edited, wUb Notes.

BBOTJQHTON'S (Lord) Journey through Alhanift and other
Prorlnees of Turkey In Europe end Asia, to Constantinople, 1809—10.
Seeond Edition. Maps and Woodcuts. 2yol8. 8?o. 809.

BUBBLdfe FROM THE BEUNNBN OF NASSAU. By an Old
Man. Biadh Edition, 16ino. 6#.

BTJNBURY'S (0. J. F.) Journal of a Besidence at the Cape of Good
Hope ;

vith Excursions into the Interior, andONotos on the Natural

History aud Native Tribes of the Country. Woodcuts. Post 8vo. 99.

BUNYAN (John) and Oliver Cromwell. Select Biographies. By
Robbbt Southkv. Post 8vo. 29. 6d.

BnOBAPABTB’S(NAPOLEOB) Confidential Correspondence with his

Brother Joseph, sometime King of Spain. Second Edition, S vols. 8vo.
269.

BUROHERSH’S (Iiobu) Memoir of the Operations of the Allied
Armies nnder Prince Schwarzenberg and Marshal Blucher during the
latter end of 1818—14. Svo. 21#.

Early Campaigns of the Duke of Wellington in

Portugal and Spain. 8to. 8«. 9d.

BURGON’S (Rev. J. W.) Picture of a Christian Gentleman : a
Memoir of the late Patrick Fraser Tytler, author of “ The History of

Scotland." 8vo, In the JPreas,

BURN’S (Lixut-Col.) French and English Dictionaxy of Naval
and Military Technical Terms. Third Edition, Crovm 8vo. 169.

BURNS’ (Robbbt) Life. By John Gibson Locbbabt. Fifth
Edition. Foap. 8vo. Bo*

BURR’S (G. D.) Instructions in Practical Surveying^ Topogra*

S
hical Plan Drawing, and on sketching ground without Initruments.
’'bird Edition, Woodcuts. Post 8ro. 7#. 64.
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BtrXTOK’S (fiteft 'PdWx&ty Memoirs. With Selecti^ Arom his
Comiptodeiiee. Bf fils Son. JCifth Edition* 8vo, 16««; or. Aipular
mtUrn. TmBro. $».M.

BTBON^S (Lobb) Life, Letters, and Journals. By Thoxas Moobb.
OttbmttJUUion. Plates. 6 Vols. Fcap. 8vo.* 18s.— Life, Lette;rs, and Journals. By Thomas Moob». Fcpttlar
Edition Portrait and Vignette. One Volume, royal 8vo. IBs. ,— Poetical Works. Library Edition, Portrait. 6 Vols.
Demy 8to. 46s.

Poetical Works. Cabinet Edition* Plates. 10 Vols.
‘ Pcap. 8vo. 80».

Poetical Works. Popvlar Edition, Portrait and Vig-
nette. One Volume, royal 8vo. 12^.

Poetical Works. Travelling Edition. Portrait. Crown
8yo. 9s.

Poetical Works. Containing Childe Harold; Dramas,
2 Vols.; Tales and Poems; MiaceUanles, 2 Vols.; Beppo and Don
Juan, 2 Vols. Pocket Edition, 8 Vols. 24mo. 20s» Or, ssparatelp,

2j. Od. Each volume.

Ohilde Harold’s Pilgrimage. With 80 Yignettes.
Crown 8vo. lOs. 6d.

— Beauties. Poetryand Prose. A Beading Book for Youth.
Portrait Fcap. Svb. Sr. 6d,

CALVIN’S (Johb) Life. With Extracts from his Correspondence.
By Thomas U. Dybb. Portrait. Svo. 16s,

OALLCOTT’S (Ladt) Little Arthur’s Histoiy of England.
ISta Edition, With 20 Woodcuts, Fcap. 8vo. 2s. Cd.

CARMICHAEL’S (A. N.) Greek Verbs. Their Pormations,
Irregularities, and Defects. Second Edition, PostSvo. 8t. 6d.

CARNARVON’S (Lobd) Portugal, Gallicia, and the Basque
Provinces. From riotes made during a Journey to those Conntries.

27iird Edition, PostSvo. 6s,

CAMPBELL’S (Lobd) Lives of the Lord Chancellors and Keepers
of the Great Seal of England. From the Earliest Times to the Death of

Isord Eldon in 1838. Ath Edition, 10 Vols. Crowu 8vo. 0r. each.

Life of Lord Chancellor Bacon. Fcap. 8vo. 2s,

' ' —— Lives of the Chief Justices jof England. From the
Norman Conquest to the Death of Lord TenterUen. Second Edition,

3 Vols. 6vo. 4Ss. *

(Gbobox) Modem India. A Sketch of the System
of Civil Government. With Home Account of the Natives and Native
Institutions. Second Edition, 8vo. Ids.

1
—

^ India as it may be. An Outline of a proposed
Government and Policy. Svo. 12s,

(Thos.) Short Lives of the British Poets. With an
Essay on English Poetry. Post 8vo. 6s,

OASTLERBAOH (Thx) DESPATCHES, from the commencement
of the offlelarcareer of the late Viscount Castlercagh to the close of his

life. Edited by the Mabquis ov Lobdondeeby. 12 vols.

S

vo. Us.eaoh.
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1812-13* VUnt* 8vo* Ui.

Mflitary Operatioua m tafftaria, 'wWA lei to the
Termination of theKa3% Wilt* £lecond^ion. Svo. 12|.

OATALCASELLH (G,B.) Noticee of the Early Plemisli Painters;
Their Livee and Works. Woodcats. Post8ro* 12«.

CHAKTREY (Sir FaiRCia). Winged.Words on Chantrey’s Wood-
cocks. Jilted by Jas. P. Moiaosio. Etchings. Square Svo. 10s. 64.

CHARMED ROE (The)
; or, The Story of the little Brother and

Sister. By Otto Spbgktbb. Plates. 16mo. 6s.

CLARENDON (Lord Chakobllor) ; Lives of his Friends and
Contemporaries, illostrative of Portraits in his Gallery. By Lady
THBBBsa Lbwis. Portraits. SVols. 8vo. 42s.

CLAUSEWITZB (Carl Yok) Campaign of 1812, in Russia.
Translated from the German by IiOrd Elleburrb. Map: 8to. lOs. 64.

CLIVE’S (Lord) Life. ByRsv. 0. R. Glbig, M.A. Post Svo. 66.

COLERIDGE (Samuel Tatlor). Specimens of his Table-Talk.
JPourth JSdUion, Portrait. Pcap. 8vo. 6s.

(Henry Nelson) Introductions to the Study of
the Greek Classic Poets. Third SdUkn, Feap. Svo. 6s. 64.

COLONIAL LIBRARY. [See Home and Colonial library.]

COOKERY (Domestic). Founded on Principles of Economy and
Fiaotlcal Knowledge, and adapted for Private FamiUes. EdUion,
Woodcuts. Fcap.Svo. 6«.

CORNWALLIS (The) Papers and Correspondence during the
American War,—Administrations In India,—Union with Ireland, and
Peace of Amicus. From Family Papers, &c. Edited by Chablbs Boss.
aVols. Svo.

CBABBE’S (Siv. Gborqe) Life, Letters,^ and Journals. By his Son.
Portrait. Fcap.8ro, Sp.

and Poetical Works. €<Mnet
EditUm, Plates. SVols* Beap.Svo. Sit.
V — —— and Poetical Works. Ptmula/r
Edition, Plates. OneVolame. Royal Svo. 104.64.

CRAIK’S (G. L.) Pursuit of Knowledge under Difficulties.
Neio Edition, aVoIs, PostSVO. 124.

OURZON’S (Hon* Robert) Visits to the Monasteries of the Levant.
Fourih Edition. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 164.

' Armenia and Erkeroum. A Year on the Frontiem
of Russia, Turkey, and Persia. Third Edition, Woodcute. Post Svo*
74. 64.
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OUNNINOHAM'8 (Allan) life of Sir David Wilkie* With hU
Journals and Crltloal Romarka on Worka of Art, Portrali 8 Vols.

8vp. 42«.
^— Ppema and Bongs. Now first collected and

ainiigod, wltA ll^graphlcal Notice. SAino. 2«.6d.

(Oavt. J. D.) History of the Sikhs. Prom
the Origin of Om Nation to the Battle of the Butm* Seemi AtfUlon.

Maps. 8yOt 15a.

•— (Pimbb) London-"Ts«t and Present A Hand-
book to the Adtiqnltiea, Curioaitiesi Chnrohea, Works of Art, Public

Buildlpgs, and Places connected with interesting and historical asso-

ciations, Sficond EiUium, FostSvo. lOf;

Modern London. A complete Guide for

Visitors to the Metropolis. Map. 46mo. 5a.

—.— Westminster Abbey. Its Art, Architecture,
and Associations. Woodcuts. Fcap. 8yo. la.

Works of Oliver Goldsmith. Edited with
Notes. Yij^ettes. 4 vols. 8vo. 80a. (Murray's British Classics.)

Lives of Eminent English Poets. By Samuel
JoHKSOir, LL.D. Edited with Notes. 8 vols. 8vo. 22a. Sd. (Murray^S
British Classics.)

OBOKER*S (J. W.) Progressive Geography for .Children*
£\fihS^ion, Itoo. la. 6d.

Stpries for Children, Selected from the Histoiy of
England. JB^teenthMUion. Woodcuts. 18mo. 2a. Cd.

Bosweirs Life of Johnson. Including the Tour to the
Hebrides, Third ISiMon, Portraits. Royal 8vo. 16a.

Loed Hbetet’s Memoirs of the Reign of George the
Becond, ftom bis Accession to the death of Queen Caroline. Edited
with Notes. Seoond Edition* Portrait. 2 Vols. 8vo. 21a.

Essays on the Early Period of the French Revolution.
Reprinted from the Quarterly Review, 6vo. 16a.

Historical Essay on the Guillotine. Fcap. 8vo. la.

CROMWELL (Olivbb) and John Banyan. By Bobebt Souihev.
PostSvo. 2a. 6d.

CROWE’S (J. A.) Notices of the Early Flemish Peters ; their

Lives and Works. Woodcuts. PostSvo. 12f.

CURETON (Rev. W.y Fragments of a very Ancient Recension of
the OtospeUi In 87 rias^ hitherto unknown; Discovered in the Monas-
tery of St. Mary, near the Natron-Lakes. Traoslated into English. 4to.

DARWIN’S (Cbables) Journal of Researches into the Natural
Histcilry and Geology ofthe Countries visited during a Voyage round the

World, PostSvo. 8a, 6d.

DAVIS’S (Sib J. F.) China : A General Description of that Empire
and its Inhabitants, down to 1857. New Edition. Woodcuts. 2 Vols.

PostSvo. 14a.

DAVY’B (Sib Hvmphbt) Consolations in Travel; or, Last Days
of a Philosopher. F{fth EdUtion, Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6a.

fiaknonia j or, Days of Ply Pishing. With some Account
of the Habits of Fishes belonging to the genus Salmo. Fourth Edition,

Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6a.
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llethod, irlMfbtf' |pr««fr «n<flleii(Be or iMl/inedloerlty be required. Br
Lziut.-Col. HuTpuiinov. 2%tnf AfOum. Berlsed and enlarged,

c. Weodonli. Fost9ve^'.9lia.
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•

DOHXSTIO VODBRN COOKBRT. Tonnded on Principles of
XMsm «fed Pxaetleal KiK>w!edg% and adapted ibt Briyate FamiUee.
iruiAmia, Wdodoats. AeaiMwe 6a.

DOUOlt&SI} (GiniAL Snt ' ;HowiLBi>} Treatise on the Theory
and.PraetoofGnnnerfe F<mrtk Plates. Svo. 8ia.

—— Trentifle on the Prindple and Constmction of Military
Bridges, and the passage nf Blyers in Military Operations. Third
JBaition. Plates. Syo. 2ldr

Pnanois) Lite, Toyagea, and Exploits, by Sea and
liSSkd. By SoBV Badaoyr. Third Siiiion, PostBvo. 2s. 6d.

LRIEILWATEIPB Hiatory of the Siege of Oibraitar,

1T72-I78a. 'Willi a Deseiiplion and ilooount of tbat Qeitlson from tbe
Esiliesl Periods. PoslByo. 28. 6d.

OBTBEE’S (Jonx) Works. A Rew Edition, based npon Sir

Walter BcotVs Edition, entirely reyised. 8yo. In Preparation,

DEDLETS (Eakl ov) lietters to tbe late Bishop of Llandaff.

Beeond idiiicn. Portrait. 8yo. lOs.Od.

DUFFERIN’S (Loan) Letters from High Latitudes, being some
Aooountof a YschtVoysge to Iceland, &e., in 1866. Fourth Edition,

Woodcuts. Post Syo.

DITRHAM’S (Apmiaaii Sir Phiup) Naval Life and Services. By
Oapt. Alszandxb Mubbat. Sto. 64.6dr.

DYER'S (Tbohas H.) Life and Letters of John Calvin. Compiled
from autbontlO'Bonrces. Portrait. 8vo. 158.

New History of Modem Europe. From the taking of

Constantinople by tbe Turks to tbe Close of the War in the Crimea.

4 Vols. 8vo. In Preparation.

BASTLAKE (Sir Chariks) The Schools of Painting in Italy.

From tbe Earliest times. From the German of Kuoleb. Edited, with
Notes. Third Edition, Illustrated from the Old Masters. 2 Vols.

PostSyo. BOt.

EDWARDS' (W. H.) Voyage up the River Amazon, including a
Visit to Para. PostAvo. 28. Sd.

BGERTON'S (How. Capt. Fraxcis) Journtd of a Wkiter's Tour in

India ; with a Visit to Nepanl. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. Post 8to. 18i.

ELDON’S (Lord ChaxcxIiLor) Public and Private Life, with Selec-

tions from his Correspondence and Diaries. By Hobacb Twtss. Third

Edition. Portrait 2 Vols. ' Post Svo. . 218.

ELIOT’S (Hox. W. G. C.) Khans of the Crimea. Being a Nar-
rative of an Embassy from Frederick the Great to the Court of Krim
Gerai. Translated from the German. PostSm 68.

ELLIS (Mrs.) On tbe Education of Character, with Hints on Moral
Training. FostSyo. 7s. 6d.

(Rjfiv. W.) Three Yisits to Madagascar. During 1853,-54,

and -66, Including a JoiirnMy to tbe Capital, vritii notices of Natural

,
History,and Present Civilisation of the People. Map andWoodcuts. Svo.
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^ life ani Character rf the Duke of Wellington;
aPisoourse. Fchp^Sto* OdL— Cantpaign of 1812 in Busaia^ from the German
of General Carl Von Clausewlti. Hap. 8ro. lOp. 6d.

Pilgrimage, and other Poems, Crown 4to. 24a.

g Essays on History, Biography, Geography, and
Enflneeilng. .8vo. 12f.

ELPHINS>rONB’S (Hoh. MorarswABi) History of Indi^-the
Hindoo and Mabomedan Periods. Fourth Sdition. VTlth an Index.

Map, 8vO. 18a.

BLWIN'S (Rbv, W.) Lives of Eminent Britisli Poets. From
Chaucer to VTordsworth. 4Tols.8vo. In Preparation*

EHGLAHD (History ov) from the Peace of Utrecht to the Peace
of Versailles, 1713—8S. By Loan Mahov. Library Edition^ 7 Yols.
8vO) 0$«.; or, Popular Editionj 7 Vols. Post 8vo. 35s.

Prom the First Invasion by the Romans,
down to the 14th year of Queen Victoria’s Reign. By Mrs. Markham.
98thJUiti(m* Woodcuts. ISmo. 6«.

IX ig . Social, Political, and Industrial, in the
19th Century. ByW. Johnsyoh. 2 Vols, PostSvo. 18#.

and France under the House of Lancaster.
With an Introductory View ofthe Early Reformation, Second Edition,

8vo. 16s,

EKGLISHWOMAK IN AMERICA. PostSvo. lOs.ed.

RUSSIA: or, Impressions of Manners
and flheiety during a Ten Years* Residence Sn that Country, Fifth
Thousand, Woodcuts. PostSTO, JOe,6d,

ERSKINE’S* (Capt., R.N.) Journal of a Cruise among the Islands
of the Western 'Pacific, including the F^ees, and others inhabited by
the Polynesian Negro Races. Plates. 8fo. lfi«,

ESEIMAUX (Thb) and English Tocabulaiy, for the use of Travellers
in the Arctic Regions. 16mo. 8i,0d,

ESSAYS FROM "THE TIMES.*' Being a Selection from the
Litxbabt Papkbs which have appeared in that Journal. 7th Thousand,
a vols. Foap.8vo. Ssi

EXETER’S (Bisnop or) Letters to the late Charles Butler, on the
Theological parts of his Book of the Roman Catholic Church; with
Remarks on certain Works of Dr. Milner and Dr. Lingard, and on some
parts of the Evidence of Dr. Doyle. Second Edition, Svo. 16s.

FAIRY RING (Thk), A Collection of Tales and Stories for Young
Persons. From the Genpan. By J. R. Tavlob. Illustrated by Rxcbabd
Dotlb. Second Edition, Fcap. 8vo.

FALKNER’S (Febd.) Muck Manual for the Use of Farmers. A
Treatise on the Nature and Value of Manures. Second Edition^ with a
Glossary of Terms and an Index. Fcap. 8to.
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FAMILY RECEIPT-BOOK. A Collectioa of a Thousand Valuable

«nd Useful Iteceipta. Fcap. 8to. 6a* 6d»

PANCOURT’S (Col.) History of Yucatan, from its Discovery

to the Close of the 17th Ceutory. With Map. 8vo. 10s 6d*

PBATHBRSTONHAUGH’S (G. W.> Tour through the Slave States

of North America, from tlie River Potomac, to Texas aud the Prontlers

sf Mexico. Plates. 2 Vols. 8vo. 86s.

FELLOWS’ (Sir Charles) Travels and Hesearcbes in Asia Minor,
more particnlarlj In the Province of Lycia. New Edition* Plates. Post

8vo. 9a.

FBEGUSSON’S (James) Palaces of Nineveh and Peraepolis

Restored: an Essays on Ancient Assyrian and Persian Ardiitecture.

With 46 Woodenta. 8vo. 16s.
^

- Handbook of Arobiteciure. Being a
Coadae and Popular Account of the Different Styles previdling in aU

. ^ Ages and Entries in the World* a Deacripdpn of moat
*

' \ ntimrkableB^dln^ ' WithM lUiutratloiia. 8vo.

PEBBIKgS (T.P.) Camaoi,. JoumeW l^Persif^jAffi^^
kffril! niMatittwd Mdeeblkbun^mli^^
a2[^i£SiSS^d Momade TrIM if (hwtrai Aata.

Saamd JUkim • Mi^: ‘
.

*
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; ^

a

iU.

FBUEBBACS’d B^habWh«&lil
lated ffrom the Qernun hy Lady Duinr

FISHER’S (Rbv. OipEai) Bldments of Gepmetry^ itJse of

Schools. FifAMtitm. ISmo. 1#.^

Pfarsi Principles of Alge^ru, jjie tTae of Schools.

PifihJ&UHon, 18md. U.9d.

FLOWER GARDEN C^hb). Ahi Essay. By Rev. Thos. James.
Imprinted ffvm the ** QuarterlyJE^ew.’’ Pcap.8vo. la.

FORD’S (RxoBABn)handbookfoE^^^n, Andfl4asia,Ron4a, Valencia,
Catalonia, Granada, GaUlda, Arragon, Kavaxre, Ac. Third Edition.

SYola. Poat8vo. 80s,

Qaiherings from Spain. Post Svo. :^6t;

FORSTER’S (Jobe) Biographical and B&torical Essays. 2 Vols.
PosiBvo.

FORSYTHS (William) HorUnsias, or the Advocate : an Historical
Esiiay on Uie Ofhee and Dntlea of an Advocate. Post 8vo. IBs.

History of Napoleon at St. Helena. From the
Letters and doomaU of fita Hudboe Lovrn, Portraitand Maps* 3 Yota.
8vo. 46r,

FORTUNE’S (Robrb4 Nanative of Two Visits to Chin% between
the years 1848-68, with (hU Descriptions of the CttUure of the Tea
Plant, Thfd Edition. Woodcuts., SYols. PottSyo, 185.

- Residence among the Chinese } Inland, on the
Coast, and at Sea, during 1858*66. Woodcuts. 8vo. 16#.’

FRANCE (History or). From the Conquest by the Gauls to the
Deatbcf Louis Philippe, By Mrs. Markham. 66(6 TAomcmA Wood-
cats. 18mo. 6f.
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FRENCH (The) in Algiers; The Soldier of the Foreign Legion—
and the PriBoneni of Abd-el-Kadir. Translated by Lady Duff Gobdox.
Post 8yo. 8s. 6df.

GALTON’S (Francis) Art of Travel ; or, Hints on the Shifts and
Contrivances available in Wild Countries. Second Edition* Wood^
euts. PostSvo.

GEOGRAPHICAL (The) Journal. Published by the Royal Geo-
graphical Society of London. Svp;

GERMANY (History or). Prom the Invasion by Marius, to the
present time. On the plan ofMrs. Markham. Ninth TJumeand, Woodcutsi
18m(>.

GIBBON’S (Edward) Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. A
Nsw Edition, Preceded by hts Autobiography. Edited with Notes
by Dr. Wm. Smith. Maps. 8 Vole. 8vo. 60s.

The Student ’8 Gibbon ; Being the History of the
Decline and FaS, Abfl^dged, incorporating the Researches of Recent
Commentaton. By Dr.WM. Ssora. Sixth Thmtlsand* Woodouts. Post

€UrrARS^"(iBOTMMn^’n0«dt of Amedotes of

um row
Ql^OSSrt’S {(Thous) Es^ '>n JBdiHon.

fort9ro/>) >;t’r •

OLADSTOira’S-4^ . P»irm.'ianiiged^ firott ‘ tlie liturgy for

GOLDSMITH'S (Otnrro) Work*. A-No# Edition.: Printed from

tbe rtviwd WtliB AntUiir. BAttod hf Pnsv CamiNO-
^iir. yigarttM. 4yol*..j^. 80.

.
{Marnj’s BritUACUMics.)

GLEIG'S O. B.) Cimmdgns of tbe BritiaK Anny *4 Washing.

ifm end New OrleMM. PostSTO. S..M

Story of the Battle of, Waterloo. Compiled from Public

u>d Authentic Source.. Post Syu.' Be.

Xarratir* of Sir Bob^ Bale's B^gade in Afghanistan,

rrititui AeooitiftUfdieS^un iusd ^liniee ofJeHalut^'Pest Bvo. S.. 6d.

Life of Bobfflrt Lord CliTOi Post Sro. 6s.

Life and Letters of General Sir Thpmas Unnro. Post

8vo. 6s.
,

‘

GORDON’S (Sir Alex. Dufi) Sketch of German life, and Scenes

from theWar of Liberation. From the German. PostSvo. 6i.

(Lady Duff) Amber-Witch: the moat inteTeatlng

Trial for Wlteberafr ever Rnown. From the German. Poatgvo, 2s. 6d.

French in Algiers. 1. The Soldier of the Foreign
Legion. 8. The Prisonera ef Abd-elpKadlrs ' Frsm the French.
PostSvo. 2s. 6d.

Remarkable German Crimes and Trials. From the
German Of Fnerbafiku tvo. 18a

GRANT’S (Asahsl) NestonanSy or the Lost Tribes ; containing
Evidence of their Identity, their Manner^ Cuatome, andCeremonies ;

with Sketches of Travel in Ancient AsByri^Anneiila,and Mesopotamia

;

and Illustrations of Scripture Prophecy. Third Edition, Fcap 8vo. 6s.
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OBENYILLE (Ths) PAPERS. Being the Public and Private
Correspondence of George Grenvillei his Friends and Contemporaries,
during a period of SO years.— Including hU Oiabt ov Political
Evkkts while First Lord of the Treasury. Edited, with Kotes, by
W.J. Smith. 4Vols. 8vo. ISt.eaeh.

QBBEE ORAHMAB FOR SCHOOLS. Abndged from Matthiee.
By the Bishop of Loxooir. Ninth JEJitiat, revised by Rev. J. Edwards.
12mo. ds.

QBBTS (SiE Osoroh) Polynesian Mythology, and Ancient
l^radittonai History of the New Zealand Race. Woodouts. Post
8vq. lOf.thL,

OBOTE'S (OhoroiO Histoiy of Oreece. From the Earliest Times
to the closeofthe |mratii(Hamtofl?m«!ry^ the death of Alexander
m«Great Z%ihi2l^t^ Maps' lavols. 8vo. ie#.eaeh.

GBOSYElfOB'S (Lord BoBni^ Leivea from my Journal daring
:^SaiQ^SFort85t>i PostOvo. at.6d.

aW^ija rASA(mrtory «f}^W^^Byndm. WltkJSxtnets

HALIAirS (HKtEX>-Coiwrtitaaoiuil EktM vt E/Hthai, tiie

9t «iiK BMood.
fftvmA JEdStttbfi. 3 Yols. 3vo. 30f.

HiAory of Envo^ during tl>i» Middle Ages.
JMSKiitiM. SlYtdi. Bro. SO.,

Intiednetiou (o the litmury Hittoiy efEurope, during
the ISth, ITth, Mid Uth CebtoitMi. A’lwrik lUWni. S Vdl*. 8m>. SS*.

litenury Ebh^ sad Chamteta. Seleeted from tiie
last work. Fcap.Svo. Rs.

^
.— Hiatoiieal Worbk Oonluning the History of Eng-

land,—The Middle Ages of Enrope,—and the Literary History of
EaroiM. Cab^ NdUUm* lOTols. PostSvo. 6s. each.

HAMILTOinS (Jutu) Wanderiaga &i Kortbem Africa, Benghazi,
(JrraM^theOMbofSlnh, Ac. AmwIAiMm. Woodeutt. PoitSvo. 12*.—' (Wima) Hindortan, GeogR^hioalfy, Statistically,
^mdorlMU]^ Mep. syob. dto. 94«.6d.

HAMPDEIEV Essay on the Philosophical SridenM of
Cnriatlanito, or the CredlblUty obtained to a fieriptuni Revelation
ftom its Colnoidenoe with the Facta of Katnre. 8vo. 9t.6d.

HABOOURTS (Edward \vBix<m) Sketeli of Madeira : with Map
sadPlatos. PostSvo. 8t.6d.

' ’ *

ARMY LIST. (Quarterly andAnnuoRp.) 8vo.
HAYS (3. H. Hrtokomd) Weatem Bwbary, lU wild Tribes and

lavage Anhnalla. PostOvo. Rs.Sd.

HEBER (Bishop) Pariah Sennona; on the Leaaons, the Gospel,
or the EplaOe, for every Sunday In the Year, and forWeek-day Festivals.
SutthBdUUm. RVola. PostSvo. 16».

Sermons Preached inEngland. Second Edition, 8vo. 9s.6d.

Hymns whiten and adapted for the weekly Church
Service of the Year. TiaeJ^flh BUtim, ISne.. It

.

—- Poetical Works. Edition, Portrait. Fcap. 8vo.
7s. 6A

Journey through the ITpper Provinces of India, From
Calcutta to Bombay, witha Jonmey to Madras and the Southern Pro-
vinces. 3 Volt. PoitSvo. i2i.
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HAND-BOOK OF TRAVEL-TALK
; or, Coaversationa ia

English, German, French, and Italian. 18mo. 8a. 6d.

NORTH G£EMANY-*HoLX<AKa, Belgium, aad
the Rhine to Switzerland. Map. PostSTo. 10a.

SOUTH GBRMANY^Bayaria, Austiia, Salzberg,
the Anetrian and Bayarian Alps, the Tyrol, and the Danuta, from Ulm
to the Black Sea. Map. PostSyo. 10a.

PAINTING—the Germaa, Flemish, aad Dutch
Sehodla. From the German of Kuolbb. A New MiHoRt Edited by
Da. Waagbv, Woodcota. Post 8vo. {In the Frees*)

SWITZERLAND—the Alps of Savoy, aad Pledmoat,
Maps. PostSyo. Os.

*

— PBANC^KlirtMrmaady, Brittany, the Preach
Alps, the Rivers Loire, Seine, Rhone^ and Garonne. DanphlnS, Provence,
and (he Pyrenees. Map|. PostSro. lOs.—- SPAIN'^Aadakiftiii Bondaj^ Qraiiada, Valencia,

OatiOGhli^QidUclar S BsstSvni 80s.

PQBTUGAI^ Of.

lino PmroM ^ Scndoiii* By
'

‘ Wood«ati;‘- -

,—rTT- NOBTH ITAXT«p^Fio»eRC0r SoydSEttlh, Genoa, the
Biyiem, Venici Lombardy,$MTudc^y. III^. Post Ovo. a Vols. 18a.

ITAt3P—SouEM Tusgaet and the

PATAIiSl^ATfl. Map. PoBtSfO* 7s.

BOSlE-nAND ITS ENVIRONS. M:ap. Post
Svo. 9a.— SOUTH ITALY'-^Ni^Iee, FompMi^ Herculaneum,
Vesuvius, dkc. Mapb Post Svo.

PAINTING-^the Italian SchoolA From the Ger-

man of KuGli]I. Edited by Sir Chaulvb Eastlakb, R. A. Woodcuts,

a y<ds. PostSVo. 80a.

ITALIAN PAINTERS: (A^SHORT BIOGRA-
PHICAL dictionary op.) With a Chari PpstSyo. da.6d.

GREECE— the Ionian Islands, Albania, (Thessaly,

and Macedonia. Maps. Post Svo. fida* .

TURKEY—MALiTd, Asu Mieob, CoHSUAirTnrppiB,

Armenia, Mesopotamia, Ac. Maj^ PoatSvo, (/» (As iVaii.)

EGYPT—Thebes, the Nile, Alexandria, Cairo,

the Pyramids, Mount Binal, Ac. Map. Post Svo., 16#*— DENMARK—^Noeway snd SwnpBH. Haps. Post
Svo.

RUSSIA—The BAitio ahb FiKLAna. Maps. Post
Svo. 18a.

LONDON, PA8t Mm Funsu^ Beiii^ w Alpha-
betlcal Aeconat of *U the AntlqnitlM, Cnrlbattiw, Cbnidi^ Work,
ofArt Places, and Streets connected with Interestbg and Historical
Associations. Pest Svo. Ida.—-— MODERN LONDON. A Guide to all objects
oflnterest in the Metropolis. Map. ISmo.Sa.

BNTIRONS OP LONDON. Inoludtnr a Circle of
80Uita*iociiilBtPMF.. Hip*. PoMSro. IBtprtpanMm.)
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fi^AKDBOOK OF DETOK Am ^OMWAhL, P(Ml
8vo. 6«.

WILTS, DORSET, ATSD SOMERSET. Map. Po*t
8to. 6*.

KENT, SUSSEX, SURREY, HANTS, and the
Isle ofWight Maps. FostSvo. {Searlp Beady.)

— WESTMINSTER ABBEY—its Art, Architecture,

#]id Assoeiations. Woodcots. i6mo. Is.

-i—— PARIS. PostSvo. {In Preparation.)

SYRIA AND THE HOLY LAND. Maps and
Plans. PostSvo. Nearly Beady.

— INDIA. Parti. Containing Bombay and Madras.
Post 8vo. {Nearly Beady.)

CATHEDRALS OP ENGLAND. Post 8vo. In
Preparation.

SICILY. Maps and Plans. Post 8vo. In the Press.

FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS. Chiefly from English
Authors. Second Edition. Feap. 8vo. 6k.

ARCHITECTURE. Being a Concise and Popular
Account of the Different Styles prevailing in all Ages and Countries.
By Jambs Fbeoubbok. TMrd 'H^oueand. With 860 Illustrations. 8vo.

ARTS OP THE MIDDLE AGES AND RE-
naiaaance. By M. Jules Laharte. With 200 lUustratioiui. 8vo. 18k.

HEAD’S (Sir Piunois) Rough Notes of some Rapid Journeys across
. the Pampas and over the Andes. PostSvo. 2k. 6d.

Descriptive Essays : contributed to the Quarterly
Bevlew." eVols. PostSvo. 18k.

Bubbles from the Brunnen of Nassau. By an Old Man.
Sixth Edition. 16mo. 6k.

Emigrant Sixth Edition. Feap. 8to. 2d. Sd.

Stokers and Poke*; or, the London and North-Western
Bailway. FobISto. 2k. 6d.

— Defenceless State of Great Britain. Post 8vo. 12d.— Faggot of French Sticks; or. Sketches of Paris,
New Edition. SVols. PostSvo. 12k.— Fortnight in Ireland. Second Edition. Map. 8vo. 12d.

(Sir Groros) Forest Scenes and Incidents in Canada.
Second Edition. PostSvo. 10k.

Home IJpur through the Manu&cturing Districts of
England, Scotland, and Ireland, including the Channel Islands, and the
Isle of Man. Third EditUm. 2Vols. PostSvo. 12k.

(Sib Eoxund) Handbook of Painting—the Spanish
and French Schools. With Dlustratlons. Post 6vo,

Shall and Will; or. Tiro Chapters on Future Auxiliary
Varhs. Second Edition, Entaryed. Feap. 8vo.
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TTiciRiiiaH fPH»)in HerMtebrity; or, Tlw Pifogr««f Cljilirtlli,

By Um Mtbor of “ Bibiwa’* JoowrW •¥«!•*.

HERODOTUS. A New EngUeh Vendon. Edited wtth Note*,

UlUBtratlng th* HUtov uA Qwgf^lry of RmMii, ftWD ^ moot

reoent wrareea of Ii^bniMtlon. By Ber. O. lUwuieov, Covom •

RAWLiK308,«iidSiB J.a.Wjtuortnoir. Mips. IVoli.Svit. IB». taeh.

HEByETS (Lobd) Memoirs of the Beigit of Qeoige tho Second,

from his Accession to the Death of <^ieen Caroline. Edited, wUli Notes

hyMft.C&OKSB, Second Sation, rortralt. iVola^Bvo* f|#.

HICKMAN'S (Wm.) Treatise on the Law and Practice of Naval
Courts Martial. 8vo. lOf. 6d.

HILLARD’S (G. S.) Six Months in Italy. 2 Vols. Post 8vo. 16s.

HISTORY OP ENGLAND AND PRANCE uhmr ths Hoosb
OP Lancaster. With an Intixxluctory Vleir of the Early fieformation.

Second Edition. 6vo. 158.

HOLLAND’S (Rev. F. B.) Psalms and Hymns, (Elected and
adapted to the various Solemnities ofthe Church. Third Edition. 24mo.
U.Od.

HOLLWAY'S(J.G.) Month in Norway. Pcap. 8vo. 2d.

HONEY BEE (The). An Essay. By Rev. Thomas James,
Reprinted from the “ Quarterly Review.’* Fcap. 8vo. la.

HOOK’S (Rev. Dr.) Church Dictionary. Seventh Edition. 8ro. 16s.

Discourses on tho Religious Controversies of the Day.
8vo. 9s.

(Theodore) Life. An Essay, By J. G. Lockhart. Reprinted
from the Quarterly Review.” Foap.8vo. la.

HOOKER’S (Dr.J.D.) Himalayan Journals; or, Notes ofan Oriental
Naturalist in Bengal, the Sikkim and Nepal Himalayas, the Rhasia
Mountains, &c. Second Edition. Woodcuts. 3 vols. PostSvo. 18s.

HOOPER’S (Lieut.) Ten Months among the Tents of the Tuski;
with Incidents of an Arctic Boat Expedition in Search of Sir John
Franklin. Plates, 8vo. 14a.

HORACE (Works of). Edited by Dear Milmak. With 300
Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. 21a.

(Life of). By Dbak Miuaif. Woodcats, and coloured
Borders. 8vo. 9a.

HOSPITALS AND SISTERHOODS. ByALAor. Pcap.8vo. 5s.

HOUSTOUN’S (Mrs.) Yacht Toyage to Texas and the Gulf of
Mexico. Plates. 2 Yds. PostSvo. 21a.
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BOMB AlTD COLOmAL LIBRARY. Ooiap1«te is.W 'Ipulk

Post 8tO| 29. 6(1. eaeh, or bound in SI VolumeSi cloth.

COIITXNTB or TBS SEBIES.

THE BIBLE IN SPAIN. By Geoboe Bobbow.

JOURNALS IN INDIA. By Bisbop Hebeb.

TRAVELS IN THE HOLY LAND. By Captains Ibby and Maholbb.

THE SIEGE OF GIBRALTAR. By John Dbinkwateb.

MOROCCO AND THE MOORS. By J. Dbuhmond Hat.

LETTERS FTIOM THE BALTIC. By a Lady.

THE AMBER-WITCH. By Lady Duff Gobdon.

OLIVER CROMWELL A JOHN BUNYAN. By Robebt Southey.

NEW SOUTH WALES. By Mbs. Meredith.

LIFE OF SIR FRANCIS DRAKE. By John Babbow.

FATHER RIPA’S MEMOIRS OP THE COURT OP CHINA.
A RESIDENCE IN THE WEST INDIES. By M.G. Lewis.

SKETCHES OF PERSIA. By SiB John Malcolm.

THE FRENCH IN ALGIERS. By Lady Duff Gobdon.

V0YA(SE of a naturalist. By Chables Dabwin.

HISTORY OF THE FALL OF THE JESUITS.
LIFE OF LOUIS PRINCE OF CONDE. By Lobd Mahon.
GIPSIES OF SPAIN. By Gkobqb Bohbow.

THE MARQUESAS. By Hermann Melville.

LIVONIAN TALES. By a Lady.

MISSIONARY LIFE IN CANADA. By Rev. J. Abbott.

SALE’S BRIGADE IN AFFOHANISTAN. By Rev. G. R. Glezo.

LETTERS FROM MADRAS. By a Lady.

HIGHLAND SPORTS. By CnARLRS St. John.

JOURNEYS ACROSS THE PAMPAS. By Sib F. B. Head.

GATHERINGS FROM SPAIN. By Richabd Fobd.

SIEGES OF VIENNA BY THE TURKS. By LoBO Ellesmere.

SKETCHES OF GERMAN LIFE. By Sir A. Gordon.
ADVENTURES IN THE SOUTH SEAS. By Hermann Melville.

STORY OF BATTLE OF WATERLOO. By Rev. G. R. Gleio.

A VOYAGE UP THE RIVER AMAZON. By W. H. Edwards.

TUB WAYSIDE CROSS. By Capt. Milman.

MANNERS A CUSTOMS OF INDIA. By Rev. C. Acland.

CAMPAIGNS AT WASHINGTON. By Rev. G. R.Gleiq.

ADVENTURES IN MEXICO. By G. F. Ruxton.

PORTUGAL AND GALLICIA. By Lord Carnarvon.

LIFE OF LORD CLIVE. By Rev. G. R. Gleio.

BUSH LIFE IN AUSTRALIA. By H. W. Hatoabth.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF HENRY STEFFENS.
SHORT LIVES OP THE POETS. By Thomas Campbell.

HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By Lord Mahon.
LONDON & NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY. By Sir F. B. Head.
ADVENTURES IN TUB LIBYAN DESERT. ByDiYLl 8t. John.

A RESIDENCE AT SIERRA LEONE. By a Lady.

LIFE OF GENERAL MUNRO. By Ret. G. R. Gwio.
MEMOIRS OF SIR FOWELL BUXTON. By his Son,
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B0HXr iHBav Stowwi's). A Hiitory of England, for the Upper
Classes fn Bchools. based upon Hima's Work, and continued ro the
ProHent Time. Woudcuts. Post 8vo. {UM/arm with iie Studenfa
Gibbon,)

HUTCHINSON (Colonbl) on Dog-Breaking; the most expe-
ditious, certain, and easy Method, whether great ExeeUenoe or only
Mediocrity be required. Third EdiHon, Revised and enlarged. Woodcuts.
PoBtSvo. 9a,

INKERSLEY’S (Thos.) Gothie Architecture in France; Being an
Inquiry into the Chronological Suooesslon of the Romanesque and
Pointed Styles; with Notices of some of the prigeipai Bvdldings, and
an Index. 8vo. 12s,^

IRBY AND MANGLES* Travels in Egypt, Nubia, Syria, and
the Holy Land, including a Journey round the Dead Sea, and through
the Country east of the Jordan. Post 8vo. 2s. 6d,

JAMES* (Rbt. Thomas) Fables of AUsop. A New Translation, chiefly
from the Orlg^inal Greek, with Historical Pn face. With 100 Wood-
cuts by John Tbnnibl. Twenty-sixth Thousand, Post 8vo. %a, id,

JAMESON’S (Mrs.) Memoirs 'of the Early Italian Painters, and
of the Progress of Italian Painting in Italy. TenlA Edition. With
70 Woodcuts. Fcap. 8vo. 6«.

JAPAN AND THE JAPANESE. Described from the Accounts
of Recent Dutch Travellers. New Edition. Post 8vo. 6^.

JARDINE*S (David) Narrative of the Gunpowder Plot. Jiew
Edition. Post 8vo. 7a. Gd,

JERVIS'S (Capt.) Manual of Operations in the Field, for the Use of
Officers. Post 8to. da, 6d.

JESSE'S (Edward) Visits to Spots of Interest in the Vicinity of
Windsor and Eton. Woodcuts. Post Svo. 12^.

Scenes and Occupations of Country Life, With Recol-

lections of Natural History. Third Sditian. Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. 6^.

Gleanings in Natural History. With Anecdotes of the

Sagacity and Instinct of Animals. Eighth EdiHon, Fcap. Svo. 6a.

JOHNSON’S (Dr. Samuii) Life : By James Bosirell. Including

the Tour to the Hebrides, with Notes by Sib W. Scott. Edited by
the late Mb. Cbokeb. Third Edition, Portraits. Royal Svo. 16«.

Lives of the most eminent English Poets. A New
Edition. Edited by Pbtbb Cunninobah. 8 vole. Svo. 22«. 6cf.

(Murray’s British Classics.)

JOHNSTON'S (Wm.) England as it is : Social, Political, and
Industrial, in the Middle of the 19th Century. 2Vols. Post Svo. 18^.

JOURNAL OP A NATURALIST. Fourth Edition. Woodcuts.
Post Svo. da.Gd.

JOWETT'S (Rev. B.) Commentary on St. Paul's Epistles to the

Thessalonlans, Qalallans, and Romans. With Notes and Dissertations.

Second Edition. 2 Vols. Svo.
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KBITB (Birao?) life. By A hjaukt. Second Edition. PoHiralt.
/ SVcls. 8vo. 18«.

— Ixpoaition of the Apostles" Creed. Extracted firom his
''Practice of PlTiue Love." NiwEHUim, Fcap.

Approach to the Holy Altar, Extracted from his " Manual
of Prayer” and "Practice of Divine Love ” Ifew Edition, Feap. 8vo.
la. erf. .

KINO'S (Rev. S. W.) Tour through the Italian Valleys of the
Feonine Alps. With llloatrations. Crown 8vo.

KING EDWARI) VIth’s Latin Grammar; or, an Introduction
to the Latin Tongue, for the Use ofSchools. 12th Edition. ISmo. Sa, 6rf.

First Latin Book
;
or, the Accidence,

Syntax and Prosody, with an English Translation for the Use of Junior
Classes. Second Edition. 12mo. 2s.

KNAPP'S (J. A.) English Roots and Ramifications; or, the
Derivation and Meaning of Div«ni Words. Fcap. 8vo. 4s.

KUGLER’S (Dr, Frinz) Handbook to the History of Painting
(the Italian Schools). Translated from the German. Edited, with
Notes, by SmCuAiiLES Eastlake. Third Edition. Woodcuts. 2 Yols.
PostSvo. 80s.— (the German, Dutch, and
Fleminh Schools). Translated from the German. A New Edition,
Edited, with Notes. ByDa.WAAOh». Woodcuts. PostSvo. Nearly
Beady, ^

LABARTB’S (M. Juiss) Handbook of the Arts of the Hiddle Ages
and Renalssauce. With 200 Woodcuts. Svo. 18s.

LABORDE’S (Leon Db) Journey through Arabia Petraea, to Mount
Bitiai, and the Excavated City of Petrma,—the Edom of the Prophecies.
Second Edition. With Plates. Svo. 18s.

LANE'S (E. W.) Arabian Nights. Translated, with Explanatory
Notes. With Woodcuts. BoyalSvo. 21s.

LATIN GRAMMAR (Kino Edwarp the VIth's.) For the Use
of Schools. Twelfth Edition. 12mo. 8s.6rf.

First Book (Kwo Edwahd VI.) ; or, the Accidence,
SynUx. and Ptot idy, with English Translation for Junior Classes.
SeeondEditum. ISmo. 2s.

LAYARD’8 (A. H.) Nineveh and its Remains. Being a Nar-
ra^lve of Researches and Discoveries amidst the Ruins of Assyria.
With an Account of the Chaldean Christians of Kurdistan

;
the Yoaedis,

or I^vU-worshippers; and an Enquiry into the Manners and Arts of
the Ancient Assyrians. Sixth Edition. Plates and Woodcuts. 2 Vols.
8vo. 86s.

-
2 TT"” Nineveh and Babylon

; being the Result

SL* ^rteenth Thousand. Plates.
Svo. 2ls. Or Fine Paper, 2 Vols. Svo. 80s.

“—Popular Account of Nineveh. WhEdUion, With
Woodcuts. Post Svo. 6s.

LESLIE’S (C. B.) Handbook for Young Paintera. With Illustra*
tions. PostSvo. 10s. erf.
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LEAKffS (Ctau % HAUnr) Topographj.of Athens, with Bemaiks

VLt'^S^'k «» lH»i e* Attto.

UrsTels In Northern Oreeoe. Maps, 4 Tols, 8to. 60».

• Disputed Questions of Andent OeoenuobT. Usd
8vo. 6(.e(l.

a -r .r

r Numismata Hellenics. A Cstaloeue of Greek Coins.
With Map and Appendix. 4to. da#. i

'
.

Peloponnesiaca : A Supplernfflut to TrsTeb in the Mores.
8vo. 15*.

— Thoughts on the DegradaUon of Science in Rngbnd.
Svo. 8*. (U,

LETTERS PROM THE SHORES OP THE BALTIC. By a
Lady. Post Svo. 2e. Gd;

Madras; or. First Impressions of Life and
Manners In India. B^aLADY. PostSvo. 6d.

Sierra Leone, written to Friends at Home.
Br a Lady. Edited by Mrs. Nobton. Post Svo. 6e.

— Head Quarters; or, The Bealities of the War
in the Crimea. By a Staff Officer, /bputor MitUm, Plans.
Post 8vo. 6s.

LEXINGTON (Tbs) PAPERS ; or, Some Account of the Courts
of London and Vienna at the end of the 17th Century. Edited by Hour.
H. Mambbub Buttom. Svo. lie.

LEWIS’ (Sir G. 0.) Essay on the Goyemment of ‘Dependencies,
8vo. 12f.

^

Glossaiy of Provincial Words used in Herefordshire and
some of the adjoining Counties. 12mo. 4e. 6d.

(Lady Theresa) Friends and Contemporaries of the
Lord Chancelior Clarendon, llIustrAtive of Portraits in his Gallery,
With a Descriptive Account of tiie Pictures, and Origin of the Collec-
tion. Portraits, b Vols. 8vo. 42s.

(M. O.) Journal of a Residence'among the Negroes in the
West Indies. Post Svo, 2s. 6d.

LIDDELL’S (Dean) History of Home. From the Earliest Times
to the Bstablishrocnr of the Empire. Wltb the History of Literature

and Alt. Libra' y Edition 2 Vols. Svo, 28s

SCHOOL HISTORY OF ROME. Abridged from
the Larger Work. Eighth Thousand. With 100 Woodcuts. Post Svo.
7s. Gd. lUniform ssUh Da. Wm. Siiitb's Histdby of Qbbbcb].

LINDSAY’S (Lord) Lives of the Lindsays ; or, a Memoir of the
Houses of Crawford ai d Palcarres. With Extracts from Official Papers
and Personal Narratives. Second Edition. 8 Vols. Svo. 24s.

—-Report of the Claim of James, Earl of Crawford and
Balearrrs, to the Original Dukedom of Montrose, created in 1488.

Folio. ISt.

LITTLE ARTHUR’S HISTORY OF ENGLAND, By Last
Callcott. Eighteenth Edition. With 20 Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo.

2s. 6d.
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LIVINGSTONE’S (Rev. Dk.) Missionary Travels and Researches

in South Africa *, ncluding h Skftch oi Sixtt-eii Years’ Re^^lH»*Ilc6 in

thclnterloi ot AMca, ai d a Jauiney from the Cape ot Good Hope to

Luanda on the We^t Coast; thence sciosft the C“ntin'‘nt, dt>wn the

River 74ainhesi. to the Eastern Ocean. Thxrtuih Thomand, Map,

Vlatea, andIndex. Svo. 21a.

LIVONIAN TALES.-The Disponent.—The Wolves.—The Jesress.

By the Autlior of Letters from the Baltic.” Post Svo. 2f . 6<l.

LOCKHART'S (J. 0.) Ancient Spanish Ballads. Historical and
^Romantic. Tranatated, with Notes. Illustrated Edition, 4to. Or,

Popular AUfion. Post 8ro. 2s, 6tf.

Life of Robert Burns. Fifth Edition, Fcap. Svo. 8d.

LOUDON’S (Mrs.) Instructions in Gardening for Ladies. With
Directions and Calendar of Operations for Every Month. Mghth
Edition, Woodcuts. Foap.Svo. 5^.

Modern Botany; a Popular Introduction to the
Natural System of Plants. Second Edition, Woodcuts. Fcap. Svo. 5s.

LOWE'S (Sir Hunsoir) Letters and Journals, during the Captivity

of Napoleon at St. Helena. By Williah Forsyte. Portrait. 3 Vols.
Svo. i5s.

LUCKNOW : A Lady's Diary of the Siege of Lucknow. Written
for the Perll^al of Friends at Home. Fcap. Svo. is, 6d.

LYBLL'S (Sir Charlbs) Principles of Geology; or, the Modem
Changes of the Earth and its Inhabitants consldei'ed as illustrative of
Geology. EM Edition, Woodcuts. Svo. 185.

Manual of Elementary Geology ; or, the Ancient Changes
of the Earth and its Inhabitants illustrated by its Geological Monuments.
Pyth EdUion, Woodcuts. Svo. 145.

Visits to the United States, 1841-46. Second Edition,
Plates. 4 Vols. Post Svb. 245.

MAHON'S (Lord) History of England, from the Peace of Utrecht
to the Peace of Versailles, 1718—83. Fourth Library Edition. 7 Vols.
Svo. 93f.

History of England, 1713—83. Cabinet Edition, 7 Vols.
Post Svo. 35«.

“ Forty-Five
;
” a Narrative of the Rebellion in Scot-

iand. Post Svo. 85.

The Rise of our Indian Empire. Being the History
of BrttiHh India fn‘>ih its Origin till the Peace of 1788. Extracted from
his HUtory of Engiand.” Posr Svo. Ss, 6d,

Histoiy of the War of the Succession in Spain. Second
Edition, Map. Svo. I65.

Spain under Charles the Second ; or. Extracts from the
Correspondence of the Hon. Albx5 Ndicr Stanhopr, British Minister at
Madrid from 1000 to 1700, Second Edition, Post Svo. 65 . 6d,

Life of Louis Prince of Cond§, sumamed the Great.
FoStSVO. 05.

Life of Beliaariug. Second EdUion, Post 8vo. IO0. 6<f.

Historical and Critical Essays. Post Svo. 6d.

Stoiy of Joan of Arc, Fcap. 8vo. I0.

Address Delivered at Manchester, Leeds, and Bir-
mingham. Fcap. Svo. I5.
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M^^CULLOCH’S (J, E.) Collected Edition of Eicarpo’s Political
Works. Wttb Notes and Memoir. Second Edition, 8vo. 16«.

MALCOLM’S (Sir John) Sketches of Persia. Third Edition,
PostSvo. 6a.

MAl^SEL’S (Erv. H. L.) Tke Limits of Religious Tlxouglil
Examined. Being the Hampton Eectures for 1868. 8vo.
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War. 2’Aird Edition I'ortrait. Post 8vo. 10s. 6ti.
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the Pe^rMge.** Kevised,Goirected, and Continned to the Present Time.
By vv iLLiAU CouATBtiPR, Sotuerset Herald. 8vo. dOs.
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from the “Quarterly Review.” Woodcuts. Fcap.Svo. 8s. 6d.
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Woodcuts. 2 Vols. 8vo. 18s.

PARIS' (John A., M.B.) Philosophy in Sport made Science in
Eainest; or, the First Principles of Natural Philosophy inculcated by aid
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Post 8vo. 9s.

PARISH’S (Sir Woodbine) Buenos Ayres and the Provinces of the
Rio de la Plata, Tlieir First Dflicovery and Conquest, Present State,
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PARKYNS' (Mansfield) Personal Narrative of Three Years* Resi-
dence and Adventures in Abyssinia. Woodcuts. 2 Vols. 6vo. 30s.
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Optical Refinements exhibited in the Constniotlon of the Ancient
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PERRY'S (Sir Erskinx) Bird's-Eye View of India. With Extracts
from a Journal kept in the Provinces, Nepanl, &o. Fcap. 8vo, 6a.
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PHILLIPS' (John) Memoirs of William Smith, LL.D. (the Geo-
logist). Portrait 8vo. 7s,6d»
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Rivers, Mountains, and Sea Coast of Yorkshire.
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DnpubUahed Diaries of Robert Plumer Ward. Portrait. 2Vols. 8vo. 28s.
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by the Right Hon. John Wilson Crokbr, assisted by Petsb Cunning-
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PORTER'S (Rev. J. L.) Five Years in Damascus. With Travels to
Palmyra, Lebanon, i^d other Scripture Sites. Map and Woodcuts.
2vols. PostSvo. 2U.

(Mrs. G. R.) Rational Arithmetic for Schools and for
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Morocco, 42s.
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PROGRESS OP RUSSIA IN THE EAST. An Historical Sum-
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with the Author^a latest Corrections, Fcap. 8vo, Is., of Fine Paper, with
Portrait. Fcap. 8vo. 6s.
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2 Vols. Post 8vo. *218,

TYTLBR (Patrick Fraser), A Memoir of. By his Friend, Rev.
J. W, Bitboon, M.A. 8vo. In the Press,

UBIOINrS (M. A.) Letters
,
on Turkey and its Inhabitants—the

Moslems, Creeks, Armenians, &c. Translated by Lady EASTiforB.
2 Vols. PostSvo. 21«.

VAUGHAN’S (Rev. Dr.) Sermons preached in Harrow School.
8vo. 10s.6d.

l^ew Sermons. 12mo. 6s.

VAUX’S (W. S. W.) Handbook to the Antiquities in the British

Museum; being a Destiiption of the Remains of Greek, Assyrian

Egyptian, and Etruscan Art preserved there. With Woodcuts. PostSvo.

VENABLES’ (Rev. R. L.) Domestic Scenes in Russia during a
Year's Residence, chiefly in the Interior. Second Edition. Post 8vo. 6s.

VOYAGE to the Mauritius and back, touching at the Cape of Good
Hope, and St. Helena. By Author of ** Paudiana.’' Post 8vo. 95. Bd,

WAAGEN’S (Dr.) Treasures of Art in Great Britain. Being an
Account of the Chief Collections of Paintings, Sculpture, Manuscripts,

Miniatures, &o. &c.. In this Countiy. Obtained from Personal Inspeo-

tiun during Visits to England. 3 vols. 8vo. 865.

— Galleries and Cabinets of Art in England. Being
an AccO'tir of more tlnin Fortv CoHef^tions, visited in 18&4-66 and
never be'ore describes. With IndHZ. 8vo. I85.

WADDINGTON’S (Dean) Condition and Prospects of the
Greek Church. New Edition, Fcap. 8vo. 35. Bd.

WAKEFIELD’S (B. J.) Adventures in New Zealand. With
some Account of the Beginning of the British Colonisation of the

Island. Map. 2 Vols. 8vo. 285.

WALES AND TALKS. A Story-book for Young Children. By
Auivt Ida. With Woodcuts, 16mo. 65,
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WAED’S (BottkRT Plvmxb) Memoir, CorreBpotidence, Literary and
Unpublished Uieries and Remains. By the Hoh. Edxxjvo pHim*
Portrait . 2 Vols. ^o. 28s.

WATT (James)
;
Origin and Progress of his Mechanical Inyentlons.

Illustrated by his Correspondence with bis Friends. Edited with an
Introductory Memoir, by J. P. MuibhbAD. Plates. 8 vols. 8vo.45s.,

or Large Paper. 3 Vols. 4to.

WELLINGTON’S (Thb Dues of) Despatches during his varioua

Campaigns. Compiled ftom Official and other Authentic Documents. By
Col. OCBWOOD, G.B. New Enlarged Edition. 8 Vols. 8vo. 21s. each.

2 Supplementary Letters, Despatches, and other
Papers. Edited by his Sok. 3 Vols. 8vo.

Selections from his Despatches and General
Orders. By Colonbl Gunwoon. 8vo. 18s.

Speeches in Parliament. 2 Vols. 8vo. 42^,

WILKIE’S (SikDavii)) Life, Journals, Tours, and Critical Eemarks
on Works of Art, with a Selection from his Correspondence. By Allah
CuHHiNQHAM. Portrait. 8 Vols. 8vo. 42s,

WILKINSON’S (Sib J. G.) Popular Account of the Private Life,
Manners, and Gnstoms of the Ancient Vlgyptlana. Nm Edition.

Revised and Condonacd. With 600 Woodcuts. 2 Vols, Post 8vo.
12s.— Dalmatia and Montenegro; with a Journey tp
Mostar in Hortzegovina, and Remarks on the Slavonic Nations. Plates
and Woodcuts. 2Vol8.8vo. 42s.

Handbook for Egypt.—Thebes, the Nile, Alex-
andria, {Cairo, the Pyramilis, Mount Sinai, &c. Map. Post 8vo.

(Q. B.) Working Man’s Handbook to South Aus-
tralia ; with Advice to the Farmer, and Detailed Information for the
several Glasses of Labourers and Artisans. Map. 18mo. Is. 6<f.

WOOD’S (Likut.) Voyage up the Indus to the Source of the
River Oxus, by Kabul and Badakbshan. Map, 8vo. 14s.

WORDSWORTH’S (Rev. Dr.) Athens and Attica. Journal of a
Tour. Third Edition. Plates. Post 8vo. 8s. 6d.

Greece: Pictorial, Descriptive, and Historical,
with n. H’story of the CharActArisrlos ofGreek Art,by G. Scharf, F.S.A.
New Edition. With 300 Woodci^ts. Royal 8vo.

King Edward Vlth’s Latin Grammar, for the
Use of Schools. revised. 12mo. ds.6d.

First Latin Book, or the Accidence^ Syntax
and Prosody, with English Translation for Junior Clas&. Secmd
Edition. 12ino. 2s. •

WORNUM (Ralph). A Biographical Dictionary of Italian Painters

:

with a Table of the Contemporary Schools of Italy. By a Lady.

^ Post8vo. 6s. 6J.

YOUNG’S (Dr. Thos.) Life and Miscellaneous Works, edited
by Dean Peacock and John Lbitcu. Portrait and Plates. 4 Vols.
Svo. 15s. each.

RADBURT AND XVANI, FKINTBUR, WJItTSfSUlt.






